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Introduction

The 1010data Reference Manual provides information about the 1010data Macro Language as well as the
1010data library of functions.

The Macro Language Elements section contains information on data transformation operations such as
row selection (<sel>) and linking (<link>). This section also provides full details on the elements used
to create and contain block code such as <block> and <library>. It also covers elements related
to application development, such as <dynamic> and <loop>. There is a wealth of information about
the elements used to create QuickApps, which include <widget>, <layout>, and <do>. Each of the
widgets is documented in detail with respect to its attributes, which are used to determine their behavior
and appearance. The manual also includes examples that demonstrate basic usage of each of the widgets.

The Function Reference on page 580 contains details about the 1010data functions, including their
parameters and return values. Many of the functions have sample usage tables, which demonstrate the
behavior given different sets of input values, and examples that show how to incorporate the functions into
Macro Language code.
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Writing Expressions

Selection expressions are used when doing advanced row selection or advanced row find. Value
expressions are used when creating computed columns. This section describes how to write such
expressions.

Introduction and Examples

Selection expressions, which are similar to what some may call boolean expressions, can be used to select
rows of a table. Examples of such expressions are:

• price>24.99
• (price+tax)>30
• 200<((share/100)*total)
• max(price1;price2)<100
• (min(price1;price2)+(amount/100))<50
• code=1
• state='NY' 'CA'

Selection expressions must evaluate to 1 (i.e., true, include this row in the selection) or 0 (i.e., false, do not
include this row).

Similar expressions are used when creating computed columns:  The computed column's value is given
by a value expression. Value expressions can evaluate to any value so the examples above are valid for
value expressions as well. Here are additional examples of value expressions:

• price*1.01
• price+tax
• (share/100)*total
• min(price1;price2)+(amount/100)
• mod(min(col6;col2)+(col1/100);col3+2)
• 12,345.67
• 3/15/03
• 13:45
• 'my text'

The last four are simply a number, a date, a time, and a text value. In such cases, every row of the column
has the same value.

Order of Operations

In an expression like:

a*b+c*d

it is important to know the order in which the operators are applied. Are the operators evaluated strictly
in left-to-right order without regard to the type of operation? Is addition done first? Is multiplication done
first? The answer is the latter, which is similar to standard mathematical notation and most spreadsheets
and computer languages. The above expression is therefore equivalent to:

(a*b)+(c*d)

Here is a complete list of all the operators and the order in which they are applied:

1. ^
2. *,  /
3. +,  -
4. =,  <,  >,  <>,  <=,  >=
5. &,  |
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6. ~

For example:

~a*b+c*d>e&x/y>z

is the same as:

~((((a*b)+(c*d))>e)&((x/y)>z))

When two operators have the same precedence, the one on the left is done first. For example:

a/b*c

is the same as:

(a/b)*c

which is not the same as:

a/(b*c)

It is therefore possible to write fairly complex expressions without parentheses, but bear in mind that
parentheses can improve readability. 1010data recommends that you use parentheses even when they are
not strictly necessary.
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Operators

Operators can be used when writing expressions.

Expressions are mathematical formulas that may contain various operators (e.g., +) and functions (e.g.,
min) and may refer to column names (e.g., price) as well as explicit values (e.g., 1.01). They may also
contain certain predefined variables (e.g., i_).

The arguments to the operators may generally be explicit values, column names, function calls (e.g.,
min(prc1;prc2)), or parenthesized expressions (e.g., (price*1.01)).

The following is a list of operators that can be used in expressions:

Operator Details

+ See + (addition) on page 20 for more information.

- See - (subtraction) on page 21 for more information.

* See * (multiplication) on page 21 for more information.

/ See / (division) on page 22 for more information.

^ See ^ (exponentiation) on page 22 for more information.

= See = (equality) on page 23 for more information.

<> See <> (inequality) on page 23 for more information.

< See < (less than) on page 23 for more information.

<= See <= (less than or equal to) on page 24 for more information.

> See > (greater than) on page 24 for more information.

>= See >= (greater than or equal to) on page 25 for more information.

& See & (logical and) on page 25 for more information.

| See | (logical or) on page 26 for more information.

~ See ~ (logical not) on page 26 for more information.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25. See the individual topic
associated with each operator for more information.

+ (addition)
The addition operator (+) returns the result of adding the two arguments together.

Syntax

X+Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression
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Return Value

Returns a numerical value corresponding to the sum of X and Y.

The data type of the result depends on the data type of the arguments.

• If either X or Y are decimal, the result is decimal.
• If one argument is big integer and the other is integer, the result is big integer.
• If both X and Y are integers, the result is integer.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

- (subtraction)
The subtraction operator (-) returns the result of subtracting the second argument from the first.

Syntax

X-Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a numerical value corresponding to the result of subtracting Y from X.

The data type of the result depends on the data type of the arguments.

• If either X or Y are decimal, the result is decimal.
• If one argument is big integer and the other is integer, the result is big integer.
• If both X and Y are integers, the result is integer.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

* (multiplication)
The multiplication operator (*) returns the result of multiplying the two arguments together.

Syntax

X*Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a numerical value corresponding to the result of multiplying X and Y.
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The data type of the result depends on the data type of the arguments.

• If either X or Y are decimal, the result is decimal.
• If one argument is big integer and the other is integer, the result is big integer.
• If both X and Y are integers, the result is integer.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

/ (division)
The division operator (/) returns the result of dividing the first argument by the second.

Syntax

X/Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a numerical value corresponding to the result of dividing X by Y.

The data type of the result is decimal.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

^ (exponentiation)
The exponentiation operator (^) returns the result of raising the first argument to the power of the second.

Syntax

X^Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any numeric type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a numerical value corresponding to the result of raising X to the power of Y.

The data type of the result is decimal.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.
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= (equality)
The equality operator (=) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is equal
to (one of the values of) the second.

Syntax

X=Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y may be a list of values.

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is equal to (one of the values in) Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X and Y are both N/A, the result is 1; if only one is N/A, the result is 0.

<> (inequality)
The inequality operator (<>) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is
not equal to (any of the values in) the second.

Syntax

X<>Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y may be a list of values.

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is not equal to (any of the values in) Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X and Y are both N/A, the result is 0; if only one is N/A, the result is 1.

< (less than)
The less than operator (<) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is less
than the value of the second.
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Syntax

X<Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is less than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 1; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 0. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

<= (less than or equal to)
The less than or equal to operator (<=) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first
argument is less than or equal to the value of the second.

Syntax

X<=Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is less than or equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 1; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 0. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

> (greater than)
The greater than operator (>) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is
greater than the value of the second.

Syntax

X>Y
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is greater than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 0; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 1. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

>= (greater than or equal to)
The greater than or equal to operator (>=) returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first
argument is greater than or equal to the value of the second.

Syntax

X>=Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Y any simple type A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is greater than or equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 0; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 1. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

& (logical and)
The logical and operator (&) returns true if both arguments are true.

Syntax

X&Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Y integer A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1
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Argument Type Description

big integer

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 corresponding to the logical conjunction of X and Y.

If both X and Y are 1, the result is 1; otherwise, the result is 0.

The data type of the result depends on the data type of the arguments.

• If both X and Y are integers, the result is integer.
• If both X and Y are big integers, the result is big integer.
• If one argument is big integer and the other is integer, the result is big integer.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

| (logical or)
The logical or operator (|) returns true if either argument is true.

Syntax

X|Y

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Y integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 corresponding to the logical disjunction of X and Y.

If either X or Y are 1, the result is 1. If both X and Y are 0, the result is 0.

The data type of the result depends on the data type of the arguments.

• If both X and Y are integers, the result is integer.
• If both X and Y are big integers, the result is big integer.
• If one argument is big integer and the other is integer, the result is big integer.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is 0.

~ (logical not)
The logical not operator (~) returns the logical negation of the argument.

Syntax

~X
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 corresponding to the negation of X.

If X is 1, the result is 0. If X is 0, the result is 1.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the row is not displayed.

? (child elements)
For XML values, the ? operator returns the XML fragment containing the child elements of @xml.

Syntax

@xml?tag

Input

Argument Type Description

tag string An XML value

Return Value

Returns an XML fragment containing the child elements of @xml where the tag is tag.

If you try to use the ? operator on something that is not an XML value, you will receive the following error
message: Only list and XML types have _groups and thus can be searched with ?.
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Block Variables

Block variables provide an easy way to reference specific information about the system, the data being
worked on, and the active user's session, among other useful pieces of information.

Block variables

The following variables may be referenced in block code using the {@VAR_NAME} syntax.

Block Variable

Description

._cols

Returns a list of column names.

._column.[COLUMN]

Returns a package of metadata for the specified column.

._data

The entire result of the query as a table value.

._defined

Is the variable or component defined? @foo._defined

._is_empty

True if @variable is empty or undefined.

._length

Returns the length of a list.

@varlength = @foo._length

In the example above, the block variable @foo._length returns the length of the list @foo.

._members

When applied to a package, yields a list of the package's member names

._or_empty

Returns "" if the variable is undefined, otherwise returns the variable value.

._pretty

A string representing a human-readable form of @variable (where possible).

._rows

Returns the number of rows.

._tag

Returns the name of an XML tag.

@myvar = <foo bar="5"><baz/></foo>

In the example above, the block variable @myvar._tag returns the string foo.

._tohtml

HTML-escaped version of the string form of @variable.

.
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._tojson

JSON-encoded version of @variable (where possible).

._tostring

The string form of @variable.

._type

The variable type. Currently can be list, pkg, xml, value or undefined. @foo._type

._ugly

A string representing a 1010data input form of @variable (where possible).

._xml

Returns the code corresponding to the MDB ops as an XML value.

_.contains

When applied to a package, returns a boolean indicating whether package @p contains key @k (a
string).

<set x="{pkg('key1' 'key2';'val1' 'val2')}"/>
<signal msg="{pkg_.contains(@x;'key1')}"/>

In the example above, the package x contains the key 'key1', so pkg_.contains returns a
boolean value of 1 (true).

_.update

When applied to a package, returns a new package that is the union of @p1 and @p2, with the values
of @p2 taking precedence.

<set p1="{pkg('key1' 'key2';'val1' 'val2')}" p2="{pkg('key3' 'key4';'val3'
 'val4')}"/>
<signal msg="{lst_to_str(pkg_names(pkg_.update(@p1;@p2));',')}"/>

In the example above, the package p1 contains 'key1' and 'key2', and the package p2 contains
'key3' and 'key4'. pkg_.update returns a new package, containing 'key1', 'key2', 'key3',
and 'key4'.

_.without

When applied to a package, returns a copy of package @p without key(s) @k (a string or lst() of
strings).

<set x="{pkg('key1' 'key2';'val1' 'val2')}"/>
<signal msg="{lst_to_str(pkg_names(pkg_.without(@x;'key1'));',')}"/>

In the example above, the package x contains 'key1' and 'key2'. pkg_.without returns a copy
of package x with 'key1' removed.

accum_mach_

Internal designation of server on which accum is running.

accum_port_

Internal designation of port number for accum handling data.

basetable_

The table on which a query was invoked and/or the base table if a simple <base> was used before
the rest of the query.
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Note:  Using the <base> tag in a <block> will not change the current value of
@basetable_. @basetable_ only makes sense in the simplest of queries and should
probably be avoided.

browser_type_

The name of the browser in use by the current session.

browser_version_

The version of the browser in use by the current session.

gmtoffset_

The user's preferred time zone with Daylight Saving Time (DST) taken into account

@gmtoffset_ provides a correction to GMT in the U.S. that takes into account DST (as observed in
NYC).

Available as of version 10.14.

lastlogin_

A decimal value (in date+time form) of the login date and time for the current user's last session
(adjusted with @gmtoffset_).

Available as of version 10.14.

logindate_

An integer value (in date form) of the login date for the current user's session (adjusted with
@gmtoffset_).

logindatetime_

A decimal value (in date+time form) of the login date and time for the current user's session (adjusted
with @gmtoffset_).

logintime_

An integer value (in time form) of the login time for the current user's session (adjusted with
@gmtoffset_).

now_

The current date and time in Julian date format (adjusted with @gmtoffset_).

origtable_

Path of the table first used at the beginning of a query.

origtitle_

The name/path of the originating table.

params_

A package containing constant parameter values (literals, such as numbers and strings), keyed on
the parameter name. For non-literal expressions, the value is not available in params_. Instead, use
sqlvalues_.

PARAMS(('foo','abc'),('bar','3.14'))

In the PARAMS package above, @params_.foo will contain the literal abc, but @sqlvalues_.foo
will contain the MDB expression for the string. @params_.bar will contain the literal 3.14 but
@sqlvalues_.bar will contain the MDB expression that yields that number.

queryhash_

A text value representing the hash value of the current query.
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specialhash_

A text value representing the special hash value.

sqltypes_

Contains the SQL types for the values in sqlvalues_.

sqlvalues_

Contains MDB expressions corresponding to SQL expressions. sqlvalues_ provides a convenient
way of passing SQL columns into macro code.

subtitle_

The subtitle of the current table if present, otherwise returns na.

suffix_

The text value appended to the names of all real columns in the base table, as supplied by the
suffix attribute to the <base> operation.

Note:  The suffix_ variable has been deprecated. Do not use for new Macro Language
code. Use the params_ variable, described above, to identify base suffixes and apply them
as needed.

timezone_

An integer value representing the user's preferred time zone.

title_

The title of the current table.

today_

The current date (adjusted with @gmtoffset_).

username_

Username of user logged into current session.

verdate_

The date that the version of the current session was released.

version_

The version of 1010data in use by the current session.
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Vector Variables

These variables provide an easy way to reference specific information about the system, the data being
worked on, and the active user's session, among other useful pieces of information.

System variables

i_

Row number in the current view.

i_(B)

Sticky row number in current view

B specifies a starting base number for the enumeration. The default is 1.

ii_(B)

Enumeration of duplicate rows for each original row after performing a selection expansion (i.e., <sel
expand="1">)

B specifies a starting base number for the enumeration. The default is 1.

n_

Number of rows in the current view.

n_()

Sticky number of rows in the current view.

rn_

Row number in the original table.

ri_

Row index relative to segment in the original table.

zi_

Virtual column of integer zeros.

zr_

Virtual column of real zeros.

colord_

The current column order of the worksheet or table.

dlpath_

Path of directory where data is stored.

mach_

Internal designation of server on which data is being processed.

name_

Path of this table, or N/A if it is a tabulation or other virtual table.

orign_

Number of rows in original table.

origname_
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Path of the original table (pre-tabulation).

origtitle_

Title of the original table (pre-tabulation).

port_

Internal designation of port number for process handling data.

rca_

Takes on the result of processing all columns up to the current one, during the evaluation of certain
row functions. (Available as of version 15.21)

rcn_

Takes on the name of each column successively during the evaluation of a row function.

rct_

Takes on one of the string values ('i', 'f', 'j', 'a', 'n') corresponding to the current
column's basic data type: integer, float, bigint, string, or other, respectively, during the evaluation of a
row function. (Available as of version 15.21)

rcv_

Takes on the value of each column successively during the evaluation of a row function.

seg_

Segment in the original table.

subtitle_

The subtitle of the worksheet currently being operated on.

title_

Title of this table.

username_

Username of user logged into current session.

verdate_

The date the current version of MDB was released.

version_

The MDB version number
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System Tables

These tables provide easy to work with, low-overhead tables for building Macro Language queries where
no specific data is required.

Description

These tables can be invoked using the <base> operation:

<base table="default.lonely"/>

For default.empty, the <meta> tag must be used, because by default 1010data will issue an error
when a table has no rows or no rows are selected. To use default.empty, enter the following code:

<meta>empty</meta>
<base table="default.empty"/>

<base table=session.tables"/>

System tables

Table 1: System tables

Table name Description

default.lonely Provides a table with one column and one row. The column name is c1,
and the value of the first row of c1 is 1.

default.empty Provides an empty table with one column. The column name is c1, and
the column contains no values.

default.test.json Contains columns with various JSON payloads as strings, permitting
easier experimentation with both JSON and (via dejson()) packages in a
vector context.

Note:  The contents of default.test.json may change over
time.

(Available as of version 15.01)

session.tables Shows all DBM objects a user can see.

Note:  Do not use session.tables in production code.
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Macro Language Elements

The appeal of 1010data has always been in its combination of power and simplicity. 1010data's platform
offers a standard set of basic operations. When combined with the robust function library built into the
system, these operations (in plain English: Select, Link, Tabulate, Compute Columns, Merge, and Sort)
can be combined to produce powerful insights and analysis. Recently, 1010data has elaborated on these
basic operations to produce more nuanced and versatile ways of working with 1010data's system.

This reference manual will cover the detailed specifications for all 1010data Macro Language elements.
This includes the traditional operations mentioned above, as well as a set of elements for creating
parameterized subroutines (<block> and its affiliated elements), and the QuickApps language extension
for rapid GUI development. However, keep in mind this is a reference manual, and may not be as useful
to someone who is just learning 1010data as it is to more experienced users. For a beginner's perspective
on using basic operations and interacting with 1010data, please view our Getting Started Guide and other
tutorials.

Data Transformation
Data transformation operations use functions and expressions to functionally alter tabular data. These
operations take 0, 1, or 2 tables as input and produce a single table as a result.

<amend>

Update a specified value, or column of values, either by entering a new value or by using an expression.
The expression can be applied to the column the value is in or to another column.

Description

<amend> expects an attribute name which identifies the column to update, and an attribute value
which contains the value expression. The value expression may either be an alphanumeric value, or an
expression involving any columns in the table. In order for the update to be successful, the expression
must produce a result of the same data type of the column to update.

To restrict the update to a subset of rows, instead of the entire column, add the where attribute to use a
standard Macro Language selection expression.

<amend> may operate on one column at a time like a <willbe> operation. Or, it may be used in
scatter=1 mode to potentially edit multiple columns and rows. This is best visualized through the Trillion-
Row Spreadsheet (TRS) grid. For more information, see Amend a single value within the grid in the
1010data Insights Platform User's Guide.

Syntax
<amend name="[COLNAME]" value="[EXPRESSION]" where="[EXPRESSION]"/>

Attributes

name

The name of the column to alter. This attribute accepts a string that obeys Macro Language naming
conventions and is the valid name of a column in the table.

value

The expression to transform data, intended to be written to the column mentioned in the name
attribute.

Note:  The resultant type of the expression must match the current type of the column.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/GettingStartedGuide/index_frames.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Amend/AmendSingleValueInGrid.html
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where

Selection criteria for the row on which to apply the amend change. Accepts a standard Macro
Language selection expression.

scatter

Enables "scatter" mode, where by values at specific row-column coordinates can be changed to new
values via expressions.

The Second Form of <amend>

This syntax allows for multiple columns and rows to be updated in a single operation.

The following CDATA format is valid, and the attributes name, value, and where are not used, when
scatter="1":

<amend scatter="1"><![CDATA[
[ROW_POSITION],[COLUMN_NAME],[NEW_VALUE]
]]>
</amend>

[ROW_POSITION]

The row number in the table to amend.

[COLUMN_NAME]

The name of the column to amend.

[NEW_VALUE]

The new value to amend into that location.

Example

Updating one column value of one row in the pub.demo.weather.stations table. The value in the
Anemometer Height column for Station ID 3103 is increased by 2.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<amend name="anht" value="anht+2" where="id=3103"/>

Example: Scatter

This example updates some text values in the column labeled Station Name which has a column name of
name. The format of the CDATA[] block is as follows:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<amend scatter="1"><![CDATA[
1,name,FROGSTUFF
2,name,CRASHVILLE
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3,name,BACON
]]>
</amend>

<base>

<base> is optional, but must appear at the beginning of a macro when it is used. Any tags before it are
ignored.

Syntax
<base label="[NEW_TABLE_TITLE]" 
    table="[BASE_TABLE_PATH]"/>

Attributes

initrun_

Accepts a boolean value. initrun_="1" runs the query upon opening, and initrun_="0" does
not run the query.

When a table is loaded as <base table="path"/> with loadpath_, MLW runs the query
(displays the table in the results pane) upon opening, which means initrun_="1". This is the
default.

label

The new title (label) to be displayed with the current worksheet.  This replaces the title of the base
table.  Note that any tabulation operation will change the title to "Tabulation" by default; the label
attribute may be used in the <tabu> element to modify the post-tabulation title.

suffix

Specify a suffix to be appended to the names of all real columns in the base table. For example, with
suffix="_a", the column date will be renamed to date_a.

table

Specify the name or ID of a new base table, which will be used as the base of this macro instead of
the current table.

Example

In this example, assume there is no "current" table, and the object is to specify pub.demo.retail.item
for use with additional Macro Language code.

<base label="Transaction-level Data" table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
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<sel value="store=1"/>

<col>

<col> changes the display attributes of a column in a table. It does not change the name of a column, but
it does change the heading, as an example.

Syntax
<col name="[COLUMN_NAME_TO_CHANGE]" label="[NEW_COLUMN_HEADING]"/>

Attributes

name

The name of the column (real or computed) to modify. It is an error to specify a column that does not
exist.

label

The new column heading for the column. The heading may consist of multiple lines separated by
backtick characters (`). If not specified, the column's heading is not changed.

format

The new format for the column (see Display formats on page 1320). If not specified, the column's
format is not changed.

desc

Accepts a string that specifies the description for the column.

If this attribute is not specified, the column description is not changed.

fixed

1 if the column should be displayed as fixed (on the left side of the table display, 0 if not.  By default,
break columns in tabulations are fixed, and columns in a table may be designated as fixed when the
table is loaded, but fixed columns may be un-fixed and vice-versa using the <col>.  If fixed is not
specified, the column's fixed status is not changed.

Example

In this example, assume the "current" table is pub.demo.retail.item, a transactional sales table. We
would like to change the Account column heading to read Customer ID for clarity.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<col name="account" label="Customer ID"/>

<colord>

<colord> tells the system which columns to display and in what order.

Syntax
<colord cols="[COL_NAME_1,COL_NAME_2,...COL_NAME_N]"
 hide="[HIDE_COL_1,HIDE_COL_2,...HIDE_COL_N]"/>

Attributes

cols

A comma-separated list of column names (real or computed) to be displayed.
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This is the set of all columns that may be displayed via scrolling and may include more columns than
can be displayed at any one time.

If omitted, all columns are selected (except those specified in the hide attribute, if present).

You can use the * character as a wild card when you specify column names. For instance, <colord
cols="c*"/> displays only those columns that begin with the letter c.

hide

A comma-separated list of column names (real or computed) to be hidden.

If omitted, all columns specified in the cols attribute (if present) are displayed; if cols is absent, all
available columns are displayed.

You can use the * character as a wild card when you specify column names. For instance, <colord
hide="c*"/> hides those columns that begin with the letter c.

hard

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether or not the worksheet’s hidden columns can
be referenced or unhidden in any subsequent Macro Language code in the query.

When hard="1", hidden columns cannot be referenced or unhidden in subsequent Macro Language
code in the query.

The default is 0.

Note:  If a column is present in both the cols and hide lists, it will not be displayed (i.e., hide
takes priority over cols). If a column specified in either attribute does not exist, it is ignored.

Example
<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="date, transid, sku, store, sales, cost"/>

Example: Using the hard attribute

The following example shows that after specifying hard="1" in the <colord> operation, the sku column
cannot be made visible by a subsequent <colord>.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="date,store,sku"/>
<colord cols="date,store" hard="1"/>
<colord cols="date,store,sku"/>
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Contrast this with the same code without the hard="1" attribute:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="date,store,sku"/>
<colord cols="date,store"/>
<colord cols="date,store,sku"/>

<cols>

Modifies the metadata of multiple columns at once, based on a query result or formatted tabular input.

Description

<cols> is a data-driven generalization of <col> and <colord> that takes a table2= argument and
optionally contains a worksheet.

The table or worksheet should contain either column name (string type) or the column ord (integer) to
identify specific target columns where metadata will be updated, as well as zero or more additional values
which indicate metadata settings for each target column.

The target column is specified by the value in ord if name is not present, or is referenced by the value
in name if it is present. Once the target column is identified, it will have its metadata modified by each
non-NA/blank value in the label, fixed, width, format, and/or desc columns, as applicable. Each row in the
worksheet specifies a modification to the current table's metadata.

If name is used for lookup, rows in the worksheet with names not found in the current table are ignored; if
ord is used, the column indices must be unique and within the range of 1 ... the number of columns in
the current table. If both the name and ord values are present in the worksheet, the columns are looked up
by name and then rearranged according to ord.

The width column in the metadata table is handled specially; if a format column does not exist in the
metadata table, it sets both the column's data width attribute and also the format width (width:x), without
changing other aspects of the format. If a format column does exist, then width does not override the
format width. The <col> operation has also been updated to support a width= attribute that behaves the
same way (that is, <col name="name" width="24"/> sets the data width and format width to 24, as
does <cols><table cols="name,width">name,24;</table></cols>).

Syntax
<cols table2=[TABLE_PATH]>
  <table cols="[ORD],[NAME],[COL_METADATA_1],[COL_METADATA_2]...">
    (integer),[COLUMN_NAME],[COL_METADATA_1_VALUE],[COL_METADATA_2_VALUE]...
</table>
</cols>
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Attributes

table2

Path to table contaning metadata transformations on the current base table. Format explained in
Example below. May be ignored and not mandatory if the operation contains <table> directly.

Possible values for cols attribute of Table element. See examples below.

ord

A unique row number for each row.

column_name

Identification of a particular column.

label

The new column heading for the column.

fixed

1 if the column should be displayed as fixed (on the left side of the table display), 0 if not.

width

The set width of the column.

format

The new format for the column (see Display formats).

desc

The description for the column.

Example 1

Illustrates that each row may update a different subset of possible metadata values. Below note the
following about each row in <table> :

The first row contains four elements: the first two of which define the order and column name to update.
Since column name is present, the order value is used to rearrange the column position in the table. The
last elements define the label and desc text to update, respectively.

In the second row, the first two elements again define the desired order and the specific column name to
update, but the third position corresponding to label is blank, so label will not be altered while the new text
for desc will update the metadata description.

In the third row, note that only the label is being updated while desc is excluded.

Finally, the last row updates neither label or desc.

Note:  Make sure that the code for each row is on a single line.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<cols>
  <table cols="ord,name,label,desc">
    4,name,City name,Name of the city where the station is located
    3,state,,Name of the US state or territory in which the city is located
    2,tz,Time Zone,
    1,id,,
  </table>
</cols>

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/DataTypesAndFormats/DisplayFormats.html
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Before: 

After: 

Example 2: width attribute

Demonstrates a custom operation to set the width of all columns to "fit" the actual maximum width of the
data in each column.

<defop name="adjwidths">
  <declare type="contextual"/>
  <cols table2="*">
    <query name="q">
      <issue xml="{@preamble_}"/>
    </query>
    <for c="{@q._cols}">
      <willbe name="{@c}_width" value="width({@c})"/>
    </for>
    <tabu>
      <for c="{@q._cols}">
        <tcol source="{@c}_width" name="{@c}" fun="hi"/>
      </for>
    </tabu>
    <transpose namecol="name"/>
    <willbe name="width" value="m0"/>
    <colord cols="name,width"/>
  </cols>
</defop>
<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<adjwidths/>
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Example 3: Apply the metadata of table to the corresponding columns in table2

This example requires that the <table> from Exercise 1 has been saved locally, and the path to that table is
set as the value of table2.

The columns used by <cols> are a subset of those produced by the <columns/> operation, and need
to match what is defined in the table2 table. The same results are seen as in Example 1, via a different
syntax:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<cols table2="uploads.t520580279_cparry">
  <columns/>
  <colord cols="name,desc"/>
</cols>

Example 4: Use with <amend>

Changes every label to all uppercase.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<cols table2="*">
  <columns/> 
  <amend name="label" value="strupcase(label)"/>
  <colord cols="name,label"/>
</cols>
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Example 5: Column labels

Uses the column name as the label for each column in the table that does not already have a label.

<base table="path.to.table1"/>
<cols table2="*">
  <columns/>
  <amend name="label" where="label=''" value="name"/>
  <colord cols="name,label"/>
</cols>

<columns>

<columns> is a special operation that retrieves column information from a table.

Description

The <columns> operation can retrieve the following information about columns in a table:

• Column name
• Column label
• Origin
• Data type
• K type
• Fixed position indicator - 1 if it is fixed, 0 if it isn't
• Column width
• Column is indexed? - 0 for no, 1 for yes
• Uppercase or lower case
• Column format
• Column description metadata
• Total (i.e., the total of a column in a cross-tabulation)
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Syntax
<columns/>

Attributes

full

Specifies whether metadata for all columns in the table should be returned or only those visible
according to the current <colord> of the table.

0 shows data only for those columns in the current <colord> (default), 1 returns data for all columns
in the table.

crosstype

Specifies which type the labels column should be in the table returned by <columns/>.

The default is a for text. Also accepts i and f for integer and floating point respectively.

Useful for extracting the columns breaks from a cross-tabulation.

(Available as of prod-9)

totaltype

Specifies which type the Total column should be in the table returned by <columns/>.

The default is a for text. Also accepts i and f for integer and floating point respectively. Useful for
extracting the column headings (totals) from a cross-tabulation.

(Available as of prod-9)

title

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the title of the table returned by <columns/>.

sdesc

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the short descriptions of the table returned by <columns/>.

ldesc

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the long description of the table returned by <columns/>.

Example
<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<columns/>

<directory>

<directory> returns a table that provides information about the child objects of a particular folder. These
include any tables, folders, and queries that have been saved to that folder.

Syntax
<directory folder="[NAME_OF_FOLDER]"/>

Attributes

folder

Accepts a folder name (e.g., pub.demo.retail).

folder="0" will display all root directories.
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title

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the title of the table returned by <directory>.

sdesc

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the short description of the table returned by <directory>.

ldesc

Accepts arbitrary text that overrides the long description of the table returned by <directory>.

depth

Accepts an integer value specifying the recursive depth to which the <directory> operation will
return folder information.

For example, depth="2" returns two levels of directory information starting from the directory
provided in the folder attribute.

The default if the depth attribute is omitted is 1, which returns information only for the current
directory.

depth="0" returns directory information for all available levels in the current directory.

folder="0" depth="0"

will display every object that a user has access to.

folder="0" depth="1"

will display all the top level folder paths that a user has access to.

(Available as of prod-9)

find

Used as <directory find="string"/>, returns a table with the metadata for all tables and
folders in the session whose path or title contain string.

Because it only retrieves the metadata for matching objects, if the number of matches is small it is
much faster (especially for users with a large number of tables/folders) than using

<directory folder="0">

to get metadata for all tables, then selecting on that table.

search

Specifies the metadata over which the find operation will be applied.

search="path"

will search only paths and

search="title"

will search only titles (the default is

search="path,title"

). It is also possible to further extend (or restrict) the search by specifying one or more of sdesc,
ldesc, owner in the list.

foldcase

The default is a case-sensitive search. Using foldcase="1" will make it case-insensitive.

sm
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The default is to treat the search string as literal text (ignoring the wildcard characters *,?,[,]).
Using sm="1" will cause the search string to be treated as a match pattern as in the MDB
function sm().

exact

The default is to search for objects whose path/title/whatever contain the search string or pattern.
Using exact="1" will find only exact matches.

limit

By using limit="n" the number of results from the operation are limited to n. Since full
metadata is only retrieved for search results, this can be much faster in the case of a very non-
specific search string.

hard

To be used with limit="n", hard="1" causes the operation to signal the error "m matches",
instead of returning a table, if the number of matches m > n. By using limit="n" the number
of results from the operation are limited to n. Since full metadata is only retrieved for search
results, this can be much faster in the case of a very non-specific search string.

Note:  A current limitation of

<directory find=...>

is that if the title (sdesc, ldesc, owner) of a table is changed during the session, the changed
title will not be matched in the search. Newly created tables will, however, be found.

Return Value

The <directory> operation returns a table containing information about any child objects (i.e., tables,
folders, and queries) under the specified folder.

This table contains the following columns:

path

Full path to the object

title

The label associated with the object

type

The type of object

Valid values are:

dir folder

tab table

ctype

Integer representation of the type of data

Valid values are:

0 table

1 non-parameterized Quick Query

2 parameterized Quick Query

3 uploaded query (deprecated)
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4 merged table

5 tolerant merged table (ignores missing tables)

ttype

Character representation of the type of data

Valid values are:

table table

query Quick Query

id

Integer value representing a unique identifier

link

Link header

owner

Boolean value indicating whether the user currently logged in is the owner of the object

navto

Boolean value indicating whether or not the user can directly access the table

Note:  This item has been deprecated.

owneris

Username of the owner

ts

Integer value representing the timestamp of the last modification

date

Integer value representing the date of the last modification

time

Integer value representing the time of the last modification

secure

Boolean value indicating whether SSL encryption is required (deprecated)

Note:  Since SSL encryption is always required when using 1010data, this value no longer
has any significance.

bytes

Decimal value representing the physical size of the object in bytes

sdesc

Short description

ldesc

Long description
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Example

This example returns a table with information about the contents of the folder pub.demo.retail as
specified by the folder attribute.

<directory folder="pub.demo.retail"/>

Returns the following table:

Example - find attribute

The following simple QuickApp demonstrates most of the features available for the find attribute.

<dynamic l="100" f="" s="path,title" m="" t="" c="0" >
  <do>
    <set m="" t=""/>
    <do queryvalue_="@t">
    
  <directory search="{@s}" find="{@f}" foldcase="{@c}" limit="{@l}" hard="1"/>
    </do>
    <do onerr_="* matches">
      <set m="{@doerr_}"/>
    </do>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="v">
  <layout arrange_="h">
    <widget class_="field" label_="Search string:" immediate_="1" value_="@f"/
>
    <widget class_="checkbox" label_="Ignore case" value_="@c"/>
    <widget class_="field" type_="numeric" label_="Show results:" value_="@l"/
>
  </layout>
  <widget class_="checklist" value_="@s">
    <table>path;title;sdesc;ldesc;owner</table>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" require_="@m" invmode_="hide" text_="There are {@m},
 too many to display"/>
  <widget class_="grid" require_="@t" invmode_="hide">
    <table data="{@t}"/>
  </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Returns the following table:
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<find>

Efficiently finds (without selecting) the first n rows, between the specified row numbers, where the specified
Boolean value expression is true.

Description

This operation identifies the first n rows in a table, based upon a Boolean expression, constrained by an
upper and lower bound. The upper bound and lower bound default to 0 if omitted and are not themselves
included. Because the search is carried out on only as many segments required to satisfy the request,
<find> has the potential to be much faster than <sel>. This may also result in less memory needed to
cache a <find> operation than a <sel> operation.

If the search condition used is a commonly occurring word or phrase, and the table is large and widely
distributed, this can result in high parallelism which incurs the overhead of many subprocesses needing to
coordinate and report back. The attribute maxpar="n" specifies the maximum number of subprocesses to
be enlisted to search for the condition.

Syntax
<find value="[EXPRESSION]" after="[AFTER_ROW_NUM]" before="[BEFORE_ROW_NUM]"
        count="[N]">

Alternate syntax

(Available as of 12.24)

An alternate syntax of <find> (containing a tree of <or> tags) is also supported. In this form, the optional
attribute spflag="1" is available which indicates whether special values should be treated as N/As when
evaluating the value expression or executing multiple successive <find> statements, each of which
caches its results.

Shown here, this syntax allows for finding a disjunction of multiple Boolean expressions by specifying
multiple <or> child elements.

<find>
  <or value="[EXPR_1]"/>
  <or value="[EXPR_2]"/>
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  ...
</find>

This construction finds the rows for which any of [EXPR_1], [EXPR_2], etc. are true.

This is logically equivalent to <find value="([EXPR_1])|([EXPR_2])|..."/>, but it may be more
convenient for disjunctive criteria, especially those constructed by block code. In addition, using this
syntax may provide a memory or efficiency improvement compared to evaluating one long expression or
executing multiple successive <find> statements, each of which caches its results.

Including a value="[EXPR_0]" as an attribute of the <find> tag itself is permitted; it will be treated as
an additional <or> clause.

<find value="[EXPR_0]">
  <or value="[EXPR_1]"/>
  <or value="[EXPR_2]"/>
  ...
</find>

Each <or> tag may contain one or more <or> tags. In this way, complex searches may be built up from
multiple smaller expressions.

Note:  All tags within <find> must either be <and> or <or>; they may not be mixed.

Alternate syntax

(Available as of 12.24)

An alternate syntax of <find> (containing a tree of <and> tags) is also supported. In this form, the
optional attribute spflag="1" is available which indicates whether special values should be treated as N/
As when evaluating the value expression or executing multiple successive <find> statements, each of
which caches its results.

Shown here, this syntax allows for finding a disjunction of multiple Boolean expressions by specifying
multiple <and> child elements.

<find>
  <and value="[EXPR_1]"/>
  <and value="[EXPR_2]"/>
  ...
</find>

This construction selects the rows for which all of [EXPR_1], [EXPR_2], etc. are true.

This is logically equivalent to <find value="([EXPR_1])&([EXPR_2])&..."/>, but it may be more
convenient for conjunctive criteria, especially those constructed by block code. In addition, using this
syntax may provide a memory or efficiency improvement compared to evaluating one long expression or
executing multiple successive <find> statements, each of which caches its results.

Including a value="[EXPR_0]" as an attribute of the <find> tag itself is permitted; it will be treated as
an additional <and> clause.

<find value="[EXPR_0]">
  <and value="[EXPR_1]"/>
  <and value="[EXPR_2]"/>
  ...
</find>

Each <and> tag may contain one or more <and> tags. In this way, complex selections may be built up
from multiple smaller expressions.

Note:  All tags within <find> must either be <and> or <or>; they may not be mixed.
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Attributes

value

Specifies an expression that determines which rows are searched for. The expression specified by
the value attribute must evaluate to either 0 or 1.

The row numbers in which the Boolean expression evaluates to 1 are returned; rows in which the
Boolean expression evaluates to 0 are ignored.

after

Indicates the starting point from which <find> searches for matches. The row number specified here
is excluded from the search set.

Defaults to 0 (i.e. just before the first row, row one) if omitted, so that the first row will be found if the
expression is satisfied there.

before

Indicates the stopping point before which <find> searches for matches. The row number specified
here is excluded from the search set.

Defaults to a number 1-greater than the number of rows in the table or worksheet on which the
operation is applied. This ensures that all rows are included in the search space.

count

Specifies the number of rows to find within the given range of rows <find> is operating on.

[N] defaults to 1, and a negative [N] may be specified, in which case the search proceeds backwards
from [BEFORE_ROW_NUM] (or the end of the table) and the results are returned in descending
order.

maxpar

Accepts a positive integer indicating the maximum number of subprocesses that will be put to work
once searching for the condition.

The default is no maximum, whereas maxpar="1" ensures that segments are searched sequentially,
one at a time. This is theoretically fastest if the requested number of results is guaranteed to be found
in the first segment.

maxpar="auto" can be used to mitigate this; it starts maximum parallelism at 1 and then doubles
it at each step when the requested row count is not yet satisfied. This is very effective in minimizing
overhead for frequent conditions while maximizing parallelism for rare conditions.

softcount

Specifies the number of rows [M] (larger than [N]) to return if they are found while performing the
search.

Used in conjunction with count, or if count is omitted with the default [N]=1, [M] should be a positive
number greater than the absolute value of [N]. Searches only as far as necessary to find [N] rows, but
return a larger number [M] of rows if they are found in the course of that search.

Example

In pub.demo.weather.stations, find the first ten occurrences where state = 'NY'.

The result is a tabulation-like table of a single column row containing row numbers, with as many rows as
there were search results (i.e. between 0 and 10 results, inclusive).

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<find value="state='NY'" count="10"/>
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Example: Find the last three rows

In pub.demo.weather.stations, find the last three rows before row 100 where state='GA'.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<find count="-3" before="100" value="state='GA'"/>

Example: Alternate syntax

In pub.demo.retail.item, find the first 15 rows matching any of three different values from the
account column.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<find count="15">
  <or value="account=957"/>
  <or value="account=478"/>
  <or value="account=709"/>
</find>
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<ignore>

<ignore> encases code in a Macro Language query that should not be executed by the system.

Description

The <ignore> element encapsulates code that should not be run as part of a query submitted on the
1010data Insights Platform. It is similar to commenting out code in other languages. To use the keyboard
shortcut, highlight the Macro Language code to ignore and press Ctrl+/ (PC) or Command +/ (Mac).

<ignore> is the preferred method for adding comments to your Macro Language code. Alternatively, you
may use XML comments, with the syntax <!--Your comment-->. Using <note> for comments may
have unintended consequences.

Syntax
<ignore>
  [COMMENT_CONTENTS]>
</ignore>

Example

In the following example, the <ignore> element and its contents will not be run when the query is
submitted.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="gross_margin" value="sales-cost"/>
<ignore>
  <sel value="store=1"/>
</ignore>

<link>

Link a foreign table to a base table or worksheet. Both tables must share a column on which to link.

Description

<link> defines a link between the current table and another table (i.e., the foreign table) such that, by
default, all columns of the foreign table are logically added to the current table.

The tags contained within a <link> tag are applied to the  foreign table  prior to effecting the link, so that
the current table is linked to the foreign table as transformed by those operations. The operations are
applied to the foreign table in the order in which they appear.
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Note:  All tags following a tabulation (<tabu>) are applied to the results of the tabulation, not the
original table.

When linking tables in the 1010data Insights Platform, the data type of the column in the base table must
match the type of the column being linked from the foreign table.

For an overview of linking, see Linking tables and worksheets in the 1010data Insights Platform User's
Guide.

Size limitations for <link>

When linking to a table, there are no limitations on the size of the base table, the foreign table, or the
results of the <link> operation. However, when you link to a worksheet (a table with operations applied to
it), the full worksheet is pulled into memory, so there is a limit on how large the worksheet can be, which is
roughly 2GB.

A simple formula for determining the approximate memory footprint of a worksheet is:

(R*C*8)/1B

where:

• R is the number of rows in the worksheet
• C is the number of columns in the worksheet
• 8 is the number of bytes for each value in the worksheet
• 1B is one billion (the number of bytes in a gigabyte)

In general, the worksheet you are linking to should not exceed ~250MM cells (i.e., R*C < 250MM).

Syntax
<link table2="[FOREIGN_TABLE_NAME]"
      col="[LINK_COL_1,LINK_COL_2,...LINK_COL_N]"
      col2="[FOREIGN_COL_1,FOREIGN_COL_2,...FOREIGN_COL_N]"
      label="[LABEL]" 
      suffix="[SUFFIX]"
      type="[exact|select|asof|include|exclude|side]"
      shift="[NUMBER_OF_ROWS]" 
      after="[0|1]" 
      keepcols="[0|1]"
      cols="[COLUMN_NAME_1,COLUMN_NAME_2,...COLUMN_NAME_N]"
      expand="[0|1]" 
      nocache="[0|1]" 
      segby="[COLUMN_NAME]"
      materialize="[0|1]" 
      denormalize="[0|1]" 
      basenames="[0|1]"
      filename_suffix="[FILENAME_SUFFIX]"
      machs="[MACHINE_NAME_1,MACHINE_NAME_2,...MACHINE_NAME_N]"
      compression="[none|fast|faster|fastest|small|smaller|smallest]"
      job_responsibility="[0|1]">
        [1010data_QUERY]
</link>

If a [1010data_QUERY] is provided, the operations in the query are applied to the table specified by the
table2 attribute before the link is performed.

Attributes

table2

The name or ID of the foreign table. (required)

Note:  The name of a table is not the same as its title.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Link/LinkingTablesWorksheets.html
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To find the name or ID of a table, view the table and choose Help > About this Table on the menu.

If table2="*", the state of the foreign table consists of the base table with all the operations up to
the <link> applied to it.

col

A column name or a comma-separated list of the names of the columns in the current table on which
to link. (required)

col may contain an expression. See Example: Expressions in col or col2 for an example.
(Available as of version 12.35)

col is not required if type="side".

col2

A column name or a comma-separated list of the names of the columns in the foreign table on which
to link.

col2 must have the same number of entries as col and, if omitted, is assumed to be the same as
col.

col2 may contain an expression. See Example: Expressions in col or col2 for an example.
(Available as of version 12.35)

label

The label to append to the headers of columns in the foreign table.

The default is none.

suffix

The suffix to append to the names of columns in the foreign table.

The default is none.

type

The type of link. The default is exact.

Valid Values for type:

exact

A standard link where a row in the current table is matched to the (first) row in the foreign table
that has exactly the same values in the link columns (col and col2).

select

Perform a link and select.

asof

Perform an as-of link on a time/date column.

As-of links allow you to match rows in a less strict way when two tables (or worksheets) are
linked together.

For a particular row in the current table, if no exact match can be made in the foreign table based
on the values in the as-of link column, the row in the foreign table that has the closest value to
the row in the current table is linked in. The after attribute determines whether to link in the row
in the foreign table with the closest value greater than or less than the value in the current table.

When linking on multiple columns, the as-of link is performed on the last column listed in the col
and col2 attributes. The other link columns are matched exactly.

Note:  To perform an as-of link, it is essential that the last column of the foreign table
be in ascending order within the remaining link columns. For example, if you link two
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tables on symbol, date, and time, then all values of time for a given symbol and date
must appear in ascending order. You may also sort the entire table in ascending order by
time.

In the user interface of the 1010data Insights Platform, as-of links are referred to as Link closest
match before and Link closest match after. For more information, see Link types in the
1010data Insights Platform User's Guide.

include

Works like select except that no columns from the foreign table are adjoined; only the selection
on matching rows is done.

exclude

Works like select except that no columns from the foreign table are adjoined; only rows that do
not match any rows in the foreign table are selected.

side

A special type of link that "lines up" two tables with exactly the same number of rows and same
segmentation; no linking columns are used in this case.

Note:  You cannot perform a side link on a worksheet.

shift

Tells the <link> operation to shift n rows.

Note:  This is only used for as-of links.

The default is 0.

after

When type="asof", the after attribute specifies whether to find a match from the foreign table
whose value is either greater than or less than the value from the current table.

When after="1", the as-of link will match a row in the current table with a row in a foreign table
whose value is the closest match less than or equal to the value in the current table. See Example:
As-of links for an example.

When after="0", the as-of link will match a row in the current table with a row in a foreign table
whose value is the closest match greater than or equal to the value in the current table. See
Example: Reverse as-of links for an example.

The default value is 1.

keepcols

Whether to preserve (keepcols="1") or remove (keepcols="0") the linking column(s) specified
by col2 in the foreign table after the link. 

The default is 0 (i.e., to remove the column(s), except that, for type="asof", the time column is
always kept since it need not be identical to the matching column in the current table).

cols

The name(s) of the column(s) in the foreign table to adjoin to the current table. Accepts a comma-
separated list.

The default, if cols is omitted, is to adjoin all columns from the foreign table except the linking
columns specified by col2 (which may be preserved with keepcols).

excols

Accepts a comma-separated list of columns in the foreign table that should be excluded from the
<link> operation.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Link/LinkTypes.html
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(Available as of prod-9)

expand

Determines whether to expand this table to accommodate further matches in the foreign table after
the first matching row (i.e., expand="1" produces a partial Cartesian product with all possible
matches from the foreign table, according to the linking criteria, appearing in the table).

With expand="1" each row in the current table will be duplicated if necessary so that it appears
as many times as there are matches to that row in the foreign table, with the first match adjoined to
the first row, the second to the second, and so on. With expand="0", only the first match, if any, is
adjoined, and rows in the current table are never duplicated.

Note:  Use this feature with caution. While it can be very useful, performing this operation on
very large data sets can be very resource intensive for the system and can cause your query/
analysis to run slower.

fill_i (fill_f, fill_j, fill_a)

Specifies the integer, float, bigint, and string values, respectively, to use instead of NA for foreign-table
fields of the respective types at unmatched rows. Each attribute, if present, must be a valid literal of
the correct type. Without this attribute, the default fill value for unmatched rows is the appropriate NA
for the data type.

Examples:

• <link fill_i="0"/> will use "0" instead of NA for unmatched rows in a link of fields of type
integer.

• <link fill_f="0.0"/> will use "0.0" instead of NA for unmatched rows in a link of fields of
type float.

• <link fill_j="0"/> will use "0" instead of NA for unmatched rows in a link of fields of type
bigint.

• <link fill_a="not applicable"/> will use "not applicable" instead of NA for
unmatched rows in a link of fields of type string.

nocache

(Advanced option) Specifies whether to cache this link. 

Generally, the system handles link caching. In some cases, specifically when linking a very small
foreign table into a very large current table and using only one column from the foreign table, it may
save memory to avoid the caching with nocache="1". This option will never change the result but
may reduce query speed dramatically if used indiscriminately. 

The default is 0.

segby

(Advanced option) Specify specially sorted and segmented columns to be used to speed up the link
between two large tables.

Ordinarily, this option is unnecessary as the system will locate an appropriate segby column if the
information was specified at load time.

Note:  Using this option with an inappropriate column can lead to incorrect results.

materialize

Indicates whether the link should be materialized as a prelink in the table.

Note:  You must own the table to materialize a prelink in it.

When using materialize="1" without denormalize="1", <link> must appear before any ops
that change the selection or sort order of the table, and the foreign table and link column(s) must be
physical. Cannot be an as-of link.
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The default is 0 (i.e., do not materialize).

Attributes when materialize="1"

The following attributes are only valid when materialize="1":

denormalize

Indicates whether the columns being linked should be materialized into the current table (respecting
the cols attribute).

When denormalize="1", the link will not be prelinked.

The default is 0.

basenames

When denormalize="1", this specifies whether to use the base column names as file names for
denormalized data or to always use unique file names.

The default is 0 (i.e., always use unique file names).

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

filename_suffix

When denormalize="1", this suffix is appended to the base column names to generate file names
for denormalized data.

This allows you to get the same file names on two different link denormalizations without using
basenames="1".

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

machs

A comma-separated list of machines to write the prelink to.

Every segment of the base table must exist on one of the machines listed in machs. In addition,
machines that do not contain segments of the base table may not be included in machs.

machs cannot be used with denormalize="1".

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

compression

When denormalize="1", this specifies the type of compression to use.

Possible values are:

• none
• fast
• faster
• fastest
• small
• smaller
• smallest

The default is faster.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

job_responsibility

Setting job_responsibility="1" prevents synchronization of the table being materialized on an
environment configured for High Availability (HA). This is assuming a job on the other HA sites will
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also be performing the same materialize, so synchronization will be unnecessary. Does nothing in an
environment not configured for HA.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 9.36)

Example

In this example, assume the "current" table is pub.demo.retail.item. This table contains transactional
sales data and will be linked to the product master table, which contains additional information about every
item code in the Sales Item Detail table.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku" 
 label="Product Master" suffix="_pm"/>

Example: Expressions in col or col2

In this example, the location column in the base table contains values in mixed case (e.g., Manhattan).
The location column in the foreign table contains values in all upper case (e.g., MANHATTAN).
Previously, the Insights Platform could not link these two columns because they would be evaluated
as containing different values. Now, the col and col2 attributes accept expressions, such as
lowercase(X).

The example uses lowercase(location) for both col and col2, which changes the values in both
columns to all lower case and allows the Insights Platform to link these them.

<table cols="store,location">1,Manhattan;4,San Francisco;10,Detroit</table>
<link table2="default.lonely" col="lowercase(location)" col2="lowercase(location)" shift="0" expand="1">
<table cols="location,manager">MANHATTAN,JJONES; CHICAGO,SSTRANGE; SAN
 FRANCISCO,VMARS; DETROIT,MWALKER</table>
</link>

(Available as of version 12.35)

Example: As-of links

The following example performs an as-of link on the tables pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales
and pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements to answer the question “What was the ad
that preceded this purchase?”

Note:  An as-of link is accomplished by setting type="asof" in the <link> operation.

<base table="pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales"/>
<link table2="pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements" 
 label="As-of Links" col="product,date" type="asof"/>
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The base table, pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales, contains transactional sales information
about products purchased over a range of dates.

The foreign table, pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements, contains information related to
product ads that were run on certain dates via different mediums.

For those rows in the base table that have a matching value in the product column in the foreign table,
the as-of link finds the row in the foreign table that has the closest value less than or equal to the value in
the date column in the base table. (Since the after attribute is not specified, this is the default behavior.)

The resultant table, after the as-of link is performed, shows the date and the medium associated with the
product ad whose date preceded each transaction.
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For example, the ad related to the tie product that most closely preceded the purchase on 07/18/00
was a television ad on 07/17/00. The ad related to the tie product that most closely preceded the
purchase on 07/16/00 was a newspaper ad on 07/01/00. If no product ad was run for a particular
product (e.g., socks), the values for the date and medium are N/A.

Example: Reverse as-of links

The following example performs a reverse as-of link on the tables
pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements and pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales
to answer the question “What is the first purchase that followed this ad?” This type of link could be used
for loyalty marketing, especially with email or promotions on a customer level. In other words, it shows how
long it took a customer to respond to a promotion.

Note:  A reverse as-of link is accomplished by setting type="asof" and after="0" in the
<link> operation.

<base table="pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements"/>
<link table2="pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales" col="product,date" 
 type="asof" after="0" suffix="_trans" label="Trans"/>
<willbe name="days_between_ad_trans" value="days(date;date_trans)" 
 label="Days Between`Ad and`First Purchase"/>
<col name="cust_id_trans" label="Customer Who`First Bought`After Ad"/>
<col name="qty_trans" label="Qty Bought`First Trans`After"/>

The base table, pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.advertisements, contains information related to
product ads that were run on certain dates via different mediums.
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The foreign table, pub.doc.samples.as_of_links.sales, contains transactional sales information
about products purchased over a range of dates.

For those rows in the base table that have a matching value in the product column in the foreign table,
the as-of link finds the row in the foreign table that has the closest value greater than or equal to the value
in the date column in the base table. (This behavior is the result of specifying after="0" in the <link>
operation.)

The resultant table, after the as-of link is performed, shows the date of the first transaction that occurred
after each product ad along with the associated customer ID and the quantity of the product that they
purchased. In addition, the days between the date of the ad and the transaction is calculated.

Linking on columns with different types

When linking tables in 1010data, the data type of each column being linked in the base table must match
the type of each corresponding column being linked in from the foreign table.

Although 1010data will allow you to link on two columns that have differing types, the results may not be
what you may expect. The reason is that because the two columns have different types, there will be no
matches on which to base the link. The easiest solution is to create a computed column in one of the tables
that converts a column from one data type to another so that the expected matching will occur.

For instance, a zip code column may be of type integer (i) in one table and type text (a) in another.
Though it may look like these two columns have common values to link on, they will not match because
they are different data types.
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To find out the data type of a column, simply click the question mark icon ( ) above the column heading.
Below is column information for two zip code columns, one of type integer and one of type text:

You cannot properly link these tables together using these columns because the data types do not match.
Since zip codes often have a leading 0, converting the integer column to a text column is a better solution
than converting the text column to an integer column. This conversion (in coding parlance, a type cast), is
done using the string(X) function.

The code to create the computed column is as follows:

<willbe name="textzip" label="Zip as Text" value="string(zip)"/>

However, this creates another issue. Since integers may not contain leading zeros, some of the string
values in the new computed column will only contain four digits instead of five. This is illustrated in the
screenshot below:

To avoid this issue, use the strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)  function in conjunction with the string(X)
function when creating the computed column, then subsequently link to one of the tables as a worksheet.

By specifying '0' for X and 5 for N, strembed(X;N;P;Y;D) creates a template of five 0's. Specify -1 for
the P parameter, which is the index position where the zip code string (specified by Y) will be inserted into
the template. Since it's a negative number, the last character in the zip code string will be positioned at the
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end of the template. This way, if the zip code string has four characters, one leading zero will remain from
the template. If the zip code string has five characters, no leading zeros will remain. Set the D parameter
to -1 so that strembed(X;N;P;Y;D) will return an N/A for any zip codes greater than five digits. This
ensures that each zip code will contain no more than 5 digits, padded with leading zeros when necessary.

Here's an example of the full computed column expression:

<willbe name="fixziptext" value="strembed('0';5;-1;string(zip);-1)"/>

The code above will produce a computed column that fixes the issue, as shown below:

Now the link can be created as a worksheet link by using the newer computed column, as follows:

<link table2="certification.retail.stores" col="zipcode" col2="fixziptext"
 suffix="SM">
 <willbe name="fixziptext" value="strembed('0';5;-1;string(zip);-1)"/>
</link>

<materialize>

Creates a new physical table.

Syntax
<materialize 
             adv_machs="[MACH_GROUP_1;MACH_GROUP_2;...MACH_GROUP_N]"
             adv_stripe="[STRIPE_1,STRIPE_2,...STRIPE_N]"
             adv_type="group|list"
             append="[0|1]" 
             cols="[COLUMN_NAME_1,COLUMN_NAME_2,...COLUMN_NAME_N]"
             compression="[none|fast|faster|fastest|small|smaller|smallest]"
             dedup="[DEDUP_COL_1,DEDUP_COL_2,...DEDUP_COL_N]"
             deduporder="[DEDUP_ORDER_COL]"
             exclude="[EXCLUDE_COL_1,EXCLUDE_COL_2,...EXCLUDE_COL_N]"
             exclusive="[0|1]"       
             indexcols="[INDEX_COL_1,INDEX_COL_2,...INDEX_COL_N]"
             inherit_users"[0|1]" 
             job_responsibility="[0|1]"
             keeporder="[0|1]" 
             keys="[KEYS_LIST_1;KEYS_LIST_2;...KEYS_LIST_N]"
             ldesc="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
             ldesc_query="[0|1]" 
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             linkheader="[MERGED_TABLE_HEADER]"
             machs="[MACHINE_NAME_1,MACHINE_NAME_2,...MACHINE_NAME_N]"
             makets="[0|1]"
             maxdown="[CELLS]" 
             method="[bundle|columns]"
             nomaxdown="[0|1]"
             owner="[USER_ID]|[GROUP_ID]"
             path="[PATH_TO_FOLDER]" 
             replace="[0|1]"
             restartable="[0|1]" 
             sdesc="[SHORT_DESCRIPTION]" 
             segby="[SEGBY_COL_1,SEGBY_COL_2,...SEGBY_COL_N]"
             segby_advise="[SEGBY_LIST_1;SEGBY_LIST_2;...SEGBY_LIST_N]"
             segmentation="[SEGMENT_SIZE]|[VALUE_EXPRESSION]"
             segopt="[nf|ff|bf|wf|nfd|ffd|bfd|wfd][+|-|0]"
             select="[SELECTION_EXP]"
             shared_target="[0|1]"
             sort="[SORT_COL_1,SORT_COL_2,...SORT_COL_N]"
             sortseg="[SORTSEG_COL_1,SORTSEG_COL_2,...SORTSEG_COL_N]"
             sortseg_advise="[SORTSEG_LIST_1;SORTSEG_LIST_2...SORTSEG_LIST_N]"
             splitseg="[SPLIT_THRESHOLD]"
             stripe="[NUMBER_OF_TARGET_SERVERS]"
             stripemethod="[STRIPE_METHOD_NAME]" 
             targetdir="[PATH_TO_TARGET_FOLDER]"
             temp="[0|1]" 
             title="[TABLE_TITLE]" 
             users="[USER_ID_1,USER_ID_2,...USER_ID_N]"/>

Attributes

adv_machs

A semicolon-separated list of groups of machines used to specify advanced segment assignment.
Each group is a comma-separated list of machines.

Note:  This attribute overrides the machs and stripe attributes.

The value of the adv_type attribute determines the manner in which the segments will be distributed
over the machines.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

(Available as of prod-9)

adv_stripe

A comma-separated list of stripe values for each group specified by the adv_machs attribute.

When adv_type="group", this list consists of the number of machines in each group to which the
segment should be written.

Note:  The number of items in adv_stripe must match the number of groups in
adv_machs.

(Available as of version 10.07)

adv_type

Specifies the manner in which the segments are distributed over the machines specified by
adv_machs.

Valid values are:

group
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Each segment is written to a specified number of machines in each group in the adv_machs
list. The number of machines in each group is specified by the corresponding value in the
adv_stripe attribute.

list

Each segment is consecutively written to the groups of machines in the adv_machs list, cycling
through the groups until complete.

For example, the first segment is written to the first group of machines, the second segment is
written to the second group, etc. When the end of the list is reached, the next segment is written
to the first group in the list, and so on until all segments are written.

The default value is list.

(Available as of version 10.07)

append

Specifies whether the materialize results should be appended to the target table.

Note:  Exclusive appending (i.e., <materialize append="1" exclusive="1">) leads
to fragmentation over time, which will result in gradually declining query performance. The
remedy for this is to periodically resegment the whole table to remove any fragmentation that
occurs when performing this type of append. For instance, if a user is appending to a table on
a daily basis using exclusive append, it is recommended that the table is resegmented once a
month or, at the very minimum, once a quarter.

The default value is 0 (i.e., the materialize results are not appended to the target table).

Note:  segmentation="0" is ignored when append="1".

cols

A comma-separated list of the columns to be written to the new table. 

If omitted, then all columns will be written by default.

compression

The type of compression to use.

Possible values are:

• none
• fast
• faster
• fastest
• small
• smaller
• smallest

The default is faster.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

dedup

A comma-separated list of columns to use as a key for de-duplication.

De-duplication is done at the segment level and, as such, requires that the segmentation strategy be
considered and, in most cases, explicitly set.

The default is no columns and no de-duplication.

deduporder
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If dedup is set, this specifies a column to use as a sort order when selecting the winning row to keep.

The lowest/earliest value is what determines a record be kept.

Use the backtick character (`) in front of the column name to reverse the sort order.

exclude

A comma-separated list of the columns to be excluded from the new table. 

If omitted, then no columns will be excluded by default.

exclusive

Indicates whether you have exclusive access and control of this table when using append="1".

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

The default value is 0 (i.e., you do not have exclusive access and control of the table).

indexcols

Specifies which columns in the resulting table should also be indexed.

Indexing provides increased selection performance at the cost of storage.

The default value is no columns.

inherit_users

Specifies whether to inherit user permissions from the parent folder.

If set to 1, the table inherits user permissions from its parent folder.

Note:  You cannot both set inherit_users=1 and specify users in the users attribute.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not inherit user permissions from the parent folder).

job_responsibility

Set to 1 on an environment configured for High Availability (HA) to prevent synchronization of the
table being materialized. This is assuming a job on the other HA sites will also be performing the
same materialize, so synchronization will be unnecessary. Does nothing in an environment not
configured for HA.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 9.36)

keeporder

Specifies whether to create the new table in the same order as the source table.

If keeporder="0" is specified, no guarantee is made that the new table will be in same order as the
source table.

If keeporder="1" is specified, the new table will be in the same order as the source table.

The default value of keeporderis 0 (no guarantee that the new table will be in the same order).

keys

A list of lists indicating the keys metadata for the resulting table.

The default is empty.

ldesc

Specifies the long description of the new table.

ldesc_query

Indicates whether to use the query in effect as the long description of the resulting table.
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The default value is 0 (i.e., do not use the query in effect as the long description).

linkheader

Specifies the link header of the new table.

machs

A comma-separated list of the target servers to write table data to.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

makets

Specifies whether to set the legacy timeseries metadata.

The default value is 0 (i.e., do not set the legacy timeseries metadata).

maxdown

Sets target table's maximum cell download limit to the value specified.

The default value is no limit.

method

The method for storing intermediate data.

Specify columns to use individual intermediate files.

The default value is bundle, which groups some intermediate data.

nomaxdown

Specifies whether to remove any limit on the maximum cell download for the table when using
replace=1.

The default value is 0 (i.e., the maxdown attribute will be observed even when using replace=1).

owner

The owner of the resulting table.

Must be a valid user ID or group ID capable of owning the resulting table.

The default is the current logged in user.

path

Specifies the folder path or full table pathname under which the new table will be created.

Note:  You must have upload permissions to the target folder.

If omitted, the default location is a new unambiguous name in the user's My Data folder.

replace

Specifies whether the new table should be allowed to replace an existing table.

Note:  You must own an existing table that is to be replaced.

The default is 0 (i.e., the new table should not replace the existing table).

restartable

Indicates whether to use a unique storage location for each instance of materialize.

The default value is 1 (i.e., use a unique storage location for each instance).

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

sdesc

Specifies the short description of the new table.
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segby

Specify one or more columns that will be used to segment the new table.

The table will automatically be marked as segby.

segby_advise

Segmentation is more powerful if you have information about how different columns are related. For
example, if you have a table of data about grocery stores with the column names store_id, city,
and state, you can be certain that every row with a given value for store_id has the same values
for city and state (since the store can exist in only one city and state). Therefore, if a table is
segby state, it is also segby store_id.

segby_advise contains a list of lists indicating all segby groupings.

The lists of columns are separated by semicolons. The columns are separated by commas.

The default is the segby grouping.

Note:  segby_advise only works if the segby attribute is specified.

segmentation

May either be a constant integer or a value expression.

If a positive integer, this specifies the target segment size, which may be used in conjunction with
segby or sortseg.

If a value expression, this must evaluate to an integer between 0 and some non-negative number
at each row, with no numbers "left out" (but may evaluate to N/A at some rows). In this case, the
value at each row determines the target segment of the row. If a value expression is specified, this
overrides the segby or sortseg attributes, which may still be specified in an advisory manner to
mark the resulting table as segby/sortseg, respectively.

Note:  In this case, of course, you are responsible for ensuring that the segmentation
expression does, in fact, lead to the specified segby/sortseg property.

Special cases:

• segmentation="0" - specifies that the new table will have a single segment
• segmentation="seg_" - specifies that the new table will have identical segmentation to the

source table

segopt

The packing strategy to use when using segby or sortseg.

Possible values are:

• nf
• ff
• bf
• wf
• nfd
• ffd
• bfd
• wfd

Any of these can be optionally followed by:

• +
• -
• 0
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The default is nf.

select

Apply an expression to the results of the materialize operation. The expression can be any expression
you would use in the value attribute of <sel>. However, select runs after the segments are
created, leveraging the new segmentation of the table defined in <materialize>. You can use
a g_function in your selection, since the segments have already been created. <materialize
select> performs a selection independently in each segment.

For example, if you use <materialize segby=date> to create a segmentation by date, you can
then use select=g_hi(date;...) to select only the latest date in each group.

If you use select with append="1", only the changed segments are affected by select.

shared_target

If shared_target is set to 1, it will keep all subprocs running on the machines of the originating
queries and will write the final output table files remotely, if needed. The resulting table will have
process_anywhere set, allowing for network reads of the table.

The default value is 0.

Note:  shared_target is intended for shared storage type situations where the target is not
a compute node.

sort

Specify one or more columns that will be sorted within each segment.

sortseg

Specify one or more columns that will be used to sort and segment the new table.

The table will automatically be marked as sortseg.

sortseg_advise

Segmentation by one column may imply segmentation by another column. For example, if you
have grocery store data and segment by the state column, it implies that it is also segmented by
store_id (because the store can exist in only one state). If both state and store_id are sortseg,
you can then include state and store_id in sortseg_advise.

sortseg_advise contains a list of lists indicating all sortseg groupings.

The lists of columns are separated by semicolons. The columns are separated by commas.

The default is the sortseg grouping.

Note:  sortseg_advise only works if the sortseg attribute is specified.

splitseg

An integer threshold used to split up large segments. For use with a segmentation expression.

In any target segment, if the resulting row count exceeds the splitseg threshold, it will be split in
half until all the pieces are less than the threshold.

Prior to version 10.12, the segby attribute was required by splitseg and was maintained during the
split.

As of version 10.12, splitseg no longer requires segby. If segby is not specified, the segment is
split in the middle until the threshold is reached.

The default is no threshold.

stripe

Specifies the degree of redundancy for the table.
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Each segment will be written to the specified number of the target servers, in a diagonally-striped
fashion.

If stripe is omitted, materialize selects a stripe based on the default value for your ID/Account.

stripemethod

The method of shuffling the machines among stripes.

The default value is mirror, which results in traversing the machine list in order, repeating when
finished.

targetdir

Specifies the target file system directory to write table data to.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

temp

Specifies whether the metadata should be committed only to the current session.

The default is 0 (i.e., the metadata persists beyond the current session).

title

Specifies the title of the new table.

users

A comma-separated list of the users who will have access to the new table.

If absent, privileges are inherited from the parent folder. If users="" is specified, the new table is
private (i.e., accessible only to the user).

Example: Change the segmentation of a table

In this example, the <materialize> operation will start with the Sales Item Detail table found at
pub.doc.retail.salesdetail and save a new version of the table with a different segmentation. In
this case, the new table will be segmented by the sku column.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<materialize path="pub.doc.retail.altseg.sales_detail_sku" segby="sku" 
 sort="date" title="Sales Item Detail Segmented by SKU"/>

Example: Advanced segment assignment

The following example uses the adv_machs, adv_type, and adv_stripe attributes to put each segment
on 5 machines: two from the a group, and all three from the b group.

<materialize adv_machs="a0,a1,a2;b0,b1,b2" adv_type="group" adv_stripe="2,3"/>

Example: Segby advise

The following example shows how to use segby_advise to show how two columns are related in a
segby. If a table of grocery stores in segby state, you know that it is also segby store_id, because a
given store can only exist in one state.

<materialize path="some.path" segby="state" segby_advise="state;store_id"/>
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<merge>

Merge a table to another table or worksheet.

Description

<merge> combines the contents of the current table and another one (the foreign table) such that all rows
of the foreign table are appended to the current table. Optionally, the operation can remove rows after
the merge to perform a set-theoretical operation. The resulting table may contain all columns in either
table, all common columns, or only a subset of the common columns. <merge> may also be used without
specifying a foreign table, in which case the resulting table is a copy of the current table, but with any
segmentation constraints lifted (so that, for example, G_Functions may be used without restriction).

The tags contained within a <merge> tag (<link>, <willbe>, etc.) are applied to the foreign table prior
to effecting the merge, so that the current table is merged to the foreign table as transformed by those
operations. The operations are applied to the foreign table in the order in which they appear. Thus, to
select on a computed column, the <willbe> tag must precede the <sel> tag.

Note:  All tags following a tabulation (<tabu>) are applied to the results of the tabulation, not the
original table.

Size limitations for <merge>

When using <merge> on one or more physical tables, there are no limitations on the size of the tables (or
the final results of the <merge>) as long as the tables share at least one column in common. However,
if either side of a <merge> operation is a worksheet (i.e., one or both tables have operations applied to
them), neither may exceed the limit of 2GB each.

A simple formula for determining the approximate memory footprint of a worksheet is:

(R*C*8)/1B

where:

• R is the number of rows in the worksheet
• C is the number of columns in the worksheet
• 8 is the number of bytes for each value in the worksheet
• 1B is one billion (the number of bytes in a gigabyte)

In general, if either side of a <merge> is a worksheet, neither should exceed ~250MM cells (i.e., R*C <
250MM).

If your merge fails because of size, you can try to eliminate unnecessary columns. If that is not possible,
you can re-materialize the worksheet(s) that exceeds the limit, and then perform the merge. Another
possible workaround is to use a temporary materialize, which creates a new DBM table entry for that user's
session only, and then merge. In the following code, the base table, tab, is temporarily materialized for the
session before merging with tab2:

<base table="tab"/>
<willbe name="c1" value="1"/>
<willbe name="c2" value="2"/>
<materialize path="tab3" temp="1"/>
<merge table2="tab2"/>

Syntax
<merge table2="[FOREIGN TABLE NAME]" 
       match="names|order|pad"
       cols="[COLUMN_NAME_1,COLUMN_NAME_2,...COLUMN_NAME_N]"
       type="all|union|intersect|complement"
       materialize="[0|1]" 
       path="[PATH_TO_FOLDER]" 
       replace="[0|1]"
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       users="[USER_NAME_1,USER_NAME_2,...USER_NAME_N]"
       title="[TABLE_TITLE]" 
       linkheader="[MERGED_TABLE_HEADER]"
       sdesc="[SHORT_DESCRIPTION]" 
       ldesc="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
       segby="[SEGBY_COL_1,SEGBY_COL_2,...SEGBY_COL_N]"
       sortseg="[SORTSEG_COL_1,SORTSEG_COL_2,...SORTSEG_COL_N]"
       maxdown="[CELLS]" 
       nomaxdown="[0|1]"
       virtual="[0|1]" 
       tolerant="[0|1]"
       job_responsibility="[0|1]"/>

Attributes

table2

The name or ID of the foreign table.

If table2 is omitted, then the current table is consolidated into a single segment.

match

The method to be used in matching columns from the current table to those in the foreign table.

Note:  The match attribute is ignored if table2 is not specified.

Valid values are:

names

Columns in the current table will be matched with columns having the same name in the foreign
table. Matching columns must have the same data type. The merged table will contain those
columns that are common to both tables.

order

The columns in the current table will be matched with the corresponding columns (by order,
regardless of name) in the foreign table. The columns must have the same data type and must
be in the same order; in addition, there must be the same number of columns in both tables.

pad

The merged table will contain all columns in the current table and the foreign table. Columns that
match by name will appear once with data from both tables, whereas those that are unmatched
will be "padded" in one or the other table with the appropriate N/A value.

Note:  match="pad" always turns a table merge into a worksheet merge, and is
therefore subject to the size limitations discussed above.

The default is names.

cols

A comma-separated list of the names of columns to be merged. Only the specified columns will
appear in the merged table. 

cols may not be used with match="order".

Note:  The cols attribute may be used to specify the columns of the result table even if
table2 is not specified.

The default (if cols is omitted) is for the merged table to contain all matching columns.

type

The type of merge.

Note:  The type attribute may be used even if table2 is not specified.
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The effect of specifying any type other than all is to eliminate duplicate rows from the resulting table.

Valid values are:

all

All rows from the foreign table are appended to all rows in the current table.

union

Duplicate rows are removed from the merged table (i.e., the result is the set-theoretical union of
the rows of the two tables).

intersect

Duplicates as well as all rows that do not appear in both tables are removed from the merged
table (i.e., the result is the set-theoretical intersection of the rows of the two tables, which means
that only rows that are common to both tables appear in the result).

complement

Duplicates and all rows that appear in the second table are removed from the merged table (i.e.,
the result is the set-theoretical difference of the current and the foreign table, which means that
only rows that are in the current table but not the foreign table appear in the result).

The default is all.

materialize

Indicates whether the merged table should be materialized as a new merged table.

When using materialize="1":

• The <merge> operation (or series of such operations) must appear before all other operations in a
macro (except <note>).

• The default attribute type="all" must be used.
• Either match="names" or match="pad" may be used. (match="pad" available after version

14.01)
• No other operations may be contained within the <merge> operation.

Note:  When merging multiple tables, the materialize attribute should only be applied to
the final merge.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not materialize).

Attributes when materialize="1"

The following attributes are only valid when materialize="1":

path

Specifies the folder path or full table pathname under which the merged table will be created.

Note:  You must have upload permissions to the target folder.

The default location is a new unambiguous name in the user's My Data folder.

replace

Specifies whether the merged table should be allowed to replace an existing table.

Note:  You must own an existing table that is to be replaced.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not replace).

users

A comma-separated list of the users who will have access to the merged table.
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If absent, privileges are inherited from the parent folder. If users="" is specified, the merged table is
private (i.e., accessible only to the user).

title

Specifies the title of the merged table.

linkheader

Specifies the link header of the merged table.

sdesc

Specifies the short description of the merged table.

ldesc

Specifies the long description of the merged table.

segby

A comma-separated list of columns by which the new merged table is marked as being segmented.

Note:  This is advisory only; that is, you are responsible for ensuring that the table is, in fact,
segby.

sortseg

A comma-separated list of columns by which the new merged table is marked as being sorted and
segmented.

Note:  This is advisory only; that is, you are responsible for ensuring that the table is, in fact,
sortseg.

maxdown

Sets target table's maximum cell download limit to the value specified.

The default is no limit.

nomaxdown

Specifies whether to remove any limit on the maximum cell download for the table when using
replace=1.

The default is 0 (i.e., the maxdown attribute will be observed even when using replace=1).

virtual

Specifies whether the merged table is built from references to the constituent tables.

When virtual="1", changes to the underlying tables will change the virtual merged result.

Setting virtual="0" will result in a merged table made from the state of the tables at the time of the
merge. Any changes to the constituent tables will not affect the merged result.

The default is 1 (i.e., the merged table is built from references to the constituent tables).

tolerant

When virtual="1", this specifies whether the virtual merge will be tolerant of future missing
constituent tables.

Note:  The query is not tolerant of missing tables, just the resulting table.

The default is 0 (i.e., the merged table will not be tolerant of missing constituent tables).

job_responsibility

Setting job_responsibility="1" prevents synchronization of the table being materialized on an
environment configured for High Availability (HA). This is assuming a job on the other HA sites will
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also be performing the same materialize, so synchronization will be unnecessary. Does nothing in an
environment not configured for HA.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 9.36)

Example

In this example, assume the "current" table is pub.demo.weather.hourly90. This table contains hourly
weather data for calendar year 1990. It will be merged with a table with identical data for the year 1991.

Note:  These tables are accessible to all 1010data users in the pub.demo folder.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<merge table2="pub.demo.weather.hourly91" match="names" type="all"/>

Note:  Since both tables have identical column names, the cols attribute is omitted in this
example.

<meta>

<meta> allows settings to be made at the level of an individual macro (and saved along with the macro).

Description

<meta> is an advanced feature that is similar to Advanced Settings in the web interface.

<meta> should appear at the beginning of the macro, before any other operations (except for <note> and
<base>, if applicable).

Syntax
<meta>[VAL_1], [VAL_2], . . . [VAL_N]</meta>

Acceptable values for <meta>

<meta> does not contain any attributes. Instead, the predefined values for <meta> are placed inside the
opening and closing tags and separated by commas. The accepted values for <meta> are as follows:

empty

Allow selections to result in an empty table.

noempty

Signal an error if a selection results in an empty table.

Aggregation/blocking

noblock

Do not use blocking in selection and tabulation.

block

Use default blocking factor in selection and tabulation.

block=N

Use blocking by N rows in selection and tabulation.

condense

Use stepwise aggregation in tabulation.
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nocondense

Do not use stepwise aggregation in tabulation.

inf2na

Use infinity handling (return N/A instead of infinity when dividing by zero)

noinf2na

Do not use infinity handling (return positive or negative infinity when dividing a non-zero value by
zero)

Example

In this example, the goal is to produce an empty table with a selection statement. Without the <meta>
element, the selection statement below would generate the error: No rows selected.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<meta>empty</meta>
<sel name="store" value="store<0"/>

<note>

<note> may be used to place a comment in the Macro Language. The contents of the element is any
standard text.

Description

<ignore>, rather than <note>, is the preferred way to add comments to code. Alternatively, you may use
XML comments, with the syntax <!--Your comment-->. <note> may cause unintended consequences,
such as forcing a worksheet if it appears in a <link> or a <merge>.

Syntax
<note>[COMMENT_CONTENTS]></note>

Attributes

type

The type of comment may be one of the following:

user

A comment added by the user.

base

A comment added by the system that identifies the table to which the actions are applied.

link

A comment added by the system preceding a link.

Example
<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<note type="user"> Selecting store #1 for further analysis</note>
<sel value="store=1"/>
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<sel>

Select the rows relevant to your analysis.

Description

<sel> is applied to a table or worksheet of some arbitrary number of rows and produces a worksheet
containing only those rows that were not eliminated by the value expression. The expression passed to the
value attribute must evaluate to either 0 or 1. For instance, the expression:

sales_price>5.00

where sales_price is a column in a table or worksheet, will be evaluated for each row in the table. If
the value of sales_price for that row is greater than 5.00, the expression evaluates to 1 and the row is
selected. If the value of sales_price is less than or equal to 5.00, the expression evaluates to 0 and the
row is eliminated from the worksheet (but not the physical table).

Expressions without comparisons can also be used for selecting rows. For example, column foo is column
containing a 0 or 1, and column bar is a column containing 0 or 1. An expression can be written that will
only select the rows where both columns contain a 1, as follows:

<sel value="foo*bar"/>

The selection expression above will only select rows that have the value 1 for both foo and bar.

Syntax
<sel value="[EXPR]"/>

This construction selects the rows for which [EXPR] is true.

Alternate syntax

(Available as of 11.06)

The alternate <sel> syntax allows for selecting a disjunction of multiple boolean expressions by specifying
multiple <and> and <or> child elements, as follows:

<sel>
  <or value= [EXPR_1]/>
  <or>
  <and value="[EXPR_2]"/>
  <and value="[EXPR_3]"/>
  </or>
  ...
</sel>

The construction above selects the rows for which either [EXPR_1]  or [EXPR_2] and [EXPR_3] are
true.

Each <sel>, <and>, or <or> tag may contain zero or more <or> tags or zero or more <and> tags. While
<and> and <or> may not be mixed at a given nesting level within a single tag, you may have a complex
selection that includes both <and>s and <or>s. In this way, complex selections may be built up from
multiple smaller expressions. See the example section.

This alternate syntax may be more convenient for disjunctive selections, especially those constructed by
block code. In addition, using this syntax may provide a memory or efficiency improvement compared to
evaluating one long expression.

Including a value="[EXPR_0]" as an attribute of the <sel> tag itself is permitted; it will be treated as an
additional <or> or <and> clause.

An <and/> or <or/> tag with neither a value attribute nor contents has no effect.
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Attributes

value

Accepts a Macro Language expression which is used to filter the current dataset.

spflag

Indicates whether special values should be treated as N/As when evaluating the value expression.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not treat special values as N/As).

expand

Expand the number of rows in a table based on the selection expression.

For <sel value="N" expand="1"/>, where N is a column containing integer values, or an
expression (i.e., an expression involving two or more columns that results in a vector of integer
values) , expand="1" will create a copy of each row according to the value of N.

For rows where N is 0, the row will still be eliminated.

If N is negative, an error will be returned.

The system variable ii_(B) can be used to provide an enumeration of duplicate rows for each
original row after the expansion, where B specifies a starting base number for the enumeration. For
more information and a list of other system variables, see System Variables.

See Example: expand="1" below for additional detail.

sample

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to generalize the selection based on
the value of the value attribute.

When sample="1", a row will appear in the post-selection result with a probability equal to the value
of the value attribute. The value attribute can be an expression (or number) that evaluates at each
row to a float between 0 and 1 or may also be N/A, which is equivalent to 0.

For instance, <sel sample="1" value="0.1"/> should select approximately 10% of the rows
uniformly across the entire table.

The default is 0.

Note:  The optional attribute seed can be specified to change the random seed for the
sample selection.

(Available as of version 10.17)

seed

Accepts a decimal number that specifies the random seed for the sample selection.

By default, the seed is based on the query hash so that the identical query will deterministically create
the same sample.

If seed="0", a seed is non-deterministically generated when the query is run. Because of caching,
the sample won't change for the current session unless the cache is cleared, but runs of the same
query with seed="0" in different sessions will in general take a different sample.

(Available as of version 10.17)

Example

In the following example, a selection is performed on pub.demo.retail.item to select those rows
where values in the store column are equal to 1.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
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<sel value="store=1"/>

Example: expand="1"

In this example, the value in the units column is used to determine the factor of row expansion for each
row in the table pub.demo.retail.item. Therefore, a row where units=3 will be expanded to three
rows, a row where units=2 will be expanded to two rows, etc. Before the expansion, a selection is
performed to make sure that the units column does not contain negative values. A computed column that
references the system variable ii_() displays the enumeration of duplicate rows for each original row
after the expansion.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sel value="units>=0"/>
<sel value="units" expand="1"/>
<willbe name="enum_expand" value="ii_()"/>
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Example: Escape a string used in a selection expression

In the following example, the qv(X) function is used to properly escape a string used in a selection
expression. To search for items in the description column of pub.doc.retail.product that contain
the string 9", the qv(X) function must be used to properly escape it.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<let search_string="9&quot;">
  <sel value="(contains(description;{qv(@search_string)}))"/>
</let>
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If the qv(X) function was not specified, the query would have resulted in an error stating that the " was a
bad character.

Example: Create a string of quoted values from a comma-separated list

The following example illustrates how to use the str_to_lst(S;D) and qv(X) functions to turn a
comma-separated list into a string of quoted values that can be used in a selection expression.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<set divs="West,North"/>
<let divs_quoted="{qv(str_to_lst(@divs;','))}">
  <sel value="divisiondesc={@divs_quoted}"/>
</let>

The variable divs is a comma-separated string consisting of two elements: West and North. The string
is first turned into a list-value using the function str_to_lst(S;D), which is then passed to the qv(X)
function. The qv(X) function converts a list-value into a string of quoted values, which can be used
in a <sel> operation. The string of quoted values is assigned to the variable divs_quoted, which is
declared in a <let> statement. Inside the <let>, the <sel> operation then references the value of the
divs_quoted variable.

The code, after expansion, is:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<sel value="divisiondesc='West''North'"/>

The result is shown below:

Example: Selecting a sample of rows

The following example demonstrates how to select half of an ordered set of rows with a recency bias.
Because the <sel> operation specifies seed="0", the query may result in a different sample each time it
is run either after clearing the cache or in a new session.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="rownum" value="rn_"/>
<willbe name="prob" value="i_/n_"/>
<sel value="i_/n_" sample="1" seed="0"/>
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Example: Select a disjunction of multiple boolean expressions using <or>

The following example uses the alternate syntax for <sel> to select a disjunction of multiple boolean
expressions using <or> elements. (Available as of 11.06)

The query selects rows for which the value expression of any <or> tag is true.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sel>
  <or value="store=1"/>
  <or value="date=20120515"/>
</sel>
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Example: Select a conjunction of multiple boolean expressions using <and>

The following example uses the alternate syntax for <sel> to select a conjunction of multiple boolean
expressions using <and> elements. (Available as of 11.06)

The query selects rows for which the value expressions of all <and> tags are true.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sel>
  <and value="store=1"/>
  <and value="date=20120515"/>
</sel>

Example: Mix <and> and <or> tags within <sel>

The following code shows how to nest <and> and <or> selections. In this example, the expression is
included within the <sel> tag.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<sel value="tz=-7">
<or value="state='NY'">
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<and value="elev>100"/>
</or>
<or value="state='CA'">
<and value="elev<100"/>
</or>
<or value="state='TX'"/>
</sel>

The rows returned include tz=-7, state='NY' and elev>100, state='CA' and elev<100, or
state='TX'.

<sort>

Changes the order in which rows appear in a table by sorting according to the values in a column.

Syntax
<sort col="[COLUMN_NAME]" dir="[SORT_DIRECTION]"/>

Attributes

col

The name of the column (real or computed) whose values will be used to order the rows.

You can use an expression for the col attribute. For example, <sort col="lowercase(foo)"/>
first converts column foo to lower case, and then performs the sort.

dir

The direction in which to sort:  up or down. The default is up.

Valid values for dir

up

Sort from lowest to highest numeric value or alphabetically.

down
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Sort from highest to lowest numeric value or reverse-alphabetically.

naorder

Tells the system to include N/A values first or last in the collation order.

first

N/A values appear in the beginning of the collation order, the default behavior. This means they
appear at the beginning when the table is sorted up, and at the end when the table is sorted
down.

last

N/A values appear at the end of the collation order. This means they appear at the end when the
table is sorted up, and at the beginning when the table is sorted down.

cols

The cols attribute allows for sorting by multiple columns. Provide column names in a comma-
separated list.

Columns are sorted in ascending order by default.

You can use expressions in the cols attribute. See the col attribute for an example.

Prefixing a column name with a backtick character (`) specifies that the column should be sorted in
descending order. (Available as of prod-9)

Note:  You cannot use the dir and cols attributes together. You must use the backtick
character to control the sort direction of each of the columns specified by the cols attribute.

Example

The following example sorts the pub.demo.retail.item table such that the values in the date column
are in descending order (dir="down") and any N/A values appear at the beginning of the sorted table
(naorder="last").

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sort col="date" dir="down" naorder="last"/>

<table>

<table> is a special operation that creates a temporary table within the scope of a query.

Syntax
<table>
[ROW1_VAL1], [ROW1_VAL2], [ROW1_VALn];
[ROW2_VAL1], [ROW2_VAL2], [ROW2_VALn]; 
[ROWz_VAL1], [ROWz_VAL2], [ROWz_VALn]
</table>

Alternate Syntax

<table depth="[NUMBER_OF_ROWS]"/>
  <willbe name="[COL_NAME]" value="[EXPRESSION]"/>

Attributes

depth
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depth="[n]" generates a table of 0 columns and n rows. depth="0" generates a (not very
useful) table of 0 rows and 0 columns. If depth="[n]", columns must be provided via <willbe>
operations.

Note:  Using depth="[n]" and creating columns with <willbe> operations as a result is
not compatible with manually entering constant data into the table as shown in Example 1
below. Only use depth="[n]" when generating code with <willbe> operations.

format

The format attribute controls how the <table> operation interprets the contents of the data
provided to it.

(Available as of prod-9)

Note:  Specifying the format attribute is not always strictly necessary, as the <table>
operation is able to determine the form of the data it is being provided. However, the
best practice is to specify format for code readability and general clarity. Furthermore, if
format="empty" (e.g., no data is provided in any form), depth must be provided a value
and data must be specified with <willbe> operations.

Accepted values for format

empty

By default, if no data is provided to the table, format assumes the table is empty. In this
instance, the depth attribute must specify some number of rows, and data provided via
<willbe> operations.

csv

Assigning format="csv" specifies that the data for the table is provided in a list of comma-
separated values between the opening and closing tags of <table>.

xml

Assigning format="xml" specifies that the data provided to the <table> operation is provided
in XML according to the 1010data Table Tree specification.

title

Accepts arbitrary text that provides the title of the new table.

Note:  title and the following table meta data attributes need not be provided if the data for
the new table is specified in XML, as the 1010data Table Tree provides facilities for specifying
table information.

sdesc

Accepts arbitrary text that provides the short description of the new table.

ldesc

Accepts arbitrary text that provides the long description for the new table.

cols

Accepts a comma-separated string that specifies the column names of the columns in the new table.

Text provided must be valid 1010data column names (i.e., no spaces or special characters and
cannot begin with a number).

labels

Accepts a comma-separated string that specifies the column headings of the columns in the new
table.

Text provided must be valid 1010data column headings.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/XMLAPI/index_frames.html?q=TableTree/TableTree.html
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types

Accepts a comma-separated string that specifies the type of each column in the new table, overriding
the default type detection by the system.

Accepts the following values:

• i (integer)
• j (big integer) (Available as of version 11.25)
• f (decimal)
• a (text)

For more information, see Data types on page 1316.

data

Allows for passing of scalar, list, package, and a table value from a block as data for the new table.

Example

In this example, a table with four rows and three columns is generated.

<table title="Ladybug Picnic" 
       cols="picnic_table_1, picnic_table_2, picnic_table_3" 
       labels="Picnic Table 1,Picnic Table 2, Picnic Table 3">
       1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6; 7, 8, 9; 10, 11, 12
</table>

Example

It is possible to define the number of rows in the table with the depth attribute, as follows:

<table depth="4"/>
<willbe name="test" value="9"/>

In the above example, the table generated will have one column and 4 rows, each row having the value 9.

Example

Values may be passed in predefined block variables to the table through the data attribute:

<set tab="{table(pkg('a' 'b';lst(1 2) lst(3 4));)}"/>
<table data="{@tab}"/>

Example

Using the data attribute within <dynamic> tags:

<dynamic>
  <do on_="init" tablevalue_="foo">
    <base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="grid">
    <table data="{@foo}"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<tabu>

<tabu> defines a tabulation or cross-tabulation.

Description

A tabulation summarizes data by grouping and aggregating related data. For instance, if a tabulation
summarizes the average temperature by city for a whole year, the city is the group and the temperature is
the metric being aggregated by averaging all the temperatures on record for a given year.

The result of a tabulation is a table with columns for each break column specified by the breaks attribute
and one result column for each aggregation specified with an individual <tcol> element. (See <tcol> for
details.)

In the resultant table, the break columns retain their original names. To provide a different name for a
break column or specify how it is to be sorted, optional <break> elements can be inserted between the
opening and closing tags of the <tabu> element. See <break> for more information.

By default, the result columns are named t0, t1, etc. However, the result columns can be named using
the name attribute in each of the <tcol> elements.

The cbreaks attribute specifies the columns for a cross-tabulation. If cbreaks is specified, the result is
a table with one column for each row-break column (defined by the breaks attribute), another column
containing row totals, and additional columns for each unique combination of column-break values.

In the resultant table, the row-break columns retain their original names (though they can be changed
using the <break> element), the total column is called t0, and the result columns are named m0, m1,
etc. (In the event of name collisions, special rules apply.) A <tcol> tag defines the type of aggregation.

As of version 10.17, cross tabulations may contain multiple <tcol> elements, allowing for multi-metric
cross tabulations.

The columns specified by the multiple <tcol> elements are grouped together under each column break,
and the row-total columns appear at the beginning in <tcol> order.

For instance, if there are m <tcol> elements and n values in the column breaks, there will be a total
of m*(1+n) columns, which will be named: t0, t1, ..., tm, m0_0, m1_0, ..., mm_0, m0_1, m1_1, ...,
mm_1, ...,m0_n, m1_n, ..., mm_n. (This is an extension of the regular naming scheme for cross-tabulations.)

Syntax
<tabu label="[TITLE_OF_TABULATION]" 
       breaks="[COLUMN(S)_TO_GROUP_BY]">
           <tcol source="[COLUMN(S)_TO_SUMMARIZE]" 
              fun="[NAME_OF_FUNCTIONS]"
              label="[NAME_OF_NEW_COLUMN]"/>
</tabu>

Attributes

label

Accepts a text value that specifies the title for the results table.  If omitted, the system supplies a
default value.

breaks

A list of the names of the grouping ("break") columns (real or computed), separated by commas. 
All records that have the same values for these columns will be grouped together.  For cross tabs,
breaks specifies the row breaks only.  If omitted, all rows are treated as being in one group.

You can use an expression in the breaks attribute.

cbreaks
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A list of names of the column-break columns (real or computed), separated by commas.  All records
that have the same values for these columns will be grouped together.  If omitted, the result is a
straight tabulation.

You can use an expression in the cbreaks attribute.

clabels

Accepts either the value long or the value short, indicating, for cross tabulations, whether the
column headings of the result columns should include the grouping column names. 

If clabels="long", the column headings of the result columns will include the grouping column
names and look something like Color=red Size=large.  If clabels="short", only the grouping
columns' values will be used (e.g., red large).

xtab

The expression xtab=0 indicates that a cross-tabulation should be "unrolled." This means that for
each group in breaks, there will be one row for each group in cbreaks.  The result is thus displayed
in the form of a regular tabulation, with as many columns as there are <tcol> elements, but with one
row for each possible combination of breaks and cbreaks. For combinations that do not occur, the
result is NA, just as in a cross-tabulation.

Example: Tabulation

This example features a tabulation that aggregates the total sales for each store in the table
pub.demo.retail.item.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu label="Sales by Store" breaks="store">
  <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" format="type:currency;dec:2"/>
</tabu>

Example: Cross tabulation

This example shows a cross tabulation that aggregates the total sales for each store in the table
pub.demo.retail.item. The resultant table contains one row for every store (as specified by the
breaks attribute). The first column in the table contains the stores, the second displays the row totals, and
the remaining columns show the total sales for each department (as specified by the cbreaks attribute).

Note:  A product master table (pub.demo.retail.prod), containing the product class
descriptions, is initially linked to the primary sales detail table. The suffix _pm is appended to the
column names from the product master table.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku" suffix="_pm"/>
<tabu label="Sales by Store by
 Department" breaks="store" cbreaks="deptdesc_pm" clabels="short">
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  <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" format="type:currency;dec:2"/>
</tabu>

When applied to the table the results appear as follows:

Note:  Cross-tabulations show 0.00 for N/A values. Tabulations do not.

Example: Multi-metric cross tabulation

As of version 10.17, cross tabulations can contain multiple <tcol> elements, allowing for multi-metric
cross tabulations.

This example shows a multi-metric cross tabulation that aggregates both the sum of extended
sales and the average cost broken out by transaction date for every store in the table
pub.doc.retail.salesdetail. The resultant table contains one row for every store (as specified by
the breaks attribute). The first column in the table contains the stores, the second displays the row totals
related to the sum of extended sales, the third shows the row totals for the average cost, and the remaining
columns show the total sales and average cost for each date (as specified by the cbreaks attribute). The
<tcol> labels appear in the last row in the header (as specified by the cmorder attribute), and that row
is labeled with the text Summarization (as specified by the cmlabel attribute). Note that the header
uses the label specified with the <tcol> associated with the sum of sales (Sum of Sales) whereas a
default label is used for the average cost (Avg Cost) since no label was specified for that <tcol>.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<tabu label="Sales by Store" breaks="store" 
 cbreaks="trans_date" cmlabel="Summarization" cmorder="last">
  <break col="store" sort="up"/>
  <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
   label="Sum of Sales" format="type:currency"/>
  <tcol fun="avg" source="cost" format="type:currency"/>
</tabu>

When applied to the table the results appear as follows:
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<tcol>

<tcol> defines a result column in a tabulation or cross-tabulation (e.g., average price).

Description

<tcol> defines the nature of an aggregation in a tabulation. While the <tabu> element identifies the
break (grouping) column(s), the <tcol> element defines what column(s) to summarize and the type of
summarization to perform. <tcol> must be contained within a <tabu> element.

A tabulation can have any number of <tcol> elements. As of version 10.17, it is no longer necessary
(though it is typically desirable) for every <tcol> in a regular tabulation to be unique.

As of version 10.17, cross tabulations can contain multiple <tcol> elements, allowing for multi-metric
cross tabulations. The columns specified by the multiple <tcol> elements are grouped together under
each column break, and the row-total columns appear at the beginning in <tcol> order. Labels are
not provided to differentiate the multiple <tcol> columns unless the attribute cmlabel is specified, in
which case the text supplied as the value of cmlabel indicates the row of the cross-tab header on which
the <tcol> labels are shown. The attribute cmorder determines whether the <tcol> labels appear in
the first or last row of the header and the manner in which the <tcol> columns and column breaks are
grouped in the cross tabulation.

Note:  Prior to version 10.17, cross tabulations could have only one <tcol> element.

Syntax
<tabu label="[TABULATION_TITLE]" 
    breaks="[GROUPING_COLUMN]">
      <tcol source="[AGGREGATION_COLUMN]" 
      fun="[FUNCTION]"
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      label="[COLUMN_HEADING]" 
      format="[FORMAT_VAR]"/>
</tabu>

Attributes

name

The name of the result column.

If not specified, the result column is named ti, where i is an integer number assigned by the system
(e.g., t0).

name is used only in simple tabulations, not cross-tabulations. Furthermore, an error message is
displayed if the name attribute is specified to <tcol> in a multi-column cross tabulation. Specify
label or cmlabel instead.

source

The name of the column to summarize.

You can use an expression in the source attribute.

weight

For weighted aggregations, the name of the column with which to weight the values in source; or,
for functions requiring a second column (e.g., correlation, covariance, dot product), the name of the
second column.

For a list of which functions require a second column, see the fun article.

label

Specifies a descriptive column label that may be displayed in the column header at the top of the
result column in the grid.

If not specified, the name of the result column is used as the column label.

fun

The fun attribute contains the function that is performed on the column(s) to be aggregated to
produce the results column.

For a complete list of available values for this attribute (as well as the functionality each provides),
see Functions in <tcol> on page 96.

format

The format for the column (see Display formats on page 1320). 

The default is determined by the type of column.

select

Specifies the selection column for filtering the data to be tabulated. The selection column can have
only two possible values: 1 (select) and 0 (do not select).

(Available as of version 13.31)

cmlabel

Specifies the text used to designate the row in the header that displays the <tcol> labels in a multi-
column cross tabulation (The attribute cmlabel can be set to an empty string if no designation is
needed in the header but the <tcol> labels are still desired.)

Note:  If a label is specified for a <tcol>, that label is used in the header for that <tcol>;
otherwise, the default label for the <tcol> is used.
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By default, the row of labels appears in the final row of the cross-tab header. As of version 10.19,
you can specify whether it appears in the first row or the last row of the header using the cmorder
attribute, which also determines the grouping of the <tcol> columns and column breaks.

(Available as of version 10.17)

cmorder

Specifies where to place the <tcol> labels in a multi-column cross tabulation and how to group
<tcol> columns and column breaks

Note:  The attribute cmlabel must be specified; otherwise, the <tcol> labels are not shown
at all.

first

Places the <tcol> labels in the top row of the header before the column breaks; groups
columns first by which <tcol> they came from, then by column breaks.

last

Places the <tcol> labels in the last row of the header after the column breaks; groups columns
first by column breaks, then by which <tcol> they came from.

The default is last.

(Available as of version 10.19)

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
    <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
</tabu>

Note:  The grouping (breaks) column(s) in the tabulation is specified in the <tabu> element. See
<tabu> for details.

Example: Multi-metric cross tabulation

As of version 10.17, cross tabulations can contain multiple <tcol> elements, allowing for multi-metric
cross tabulations.

This example shows a multi-metric cross tabulation that aggregates both the sum of extended
sales and the average cost broken out by transaction date for every store in the table
pub.doc.retail.salesdetail. The resultant table contains one row for every store (as specified by
the breaks attribute). The first column in the table contains the stores, the second displays the row totals
related to the sum of extended sales, the third shows the row totals for the average cost, and the remaining
columns show the total sales and average cost for each date (as specified by the cbreaks attribute). The
<tcol> labels appear in the last row in the header (as specified by the cmorder attribute), and that row
is labeled with the text Summarization (as specified by the cmlabel attribute). Note that the header
uses the label specified with the <tcol> associated with the sum of sales (Sum of Sales) whereas a
default label is used for the average cost (Avg Cost) since no label was specified for that <tcol>.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<tabu label="Sales by Store" breaks="store" 
 cbreaks="trans_date" cmlabel="Summarization" cmorder="last">
  <break col="store" sort="up"/>
  <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
   label="Sum of Sales" format="type:currency"/>
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  <tcol fun="avg" source="cost" format="type:currency"/>
</tabu>

When applied to the table the results appear as follows:

Functions in <tcol>

This table lists the valid values for the fun attribute in a <tcol> element and indicates which of those
functions require a second column (via the weight attribute).

Value Description Requires 2nd
column

cnt number of records

Note:  As of version 10.19, it is no longer necessary to specify
the source attribute when fun="cnt".

ucnt number of unique values

aucnt approximate number of unique values

Uses the hyper-log-log algorithm.

Note:  While this function can be used for small tables, it is
generally used to compute the approximate number of distinct
values in a column with an extremely large number of uniques.

(Available as of version 10.38)

wucnt the weighted number of unique values
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Value Description Requires 2nd
column

Note:  When computing the weighted number of unique values
in tabular data, it is possible that some unique values have
more than one entry and therefore have more than one weight.
wucnt is computed by taking the average weight for each
unique value and then adding the averages together.

(Available as of version 13.33)

sum sum

avg average

Note:  avg yields the same result as mean.

wavg weighted average ✔

hi highest value

lo lowest value

first first value

last last value

std population standard deviation

std_s sample standard deviation (divide by n-1 instead of n, where n is the
number of rows)

var population variance

var_s sample variance (divide by n-1 instead of n, where n is the number of
rows)

wstd weighted standard deviation ✔

wvar weighted variance ✔

ssqr sum of squares

rho correlation ✔

cov covariance ✔

sumwd dot product ✔

valcnt number of valid values

Note:  valcnt yields the same result as ssize.

nacnt number of NA values

wcnt number of valid pairs ✔

wnacnt number of NA pairs ✔

mean sample mean value

Note:  mean yields the same result as avg.

(Available as of version 13.03)

median median value

mode mode

modef frequency of mode
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Value Description Requires 2nd
column

moden number of modes

lquart lower quartile

(Available as of version 13.03)

uquart upper quartile

(Available as of version 13.03)

ssize sample size

Note:  ssize yields the same result as valcnt.

(Available as of version 13.03)

sem standard error of the sample mean

(Available as of version 13.03)

svar sample variance

Note:  svar differs from var by a factor of n/(n-1).

(Available as of version 13.03)

sstd sample standard deviation

Note:  sstd differs from std by a factor of sqrt(n/(n-1))

(Available as of version 13.03)

skew coefficient of skewness

(Available as of version 13.03)

kurt coefficient of kurtosis

(Available as of version 13.03)

In addition, one of the following optional prefixes may be prepended to cnt, sum, or avg. (As of version
10.23, the optional prefixes may be used with any of the <tcol> functions that yield numeric results.)

Prefix Description

PG Express the result as a percentage of the grand total

FG Express the result as a fraction of the grand total

RG Express the result as a rank

PR Express the result as a percentage of the row total in a cross-tabulation

FR Express the result as a fraction of the row total in a cross-tabulation

RR Express the result as a rank within the row in a cross-tabulation

PC Express the result as a percentage of the column total in a cross-tabulation

FC Express the result as a fraction of the column total in a cross-tabulation

RC Express the result as a rank within the column in a cross-tabulation
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<break>

<break> specifies the sort order of the grouping column in a tabulation.

Description

<break> specifies how a break column of a tabulation (i.e., a column in breaks or cbreaks) should be
sorted. <break> tags are optional and may be specified for all, some, or none of the break columns. If not
specified for a column, the column is not sorted.

Syntax
<tabu label="[TABULATION_TITLE]" breaks="[GROUPING_COLUMN]">
      <break col="[COLUMN_NAME]" sort="[SORT_DIRECTION]"></break>
      <tcol source="[AGGREGATION_COLUMN]" fun="[FUNCTION]"
            label="[COLUMN_HEADING]"/>
</tabu>

Attributes

col

The name of the column.

col is required.

sort

Specifies whether the tabulation results should be sorted or not.

up

Sort the tabulation results so that this column is in ascending order.

down

Sort the tabulation results so that this column is in descending order.

none

Do not sort using this column.

naorder

If a sort is specified, whether to place N/A values first or last in the collation order.

The default is first.

placeholder

If this tabulation includes a <rollup> element, the value to use in place of N/A for rolled-up breaks.

The value must be of the same type (text, integer, real number) as the break column. If the break
is a text column, then this value should be enclosed in single quotes within double quotes (e.g.,
placeholder="'ALL'"). The default is no placeholder (i.e., N/A is used).

rename

The break column may optionally be renamed from its pre-tabulation name. If present, rename
specifies the new column name.

The default is not to rename.

relabel

The break column may optionally be given a different header (label) than its pre-tabulation header. If
present, relabel specifies the new column header.

The default is not to relabel.
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Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item
 Detail" breaks="store" cbreaks="transid">
    <break col="store" sort="down"/>
    <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
</tabu>

<rollup>

Start with an arbitrary amount of data and tabulate it by grouping like values in a column or multiple
columns.

Description

<rollup> specifies that a tabulation should contain multiple levels of aggregation.

For example, if the breaks attribute specifies a single break column, then a tabulation with <rollup> will
contain one row for each unique value in the specified column, plus one row for a grand total. If there are
two break columns, ColA and ColB, then the rollup tabulation will have one row for each unique value of
ColA and ColB combined, plus one for each unique value of ColA (with ColB "rolled up"), plus one row
for a grand total. If type="cube" were specified in <rollup>, then there would also be one row for each
unique value of ColB.

Syntax
<tabu label="[TABULATION_TITLE]" breaks="[GROUPING_COLUMN]">
      <rollup cols="[COL_NAME_1], [COL_NAME_2], ...[COL_NAME_N]"
              sets="[SET_1];[SET_2];...[SET_N]"/>
      <tcol source="[AGGREGATION_COLUMN]" fun="[FUNCTION]"
            label="[COLUMN_HEADING]"/>
</tabu>

Attributes

type

The default is hier.

Valid Values for the type attribute:

hier

The tabulation will contain rows for:

• col1...coln
• col1...coln-1 (with coln rolled up)
• col1...coln-2 (with coln-1 and coln-2 rolled up)

and so on through

• col1 (with all other columns rolled up)

and finally

• all rows rolled up (grand total)

cube
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For type="cube", the tabulation will contain all 2^n combinations of the break columns,
including a grand total with all columns rolled up.

cols

Specifies a comma-separated list of one more columns, which must be a subset of the tabulation's
break columns.

Only the specified columns participate in the rollup. The break columns not specified in cols are
never rolled up in the final tabulation.

If cols is omitted, the default is for all the break columns in the tabulation to participate in the rollup.

sets

Specifies one or more sets, where each set is a different comma-separated list of columns. Multiple
sets are separated by semi-colons.

The columns in each of the sets must be among the break columns or within the subset of columns
specified by the cols attribute.

(Available as of version 10.19)

ind

Specifies the name of a column, which is created by the tabulation and adjoined to the results, that
contains an encoded value indicating the level of the rollup at each row (i.e., which break columns are
rolled up vs. not rolled up).

The column name specified by ind may not conflict with any of the break column names nor any of
the tcol column names (including automatically-generated ti names).

If ind is omitted, no indicator column is created.

Note:  <rollup> may not be used in a cross-tabulation (i.e., if cbreaks is present in the <tabu>
tag).

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item, a transactional sales table. The tabulation
will group results by the store column and return total sales for each store number. This example also
specifies <rollup cols="account"/>, which will show an aggregation for every unique combination of
values for a store and a customer.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store,account">
    <break col="store" sort="up"/>
    <rollup cols="account"/>
    <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
</tabu>

<transpose>

<transpose> results in a table in which the rows from the original table are its columns and the columns
from the original table are its rows.

Description

The <transpose> operation requires that all columns in the original table be the same data type. If the
columns are not of the same type, set promote="1" to create a transposed table with all columns of the
same type based on the following logic:
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• If a text column is present in the original table, all columns in the transposed table will be promoted to
type text.

• If no text columns are present in the original table and its columns are of mixed types (e.g., float and
int), then all columns in the transposed table will be promoted to type float.

• If all columns in the original table are of type int, then all columns in the transposed table will be of type
int.

For more information on data types, see Data types on page 1316.

Syntax
<transpose promote="[0|1]"
           names="[NEW_NAMES_COL]"
           labels="[NEW_LABELS_COL]"
           title="[TITLE]"
           sdesc="[SHORT_DESCRIPTION]"
           ldesc="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
           namecol="[ORIG_NAMES_COL]"
           labelcol="[ORIG_LABELS_COL]"
           typecol="[ORIG_TYPES_COL]"
           formatcol="[ORIG_FORMATS_COL]"/>

Attributes

promote

Specifies whether to promote columns from the original table so that all the columns in the transposed
table have the same type. Accepts 0 or 1.

If columns in the original table are of mixed type, you must set promote="1".

The default is 0.

names

Specify the name of a column that contains unique, text-only, non-N/A values that are valid column
names. These values become the column names in the transposed table.

If this attribute is not specified, the columns in the transposed table will be named m0, m1, m2, etc.

labels

Specify the name of a column that contains values for the column labels in the transposed table.

Unlike the names attribute, the values in the column provided to labels do not need to be unique
values.

title

Specifies the title for the transposed table.

sdesc

Specifies the short description for the transposed table.

ldesc

Specifies the long description for the transposed table.

namecol

Specifies the name of a column in the transposed table that will contain the column names from the
original table.

Set namecol="orig_names" to keep the original column names as row names.

labelcol
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Specifies the name of a column in the transposed table that will contain the column labels from the
original table.

Set labelcol="orig_labels" to keep the original column labels as row labels.

typecol

Specifies the name of a column in the transposed table that will contain the column types from the
original table (such as i (integer), a (string), and f (decimal).

Set typecol="orig_types" to keep the original column types as row types.

For more information on data types, see Data types on page 1316.

formatcol

Specifies the name of a column in the transposed table that will contain the display format strings
from the original table.

Set formatcol="orig_formats" to keep the original column formats as row formats.

For more information on display formats, see Display formats on page 1320.

Example: Transposing a simple table
In the following example, you have a simple table containing five columns and three rows. Note that the
last two columns are labeled name and label. These will be the names and labels of the columns of the
transposed table.

The following code transposes the above table:

<transpose promote="1" namecol="orig_names" 
             labelcol="orig_labels" typecol="orig_types"  
             names="name" labels="label"/>

namecol="orig_names", labelcol="orig_labels", and typecol="orig_types" provide
columns with the original names, labels, and types of the columns before they were transposed. The
names and labels attributes tell <transpose> where to find the names and labels of the columns to be
used in the new, transposed, table.

The transposed table looks as follows:

The Names, Labels, and Types columns provide information about the column names, labels, and types
in the original table. The fruits, vegetables, and grains are now arranged in columns instead of rows.
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Example: Transposing a retail table

The following example demonstrates the results of performing a <transpose> operation on the table
pub.demo.retail.store. The first two <willbe> operations set up the column names and column
labels for the transposed table. The column new_column_names will contain values of the form col_n,
where n is the row number from the original table. The column new_column_labels will contain values
of the form "Column n", where n is the row number from the original table. Since promote="1", the
columns in the transposed table will all be of type text, since the original table contains columns of type text
(e.g., addr, city).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
<willbe name="new_column_names" value="splice('col' i_;'_')"/>
<willbe name="new_column_labels" value="splice('Column' i_;' ')"/>
<transpose promote="1" 
 names="new_column_names" labels="new_column_labels" 
 namecol="orig_names" typecol="orig_types"/>

<willbe>

Define a new computed column in an existing worksheet with a value expression.

Description

<willbe> creates a new computed column in a table or worksheet. The contents of the computed column
are defined in the value attribute. The column name is defined by the name attribute, and the column
heading is defined by the label attribute.

Syntax
<willbe name="[COLUMN_NAME]" 
        value="[VALUE_EXPRESSION]"
        label="[COLUMN_HEADING]" 
        format="[FORMAT_VAR]" 
        spflag="[1|0]"
        materialize="[0|1]" 
        replace="[0|1]" 
        filename="[INTERNAL_FILENAME]"
        compression="[none|fast|faster|fastest|small|smaller|smallest]"
        index="[0|1]" 
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        desc="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
        job_responsibility="[0|1]"/>

Attributes

name

The name of the computed column to be defined.

This is the column name, which is used by the system to identify the column. Column names in
1010data may not contain any spaces or special characters, and must begin with a letter.

value

The value of the computed column as an expression.

Note:  value is required.

label

Provides the column heading for the new column.

If you would like the heading to span more than one line, use ` to separate the lines (e.g., Date
of`Last Visit).

format

The format for the column (see Display formats on page 1320). 

The default is determined by the type of column.

desc

Accepts a string that specifies the description for the column.

If this attribute is not specified, the value expression is used by default.

fixed

Accepts 0 for off (default) and 1 for on.

The first fixed column in a query will be placed at the left-most position of the table and hold its
position in the displayed columns even when scrolling to the right. Multiple fixed columns will be fixed
left to right in the order that they appear in the query.

(Available as of prod-9)

spflag

Indicates whether special values should be treated as N/As when evaluating the value expression.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not treat special values as N/As).

materialize

Indicates whether the new computed column should be materialized as a physical column in the
table.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not materialize).

Note:  You must own the table to materialize a column in it.

Attributes when materialize="1"

The following attributes are only valid when materialize="1":

replace

Indicates whether the new computed column should be allowed to replace an existing column in the
table.
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The default is 0 (i.e., do not replace).

Note:  When using <willbe name="foo" materialize="1" replace="1"/>,
any columns whose values are dependent on the column being replaced will be updated
according to the new values in the materialized column.

filename

Specifies a specific internal filename to use for the column.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

compression

Specifies the compression type to use for the column.

Possible values are:

• none
• fast
• faster
• fastest
• small
• smaller
• smallest

The default is faster.

Note:  This is advanced functionality that requires special privileges.

index

Creates an index for the column.

This allows for increased selection performance on the resulting column at the cost of storage.

The default is 0 (i.e., do not create an index).

Note:  To index an existing column, set value="" (i.e., leave the value expression empty).

job_responsibility

Setting job_responsibility="1" prevents synchronization of the table being materialized on an
environment configured for High Availability (HA). This is assuming a job on the other HA sites will
also be performing the same materialize, so synchronization will be unnecessary. Does nothing in an
environment not configured for HA.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 9.36)

Example

In this example, assume the "current" table is a sales detail table.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="margin" value="sales-cost" label="Margin" 
 format="type:nocommas;dec:2" spflag="1"/>

Blocks
Blocks allow users to reuse sections of Macro Language code and to parameterize values in that code for
greater flexibility and power.
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1010data's Macro Language has been the foundational tool for power users since the system first went
live. Not only do our most capable clients use Macro Language to great effect, our own analysts use it to
develop reports and analyses for our clients.

A basic Macro Language statement looks like this:

<sel value="store=1"/>

In other words, there is an element that outlines the general purpose of the action (<sel> ) and one or
more attributes that tell the system exactly how to carry out the operation. In this case, we are selecting
rows whose values in the store column equal 1. This simple but powerful formula made it possible for
people who weren't necessarily programmers to perform highly sophisticated analyses on large sets of
data.

However, there was a significant shortcoming: what if at some point in the future, a different value for
store is needed? Or, even worse, what if the goal changes to select rows based on a different value and
a different column altogether? In the past, whoever wrote the Macro Language query in question would
simply have to edit their query to make the appropriate changes. However, thanks to developments in the
Macro Language that have been taking place recently, this is no longer the case.

While making edits to the simple line of code above is not particularly challenging, queries beyond a certain
level of complexity were more difficult. For instance, if that line was needed several times in the same
query, the edits would have to be made every time it appeared. This paradigm also made sharing analyses
with people who might care about different aspects of the same data more difficult.

With the inception of <block>, both of these shortcomings have been alleviated. First, <block> allows
1010data users to parameterize the values in their Macro Language code. <block> also creates a
way for users to reuse snippets of Macro Language code as much as they want. There are some basic
concepts and syntax one must grasp in order to use <block> correctly. However, once these basics are
understood, the Macro Language becomes a much more powerful tool for 1010data query writers.

Block basics

A block is identified by a given name and can take any number of user-defined attributes, which act as
variables within the block code.

The basic syntax of <block> is very straightforward.

Here is the example above written as a <block> statement:

<block name="block_test" col="store" value="1">
  <sel value="{@col}={@value}"/>
</block>

The general idea for the above statement is to wrap the original selection statement in opening and closing
<block> tags. Once a <block> has been created, it must be given a name so it can be referenced in
the future by other pieces of Macro Language code. name is the only required attribute for a <block>
statement. All other attributes are simply user-defined variables that can be inserted into statements within
a block. These variables are defined in the following way:

<block name="[BLOCK_NAME]" [VAR_1]="" [VAR_2]="">

In the above line of code, the new block is given a name and two variables are defined (but have not been
assigned a value).

Now that the variables are defined, they're inserted into a regular Macro Language expression as scalar
values via the following syntax:

{@var1}

This syntax takes user-defined variables from an opening <block> tag and inserts them into Macro
Language expressions. This process, which results in our original expression, is called expanding the
block. You can see exactly how your <block> code will expand by selecting Code > Expand in place in
Macro Language Workshop.
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The following is the block example above in Macro Language Workshop:

Click Code > Expand in place. Macro Language Workshop expands the <block> and inserts
parameterized values into the statement, as shown below:

Reusing blocks

One of the most powerful features of the <block> statement is the way it allows for the reuse of Macro
Language code.

There are several elements designed to work with <block> to make reusing code easier.

These specialized tags are:

• <insert>
• <library>
• <import>
• <call>

Inserting a block

The <insert> operation is used to make an individual <block> available.

Notice that every <block> is given a name. This name is how you tell <insert> which <block> to make
available in your current query.

Here's what a sample looks like:

<insert block="storeSelection"/>

Using the <insert> element makes this block available in your code. Even better, if you combine this
operation with the <import> operation, the <block> doesn't even need to physically appear in your
query code. Here's a quick example:

<import path="pub.demo.retail.selectionlib"/>
<insert block="storeSelection"/>

The two lines in the example above perform the exact same action as:

<block name="storeSelection" storechoice="1">
  <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
</block>

At the same time, the above code expands to:

<sel value="store=1"/>

While you could retype the line above a hundred times in a hundred different queries, you would need
to change each and every one any time something about your analysis changed. Blocks and libraries
give you tools to reuse your code, and to update every instance where it's in use by changing it in a
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single location. As you continue to explore these concepts, look for places where you reuse code and ask
yourself if a <library> of <block> statements would be a better solution.

Storing blocks in libraries

The <library> element is designated for storing multiple <block> statements for reuse.

If you have a collection of blocks that are related, or you simply want to make all your blocks available for
your current query, the first step is to store the blocks in a <library>.

For example:

<library>
  <block name="sample_block_1" var1="">
    [CONTENTS_OF_BLOCK]
  </block>
  <block name="sample_block_2" var2="">
    [CONTENTS_OF_ANOTHER_BLOCK]
  </block>
</library>

The library above contains two blocks, sample_block_1 and sample_block_2.

Once you have created a library, the next step is to save it as a Quick Query so it can be referenced later
when you need it. To do this, click File > Save as Quick Query.... If you need to jog your memory on
saving your work as a Quick Query, check out this handy tutorial.

Once the library is saved, you will be able to use any block stored within it by using the <import> and
<insert> directives.

Importing a library

Once you've saved a library of blocks, you will eventually want to reuse the code.

To see how this is done, first here's a sample <library>:

<library>
  <block name="storeSelection" storechoice="1">
    <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
  </block>
</library>

The above library has been saved as a Quick Query to pub.demo.retail.selectionlib.

There are two steps to making a <block> available in your current query. First, in order to use a block
stored in a library you must import the library using the <import> operation. To do this, simply provide the
path to your library in the path attribute:

<import path="pub.demo.retail.selectionlib"/>

Once you have added this code to your query, you will be able to use any <block> in the library that has
been imported by referencing its name. This is done in the <insert> operation.

Scalar expressions in 1010data

Scalar expressions allow for the storage and access of individual variables and values in 1010data.

Traditionally, 1010data is a vector processing system. In other words, it has always been good at dealing
with columns of values of the same type. With the development of higher-level tools such as blocks and
QuickApps, scalar expressions have become much more important for those both developing queries and
designing front-end interfaces. This guide is meant to serve as an introduction to the topic of scalar values
and expressions.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/GettingStartedGuide/index_frames.html?q=SaveQuickQuery.html
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Traditional Syntax

Before blocks came along, the typical way to write an expression in 1010data was to perform an operation
on an entire column. For instance, to select all the rows in a table or worksheet that are associated with a
specific column's value, the expression would be written as:

<sel value="store=1"/>

In the example above, store is the name of a column in a table, and 1 is the value to which the operation
will compare every value in the column. The operation above selects only rows in the table where the
store column has the value of 1. This is probably the most basic expression in 1010data. Of course, other
comparison operators could also be used:

<sel value="store<>1"/>

will select all the stores in the table that are not equal to 1.

Computed columns operate in a very similar fashion; however, the result would be a new column, which
has to have a name:

<willbe name="new_column" value="column1+column2"/>

where the new column will be the sum of columns column1 and column2. This made querying data in the
system very straightforward, but also had several drawbacks. For long and/or complex queries, scalability
and maintainability were lacking.

Variable Assignment and Retrieval

Blocks made it possible for 1010data queries to be parameterized. A value could be assigned to a variable
once and called as many times as necessary. This meant if a value was used multiple times in a query,
it would only need to be changed in a single place, which made Macro Language code much easier to
maintain. Here's the first example as a block:

Works!

<block name="my_block" col="store" val="1">
    <sel value="{@col}={@val}"/>
</block>

The code above translates identically to <sel value="store=1"/>. To 1010data, the two are identical.
But to the person writing the query, the comparison values can be changed in the opening tag of the block,
and the change will propagate to every instance of the variable.

The syntax here is straightforward. A variable is created, and its value is assigned in the opening tag of the
block. In this example, two variables are created and given values: col="store" and value="1". There
are now two variables whose values can be retrieved by variable name.

The syntax for retrieving a value is also easy to spot. Scalar values are always retrieved by enclosing
the variable name in curly braces ({}). Inside the curly braces, the variable name is preceded with an @
symbol.

Notice in the example above that each variable is enclosed in its own set of curly braces. This is because
each variable resolves to its own unique value. This is an important rule. Anything enclosed in curly braces
must resolve to a single value. This will become much more interesting when list-values come into play.
For now, keep in mind that the following will not work:

Does not work!

<block name="my_block" col="store" val="1">
    <sel value="{@col=@val}"/>
</block>

The above does not result in a single scalar value being returned. It results in a comparison operation that
returns some unknown number of rows when evaluated by the system. Remember, scalar values must
resolve to a single value.
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Data Types in Scalar Expressions

As with all 1010data Macro Language queries, the data type for values must be considered when working
with scalar expressions. For instance, when comparing a value or column to a string value, the string (or
variable that resolves to a string) must be enclosed in single quotes. This is not true of integer or decimal
values. Take our original example:

<sel value="store=1"/>

Notice above that the value to which store is being compared, 1, need not be enclosed in single quotes.
However, if a comparison is made between a column's value and a text value (for instance, a state such as
Alaska), the following syntax applies:

<sel value="state='AK'"/>

Notice that the text value needs to be enclosed in single quotes for the query to work, whereas the integer
value in the previous query does not. The same rule applies to referencing variables in scalar expressions.
If the underlying value of the variable is text, then the expression must be enclosed in single quotes:

Works!

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu</note>
<block column_name="state" state_code="AK">
  <sel value="{@column_name}='{@state_code}'"/>
</block>

Works!

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu</note>
<block column_name="state" state_code="'AK'">
  <sel value="{@column_name}={@state_code}"/>
</block>

The code above illustrates the use of single quotes outside the curly braces to ensure that strings are
interpreted by the system properly.

Does not work!

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu</note>
<block column_name="state" state_code="AK">
  <sel value="{@column_name}={@state_code}"/>
</block>

Does not work!

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu</note>
<block column_name="state" state_code="AK">
  <sel value="{@column_name}={'@state_code'}"/>
</block>

When working with variables that could potentially hold values of multiple types, it is best practice to
enclose the entire expression in single quotes. This will "cast" any non-text types to text and prevent type
errors.

Functions that Accept and Return Scalar Values

Traditional 1010data functions, such as g_functions, typically accept and return vectors. In other words, the
function typically accepts some column as an input and does something to every value of the column. For
example, g_avg(G;S;X) accepts one or more columns for grouping, an optional selection column, and a
column on which to perform the operation, which in this case is to find the average:

<note type="base">Applied to table:
 pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly</note>
<willbe name="avg_tmp" value="g_avg(zipcode date;;tempi)"/>
<sel value="g_first1(zipcode date;;)"/>

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=Functions/GroupFunctions/g_avg.html
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The resulting column from the code above will find the average mean temperature for all combinations of
zipcode/date in the table. Both g_functions operate across all the values in each column provided as an
argument.

With blocks and QuickApps, many new functions have been added to the system that accept and return
scalar values instead of vector values. These functions are ideal for assigning values to variables declared
in <block> and <dynamic> code. They follow the same syntactical rules as creating and referencing
variables in the scalar context.

As an example, take a function that works in either the scalar or vector context: csl_len(X). This
function returns the length of a comma-separated list. If it is passed a column containing comma-separated
lists, it will return the value for each in the vector context:

<let>
  <table
 cols="list">"list,of,separated,values";"another,list,of,values,that,is,of,different,length"
  </table>
  <col name="list" format="width:50"/>
  <willbe name="list_len" value="csl_len(list)"/>
</let>

The code above will produce a new column that gives the number of elements in each of the two comma-
separated lists. However, this function will also work in the scalar context:

Works!

<letseq
 delimited_list="yet,another,list,of,values" list_len="{csl_len(@delimited_list)}">
 <willbe name="scalar_list_length" value="{@list_len}"/>
</letseq>

The code above can be written with identical results as follows:

Works!

<let delimited_list="yet,another,list,of,values">
 <willbe name="scalar_list_length" value="{csl_len(@delimited_list)}"/>
</let>

Notice that in both examples above, the function call is nested immediately inside the curly braces. The
variable is referenced with the @ symbol, but does not need to be encased directly within curly braces. The
curly braces represent the entire scalar expression, not simply the variable reference. The following will not
work:

Does not work!

<let delimited_list="yet,another,list,of,values">
 <willbe name="scalar_list_length" value="csl_len({@delimited_list})"/>
</let>

Many functions in 1010data will work in either the scalar or vector context. This is annotated in the
1010data function reference topics with language to the following effect for a given parameter: "Accepts a
value or column name containing values..."

1010data now provides functions that are specific to scalar expressions. Most notable are: lst(X) and
pkg(K;V). Both of these functions, as well as the associated functions for manipulating their values, can
only be used in the scalar context. These functions must accept and return scalar values called list-values.
List-values contain indexed collections of either values or key/value pairs.

For example, here is a basic list:

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.demo.retail.item</note>
<let my_list="{lst(1 2 3)}">
    <sel value="store={@my_list.1}"/>
</let>

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/block.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/appdev/dynamic.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=Functions/ListFunctions/csl_len.html
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Lists allow for cleaner, more readable code because they allow for the storage of many values in a single
variable. Without lists, each value would require its own variable to hold it.

Since lists are indexed, it's also easy to iterate over them using the <foreach> construct without the need
to reference index values:

<let ideas="{3.14159, {'a', 'e', 'i' 'o' 'u'}, 'The course of true love never
 did run smooth'}">
  <foreach important_list="{@ideas}" tally_="@i">
    <willbe name="important_stuff{@i}" value="'{@important_list}'"/>
  </foreach>
</let>

The code above uses the implicit list syntax to build a list of important ideas. Notice that the vowels listed
above are placed in a list of their own, which is nested inside the larger list. The <foreach> construct is
able to iterate over each value in @important_list without the need to reference an index position, as
would be necessary in a <willbe> operation or <for> loop. The list-value (that's the vowels) contained
within the list will be automatically converted to a comma-separated string.

Finally, take note that the list-variable provided to the value attribute is enclosed in single quotes outside
the curly braces. Since the list contains mixed value types, this will ensure all types are cast as strings and
will not cause errors.

Packages are similar to lists. Packages also provide a way to build indexed variables containing multiple
values. However, packages allow for "keys" to be provided, making them similar to a dictionary or
associative array in other languages. Referencing package values in scalar expressions is very similar to
accessing values in lists:

<let ideas="{pkg('pi' 'vowels' 'true_love';3.14159 {'a', 'e', 'i', 'o', 'u'}
 'The course of true love never did run smooth')}">
  <table depth="1"/>
  <willbe name="lysander" value="'{@ideas.true_love}'"/>
</let>

where lysander takes the place of the index position in the aforementioned list syntax.

Notice again that packages can contain lists. To access the values of the list of vowels, use the index
position of the item after identifying the list by its package key:

<let ideas="{pkg('pi' 'vowels' 'true_love';3.14159, {'a', 'e', 'i', 'o', 'u'}
 'The course of true love never did run smooth')}">
  <table depth="1"/>
  <willbe name="vowel" value="'{@ideas.vowels.3}'"/>
</let>

will locate the value: 'i'.

Parameterizing Keys and Indexes

It is often the case that you will need to programmatically interact with data and use return values from
queries to identify the key or keys you need in a package (or the index position of a list). When you don't
know exactly where you'll need data from a list, there is a special syntax for accessing such values. This
syntax is clearly demonstrated when iterating over a package or perhaps only specific key/value pairs of a
package.

Let's say we have some stooges:

<let stooges="{pkg('wise_guy' 'numbskull' 'leader' 'imposter';'Larry' 'Curly'
 'Moe' 'Shemp')}"/>

Only three stooges are required to make a Three Stooges film, so one will have to go. The following
code will build a list of only the keys we want, then iterate over them using the special syntax provided for
accessing packages and lists with parameterized index/key information:

<letseq stooges="{pkg('wise_guy' 'numbskull' 'leader' 'imposter';'Larry'
 'Curly' 'Moe' 'Shemp')}" keys="{pkg_names(@stooges)}">

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/foreach.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/classicops/willbe.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/for.html
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  <table depth="1"/>
  <foreach stooge_role="{lst_take(@keys;3)}" tally_="@i">
    <willbe name="{@stooge_role}" value="'{@stooges.{@stooge_role}}'"/>
  </foreach>
</letseq>

will iterate over the values in the package stooges by iterating over the values in the list stooge_role.

Placing Package Values into Tables

Whole lists and packages can be stored in tables as values in individual cells. Within the context of block
constructs like <set> and <let> (as well as <block> itself), placing a variable reference to a list or
package value will create a column of that value:

<base label="test" table="default.lonely"/>
<set package="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c';1 2 3)}"/>
<willbe name="test" value="{@package}"/>

will product a single-cell table containing the value of @package. Like the models that are produced by
1010data's Machine-Learning functions, package values that are stored in tables may be accessed using
the param(M;P;I) function, as follows:

<base label="test" table="default.lonely"/>
<set package="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c';1 2 3)}"/>
<willbe name="test" value="{@package}"/>
<willbe name="test2" value="param(test;'b';)"/>

Nested block structures

Block forms can be defined and/or called within the context of other block structures, providing a powerful
and expressive mechanism for controlling query execution and behavior.

The block layer of the 1010data Macro Language provides the mechanism by which queries can be
modularized and parameterized. It is often very useful to define and/or call one block during the execution
of another. In other words, blocks can behave like nested functions and closures.

There are numerous block forms that can be used to specify the way query execution behaves. This topic
will cover each, but the first distinction that needs to be drawn is that between named and unnamed block
forms.

Unnamed block forms execute within a query wherever they are defined. They cannot be named and
cannot accept parameters.

The following block forms can be used to define logic that will execute as soon as it appears within a query:

• <isolate> - A non-closure nested form. <isolate> cannot capture values from its enclosing context.
• <blocklet> - A partial closure. <blocklet> can capture values from its enclosing context, but

modifications to values it captured do not persist after its execution is complete.
• <let> - A full closure. <expand> can capture values from its enclosing context, and modifications to

values it captured persist after execution is complete.

Named block forms are defined in one place, such as a <library>, and can be called within the context
of another block form.

The following block forms can be named and called explicitly using <call>, <insert>, or<expand>:

• <block> - If defined as part of a library, it must be named and will only execute when explicitly called
by name using one of the invocation methods listed below.

• <defblock> - Must be named and will only execute when explicitly called by name using one of the
invocation methods listed below.

There are three different ways to invoke a named block. Each of the methods below will cause the named
block being invoked to behave differently within the execution context of its enclosing form. The following
methods may be used to invoke a named block:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/set.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/let.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/blocks/block.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=Functions/MiscellaneousFunctions/param.html
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• <call> - When invoked using <call>, a named block cannot capture values from its enclosing
context. Causes the named block to behave like an <isolate> structure.

• <insert> - When invoked using <insert>, a named block can capture values from its enclosing
context, but modifications to values it captured do not persist after execution. Causes a named block to
behave like a <blocklet> structure.

• <expand> - When invoked using <expand>, a named block can capture values from its enclosing
context, and modifications to values it captured persist after execution. Causes a named block to
behave like a <let> form.

<isolate> and <call>

<isolate> and <call> define or invoke, respectively, block logic that cannot capture values from an
enclosing context.

Using the unnamed form: <isolate>

It is often useful to separate small pieces of logic within a larger whole. In the most basic case, the
<isolate> block form provides a space to perform a logical task without imposing any side effects on the
block within which it appears:

Works

<defblock name="outer" outer_variable="1.61803">
  <isolate inner_variable="3.14159">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
  </isolate>
  <willbe name="outer_col" value="round({@outer_variable};1)"/>
</defblock>
<call block="outer"/>

In the above example the <isolate> form is used to:

• Create a new variable called inner_variable
• Set the value of inner_variable to a value
• Use the local variable to compute a new column

It should be noted that the variable defined in the opening tag of the <isolate> element is only
accessible inside the nested <isolate> form. If outer_variable is referenced within the <isolate>
an error will be returned:

Returns an error: Syntax error: Undefined @variable referred to in:
round({@outer_variable};1)

<defblock name="outer" outer_variable="1.61803">
  <isolate inner_variable="3.14159">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
    <!--This willbe returns an error because <isolate> does not have access to
 @outer_variable-->
    <willbe name="outer_col" value="round({@outer_variable};1)"/>
  </isolate>
</defblock>
<call block="outer"/>

Conversely, the outer <defblock> does not have access to the variable defined by <isolate>. In the
following example an error will be returned:

Returns an error: Syntax error: Undefined @variable referred to in:
round({@inner_variable};1)+1

<defblock name="outer" outer_variable="1.61803">
  <isolate inner_variable="3.14159">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
  </isolate>
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  <!--This willbe returns an error because the outer <defblock> does not have
 access to @inner_variable-->
  <willbe name="inner_col_add_one" value="round({@inner_variable};1)+1"/>
</defblock>
<call block="outer"/>

Invoking a named block with <call>

The <call> operation can be used to invoke a named <block> or <defblock> within another block
form and produce the same behavior as <isolate>. In the next example, two non-nested <defblock>
forms are created. inner_block is called inside outer_block, but only access variables defined in its
own context. The example below runs without error and creates two new columns.

<defblock name="inner_block" inner_variable="3.14159">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
</defblock>
<defblock name="outer_block" outer_variable="1.61803">  
  <willbe name="outer_col" value="round({@outer_variable};1)"/>
  <call block="inner_block"/>
</defblock>
<call block="outer_block"/>

Conversely, if inner_block attempts to access a variable defined in outer_block, or vice versa,
running the query will result in an error:

Returns the error: Syntax error: Undefined @variable referred to in:
round({@inner_variable};1)

<defblock name="inner_block" inner_variable="3.14159">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
    <!--An error is throw because the block can't access @inner_variable-->
</defblock>
<defblock name="outer_block" outer_variable="1.61803">  
  <willbe name="outer_col" value="round({@inner_variable};1)"/>
  <!--An error is throw because the block can't access @inner_variable-->
  <call block="inner_block"/>
</defblock>
<call block="outer_block"/>

If it is necessary to use a variable defined in outer_block within inner_block, the desired result can
be achieved with call by explicitly defining a parameter in inner_block and passing outer_variable
to the inner_block with <call/>:

<defblock name="inner_block" inner_variable="3.14159" capture_outer="">
    <willbe name="inner_col" value="round({@captured_outer};1)"/>
</defblock>
<defblock name="outer_block" outer_variable="1.61803">  
  <willbe name="outer_col" value="round({@outer_variable};1)"/>
  <call block="inner_block" captured_outer="{@outer_variable}"/>
</defblock>
<call block="outer_block"/>

The method above is the best practice for exchanging variables between named blocks.

<block>

Blocks of Macro Language code defined with <block> allow for parameterized variables, block-control
forms, and code reusability.

Description

The contents of a <block> are executed (after any parameter substitutions), unless the block appears
within a <library> tag (in which case you must use <import> to make that library available in your
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current query). Within a block (and only within a block), special forms such as <if> and <foreach> may
be used.

Blocks can be called using <call> or <insert> and specifying the name of the block as well as any
user-defined variables.

Syntax
<block name="[NAME_OF_BLOCK]" 
       [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
    <note>Macro Language code with parameterized variables goes here</note>
</block>

Attributes

name

The name of the block. 

The name must begin with an alphabetic character and consist only of alphanumeric characters,
digits, and/or underscores. In addition, the name must be unique; that is, no other block in the macro
may have the same name.

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item. To parameterize the value of our selection
for the store column, we declare the variable storechoice as an attribute in the <block> named
storeselection.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<block name="storeselection" storechoice="2">
    <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
</block>

We can then insert this block (using the <insert> operation) and effectively pass in a value for
storechoice.

<blocklet>

Blocks of Macro Language code defined with <blocklet> allow for parameterized variables and block-
control forms without defining a named block.

Description

The <blocklet> form is similar to <block> in that the contents of a <blocklet> are expanded and
executed (after any parameter substitutions). Similarly, block-control forms such as <for> and <quote>
may be used in a <blocklet> in the same way they are used in a <block>.

However, a <blocklet> is unnamed; no name attribute is provided. Since the block cannot be
referenced, the <blocklet> cannot be called using <call> or <insert>.
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Syntax
<blocklet "[USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
    <note>Macro Language code with parameterized variables goes here</note>
</blocklet>

Attributes

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

The following example an example of including Macro Language code inside a <blocklet>. The Macro
Language code contains a block-control form (<if>) as well as variable substitution (e.g., {@include},
{@foo}). However, since it is not being called externally by any code, it does not need to have a name;
therefore, it can be in a <blocklet> instead of a <block>.

<blocklet foo="" include="1">
  <set>
    <foo>
      a,b,c;
      <if test="{@include}">
        1,2,3;
      </if>
    </foo>
  </set>
  <quote t="{@foo}">
    <table>{@t}
    </table>
  </quote>
</blocklet>

<call>

The <call> element allows you to place a <block> of Macro Language code into the Macro Language
query you are currently working in.
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Description

The <call> element inserts a <block> of Macro Language at the location in the query where the
<call> element appears.

<call> can be used in the context of a <block>. When <call> is used to reference a <block>, the
<block> being called has no access to the encapsulating <block>'s variables or values.

If you want access to the encapsulating <block>'s variables or values, use <insert> instead of <call>.
If you want to be able to both access and modify the encapsulating <block>'s variables, use <expand>.

Syntax
<call block="[NAME_OF_BLOCK]" [[VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]"
        [VAR_2]="[VALUE_2]"...
        [VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]"]/>

Attributes

block

Specifies the <block> (code and defined variables) to insert into the current query.

The <call> element may take any number of additional attributes, which should match the attributes in
the <block> opening tag that defines the called <block>. The [VALUE] of a [VAR]="[VALUE]" attribute is
substituted wherever {@[VAR]} appears within the called <block>.

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<library>
  <block name="storeSelection" storechoice="">
    <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
  </block>
</library>

<call block="storeSelection" storechoice="3"/>

At the location of the <call> statement, the <block> named storeSelection is expanded using the
storechoice attribute, and the value for storechoice (3) is substituted for {@storechoice} within
the <block>, effectively resulting in the following operation:

<sel value="store=3"/>

<code>

The <code language_="[LANGUAGE]"> block form expands into an inert <content
type_="[LANGUAGE]"> form containing source code in the specified language. (Available as of version
11.09)

Description

The <code> form is specifically reserved for containing source code text. Note that a default marking of
the scalar context is chosen not to interfere with the content language. Also, <code> performs language-
dependent translation of attribute values into valid literals in the content language. The types that are
translated depends on the language.

Currently, this form supports language_="js" (JavaScript), language_="css", language_="r"
(Cloud environments only), language_="sql", language_="python", and language_="k3".
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For JavaScript and CSS, the default marking of scalar context is s_="~" (i.e., ~{ and }~ delimit scalar
expressions). This can be overridden explicitly by specifying the attributes s_/e_/si_/so_.

Attribute translation, applicable to language_="js" only, is into JSON (i.e., <code language_"js"
foo="[VALUE]"> translates [VALUE] (which may be a string, number, list, or package) into a JSON
string before expanding its contents.

Note also that the <![CDATA[ ... ]]> XML syntax is particularly useful within <code> to preserve
white space formatting and prevent text from being interpreted as XML. The <![CDATA[ ... ]]> syntax
is required when using <code language_="r">.

For more information about using Python within the 1010data Insights Platform Macro Language, see the
Using Python in the Query Language guide.

For more information using R within the 1010data Insights Platform Macro Language, see the Using R in
the Query Language guide.

Syntax
<code language_="js|css|r|sql|python|k3"
      s_="[SHIFT_MARKER]"
      si_="[SHIFT_IN_MARKER]"
      so_="[SHIFT_OUT_MARKER]"
      e_="[PREFIX_STRING]"
      entire_="0|1">  
<![CDATA[
  [CODE_CONTENTS]
]]>
</code>

Attributes

language_

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form.

Valid values are:

js

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form is JavaScript.

css

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form is CSS.

k3

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form is in K.

python

Specifies the content contained with the <code> form is in Python. (Available as of version
16.09)

r

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form is in R (Cloud environments only).
(Available as of version 14.23)

sql

Specifies the content contained within the <code> form is in SQL.

s_

Specifies a "shift" marker which must precede { and follow } for those to be considered scalar
context delimiters.
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For example, s_="~~" would require ~~{ and }~~ as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Separate "shift in" and "shift out" markers may be specified via the si_ and so_ attributes,
respectively.

si_

Specifies a "shift in" marker which must precede { for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="[[" so_="]]" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with [[{ and
}]].

so_

Specifies a "shift out" marker which must follow } for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="*" so_="!" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with *{ and }!.

e_

Specifies a string that must precede both { and } for those to be considered scalar context delimiters.

For example, e_="." would require .{ and .} as delimiters for a scalar expression.

entire_

When entire_="1", the operation is processed differently. For language_="k3",
language_="r", and language_="python", rather than just the operations preceding the
<code> tag, the ops variable contains all the operations of the MDB query with the <code> tag itself
excised.

Example: Using <code language_="sql"> to open a table in SQL
By specifying <code language_="sql">, you can use SQL statements to open a table within the Macro
Language.:

<code language_="sql">
<![CDATA[
select * from "pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" where "Store" IN (3,15)
]]>
</code>

Note:  There are a few caveats with using SQL statements within the Macro Language.

• The SQL engine within the Macro Language is mostly limited to SELECT statements.
• Double quotes around the 1010data pathname are required so that the dots in the 1010data

pathname are not interpreted as separate SQL catalogs/schemas/tables.
• You must refer to columns by labels, not names (such as "Store", not "store").

Example: Using <code language_="r">

The following example shows how to use <code language_="r"> within the Macro Language to create
a table using the R data frame iris.

<code language_="r">
<![CDATA[
# create a table using a native R data.frame
ops <- ReBase(iris) # iris is a data.frame build into base R
]]>
</code>
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ReBase() is a 1010data function that provides an interface between R and the 1010data Macro
Language. See Using R in the Query Language for more information about the supplied R functions within
the 1010data Macro Language.

Example: Using <code language_="python">

The following example shows how to use <code language_="python"> within the Macro Language to
create a table from a pandas DataFrame.

<code language_="python">
<![CDATA[
species =
 ['molurus','sebae','regius','bivittatus','curtus','breitensteini','anchietae']
name = ['Indian Python','African rock python','Ball python','Burmese python',
        'Sumatran short-tailed python','Bornean short-tailed python','Angolan
 python']
year = [1758, 1788, 1802, 1820, 1872, 1881, 1887]
df = pd.DataFrame({'python':species,'name':name,'discovery_year':year})
#create a table from a pandas DataFrame.
ops = ten.rebase(df)
]]>
</code>

ten.rebase() is a 1010data function that provides an interface between Python and the 1010data Macro
Language. See Using Python in the Query Language for more information about the supplied Python
functions within the 1010data Macro Language.

The resulting table looks like the following:

Example: Using <code> and <html> within the text widget

The following example demonstrates how the <html> block form can be included within a text widget to
display HTML text. It also uses the <code> block form to specify CSS to style the HTML. In addition, the
value of the dynamic variable yourname, which is entered using the field widget, is referenced within
the HTML text.

<dynamic yourname="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="field" label_="Enter your name:" 
     value_="@yourname"/>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@yourname<>''}">
      <code language_="css"><![CDATA[ 
            h3 {
                font-size:24px;
                color:#F26F21;
            }
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            p {
                font-family: verdana;
                font-size: 20px;
            }

            a {
                color:#C8102E;
            }
        ]]>
      </code>
      <html>
        <div>
          <h3>Hello, {@yourname}!
          </h3>
          <br/>
          <p>1010data offers the only fully-scalable, self-services 
            insights platform for data management, analysis and 
            application building.
          </p>
          <br/>
          <a target="_blank" href="http://www.1010data.com">
            Click here to learn more
          </a>
        </div>
      </html>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

<data>

Set a variable to a table value containing the data from executing a query.

Description

<data> sets [VARIABLE] directly to a table value containing the data which results from executing
[QUERYVALUE].

This operation is for small result sets that can be practically materialized into memory as a whole,
especially if they will be indexed into extensively in subsequent block code.

Syntax
<data name="[VARIABLE]" query="[QUERYVALUE]"/>

This is equivalent to the following syntax using the <set> tag:
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<set variable="{@queryvalue._data}"/>

In order to define a queryvalue which is the required argument of either of these methods, the following
syntax may be used:

<query name="queryvalue">
    <base table="[BASE_TABLE]"/>
    [MACRO_LANGUAGE_OPERATIONS]
</query>

The <data> tag has _rows, _cols, and _column properties. <query> may be indexed to return
a scalar either as @queryvalue.column.row or @queryvalue.row.column, or it may be
partially indexed to return a package with @queryvalue.row or a list with @queryvalue.column.
@queryvalue._rows returns the number of rows and @queryvalue._cols returns a list of column
names. @queryvalue._column.[COLUMN] returns a package of metadata for the specified column.

Alternate Syntax

This syntax is the extended form of <data>.

<data name="[VARIABLE]">
    [QUERY]
</data>

Attributes

name

The destination where the query value is stored.

query

The query to execute, which results in the table of data to be assigned to name. (This attribute is
optional if using the alternate syntax above.)

Example

This example illustrates how to build a data object from a queryvalue which is previously defined.
The resulting object is then passed to the <table/> operation. Note that the query has already been
computed when it is passed to <table/>.

<block>
  <query name="queryvalue">
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="transid=532"/>
  </query>
  <data name="mydata" query="{@queryvalue}"/>
  <table name="foo" data="{@mydata}"/>
</block>
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Alternate Syntax Example

This example illustrates how to enclose a query between an opening and closing <data> tag.

<block>
  <data name="uploads">
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="transid=532"/>
  </data>
  <willbe name="test" value="{@uploads.1}"/>
</block>

Example: Using <data> to display query column and row data

In the following example, col_lst contains @sales_data._cols, or a list of column names in the query
result, and total _rows contains @sales_data._rows, or the number of rows in the query result.

<data name="sales_data">
<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sel value="i_()<11"/>
<colord cols="transid,store,sales"/>
</data>

<willbe name="col_lst" value="{@sales_data._cols}"/>
<willbe name="total_rows" value="{@sales_data._rows}"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>

<defblock>

A <defblock> is very similar to <block> code, except the Macro Language code associated with a
<defblock> will not execute in the macro until it is referenced with an <insert> call.

Description

The contents of a <defblock> are not executed until the <defblock> is called by an <insert>
tag within the macro. If <defblock> appears within a <library> tag (in which case you must use
<import> to make that library available in your current query), it can be called exactly like a <block> and
will be executed at the time it is called.

Syntax
<defblock name="[NAME_OF_DEFBLOCK]" 
 [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
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   <note>Macro Language code with parameterized variables goes here</note>
</defblock>

Attributes

name

The name of the <defblock>. 

The name must begin with an alphabetic character and consist only of alphanumeric characters,
digits, and/or underscores. In addition, the name must be unique; that is, no other block in the macro
may have the same name.

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item. The goal is to force the selection of three
separate values for three columns in the table. If any one value is not specified, the <defblock> will
return a message asking for the value to be selected.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<defblock name="defblockexample" store_select="" sku_select="" 
 account_select="">
    <switch>
        <case when="{@store_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select a store value"/>
        </case>
        <case when="{@sku_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select a product"/>
        </case>
        <case when="{@account_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select an account"/>
        </case>
        <else>
            <sel value="store={@store_select} & sku={@sku_select} & 
             account={@account_select}"/>
        </else>
    </switch>
</defblock>

<insert block="defblockexample" store_select="3" sku_select="'A96'" 
 account_select="523"/>

In the example above, the <defblock> may appear anywhere within a macro. However, it will not be
executed until it is called by an <insert> tag after the <defblock> is defined.

<defop>

<defop> allows for the creation of user-defined operations that contain complex logic or syntax, but can
subsequently be expressed as a "standard" 1010data operation.
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Syntax
<defop name="[NAME_OF_NEW_OP]" 
 [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
    [SOME_1010DATA_LOGIC]
</defop>

The newly created "operation" would then be called as follows:

<name_of_new_op var="[VALUES]"/>

Attributes

name

The name of the <defop>. 

The name must begin with an alphabetic character and consist only of alphanumeric characters,
digits, and/or underscores. In addition, the name must be unique; that is, no other block in the macro
may have the same name.

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

As an example, it is sometimes necessary to create selection statements with OR logic using the OR
operator (|). For example, it wouldn't be uncommon to write the following selection operation to select
three accounts, as follows:

<sel value="account=738|account=523|account=709"/>

Of course, the example above is completely functional. But what if the values being selected on need to
change? What if more or fewer need to be selected? <defop> allows for creating a more parameterized
and programmatic way to perform common tasks with a single operation call.

In this example, we will create an operation that can select an arbitrary number of values in the same
column of the example table using OR logic (i.e., if any of the values are present, the appropriate rows will
be selected).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<defop name="row_select" rows="">
  <set>
    <sel_expr>
      <foreach rows="{@rows}" tally="i">
        <if test="{@i>1}">
          <then>|
          </then>
        </if>account=&apos;{@rows}&apos;
      </foreach>
    </sel_expr>
  </set>
  <sel value="{@sel_expr}"/>
</defop>
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Note that the new operation is called using the following syntax:

<row_select rows="738,523,709"/>

Most importantly, any number of values may be provide to the attribute, rows, making this selection logic
much more flexible and therefore useful.

In the example above, the <defop> may appear anywhere within a macro. However, it must appear after it
is defined.

<def_gfun>

<def_gfun> may be used to define new g_functions in the MDB expression language. (Available as of
version 12.20)

Syntax
<def_gfun name="[NAME_OF_GFUNCTION]" 
   mode="summary|group|vector"
   args="[ARG_NAME1];[ARG_NAME2];...[ARG_NAMEn]" 
   types="[RETURN_DATA_TYPE]([DATA_TYPE1];[DATA_TYPE2];...[DATA_TYPEn])"    
   ordered="0|1">   
   <code language_="[LANGUAGE]">
      [CONTENTS_OF_GFUNCTION]
   </code>  
</def_gfun>

Attributes

name

The name of the <def_gfun>. 

The name must begin with an alphabetic character and consist only of alphanumeric characters,
digits, and/or underscores. In addition, the name must be unique; that is, no other block in the macro
may have the same name.

mode

The mode of the g_function.

Valid values are:

summary

The g_function is passed vectors, once for each group, and should return a scalar. There is one
result value per group. This mode may be used with either ordered=0 or ordered=1. This is
the default value.

group

The g_function is passed ordered vectors, once for each group, as well as a selection vector, and
should return an equal-length vector. This mode may be used only with ordered="1".

vector

The g_function is passed grouped/ordered vectors, one for each argument, as well as a class
vector and a section vector, and should return an equal-length vector. This mode may be used
with either ordered=0 or ordered=1.

args

Specifies the name(s) of the argument(s) in the new g_function.

types
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Specifies the return data type of the new g_function and each of the argument data types in
parentheses. If there is more than one possible combination of return types and argument types, they
are separated by a |.

The following are the valid values of types:

s

A string value

f

A floating-point value

i

An integer value

j

A big integer value

n

Any data type

d

A package/model

eLn (or Ln,Li,Lf,Lj,Ls)

e is an expression and L is a list of a given data type. For example, Ln is a list of columns of any
type, such as 'store,price,description'.

ordered

Specifies whether the new g_function takes an order (third) argument. The default value is 0
(unordered).

Example: JSON list g_function (defined in Python)

In the following, example, we define a g_function called g_json_listvals in Python.
g_json_listvals creates a dictionary of values for each group. The g_json_listvals function uses
a mode of summary (the default), takes two arguments, keys and vals, and returns a string of JSON. By
using n as input types, we are allowing arbitrary input types for the columns, but the results column must
be a string (or byte string). The Python code within [CDATA] defines what g_json_listvals does. To
retrieve values from our dictionary, we define get_json_listvals. This function retrieves a particular
value from the list of JSON values for a given key and index. If the key or index do not exist, we return NA.
In our example, the <willbe> column dictlist contains the complete dictionary for the state group.
The <willbe> column val contains the value for "tape" at index position 1.

<library>
  <def_gfun name="g_json_listvals" args="keys,vals" types="s(n;n)">
    <code language_="python"><![CDATA[
import json
dd = {}
for k,v in zip(keys,vals):
  if k in dd.keys():
    dd[k].append(v)
  else:
    dd[k] = [v]
r = json.dumps(dd)
      ]]></code>
  </def_gfun>
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  <def_ufun name="get_json_listvals" args="listofjsons,key,index"
 types="s(s;s;i)">
    <code language_="python"><![CDATA[
import json
r = []
for j in listofjsons:
  pyd = json.loads(j)
  if key in pyd:
    if index < len(pyd[key]):
      r.append(pyd[key][index])
    else:
      r.append(None)
  else:
    r.append(None)

    ]]></code>
  </def_ufun>
</library>
<table cols="state,type,size">ca,tape,small
ca,tape,small
ca,tape,large
ca,glue,xlarge
ca,powder,medium
ca,glue,medium
ca,tape,xxlarge
ca,tape,small
tx,tape,tiny
tx,tape,micro
tx,powder,large
tx,tape,xxlarge
tx,glue,small
tx,glue,small
ny,powder,tall
ny,tape,wide
ny,powder,tall
ny,glue,small
ny,glue,small
</table>
<willbe name="dictlist" value="g_json_listvals(state;;type;size)"/>
<sel value="g_first1(state;;)"/>
<colord cols="state,dictlist"/>
<willbe name="val" value="get_json_listvals(dictlist;'tape';1)"/>

The result of this code is as follows:

The dictlist column contains the type and size columns of the state group of the table as JSON.
The val column contains the value of "tape" at index 1. In the case of ny, there is no value for "tape" at
index 1, so it has a value of NA.
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<def_ufun>

<def_ufun> may be used to define new user functions in the MDB expression language. (Available as of
version 12.19)

Description

Functions defined in <def_ufun> in a particular language are global to the entire session. Once a function
has been defined by importing or submitting the library containing <def_ufun>, it may not be given a new
definition without first clearing the cache. If you attempt to redefine a function, the code will throw an error.
However, you may define a function multiple times with the same definition, meaning that you can import
libraries containing <def_ufun> multiple times without throwing an error. <def_ufun> should contain a
<code> tag containing function source code.

Syntax
<def_ufun name="[NAME_OF_FUNCTION]" 
   mode="vector|scalar|raw"
   args="[ARG_NAME1];[ARG_NAME2];...[ARG_NAMEn]" 
   types="[RETURN_DATA_TYPE]([DATA_TYPE1];[DATA_TYPE2];...[DATA_TYPEn])">    
   <code language_="[LANGUAGE]">
      [CONTENTS_OF_FUNCTION]
   </code>  
</def_ufun>

Attributes

name

The name of the <def_ufun>. 

The name must begin with an alphabetic character and consist only of alphanumeric characters,
digits, and/or underscores. In addition, the name must be unique; that is, no other block in the macro
may have the same name.

mode

The mode of the function.

Valid values are:

vector

The ufun's code should specify a vector function of all vector arguments. This is the default.

scalar

The ufun's code should specify a scalar function of all scalar arguments, and when the function
is passed vectors, it will be executed for each row independently.

raw

Arguments are passed to the code as they appear in the invocation: scalars remain scalars and
vectors remain vectors.

args

Specifies the name of the argument in the new function.

types

Specifies the return data type of the new function and each of the argument data types in
parentheses. If there is more than one possible combination of return types and argument types, they
are separated by the pipe character (|).

The following are the valid values of types:
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s

A string value

f

A floating-point value

i

An integer value

j

A big integer value

n

Any data type

d

A package/model

eLn (or Ln,Li,Lf,Lj,Ls)

e is an expression and L is a list of a given data type. For example, Ln is a list of columns of any
type, such as 'store,price,description'.

Example: Pythagorean theorem function (defined in K)

In the following example, <def_ufun> defines a function called "pythag" in K. The function takes two
arguments, x and y, (the sides of a right triangle) and returns a floating-point value (the hypotenuse). x
and y can be integers or floating-point values, and are supplied as vectors when the function is called
on column expressions. Then the Macro Language code uses the new function pythag to create a new
column called Hypotenuse:

<library>
  <def_ufun name="pythag" mode="vector" args="x;y" types="f(if;if)">
    <code language_="k3">
      r:_sqrt(x*x)+y*y
    </code>
  </def_ufun>
</library>

<table labels="Side 1, Side 2" >1 1;3 4;5 12;7 24
</table>

<willbe name="Hypotenuse" value="pythag(c1;c2)"/>

The resulting table looks like the following:
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Example: Depalindrate function (defined in K)

In the following example, <def_ufun> defines a function called "depalindrate" that returns a different
data type depending on the a argument. The function strips away any characters that are identical
reading forward and backward. "depalindrate" accepts a string, integer, or big integer, and returns the
corresponding data type:

<library>
  <def_ufun name="depalindrate" args="a" types="s(s)|i(i)|j(j)">
    
    <code language_="k3">
      f:{(-i)_(i:(x=|x)?0)_ x:$x}
      r:f'a
      r::[-4=4:a;`$r;-1=4:a;0$r;-64=4:a;0j$r;r]
    </code>
  </def_ufun>
</library>

<table labels="Original_Word">
"NEWYORK";"OHIO";"RACECAR";"ATLANTA"
</table>

<willbe name="Depal" value="depalindrate(c1)"/>

The resulting table looks like the following:

<expand>

The <expand> element allows you to expand a <block> of Macro Language code in the calling context
and modify variables from the outer scope.

Description

The <block> you <expand> must be defined in your current query or in a <library>. A <library>
can be defined in your current query or stored as part of a Quick Query. If you need a <block> from a
<library> defined outside your current query, you must use <import> to make that library available in
your current query. The <expand> element is similar to <insert>, but <expand> can actually modify
variables from the outer scope, while <insert> cannot.

Syntax
<expand block="[NAME_OF_BLOCK]" [[VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]"
        [VAR_2]="[VALUE_2]"...
        [VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]"]/>

Attributes

block
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Specifies the <block> (code and defined variables) to insert into the current query.

The <expand> tag may take any number of additional attributes, which should match the attributes in the
<block> tag that defines the expanded block. The [VALUE] of a [VAR]="[VALUE]" attribute is substituted
wherever {@[VAR]} appears within the expanded <block>.

Example

In this example, <expand> captures a variable from the outer scope and modifies it permanently.

<defblock name="query" prefix="">
  <setv name="{@prefix}_var" value="2"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic foo_var="" bar_var="" go="0">
  <do onsubmit_="submit">
 <set go="1"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="grid" require_="{@go=1}" invmode_="hide" name="foo">
 <expand block="query" prefix="bar"/>
 <willbe name="bar" value="'{@bar_var}'"/>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="submit"/>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1"/>
</dynamic>

<setv> allows for user-defined variables where one variable's name is determined by another variable. In
this example, the name of the variable {@prefix}_var depends on the value of prefix and has a value
of 2. When we <expand> the <block> named query, the prefix variable is assigned the value "bar",
so the variable name is changed to bar_var and the value is still 2. The <willbe> statement sets the
value of the column bar to the variable bar_var. Note that the value of bar below is 2.

By contrast, if you were to use <insert> instead of <expand> for the query block, the block is unable to
change the name of the variable in the outer scope. The variable bar_var would remain "" and would not
be modified:

<for>

<for> creates a set of data transformation operations based on the variables and specifications of the
construct.

Description

During block code expansion, the contents of the <for> construct are inserted as data transformation
operations, with variables substituted accordingly, on each iteration of the loop as determined by
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specifications of the construct. These specifications include the initial and terminating values of the loop
variable as well as an optional increment value and tally variable.

Syntax
<for [VAR]="[STARTING_VALUE]" to_="[TERMINATING_VALUE]" 
     by_="[INCREMENT_INTERVAL]" tally_="[TALLY_VAR]">
     [CONTENTS]
</for>

Attributes

[VAR]

[VAR] is an arbitrary variable name that can be used within the contents of the <for> loop on each
iteration. The value assigned to this variable should be a numerical value that specifies its initial value
for the first iteration of the loop.

to_

Accepts a numerical value that specifies the terminating value of the iterated variable. Once [VAR] is
greater than this value, the <for> loop ends.

by_

Accepts a numerical value that specifies the amount to increment the value of [VAR] on each
iteration of the <for> loop.

The default is 1.

tally_

Accepts the name of a variable whose value corresponds to the number of the iteration. The value of
the variable can be used within the contents of the <for> loop on each iteration.

The value of the variable is initially set to 1 and is incremented by 1 on each iteration.

Example

In this example, the <for> block construct is used to create a series of <sel> operations based on the
values of two variables that contain delimited strings. The to_ attribute sets the terminating value to 3 by
using the strcount(X;Y) function to determine the number of values in the semicolon-separated string
in the colnames variable. On each iteration of the <for> loop, a <sel> operation is constructed using the
values in the colnames and values variables based on the value of the variable i.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<block colnames="store;date;units" values="1-20120603-1">
   <for i="1" to_="{strcount(@colnames;';')+1}">
      <sel value="{strpick(@colnames;';';@i)}='{strpick(@values;'-';@i)}'"/>
   </for>
</block>

On the first iteration, when i=1, the strpick(X;Y;I) function uses the first entry in colnames and
values to build the first <sel> statement, which results in:

<sel value="store='1'"/>

The second time through, i is set to 2, so strpick(X;Y;I) uses the second entry in colnames and
values; and the third time it uses the third entry.

After block code expansion, this results in the following three <sel> statements:

<sel value="store='1'"/>
<sel value="date='20120603'"/>
<sel value="units='1'"/>
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Example: Using by_ and tally_

The following example uses a <for> loop to create a set of computed columns. It uses the by_ attribute to
specify that the variable i should be incremented by .5 on each iteration. It also specifies a variable named
j for the tally_ attribute, which is set to the number of the iteration; the value of that variable is used in
the name of each computed column. It then uses <colord> to display only those columns that begin with
col, which in this case are the columns created by the <for> loop.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<for i="2.5" to_="5.5" by_=".5" tally_="j">
  <willbe name="col{@j}" value="{@i}"/>
</for>
<colord cols="col*"/>

<foreach>

<foreach> creates a set of data transformation operations based on the items in a specified list.

Description

During block code expansion, the contents of the <foreach> construct are inserted as data
transformation operations using the values in the list specified to the loop variable. The list can be
traversed in either direction, and a tally variable can be used to reference the number of the loop iteration.

Syntax
<foreach [VAR]="[LIST_OF_ITEMS]" 
 dir_="[forward|reverse]" tally_="[TALLY_VAR]">
     [CONTENTS]  
</foreach>

Attributes

[VAR]
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The attribute's name is arbitrary and specifies the name of the iterated variable. The value assigned
to this variable should be a comma-separated list of strings or numbers.

If empty, it is considered a 0-element list. If it contains no commas, it is considered a 1-element list.

dir_

Specifies the direction in which the list is traversed.

Valid values are:

forward

The list is traversed from the first element to the last.

reverse

the list is traversed from last to first element.

The default is forward.

tally_

Accepts the name of a variable whose value corresponds to the number of the iteration. The value of
the variable can be used within the contents of the <foreach> loop on each iteration.

The value of the variable is initially set to 1 and is incremented by 1 on each iteration.

Example

In this example, <foreach> is used to create a set of result columns for a tabulation within a block based
on a list of column names. The block calculates the average of the values in each of the columns. The
<block> declares a variable cols that accepts a comma-separated list of column names. For each
column name in cols, a <tcol> is created within the <tabu> using the column name for the source and
name parameters.

The <insert> calls the block named quickavg with the column names sales and cost provided for
the cols attribute.

<library>
  <block name="quickavg" cols="">
    <if test="{@cols=''}">
      <then>
        <signal msg="quickavg: must specify cols"/>
      </then>
    </if>
    <tabu>
      <foreach col="{@cols}">
        <tcol source="{@col}" name="{@col}" fun="avg"/>
      </foreach>
    </tabu>
  </block>
</library>

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<insert block="quickavg" cols="sales,cost"/> 

The query after block code expansion is:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation">
  <tcol fun="avg" name="sales" source="sales"/>
  <tcol fun="avg" name="cost" source="cost"/>
</tabu>
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<html>

The <html> block form expands into an inert <content type_="html"> form containing an HTML
string. (Available as of version 11.09)

Description

The <html> form expands its contents under the ordinary block code rules, but with the option of further
marking the { and } scalar context delimiters for a scalar expression so that HTML contents of the form
that contain these delimiters as literal text need not be specially marked up.

In addition, attributes in the <html> tag define variables within <html> that are properly escaped for
HTML (i.e., occurrences of < , >, ", and & within the string values of the attributes are replaced with the
appropriate HTML entities &lt;, &gt;, &quot;, and &amp;, respectively).

Syntax
<html s_="[SHIFT_MARKER]"
      si_="[SHIFT_IN_MARKER]"
      so_="[SHIFT_OUT_MARKER]"
      e_="[PREFIX_STRING]">
  [HTML_CONTENTS]
</html>

Attributes

s_

Specifies a "shift" marker which must precede { and follow } for those to be considered scalar
context delimiters.

For example, s_="~~" would require ~~{ and }~~ as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Separate "shift in" and "shift out" markers may be specified via the si_ and so_ attributes,
respectively.

si_

Specifies a "shift in" marker which must precede { for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="[[" so_="]]" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with [[{ and
}]].

so_

Specifies a "shift out" marker which must follow } for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="*" so_="!" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with *{ and }!.

e_

Specifies a string that must precede both { and } for those to be considered scalar context delimiters.

For example, e_="." would require .{ and .} as delimiters for a scalar expression.
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Example

The following example demonstrates how the <html> form can be used to display HTML text that
contains { and } as well as a scalar expression. Specifying the shift markers by setting s_="~", only
those { characters preceded by ~ and those } characters followed by ~ will be considered scalar context
delimiters. All other instances of { and } will be rendered as literal text. In addition, the attribute y in the
<html> tag is set to the string <BR>, which is properly escaped for HTML (e.g., &lt;BR&gt;) upon block
expansion so that the text is rendered properly as the string value.

<dynamic x="<BR>">
  <widget class_="text">
    <html y="<BR>" s_="~">
      <![CDATA[ <B>{Here is a <TT>~{@y}~</TT>: ~{@x}~}</B> ]]>
    </html>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The following code:

<html y="<BR>" s_="~">
  <![CDATA[ <B>{Here is a <TT>~{@y}~</TT>: ~{@x}~}</B> ]]>
</html>

is expanded to:

<content type_="html">
  <![CDATA[ <B>{Here is a <TT>&lt;BR&gt;</TT>: <BR>}</B> ]]>
</content>

Example: Using <code> and <html> within the text widget

The following example demonstrates how the <html> block form can be included within a text widget to
display HTML text. It also uses the <code> block form to specify CSS to style the HTML. In addition, the
value of the dynamic variable yourname, which is entered using the field widget, is referenced within
the HTML text.

<dynamic yourname="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="field" label_="Enter your name:" 
     value_="@yourname"/>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@yourname<>''}">
      <code language_="css"><![CDATA[ 
            h3 {
                font-size:24px;
                color:#F26F21;
            }

            p {
                font-family: verdana;
                font-size: 20px;
            }

            a {
                color:#C8102E;
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            }
        ]]>
      </code>
      <html>
        <div>
          <h3>Hello, {@yourname}!
          </h3>
          <br/>
          <p>1010data offers the only fully-scalable, self-services 
            insights platform for data management, analysis and 
            application building.
          </p>
          <br/>
          <a target="_blank" href="http://www.1010data.com">
            Click here to learn more
          </a>
        </div>
      </html>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

<if>

The <if> construct is used within block code to control what Macro Language code is included during
expansion given a particular condition.

Note:  The <if> block code construct is different from the 1010data function
if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) that is part of the expression language. For more information, see the
Additional information section below.

Syntax
<if test="{[CONDITION]}">
  <then>
    [CONTENTS_1]
  </then>
  <else>
    [CONTENTS_0]
  </else>
</if>

Alternate syntax
<if test="{[CONDITION]}">
  [CONTENTS_1]
</if>
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Description

The form:

<if test="{X}">
  <then>
    [CONTENTS_1]
  </then>
  <else>
    [CONTENTS_0]
  </else>
</if> 

expands to:

[CONTENTS_1]

if X evaluates to 1 and:

[CONTENTS_0]

if X evaluates to 0.

The <else> clause may be omitted, in which case nothing is inserted if X evaluates to 0. For example:

<if test="{X}">
  [CONTENTS_1]
</if> 

Note:  In this case, the <then> tags are not necessary.

Attributes

test

For test="[CONDITION]", the [CONDITION] must resolve to a 1 or 0.

Example

In this example, a block is created to parameterize the store selection variable. The test attribute checks
to make sure the value provided is within acceptable limits, and then a selection statement is carried out,
assuming the test resolves to 1.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
<block name="store_select" store_id="2">
    <if test="{@store_id<1 | @store_id>3}">
      <then>
        <signal msg="That is not a valid store selection for this dataset"/>
      </then>
      <else>
        <sel value="store_id={@store_id}"/>
      </else>
    </if>
</block>

Additional information

The <if> construct is different from the 1010data function if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) that can be used
in 1010data expressions.

The <if> construct in block code takes a single condition and expands its contents only if the condition is
true. If it contains <then> and <else> clauses, it expands the contents of the <then> clause if the test
condition is true, otherwise it expands the contents of the <else> clause.
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The if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) function in the expression language, on the other hand, takes a series of
conditions and returns the value corresponding to the first condition that evaluates to true (or the final value
if none of the conditions are true). For more information, see if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D).

Note that the block code <switch> statement implements behavior analogous to that of the
if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) function. For more information, see <switch>.

<import>

The <import> element makes an entire <library> of <block> statements available to a macro.

Description

The <block> statements you import must be defined in a <library>. A <library> can be defined in
your current query or stored as part of a Quick Query. If you need a <block> from a <library> defined
outside your current query, you must use <import> to make that library available in your current query.

Syntax
<import path="[PATH_TO_LIBRARY]"/>

Attributes

path

The name or ID of the query from which the libraries will be imported.

once

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether libraries from a path that has already been
imported to the current context should be reloaded.

When once="1", libraries are not reloaded if the specified path has already been imported.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.18)

Example

For this example, assume that the following <library> is saved as a Quick Query in
pub.demo.retail.selectionlib:

<library>
    <block name="storeSelection" storechoice="1">
        <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
    </block>
</library>

You can then import this <library> into your current query and call the block it contains using the
<insert> operation.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<import path="pub.demo.retail.selectionlib"/>

<insert block="storeSelection" storechoice="2"/>

Note:  The base table is pub.demo.retail.item.

<insert>

The <insert> element allows you to place a <block> of Macro Language code into the Macro Language
query you are currently working in.
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Description

The <block> you <insert> must be defined in your current query or in a <library>. A <library>
can be defined in your current query or stored as part of a Quick Query. If you need a <block> from a
<library> defined outside your current query, you must use <import> to make that library available in
your current query.

If you want to be able to both access and modify the encapsulating <block>'s variables, use <expand>
instead of <insert>.

Syntax
<insert block="[NAME_OF_BLOCK]" [[VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]"
        [VAR_2]="[VALUE_2]"...
        [VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]"]/>

Attributes

block

Specifies the <block> (code and defined variables) to insert into the current query.

The <insert> tag may take any number of additional attributes, which should match the attributes in the
<block> tag that defines the inserted block. The [VALUE] of a [VAR]="[VALUE]" attribute is substituted
wherever {@[VAR]} appears within the inserted <block>.

Example

In this example, assume the base table is pub.demo.retail.item.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<library>
  <block name="storeSelection" storechoice="">
    <sel value="store={@storechoice}"/>
  </block>
</library>

<insert block="storeSelection" storechoice="3"/>

At the location of the <insert> statement, the <block> named storeSelection is expanded using the
storechoice attribute, and the value for storechoice (3) is substituted for {@storechoice} within
the <block>, effectively resulting in the following operation:

<sel value="store=3"/>

<issue>

<issue> is an expansion-control form that inserts the contents of an XML expression at a particular point
in the query. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<issue xml_="[XML_EXPRESSION]"/>

If the <issue> form has contents, they are expanded and used as the contents of the issued Macro
Language element.

Alternate syntax

<issue tag_="[1010data_ELEMENT_NAME]" 
       attrs_="[PACKAGE_OF_ATTR_VALUE_PAIRS]"/>
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If the <issue> form has contents, they are expanded and used as the contents of the issued Macro
Language element.

Attributes

xml_

Accepts an XML expression, which can be specified either as text or as an XML value.

If specified as text, the XML expression must be appropriately escaped (e.g., <issue xml_="<sort
col=&quot;date&quot; dir=&quot;down&quot;/>"/>).

An XML value can be created using the long form of <set>, usually in conjunction with <quote>.
See Example: Using the xml_ attribute.

In addition, certain widgets in QuickApps can set the value of a dynamic variable to an XML value.
See the xmlvalue_ attribute in class_="textbox" on page 527 for an example.

Note:  If the xml_ attribute is specified, the tag_ and attrs_ attributes (as well as any
contents of <issue>) are ignored.

tag_

Accepts the name of a 1010data Macro Language element name.

The tag_ attribute works in conjunction with the attrs_ attribute.

attrs_

Accepts a package value that contains attribute/value pairs for the Macro Language element specified
by the tag_ attribute.

Example: Using the xml_ attribute

The following example is a QuickApp that uses the xml_ attribute for the <issue> element to insert Macro
Language code within the query associated with the grid widget.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<dynamic xml_val="{lst()}" this_col="" this_val="">
  <do onsubmit_="add">
    <let op="">
      <set>
        <op>
          <quote col="{@this_col}" val="{@this_val}">
            <sel value="{@col}='{@val}'"/>
          </quote>
        </op>
      </set>
      <set xml_val="{jnlst(@xml_val @op)}"/>
    </let>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="h">
    <layout arrange_="v">
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@this_col">
          <columns/>
          <colord cols="name,label"/>
        </widget>
        <widget class_="text" text_="has the value" 
         visible_="{@this_col<>''}"/>
        <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@this_val" 
         require_="@this_col" invmode_="hide">
          <issue xml="{@xml_val}"/>
          <tabu breaks="{@this_col}">
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            <break col="{@this_col}" sort="up"/>
            <tcol source="{@this_col}" fun="first"/>
          </tabu>
        </widget>
        <widget class_="button" type_="submit" 
         submit_="add" text_="Add filter" 
         visible_="{@this_col<>''}"/>
        <widget class_="button" type_="set" 
         value_="@xml_val" newvalue_="{lst()}" 
         text_="Clear" visible_="{lst_len(@xml_val)>0}"/>
      </layout>
      <widget class_="grid">
        <issue xml="{@xml_val}"/>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <widget label_="Ops:" class_="textbox" 
     xmlvalue_="@xml_val"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The following shows the results of running the QuickApp and interacting with it:

In this example, each time the Add filter button is clicked, the <do> clause is executed. The <do> clause
builds a <sel> operation using the long form of <set> in conjunction with <quote>. The <sel> operation
is constructed using the values selected from the two drop-down widgets. It is then appended to the list
that is stored in the dynamic variable xml_val.

Inside the grid widget, the value of the dynamic variable xml_val is specified for the xml_ attribute of
the <issue> element. When the <issue> element is expanded, the resultant list of <sel> operations is
used as the query for the grid widget.

The dynamic variable xml_val is also specified as the xmlvalue_ attribute for the textbox widget,
which displays all of the <sel> operations.

Example: Using the tag_ and attrs_ attributes

In this example, a cross-tabulation on the table pub.demo.retail.item is specified via two separate
<issue> elements. The outer <issue> tag is expanded to a <tabu> element with the attributes breaks
and cbreaks. The inner <issue> tag is expanded to a <tcol> element with the attributes source
and fun. The expansion of the inner <issue> tag is used as the contents of the tag resulting from the
expansion of the outer <issue> tag.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<issue tag_="tabu" attrs_="{pkg('breaks''cbreaks';'date''store')}">
  <issue tag_="tcol" attrs_="{pkg('source''fun';'sales''sum')}"/>
</issue>
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This expands to the following code:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<tabu breaks="date" cbreaks="store">
  <tcol source="sales" fun="sum"/>
</tabu>

Running the query results in the following:

<itext>

The <itext> block form expands into an inert <content type_="itext"> form. It is intended to
contain text as well as certain styling attributes. (Available as of version 11.13)

Description

The explicit intent of this form is to provide a simple way to mark up text for multiple QuickApp targets (e.g.,
PDF, XLSX) without requiring those targets to parse/understand HTML, CSS, etc.

The <itext> form expands its contents under the ordinary block code rules, but with the option of further
marking the { and } scalar context delimiters for a scalar expression so that text contents of the form that
contain these delimiters as literal text need not be specially marked up.

If any of the contents expands into XML, the XML is converted into text.

The styling attributes currently recognized by the <itext> form are:

• [i] (italicize)
• [b] (bold)
• [u] (underline)
• [t] (monospaced font)

Each is terminated, as in HTML, with a "close" tag (e.g., [/i]).

Syntax
<itext s_="[SHIFT_MARKER]"
      si_="[SHIFT_IN_MARKER]"
      so_="[SHIFT_OUT_MARKER]"
      e_="[PREFIX_STRING]">
  [TEXT_CONTENTS]
</itext>
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Attributes

s_

Specifies a "shift" marker which must precede { and follow } for those to be considered scalar
context delimiters.

For example, s_="~~" would require ~~{ and }~~ as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Separate "shift in" and "shift out" markers may be specified via the si_ and so_ attributes,
respectively.

si_

Specifies a "shift in" marker which must precede { for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="[[" so_="]]" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with [[{ and
}]].

so_

Specifies a "shift out" marker which must follow } for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="*" so_="!" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with *{ and }!.

e_

Specifies a string that must precede both { and } for those to be considered scalar context delimiters.

For example, e_="." would require .{ and .} as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Example

The following example demonstrates how the <itext> form can be used to format text using the available
styling attributes.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="text">
    <itext>
      The [t]&lt;itext&gt;[/t] form supports formatting such as:
      
         [i]italicized text[/i]
      
         [b]bold text[/b]
      
         [u]underlined text[/u]
      
         [t]monospaced text[/t]
    </itext>  
  </widget> 
</dynamic>
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<let>

<let> is used within a <block>, or independently in place of a <block>, and can be used to assign new
values to variables defined within the block or to define new variables.

Description

The form <let [VAR_1]="A" [VAR_2]="B"> [CONTENTS] </let> expands [CONTENTS] with
[VAR_1] and [VAR_2] defined. The values of these variables may be referenced (along with other block
variables) with the {@[VAR]} syntax within expressions in [CONTENTS].

Variables defined within a <let> only have scope within the <let></let> element itself.

Note:  In many cases, the <let> element can be used in the same way a <block> is used, only
without the name="[BLOCK_NAME]" portion of the opening tag.

Syntax
<let [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
     [CONTENTS]
</let>

Attributes

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item. The goal is to parameterize a selection
statement so that both the column and the comparison value can be provided independently of the
selection statement itself.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<let column="sales" val="1.25">
    <sel value="{@column}>{@val}"/>
</let> 

This query expands to:

<sel value="sales>1.25"/>

<letseq>

<letseq> is used within a <block>, or independently in place of a <block>, and can be used to assign
new values to variables defined within the block or to define new variables. In addition, variables may be
defined in terms of earlier variables in the same <letseq>.
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Description

The form <letseq [VAR_1]="A" [VAR_2]="B"> [CONTENTS] </letseq> expands [CONTENTS]
with [VAR_1] and [VAR_2] defined. The values of these variables may be referenced (along with other
block variables) with the {@[VAR]} syntax within expressions in [CONTENTS].

In addition, unlike <let>, variables may be defined in terms of earlier variables in the same <letseq> by
referencing them using the {@[VAR]} syntax.

Variables defined within a <letseq> only have scope within the <letseq></letseq> itself.

Note:  In many cases, the <letseq> element can be used in the same way a <block> is used,
only without the name="[BLOCK_NAME]" portion of the opening tag.

Syntax
<letseq [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
        [CONTENTS]
</letseq>

Attributes

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item, and the objective is to select rows between
a minimum and maximum cost. And let's say that the maximum cost depends on the value of the minimum
cost.

We can use <letseq> to define the minimum and maximum cost as variables. Since <letseq> allows
us to reference variables defined earlier in the same operation, we can define the maximum cost in terms
of the minimum cost. Then, we can use these variables in a <sel> operation to select the rows that we're
interested in.

In the following <letseq> statement, we define minimum_cost to be 1.50 and maximum_cost as 5.00
more than minimum_cost. We'll also use the between function in the value expression used by the
<sel> operator.

So, our query looks like:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<letseq minimum_cost="1.50" maximum_cost="{@minimum_cost}+5.00">
  <sel value="between(cost;{@minimum_cost};{@maximum_cost})"/>
</letseq>

This query expands to:

<sel value="between(cost;1.50;1.50+5.00)"/>
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<library>

The <library> element contains an arbitrary number of <block> statements that can be used within a
macro.

Description

The <insert> element is used to bring individual <block> statements into a macro. The <import>
element is used to make an entire <library> available within a macro.

Syntax
<library>
    <block>A block of Macro Language code</block>
    <block>Another block of Macro Language code</block>
</library>

Example

In this example, assume the "current" table is pub.demo.retail.item and the objective is to average
any columns with numeric values. The <library> tag is used to contain a <block> statement. The
<insert> statement is used to make the <block> available in a macro.

<library>
<block name="storeselect" type="all">
    <if test="{@type='all'}">
      <then>
        <note>all stores selected</note>
      </then>
      <else>
       <sel value="store=4"/>
      </else>
    </if>
   </block>
</library>

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<insert block="storeselect"/>

<pack>

<pack> is a special operation that allows multiple values to be stored in a dictionary variable. The values
are subsequently accessed via dot notation.

Description

<pack> is an operation containing valid Macro Language code. Any values or variables that exist within
<pack> are not within the scope of other operations outside of <pack>.

Syntax
<pack into_="[NAME_OF_DICTIONARY]" 
 [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
    [ARBITARY_BLOCK_CODE]
</pack>

Attributes

into_
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Provide an arbitrary name for the "dictionary" into which the values defined in the opening tag will be
placed.

value_n_attribute

<pack> accepts an arbitrary number of attributes that are used to define the values placed into the
dictionary defined in the into_ attribute.

For example:

<pack into_="dictionary" attrvar1="1" attrvar2="2">

The above code defines two variables, attrvar1 and attrvar2 that currently hold values 1 and 2
respectively. Note that the attribute names are arbitrary, as are their values. The values are accessed
with a dot syntax notation. See the example below for how to access these values.

Example
<table depth="1"/>
<pack into_="list" val1="bob">
  <willbe name="col" value="'{@list.val1}'"/>
</pack>

<query>

Stores a set of MDB query operations and performs the calculations when results are required for use.

Description

<query> may be indexed to return a scalar either as @foo.column.row or @foo.row.column; it may
be partially indexed to return a package with @foo.row or a list with @foo.column; @foo._rows returns
the number of rows and @foo._cols returns a list of column names; and @foo._column.column
returns a package of metadata for the specified column.

Rather than storing a full copy of a table's data in memory, it stores the MDB ops for the query yielding that
table. @foo._xml yields the code corresponding to these ops as an XML value.

Syntax
<query name="variable">
     [1010data_QUERY]
</query>

Attributes

name

Defines the name of the query, which can then be referenced elsewhere in the code.

Example

Store a basic set of MDB query operations in a query object, then index into that object to illustrate the
calculation and retrieval of values.

<block>
  <query name="queryvalue">
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="transid=532"/>
  </query>
  <willbe name="query_test" value="{@queryvalue.transid}"/>
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 </block>

Example

Show the original MDB query operations stored in this query object

<block>
  <query name="queryvalue">
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="transid=532"/>
  </query>
<willbe name="query_test" value="'{@queryvalue._xml}'"/>
</block>

Example

Populate a new <table> object with a column from this stored query. The query is not executed until it is
necessary to return the values for transid.

<block>
  <query name="queryvalue">
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="transid=532"/>
  </query>
  <table />
  <willbe name="foo" value="{@queryvalue.transid}"/> 
</block>

<quote>

Delays expansion and execution of block code until needed. May be used in conjunction with <unquote>
to then execute the code. Also allows for the insertion of Macro Language code into a variable that can be
referenced. (Available as of prod-9)
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Description

The <quote> operation provides the facility for storing 1010data Macro Language operations in a list-
variable for access at a later time. <quote> must be contained in a variable in the long form of <set>.
The resultant variable will then become a list, where each element of the list-value contains one of the
operations inside the <quote> tags.

If variables are specified (as attributes in the opening tag or via the env_ attribute), the corresponding
values will be substituted for the variables within the quoted XML; however, no other block code processing
or variable substitution will occur.

Syntax

<block>
  <set>
    <var>
      <quote [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]">
        [OPS_FOR_LIST]
      </quote>
    </var>
  </set>
</block>

Attributes

env_

Accepts a package containing attribute/value pairs to be used for variable substitution within the
<quote> element.

Example
<block bats="'L'">
  <base table="pub.demo.baseball.master"/>
  <set>
    <code_storage>
      <quote>
        <if test="{bats='L'}">
          <then>
            <sel value="bats='l'"/>
          </then>
        </if>
        <colord cols="bats"/>
      </quote>
    </code_storage>
  </set>
  <willbe name="test" value="{@code_storage.1}"/>
</block>

In the example above, the <if> operation is stored in code_storage.1 and the <colord> operation is
stored in code_storage.2.

<resource>

The <resource> form may be used to define resources that exist in a unique namespace and are global
to the session. (Available as of version 12.20)
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Description

The <resource>, which must appear within <library>, consists of definitions relevant for a
particular language. Once a resource has been defined by importing or submitting the library containing
<resource>, it may not be given a new definition without first clearing the cache. If you attempt to
redefine a function, the code will throw an error. However, you may define a resource multiple times with
the same definition, meaning that you can import libraries containing <resource> multiple times without
throwing an error.

Variables defined within a resource may be referred to by the syntax
@.[RESOURCE_NAME].[VARIABLE_NAME] even outside the resource.

Syntax
<library>
    <resource name="[NAME_OF_RESOURCE]" for="[LANGUAGE]" 
    [CONTENTS_OF_RESOURCE]
    </resource>
</library>

Attributes

name

The name of the resource you are defining.

for

The language for which the resource is intended.

Valid values are:

xml

The resource is XML. This is the default value.

k3

The resource is in K. The resource is then available to all <code language_="k3"> code.

python

The resource is in Python.

r

The resource is in R.

Example

In this example, a simple function called "myu" is defined based on a K resource. The function is defined
in K within the <resource> tag. The namespaces defined here are available everywhere <code
language_="k3"> blocks are used: in the opstream, in <def_ufun> and <def_gfun>, in <do>,
<tabu>, <sel>, <willbe>, and so on.

<resource name="myu" for="k3">
myfavoritenumber:17.0
add:{x+myfavoritenumber}
</resource>
<def_ufun name="addnum" args="x" types="f(i,f)" code=".myu.add[x]" in="k3"/>
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<set>

<set> is a special operation that allows for user-defined variables and for setting their values. Values may
be constant or defined by a 1010data Macro Language query; however, all values set must be scalar.

Syntax
<set [USER_DEFINED_VAR_1]="[VALUE_1]" ...
          [USER_DEFINED_VAR_N]="[VALUE_N]"/>

Alternate Syntax

<set>
  <[ARBITRARY_VARIABLE_AS_TAG]>
    [ARBITRARY_VALUE_OF_VAR]
  </[ARBITRARY_VARIABLE_CLOSING_TAG]>
</set>

Attributes

[USER_DEFINED_VAR_x]

Accepts a string that will act as a user-defined variable. The variable name must begin with a
lowercase alphabetic character and consist only of lowercase alphanumeric characters, digits, and/or
underscores.

The block element may include any number of additional attributes, which may be used as
parameters in the Macro Language code contained within the element. The value of a user-defined
variable (e.g., my_var) is substituted wherever a scalar expression containing a reference to it (e.g.,
{@my_var}) appears within the block element.

Example 1
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<set text="Some text here."/>
<willbe name="text" value="'{@text}'"/>

Example 2
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<set>
  <greetings>
    <foreach name="Bob,Carol,Ted,Alice">Hello, {@name}!> 
    </foreach>
  </greetings>
</set>
<willbe name="greetings" value="'{@greetings}'" format="width:52"/>

Example 3

The following code sets a variable called pkg_str to a package of strings:

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<set pkg_str="Stooge1:'Moe',Stooge2:'Larry',Stooge3:'Curly'"/>
<willbe name="Stooges" value="{@pkg_str}"/>
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Additional Information

<set> uses the following shorthand to construct lists and packages, as follows:

Data Structure Syntax

package <set pkg="{key:'value'}"/>

list <set lst="{'value1','value2'}"/>

package of strings <set pkg_str="key:'value'"/>

package from string <set pkg_from_str="{{@$pkg_str}}"/>

list of strings <set lst_str="'v1','v2'"/>

list from string <set lst_from_str="{{@$lst_str}}"/>

<setv>

<setv> is a special operation that allows for user-defined variables and for setting their values. Values
may be constant or defined by a 1010data Macro Language query; however, all values set must be scalar.

Description

<setv> is best used in situations where one variable's name is determined by another variable.

Syntax
<setv name="[ARBITRARY_VARIABLE]" value="[ARBITRARY_VALUE]"/>

Attributes

name

The name attribute accepts the arbitrary name of a variable.

value

The value attribute accepts the value of the variable created by the value of the name attribute.

Example
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<for i="1" to="3">
  <setv name="variable{@i}" value="value#{@i}"/>
</for>
<for i="1" to="3">
  <willbe name="column{@i}" value="'{@variable{@i}}'"/>
</for>

<signal>

Send a user-defined message to an end-user.

Description

The <signal> returns a message defined by the QuickApp creator. The message is returned to all
possible interfaces via a 1010data XML API transaction: [rc=1, msg="{@msg}"].
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Syntax
<signal msg="[MESSAGE_TEXT]"/>

Attributes

msg

msg="" accepts the message that should be displayed to the end user.

Example
<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<block name="store_select" store_id="">
    <if test="{@store_id<1 | @store_id>3}">
      <then>
        <signal msg="That is not a valid store selection for this dataset"/>
      </then>
      <else>
        <sel value="store={@store_id}"/>
      </else>
    </if>
</block>

<switch>

<switch> creates a set of conditional statements in which each condition triggers a specific response
from the system.

Description

Note:  <switch> may be used only within a <block>.

The <switch> construct is an extended for of the <if>/<then> construct that makes it easier to contain
conditional logic in the same construct (e.g., using a single <switch> instead of many <if>/<then>)
statements.

<switch> has two different versions of its syntax that can be used. The first is bound to a scalar variable
using the on attribute in the opening <switch> tag. The second form allows for comparisons to an
arbitrary number of scalar variables, or other expressions that resolve to 0 or 1 (otherwise known as a
boolean expression).

Syntax
<switch on="[VAR]"> 
  <case when="{[CONDITION_1]}">  
    [CONTENTS_1]
  </case> 
  <case when="{[CONDITION_2]}">  
    [CONTENTS_2] 
  </case> 
... 
  <else>  
    [CONTENTS_0]
  </else>
</switch>

This expands to [CONTENTS_1] if [VAR] is [CONDITION_1], [CONTENTS_2] if [VAR] is [CONDITION_2],
and so on, or [CONTENTS_0] if [VAR] does not match any of the cases.

Note:  The <else> clause may be omitted, in which case nothing is inserted if there is no match.
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Alternate syntax
<switch> 
  <case when="{[VAR_1][COMPARISON][CONDITION_1]}">  
    [CONTENTS_1] 
  </case> 
  <case when="{[VAR_2][COMPARISON][CONDITION_2]}">  
    [CONTENTS_2] 
  </case> 
  <case when="{[BOOLEAN_EXPRESSION]}">  
    [CONTENTS_3] 
  </case> 
...
  <else>  
    [CONTENTS_0]
  </else>
</switch>

Each of the [CONDITION_1], [CONDITION_2], ... must be 0 or 1. In this version, the first case
with when="1" is inserted. If no condition is matched, [CONTENTS_0] is inserted.

Note:  The <else> clause may be omitted, in which case nothing is inserted if there is no match.

Attributes

on

on specifies the value or variable that each <case> permutation will compare to its specific
conditions. Can be any value or may be omitted.

Example: <switch> Form 1

In this example, the base table is pub.demo.retail.item, and the objective is to select any one store in
the table or all stores.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<defblock name="storeselect" type="store" store="2">
    <switch on="{@type}">
        <case when="all">
            <note>all stores selected</note>
        </case>
        <case when="store">
            <sel value="store={@store}"/>
        </case>
      <else>
            <signal msg="Please make a selection"/>
       </else>
    </switch>
</defblock>
<insert block="storeselect" type="store" store="1"/>

<switch> Form 2

The second form of the <switch> statement is ideal for use in cases when the behavior of the query is
dependent on more than a single variable, such as basic error checking. In this form, the on attribute is
omitted, as follows:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<defblock name="testswitchformtwo" store_select="" sku_select="" 
 account_select="">
    <switch>
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        <case when="{@store_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select a store value"/>
        </case>
        <case when="{@sku_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select a product"/>
        </case>
        <case when="{@account_select=''}">
            <signal msg="You must select an account"/>
        </case>
        <else>
            <sel value="store={@store_select} & sku={@sku_select} 
                        & account={@account_select}"/>
        </else>
    </switch>
</defblock>
<insert block="testswitchformtwo" store_select="1" sku_select="366" 
 account_select="957"/>

<text>

The <text> block form expands into a text string. (Available as of version 11.09)

Description

The <text> form expands its contents under the ordinary block code rules, but with the option of further
marking the { and } scalar context delimiters for a scalar expression so that text contents of the form that
contain these delimiters as literal text need not be specially marked up.

If any of the contents expands into XML, the XML is converted into text.

Text wrapped in <text> is HTML-escaped before being displayed

Syntax
<text s_="[SHIFT_MARKER]"
      si_="[SHIFT_IN_MARKER]"
      so_="[SHIFT_OUT_MARKER]"
      e_="[PREFIX_STRING]">
  [TEXT_CONTENTS]
</text>

Attributes

s_

Specifies a "shift" marker which must precede { and follow } for those to be considered scalar
context delimiters.

For example, s_="~~" would require ~~{ and }~~ as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Separate "shift in" and "shift out" markers may be specified via the si_ and so_ attributes,
respectively.

si_

Specifies a "shift in" marker which must precede { for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.

For example, si_="[[" so_="]]" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with [[{ and
}]].

so_

Specifies a "shift out" marker which must follow } for it to be considered a scalar context delimiter.
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For example, si_="*" so_="!" would require scalar expressions to be delimited with *{ and }!.

e_

Specifies a string that must precede both { and } for those to be considered scalar context delimiters.

For example, e_="." would require .{ and .} as delimiters for a scalar expression.

Example

The following example demonstrates how the <text> form can be used to display text that contains { and
} as well as a scalar expression. Specifying the shift markers by setting s_="~~", only those { characters
preceded by ~~ and those } characters followed by ~~ will be considered scalar context delimiters. All
other instances of { and } will be rendered as literal text.

<dynamic foo="16">
  <widget class_="text">
    <text s_="~~">}}} This is example #~~{@foo+1}~~ {{{
    </text>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

If the <text> form was not used, the text would display as: }}} This is example {@foo+1} {{{.

<unquote>

Carries out block code expansion on its contents. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

<unquote> is used in conjunction with <quote>. Whereas <quote> is used to delay evaluation and
execution of block code, <unquote> is used to force the evaluation of block code.

Syntax

<unquote>
  {@var}
</unquote>

Application Development

QuickApps is an extension of the 1010data Macro Language designed for building custom interfaces for
web-based reports and applications. For the first time, 1010data users have the ability to not only perform
ad hoc analytics on their data, but to build entire applications for broadening and sharing such analyses.
QuickApps introduces several new Macro Language elements to the language. These new elements are
more oriented toward creating common on-screen, HTML objects than performing data analysis. However,
they also work with the basic operations of the Macro Language, as well as <block> elements, to control
query execution and program flow.

Learning to master the QuickApps tools documented in this reference will provide a way to quickly
generate fast, interactive, visually cohesive reports and applications. In fact, we think it's pretty RAD!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_application_development
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Note:  After submitting a query that contains a <dynamic> element (either explicitly or via a
block), a table will be returned. In order to view the results as a QuickApp, click View > Show
QuickApp... from the menu bar of the 1010data web interface.

<dynamic>

The <dynamic> element creates an environment in 1010data that maintains the state of system
interactions and controls the running of queries.

Description

The <dynamic> element can appear within a <block> element. <dynamic> can also contain <block>
code. However, any <block> statements held within a <dynamic> element must expand to either a
<widget> or <layout> element.

The <dynamic> element can also contain <block> statements that do not expand to a <widget>. In
such an instance, the <block> is only expanded and run once, and not invoked again regardless of what
happens in the <widget>s that are also contained within the same <dynamic> element.

Note:  After submitting a query that contains a <dynamic> element (either explicitly or via a
block), a table will be returned. In order to view the results as a QuickApp, click Run > Render
standalone from the menu bar of the Macro Language Workshop.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    [OPEN_LAYOUT]
      [WIDGET]
    [CLOSE_LAYOUT]    
</dynamic>

Attributes

mode_

Tells the <dynamic> element when to update a display if/when a widget changes.

Values for the mode_ attribute:

auto

Widgets are updated whenever they change. This is the default option.

manual

An explicit request to update widgets must be made.

init_

init_ works as an exceptions list for widgets that have the attribute: mode_="manual". If
the widget's mode_ attribute is set to manual, use init_ to override the setting as follows:
init_="manualWidget, otherManualWidget". The default setting for init_ is all.
If specifying widgets for updating, provide the names of all widgets to be updated within the
<dynamic> tag in a comma separated list.

isolate_

Set to 1 to prevent the variable environment in which the <dynamic> form is expanded from being
inherited (copied) into the dynamic environment. This can improve QuickApp performance, especially
when <dynamic> is used inside a <widget class_="nest">.

The default value is 0, or allow the variable to be inherited into the dynamic environment.
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If necessary, you can still explicitly pass variables into the dynamic environment when
isolate_="1". See the example below for the different isolate_ options.

A brief discussion on updating <widget>s

In order to build efficient QuickApps, it is necessary to understand how <widget> entities behave when
a value they are responsible for changes. By default, all <widget> entities update automatically. This
means that if a value the <widget> is using changes, the view of the <widget> is updated automatically
to reflect that change. To illustrate how this works, here's an example:

<dynamic var="1" mode_="auto">
  <layout>
    <widget name_="select" class_="slider" min_="1" max_="3" step_="1"
 fill_="up" value_="@var"/>
    <widget class_="grid" label_="test" base_="pub.demo.retail.item">
      <sel value="store={@var}"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

In the screenshot above, the slider is set to have values of 1, 2, and 3. It is currently positioned at the
first value. If the position changes, the grid widget will automatically update to reflect the new selection
statement, as shown below:
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This behavior is usually desirable, as it requires less interaction from the end-user for the QuickApp
to function as intended. However, there are certain situations in which this behavior is not desirable.
Consider, a <widget> with class_="date" allows the end-user to select a date range. Now imagine
a situation in which the grid refreshes with any change to the date variables, and the end-user wants to
select a new date range. The result would be that the query that populates the grid would run after the first
date was selected, and again after the second. Now imagine that the new start date was two years prior
to the original end date. The result would be that the query would run against a two year history of data.
This may be what the end user intended, but most likely not. It makes more sense that the end-user would
select a narrower range.

To prevent inefficient and unnecessary query execution, there are several ways to tell a <widget>
not to refresh until explicitly told to do so. This can be done for all widgets contained within a particular
<dynamic> element by using the mode_="manual" attribute and value: <dynamic mode_="manual".
The refresh logic can also be controlled at the individual <widget> level using the update_="manual"
attribute and value: <widget update_="manual".

In the following code, the user has to click an Update button to update the widget after changing the slider.

<dynamic var="1">
  <layout>
  
  <widget name_="select" class_="slider" min_="1" max_="3" step_="1" fill_="up" value_="@var"/
>
  
  <widget class_="grid" label_="test" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" update_="manual" invmsg_="Please
 click Update">
      <sel value="store={@var}"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" text_="Update"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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After clicking Update, the grid widget will be updated with the results of the new query.

As you begin to explore the QuickApp framework, make sure to consider how and when you want your
<widget> entities to update.

Using isolate_="1" to improve QuickApp performance

isolate_="1" prevents the variable environment in which the <dynamic> form is expanded from
being inherited (automatically copied) into the dynamic environment. This means that variables from
the environment cannot be referred to within <widget> and <do> in the environment. However,
it can improve QuickApp performance, especially when <dynamic> is used inside a <widget
class_="nest">, because the isolation from the original expansion environment makes it more likely
that the block cache can be used to avoid a potentially expensive re-expansion.

The following example uses the default value of isolate_="0" and displays foo is 17, as expected.

<let foo="17">
  <dynamic>
    <widget class_="text">
      foo is {@foo}
    </widget>
  </dynamic>
</let>

With isolate_="1", the expansion environment is not inherited, and foo is {@foo} is displayed
instead.

<let foo="17">
  <dynamic isolate_="1">
    <widget class_="text">
      foo is {@foo}
    </widget>
  </dynamic>
</let>

If you want to use isolate_="1" and you do want to pass the variable, you can copy the variable into the
dynamic environment. The result of the following is still foo is 17.

<let foo="17">
  <dynamic foo="{@foo}" isolate_="1">
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    <widget class_="text">
      foo is {@foo}
    </widget>
  </dynamic>
</let>

Alternatively, the value can be passed explicitly to the widget, keeping in mind that foo="{@foo}" will be
expanded into foo="17" in the initial expansion.

<let foo="17">
  <dynamic isolate_="1">
    <widget class_="text" foo="{@foo}">
     foo is {@foo}
    </widget>
  </dynamic>
</let>

Dynamic Variables

In order to use variables to store values that all your <widget>s can utilize, your variables must be
declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the <dynamic> element that contains the QuickApp.

A QuickApp is effectively a collection of <widget> elements and <layout> elements contained within a
<dynamic> element. These elements work together to create a cohesive and useful experience for end-
users who consume the QuickApp. For the QuickApp author, it is often necessary to modify a value with
one <widget> and display the results in another. To do this, variables must be used.

In order to use variables to store values that all your <widget>s can utilize, your variables must be
"visible" to all the <widget>s that need to use them. To accomplish this, all variables must be declared
in the opening <dynamic> tag of the <dynamic> element that contains the QuickApp. Variables in the
<dynamic> tag are declared much in the same way as they are in <block> statements. In other words,
they appear in the opening <dynamic> tag as user-defined attributes, and then are referenced with a
specific syntax. Here is the syntax for declaring variables in a <dynamic> tag:

<dynamic mode_="auto" var1="" var2="" var3="">
        [WIDGET]
</dynamic>

To reference a variable in a <widget>, the following syntax is used:

<dynamic mode_="auto" var1="" var2="" var3="">
       <widget class_="checkbox" value_="@var1"/>
</dynamic>

Keep in mind that a <widget> can also have user-defined variables. However, in order for all widgets to
see a variable, it must be declared in the <dynamic> opening tag.

<render>

The <render> element provides the ability to configure certain QuickApp widgets when rendered to
available output targets. A single <render> element contains one or more elements that specify output
targets and settings for the final output.

Description

The <render> element can contain one or more of the following child elements, each of which may
contain attributes that control rendering of the respective target:

<web>

Specifies attributes used when rendering the QuickApp to a web target (e.g., iframe, browser tab,
window).

For more information, see <web> on page 170.
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<xlsx>

Specifies attributes used when rendering the QuickApp to an Excel workbook.

For more information, see <xlsx> on page 176.

<data>

Specifies attributes used when rendering the QuickApp as a text file.

For more information, see <data> on page 193.

<pdf>

Specifies attributes used when rendering the QuickApp to a PDF.

For more information, see <pdf> on page 199.

<static>

Specifies attributes used when rendering the QuickApp as a static HTML page.

For more information, see <static> on page 200.

The <render> element and its child elements work in conjunction with <widget class_="nest"
target_="[TARGET]">. For instance, <widget class_="nest" target_="pdf"> will use the
attributes specified in the <pdf> child element of <render> to render the associated QuickApp to a PDF
when the nest widget is instantiated.

The <render> element and its child elements work in conjunction with <widget class_="button"
type_="render" target_="[TARGET]"> for xlsx, pdf, and data targets. For instance, <widget
class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx"> will use the attributes specified in the
<xlsx> child element of <render> to render the associated QuickApp to an Excel workbook when the
user clicks the render button. For more information on the render button, see type_="render" on page
252.

Attributes that specify settings for supported widgets can be added as child elements of the <render>
element, as attributes in the <layout> element, or as attributes of the <widget> element. When settings
are specified as attributes to child elements of <render> or as attributes to <layout> elements, those
settings propagate to widgets contained at each level respectively. When settings are applied to a specific
widget, they are only applied to that widget.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render theme_="[THEME_VALUE]"
          into_="iframe|window|browsertab"
          warnbeforeleave_="0|1"
          favicon_="[URL]"
          xlsx_render_text_="1|0">
    <web [WEB_RENDER_ATTRS]/>
    <xlsx [XLSX_RENDER_ATTRS]/>
    <data [DATA_RENDER_ATTRS]/>
    <pdf [PDF_RENDER_ATTRS]/>
    <static [STATIC_HTML_RENDER_ATTRS]/>    
  </render>
</dynamic> 

Attributes

theme_

When rendering to a web target, the theme_ attribute changes certain style elements in a QuickApp
based on predefined palettes.

Valid values are:
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• black
• blueopal
• bootstrap
• kendo
• flat
• highcontrast
• material
• materialblack
• metro
• metroblack
• moonlight
• silver
• uniform

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in
the <dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed
dynamically in the QuickApp.

This attribute may also be specified as an attribute to the <web> child element. For more information,
see <web> on page 170.

background_

When rendering to a web target, this attribute specifies the background color for the QuickApp.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in
the <dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed
dynamically in the QuickApp.

(Available as of version 10.06)

This attribute may also be specified as an attribute to the <web> child element. For more information,
see <web> on page 170.

into_

When rendering to a web target, this attribute specifies whether the QuickApp should be rendered
into an iframe, a new window, or a new browser tab.

Valid values are:

iframe

Render into an iframe.

window

Render into a new browser window.

browsertab

Render into a new browser tab.

Note:  This attribute may also be specified to the <web> child element. For more information,
see <web> on page 170.

warnbeforeleave_

For standalone QuickApps, this attribute specifies whether or not to show a dialog that asks for
confirmation when the user tries to close the page. Accepts a 1 or 0.

On certain browsers (e.g., Chrome), when the user tries to close the page, a confirmation dialog is
displayed only if the user has interacted with the QuickApp, regardless of the value of this attribute. If
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the user tries to close the page but has not interacted with the QuickApp, the confirmation dialog will
not be displayed.

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in
the <dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed
dynamically in the QuickApp; however, setting it to 0 when it was 1 will not disable an already
enabled warning.

Note:  This attribute may also be specified to the <web> child element. For more information,
see <web> on page 170.

favicon_

Specifies the URL of a favicon that can be used for the page when rendering the QuickApp for the
web.

(Available as of version 11.03)

Note:  This attribute may also be specified to the <web> child element. For more information,
see <web> on page 170.

workfavicons_

Accepts a list of URIs of animation frames to display as a favicon when a query is running in a
standalone QuickApp.

You can also use data: URIs to embed images directly in the macro code. (Available as of version
14.11)

Note:  We strongly advise against using third-party image hosts for QuickApp resources.

xlsx_render_text_

When rendering to an Excel workbook, this attribute specifies whether or not to render text widgets
into Excel TextBox objects. Accepts a 1 or 0.

This can be selectively enabled by including this attribute on the widget or containing layout.

Example: Batch populate widgets with an attribute
The following example demonstrates how a <widget> tag within <render> can batch populate all the
widgets of a particular class with a certain attribute.

Instead of defining widget attributes individually, as follows:

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" rowcol_="0"/>
  <widget class_="grid" rowcol_="0"/>
  <widget class_="grid" rowcol_="0"/>
  <widget class_="grid" rowcol_="0"/>
</dynamic>

You can define them once in <render>, as follows:

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <widget class_="grid" rowcol_="0"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="grid"/>
  <widget class_="grid"/>
  <widget class_="grid"/>
  <widget class_="grid"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specify options for data target

The following example demonstrates how render options can be specified for the data target. The <data>
child element of <render> specifies that the character used to delimit columns is a dash character (-) and
the character used as a delimiter for rows is a backslash (\).

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <data field_del_="-" record_del_="backslash"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="data" 
   include_="tab1,tab2"/>
  <layout type_="tabpanel">
    <layout label_="Sales Detail Table">
      <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
       name="tab1" data_filename_="salesdetail"/>
    </layout>
    <layout label_="Product Table">
      <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.prod" 
       name="tab2" data_filename_="product"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

When the user clicks the Render button, the grid widgets named tab1 and tab2 are rendered to a data
target (as specified by the include_ and target_ attributes).

The grid widget named tab1 is rendered to a text file named salesdetail.txt (as specified by the
data_filename_ attribute). The default extension is used.
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The grid widget named tab2 is rendered to a text file named product.txt (as specified by the
data_filename_ attribute). The default extension is used.

<web>

The <web> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of the output when rendering a
QuickApp to the web. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web into_="iframe|window|browsertab"/>    
  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

The following attributes may be specified to the <web> child element of the <render> tag.

Note:  These attributes may also be supplied directly to the <render> element for the same effect.
For more information, see <render> on page 165.

theme_

When rendering to a web target, the theme_ attribute changes certain style elements in a QuickApp
based on predefined palettes.

Valid values are:

• black
• blueopal
• bootstrap
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• kendo
• flat
• highcontrast
• material
• materialblack
• metro
• metroblack
• moonlight
• silver
• uniform

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in
the <dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed
dynamically in the QuickApp.

background_

When rendering to a web target, this attribute specifies the background color for the QuickApp.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in
the <dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed
dynamically in the QuickApp.

(Available as of version 10.06)

into_

When rendering to a web target, this attribute specifies whether the QuickApp should be rendered
into an iframe, a new window, or a new browser tab.

Valid values are:

iframe

Render into an iframe.

window

Render into a new browser window.

browsertab

Render into a new browser tab.

showprogressbar_

Specifies whether the default progress bar is displayed. Accepts 1 or 0.

warnbeforeleave_

For standalone QuickApps, this attribute specifies whether or not to show a dialog that asks for
confirmation when the user tries to close the page. Accepts a 1 or 0.

On certain browsers (e.g., Chrome), when the user tries to close the page, a confirmation dialog is
displayed only if the user has interacted with the QuickApp, regardless of the value of this attribute. If
the user tries to close the page but has not interacted with the QuickApp, the confirmation dialog will
not be displayed.

As of version 10.15, the value of this attribute can be an expression that can be evaluated in the
<dynamic> context. If the value of the expression changes, this render property is changed on the
fly; however, setting it to 0 when it was 1 will not disable an already enabled warning.

favicon_
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Specifies the URL of a favicon that can be used for the page when rendering the QuickApp for the
web.

(Available as of version 11.03)

Example: Specifying attributes at the <render> level

The following example demonstrates how render options can be specified to the <web> child element of
the <render> tag. When this QuickApp is rendered to the web, it will be rendered into a new browser tab
with a light blue background, as specified by the into_ and background_ attributes, respectively.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web into_="browsertab" background_="lightblue"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Display confirmation dialog when closing standalone QuickApp

This example demonstrates how setting warnbeforeleave_="1" in the <web> child element of
<render> will prompt for confirmation when the browser window containing the standalone QuickApp is
closed.

<dynamic selection="">
  <render>
    <web into_="browsertab" warnbeforeleave_="1"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   value_="@selection"/>
</dynamic>
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<stylesheet>

The <stylesheet> tag can be used within a <web> element to specify CSS to apply when the QuickApp
is rendered to a web target such as a new browser tab, browser window, or iframe.

Description

The <stylesheet> element can either take a url_ attribute that specifies a link to an external CSS
stylesheet or can include a <code language_="css"> tag that explicitly specifies CSS styles. For more
information, see <code>.

Note:

This is intended for use with customized standalone QuickApps.

It is not useful when rendering QuickApps within:

• Macro Language Workshop (except when rendering standalone or in an iframe)
• Integrated QuickApps
• QuickApps running in the legacy interface (i.e., 1010data Insights Platform Version 9 production

release or in Compatibility Mode)

Using this feature to render non-standalone QuickApps can have undesired effects on the
appearance of your Insights Platform web interface.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web>
      <stylesheet url_="[EXTERNAL_CSS_STYLESHEET]"/>
    </web>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web>
      <stylesheet>
        <code language_="css">
          [CSS_CODE]
        </code>
      </stylesheet>
    </web>
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  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

url_

Specifies the URL to an external CSS stylesheet to apply when the QuickApp is rendered to a web
target.

Example

The following example demonstrates how a <code> block form can be included within a <stylesheet>
element to specify CSS to style the QuickApp when it is rendered to the web target. In this example, a
text widget is used to display HTML text using the <html> block form. That HTML text will be styled
based on the CSS specified in the <stylesheet> element. In addition, the value of the dynamic variable
yourname, which is entered using the field widget, is referenced within the HTML text.

<dynamic yourname="">
  <render>
    <web>
      <stylesheet>
        <code language_="css"><![CDATA[ 
            h3 {
                font-size:24px;
                color:#F26F21;
            }

            p {
                font-family: verdana;
                font-size: 20px;
            }

            a {
                color:#C8102E;
            }
        ]]>
        </code>
      </stylesheet>
    </web>
  </render>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="field" label_="Enter your name:" 
     value_="@yourname"/>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@yourname<>''}">
      <html>
        <div>
          <h3>Hello, {@yourname}!
          </h3>
          <br/>
          <p>
            1010data offers the only fully-scalable, self-services 
            insights platform for data management, analysis and 
            application building.
          </p>
          <br/>
          <a target="_blank" href="https://www.1010data.com">
            Click here to learn more
          </a>
        </div>
      </html>
    </widget>
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  </layout>
</dynamic>

<script>

The <script> tag can be used within a <web> element to specify JavaScript code to run when the
QuickApp is rendered to a web target such as a new browser tab, browser window, or iframe.

Description

The <script> element can either take a url_ attribute that specifies a link to external JavaScript code or
can include a <code language_="js"> tag that explicitly specifies the JavaScript code to run. For more
information, see <code>.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web>
      <script url_="[EXTERNAL_JAVASCRIPT_SCRIPT]"/>
    </web>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web>
      <script>
        <code language_="js">
          [JAVASCRIPT_CODE]
        </code>
      </script>
    </web>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

url_

Specifies the URL to the JavaScript code to run when the QuickApp is rendered to a web target.
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Example

The following example demonstrates how JavaScript code can be included in a <code> tag inside a
<script> element. When this QuickApp is rendered to a web target, the JavaScript code runs and Hello
World! is displayed in a popup box in the browser.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <web>
      <script>
        <code language_="js">
          window.alert("Hello World!");
        </code>
      </script>
    </web>
  </render>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Hello World Example"/>
</dynamic>

<xlsx>

The <xlsx> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of output when rendering to a
Microsoft Excel workbook. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

When rendering a QuickApp to an Excel workbook, it is possible to specify attributes for output rendering at
both the <render> level and the <widget> level. When specifying configuration options at the <render>
level, use the attributes as they are shown below. To specify configuration options at the <widget> or
<layout> level, the attributes must be prefixed with the string: xlsx_.

For example, All options for the <render> element can also be specified at the level of a local widget. For
example:

<render>
  <xlsx margins_="1;1;.25"/>
</render>

can also be specified at the local widget level by prepending the output target type to the attribute, as
follows:

<widget class_="grid" xlsx_margins_="1;1;.25"/>

Properties specified at the local widget level override properties set within the <render> element. It is also
important to note that global properties specified in the <render> element will only be applied to widgets
that specify a worksheet name using the following attribute at the widget level:

<widget class_="grid" xlsx_sheetname_="My Worksheet"/>
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Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <xlsx [ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
          [ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
           ... />    
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid" 
            xlsx_[ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            xlsx_[ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            ... />
</dynamic>

Attributes

xlsx_sheetname_

Specifies the sheet tab name the widget or layout is rendered to in the Excel workbook. If omitted, the
default worksheet title will be used (e.g., Sheet1).

If the specified name is greater than 31 characters, it is truncated to meet Excel's restrictions on
worksheet name length.

Note:  The xlsx_sheetname_ attribute can only be specified at the <widget> or
<layout> level. It cannot be specified as an attribute to the <xlsx> child element of
<render>.

xlsx_printtitle_

Specifies whether or not the <widget> or <layout> to which this attribute is applied appears at the
top of every page when the worksheet is printed. Accepts a 1 or 0.

Note:  This attribute can only be set on at most one <widget> or <layout>. It cannot be
specified as an attribute to the <xlsx> child element of <render>.

filtered_

Specifies whether or not the resultant Excel spreadsheet will have filter buttons on tables created
from the grid widgets of the QuickApp. Accepts 1 or 0.

type_

When type_="range", grids will be rendered into normal cell ranges in the Excel spreadsheet, as
opposed to a table.

orientation_

Specifies the page orientation of the current worksheet when printed.

Valid values are:

• landscape
• portrait

pageorder_

Specifies the order in which to print pages when a widget exceeds a single page.

Valid values are:

down
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Print down then over.

over

Print over then down.

The default is down.

scale_

Specifies the scale or "zoom" level of the worksheet when printed. Accepts an integer value
representing the percentage of the document's actual size between 10 and 400.

The default is 100.

Note:  The attribute scale_ should be omitted or set to 0 when using fitheight_ and/or
fitwidth_.

fitwidth_

Specifies the maximum number of horizontal pages on which to fit the entire worksheet when printed.

Note:  The attribute scale_ should be omitted or set to 0 when using fitheight_ and/or
fitwidth_.

fitheight_

Specifies the maximum number of vertical pages on which to fit the entire worksheet when printed.

Note:  The attribute scale_ should be omitted or set to 0 when using fitheight_ and/or
fitwidth_.

headers_

Specifies what to print in all page headers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts text and valid Excel
formatting codes.

footers_

Specifies what to print in all page footers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts text and valid Excel
formatting codes.

headers_odd_

Specifies what to print in the headers on odd page numbers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts
text and valid Excel formatting codes.

footers_odd_

Specifies what to print in the footers on odd page numbers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts
text and valid Excel formatting codes.

headers_even_

Specifies what to print in the headers on even page numbers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts
text and valid Excel formatting codes.

footers_even_

Specifies what to print in the footers on even page numbers when the worksheet is printed. Accepts
text and valid Excel formatting codes.

headers_first_

Specifies what to print in the header of the first page of the document when the worksheet is printed.
Accepts text and valid Excel formatting codes.

footers_first_
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Specifies what to print in the footer of the first page of the document when the worksheet is printed.
Accepts text and valid Excel formatting codes.

margins_

Specifies the margins of the worksheet when printed. Accepts decimal numbers representing inches.

Margins are specified at the <render> level as follows:

<render>
  <xlsx margins_="[LEFT/RIGHT_MARGIN];TOP/BOTTOM_MARGIN;HEADERS/
FOOTERS_MARGIN"/>
</render>

To specify the same options at the <widget> level, use the following syntax:

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" xlsx_margins_="[LEFT/RIGHT_MARGIN];TOP/
BOTTOM_MARGIN;HEADERS/FOOTERS_MARGIN"/>
</dynamic>

Values for margins_ can be entered as a single number for each variable when corresponding
margins are the same (i.e., the left margin and right margin are both 1 inch, or as two values
separated by a comma (,) if different margin sizes are desired (i.e., the top margin should be .25
inches and the bottom margin should be .5 inches) would be specified with the following value:
"1;.25,.5;0"

papersize_

Specifies the paper size to use when printed.

Valid values are as follows:

• Letter - 8.5 x 11 in. (default)
• Tabloid - 11 x 17 in.
• Ledger - 17 x 11 in.
• Legal - 8.5 x 14 in
• Statement - 5.5 x 8.5 in.
• Executive - 7.25 x 10.5 in.
• Folio - 8.5 x 13 in.
• Note 8.5 x 11 in
• Quarto - 215 x 275 mm
• A3 - 297 x 420 mm.
• A4 - 210 x 297 mm
• A5 - 148 x 210mm
• A6 - 105 x 148 mm
• B4 - 250 x 353 mm
• B5 - 176 x 250 mm
• C - 17 x 22 in
• D - 22 x 34 in
• E - 34 x 44 in

render_text_

This attribute specifies whether or not to render text widgets into Excel TextBox objects. Accepts a
1 or 0.

The style_, color_, width_, and height_ attributes (or the corresponding xlsx_[attr]_
attributes when specified at the <widget> level) are used to configure the rendered TextBox in
Excel. If a width or height is not specified, the renderer computes an estimated size for the TextBox.
However, this may not fit the text exactly, so use the attributes to size as desired.
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Note:  The style_ attribute only interprets the following CSS properties during render:
font-family, color, font-size, font-weight, font-style).

To include newlines in the text, the value of the text_ attribute for the corresponding <widget
class_="text"> must be enclosed as a single-quoted string in curly braces so that any newline
characters (i.e., \n) will be evaluated correctly. For instance, <widget class_="text"
text_="{'this\nthat'}"/> would render the text with a newline between this and that.

The default is 0.

render_textbox_

This attribute specifies whether or not to render textbox widgets into the Excel workbook. Accepts a
1 or 0.

Each line of text in the textbox widget is rendered as text in a separate cell in the output workbook.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 11.06)

flatten_headers_

Specifies whether or not to change newlines in multi-line column labels into spaces when rendered to
an Excel workbook. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

gridlines_

Specifies whether or not workbook grid lines are present when the Excel workbook is printed. Accepts
1 or 0.

Gridlines print only around actual data in a worksheet. If you want to print gridlines around empty cells
also,

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 12.09)

printfixedcols_

Specifies the columns that will appear on every page when the workbook is printed. Accepts either an
integer value or a range of the form [FIRST_COLUMN]:[LAST_COLUMN].

If an integer is provided, the first n columns of the table will be printed on each page, where n is the
specified value. For example, for printfixedcols_="3" specifies that the first three columns of
the grid widget will be printed on every page of the workbook.

If a range of the form [FIRST_COLUMN]:[LAST_COLUMN], the columns corresponding to those
column numbers will be printed on each page. For example, printfixedcols_="2:3" specifies
that the second and third columns should be printed on every page of the workbook.

Note:  This setting only works when specified once per Excel worksheet, so be sure to
separate tables onto separate sheets (using xlsx_sheetname_) for multiple tables in a
single workbook.

(Available as of version 12.14)

int64mode_

Specifies whether to convert 64-bit integer columns to either floating-point values or string values in
the rendered workbook, since XLSX files do not support 64-bit integers.

Valid values are:

float

Convert 64-bit integer values to floating-point values.
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string

Convert 64-bit integer values to string values.

If this attribute is not set, an error will occur when trying to render a table that contains 64-bit integer
columns to an Excel workbook.

(Available as of version 11.25)

As of version 12.17, rendering 64-bit integer columns in XLSX respects the format attribute for
a column (e.g., via the <col> or <willbe> operations). Setting this attribute to type:num or
type:nocommas on a bigint column indicates the 64-bit integer values should be rendered as
floating-point values. Setting it to type:char renders them as string values in the workbook. This
allows individual columns to be specified differently. The attribute int64mode_ is used to specify
how to render 64-bit integer columns that are unspecified via the column format type.

The following attributes may also be specified to control the styling of grid widgets when rendered to an
xlsx target.

Note:  These can be specified either at the <render> level as attributes to <xlsx> or at the
<widget> level as attributes to <widget class_="grid">. If specified at the <widget> level,
the attributes must be begin with the prefix xlsx_.

headerbgcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the background color of the column header.

The default is #fff6d1.

headerfontcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the font color of the column header.

The default is #081259.

headerfontsize_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the font size of the column header.

The default is 14.

headerfontfamily_

Accepts a string that specifies the font family of the column header.

The default is Calibri.

headerfontstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the font style of the column header.

The default is normal.

headerfontweight_

Accepts a string that specifies the font weight of the column header.

The default is normal.

headertextalign_

Specifies the alignment of the text in the column header.

Valid values are:

• left
• center
• right
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If this attribute is not specified, the alignment will depend on the type of data. By default, Excel right
aligns numbers and left aligns strings.

dividercolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the color of the line below the column
header and above the data cells as well as the line between fixed and scrolling columns.

The default is #f26f21.

oddcellbgcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the color of odd-numbered rows.

The default is #ffffff.

evencellbgcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the color of even-numbered rows.

The default is #dddddd.

labelfontsize_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the font size of the grid title.

The default is 20.

labelfontfamily_

Accepts a string that specifies the font family of the grid title.

The default is Calibri.

labelfontcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the font color of the grid title.

The default is #000000.

labelfontstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the font style of the grid title.

The default is normal.

labelfontweight_

Accepts a string that specifies the font weight of the grid title.

The default is bold.

subtitlefontsize_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the font size of the grid subtitle.

The default is 20.

subtitlefontfamily_

Accepts a string that specifies the font family of the grid subtitle.

The default is Calibri.

subtitlefontcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the color of the grid subtitle.

The default is #000000.

subtitlefontstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the font style of the grid subtitle.
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The default is italic.

subtitlefontweight_

Accepts a string that specifies the font weight of the grid subtitle.

The default is normal.

cellfontsize_

Accepts a string that specifies an integer value that specifies the font size of grid cell data.

The default is 11.

cellfontfamily_

Accepts a string that specifies the font family of grid cell data.

The default is Calibri.

cellfontcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies a valid CSS color value for the font color for grid cell data.

The default is #000000.

cellfontstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the font style of grid cell data.

The default is normal.

cellfontweight_

Accepts a string that specifies the font weight of grid cell data.

The default is normal.

celltextalign_

Specifies the alignment of the text in grid cells.

Valid values are:

• left
• center
• right

If this attribute is not specified, the alignment will depend on the type of data. By default, Excel right
aligns numbers and left aligns strings.

Example: Specifying render options via <render> element

The following example demonstrates how render options specified via the <xlsx> child element of
<render> apply to all of the applicable widgets when the QuickApp is rendered to an Excel workbook. In
this example, the headerbgcolor_ attribute specifies the value for the column header background color
in grid widgets. When the QuickApp is rendered to an Excel workbook, the column headers for both grid
widgets are red.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <xlsx headerbgcolor_="red"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specifying render options via <widget> element

The following example demonstrates how render options specified via the <widget> element apply to only
to that widget. In this example, the xlsx_headerbgcolor_ attributes specifies the value for the column
header background color. When the QuickApp is rendered to an Excel workbook, only the column header
for the first grid widgets is red. The column header in the other grid widget is the default color.

Note:  When the attribute is specified to the <widget>, it must begin with the prefix xlsx_.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   xlsx_headerbgcolor_="red"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specifying render attributes at the <render> and <widget> levels

The following example demonstrates a number of ways to specify render attributes for an Excel
target. The <xlsx> child element of <render> specifies an orientation, header, and paper size for
all pages when the Excel workbook is printed via the orientation_, headers_, and papersize_
attributes, respectively. It also specifies a left alignment for both column headers and cell data with the
headertextalign_ and celltextalign_ attributes. The grid widget specifies a sheet name of
Data via the xlsx_sheetname_ attribute. The graphics widget specifies a sheet name of Graph via
the xlsx_sheetname_ attribute. The graphics widget also specifies a paper size of Letter, which
overrides the paper size specified at the <render> level.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <xlsx orientation_="landscape" 
     headers_="&LSales by Store&R&P of &N" papersize_="A4" 
     celltextalign_="left" headertextalign_="left"/>
  </render>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
     xlsx_sheetname_="Data"/>
    <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
     width_="600" height_="400" 
     xlsx_papersize_="Letter" xlsx_sheetname_="Graph">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
        <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
      </tabu>
      <graphspec width="600" height="400">
        <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
          <data x="store" y="t0"/>
          <legend hide="0"/>
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          <axes xlabel="xlabel" ylabel="ylabel" y2label="y2label"/>
          <ticks xrot="40"/>
        </chart>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx" margin_="50"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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When the user clicks the Render button, the QuickApp is rendered to an Excel workbook containing two
sheets, Data and Graph.
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Example: Rendering text widgets to an Excel workbook

The following example demonstrates how to render text widgets to an Excel workbook using the
render_text_ attribute.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <xlsx render_text_="1"/>
  </render>
  <widget name="this_text" class_="text" 
   text_="This text" xlsx_color_="purple"/>
  <widget name="that_text" class_="text" 
   text_="That text" xlsx_color_="red"/>
  <widget name="the_other_text" class_="text" 
   text_="The other text"/>
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" 
   target_="xlsx" include_="this_text,that_text"/>
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</dynamic>

When the QuickApp is rendered to the web, all three text widgets are displayed.

When the user clicks the Render button, the two text widgets listed in the include_ attribute are
rendered to an Excel workbook.

The text widgets are rendered because render_text_ is set to 1 in the <xlsx> child element of
<render>. If render_text_ was set to 0 or was not specified, the text widgets would not be rendered
at all.

Note:  If this QuickApp were rendered directly to an Excel workbook (e.g., by selecting Run >
Render to XLSX target in Macro Language Workshop, all three text widgets would be rendered,
since the include_ attribute only applies to the render button.

Example: Rendering textbox widgets with mode_="xml" to an Excel workbook

The following example demonstrates how to specify that textbox widgets are rendered to an Excel
workbook by setting render_textbox_="1" in the <xlsx> element within the <render> tag. This
example shows how this works with textbox widgets with mode_="xml".

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <xlsx render_textbox_="1"/>
  </render>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="textbox" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
     height_="200" width_="500" mode_="xml" source_="ops">
      <sel value="store=1"/>
      <sel value="account=668"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

When rendered to the web, the output looks like the following:
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When rendered to an Excel workbook, the output looks like:
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Example: Rendering textbox widgets with mode_="plain" to an Excel workbook

The following example demonstrates how textbox widgets are rendered to an Excel workbook by setting
render_textbox_="1" in the <xlsx> element within the <render> tag. This example shows how this
works with textbox widgets with mode_="plain".

<dynamic x="Enter some sample text here:">
  <render>
    <xlsx render_textbox_="1"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="textbox" mode_="plain" value_="@x"
   width_="400" height_="400" />
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx"/>
</dynamic>

When rendered to the web, the textbox widget allows the user to enter text:
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When the Render button is clicked, the output is rendered to an Excel workbook, the output looks like:

Example: Repeating a table as a title when printing a worksheet

The following example shows how to repeat a certain table at the top of every page when the associated
worksheet in the rendered workbook is printed. Because the xlsx_printtitle_ attribute is set to 1
for the grid widget associated with the pub.demo.retail.store table, the rows of that table for the
columns specified in the <colord> will appear at the top of every page when the associated worksheet is
printed.

<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.store" 
     xlsx_printtitle_="1">
      <colord cols="store_id,store,addr"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail">
      <sel value="i_<300"/>
      <colord cols="trans_id,trans_date,tme,store,sku,xsales"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

When the worksheet is printed, the top of the first page will look like:
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The top of the second page will look like:

<data>

The <data> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of the output when rendering the
data from grid widgets to a flat text file. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

It is possible to specify options for output rendering at both the <render> level and the <widget> level.
When specifying configuration options at the <render> level, specify attributes directly to the <data>
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element. To specify configuration options at the <widget> level, the attributes must be prefixed with
data_.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <data [ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
          [ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
           ... />    
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid" 
            data_[ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            data_[ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            ... />
</dynamic>

Attributes

The following attributes can be specified to the <data> child element of <render>.

Note:  To specify these attributes on the <widget> level, they must be preceded by the prefix
data_.

field_del_

Specifies the character that will be used to delimit columns. Accepts any single character or a
predefined value.

For a list of predefined values, see Predefined delimiters on page 198.

The default is comma.

field_end_

Specifies whether or not to include the field_del_ character after the last data point in each row.
Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

record_del_

Specifies the character that is used as a delimiter for rows in the text file output by the <render>
operation. Accepts any single character or a predefined value.

For a list of predefined values, see Predefined delimiters on page 198.

The default is lf.

record_end_

Specifies whether or not to include the record_del_ character after the last record (i.e., at the end
of the file). Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

filename_

Specifies the name of the file that downloads after the QuickApp is rendered as text.

The default is download.
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The default extension is .csv if the field delimiter is a comma; otherwise, it is .txt. The ext_
attribute can be used to override the default.

ext_

Specifies the file extension of the downloaded file.

The default extension is .csv if the field delimiter is a comma; otherwise, it is .txt. The ext_
attribute can be used to override the default.

headers_

Specifies what to use as column headers at the top of the text file.

Valid values are:

names

Use the column names from the grid widget for the column headers.

labels

Use the column labels from the grid widget for the column headers.

names,labels

Use the column names for the first row of column headers and the column labels as the second
row of column headers.

labels,names

Use the column labels for the first row of column headers and the column names as the second
row of column headers.

none

Do not use column headers.

Note:  Setting headers_="" has the same effect as headers_="none".

The default is names.

quote_char_

When qe_mode_="quote", this attribute specifies the quote character to use to surround fields
that contain the field delimiter, the record delimiter, or the quote character itself. Accepts any single
character or a predefined value. Optionally, a pair of characters can be specified for the beginning
and end quote characters.

For a list of predefined values, see Predefined delimiters on page 198.

If a field contains the field delimiter, the record delimiter, or the quote character itself:

• If a single character or predefined value is specified to quote_char_, the field will be surrounded
by that character or value in the resultant output.

• If a pair of characters is specified to quote_char_, the first character is prepended to the field
and the second character is appended to it in the resultant output.

In addition, any occurrences of the quote character within a field are doubled in the resultant output.

The default is dquote.

escape_char_

When qe_mode_="escape", this attribute specifies the escape character to use to escape
occurrences of the field delimiter, the record delimiter, or the escape character itself. Accepts any
single character or any predefined valid value.

For a list of predefined values, see Predefined delimiters on page 198.
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If a field delimiter, record delimiter, or escape character occurs within a field, it will be preceded by the
specified escape character in the resultant output.

The default is backslash.

qe_mode_

Specifies the quote/escape mode to use.

Valid values are:

quote

Use the character specified by the quote_char_ attribute to quote fields that contain the field
delimiter, the record delimiter, or the quote character itself.

quoteall

Quote all fields regardless of their contents.

escape

Use the character passed to the escape_char_ attribute to escape occurrences of the field
delimiter, the record delimiter, or the escape character itself.

none

Never quote or escape columns.

The default is quote.

Example: Using a single-quote character for the quote character

The following example demonstrates how to specify using a single-quote character for the quote character.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <data quote_char_="squote"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
</dynamic>

When the QuickApp is rendered to a data target, any fields that contain the field delimiter or record
delimiter will be surrounded by the quote character specified by quote_char_. Since the default field
delimiter is a comma, any fields that contain a comma will be surrounded by single quotes.

For example, in the below output, because the fields HUMMUS, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE and SONY
STORY OF DAVID, E - DVD each contain a comma, they are both surrounded by single quotes.

404558,MAIN ST. BSTRO BKD SCALLOPED POTATOES,32,SERVICE DELI,294,PREPARED FOODS - COLD,0,20 OZ,,0
31530,WORLD FOODS SQUASH SEEDS,36,PRODUCE,467,DRIED FRUIT NUTS & SEEDS,0,8.5 OZ,,0
145859,PRIVATE LABEL,33,GM,329,BABY CARE PRODUCTS,1,216 CT,,0
277114,'HUMMUS, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE',32,SERVICE DELI,233,DELI SPECIALTY,0,10 OZ,,0
209008,'SONY STORY OF DAVID, E - DVD',33,GM,293,ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT,0,1 CT,,0
500336,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,341,FRUIT,1,20 OZ,,0
17174,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,368,SALAD,1,5 OZ,,0
170094,BONNY BAR BOTTLE STOPPER SET,33,GM,123,KITCHEN GADGETS,0,2 CT,,0

Example: Using different beginning and end quote characters

The following example demonstrates how to specify different characters for the beginning and end quote
characters.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <data quote_char_="[]"/>
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  </render>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
</dynamic>

When the QuickApp is rendered to a data target, any fields that contain the field delimiter or record
delimiter will be surrounded by the beginning and end quote characters specified by quote_char_.
Since the default field delimiter is a comma, any fields that contain a comma will be enclosed between a [
character and ] character.

For example, in the below output, because the fields HUMMUS, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE and SONY
STORY OF DAVID, E - DVD each contain a comma, they are each surrounded by [ and ].

404558,MAIN ST. BSTRO BKD SCALLOPED POTATOES,32,SERVICE DELI,294,PREPARED FOODS - COLD,0,20 OZ,,0
31530,WORLD FOODS SQUASH SEEDS,36,PRODUCE,467,DRIED FRUIT NUTS & SEEDS,0,8.5 OZ,,0
145859,PRIVATE LABEL,33,GM,329,BABY CARE PRODUCTS,1,216 CT,,0
277114,[HUMMUS, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE],32,SERVICE DELI,233,DELI SPECIALTY,0,10 OZ,,0
209008,[SONY STORY OF DAVID, E - DVD],33,GM,293,ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT,0,1 CT,,0
500336,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,341,FRUIT,1,20 OZ,,0
17174,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,368,SALAD,1,5 OZ,,0
170094,BONNY BAR BOTTLE STOPPER SET,33,GM,123,KITCHEN GADGETS,0,2 CT,,0

Example: Escaping characters in the resultant output

The following example demonstrates how to escape text in fields that contain the field delimiter, the record
delimiter, or the escape character itself.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <data qe_mode_="escape"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
</dynamic>

When the QuickApp is rendered to a data target, any occurrences of the field delimiter, record delimiter,
or escape character within a field will be escaped with the escape character. Since escape_char_ is not
specified, the default escape character, which is a backslash, is used. Since the default field delimiter is a
comma, any occurrences of a comma will be escaped with a backslash.

For example, in the below output, because the fields HUMMUS, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE and SONY
STORY OF DAVID, E - DVD each contain a comma, the comma in each field is escaped with a
backslash.

404558,MAIN ST. BSTRO BKD SCALLOPED POTATOES,32,SERVICE DELI,294,PREPARED FOODS - COLD,0,20 OZ,,0
31530,WORLD FOODS SQUASH SEEDS,36,PRODUCE,467,DRIED FRUIT NUTS & SEEDS,0,8.5 OZ,,0
145859,PRIVATE LABEL,33,GM,329,BABY CARE PRODUCTS,1,216 CT,,0
277114,HUMMUS\, SPINACH & ARTICHOKE,32,SERVICE DELI,233,DELI SPECIALTY,0,10 OZ,,0
209008,SONY STORY OF DAVID\, E - DVD,33,GM,293,ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT,0,1 CT,,0
500336,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,341,FRUIT,1,20 OZ,,0
17174,PRIVATE LABEL,36,PRODUCE,368,SALAD,1,5 OZ,,0
170094,BONNY BAR BOTTLE STOPPER SET,33,GM,123,KITCHEN GADGETS,0,2 CT,,0

Example: Specifying render options on the <widget> level

The follow example demonstrates how to specify render options on the <widget> level. When the
render button is clicked, the two grid widgets are rendered to separate text files using the render options
specified to each widget.

Note:  When specified on the <widget> level, the render options for a data target must be prefixed
with data_ (e.g., data_headers_, not headers_).

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   data_filename_="item" data_ext_="txt"
   data_headers_="labels,names"/>
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  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.store" 
   data_filename_="store"/>
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="data"/>
</dynamic>

The first grid widget is rendered as a text file with the name item.txt, as specified by the
data_filename_ and data_ext_ attributes. The first line of headers in that file will consist of the column
labels, and the second will consist of the column names, as specified by the data_headers_ attribute.

The resultant output file item.txt looks like:

Transaction ID,Account,Store,Date,Item SKU,Units,Sales,Cost
transid,account,store,date,sku,units,sales,cost
531,957,1,05/15/12,366,-1,-5,-1.84
532,478,1,05/15/12,98A,1,0.5,0.25
532,478,1,05/15/12,3B7,1,1.1,0.56
534,738,1,05/16/12,A96,2,6,2.9
534,738,1,05/16/12,65B,1,2.25,1.35
535,709,2,05/15/12,CB7,1,1.65,1.1
535,709,2,05/15/12,96A,1,1.1,1

The second grid widget is rendered as a text file with the name store.csv, as specified by the
data_filename_ attribute. The default extension .csv is used since data_ext_ is not specified, and a
comma is the default field delimiter. The header line in that file will consist of the column names, which is
the default since data_headers_ is not specified.

The resultant output file store.csv looks like:

store_id,store,addr,city,state,zip,sdiv,sqft,type
1,2136,2016 N WAYNE ST.,ANGOLA,IN,46703,5,5346,SHOPPING CENTER
2,1894,N96 W18515 COUNTY LINE ROAD,MENOMONEE FALLS,WI,53051,6,7128,STAND ALONE
3,1889,231 BLUEBELL DR N.W.,NEW PHILADELPHIA,OH,44663,5,7789,STAND ALONE

Predefined delimiters

Predefined delimiters can be used for certain attributes when specifying the render options for a data
target.

When specifying the column delimiter, row delimiter, quote character, and escape character in the render
options for a data target, the following predefined delimiters can be used:

• tab
• comma
• backslash
• dquote
• squote
• space
• vtab
• feed
• lf
• cr
• crlf
• pipe
• slash
• colon
• semicolon
• asterisk
• null
• none

For more information, see <data>.
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<pdf>

The <pdf> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of the output when rendering a
QuickApp to a PDF. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

It is possible to specify options for output rendering at both the <render> level and the <widget> level.
When specifying configuration options at the <render> level, specify attributes directly to the <pdf>
element. To specify configuration options at the <widget> level, the attributes must be prefixed with
pdf_.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <pdf [ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
          [ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
           ... />    
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid" 
            pdf_[ATTR1_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            pdf_[ATTR2_NAME]="[VALUE]"
            ... />
</dynamic>

Attributes

orientation_

Specifies the orientation of the resultant PDF.

Valid values are:

• portrait
• landscape

The default is portrait.

firstpageheader_

Controls whether a header is added to the first page. Accepts 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

fontembedding_

Specifies whether to embed all fonts or to not embed any fonts at all. Accepts all or none.

The default behavior is some font embedding, however standard fonts that PDF readers are expect to
have are not embedded, yielding smaller file sizes. This attribute overrides the default behavior.

Valid values are:

all

Install all fonts, including standard fonts that PDF readers are expected to have. This will result in
a larger file size.

none
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Do not install any fonts. This will result in smaller files, but font substitutions on some platforms
may occur.

Example: Specifying attributes at the <render> level
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <pdf orientation_="landscape"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="pdf"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Specifying attributes at the <widget> level
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="pdf"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   pdf_orientation_="landscape"/>
</dynamic>

<static>

The <static> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of the output when rendering a
QuickApp as a static HTML page. (Available as of version 11.15)

Description

The static HTML target implements the following widget classes:

• text (full extended form with <layer> support, etc.)
• table
• link
• graphics
• image

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static title_="[PAGE_TITLE]"
            inline_="1|0"/>    
  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

title_

Specifies the title of the static webpage.

The <title> element within the <head> tag in the static HTML page is set to the value of this
attribute.

inline_

For graphics and image widgets, this attribute specifies whether or not the image data will be
packaged into the output HTML via data URLs. Accepts a 1 or 0.
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Inlining image data makes it possible, for example, to send the output as an email with no outside
dependencies.

The default is 1.

Example: Specifying attributes at the <render> level

The following example demonstrates how to specify the title of the static webpage when rendering to a
static HTML target.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static title_="More Power To You"/>
  </render>
  <widget class_="image" height_="69" width_="231" 
   url_="https://info.1010data.com/rs/952-BWM-648/
images/1010DATA_lg_tagline_rgb_hex.png"/>
</dynamic>

<stylesheet>

The <stylesheet> tag can be used within a <static> element to specify CSS to apply when the
QuickApp is rendered to a static HTML target.

Description

The <stylesheet> element can either take a url_ attribute that specifies a link to an external CSS
stylesheet or can include a <code language_="css"> tag that explicitly specifies CSS styles. For more
information, see <code>.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
      <stylesheet url_="[EXTERNAL_CSS_STYLESHEET]"/>
    </static>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
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      <stylesheet>
        <code language_="css">
          [CSS_CODE]
        </code>
      </stylesheet>
    </static>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

url_

Specifies the URL to an external CSS stylesheet to apply when the QuickApp is rendered to a static
HTML target.

Example

The following example demonstrates how a <code> block form can be included within a <stylesheet>
element to specify CSS to style the QuickApp when it is rendered to a static HTML target. In this example,
a text widget is used to display HTML text using the <html> block form. That HTML text will be styled
based on the CSS specified in the <stylesheet> element.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
      <stylesheet>
        <code language_="css"><![CDATA[ 
            h3 {
                font-size:24px;
                color:#F26F21;
            }

            p {
                font-family: verdana;
                font-size: 20px;
            }

            a {
                color:#C8102E;
            }
        ]]>
        </code>
      </stylesheet>
    </static>
  </render>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="text">
      <html>
        <div>
          <h3>1010data
          </h3>
          <br/>
          <p>
            1010data offers the only fully-scalable, self-services 
            insights platform for data management, analysis and 
            application building.
          </p>
          <br/>
          <a target="_blank" href="https://www.1010data.com">
            Click here to learn more
          </a>
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        </div>
      </html>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

<script>

The <script> tag can be used within a <static> element to specify JavaScript code to run when the
QuickApp is rendered to a static HTML target.

Description

The <script> element can either take a url_ attribute that specifies a link to external JavaScript code or
can include a <code language_="js"> tag that explicitly specifies the JavaScript code to run. For more
information, see <code>.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
      <script url_="[EXTERNAL_JAVASCRIPT_SCRIPT]"/>
    </static>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax
<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
      <script>
        <code language_="js">
          [JAVASCRIPT_CODE]
        </code>
      </script>
    </static>
  </render>
</dynamic>

Attributes

url_

Specifies the URL to the JavaScript code to run when the QuickApp is rendered to a static HTML
target.
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Example

The following example demonstrates how JavaScript code can be included in a <code> tag inside a
<script> element. When this QuickApp is rendered to a static HTML target, the JavaScript code runs
and Hello World! is displayed in a popup box in the browser.

<dynamic>
  <render>
    <static>
      <script>
        <code language_="js">
          window.alert("Hello World!");
        </code>
      </script>
    </static>
  </render>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Hello World Example"/>
</dynamic>

<layout>

The <layout> element is a nestable pseudo-operation that can be used to organize <widget> elements
and other <layout> elements.

Description

The <layout> element may contain <widget> elements, <layout> elements, and <block> code
that expands to either <layout> or <widget>. There must be at least one widget within a layout and all
layouts nested within it.

Syntax
<dynamic>
      <layout>
    [WIDGET]
      </layout>
</dynamic>

Attributes

name

Specifies a name to identify the layout within the QuickApp.

For example, you can specify the name of the layout to the include_ attribute of a <widget
class_="button" type_="render" target_="[TARGET]"> to indicate that you want a
particular layout rendered in the specified target. For more information, see type_="render".
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label_

Accepts text that provides a label for a given content area.

As of version 11.06, when the label_ attribute is supplied to a plain <layout> (i.e., one that does
not have a type_ specified), and that layout is scrollable, the label is shown in a static bar across the
top that does not move even if the rest of the layout is scrolled. Prior to version 11.06, the label was
rendered as part of the regular contents of the layout and could be scrolled out of view.

labelheight_

Specifies the amount of space reserved for the label of a plain layout (i.e., one that does not have a
type_ specified).

See the description of label_ above for details.

The default is 25.

type_

The type_ attribute accepts values that specify predefined content layouts.

Valid values are:

tabpanel

Creates a tabbed content area that consists of multiple panels.

Each content panel must be defined by its own <layout> between the opening and closing tags
of the <layout type_="tabpanel">.

A particular content panel can be displayed by clicking its tab or by setting the value of the
dynamic variable associated with the openvalue_ attribute.

sheaf

Creates a content layout that consists of multiple panels. Only one panel can be displayed at a
time.

This layout is essentially identical to type_="tabpanel" but without the tabs.

Each content panel must be defined by its own <layout> between the opening and closing tags
of the <layout type_="sheaf">.

Since there is no built-in control to change the content area displayed in this panel, this layout
type is useful primarily with the openvalue_ attribute.

(Available as of version 10.34)

collapsible

Creates a series of divided content areas that expand to show content or collapse to hide content
based on user interactions.

Unlike the accordion content construct, all panels in a collapsible layout can be closed.

accordion

Creates a series of divided content areas that expand to show content or collapse to hide content
based on user interactions.

Unlike the collapsible content construct, only one panel in an accordion layout can be open
at one time.

splitter

Creates a split layout so multiple content areas can be displayed simultaneously.
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A single <layout type_="splitter"> will generate multiple content areas equal to the
number of <layout> elements nested inside the splitter layout (e.g., three <layout> elements
inside a splitter layout will create three content areas).

Nesting another <layout type_="splitter"> inside a <layout> element already
contained by a splitter layout can be used to further sub-divide a single content pane into
additional sub-content-panes.

Content areas in a splitter can be arranged horizontally or vertically using the
arrange_="v|h" attribute of the <layout> element.

(Available as of prod-9)

flip

Creates a content layout that consists of two panels, only one of which is displayed at a time.

A <layout type_="flip"> must contain exactly two <layout> elements. When rendered,
the panel associated with the first layout is displayed and the other is hidden.

A toggle button is provided, which flips the panels around vertically or horizontally, depending on
the value of the required arrange_ attribute. A particular panel can be displayed by clicking the
toggle button or by setting the value of the dynamic variable associated with the openvalue_
attribute.

If width_ is not specified, the default is 100%.

If height_ is not specified, the default is 100%.

If halign_ is not specified, the default is left.

(Available as of version 12.18)

window

Creates a moveable, resizable window for the contents of the layout.

Note:  This type of layout should only be used in standalone QuickApps, not in integrated
QuickApps that are intended to run within the Insights Platform workspace.

(Available as of version 10.01)

dropzone

Creates an area where draggable widgets can be dropped.

slidebottom

slideright

arrange_

Sets the alignment for the current <layout> relative to the preceding <layout>.

Valid values are:

h

Horizontal alignment

v

Vertical alignment

This attribute is required for <layout type_="flip">.

overflow_

Specifies the behavior when the contents exceeds the bounds of the layout.
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Valid values are:

visible

The overflow is rendered outside of the layout.

auto

Scroll bars are added to the layout if and only if the contents exceeds the bounds of the layout.

hidden

The overflow is not visible.

scroll

The overflow is not visible, but a scroll bar is added to see the rest of the content.

The default is visible.

The overflow_ attribute is only valid when type_ is not specified.

(Available as of version 11.06)

openvalue_

Specify a dynamic variable whose value indicates which panel should be displayed in a <layout>.
This applies to layouts where the type_ attribute is set to flip, accordion, collapsible,
tabpanel.

When the value of the dynamic variable changes, the panel corresponding to the value of the
dynamic variable will be displayed.

For example, setting the value of the dynamic variable associated with the openvalue_ attribute to 2
will open the second tab in a <layout> of type_="tabpanel".

For <layout type_="collapsible">, setting the value of the dynamic variable associated
with the openvalue_ attribute to the empty string ("") closes all the panels. Also, the value of the
dynamic variable can be set to a comma-separated list that contains the indices of the panels to
open. (Available as of version 10.07)

showvalue_

Specify a dynamic variable whose value determines whether the associated layout should be hidden
or displayed.

When the value of this dynamic variable is set to 0, the layout associated with this attribute is hidden;
when the dynamic variable is set to 1, the layout is visible.

width_

Accepts an integer value describing the fixed width of the container.

height_

Accepts an integer value describing the fixed height of the container.

fixpos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the browser window.
Accepts two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for relative
position can be specified.

Note:  This attribute does not work with windowed widgets or layouts.

relpos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the containing layout.
Accepts two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for relative
position can be specified.
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abspos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the main window. Accepts
two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for absolute position
can be specified.

tooltip_

Displays a tooltip when someone moves the mouse over the widget. Accepts text.

tooltipdelay_

An optional delay, in seconds, before the tooltip appears.

tooltipdelay_ takes a non-negative floating point number. (Available as of version 14.12)

background_

Specifies the background color of the container.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

border_

Sets the width of the border of the container.

padding_

Sets the width of the padding of the container.

margin_

Sets the width of the margin of the container.

exclusion_

Specifies whether or not to define an exclusion zone for the container. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When exclusion_="1", windows cannot be moved within the bounds of the container. If a window
is dragged into the exclusion zone, its position will be adjusted so that it is outside the zone. A
windowed widget with windowexcluded_="0" overrides this, allowing that window to be moved into
the exclusion zone.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.44)

halign_

Sets the horizontal alignment of the container.

Accepts one of three values:

• left
• right
• center

Attributes when type_="splitter"

The following attributes may be applied to the sub-layouts within a <layout type_="splitter">.

heightvalue_

The height of the splitter sub-layout is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the
heightvalue_ attribute. The value is automatically updated whenever the height of the sub-layout
changes.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).
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widthvalue_

The width of the splitter sub-layout is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the
widthvalue_ attribute. The value is automatically updated whenever the width of the sub-layout
changes.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

flexible_

Specifies whether or not a splitter sub-layout is resizable. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If a sub-layout specifies flexible_="0", the resize handle between it and its adjacent sub-layout is
not available.

The default is 1.

collapsible_

Specifies whether or not a splitter sub-layout can be collapsed. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If a sub-layout specifies collapsible_="0", the expand/collapse icons between it and its adjacent
sub-layout are not available.

The default is 1.

Attributes when type_="window"

initopen_

Determines whether to show or hide the window initially. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

modal_

Determines whether or not to force the user to interact with the window before returning to the
QuickApp in which it is contained. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

center_

Determines whether or not the window is centered within the frame containing the QuickApp. Accepts
a 1 or 0.

As of version 11.07, the default is 1 when modal_="1"; otherwise, the default is 0.

When modal_="0", the default is 0.

titlebar_

Determines whether or not to display the window with a title bar. Accepts a 1 or 0.

Eliminating the title bar may be desirable when creating modal dialogs with modal_="1".

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 11.07)

minimizable_

Determines whether or not to display a Minimize icon in the upper-right corner of the window that
minimizes the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01)
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maximizable_

Determines whether or not to display a Maximize icon in the upper-right corner of the window that
maximizes the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01)

closable_

Determines whether or not to display a Close icon in the upper-right corner of the window that closes
the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

windowresizable_

Determines whether or not the window can be resized. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01.)

managed_

Determines whether or not the window manager should handle the window when it is in its minimized
state. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.10)

pinned_

Determines whether the window remains stationary when the page content is scrolled. Accepts a 1 or
0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.12.)

pinnable_

Determines whether or not to display a Pin icon in the upper-right corner of the window that pins the
window in a stationary position when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.12)

maxwidth_

Specifies the maximum width of the window.

minwidth_

Specifies the minimum width of the window.

maxheight_

Specifies the maximum height of the window.

minheight_

Specifies the minimum height of the window.

Attributes when type_="collapsible"

maxopen_
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Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of panels that can be opened.

(Available as of version 10.07)

Example: arrange_="v"

In this example, we use the <layout> tag to present two dropdown widgets in a vertical arrangement:

<dynamic selection="" aggregate_by="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.doc.retail.product" 
     inputwidth_="250" value_="@selection" 
     label_="Department:" labelwidth_="75">
      <tabu breaks="deptdesc">
        <break col="deptdesc" sort="up"/>
        <tcol source="dept" name="dept" fun="first"/>
      </tabu>
      <colord cols="dept,deptdesc"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@aggregate_by" 
     label_="Aggregate by:" labelwidth_="75" inputwidth_="250">
      <table>groupdesc_prod,Group;brand_prod,Brand
      </table>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

This results in the following:

Example: type_="tabpanel"

This example demonstrates how to nest <layout> elements to create content separators. The example
shows a tabpanel; however, the same syntax also applies to accordion and collapsible content
areas. Note that the top-level <layout> tag contains the tabpanel type, as follows: <layout
type_="tabpanel">. However, there are additional <layout> tags nested within the highest level
<layout>. Each of these nested <layout> elements produces the actual content pane and contains the
content.

<dynamic selection="1">
  <layout type_="tabpanel" width_="700" height_="500">
    <layout label_="Selection">
      <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
       value_="@selection">
        <willbe name="storeselect" value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
        <sel value="storeselect=1"/>
        <colord cols="store"/>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <layout label_="Results" name="sample">
      <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item">
        <sel value="store={@selection}"/>
      </widget>
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    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The example above produces the following tabpanel layout:

Example: type_="splitter"

The following code demonstrates how to use <layout type_="splitter">:

<dynamic>
  <layout width_="700" height_="500" arrange_="h" type_="splitter">
    <layout width_="33%">
      <widget class_="text" text_="First panel"/>
    </layout>
    <layout width_="33%">
      <widget class_="text" text_="Second panel"/>
    </layout>
    <layout width_="34%">
      <widget class_="text" text_="Third panel"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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<widget>

<widget> is used to define all visual components of a QuickApp, including drop-downs, text boxes,
tables, and calendars. The form a widget takes is controlled by the class_ attribute.

Description

The <widget> element is the basic building block for all QuickApps. Simply stated, a widget is a visual
component within a browser that allows a user to interact with data, launch a query, or perform any number
of other tasks in 1010data. We refer to <widget> as "polymorphous" because it can take many forms
depending on how it is implemented. Common things a widget can represent are everyday web interface
items such as drop-down lists, checkboxes, date selection calendars, general text boxes, and tables.

Regardless of what form the widget takes at any given time, what's important to remember is that it is
intended to interact with 1010data. Most widgets require at least one input value or variable, and produce
an output based on the query contained by the <widget>. In fact, most of the time, a <widget> is either
a direct manifestation of a 1010data query, or a control mechanism for launching one.

For example, one may create a <widget> that acts as a drop-down menu for a selection in a report. In
actuality, the <widget> is a query run against a 1010data table, and the values in the query results can
be used to populate the values available in the drop-down. When a value is selected in the drop-down, the
<widget> then passes the value to another <widget> or another query, which uses the new value.

There are two kinds of queries that can be contained inside a <widget>. Any normal 1010data query can
be contained within a <widget>. In this instance, the query will execute when the <widget> is rendered.

A <widget> may also contain a <block> statement. In this instance, the <block> must expand to a
normal 1010data query.
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Certain <widget> types completely ignore any contents contained within them. These widgets are for
creating specific kinds of web interface objects, such as a hyperlink or a checkbox. In cases where the
<widget> does not require any contents, the <widget> element can be self-closing (e.g., <widget/>).

This reference topic is sufficiently large that each value available for the class_ attribute will have its own
article. For understanding the overall structure of <widget>, you may use this article. For specific use-
cases of each class_=[value], see the appropriate sub-article contained under this general topic.

Note:  A <widget> must be contained within a <dynamic> element.

Syntax

<widget class_="[CLASS_VALUE]" base_="[BASE_TABLE]" 
  insert_="[NAME_OF_BLOCK]">
</widget> 

Global attributes

The following attributes and values are available for all <widget> entities, regardless of the value of the
class_ attribute. The following attributes and values are all interpreted by the <dynamic> tag.

name

The name of the widget.

class_

Tells the rendering target how to display and interact with a <widget>. See sub-articles of this
<widget> article for more detailed information on available values for class_.

If the class_ attribute is not specified, the default is grid.

base_

The base table to which the query contained within the <widget> will be applied.

insert_

The name of the <block> which contains a query. This query will produce values that are useful to
the <widget>.

update_

Indicates when a <widget> refreshes its view to reflect changes in values within the <widget>. This
setting is local to the <widget> and overrides the mode_ attribute of the <dynamic> tag containing
the <widget>.

Valid Values for update_

auto

Update the view of the <widget> whenever a value contained by the <widget> is changed.

manual

The <widget> will wait for a specific instruction from the user (i.e., the author of the QuickApp)
to update its view.

holdfor_

Acceptable values are a @list, @of, @vars. If any of the variables specified in holdfor_ are
changed, it will cause the <widget> to wait for a manual instruction before updating its view.

require_

Accepts a boolean value or expression. If the expression evaluates to false, the <widget> will wait
for a manual instruction before updating its view.
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Note:  require_ only controls whether the MDB query resulting from the expansion of the
widget is executed or not. It does not prevent the widget from being expanded.

refreshon_

Accepts a boolean value or expression. If the expression evaluates to true the <widget> will
always update, whether it appears to have changed or not.

errmsg_

Accepts a text string that will be relayed to the end-user if the query associated with the <widget>
generates an error. This attribute also accepts @original_error, which will relay the system-
generated error message to the end-user.

invmsg_

Accepts text to provide a message to the end-user in case the <widget> is invalidated (i.e., the
<widget> is waiting for a manual update).

invmode_

Tells a rendering target what action to take when rendering an invalidated <widget>. <dynamic> is
indifferent to this attribute.

Valid values for invmode_:

hide

Tells the rendering target to hide the <widget> until it is no longer invalidated.

none

Tells the rendering target to take no action when it encounters an invalidated <widget>.

block

Prevents any interaction with the <widget> by the end-user, and displays the error message
specified in the invmsg_ attribute.

Note:  It is not recommended using invmode_="hide" with visible_="0", because they
will compete to control the visibility of the widget.

Display-control attributes

The following attributes are designated for controlling the style and appearance of the containers for all
<widget> classes.

Note:  For the following attributes, the values provided apply to all sides of the <widget>. If you
are familiar with CSS, you may wonder how to add left padding or right padding, or increase the top
or bottom margin. In QuickApps, all values provided to these display-control attributes apply to all
top, bottom, left, and right sides.

width_

Accepts an integer value describing the fixed width of the container.

height_

Accepts an integer value describing the fixed height of the container.

fixpos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the browser window.
Accepts two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for relative
position can be specified.

Note:  This attribute does not work with windowed widgets or layouts.
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relpos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the containing layout.
Accepts two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for relative
position can be specified.

abspos_

Fixes the position of the upper left corner of the widget container relative to the main window. Accepts
two values, X, Y where the default value is px. However, any CSS unit valid for absolute position
can be specified.

tooltip_

Displays a tooltip when someone moves the mouse over the widget. Accepts text.

tooltipdelay_

An optional delay, in seconds, before the tooltip appears.

tooltipdelay_ takes a non-negative floating point number. (Available as of version 14.12)

background_

Specifies the background color of the container.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

border_

Sets the width of the border of the container.

padding_

Sets the width of the padding of the container.

margin_

Sets the width of the margin of the container.

exclusion_

Specifies whether or not to define an exclusion zone for the container. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When exclusion_="1", windows cannot be moved within the bounds of the container. If a window
is dragged into the exclusion zone, its position will be adjusted so that it is outside the zone. A
windowed widget with windowexcluded_="0" overrides this, allowing that window to be moved into
the exclusion zone.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.44)

halign_

Sets the horizontal alignment of the container.

Accepts one of three values:

• left
• right
• center

visible_

Specifies whether or not to display the widget. Accepts a 1 or 0.

visible_ can be applied to any given widget whether or not the widget is invalidated.

The default is 1.
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Note:  It is not recommended using visible_="0" with invmode_="hide", because they
will compete to control the visibility of the widget.

flip_

Specifies whether or not to invert the widget across its y-axis. Accepts a 1 or 0.

rotate_

Specifies the number of degrees to rotate a widget. Accepts a positive or negative integer.

disabled_

Specifies whether or not the widget is disabled. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When disabled_="1", the widget appears dimmed and is unavailable.

The default is 0.

windowed_

Determines whether or not to display the widget in a separate window. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.01)

The following attributes only apply to widgets that have windowed_="1":

windowlabel_

Specifies a label that appears in the title bar of the window. Accepts text.

The default is the name of the widget (i.e., the value of the name attribute).

(Available as of version 10.01)

stripwindow_

Determines whether or not to hide the window's title bar. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When stripwindow_="1", the title bar is hidden until the user points to the window.

When stripwindow_="0", the title bar is always displayed.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.15)

wintitlebar_

Specifies whether or not the window is created with a title bar and other structural elements of a
window, such as a window frame or window controls. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

Note:  A window created with wintitlebar_="0" cannot be manually moved or resized.

(Available as of version 12.02)

renamable_

Specifies whether the title of the window can be changed. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When renamable_="1", a Settings icon appears in the title bar. The title of the window can be
changed by clicking on the Settings icon and entering a new title for the window. When the window
is renamed, the value of the windowlabel_ attribute for the widget is reset in the <dynamic>. The
new title is displayed in the title bar and appears in the dock when the window is minimized.

When renamable_="0", the window cannot be renamed.

The default is 0.
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(Available as of version 10.42)

minimizable_

Determines whether or not to display a Minimize icon in the upper-right corner of the window that
minimizes the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01)

maximizable_

Determines whether or not to display a Maximize icon in the upper-right corner of the window that
maximizes the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01)

removable_

Determines whether or not to display a Close icon in the upper-right corner of the window that closes
the window when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

Note:  Prior to version 12.04, the default version of this attribute was 0.

(Available as of version 10.01)

windowresizable_

Determines whether or not the window can be resized. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.01)

windowexcluded_

Specifies whether or not the window is prohibited from the exclusion zones of other widgets or
layouts. Accepts a 1 or 0.

A widget or layout can define an exclusion zone via the exclusion_ attribute. A windowed widget
with windowexcluded_="0" overrides this and allows that window to be moved into the exclusion
zones of other widgets or layouts.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.44)

windowwidth_

Specifies the width of the window in which the widget is contained. Accepts an integer value.

Note:  The width of the widget is specified using the width_ attribute.

If windowwidth_ is not specified, the width_ attribute is used to determine the initial width of the
window as well as the enclosed widget.

(Available as of version 10.19)

windowheight_

Specifies the height of the window in which the widget is contained. Accepts an integer value.

Note:  The height of the widget is specified using the height_ attribute.

If windowheight_ is not specified, the height_ attribute is used to determine the initial height of
the window as well as the enclosed widget.
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(Available as of version 10.19)

managed_

Determines whether or not the window manager should handle this widget when it is in its minimized
state. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.00)

pinned_

Determines whether the window remains stationary when the page content is scrolled. Accepts a 1 or
0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.12)

pinnable_

Determines whether or not to display a Pin icon in the upper-right corner of the window that pins the
window in a stationary position when clicked. Accepts a 1 or 0.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.12)

initzindex_

Specifies where the window is stacked when it is first rendered. Accepts an integer value.

This works the same way as the CSS z-index property. Windows that have a higher value for
initzindex_ are rendered in front of windows with lower values.

(Available as of version 11.09)

Example

This simple example shows how to create a <widget> that is a button which displays a dialog stating that
my_button works when it is pressed.

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="dummy" name="my_button" text_="Press me!"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Dropdown widget

This basic example shows how to create a <widget>, designate it as a drop-down list, and populate the
drop-down list with values. In this example, the drop-down list will be populated with store numbers from a
very small store master table.

<dynamic store_sel="1">
    <widget base_="pub.doc.retail.store" class_="dropdown" 
     label_="Store Selection:" name="store" value_="@store_sel">
        <colord cols="store"/>
        <sort col="store" dir="up"/>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The above example first creates a <dynamic> environment with the line:

<dynamic store_sel="1">
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In this case, the segment store_sel="1" creates a variable and a value that we will use as the drop-
down's default value in the query. The type of web object the <widget> will become is designated in the
line: class_="dropdown". The query to populate the drop-down with values is a mere two lines of code:

<colord cols="store"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

This line simply tells the drop-down to use all the values in the store column and sort them in ascending
order. Finally, the <widget> and <dynamic> elements are closed.

The result is the following web object:

class_="alert"

The alert widget displays a message to the user when an event triggers an alert. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic var="" response="">
    <widget class_="alert" mode_="modal|notification" 
            type_="warning|success|error|yes|no|1|0"
            position_="left|right|center"
            text_="[ALERT_MESSAGE]" 
            confirmtext_="[CONFIRM_TEXT]"
            canceltext_="[CANCEL_TEXT]"
            textcolor_="[TEXT_COLOR]"
            color="[BACKGROUND_COLOR]"
            duration_="[DURATION]" 
            opacity="[OPACITY]"
            value_="@var" responsevalue_="@response"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

canceltext_

When mode_="modal", this specifies the text for the cancel button.

If this attribute is not specified, the button is labeled with the text Cancel.

color_

Specifies the background color of the alert dialog.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

(Available as of version 10.09)

confirmtext_

When mode_="modal", this specifies the text for the confirm button.

If this attribute is not specified, the button is labeled with the text OK.

duration_

When mode_="notification", this specifies the number of seconds to wait before dismissing the
alert. Accepts a decimal value between 0 and 1000.

mode_

Specifies the type of alert.

Valid values are:
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modal

A modal dialog is displayed, which forces the user to interact with it in order to continue. The
value_ and responsevalue_ attributes determine the buttons that are displayed on the dialog.

notification

A pop-up notification containing the alert message is displayed. The pop-up is dismissed either
after a certain duration has elapsed or when the user clicks on the message.

The default is modal.

opacity_

When mode_="modal", this specifies the opacity of the modal overlay. Accepts a decimal value
between 0 and 1.

A higher value results in greater opacity of the modal overlay. When opacity_="0", the modal
overlay is completely transparent. When opacity_="1", the modal overlay is completely opaque.

The default is 0.25.

position_

When mode_="notification", this specifies the position of the alert.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• center

The default is center.

responsevalue_

When mode_="modal", the user's response during the interaction with the dialog is saved in the
dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

If the user clicks the confirm button, the dynamic variable associated with this attribute is set to 1. If
the user clicks the cancel button, it is set to 0.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

text_

Specifies the message that is displayed when the alert is triggered.

To include newlines in the alert text, the value of the text_ attribute must be enclosed as a single-
quoted string in curly braces so that the newline character \n will be evaluated correctly. For
instance, <widget class_="alert" text_="{'this\nthat'}" would render the alert
message with a newline between this and that.

textcolor_

Specifies the color of the message text.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

(Available as of version 10.09)

type_

Specifies the type of icon displayed with the message.

Valid values are:

warning
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yes

1

An exclamation point icon is displayed with the message.

success

An check mark icon is displayed with the message.

error

An X icon is displayed with the message.

no

0

No icon is displayed.

The default value is warning.

value_

When the value of the dynamic variable associated with this attribute is set to 1, the alert is triggered.
This attribute is required.

When the dialog is dismissed, the value of the dynamic variable is set to 0.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

Example

The following example demonstrates how a modal alert widget is triggered when the dynamic variable
var is set to 1. The value of var is set when the Trigger button is clicked.

<dynamic var="0" response="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="button" type_="set" text_="Trigger"
     value_="@var" newvalue_="1"/>
    <widget class_="alert" mode_="modal"
     text_="Hey you millionaires, get out of that garbage!"
     value_="@var" responsevalue_="@response"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="var: {@var}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="response: {@response}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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class_="bokehchart"

<widget class_="bokehchart"> allows you to create data visualizations. (Available as of version
13.30)

Description

The bokehchart widget allows you to select from a number of chart types, including scatter, bar, line, pie,
and histogram, to present your data in graphical form.

The bokehchart widget employs server-side charting similar to the graphics widget, with added
interactive features such as zoom, pan, and tooltips. With the scatter chart (type_="scatter"), it is
possible to plot large data sets; however, you will not be able to view tooltips. You can zoom in on the data
to perform adaptive resampling without loss of detail.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="bokehchart" 
    type_="scatter|line|bar|pie|histogram"
    title_="[CHART_TITLE]"
    height_="[HEIGHT]"
    width_="[WIDTH]"
    x1_="[X_AXIS_COLUMN]"
    y1_="[Y_AXIS_COLUMN]"
    xlabel1_="[X_AXIS_LABEL]"
    ylabel1_="[Y_AXIS_LABEL]" 
    colabel_="[COLUMN_NAME]"   
    </widget>
</dynamic>

Later developments to the bokehchart widget will include support for <graphspec> for more finely-grained
control over the appearance of the bokeh charts.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="bokehchart".

type_

Type of chart in which to display the data

Valid values are:
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scatter

Produces a chart in which each value is plotted as a separate data point

line

Produces a chart consisting of a line of interconnected points for each column of numeric data

bar

Produces a chart with bars whose lengths represent the values in the data

pie

Produces a chart that displays each value in the given data set as a section of a circular pie,
representing its percentage of the whole

histogram

Produces a chart that displays the frequency distribution of numerical data as bars

Note:  Other chart types may be added in the future.

title_

The title for the bokeh chart

The default value is the title of the table.

height_

The height of the bokeh chart

width_

The width of the bokeh chart

x1_

The column to be used for the horizontal axis

y1_

The column(s) to be used for the vertical axis

xlabel1_

The label for the horizontal axis

You can set the value of this attribute to "" for no label on the horizontal axis.

If this attribute is omitted, the default label is x1_.

ylabel1_

The label for the vertical axis

You can set the value of this attribute to "" for no label on the vertical axis.

If this attribute is omitted, the default label is y1_.

yscale_

Whether you want to display values on a linear or logarithmic scale

At the present time, yscale_ applies only to type_="line".

Possible values are linear and log.

colabel_

The column to be added to tooltips labels

At the present time, colabel_ is available in line and scatter charts only.
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The default value is to show tooltips for the x1_ and y1_ columns only.

You will not be able to view tooltips for large data sets (over 50,000 rows). Available as of version
15.07

Example: Scatter chart with sales totals per store

In the following example, a scatter chart plots the sales totals per store from the table
pub.doc.retail.salesdetail. The horizontal axis, x1_, is the store column, and the vertical axis,
y1_, is the tabulation column t0. The tabulation column t1 is added as a tooltip with the colabel_
attribute. <tabu> is used to tabulate the sum of sales by store. The column t0 represents the sum of the
xsales column per store and the column t1 represents the number of transid per store.

<dynamic> 
 <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="scatter" 
   title_="Total Sales per Store" 
   height_="400" width_="509" 
   x1_="store" y1_="t0" xlabel1_="Store" 
   ylabel1_="Extended Sales" colabel_="t1">
  <base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
  <tabu breaks="store">
   <tcol source="xsales" fun="sum" label="Extended Sales"/>
   <tcol source="transid" fun="cnt" label="Number of Sales"/>
  </tabu>
 <sort cols="store"/>
 </widget>
</dynamic>

In the resulting table, note that the tooltip displays the values of x1_, y1_, and colabel_.

Example: Histogram with number of stores per state

The following simple histogram shows the number of stores per state in pub.doc.retail.store:

<dynamic>
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 <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="histogram" 
    title_= "Number of Stores Per State" 
    height_="400" width_="509" x1_="state" xlabel1_="State">
   <base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
   <sort col="state"/>
 </widget>
</dynamic>

type_="geograph"

Using <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph"> produces state and county polygons
for the continental U.S. and Mexico. (Available as of version 17.00)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="bokehchart" 
    type_="geograph"
    title_="[CHART_TITLE]"
    height_="[HEIGHT]"
    width_="[WIDTH]"
    x1_="[STATES_OR_COUNTIES_COLUMN]"
    y1_="[Y_AXIS_COLUMN]"
    xlabel1_="[X_AXIS_LABEL]"
    ylabel1_="[Y_AXIS_LABEL]" 
    colabel_="[COLUMN_NAME]"
    country_="USA"|"MX"   
    layer_="states"|"counties"
    color_="[COLOR_COLUMN]"|"[HTML_COLOR]"|"[HTML_COLOR_LIST]"
    opacity_="[OPACITY_COLUMN]"
    statecol_="[COUNTY_STATE_COLUMN]"
    allpolys_="1|0"
</widget>
</dynamic>

Later developments to the bokehchart widget will include support for <graphspec> for more finely-grained
control over the appearance of the bokeh charts.
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Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph".

type_="geograph"

U.S. state polygons (the current version is Continental U.S. only) and Mexico state polygons.

title_

The title for the bokeh chart

The default value is the title of the table.

height_

The height of the bokeh chart

width_

The width of the bokeh chart

x1_

The states or counties column of the table

y1_

The column(s) to be used for the y axis

xlabel1_

The label for the x1 column

If this attribute is omitted, the default label is x1_.

ylabel1_

The label for the y axis

You can set the value of this attribute to "" for no label on the vertical axis.

If this attribute is omitted, the default label is y1_.

colabel_

The column to be added to tooltips labels

The default value is to show tooltips for the x1_ and y1_ columns only.

country_

Valid countries are "USA" and "MEX". "USA" is the default value.

layer_

states

U.S. or Mexico state polygons. Valid state name or fips codes are expected. Valid entries
include: Illinois, texas, CA, fl, 18. This is the default value.

counties

U.S. county polygons. Valid county names or county FIPS codes are expected. Valid entries
include: "Wood, OH", 39173, and "OH-Wood".

color_

Specifies the color column, single color, or list of colors used to create the color palette.

Valid value types include: "yellow", "#FFFF00", "rgb(255,255,0)", "white;black",
"col1;col2;...;coln"
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opacity_

Specifies the opacity of the colors in the geograph. This should be a column with numeric values in
the 0<=opacity<=1 range. If a number is outside this range, the color will be "#D3D3D3" (light gray).

statecol_

If layer_="counties", the counties are computed as "[statecol_]-[x1_]". For example, if
x1_ is "Wood", the county would be computed as "OH-Wood".

allpolys_

Whether to return all polygons for states or counties. For states, 1 is the default value. For counties, 0
is the default value.

Note:  If you set allpolys_ to 1 for counties, it will slow down the rendering of your chart, as
there are normally more counties than states.

Example: Geograph for U.S. state data

In the following example, the geograph shows data for selected states in the continental U.S. The
country_ and layer_ attributes are unnecessary because USA and states are the default values. You
can hover over a state in the map to view the tooltip displaying x1_ (state) and y1_ (val) data.

<dynamic>
<widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph"
  title_="USA States" height_="400"
  width_="600" x1_="state" y1_="val">
      <table cols="state, val">
             Arkansas,     -47; California,    22;
  Florida,       99; Indiana,       -1;
  Iowa,         -22; Louisiana,     40;
  Maryland,     -61; Minnesota,     64;
  Missouri,      -5; Nebraska,       6;
  NewHampshire, -64; NewMexico,    -77;
  NewYork,      -89; NorthDakota,   97;
  SouthCarolina,  9; SouthDakota,  -24;
  Tennessee,     79; WestVirginia, -18;
  Wisconsin,     70; Wyoming,      -45;
             TX,            42; New Jersey,    20
      </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Without specifying the color_ attribute, the resulting geograph displays colors from the 1010data color
palette. The cursor is hovering over California, displaying its value.
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Example: Using the states sample table

In the following example, we use the system table pub.doc.samples.geograph.states for the U.S.
geograph data.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" title_="USA States Population"
   height_="400" width_="600" x1_="names" y1_="population" colabel_="area" 
   layer_="states" >
<base table="pub.doc.samples.geograph.states"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Again, the resulting geograph displays colors from the 1010data color palette, since the color_ attribute
is not specified. The tooltip displays the data in the x1_ (names), y1_ (population), and colabel_
(area) columns.
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Example: Geograph for Mexico state data

In the following example, the geograph shows data for selected states in Mexico. You can hover over a
state in the map to view the state name and the corresponding data.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" title_="Mexico States" 
   height_="400" width_="600" x1_="state" y1_="val" country_="MEX">
    <table cols="state, val">
  BajaCalifornia,     -47; Baja California Sur,    22;
  Campeche,            99; Aguascalientes,         -1;
  Chiapas,            -22; Chihuahua,              40;
  Coahuila,           -61; Colima,                 64;
  DistritoFederal,     -5; Durango,                 6;
  Guanajuato,         -64; Guerrero,              -77;
  Hidalgo,            -89; JA,                     97;
  Mexico,               9; Michoacan,             -24;
  Morelos,             79; Nayarit,               -18;
  NuevoLeon,           70; Oaxaca,                -45;
             Puebla,              42; QuintanaRoo,            20
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The resulting geograph looks like the following (the cursor is hovering over Chihuahua):

Example: New York and New Jersey counties by FIPS code

In the following example, the geograph shows data for selected counties in New York and New Jersey.
You can hover over a county in the map to view the county name and the corresponding data.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" 
  title_="New York and New Jersey Counties" 
  height_="400" width_="600" x1_="county" y1_="val" layer_="counties">
    <table cols="county, val">
  34001,     -47; 34003,    22;
  34005,      99; 34007,    -1;
  34009,     -22; 34011,    40;
  36001,     -61; 36003,    64;
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  36005,      -5; 36007,     6;
  36009,     -64; 36011,   -77;
  36013,     -89; 36015,    97;
  36041,       9; 36043,   -24;
  36045,      79; 36047,   -18;
  36049,      70; 36051,   -45;
             36053,      42; 36097,    20
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The resulting geograph looks like the following. Note that not all counties are drawn, because allpolys_
is omitted and is set to the default value for counties (0). The cursor is hovering over Jefferson County in
New York:

Example: Computed county labels

In the following example, statecol_="state" computes the label for the county as "[statecol_]-
[x1_]".

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" 
   title_="New York and New Jersey Counties"
   height_="400" width_="600" layer_="counties" x1_="name" 
   y1_="val" statecol_="state">
    <table cols="name, val, state">
  Atlantic,     -47, NJ; Bergen,     22, NJ;
  Burlington,    99, NJ; Camden,     -1, NJ;
  Cape May,     -22, NJ; Cumberland, 40, NJ;
  Albany,       -61, NY; Allegany,   64, NY;
  Bronx,         -5, NY; Broome,      6, NY;
  Cattaraugus,  -64, NY; Cayuga,    -77, NY;
  Chautauqua,   -89, NY; Chemung,    97, NY;
  Clinton,        9, NY; Hamilton,  -24, NY
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Note that in the resulting geograph, NY-Chautauqua is computed from [state]-[name] in the table.
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Example: A U.S. map with county data

You can highlight county data in a map of the entire continental U.S., as follows.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" title_="USA Counties" 
   height_="400" width_="600" x1_="county" y1_="value" colabel_="cbsa_type" 
   statecol_="state_code" color_="red;blue" layer_="counties">
  <base table="pub.geo.fips_cbsa_changes"/>
  <willbe name="value" value="draw(4892;0)"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Since the table pub.geo.fips_cbsa_changes table includes counties from all over the U.S., the
resulting geograph renders a map of the entire continental U.S. with the included counties highlighted.

Example: A geograph with a single color

You can identify the states included in your analysis by assigning them a single color, as follows.
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<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" title_="USA States" 
   height_="400" width_="600" x1_="state" y1_="val" color_="blue">
      <table cols="state,val"> 
              Arkansas,     -47; California, 22;
              Florida,       99; Indiana, -1;
              Iowa,         -22; Louisiana, 40;
              Maryland,     -61; Minnesota, 64;
              Missouri,      -5; Nebraska, 6;
              NewHampshire, -64; NewMexico, -77;
              NewYork, -     89; NorthDakota, 97;  
              SouthCarolina,  9; SouthDakota, -24;
              Tennessee,     79; WestVirginia, -18;  
              Wisconsin,     70; Wyoming, -45;
              TX,            42; New Jersey, 20
    </table>
 </widget>
</dynamic>

The resulting geograph looks like the following, with all included states highlighted in blue:

Example: A geograph with a color palette and opacity

You can also assign multiple colors to a geograph with a color list. In the following code, the color palette
is orange, yellow, and blue. The table contains a third column containing the opacity of the color for each
state.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" title_="USA States" 
   height_="400" width_="600" x1_="state" y1_="val" 
   color_="orange;yellow;blue" opacity_="opacity" colabel_="opacity">
    <table cols="state, val, opacity">
  Arkansas,     -47, 0.01; California,    22, 0.90;
  Florida,       99, 0.05; Indiana,       -1, 0.83;
  Iowa,         -22, 0.15; Louisiana,     40, 0.15;
  Maryland,     -61, 0.21; Minnesota,     64, 0.21;
  Missouri,      -5, 0.13; Nebraska,       6, 0.67;
  NewHampshire, -64, 0.50; NewMexico,    -77, 0.85;
  NewYork,      -89, 0.13; NorthDakota,   97, 0.72;
  SouthCarolina,  9, 0.80; SouthDakota,  -24, 0.45;
  Tennessee,     79, 0.34; WestVirginia, -18, 0.29;
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  Wisconsin,     70, 0.60; Wyoming,      -45, 0.49;
             TX,            42, 0.03; New Jersey,    20, 0.23
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The resulting geograph looks like the following:

Example: A geograph with a color column

Instead of a general color palette for your geograph, you can assign a color for each polygon within the
table. Colors can use hexidecimal, rgb, or name format.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="bokehchart" type_="geograph" 
   title_="New York and New Jersey Counties" height_="400" 
   width_="600" x1_="county" y1_="val" layer_="counties" color_="color" 
   colabel_="color" allpolys_="1">
    <table cols="county, val, color">
      NJ-Atlantic,     -47,   green;   NJ-Bergen,     22, #F27B31;
 NJ-Burlington,    99,    pink;   NJ-Camden,     -1, silver;
 NJ-Cape May,     -22,  orange;   NJ-Cumberland, 40, steelblue;
 NY-Albany,       -61, #FFFF00;   NY-Allegany,   64, thistle;
 NY-Bronx,         -5, #51A2B0;   NY-Broome,      6, tomato;
 NY-Cattaraugus,  -64, lightgray; NY-Cayuga,    -77, wheat;
 NY-Chautauqua,   -89, #DC213A;   NY-Chemung,    97, sandybrown;
 NY-Clinton,        9, #F27B31;   NY-Hamilton,  -24, moccasin
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The resulting geograph looks like the following. Note that in this example, allpolys_="1", so all county
polygons are rendered.
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class_="browser"

Using <widget class_="browser"> creates a file-browser that enables the end-user of the QuickApp
to select 1010data objects such as tables, folders, and queries.

Description

The browser widget creates a 1010data folder and table browser that provides the functionality of
selecting specific 1010data folder, table, and query objects. Providing a valid 1010data query to the
browser widget limits the selectable objects to the query results, so long as the query results are valid
1010data objects. See the second example for a demonstration.

Syntax

<dynamic browservar="">
    <widget class_="browser" value_="@browservar">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

accept_

Accepts a comma-separated list of types of 1010data objects that will be selectable in the browser
widget.

Valid values are:

• table
• folder
• query

beginwithopen_

Specifies the initial state of the browser widget.

Accepts the values 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).
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When beginwithopen_ is set to 1, the initial state of the browser widget is open. The browser
widget displays the folders and tables at the path specified by the path_ attribute.

If this attribute is set to 0, the initial state of the browser widget is closed. Only the input field
associated with the browser widget is displayed.

The default is 0.

changeview_

Accepts a 0 to disable the ability for users interacting with the widget to change between Grid and
Tree views of the browser. Accepts 1 to allow the behavior. Default is 1.

(Available as of prod-9)

closewhenselect_

Specifies whether or not the browser widget closes after a selection has been made.

Accepts the values 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When closewhenselect_ is set to 1, the browser widget closes after a selection is made. If this
attribute is set to 0, the browser widget remains open after a selection is made.

The default is 1.

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the input field.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

descdelay_

Specifies the number of seconds to wait before displaying the description when the mouse points to
an item in the browser widget.

The default is 0.5.

(Available as of version 10.03)

descheight_

Accepts an integer that specifies the maximum height of the pop-up window that displays the
description when the mouse points to an item in the browser widget.

The default is 300.

descicon_

Specifies whether or not to display an information icon for an item when the mouse points to it in the
browser widget.

When descicon_ is set to 1, the Info icon ( ) is displayed in the browser widget when the mouse
points to an item. When the mouse points to the icon, the description (as specified by the showdesc_
attribute) is displayed in a pop-up window.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.03)

descpos_

Specifies the position of the pop-up window that displays the description when the mouse points to an
item in the browser widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
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• top
• bottom

The default is left.

descwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the maximum width of the pop-up window that displays the
description when the mouse points to an item in the browser widget.

The default is 300.

dropcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the drop-down menu.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

dropheight_

Accepts an integer that specifies the height of the drop-down menu associated with the browser
widget.

The default is 355.

dropwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the drop-down menu associated with the browser
widget.

The default is 455.

emptytext_

Accepts a string that specifies placeholder text which appears in the input field before an object has
been selected.

If this attribute is not specified, the input field is blank.

(Available as of version 12.16)

filter_

Accepts a comma-separated list of types of 1010data objects that will be displayed in the browser
widget.

Valid values are:

• table
• folder
• query

hidefilter_

Accepts a 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of these values) that specifies whether or not
to hide objects whose type is not included in the filter_ attribute.

When hidefilter_ is set to 1, objects whose type is not specified by the filter_ attribute are not
displayed in the browser widget. When hidefilter_ is set to 0, those objects are displayed in the
browser widget but are unavailable.

The default is 1.

infovalue_

When an object is selected in the browser, metadata about the selected item is stored as a package
in the variable specified by the infovalue_ attribute. The package will contain such information as
the object's ID, path, type, title, short description.
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The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

inputwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the input field.

keepopen_

Specifies whether or not the browser widget stays open when it loses focus.

Accepts the values 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When keepopen_ is set to 1, the browser widget remains open even when it loses focus. If this
attribute is set to 0, the browser widget closes when it loses focus.

The default is 0.

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

labelstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the label for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

limitsearch_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to limit search results to the types
specified in the accept_ attribute.

The default is 0.

path_

Accepts a 1010data file path that specifies the starting point for the browser widget.

popup_

Accepts a 0 to disable the browser widget popping up when the field is clicked and a 1 to allow for
pop-up behavior. Default is 1.

(Available as of prod-9)
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searchmatch_

Accepts a comma-separated string that specifies whether to include table paths, table titles, or both
when searching for matches to the text entered in the Search input field of the browser widget.

Valid values are one or both of the following:

path

Table paths are matched against the search string.

title

Table titles are matched against the search string.

The default is path,title.

show_

Valid values are:

title

Show the title of the select object

path

Show the path of the select object

showdesc_

Specifies whether to show a short description, long description, full path name, or nothing when the

mouse points to Info ( ) in the browser widget (tooltip).

Note:  descicon_ must be set to 1 in order to display a tooltip in showdesc_.

When showdesc_ is set to 1 or short, the short description of the object is displayed in a pop-up
window when the mouse points to the Info icon in the browser widget.

When showdesc_ is set to long, the long description of the object is displayed in a pop-up window
when the mouse points to the Info icon in the browser widget.

When showdesc_ is set to path, the underlying name and path of the object is displayed in a pop-
up window when the mouse points to the Info icon in the browser widget, making it possible to
differentiate between items with identical titles. (Available as of version 14.04)

When showdesc_ is set to 0, no description is displayed.

The default is 0.

showpermissions_

Specifies whether or not to display an icon next to each item in the browser widget indicating that the
user owns the item or has permission to modify it. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When showpermissions="1", an icon is displayed next to each item in the browser widget that the
user either owns or has permission to modify.

When showpermissions="0", no icons are displayed.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.35)

showtimestamp_

Specifies whether or not to display a timestamp that shows the date and time each item in the
browser widget was last modified. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When showtimestamp_="1", the timestamp is displayed next to each item in the browser widget.
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When showtimestamp_="0", no timestamp is displayed.

The default is 0.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the input field.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text in the input field.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

titlevalue_

When an object is selected in the browser, the title of the object is stored in the variable specified by
the titlevalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

typevalue_

When an object is selected in the browser, the type of the object is stored in the variable specified by
the typevalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

value_

The path to the item selected in the browser widget is stored in the dynamic variable specified by the
value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

view_

Specifies the way in which the browser displays the items.

Valid values are:

• tree
• grid

The default value is tree.

Example for class_="browser"
<dynamic var="" var2="0">
  <widget class_="browser" filter_="folder,table" accept_="table" 
   value_="@var" keepopen_="{@var2}" path_="pub.demo"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: infovalue_ attribute

The following example creates a browser widget that will display the metadata information about a selected
item.

<dynamic info="{pkg(;)}" info_keys="{lst()}" info_len="0">
  <do onchange_="@info">
    <set info_keys="{pkg_names(@info)}"/>
    <set info_len="{lst_len(@info_keys)}"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="browser" path_="pub.demo" infovalue_="@info" 
   beginwithopen_="1" keepopen_="1" closewhenselect_="0" 
   width_="450" inputwidth_="400" dropwidth_="400"/>
  <widget class_="nest" 
   bind_="info,info_len,info_keys" to_="info,info_len,info_keys" 
   require_="{@info_len > 0}" invmode_="hide">
    <dynamic>
      <layout>
        <foreach i="{@info_keys}" tally="@key">
          <layout arrange_="h">
            <widget class_="text" width_="75" style_="font-weight:bold"
             text_="{@info_keys.{@key}}:"/>
            <widget class_="text" width_="400" 
             text_="{pkg_get(@info;@info_keys.{@key})}"/>
          </layout>
        </foreach>
      </layout>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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This example creates a browser widget with that is open when the QuickApp starts and remains open even
after a selection is made or if the user clicks outside of it. When an item is selected in the browser widget,
the information related to that item is stored in a package defined by the infovalue_ attribute, which in
this example is the dynamic variable info. The <do> clause is executed whenever that dynamic variable
changes. It sets the dynamic variable info_keys to a list-value containing the keys in the package using
the 1010data function pkg_names(P) and sets the dynamic variable info_len to the number of items in
the package, using the 1010data function lst_len(X).

The <widget> with class_="nest" is used to create a set of text widgets that display the package keys
and their associated values in two separate <layout> elements. Since the variables info, info_len,
and info_keys are referenced within the <dynamic> inside the nest widget, they are listed in the bind_
and to_ attributes. Also, the nest widget requires that something is selected ({@info_len > 0}),
otherwise it is hidden (invmode_="hide").

class_="buildgrid"

Using <widget class_="buildgrid"> provides an editable, expandable grid for entering data into a
temp table.

Description

A temp table is created by this widget which is editable, copy-able, and expandable via the GUI. Additional
power and functionality is available via a right-click on the buildgrid which brings up a context menu.

Syntax

<dynamic TEMPTABLE="">
    <widget name="[NAME] 
      class_="buildgrid" 
      label_="[RESULT_TABLE_NAME]" 
      width_="[INTEGER]" 
      height_="[INTEGER]" 
      savevalue_="@[SAVE]" 
      value_="@[TEMPTABLE]">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>
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The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

columns_stretch_

Optional attribute to control column widths if the grid is wider than the natural width of all columns.

Valid values are:

none

Do not stretch the columns to fit the width. This is the default value.

last

Stretch the last column to consume the excess space in the grid.

all

Divide the excess space in the grid uniformly among the columns.

height_

Specifies the starting height of the window in which the buildgrid appears, in pixels.

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

name

The name of this specific widget.

savevalue_

Setting to a non-zero integer in your QuickApp (savevalue_=@mytrigger) will cause the buildgrid
to trigger a save, then reset 'mytrigger' to 0

show_metadata_

When set to 1, displays metadata rows by default. The default value is 0, do not display metadata by
default.

value_

Specifies that a dynamic variable will be updated with the name of the saved temp table. Right-click
on the buildgrid will bring up a context menu where you can select 'Save Table' to trigger the saving
mechanism.

width_

Specifies the starting width of the window in which the buildgrid appears, in pixels.

Right-Click Context Menu Options

Save Table

Triggers the saving mechanism.

Show / Hide Column Info

Reveals or closes column info cells at the top of the grid where Names, Labels, Types, Formats may
be entered for each column. Available column types are 'int' 'float' 'text' (or 'i' 'f' 'a').

Note:

If column type and format are left blank, the widget will try to parse the contents and infer the
appropriate formatting and data type (defaulting to text if none can be inferred).
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Example: Basic Usage

A buildgrid is created with window dimensions 600 x 600. The value entered in the field is passed to the
savevalue_ attribute.

<dynamic temptable="default.empty" save="0">
  <layout arrange_="h">
    <layout>
      <widget name="field" class_="field" value_="@save"/>
      <widget name="buildgrid" class_="buildgrid" value_="@temptable"
             savevalue_="@save" base_="default.empty" width_="600"
 height_="600"/>
    </layout>
    <layout>
      <widget name="text" class_="text" text_="{@temptable}"/>
      <widget name="grid" class_="grid" base_="{@temptable}"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="button"

Using <widget class_="button"> creates a button that can be configured to perform many actions
and initiate interactions.

Description

The button widget can take on a wide range of responsibilities. How exactly a button behaves is
controlled by the type_ attribute. Much like the class_ attribute of a <widget>, the value provided for
type_ "unlocks" specific attributes that only apply to that specific value. This article contains sub-articles
for each type_ value.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="[TYPE_OPTION]"
     text_="[TEXT_OF_BUTTON]">
        [1010data_QUERY]
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    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

text_

Accepts text that is used for the label on the button.

color_

Specifies the color of the button.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textcolor_

Specifies the color of the text on the button.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Specifies the styling of the text on the button.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

alttext_

Specifies different text to be displayed on the button when the user points to it.

(Available as of version 11.08)

alttextstyle_

Specifies the styling for the text on the button when the user points to it. Accepts CSS (e.g., font-
family:courier;font-weight:bold;font-size:26pt;).

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

(Available as of version 11.08)

guise_

Specifies the appearance of the button widget.

Valid values are:

button

Appears as a button.

image

Appears as an image that behaves like a button.

When guise_="image", all the attributes and functionality of <widget class_="image">
are supported. For details, see class_="image".

text

Appears as a span of text that behaves like a button.

When guise_="text", all the attributes and functionality of <widget class_="text"> are
supported. However, the class_="text" attributes color_, style_, and type_ must be
replaced by textcolor_, textstyle_, and texttype_, respectively, to avoid conflict with the
class_="button" attributes of the same name. For details, see class_="text".
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The default is button.

(Available as of version 10.40)

type_

Specifies the type of button to create.

Valid values are:

config

Creates a button that sets the values of dynamic variables from the results of a query.

See type_="config" on page 247 for details.

dummy

Creates a button that doesn't do anything useful, but can send a message.

See type_="dummy" on page 248 for details.

dump

Creates a button that saves the current dynamic state of the QuickApp into a table consisting of a
single row with one column per dynamic variable name.

See type_="dump" on page 248 for details.

export

Creates a button that sends the contents of the widget to various targets, including files and
tables.

See type_="export" (deprecated) on page 250 for details.

render

Creates a button that exports the table and chart widgets of a QuickApp to a valid output type,
such as an Excel workbook.

See type_="render" on page 252 for details.

set

Creates a button that sets the value of one or more variables defined by the containing
<dynamic> tag.

See type_="set" on page 256 for details.

submit

Creates a button that triggers a refresh of waiting (invalidated) widgets.

See type_="submit" on page 257 for details.

See sub-articles for the functionality provided by each value as well as any additional attributes
specifically applicable to that value.

Example for type_="dummy"

Below is a basic button that doesn't do anything particularly useful.

<dynamic col="" val="">
    <widget class_="button" type_="dummy" width_="100" height_="150" 
     text_="Click Me!"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using guise_="text" with alttext_ and altcolor_
<dynamic msg="Click me!" altmsg="Do it now!">
  <do onsubmit_="click">
    <set msg="Thank you!"/>
    <set altmsg="Once is enough!"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="button" submit_="click" 
   guise_="text" text_="{@msg}" 
   altcolor_="orange" alttext_="{@altmsg}"/>
</dynamic>

type_="config"

Using type_="config" creates a button that sets the values of dynamic variables from the results of a
query.

Description

Using the results of the query associated with this widget, the value of each dynamic variable in the
QuickApp is set to the value in the last row of the column with the same name as that dynamic variable.

By default, the button is labeled with the text Load; however, you can specify a different button label using
the text_ attribute.

This is useful for loading a configuration dump that was previously saved to a table using a button of
<widget class_="button" type_="dump">. See the example in this topic as well as type_="dump"
on page 248 for more information.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="config">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget> 
</dynamic>

Example
<dynamic output="" load_table="" dump_table="">
      <widget class_="button" dumptitle_="Doc Widget HTML" 
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       height_="22" type_="dump" value_="@dump_table" vars_="output"/>
      <widget class_="button" invmode_="hide" disabled_="{@load_table = ''}" 
       type_="config" update_="auto">
        <if test="{@load_table<>''}">
          <then>
            <base table="{@load_table}"/>
          </then>
        </if>
      </widget>
      <widget accept_="table" class_="browser" dropheight_="250" 
       filter_="table" holdfor_="{@dump_table}" inputwidth_="400" 
       label_="Select file to load:" labelwidth_="130" path_="uploads" 
       show_="title" update_="auto" value_="@load_table" showtimestamp_="1" 
       sortby_="time" sortdir_="down"/>
    </layout>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="textbox" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" height_="800" 
       width_="800" mode_="rich" value_="@output"/>
      <ignore>
        <layout width_="500">
          <widget class_="text" text_="{@output}"/>
        </layout>
      </ignore>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

type_="dummy"

Using type_="dummy" creates a button that doesn't do anything useful, but can send a message.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="dummy" text_="[RESULT_TABLE_NAME]"/>
</dynamic>

type_="dump"

Using type_="dump" creates a button that saves the current dynamic state of the QuickApp into a table
consisting of a single row with one column per dynamic variable name.

Description

By default, the values of all dynamic variables in the QuickApp will be saved to a table in your My Data
folder with the title "QA configuration dumped at YYYYMMDD HHMMSS" (where YYYYMMDD
HHMMSS is the timestamp).

Additional attributes can be specified to customize the configuration dump. These attributes allow you
to specify the folder in which the new table is created, the title of the table, the variables to include in (or
exclude from) the configuration file, access permissions, and whether to replace the table or append to it.
Valid attributes are presented below the syntax example.

By default, the button is labeled with the text Save; however, you can specify a different button label using
the text_ attribute.

To load the values previously saved to a table using <widget class_="button" type_="dump">,
use <widget class_="button" type_="config">. See the example in this topic as well as
type_="config" on page 247 for more information.
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Syntax

<dynamic [DUMP_TABLE_NAME]="">
    <widget class_="button" type_="dump" value_="@[DUMP_TABLE_NAME]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for type_="dump"

vars_

A comma-separated list of variables that specifies which variables to include in the configuration
dump.

The default is all variables.

excludevars_

A comma-separated list of variables that specifies which variables to exclude from the configuration
dump.

dumppath_

Either the folder in which a new table will be created for the dump, or a table path.

If a table path is specified and the table already exists, an error will occur unless dumpmode_ is
specified.

dumpmode_

If a table path has been specified for dumppath_, this indicates whether to replace the table or
append to it.

Valid values for dumpmode_ are:

replace

Replace the table specified by dumppath_.

append

Append to the table specified by dumppath_.

dumpusers_

A comma-separated list of users that have access to the table containing the configuration dump.

If dumpusers_ is not specified, access permissions are inherited (i.e., the users that have access
permissions to the folder that the table is in will have access to the table).

If dumpusers_="", only the owner will have access to the table.

dumptitle_

Specifies a title for the table containing the configuration dump.

value_

Upon successful completion, the dynamic variable specified in this attribute is set to the table path of
the saved configuration dump.

For example, if value_="@config_file", the value of the dynamic variable @config_file will
be the table path where the configuration dump was saved.

Note:  When the dumpmode_ is set to replace or append, the value of the dynamic variable
will not change.

dumptsvalue_

Upon successful completion, the dynamic variable specified in this attribute is set to the timestamp
each time the dynamic state is saved.
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Example
<dynamic output="" load_table="" dump_table="">
      <widget class_="button" dumptitle_="Doc Widget HTML" 
       height_="22" type_="dump" value_="@dump_table" vars_="output"/>
      <widget class_="button" invmode_="hide" disabled_="{@load_table = ''}" 
       type_="config" update_="auto">
        <if test="{@load_table<>''}">
          <then>
            <base table="{@load_table}"/>
          </then>
        </if>
      </widget>
      <widget accept_="table" class_="browser" dropheight_="250" 
       filter_="table" holdfor_="{@dump_table}" inputwidth_="400" 
       label_="Select file to load:" labelwidth_="130" path_="uploads" 
       show_="title" update_="auto" value_="@load_table" showtimestamp_="1" 
       sortby_="time" sortdir_="down"/>
    </layout>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="textbox" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" height_="800" 
       width_="800" mode_="rich" value_="@output"/>
      <ignore>
        <layout width_="500">
          <widget class_="text" text_="{@output}"/>
        </layout>
      </ignore>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

type_="export" (deprecated)

Using type_="export" creates a button that exports the widgets of a QuickApp to a valid output type,
such as an Excel workbook.

Description

Note:  <widget class_="button" type_="export"> will not work in a standalone QuickApp
or within QuickApps running in the 1010data Insights Platform Version 10 production release (or
later). Use <widget class_="button" type_="render"> or <widget class_="nest">
instead. For more information, see type_="render" on page 252 and class_="nest" on page 476.

Syntax

<dynamic variable="">
    <widget class_="button" type_="export" text_="[BUTTON_TEXT]" 
     target_="[TARGET_TYPE]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes when type_="export"

target_

Specifies the type of target to which the widgets will be rendered.

Valid values are:

new
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Export the query to a new 1010data worksheet in a new tab. If the export button is contained at
the global level for the <dynamic>, the export will automatically open in a new browser tab.

For target_="new", the renderas_ attribute may also be used.

newbrowsertab

Opens the exported content to a new tab in the web browser.

this

Export the query to a 1010data worksheet, replacing the QuickApp.

The mode_ attribute specifies how the query should be exported.

csv

Export the data to a downloaded comma-separated values file.

csvzip

Export the data to a zipped (.zip compression) comma-separated values file.

xls

Export the data to an Excel spreadsheet.

xlsx

Export the data to an Excel workbook.

renderas_

When target_="new", the renderas_ attribute specifies how the exported content should be
displayed.

Valid values are:

data

The exported content is displayed as a new 1010data worksheet in a new 1010data tab.

quickapp

The exported content is displayed as a QuickApp in a new 1010data tab.

A title for the exported tab may be specified using the target_title_ attribute.

The default is data.

target_title_

When renderas_="quickapp", the text specified by this attribute is used as the title of the newly
exported 1010data tab.

mode_

When target_="this", the mode_ attribute specifies how to export the query.

Valid values are:

ops

The query contained within the <widget> is exported to a new worksheet as an expanded query
of traditional 1010data operations.

block

The query is exported to a 1010data worksheet as a <block> with current parameterization
intact.

The default is ops.
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filename_

Specifies a file name under which the downloaded item will be saved.

The file extension does not need to be provided. A valid extension for the file type specified in the
target_ attribute will be appended to the saved file when applicable.

The default is download.

<layer name="preamble">

<layer name="preamble"> allows the export button to prepend Macro Language code to an
exported query. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

When using the export button of target_="this" and mode_="block" or mode_="ops", the
preamble layer provides a facility for specifying additional Macro Language code that will be prepended
to the resulting query once the export button has been clicked. Unlike other structures available in a
<dynamic>, the preamble layer may contain <library> and <import> operations, as well as other
forms of <block> and data transformation operations.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="button" type_="export" target_="this" mode_="ops">
    <layer name="preamble">
        [OPERATIONS_TO_BE_PREPENDED]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

name

Accepts the valid name of a <layer>. This topic is only for <layer name="preamble">.

Example
<dynamic var="">
  <layout>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" width_="900" value_="@var" 
     sparerow_="1" moreopts_="1" height_="300"/>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="button" type_="export" target_="this" mode_="ops">
        <layer name="preamble">
          <import path="certification.upload_training.libtest1"/>
        </layer>
      </widget>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

type_="render"

Using type_="render" creates a button that exports the widgets of a QuickApp to a valid output type,
such as an Excel workbook.
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Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="[TARGET_TYPE]" 
     text_="[BUTTON_NAME]"/>
    [OTHER_WIDGETS_OR_LAYOUTS]
</dynamic>

Attributes

target_

Specifies the type of target to which the QuickApp widgets will be rendered.

Valid values are:

xlsx

Export grid and chart widgets to an Excel workbook.

For a full list of attributes available for the xlsx render target, see <xlsx> on page 176.

pdf

Export grid and chart widgets to a PDF.

For a full list of attributes available for the pdf render target, see <pdf> on page 199.

data

Export grid widgets to a delimited flat file.

For a full list of attributes available for the data render target, see <data> on page 193.

filename_

Specifies a file name under which the downloaded item will be saved.

The file extension does not need to be provided. A valid extension for the file type specified in the
target_ attribute will be appended to the saved file when applicable.

The default is download.

include_

Accepts the names of <widget> and/or <layout> elements contained in the <dynamic> that are to
be included in the rendered output.

If the name of a <layout> element is passed to include_, all widgets contained by the <layout>
will be included in the render operation.

Note:  If include_ is used, only widgets whose names were passed to include_ will be
rendered.

exclude_

Accepts the names of <widget> and/or <layout> elements contained in the <dynamic> that are to
be excluded from the rendered output.

If the name of a <layout> element is passed to exclude_, all widgets contained by the <layout>
will be excluded from the render operation.

Example: Exporting to an Excel workbook

In the following example, when the user clicks the Export button in the QuickApp, the grid widget is
downloaded as an Excel workbook to the local machine.

<base table="pub.fin.econ.fed.fred"/>
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<sel value="date=19600201"/>
<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx" 
     text_="Export"/>
    <widget class_="grid" name="grid" type_="scroll" 
     width_="1500" height_="500" colwidthref_="100"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Note:  The most general way to export to Excel or any other valid target such as PDF is to use
<widget class_="nest"> and specify the target using the target_ attribute. For more
information, see class_="nest" on page 476.

Example: Using include_ and exclude_

The following example demonstrates how to include or exclude certain layouts when rendering to an Excel
workbook using <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx">. The QuickApp
consists of a layout that contains three render buttons and a tabpanel layout that consists of three
layouts: store_sales, base_table, and scatter.

The first render button doesn't specify either an include_ or exclude_ attribute, so all widgets in all of
the layouts are rendered when the user presses this button. The second button specifies the include_
attribute and lists the layouts store_sales and base_table as its value. When the user presses this
button, all the widgets in these two layouts are rendered. The third button specifies the exclude_ attribute
and lists the layouts store_sales and base_table. When the user presses this button, these two
layouts are excluded, so only the widgets in the third layout are rendered.

<defblock name="store">
  <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
  <tabu breaks="store">
    <tcol name="sales" source="sales" fun="sum"/>
  </tabu>
</defblock>
<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v" width_="100%">
    <layout>
      <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx" 
       text_="Export All Tabs" filename_="All Tabs"/>
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      <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx" 
       text_="Include First Two Tabs" filename_="Include" 
       include_="store_sales,base_table"/>
      <widget class_="button" type_="render" target_="xlsx" 
       text_="Exclude First Two Tabs" filename_="Exclude" 
       exclude_="store_sales,base_table"/>
    </layout>
    <layout type_="tabpanel" name="tabpanel" width_="100%" border_="0">
      <layout name="store_sales" label_="Store Sales" 
       xlsx_sheetname_="Store Sales">
        <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" width_="600">
          <insert block="store"/>
        </widget>
        <widget class_="graphics" insert_="store" type_="bar"/>
      </layout>
      <layout name="base_table" label_="Base Table" 
       xlsx_sheetname_="Base Table">
        <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" width_="1000" 
         base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
      </layout>
      <layout name="scatter" label_="Scatter Plot" xlsx_sheetname_="Scatter">
        <widget name="scatterplot" class_="graphics" type_="scatter" 
         title_="Sales" base_="pub.demo.retail.item">
          <colord cols="sales,cost"/>
        </widget>
      </layout>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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type_="set"

Using type_="set" creates a button that sets the value of one or more variables defined by the
containing <dynamic> tag.

Syntax

<dynamic variable="">
    <widget class_="button" type_="set" value_="@var" 
     newvalue_="[VALUE]" text_="[BUTTON_NAME]" 
     valueSUFFIX_="[SUFFIX]" newvalueSUFFIX_="[SUFFIX_VALUE]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for type_="set"

value_

Accepts a variable defined in the containing <dynamic> element. Variable is set upon the clicking of
the button.
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newvalue_

Accepts any value. Value is assigned to the variable provided to value_.

valueSUFFIX_

Accepts additional variables defined in the containing <dynamic> element. Values can be assigned
to these variables with the same button press.

newvalueSUFFIX_

Accepts any value. Specifies the value to be assigned to the variable in valueSUFFIX_ with the
corresponding suffix.

Example for type_="set"
<dynamic larry="Nyuck" moe="nyuck" curly="nyuck">
    <widget class_="button" type_="set" text_="Set values"
     value1_="@larry" newvalue1_="Why" value2_="@moe" newvalue2_="I"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{@larry}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{@moe}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{@curly}"/>
</dynamic>

type_="submit"

Using type_="submit" creates a button that either triggers an update of invalidated widgets or executes
a <do> clause.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" 
     submit_="[WIDGETS_TO_UPDATE]|[DO_ONSUBMIT_IDS]" 
     text_="[DISPLAY_TEXT]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for type_="submit"

submit_

Accepts a comma-separated list of either widget names or identifiers to trigger <do> clauses that use
an onsubmit_ attribute.

Widgets whose names are referenced by the submit_ attribute will receive an update message
when the submit button is pressed. Typically, the widgets specified in submit_ utilize the holdfor_
attribute common to all widgets or have their update_ attribute set to manual. See Example:
Manually update widgets using a submit button below.

The submit_ attribute can also specify an identifier that triggers a particular <do> clause when the
button is clicked. If the identifier appears in the onsubmit_ attribute in a <do> clause, that <do>
clause is executed. See Example: Using onsubmit_ with multiple values in <do> on page 534.

Example for type_="submit"
<dynamic conditionalthing="1">
  <do onsubmit_="conditionalwidget">
    <set conditionalthing="{int(@conditionalthing)+1}"/>
  </do>
  <layout>
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    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="conditionalwidget"/>
  
  <widget name="conditionalwidget" class_="text" text_="{@conditionalthing}" 
     holdfor_="@conditionalthing"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: Manually update widgets using a submit button

The following example illustrates how a submit button can be used to update an invalidated widget.
When a selection in made in the dropdown widget, the value of the selection variable changes, which
invalidates both the sales_grid and store_grid widgets, since both widgets reference that variable
in their holdfor_ attributes. Because both grid widgets have update_="manual", they will remain
invalidated until they receive an update message. When the user clicks the button whose submit_
attribute is set to sales_grid, a message is sent to the sales_grid widget to update based on the
new value of the selection variable. When the user clicks the button whose submit_ attribute is set
to store_grid, a message is sent to the store_grid widget to update based on the new value of the
selection variable.

<dynamic selection="1">
  <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   inputwidth_="250" value_="@selection">
    <tabu breaks="store">
      <break col="store" sort="up"/>
      <tcol source="store" fun="cnt"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" 
     submit_="sales_grid" text_="Update Sales"/>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" 
     submit_="store_grid" text_="Update Stores"/>
  </layout>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget name="sales_grid" class_="grid" 
     base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
     invmsg_="Press Update Sales" 
     holdfor_="@selection" update_="manual">
      <sel value="store={@selection}"/>
    </widget>
    <widget name="store_grid" class_="grid" 
     base_="pub.demo.retail.store" 
     invmsg_="Press Update Stores" 
     holdfor_="@selection" update_="manual">
      <sel value="store_id={@selection}"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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class_="chart"

Using <widget class_="chart"> allows you to create client-side data visualizations rendered by the
Kendo UI ®charting engine. (Available as of version 10.16)

Description

The chart widget allows you to select from a number of chart types, including scatter, bar, line, area, pie,
and bubble, to present your data in graphical form.

The chart widget is typically used for plotting smaller quantities of data points. By default, this is 10000
for scatter plots, 1000 otherwise. For data visualizations of larger numbers of data points, use the
graphics widget, which employs server-side charting. (See graphics for details.) Alternatively, the
bokehchart widget employs server-side charting with added interactive features such as zoom and pan.
(See bokehchart for details.)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="CHART_TYPE">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

You may also include a <graphspec> element between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>
(either before or after the [1010data_QUERY]) to have more finer-grained control over the appearance
of the chart. See <graphspec> for details.

In addition, you can use one or more <layer> elements to specify 1010data queries that provides the
data to be plotted. See <layer> for more information.
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Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="chart".

engine_

Engine to use for client-side charting

Valid values are:

kendo

Uses the Kendo charting engine

The default is kendo.

Note:  Other engines may be available in the future. In general, different engines will have
different capabilities. options, and <graphspec> syntax.

type_

Type of chart in which to display the data

Valid values are:

scatter

Produces a chart in which each value is plotted as a separate data point

See scatter for details.

scatterline

Produces a chart in which the values are plotted as separate data points with a line joining them
together

See scatterline for details.

bar

Produces a chart with bars whose lengths represent the values in the data

See bar for details.

column

Produces a chart with columns whose lengths represent values in the data set

See column for details.

line

Produces a chart consisting of a line of interconnected points for each column of numeric data

See line for details.

area

Produces a line chart with the area between the plot points and the x-axis filled with a color

See area for details.

pie

Produces a chart that displays each value in the given data set as a section of a circular pie,
representing its percentage of the whole

See pie for details.

bubble

Produces a chart with bubbles whose size and positions on the x-axis and y-axis represent
values in the data set
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See bubble for details.

rangebar

Produces a chart that displays bars which represent ranges of values

(Available as of version 10.22)

See rangebar for details.

rangecolumn

Produces a chart that displays columns which represent ranges of values

(Available as of version 10.22)

See rangecolumn for details.

boxplot

Produces a chart that visually displays data distributions and provides information about key
indicators such as the highest value, lowest value, mean, and median for the given set of
columns

(Available as of version 10.22)

See boxplot for details.

Note:  Other chart types may be added in the future.

orientation_

For charts with type_="bar" or type_="column", this determines the direction in which the bars
are displayed.

horizontal

The bars in the chart are displayed horizontally.

vertical

The bars in the chart are displayed vertically.

breaks_

For charts with type_="scatter", type_="scatterline", and type_="bubble", accepts the
name of column on which to group

The data in rows that have the same value in the specified column are considered in the same group.
The data points are colored according to group.

(Prior to version 10.26, this attribute was named groupby_.)

title_

Specifies a title for the chart

xlabel_

Specifies a label for the horizontal axis

You can set the value of this attribute to "" for no label on the horizontal axis.

If this attribute is omitted, a default label may be provided.

ylabel_

Specifies a label for the vertical axis

You can set the value of this attribute to "" for no label on the vertical axis.

If this attribute is omitted, a default label may be provided.
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clabel_

For charts with type_="bar" or type_="column", this specifies the category label

For horizontal charts, this specifies a label for the vertical axis (the same as ylabel_).

For vertical charts, this specifies a label for the horizontal axis (the same as xlabel_).

vlabel_

For charts with type_="bar" or type_="column", this specifies the value label

For horizontal charts, this specifies a label for the horizontal axis (the same as xlabel_).

For vertical charts, this specifies a label for the vertical axis (the same as ylabel_).

legend_

Specifies the position of the legend

Valid values are:

• top
• bottom
• left
• right
• none

The default is right.

rowlimit_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
rowlimit_, then the widget produces an error.

The default limit is 10000 for scatter plots, 1000 otherwise.

hints_

Specifies whether to provide additional information via a tooltip when the mouse points to a particular
item in the widget.

Accepts 0, 1, or a column name.

If hints_ is set to 1, a default tooltip specific to the chart type is displayed. For instance, the default
tooltip for a chart with type_="rangecolumn" displays the minimum and maximum values in the
range.

If hints_ is set to a column name from the query results, the text from that column is used for the
tooltips.

If hints_ is set to 0, no tooltips are displayed.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.26)

The following drillable-related attributes available as of version 10.22:

drillable_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. Any data elements from those columns are
drillable in the widget.

This attribute is typically used to allow the user to drill down into hierarchies defined by the specified
columns.
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See the drillvalue_, drillselector_, and pkgdrillvalue_ attributes for additional
information.

drillvalue_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

drillselector_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

pkgdrillvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores drillable-related information for the widget as key/value pairs
in a package.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp in which
the widget exists. It should be initialized as <dynamic var_name="{pkg('sel' 'val';lst()
lst())}">.

The package contains the following keys and their associated values:

sel

A list-value consisting of the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to this
list-value.

val

A list-value consisting of the values in the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended
to this list-value.

Note:  It is highly encouraged to use pkgdrillvalue_ instead of drillvalue_ when cells
in drillable columns contain commas. Otherwise, errors will occur when the item containing
the comma is added to the comma-separated string stored in drillvalue_.

Example: Line chart with customized tooltips
<base table="pub.demo.baseball.batting"/>
<block name="query">
  <sel value="(year=1990)"/>
  <sel value="(lg='a')"/>
  <tabu breaks="team" label="Tabulation">
    <tcol fun="sum" name="hrs" source="hr" weight=""/>
    <tcol fun="sum" name="triples" source="c11" weight=""/>
    <tcol fun="sum" name="doubles" source="c10" weight=""/>
  </tabu>
</block>
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" base_="pub.demo.baseball.batting">
    <layer tablevalue_="@data">
      <insert block="query"/>
    </layer>
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    <graphspec>
      <chartarea width="800" height="400"/>
      <title text="Batting Sums" font="18px Monospace" color="black"/>
      <legend position="right">
        <labels font="13px Monospace"/>
      </legend>
      <seriesdefaults type="line" axis="all"/>
      <series name="Sum Home Runs" data="{@data.hrs}" color="#ff0000">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Sum Triples" data="{@data.triples}" color="#00cc00">
        <markers type="square" size="25" rotation="15"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Sum Doubles" data="{@data.doubles}" color="#0066ff">
        <markers type="cross" size="10"/>
      </series>
      <tooltip visible="true" shared="true" background="white" 
       font="13px Monospace" 
       sharedtemplate="
       <br/>
       #=points[0].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:n1\}'}',
                       kendo.parseFloat(points[0].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[1].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:n1\}'}',
                       kendo.parseFloat(points[1].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[2].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:n1\}'}',
                       kendo.parseFloat(points[2].value.toString()))#">
        <border color="#cc0099"/>
      </tooltip>
      <valueaxis name="all" narrowrange="true">
        <labels format="n0" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <categoryaxis categories="{@data.team}">
        <crosshair visible="ture" color="#cc0099"/>
        <labels rotation="-15" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <majorgridlines visible="false"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Line chart with formatted dates
<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<defblock name="query">
  <sel value="between(trans_date;20140101;20140115)"/>
  <sel value="(store=11 15 20 8)"/>
  <tabu label="Sales Detail: Sum of Extended Sales" breaks="trans_date" 
   cbreaks="store" clabels="short">
    <break col="trans_date" sort="up"/>
    <break col="store" sort="up"/>
    <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" weight=""/>
  </tabu>
</defblock>
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail">
    <layer tablevalue_="@data">
      <insert block="query"/>
    </layer>
    <graphspec>
      <chartarea width="800" height="400"/>
      <title text="January 1st-15th 2014 Sales for Store 8,11,15,20" 
       font="18px Monospace" color="black"/>
      <legend position="right">
        <labels font="13px Monospace"/>
      </legend>
      <seriesdefaults type="line" axis="all"/>
      <series name="Store 8" data="{@data.m0}" color="#ff0000">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 11" data="{@data.m1}" color="#00cc00">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 15" data="{@data.m2}" color="#0066ff">
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        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 20" data="{@data.m3}" color="#ff9900">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <tooltip visible="true" background="white" 
       font="13px Monospace" shared="true" 
       sharedtemplate="
       #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
                      kendo.parseDate(category.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[0].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[0].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[1].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[1].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[2].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[2].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[3].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[3].value.toString()))#">
        <border color="#cc0099"/>
      </tooltip>
      <valueaxis name="all">
        <labels format="c0" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <categoryaxis categories="{@data.trans_date}">
        <labels rotation="auto" font="13px Monospace" 
         template="
          #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
                         kendo.parseDate(value.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))#"/>
        <crosshair visible="true" color="#cc0099"/>
        <majorgridlines visible="false"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Multiple chart types
<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<defblock name="query">
  <sel value="between(trans_date;20140101;20140115)"/>
  <sel value="(store=11 15 20 8)"/>
  <tabu label="Sales Detail: Sum of Extended Sales" breaks="trans_date" 
   cbreaks="store" clabels="short">
    <break col="trans_date" sort="up"/>
    <break col="store" sort="up"/>
    <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" weight=""/>
  </tabu>
</defblock>
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail">
    <layer tablevalue_="@data">
      <insert block="query"/>
    </layer>
    <graphspec>
      <chartarea width="800" height="400"/>
      <title text="January 1st-15th 2014 Sales for Store 8,11,15,20" 
       font="18px Monospace" color="black"/>
      <legend position="right">
        <labels font="13px Monospace"/>
      </legend>
      <seriesdefaults axis="all"/>
      <series name="Store 8" data="{@data.m0}" color="#ff0000" type="line">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 11" data="{@data.m1}" color="#00cc00" type="column">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
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      <series name="Store 15" data="{@data.m2}" color="#0066ff" type="area">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 20" data="{@data.m3}" color="#ff9900" type="column">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <tooltip visible="true" background="white" 
       font="13px Monospace" shared="true" 
       sharedtemplate="
       #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
                      kendo.parseDate(category.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[0].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[0].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[1].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[1].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[2].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[2].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[3].series.name #:
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:c2\}'}',
                      kendo.parseFloat(points[3].value.toString()))#">
        <border color="#cc0099"/>
      </tooltip>
      <valueaxis name="all">
        <labels format="c0" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <categoryaxis categories="{@data.trans_date}">
        <labels rotation="auto" font="13px Monospace" 
         template="
         #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
                        kendo.parseDate(value.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))#"/>
        <crosshair visible="true" color="#cc0099"/>
        <majorgridlines visible="false"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Multiple axes
<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<defblock name="query">
  <sel value="between(trans_date;20140101;20140115)"/>
  <sel value="(store=11 15 20 8)"/>
  <tabu label="Batting: Count" breaks="trans_date" 
   cbreaks="store" clabels="short">
    <tcol fun="cnt" source="xsales" weight=""/>
  </tabu>
  <willbe name="pct_15" value="m0/t0" format="type:pct"/>
  <willbe name="pct_11" value="m1/t0" format="type:pct"/>
  <willbe name="pct_20" value="m2/t0" format="type:pct"/>
  <willbe name="pct_8" value="m3/t0" format="type:pct"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail">
    <layer tablevalue_="@data">
      <insert block="query"/>
    </layer>
    <graphspec>
      <chartarea width="800" height="400"/>
      <title text="January 1st-15th 2014 Sales for Store 8,11,15,20" 
       font="18px Monospace" color="black"/>
      <legend position="right">
        <labels font="13px Monospace"/>
      </legend>
      <series name="Store 8" data="{@data.pct_8}" color="#33ccff" 
       type="line" axis="percent">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 11" data="{@data.pct_11}" color="#ff33ff" 
       type="line" axis="percent">
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        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 15" data="{@data.pct_15}" color="#3333ff" 
       type="line" axis="percent">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Store 20" data="{@data.pct_20}" color="#9933ff" 
       type="line" axis="percent">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Total" data="{@data.t0}" color="#ff3333" 
       type="line" axis="total">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <tooltip visible="true" background="white" 
       font="13px Monospace" shared="true" 
       sharedtemplate="
       #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
       kendo.parseDate(category.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[0].series.name #: 
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:p2\}'}',
       kendo.parseFloat(points[0].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[1].series.name #: 
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:p2\}'}',
       kendo.parseFloat(points[1].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[2].series.name #: 
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:p2\}'}',
       kendo.parseFloat(points[2].value.toString()))# 
       <br/>
       #=points[3].series.name #: 
       #=kendo.format( '{'\{0:p2\}'}',
       kendo.parseFloat(points[3].value.toString()))#">
        <border color="#3399ff"/>
      </tooltip>
      <valueaxis name="percent" narrowrange="true" max="1">
        <labels format="p0" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <valueaxis name="total" narrowrange="true">
        <labels format="n0" font="13px Monospace" color="#ff3333"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <categoryaxis categories="{@data.trans_date}" 
       axiscrossingvalues="{lst(0,32)}">
        <labels rotation="auto" font="13px Monospace" 
         template="
         #=kendo.format('{'\{0:MM/dd/yyyy\}'}',
         kendo.parseDate(value.toString(),'yyyyMMdd'))#"/>
        <crosshair visible="true" color="#3399ff"/>
        <majorgridlines visible="false"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="area"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="area"> produces a line chart with the area between the
plot points and the x-axis filled with a color. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="area">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either a single numeric column or else
a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns.

If the query results in a single numeric column, the row number is used as the category.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns, the first column
specifies the categories and the remaining ones specify separate series which are plotted as different-
colored lines.

Example: type_="area"

The following example uses the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail to create a chart that shows the
total sales in January for 2014 and 2015 for store 15 using an area plot for each year.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="area"
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"
   width_="800" height_="600" 
   xlabel_="Day" title_="January Sales (Store 15) - 2014/2015">
    <sel value="month(trans_date)=1"/>
    <sel value="(store=15)"/>
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    <willbe name="trans_year" label="Year" 
     value="year(trans_date)" format="type:nocommas"/>
    <willbe name="trans_day" value="day(trans_date)"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" 
     breaks="store,trans_day" cbreaks="trans_year">
      <break col="store" sort="up"/>
      <break col="trans_day" sort="up"/>
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
       label="Sum of`Extended`Sales" name="sumsales"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="trans_day,m0,m1"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

type_="bar"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="bar"> produces a chart with bars whose lengths represent
the values in the data. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="bar" orientation_="horizontal|vertical">
      [1010data_QUERY]
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    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either a single numeric column or else
a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns.

If the query results in a single numeric column, the row number is used as the category.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns, the first column
specifies the categories, and the remaining ones specify separate series that are plotted as different-
colored bars.

Attributes for type_="bar"

orientation_

Determines the direction in which the bars are displayed.

horizontal

The bars in the chart are displayed horizontally.

vertical

The bars in the chart are displayed vertically.

The default is horizontal.

Example: type_="bar"

The following example uses the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail to create a chart that displays a
series of bars representing the total sales in January 2014 for each of the stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="bar" 
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
   title_="January 2014 Sales">
    <sel value="yrmo(trans_date)=201401"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" 
     breaks="store">
      <break col="store" sort="up"/>
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
       label="Sum of`Extended`Sales" name="sumsales"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="store,sumsales"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="boxplot"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="boxplot"> produces a chart that visually displays data
distributions and provides information about key indicators such as the highest value, lowest value, mean,
and median for the given set of columns. (Available as of version 10.22)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="boxplot">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in one or more numeric columns.

The distribution for the data from each column is represented separately within the chart. This allows for
side-by-side comparisons of different data sets.

Example: type_="boxplot"

The following example uses the table pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast to create
chart containing box plots that display the data distribution for the high and low temperatures forecast for
7/4/2016 in those zip codes starting with 0100.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="boxplot" hints_="1" 
   base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast">
    <sel value="datefor=20160704"/>
    <sel value="beginswith(zipcode;'0100')"/>
    <colord cols="temphighm,templowm"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="bubble"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="bubble"> produces a chart with bubbles whose size and
positions on the x-axis and y-axis represent values in the data set. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="bubble">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in two or three numeric columns.

If the query results in two columns, the row number is represented on the X axis, the values in the first
column are represented on the Y axis, and the size of the bubbles is determined by the second column.

If the query results in three columns, the values in the first column are represented on the X axis, the
values in the second column are represented on the Y axis, and the size of the bubbles is determined by
the third column.

Attributes for type_="bubble"

breaks_

Accepts the name of a column that is used to color the bubble plot according to group.

(Prior to version 10.26, this attribute was named groupby_.)

Example: type_="bubble"

The following example uses the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail to create a bubble chart that
shows the total sales in January 2014 for each group. The size of each bubble represents the total sales
in the associated group as a percentage of the grand total. The hints_ attribute specifies that the column
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tooltip should be used to display the corresponding group when the user points to a particular bubble.
The <graphspec> element defines the text and qualities of the title.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="bubble" 
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"
   hints_="tooltip">
    <sel value="yrmo(trans_date)=201401"/>
    <link table2="pub.doc.retail.product" col="sku" col2="sku"/>
    <sel value="(deptdesc='PRODUCE')"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" breaks="group">
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" label="Sum of`Extended`Sales"/>
      <tcol fun="PGsum" source="xsales" 
       label="Sum of`Extended`Sales` as a % of`Grand Total"/>
    </tabu>
    <willbe name="tooltip" value="splice('Group: ' group; '')"/>
    <graphspec>
      <title text="Total Sales by Group as % of Grand Total" 
       font="24px sans-serif">
        <margin left="100"/>
      </title>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

type_="column"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="column"> produces a chart with columns whose lengths
represent values in the data. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="column" orientation_="vertical|horizontal">
      [1010data_QUERY]
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    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either a single numeric column or else
a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns.

If the query results in a single numeric column, the row number is used as the category.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns, the first column
specifies the categories, and the remaining ones specify separate series that are plotted as different-
colored bars.

Attributes for type_="column"

orientation_

Determines the direction in which the bars are displayed.

horizontal

The bars in the chart are displayed horizontally.

vertical

The bars in the chart are displayed vertically.

The default is vertical.

Example: type_="column"

The following example uses the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail to create a chart that displays a
series of columns representing the total sales in January 2014 for each of the stores. The <graphspec>
specifies that the default color for the series is midnightblue. It also styles and positions the title of the
chart.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="column" 
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
   title_="January 2014 Sales">
    <sel value="yrmo(trans_date)=201401"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" 
     breaks="store">
      <break col="store" sort="up"/>
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
       label="Sum of`Extended`Sales" name="sumsales"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="store,sumsales"/>
    <graphspec>
      <title font="20px sans-serif" color="black">
        <margin left="120"/>
      </title>
      <seriesdefaults color="midnightblue"/>
    </graphspec>    
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="line"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="line"> produces a chart consisting of a line of
interconnected points for each column of numeric data. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="line">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either a single numeric column or else
a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns.

If the query results in a single numeric column, the row number is used as the category.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more numeric columns, the first column
specifies the categories and the remaining ones specify separate series which are plotted as different-
colored lines.

Example: Simple line chart

The following example uses the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail to create a line chart that shows
the total sales in January 2014 for store 11.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="line" 
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
   width_="800" height_="600" 
   title_="January Sales (Store 11) - 2014">
    <sel value="yrmo(trans_date)=201401"/>
    <sel value="(store=11)"/>
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    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" 
     breaks="trans_date">
      <break col="store" sort="up"/>
      <break col="trans_date" sort="up"/>
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" 
       label="Sum of`Extended`Sales" name="sumsales"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="trans_date,sumsales"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Line chart with multiple series
<base table="pub.demo.baseball.batting"/>
<block name="query">
  <sel value="(year=1990)"/>
  <sel value="(lg='a')"/>
  <tabu breaks="team" label="Tabulation">
    <tcol fun="sum" name="hrs" source="hr" weight=""/>
    <tcol fun="sum" name="triples" source="c11" weight=""/>
    <tcol fun="sum" name="doubles" source="c10" weight=""/>
  </tabu>
</block>
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<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" base_="pub.demo.baseball.batting">
    <layer tablevalue_="data">
      <insert block="query"/>
    </layer>
    <graphspec>
      <chartarea width="800" height="400"/>
      <title text="Batting Sums" font="18px Monospace" color="black"/>
      <legend position="right">
        <labels font="13px Monospace"/>
      </legend>
      <seriesdefaults type="line" axis="all"/>
      <series name="Sum Home Runs" data="{@data.hrs}" color="#ff0000">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Sum Triples" data="{@data.triples}" color="#00cc00">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <series name="Sum Doubles" data="{@data.doubles}" color="#0066ff">
        <markers visible="false" size="20"/>
      </series>
      <tooltip visible="true" background="white" font="13px Monospace"/>
      <valueaxis name="all" narrowrange="true">
        <labels format="n0" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
        <minorgridlines visible="true"/>
      </valueaxis>
      <categoryaxis categories="{@data.team}">
        <labels rotation="-15" font="13px Monospace"/>
        <majorgridlines visible="false"/>
        <line visible="false"/>
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="pie"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="pie"> produces a chart that displays each value in the
given data set as a section of a circular pie, representing its percentage of the whole. (Available as of
version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="pie">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either a single numeric column or else
a column of any type followed by one numeric column.

If the query results in a single numeric column, the row number is used as the category.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one numeric column, the first column specifies the
categories.

Example: type_="pie"

The following example creates a chart widget that displays a pie chart. The pie chart is a graphical
representation of the total sales by store in the table pub.demo.retail.item. A <graphspec> element
is used to specify a title and its appearance as well as activating a tooltip when the mouse points to a slice
of the pie.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="pie" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" hints_="1">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
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    </tabu>
    <graphspec>
      <title text="Total Sales by Store" 
       color="darkgreen" font="24px sans-serif">
        <margin left="-30"/>
      </title>
      <tooltip visible="true"/>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

type_="rangebar"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="rangebar"> produces a chart that displays bars which
represent ranges of values. (Available as of version 10.22)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="rangebar" orientation_="horizontal|
vertical">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either one or more pairs of numeric
columns, or a column of any type followed by one or more pairs of numeric columns.

If the query results in one or more pairs of numeric columns, the row number is used as the category, and
the columns specify the minimum and maximum values for separate series that are plotted as different-
colored bars.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more pairs of numeric columns, the first
column specifies the categories, and the remaining columns specify the minimum and maximum values for
separate series that are plotted as different-colored bars.
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Attributes for type_="rangebar"

orientation_

Determines the direction in which the bars in the chart are displayed.

horizontal

The bars in the chart are displayed horizontally.

vertical

The bars in the chart are displayed vertically.

The default is horizontal.

Example: type_="rangebar"

The following example uses the table pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast to create a chart
with bars that display the range of temperatures in both Celsius and Fahrenheit forecast for July 2016 in
the zip code 01001.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="rangebar" 
   base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast" 
   clabel_="Date" ylabel_="Temperature" title_="Temperature Range">
    <sel value="(year(datefor)=2016)"/>
    <sel value="(month(datefor)=7)"/>
    <sel value="zipcode = 01001"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Forecast" breaks="datefor">
      <tcol fun="avg" source="temphighi" 
       name="avgtemphighi" label="Average`High`Temp`(F)"/>
      <tcol fun="avg" source="templowi" 
       name="avgtemplowi" label="Average`Low`Temp`(F)"/>
      <tcol fun="avg" source="temphighm" 
       name="avgtemphighm" label="Average`High`Temp`(C)"/>
      <tcol fun="avg" source="templowm" 
       name="avgtemplowm" label="Average`Low`Temp`(C)"/>
    </tabu>
    <sort col="datefor" dir="up"/>
    <colord cols="datefor,avgtemplowi,avgtemphighi,avgtemplowm,avgtemphighm"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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In the above image, the green bars represent the range of Celsius temperatures over the given set of
dates, and the orange bars represent the range of Fahrenheit temperatures. The y-axis shows the date for
each temperature range.

If the first column is omitted from the <colord>:

<colord cols="avgtemplowi,avgtemphighi,avgtemplowm,avgtemphighm"/>

then the row number from the resultant table would be used for the values on the y-axis.

Note:  In this case, the clabel_ attribute should also be omitted (or its value changed) to properly
reflect the values on the y-axis.
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type_="rangecolumn"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="rangecolumn"> produces a chart that displays columns
which represent ranges of values. (Available as of version 10.22)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="rangecolumn" orientation_="vertical|
horizontal">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in either one or more pairs of numeric
columns, or a column of any type followed by one or more pairs of numeric columns.

If the query results in one or more pairs of numeric columns, the row number is used as the category, and
the columns specify the minimum and maximum values for separate series that are plotted as different-
colored bars.

If the query results in a column of any type followed by one or more pairs of numeric columns, the first
column specifies the categories, and the remaining columns specify the minimum and maximum values for
separate series that are plotted as different-colored bars.

Attributes for type_="rangecolumn"

orientation_

Determines the direction in which the bars in the chart are displayed.

horizontal

The bars in the chart are displayed horizontally.

vertical
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The bars in the chart are displayed vertically.

The default is vertical.

Example: type_="rangecolumn"

The following example uses the table pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast to create a
chart with columns that display the range of Fahrenheit temperatures forecast for July 2016 in the zip code
01001. Because the hints_ attribute is set to 1, a default tooltip displays the minimum and maximum
values for each column.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="rangecolumn" 
   base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.forecast" 
   clabel_="Date" ylabel_="Temperature(F)" 
   title_="Temperature Range" hints_="1">
    <sel value="(year(datefor)=2016)"/>
    <sel value="(month(datefor)=7)"/>
    <sel value="zipcode = 01001"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Forecast" breaks="datefor">
      <tcol fun="avg" source="temphighi" 
       name="avg_high_temp" label="Average`High`Temp`(F)"/>
      <tcol fun="avg" source="templowi" 
       name="avg_low_temp" label="Average`Low`Temp`(F)"/>
    </tabu>
    <sort col="datefor" dir="up"/>
    <colord cols="datefor,avg_high_temp,avg_low_temp"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="scatter"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="scatter"> produces a chart in which each value is plotted
as a separate data point. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="scatter">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in one or two numeric columns.

If the query results in one column, then the row number is represented on the X axis, and the values in the
column are represented on the Y axis.

If the query results in two columns, the values in the first column are represented on the X axis, and the
values in the second column are represented on the Y axis.

Attributes for type_="scatter"

breaks_

Accepts the name of a column that is used to color the scatter plot according to group.

(Prior to version 10.26, this attribute was named groupby_.)

Example: type_="scatter"

The following example creates a chart widget that displays a scatter plot. The chart shows the
average rainfall greater than 0.5 inches in the Miami area (i.e., zip codes starting with 331) in the table
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily. It uses a <graphspec> element to specify
the minimum and maximum values displayed on the x-axis.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="scatter" 
   base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily" 
   title_="Avg Rainfall > 0.5&quot; - Miami (2014)">
    <sel value="year(date)=2014"/>
    <sel value="(beginswith(zipcode;'331'))"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Observed Daily" breaks="date">
      <break col="date" sort="up"/>
      <tcol fun="avg" name="avgprecipi" source="precipi" 
       label="Average`Precipitation``(inch)"/>
    </tabu>
    <sel value="avgprecipi > 0.5"/>
    <graphspec>
      <xaxis min="20140101" max="20141231"/>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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type_="scatterline"

Using <widget class_="chart" type_="scatterline"> produces a chart in which the values are
plotted as separate data points with a line joining them together. (Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" type_="scatterline">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] associated with the widget should result in one or two numeric columns.

If the query results in one column, then the row number is represented on the X axis, and the values in the
column are represented on the Y axis.

If the query results in two columns, the values in the first column are represented on the X axis, and the
values in the second column are represented on the Y axis.

Attributes for type_="scatterline"

breaks_

Accepts the name of a column that is used to color the scatterline plot according to group.

(Prior to version 10.26, this attribute was named groupby_.)

Example: type_="scatterline"

The following example creates a chart widget that displays a scatterline plot, which has lines connecting
the various data points in each series. The chart shows the total sales by date for transactions occurring
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between 01/01/2014 and 01/31/2014 in the table pub.doc.retail.salesdetail. It uses the breaks_
attribute to set off items based on the value in the store column with different colors in the chart.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="scatterline" breaks_="store" 
   base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail">
    <sel value="between(trans_date;20140101;20140131)"/>
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" breaks="trans_date">
      <tcol fun="sum" source="xsales" label="Sum of`Extended`Sales" 
       name="sumsales"/>
      <tcol fun="first" source="store" name="store"/>
    </tabu>
    <sort col="store" dir="up"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<graphspec>

The <graphspec> element is contained within a <widget class_="chart">. <graphspec> allows
you to specify any of the Kendo chart-related properties, such as tick rotation or axis label color. (Available
as of version 10.16)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" engine_="ENGINE_TYPE"
      type_="CHART_TYPE">
      [1010data_QUERY]
      <graphspec      
        theme="[THEME_NAME]">
      [CUSTOMIZATIONS]
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
</dynamic>
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Attributes

theme

For a simple way to change the colors of your chart, specify a predefined Kendo theme. Available
themes are:

• Black
• BlueOpal
• Bootstrap
• Default
• Flat
• HighContrast
• Material
• MaterialBlack
• Metro
• MetroBlack
• Moonlight
• Office 365
• Silver
• Uniform
• Fiori
• Nova

To view the colors that make up each theme, refer to the following Kendo documentation: https://
docs.telerik.com/kendo-ui/styles-and-layout/appearance-styling.

Usage

You may take total control of charting by including the <graphspec> element inside a <widget
class_="chart">. For the Kendo charting engine, the contents of <graphspec> should be XML that
specifies chart properties. The XML syntax is essentially isomorphic to the JavaScript object containing
chart properties as described in the Kendo UI documentation on chart configuration, with a few important
caveats:

1. It is not necessary to use camelCase keywords.
2. No distinction is made between the true/false boolean values and the strings "true"/"false". The meaning

is determined by context.
3. Context also determines whether a numeral is treated as a string or a number.

See the Kendo UI documentation on chart configuration for a complete listing of the JavaScript objects and
associated properties.

Object keys are mapped onto XML attributes, except that keys whose values are themselves objects are
mapped onto XML tag contents.

For example, to set the color of the major grid lines on the axes to blue, you could use the Kendo
chart property axisDefaults.majorGridLines.color. This would be represented within the
<graphspec> element as:

<graphspec>
  <axisdefaults>
    <majorgridlines color="blue"/>
  </axisdefaults>
</graphspec>

Consider the following JavaScript, which uses the Kendo API to set the tooltip border color:

<div id="chart"></div>
<script>

https://docs.telerik.com/kendo-ui/styles-and-layout/appearance-styling
https://docs.telerik.com/kendo-ui/styles-and-layout/appearance-styling
https://docs.telerik.com/kendo-ui/api/javascript/dataviz/ui/chart
https://docs.telerik.com/kendo-ui/api/javascript/dataviz/ui/chart#configuration-axisDefaults.majorGridLines.color
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$("#chart").kendoChart({
  tooltip:{
    visible:true,
    border:{
      width:2,
      color:"green"
    }
  },
  series:[
    { data:[1,2,3]}
  ]
});
</script>

This would be represented within the <graphspec> element as:

<graphspec>
  <tooltip visible="true">
    <border width="2" color="green"/>
  </tooltip>
  <series data="{lst(1,2,3)}"/>
</graphspec>

<graphspec> may be used in conjunction with the chart types and attributes specified to a <widget
class_="chart"> to override defaults and specify additional properties. See Example: Customizing
the chart for an example.

Furthermore, <graphspec> may be used in a <widget class_="chart"> without a type_
attribute. In this case, the 1010data query contained in the <widget> is ignored. This means that
<graphspec> must contain both the plot type specification and the data itself. Data may be "injected" into
the <graphspec> using block code. Arrays may be inserted as standard 1010data list-values, for example
with constructs like {lst()}. See Example: Specifying <series> data using list-values below for an
example.

Example: Customizing the chart

The following example uses <graphspec> to change the properties of labels on the category axis in a
column chart. It also changes the Kendo theme to "Bootstrap".

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" type_="column" 
   base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
    <tabu breaks="state">
      <tcol source="state" fun="cnt"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec theme="bootstrap">   
      <categoryaxis>
        <labels rotation="-60" font="9px Arial"/>   
      </categoryaxis>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specifying <series> data using list-values

The tag <series>, which is used to specify plot data, atypically represents a list of objects and may
appear more than once; the actual JS object value of the series: key will be a list with one member for each
appearance of the XML tag. (The tag <valueaxes> behaves the same way.)

So, for example, the plot documented at http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/line-charts/multiple-axes may be
represented as follows.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" width_="800" height_="400">
    <pack into_="data" 
          day="{lst(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
                    14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
                    25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31)}" 
          maxtemp="{lst(6, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 5, 5, 10, 8, 8, 
                        5, 8, 11, 9, 15, 20, 23, 24, 21, 21, 20, 
                        22, 22, 20, 18, 16, 15, 20, 13.2, 18)}" 
          mintemp="{lst(-5, -6, 0, -4, -3, -5.2, -5, -1.7, -1, 
                        0, -0.4, -2, -2, -5, 4, -2, -4, -1, -1, 
                        2, 4, -1, 1, 1, 4, 0, -1, 1, -2, 5.7, 5)}" 
          windspeed="{lst(16.4, 21.7, 35.4, 19, 10.9, 13.6, 10.9, 
                          10.9, 10.9, 16.4, 16.4, 13.6, 13.6, 29.9, 
                          27.1, 16.4, 13.6, 10.9, 16.4, 10.9, 24.5, 
                          10.9, 8.1, 19, 21.7, 27.1, 24.5, 16.4, 
                          27.1, 29.9, 27.1)}" 
          rainfall="{lst(5.4, 2, 5.4, 3, 2, 1, 3.2, 7.4, 0, 8.2, 0, 
                         1.8, 0.3, 0, 0, 2.3, 0, 3.7, 5.2, 6.5, 0, 
                         7.1, 0, 4.7, 0, 1.8, 0, 0, 0, 1.5, 0.8)}">
      <graphspec>
        <title text="March Weather Report"/>
        <legend position="bottom"/>
        <series type="line" name="Max. Temperature [&deg;C]" 
         color="#ff1c1c" axis="temp" data="{@data.maxtemp}"/>
        <series type="line" name="Min. Temperature [&deg;C]" 
         color="#ffae00" axis="temp" data="{@data.mintemp}"/>
        <series type="area" name="Wind Speed [km/h]" 
         color="#73c100" axis="wind" data="{@data.windspeed}"/>

https://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/line-charts/multiple-axes
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        <series type="area" name="Rainfall [mm]" 
         color="#007eff" axis="rain" data="{@data.rainfall}"/>
        <valueaxes name="rain" color="#007eff" min="0" max="60"/>
        <valueaxes name="wind" color="#73c100" min="0" max="60"/>
        <valueaxes name="temp" min="-30" max="30"/>
        <categoryaxis categories="{@data.day}" 
         axiscrossingvalues="{lst(32, 32, 0)}" justified="true"/>
        <tooltip visible="true" format="{0}%" 
         template="#= category #/03: #= value #"/>
      </graphspec>
    </pack>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Note:  This is entirely self-contained. The plot widget need only contain <graphspec>; no query
data is used in this example, and type_ may be omitted because the plot type is specified in the
XML.

It should be immediately evident that the mechanism in this example allows for query (or block-code-
derived) data to be used in plots, which is more useful than a self-contained plot as in the example.
One must merely ensure that environment variables (e.g., the package data in the above example) are
populated with the appropriate values. This can, of course, be done outside of the widget using, for
example, a <do> clause. However, the chart widget offers a convenient mechanism using the <layer>
element. See <layer> for an example.

<layer>

The <layer> element is contained within a <widget class_="chart">. Using <layer>, you can
specify the data to be plotted via a 1010data query. (Available as of version 10.16)

Description

One or more <layer> elements, each containing a 1010data query, may appear inside the chart widget.
Each <layer> may bear one or more value*_ (and associated row*_/col*_) attributes, and/or a
tablevalue_ attribute, using exactly the same syntax as familiar from <do> clauses. (See <do> on page
534 for more information).
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Variables set thus by <layer> queries have scope only in subsequent clauses (<layer> and
<graphspec>) within the widget itself; in other words, they do not change the global <dynamic>
environment and need not be specified in the <dynamic> clause.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="chart" engine_="ENGINE_TYPE"
      type_="CHART_TYPE">
      <layer tablevalue_="TABLE_VAR">      
        [1010data_QUERY]
      </layer>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

tablevalue_

Accepts the name of a variable to which the <layer> can assign the result of the
[1010data_QUERY] as a table value.

The table-value variable specified to the tablevalue_ attribute can be indexed using the following
syntax:

• @foo.bar provides a list consisting of the values in the column bar
• @foo.17 provides a dictionary consisting of the row 17
• @foo._cols provides a list of column names
• @foo._rows provides the number of rows

Example

This example uses a <layer> element, which contains a <table> op that specifies the data and stores
it in a variable named data (as specified using the tabledata_ attribute), the plot documented at http://
demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/line-charts/multiple-axes may be represented as follows.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="chart" width_="800" height_="400">
    <layer tablevalue_="data">
      <table cols="day,maxtemp,mintemp,windspeed,rainfall">
       1,6.0,-5.0,16.4,5.4;
       2,10.0,-6.0,21.7,2.0;
       3,10.0,0.0,35.4,5.4;
       4,10.0,-4.0,19.0,3.0;
       5,10.0,-3.0,10.9,2.0;
       6,9.0,-5.2,13.6,1.0;
       7,5.0,-5.0,10.9,3.2;
       8,5.0,-1.7,10.9,7.4;
       9,10.0,-1.0,10.9,0.0;
       10,8.0,0.0,16.4,8.2;
       11,8.0,-0.4,16.4,0.0;
       12,5.0,-2.0,13.6,1.8;
       13,8.0,-2.0,13.6,0.3;
       14,11.0,-5.0,29.9,0.0;
       15,9.0,4.0,27.1,0.0;
       16,15.0,-2.0,16.4,2.3;
       17,20.0,-4.0,13.6,0.0;
       18,23.0,-1.0,10.9,3.7;
       19,24.0,-1.0,16.4,5.2;
       20,21.0,2.0,10.9,6.5;
       21,21.0,4.0,24.5,0.0;
       22,20.0,-1.0,10.9,7.1;

https://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/line-charts/multiple-axes
https://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/line-charts/multiple-axes
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       23,22.0,1.0,8.1,0.0;
       24,22.0,1.0,19.0,4.7;
       25,20.0,4.0,21.7,0.0;
       26,18.0,0.0,27.1,1.8;
       27,16.0,-1.0,24.5,0.0;
       28,15.0,1.0,16.4,0.0;
       29,20.0,-2.0,27.1,0.0;
       30,13.2,5.7,29.9,1.5;
       31,18.0,5.0,27.1,0.8;
      </table>
    </layer>
      <graphspec>
        <title text="March Weather Report"/>
        <legend position="bottom"/>
        <series type="line" name="Max. Temperature [&deg;C]" 
         color="#ff1c1c" axis="temp" data="{@data.maxtemp}"/>
        <series type="line" name="Min. Temperature [&deg;C]" 
         color="#ffae00" axis="temp" data="{@data.mintemp}"/>
        <series type="area" name="Wind Speed [km/h]" 
         color="#73c100" axis="wind" data="{@data.windspeed}"/>
        <series type="area" name="Rainfall [mm]" 
         color="#007eff" axis="rain" data="{@data.rainfall}"/>
        <valueaxes name="rain" color="#007eff" min="0" max="60"/>
        <valueaxes name="wind" color="#73c100" min="0" max="60"/>
        <valueaxes name="temp" min="-30" max="30"/>
        <categoryaxis categories="{@data.day}" 
         axiscrossingvalues="{lst(32, 32, 0)}" justified="true"/>
        <tooltip visible="true" format="{0}%" 
         template="#= category #/03: #= value #"/>
      </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Note:  This example uses a <table> op inside the <layer> to provide the data for the chart
widget; however, the <layer> could, and ordinarily would, contain a query on a real physical table.

class_="checkbox"

Using <widget class_="checkbox"> creates a simple checkbox with a label.
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Syntax

<dynamic var="">
    <widget class_="checkbox" label_="[LABEL_FOR_CHECKBOX]" 
     value_="@var">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="checkbox".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

value_

Accepts a variable defined in the containing <dynamic> element. The value sent from the checkbox
widget is stored in the variable provided.

true_

Accepts any value. This value is assigned to the variable specified in the value_ attribute when the
checkbox is checked. Default is 1.

false_

Accepts any value. This value is assigned to the variable specified in the value_ attribute when the
checkbox is unchecked. Default is 0.

default_

Accepts any value. If the value of default_ is equal to the value of true_, the checkbox will be
checked. If the value of default_ is any value other than that of true_, the checkbox will be
unchecked.

Example for class_="checkbox"

This example creates a simple checkbox, which is initialized to a checked value.
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<dynamic var="1">
  <widget class_="checkbox" label_="Check me!" value_="@var"/>
</dynamic>

Results are shown below:

class_="checklist"

Using <widget class_="checklist"> creates a set of checkboxes with horizontal or vertical
orientation.

Syntax

<dynamic var="">
    <widget class_="checklist" orientation_="[OPTION]" 
     label_="[LABEL_FOR_CHECKLIST]" value_="@var">
       [1010data_QUERY]
   </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="checklist".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

orientation_

Specifies the orientation of the checklist.

Valid values are:
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• horizontal
• vertical

The default is horizontal.

itemlabelpos_

Specifies where the list items should be positioned relative to the checkboxes in the widget. Accepts a
string.

Valid values are:

• right
• left
• top
• bottom

The default is right.

itemspacing_

Controls the spacing between items. Accepts a non-negative number and a measurement unit (e.g.,
em, px).

The default value is 1em.

(Available as of version 12.00)

value_

The selected items are stored in the dynamic variable specified by this attribute as a comma-
separated string in the order that they appear in the checklist (not the order in which they were
selected).

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

listvalue_

The selected items are stored in the dynamic variable specified by this attribute as a list-value
consisting of the elements in the order that they appear in the checklist (not the order in which they
were selected).

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

textcolor_

Specifies the color of the list items. Accepts a string.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Specifies the styling of the list items. Accepts a string.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

textcolor_

Specifies the background color of the checklist widget. Accepts a string.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.
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If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxselected_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that may be selected at one
time in the widget.

Example for class_="checklist"

This example creates a simple checklist set up with 3 options. Results are shown below the code.

<dynamic storeselect="">
  <widget class_="checklist" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   orientation_="vertical" value_="@storeselect">
    <sel value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="color"

Using <widget class_="color"> creates a widget that allows the end-user to select a color value.

Syntax

<dynamic colorvar="">
    <widget class_="color" value_="@colorvar"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.
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If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

value_

Accepts a variable that is declared in the containing <dynamic> element. The color value selected is
stored in the variable provided.

buttons_

Specifies whether to show Apply and Cancel buttons on the color picker.

Accepts 1 to show the buttons and 0 to hide them. If omitted the option defaults to 0.

labelapply_

Specifies the label of the Apply button.

Accepts a string: (i.e.,labelapply_="This").

labelcancel_

Specifies the label of the Cancel button.

Accepts a string: (i.e.,labelcancel_="Not This").

opacity_

Specifies whether to show an opacity slider to control the opacity of the color applied.

Accepts 1 to show the slider and 0 to hide it. Defaults to 0.

preview_

When mode_="flat", preview_ specifies whether to show a preview square for the currently
selected color.

Accepts 1 to show and 0 to hide. Defaults to 1.

enable_

Specifies whether to enable or disable the widget.

Accepts 1 to enable and 0 to disable. Defaults to 1.

autoupdate_

Specifies whether the color selected in the color picker should update its values automatically or wait
for a manual input to update.

Valid values are 1 for updating the color selection when the selection changes, and 0, which tells
the color picker to hold its current value until a user clicks the Apply button that appears when
buttons_="1".

mode_

Specifies whether to use a gradient color picker or a tiled color picker.

Valid values are:

flat

Gradient version

palette

Tiled mode

Defaults to flat.

tilesize_
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When mode_="palette", use tilesize_ to specify the size of the tiles in the color palette.
Accepts an integer (i.e., tilesize_="10".

columns_

When mode_="palette", columns_ specifies the number of columns to show in the color palette.
Accepts an integer value (i.e., columns_="5". Defaults to 10.

palettevalue_

This attribute specifies a dynamic variable whose value determines the colors to show in the palette.
This attribute only applies when mode_="palette".

The dynamic variable associated with the palettevalue_ attribute can be set to any of the
following valid values:

• basic
• websafe
• office
• apex
• austin
• clarity
• slipstream
• metro
• flow
• hardcover
• trek
• verve
• monochrome

You may also set the dynamic variable to a custom list of color hex values (e.g., {'#ff0000',
'#ff00ff'}).

Example for class_="color"
<dynamic colorvar="red" my_palette="trek">
  <layout>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="text" color_="{@colorvar}" text_="Welcome!" 
       update_="auto" invmode_="hide"/>
    </layout>
    <widget class_="color" label_="Pick a color, any color!" 
      value_="@colorvar" buttons_="1" opacity_="1" autoupdate_="0"   
      mode_="flat" labelapply_="This" labelcancel_="Not This"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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class_="date"

Using <widget class_="date"> creates an input field with an accompanying calendar widget for
easier date selection.

Syntax

<dynamic datevar="">
    <widget class_="date" value_="@datevar" 
     label_="[LABEL_FOR_WIDGET]">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget> 
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="date".

value_

Specifies the variable, among those declared in the containing <dynamic> element, where
information sent from the input field will be stored.

inputwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the input field associated with the date widget.

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
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• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

tovalue_

If specified, accepts a variable, among those declared in the containing <dynamic> element.
Specifying this value creates a limited range of dates from which the end-user may choose. The
earliest date in the range is the value provide to the value_ attributes. The latest available date is the
value of tovalue_.

tolabel_

Accepts a string that specifies the label for the ending date field.

tolabelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the ending date field.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

tolabelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the ending date field.

If the length of the string specified by the tolabel_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
tolabelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the tolabelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified
by the tolabel_ attribute.

arrange_

Accepts a string that specifies whether to arrange the two date pickers for a date range either
horizontally or vertically.

Note:  This attribute is only valid when the tovalue_ attribute is specified.

Valid values are:

h

Arrange the two date pickers for a date range horizontally.

v

Arrange the two date pickers for a date range vertically.

earliest_

Accepts an integer in the form of YYYYMMDD that specifies the earliest selectable date.
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latest_

Accepts an integer in the form of YYYYMMDD that specifies the latest selectable date.

format_

Accepts a string specifying the format for displaying the date in the input field after an item is selected
from the date picker.

Example strings for use are: mm/dd/yy and mm-dd-yy.

autoselect_

Accepts a 1 to activate and 0 to deactivate (default).

When active, autoselect_ will automatically reveal the date picker when the QuickApp user clicks
in the date input field. When active, autoselect_ will also automatically assign a value to the
variable specified in the value_ attribute when the date format entered matches the format specified
in the format_ attribute (e.g., if format_="mm/dd/yy" then autocomplete_ will auto-update the
variable if someone types 01/01/14).

(Available as of prod-9)

parseformats_

parseformats_ accepts a comma-separated list of valid 1010data date formats.

When a user types in a date picker widget's field, parseformats_ will be used to convert what the
user types into a valid date value. It will also force the appearance of the date in the field into the
format specified by the format_ attribute.

The default comma-separated list for parseformats_ is as follows: yyyy-mm-dd, mm/dd/yyyy,
mm/dd/yy, yyyymmdd.

parseformats_ will use the first successful format it encounters in the comma-separated list. So,
when using parseformats_, order matters, and incorrect conversions may occur if order is not
considered. The correct way to provide formats is to list the formats from least strict to most strict.

For example, if parseformats_="mm/dd/yy,mm/dd/yyyy" and a user types 05/15/2012,
then parseformats_ will convert it to: 05-15-20, because 05/15/2012 can be parsed with mm/
dd/yy. To correct this, use: parseformats_="mm/dd/yyyy,mm/dd/yy". This also applies if
using different delimiters. For instance, to account for both slash (/) and dash (-) delimiters, use:
parseformats_="mm/dd/yyyy,mm-dd-yyyy,mm/dd/yy,mm-dd-yy".

(Available as of prod-9)

locale_

Accepts an optional culture code. The date widget will then use the culture's appropriate date format.
If locale_ is omitted, the date widget uses the English, USA date format.

Valid values are:

• en_US (English, USA--the default value)
• en-CA (English, Canada)
• fr-CA (French, Canada)

(Available as of version 15.24)

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.
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The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

Example: Start date and end date

This example creates a date widget that provides two vertically arranged date pickers to select a date
range. When a date is selected from the date picker, it is formatted as yyyy-mm-dd in the input field.

<dynamic fromvar="" tovar="">
  <widget class_="date" value_="@fromvar" tovalue_="@tovar" 
   label_="Starting date" labelwidth_="100" 
   tolabel_="Ending date" tolabelwidth_="100" 
   arrange_="v" format_="yyyy-mm-dd"/>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Starting date: {@fromvar}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Ending date: {@tovar}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: French Canadian calendar

This example shows how to use the optional locale_ attribute to create a French Canadian date picker.

<dynamic d="20191215">
<widget class_="date" locale_="fr-CA" value_="@d"/>
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</dynamic>

Example: Using grid for data selection
<dynamic base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" selecteddate="19900101" 
      begindate="19900101" enddate="19901231">
    <layout>
        <widget class_="date" margin_="10" label_="Select a date:" 
         format_="yymmdd" color_="white" textcolor_="#222" 
         textstyle_="font-weight:bold;" months_="1" fill_="none" 
         earliest_="19900101" latest_="19901231" 
         value_="@selecteddate" source_="0 0 0 0 0"/>
        <widget class_="text" margin_="10" type_="html" 
         text_="<div style='font:14px/20px sans-serif;'>Date selected:
 {@selecteddate}</div>" 
         source_="0 0 0 0 1"/>
        <widget class_="grid" width_="480" height_="320" source_="0 0 0 0 2">
            <sel value="(date={@selecteddate})"/>
        </widget>
        <widget class_="date" margin_="10" label_="Select a date range from:" 
         tolabel_="to:" color_="white" textcolor_="#222" 
         textstyle_="font-
weight:bold;" earliest_="19900101" latest_="19901231" 
         months_="1" format_="yymmdd" value_="@begindate" 
         tovalue_="@enddate" source_="0 0 0 0 3"/>
        <widget class_="text" margin_="10" type_="html" 
         text_="<div style='font:14px/20px sans-serif;'>Date range selected:
 from  {@begindate} to {@enddate}</div>" 
         source_="0 0 0 0 4"/>
        <widget class_="grid" width_="480" height_="320" type_="native" 
         source_="0 0 0 0 5">
            <sel value="(date>={@begindate})"/>
            <sel value="(date<={@enddate})"/>
        </widget>
    </layout>
</dynamic>
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class_="draggable"

Using <widget class_="draggable"> creates drag-and-drop biscuits to add columns to different drop
zones.(Available as of version 13.04)

Description

The class_="draggable" widget is a general drag-and-drop widget.

Syntax

<widget class_="draggable"
  value_="@var"
  funcvalue_="@selectedFunctionVar"
  funcbuttonicon_="[CSS_CLASS]"
  clone_="0|1"
  droppable_="0|1"
  removable_="0|1"
  filter_="0|1"
  text_="[EMPTY_WIDGET_TEXT]"
  arrange_="'v'|'h'"
  group_="[INTEGER]"
  maxelems_="[INTEGER]"
  template_="[HTML_TEMPLATE]">
   <layer name="funcmenu">
    [1010data_QUERY]
   </layer>
  [1010data_QUERY]
</widget>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="draggable".

clone_

Determines if you remove the draggable widget when you drag it off. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When clone="1", the biscuit stays when you drag it off, allowing you to have duplicate biscuits.

When clone="0", the biscuit is removed when you drag it off.

droppable_

Determines whether or not the draggable widget can also have values dropped into it. Accepts a 1 or
0.

When droppable="1", the biscuit accepts dropped values and contains a list of lists that contain
column data.

When droppable="0", the biscuit does not accept dropped values and does not contain column
data.

filter_

Determines whether or not a search box appears to filter the biscuits in the draggable widget. Accepts
a 1 or 0.

When filter="1", a search box appears.

When filter="0", no search box appears.

funcbuttonicon_
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The FontAwesome icon class for the function button icon. The function button activates the function
menu on the draggable widget. Accepts a string.

funcbuttontext_

The text that appears when you hover over the function button. Accepts a string.

funcs_

The list of tuples that determines the contents of the function context menu.

funcvalue_

The value, as a list, of the choices from the function context menu.

group_

The group the draggable widget belongs to. This determines what other draggable widgets can drop
into it. Accepts an integer.

height_

The height of the container for the draggable widget.

maxelems_

The maximum number of biscuits that can appear in the draggable widget. Accepts an integer.

removable_

Determines if a Close button appears on the biscuit, allowing the biscuit to be removed from the
widget.

text_

The text inside the dropzone. The text appears only when there are no draggable elements in the
widget. Accepts a string.

value_

A package that initializes the names, labels, and types of the biscuits in the draggable widget.
value_ is two-way bound. When you update value_, it updates how the widget looks. When you
interact with the widget, it updates value_.

The package contains the following columns of metadata:

name

The name of the biscuit. This column is required.

label

The label of the item to be selected, ordered, or sorted. The label is the text displayed on the
biscuit. This column is required.

type

Internal numeric typecodes indicating MDB datatypes (i, f, j, a). Known typecodes result in
TRS color coding, while unknown or missing typecodes result in the color gray. This column is
optional.

width_

The width of the container for the draggable widget.

Example

This example creates two draggable widgets, one containing the biscuits "Hello" and "World," and the other
containing the biscuits "One," "Two," and "Three." The resulting <widget> is shown below the code.
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<dynamic dropvar="{pkg(;)}" ypkg="{pkg('name''label''type';
    lst('one' 'two' 'three') 
    lst('One' 'Two' 'Three') 
    lst('a' 'f' 'j'))}" f="{pkg(;)}">
 
  <!-- If you're using a table you must set droppable_="0" 
  because a table different draggable cannot have its contents edited by 
  dropping -->
  
  <widget class_="draggable" maxelems_="3" funcvalue_="@f" filter_="1" 
    droppable_="0">
    <table>
      hello,Hello,f;
      world,World,j;
      </table>  
  </widget>
  
  <widget class_="value" value_="@f" refreshon_="1"/>
  
  <!-- removable_="1" allows for it to be removed -->
  
  <widget class_="draggable" droppable_="1" clone_="0" 
    value_="@ypkg" text_="Y Axis" height_="150" width_="200" 
    removable_="1"/>
  
   <layout type_="dropzone" dropvalue_="@dropvar" height_="400" width_="200">
     <widget class_="text" text_="dropzone" />
     <widget class_="value" value_="@dropvar" refreshon_="1"/>
   </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="dropdown"

Using <widget class_="dropdown"> creates a drop-down menu.

Description

The class_="dropdown" widget creates a drop-down menu for value selections. The contents of the
<widget> should be a 1010data query that resolves to one or two columns. These columns either provide
values by themselves, or values with labels.

Syntax

<dynamic selectvar="">
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="[LABEL_FOR_DROPDOWN]" 
     value_="@selectVar">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget> 
</dynamic>
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The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="dropdown".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

value_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the items selected from the drop-down widget as a comma-
separated list.

The variable specified to the value_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag.

inputwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the input field.

The unit represented by the value provided is the smallest unit for the given render target.

The default is 160.

dropdownheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the drop-down menu.

If the number of items cannot fit in the specified height, a vertical scroll bar is added to the drop-down
menu.

The default is 200.

dropdownwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the drop-down menu.

If an item cannot fit in the specified width, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If dropdownwidth_ is not specified, the drop-down menu is the same width as the input field (as
specified by the inputwidth_ attribute).

breaks_
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Accepts a column name. Items that have the same value in the specified column are grouped
together in the drop-down list.

(Available as of 11.13)

defval_

Specifies a value that is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute when the
default option is selected from the drop-down menu.

The label for the default option is specified via the deflabel_ attribute.

Note:  When a dropdown widget renders initially, it displays the label for the default option
if the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute has not been initialized to a
valid value for the widget. In this case, the value of the dynamic variable is not changed
to the default value; it retains the value to which it had been initialized. It is recommended
to initialize the dynamic variable to the default value in the opening <dynamic> when it is
declared.

deflabel_

Specifies the label associated with the default option.

When the default option is selected from the drop-down menu, the dynamic variable associated with
the value_ attribute is set to the value specified by the defval_ attribute.

Note:  If the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute is set to something
outside the set of valid values for the widget (e.g., through user interaction in the QuickApp),
the default label is displayed by the dropdown widget; however, the value of the dynamic
variable is not changed to the default value; it retains the value to which it had been set.

multi_

Accepts a 0 for off (false) and a 1 for on (true). If true, the drop-down menu will accepts multiple
values as the selection. If false, only single values are accepted.

hints_

Specifies whether to provide additional information via a tooltip when the mouse points to a particular
item in the widget.

Accepts 0, 1, or a column name.

If hints_ is set to 1, the third column from the results of the query associated with the widget is used
as the text for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to a column name from the query results, the text from that
column is used for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to 0, no tooltips are displayed.

The default value is 0.

hintdelay_

Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds to wait before displaying the tooltip (as
provided by the hints_ attribute).

The default value is 0.5 seconds.

hintheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

If the amount of text for the tooltip does not fit in the specified space, a vertical scroll bar is added to
the pop-up window.

The default value is 355.

(Available as of version 10.03)
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hinticon_

Specifies whether or not to display an information icon when the mouse points to a particular item in
the widget.

Accepts a 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When hinticon_ is set to 1, the Info icon ( ) is displayed in the widget when the mouse points
to an item. When the mouse points to the icon, the tooltip (as specified by the hints_ attribute) is
displayed in a pop-up window.

The default value is 0.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintpos_

Specifies the position of the pop-up window that displays the tooltip when the mouse points to a
particular item in the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is bottom.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum width of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

The default value is 300.

(Available as of version 10.03)

emptytext_

Accepts a string that specifies the placeholder text that appears for empty values in the drop-down
menu.

initlist_

Accepts a list-value that is used to initialize the widget. This has the same effect, but can often be
more convenient, than using <table> to initialize the drop-down list.

When the initlist_ attribute is specified, the widget is populated with the items in the list-value,
not the query associated with the widget.

The list-value specified to initlist_ is a list of elements.

Each element can be any of the following:

• a scalar value, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is
displayed (no tooltip)

1
• a one-element list, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{2}
• a two-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget and the label that is

displayed (no tooltip)
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{3 'Three'}
• a three-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget, the label that is

displayed, and the corresponding tooltip

{4 'Four' 'This is the fourth item'}
• a package with any combination of the following keys: 'value', 'label' and 'hint'

pkg('value' 'label' 'hint'; 5 'Five' 'This is the fifth item')

listvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the selected items from the drop-down menu into a list-value.

The variable specified to the listvalue_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag.

Note:  The listvalue_ attribute can only be used when the multi_ attribute is set to 1. If
multi_ is set to 0, use value_ instead.

(Available as of prod-9)

rowvalue_

Accepts a package value. Will pack all values for a given row into a package using the column names
as the package keys.

The variable specified to the rowvalue_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag.

(Available as of prod-9)

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

immediate_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether to immediately send dynamic variable
changes to the server or to delay for a certain amount of time. This can be used to help control when
other widgets update after the user interacts with this widget.

When immediate_ is set to 1, changes to any dynamic variables associated with this widget will be
sent to the server immediately.

When immediate_ is set to 0, the update is delayed by the amount of time specified by the delay_
attribute.

For <widget class_="dropdown" multi_="1"> and <widget class_="dropdownlist">,
if immediate="0" is specified and delay_ is not specified, changes are not sent to the server until
the widget's drop-down menu has been closed. (Available as of version 17.19)

delay_

Accepts a decimal value between 0 and 10 that specifies the number of seconds to delay between
user interaction and sending the change to the server.

This attribute is only valid when immediate_="0".
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The default value is 0.

filter_

Accepts a string that specifies how to filter values in the drop-down list with respect to the text that is
entered in the input field of the widget.

Valid values are:

beginswith

Populates the drop-down list with values that begin with the text specified in the input field of the
widget.

contains

Populates the drop-down list with values that contain the text specified in the input field of the
widget.

The default is beginswith.

(Available as of version 10.09.)

serverfilter_

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether the drop-down list is populated before or
after the user enters text into the input field of the widget.

When serverfilter_="1", the drop-down list is populated with matching items only after the user
enters text into the input field of the drop-down list. When text is entered in the input field, the widget
sends a request to the server to determine the matching items (as specified by the filter_ attribute)
and displays only those items.

When serverfilter_="0", all items resulting from the query associated with the widget are
displayed in the drop-down list when the input field gets focus. As the user enters text in the input
field, the list displays only those items that match the input.

The default value is 0.

reorder_

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether selected items from the drop-down list may
be reordered after they have been added to the input field of the widget.

When reorder_="1", selected items that appear in the input field of the widget may be reordered.
This changes the order of the items in the comma-separated list saved in the dynamic variable
specified by the value_ attribute.

When reorder_="0", selected items in the drop-down list may not be reordered in the input field.
The selected items are saved to the dynamic variable specified by the value_ attribute in the order in
which they were selected.

Note:  Items cannot be reordered if serverfilter_ is set to 1.

The default value is 0.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxselected_
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Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that may be selected at one
time in the widget.

Note:  This attribute is only applicable when multi_="1".

Example

This example creates a drop-down menu with the store numbers mentioned in the transactions data
set. Note that it would also be possible to use a store master table for this same purpose. However, this
example requires only the transaction-level detail. First, a selection column is created that indicates the first
time a new value for store appears in the table. Then, a selection statement eliminates all rows except
those where a new store number first appeared. Finally, a <colord> operation reduces the resultant table
to a single column of unique store values. The resulting <widget> is shown below the code.

<dynamic selectvar="">
  <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   label_="Select Store" value_="@selectvar">
    <willbe name="selection" value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
    <sel value="selection=1"/>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: multi_="1"

If multi_="1", a multi-select drop-down list will appear. This allows for the selection of multiple values in
the same drop-down. To store the selected values, pass a scalar variable to value_ or a list-variable to
listvalue_. Using value_ will store the values in a comma-separated list. Using listvalue_ will store
the values in a list data structure, where each value is stored as its own element at a specific index position
in the list.

Note:  Selection order is not preserved with multi_="1". For a drop-down list where order is
preserved, see dropdownlist.

Here is a small example showing the values stored in the listvalue_ variable using a text widget:

<dynamic selectlist="">
  <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   label_="Select Store" multi_="1" value_="@listvar" 
   listvalue_="@selectlist">
    <willbe name="selection" value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
    <sel value="selection=1"/>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" text_="{@selectlist}"/>
</dynamic>
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class_="dropdownlist"

Using <widget class_="dropdownlist"> creates a drop-down menu with multi-select capabilities
that preserve the order of items clicked. (Available as of prod-9)

Description

The class_="dropdownlist" widget creates a drop-down menu for multi-selection use-cases. Items
appear in the input field in the order they were clicked in the list. The contents of the <widget> should
be a 1010data query that resolves to one or two columns. These columns either provide values by
themselves, or values with labels.

Syntax

<dynamic selectvar="">
    <widget class_="dropdownlist" label_="[LABEL_FOR_DROPDOWNLIST]" 
     value_="@selectvar">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget> 
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="dropdownlist".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.
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If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

inputwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the input field.

The unit represented by the value provided is the smallest unit for the given render target.

The default is 200.

inputmaxheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the input field when multiple items are
selected from the drop-down list.

As multiple items are selected from the drop-down list, they are added to the input field. If the number
of selected items cannot fit in the specified height, a vertical scroll bar is added to the input field.

The default is 200.

dropdownheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the drop-down menu.

If the number of items cannot fit in the specified height, a vertical scroll bar is added to the drop-down
menu.

The default is 200.

dropdownwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the drop-down menu.

If an item cannot fit in the specified width, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If dropdownwidth_ is not specified, the drop-down menu is the same width as the input field (as
specified by the inputwidth_ attribute).

breaks_

Accepts a column name. Items that have the same value in the specified column are grouped
together in the drop-down list.

(Available as of 11.13)

defval_

Accepts any "value." Sets the default value for the drop-down menu.

deflabel_

Specifies the default label for the default value (where applicable).

emptytext_

Accepts a string. Specify the placeholder text that should appear for empty values in the drop-down.

value_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the items selected from the drop-down list widget as a
comma-separated list.

The variable specified to the value_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag.

listvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the selected items from the drop-down list widget into a list-
value.
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The variable specified to the listvalue_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag
as a list-value.

rowvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that packs all the values for a given row into a package using the column
names as the package keys.

The variable specified to the rowvalue_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag
as a package.

immediate_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether to immediately send dynamic variable
changes to the server or to delay for a certain amount of time. This can be used to help control when
other widgets update after the user interacts with this widget.

When immediate_ is set to 1, changes to any dynamic variables associated with this widget will be
sent to the server immediately.

When immediate_ is set to 0, the update is delayed by the amount of time specified by the delay_
attribute.

For <widget class_="dropdown" multi_="1"> and <widget class_="dropdownlist">,
if immediate="0" is specified and delay_ is not specified, changes are not sent to the server until
the widget's drop-down menu has been closed. (Available as of version 17.19)

delay_

Accepts a decimal value between 0 and 10 that specifies the number of seconds to delay between
user interaction and sending the change to the server.

This attribute is only valid when immediate_="0".

The default value is 0.

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

hints_

Specifies whether to provide additional information via a tooltip when the mouse points to a particular
item in the widget.

Accepts 0, 1, or a column name.

If hints_ is set to 1, the third column from the results of the query associated with the widget is used
as the text for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to a column name from the query results, the text from that
column is used for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to 0, no tooltips are displayed.

The default value is 0.

hintdelay_
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Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds to wait before displaying the tooltip (as
provided by the hints_ attribute).

The default value is 0.5 seconds.

hintheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

If the amount of text for the tooltip does not fit in the specified space, a vertical scroll bar is added to
the pop-up window.

The default value is 355.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hinticon_

Specifies whether or not to display an information icon when the mouse points to a particular item in
the widget.

Accepts a 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When hinticon_ is set to 1, the Info icon ( ) is displayed in the widget when the mouse points
to an item. When the mouse points to the icon, the tooltip (as specified by the hints_ attribute) is
displayed in a pop-up window.

The default value is 0.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintpos_

Specifies the position of the pop-up window that displays the tooltip when the mouse points to a
particular item in the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is bottom.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum width of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

The default value is 300.

(Available as of version 10.03)

initlist_

Accepts a list-value that is used to initialize the widget. This has the same effect, but can often be
more convenient, than using <table> to initialize the drop-down list.

When the initlist_ attribute is specified, the widget is populated with the items in the list-value,
not the query associated with the widget.

The list-value specified to initlist_ is a list of elements.

Each element can be any of the following:
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• a scalar value, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is
displayed (no tooltip)

1
• a one-element list, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{2}
• a two-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget and the label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{3 'Three'}
• a three-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget, the label that is

displayed, and the corresponding tooltip

{4 'Four' 'This is the fourth item'}
• a package with any combination of the following keys: 'value', 'label' and 'hint'

pkg('value' 'label' 'hint'; 5 'Five' 'This is the fifth item')

filter_

Accepts a string that specifies how to filter values in the drop-down list with respect to the text that is
entered in the input field of the widget.

Valid values are:

beginswith

Populates the drop-down list with values that begin with the text specified in the input field of the
widget.

contains

Populates the drop-down list with values that contain the text specified in the input field of the
widget.

The default value is beginswith.

serverfilter_

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether the drop-down list is populated before or
after the user enters text into the input field of the widget.

When serverfilter_="1", the drop-down list is populated with matching items only after the user
enters text into the input field of the drop-down list. When text is entered in the input field, the widget
sends a request to the server to determine the matching items (as specified by the filter_ attribute)
and displays only those items.

When serverfilter_="0", all items resulting from the query associated with the widget are
displayed in the drop-down list when the input field gets focus. As the user enters text in the input
field, the list displays only those items that match the input.

The default value is 0.

reorder_

Accepts an integer value of 0 or 1 that specifies whether selected items from the drop-down list may
be reordered after they have been added to the input field of the widget.

When reorder_="1", selected items that appear in the input field of the widget may be reordered.
This changes the order of the items in the comma-separated list saved in the dynamic variable
specified by the value_ attribute.

When reorder_="0", selected items in the drop-down list may not be reordered in the input field.
The selected items are saved to the dynamic variable specified by the value_ attribute in the order in
which they were selected.
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Note:  Items cannot be reordered if serverfilter_ is set to 1.

The default value is 0.

casesensitive_

Accepts 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to those values) that specifies whether or not the
input field is case sensitive.

If casesensitive_ is set to 1, the text entered in the input field must match the items in the drop-
down list with respect to case. If casesensitive_ is set to 0, case is not taken into account when
providing matching items in the drop-down list.

This only applies when serverfilter_ is set to 1.

The default is 1.

numhints_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that can match the text entered
by the user before the drop-down list associated with the widget displays the results.

If the number of results that match the text entered is greater than the value of numhints_, the drop-
down list associated with the widget will remain unpopulated. Once enough text has been entered into
the input field that the matching results are less than or equal to the value of numhints_, the drop-
down list will display those matching items.

The default value s 200.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxselected_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that may be selected at one
time in the widget.

Example: Basic multi-select dropdown list

The code below creates a drop-down list that provides the user with a multi-selectable list of values and
preserves the order in which each value is selected. The selections are stored in the list-value variable
specified by the listvalue_ attribute. The first text widget displays the list, and the second text
widget uses the lst_len(L) function on the variable to display the number of selected items.

<dynamic selectvar="{lst()}">
  <widget class_="dropdownlist" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   label_="Select Store" listvalue_="@selectvar">
    <willbe name="selection" value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
    <sel value="selection=1"/>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Selected items: {@selectvar}"/>
  <widget class_="text"  
   text_="Number of selected items: {lst_len(@selectvar)}"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Filtering

This example uses the serverfilter_ attribute to control when data is retrieved from the server
in order to populate the drop-down list. Since serverfilter_="1", the drop-down list is populated
with matching items only after the user enters text into the input field of the drop-down list. Since
filter_="contains", the drop-down list is populated only with values that contain the text specified in
the input field of the widget.

<dynamic sub_region="">
  <layout>
    <widget class_="dropdownlist" base_="pub.doc.retail.store" 
     serverfilter_="1" filter_="contains" casesensitive_="0" 
     numhints_="6" value_="@sub_region">
      <colord cols="subdivisiondesc"/>
      <sel value="g_first1(subdivisiondesc ;;)"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.store" 
     type_="scroll" invmode_="hide" require_="@sub_region">
      <sel value="subdivisiondesc='{@sub_region}'"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

For example, if the user typed in the characters an, the drop-down list would display only the items that
contain those characters.

Example: Specifying a selection expression from a list-value in a QuickApp

The following example is a QuickApp that demonstrates how the qv(X) function can be used to take items
in a list-value and use them in a selection expression.

<dynamic stations="{pkg(;)}">
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  <layout arrange_="v">
    <layout arrange_="h">
      <widget class_="dropdownlist" serverfilter_="0" casesensitive_="0" 
       filter_="beginswith" numhints_="50" rowvalue_="@stations" 
       label_="stations" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <tabu breaks="id,name">
          <tcol name="count" source="name" fun="cnt"/>
        </tabu>
        <colord cols="id,name"/>
      </widget>
      <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <if test="{@stations.id._defined}">
          <sel value="id={qv(@stations.id)}"/>
        </if>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <layout arrange_="v">
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="list-value:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{@stations.id}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="qv result:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{qv(@stations.id)}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The values selected in the dropdownlist widget are stored as a package in the dynamic variable
stations (as specified by the rowvalue_ attribute). The package consists of list-values of the IDs
(stations.id) and names (stations.name). The query associated with the grid widget passes the
stations.id list-value to the qv(X) function, the results of which are used in the selection expression to
display only those rows whose IDs are selected.

For illustrative purposes, text widgets display the list-value associated with stations.id and the result
of the qv(X) function.

class_="editgrid" (deprecated)

Using <widget class_="editgrid"> creates a table whose cells can be edited in the browser.

Note:  The number of rows multiplied by the number of columns must be less than 100,000.
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Syntax

<dynamic var="">
    <widget class_="editgrid" label_="[RESULT_TABLE_NAME]" 
     value_="@var">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

readonly_

Accepts a 1 to enable. Makes the grid read-only. Default is 0.

rocols_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names in the table. Columns whose names were passed
to rocols_ will be read-only.

resetbut_

Accepts a 0 to deactivate. Default is 1. When active, displays a Reset button that will revert the
editable grid back to its state at the time theit was originally rendered.

clearbut_

Accepts a 0 to deactive. Default is 1. When active, displays a Clear button that clears all the rows in
the editable grid.

savebut_

Accepts a 0 to deactivate. Default is 1. When active, displays a Save button that allows the end-user
to upload and save changes to the grid to a temporary table.

value_
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Accepts the name of a variable defined in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp. When the
Save button is clicked by an end-user, the path to the temporary table where the data is saved will be
stored in the variable passed to value_.

sparerow_

Accepts a 0 to deactive. Default is 1. Specifies whether to start a new empty row in the grid. The
empty row is now uploaded when the grid is saved.

dragfill_

Accepts a 0 to deactive. Default is 1. Specifies whether to allow the user to drag to "fill" (highlight) a
range of cells in the editable grid.

restrict_

Accepts a 0 to deactivate. Default is 1. Specifies whether to prohibit the end-user from entering
invalid values in the grid when editing. Default behavior will restrict the user and prevent invalid
values from being entered.

headers_

Specifies what to use as the column headers. Accepts the following values:

labels

Default. Uses column labels.

names

Uses the column names.

none

Does not display headers.

rownums_

Accepts a 0 to deactivate. 1 is the default. When active, displays a row number next to each row in
the grid.

synch_

Accepts a 1 to activate. Default is 0. When active, specifies that any time the grid is changed the
updates will be saved to the temporary table.

moreopts_

Accepts a 1 to activate. Default is 0. When active, provides extra options in the context menu
accessed by right-clicking on the grid.

(Available as of prod-9)

Example: Basic implementation
<dynamic var="">
  <layout>
    <widget class_="editgrid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" savebut_="0"
     width_="900" value_="@var"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Saved at:  {@var}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: User-defined data
<dynamic savepath="">
    <layout>
        <widget class_="editgrid" base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" 
         margin_="10" width_="480" height_="260" label_="U.S. Auto Sales" 
         readonly_="0" rocols_="year" resetbut_="1" clearbut_="1" 
         savebut_="1" sparerow_="1" dragfill_="1" restrict_="0" 
         headers_="label" rownums_="1" stretch_="hybrid" synch_="0" 
         minrows_="10" maxrows_="20" constrows_="0" value_="@savepath">
            <meta>empty
            </meta>
            <table cols="year,gm,ford,cry" labels="Year,Gm,Ford,Cry">
             1992,100,98,75;            
             1993,103,102,80;
             1994,106,103,82;
             1995,99,100,81;
             1996,101,100,87;
             1997,107,103,86;
             1998,110,105,85;
            </table>
        </widget>
    </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="expression"

The expression widget provides assistance in composing 1010data expressions. (Available as of version
11.18)

Description

An expression widget presents an interface that supports building valid 1010data expressions within a
QuickApp by providing:

• Suggestion of columns, variables, and functions based on expression tokenization. Suggestions
include descriptions of all system variables. Use the Up Arrow and Down Arrow keys or the mouse to
navigate the list of suggestions; press Tab or click the menu item to insert it.

• Inline function reference. While editing the subexpressions representing any function's arguments,
the top portion of the context menu indicates the argument index and a description of that argument's
constraints and purpose.

• Detection and highlighting of mismatched delimiters (e.g., brackets, braces, quotation marks, and
parentheses).

• Highlighting of the current enclosing delimiters.
• Suggestion of closing delimiters and the implied semicolon separators for function calls. Press the

Right Arrow key to move over these suggestions or accept them when at the end of the input buffer.
• Coloring of quotations, so they stand out easily.
• Token-aware insertion and replacement. If the cursor is positioned within an existing token (including

{@var} reference structures), choose a replacement from the context menu to replace the current
token with the new selection.

• Convenient text selection. Press Ctrl+Shift+Left Arrow or Ctrl+Shift+Right Arrow to select text from
the cursor to the beginning or the end of the entry field, respectively.

Syntax

<dynamic expr="" expr_type="">
    <widget class_="expression" 
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     value_="@expr" typevalue_="@expr_type"
     scalar_="0|1" decorate_="0|1" strict_="0|1"
     menuheight_="[MENU_HEIGHT]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

value_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the textual value of the expression entered. (required)

typevalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable to write the typecode associated with the currently entered expression.

When an expression is entered into the field, the variable associated with this attribute will be set to
one of the following single-character typecode values:

• i (integer)
• f (float)
• a (text)
• m (model)
• b (boolean)
• j (bigint)
• n (null)
• u (unknown)

If the type cannot be determined (e.g., doesn't parse, doesn't typecheck, etc.), the variable associated
with this attribute will be set to the empty string.

(Available as of version 11.24)

scalar_

Boolean flag that specifies whether or not to suppress column suggestions in the context menu as
well as functions which only make sense in a vector context (g_functions, r_functions, etc.). Accepts 1
or 0.

The default is 0.

decorate_

Boolean flag that determines whether or not to display a border around the field and display error
messages that occur on submission. Accepts 1 or 0.

If 0, only a text field is displayed. The border and error message interface is hidden.

The default is 1.

strict_

Boolean flag that determines whether or not to reject submission of incomplete or otherwise
malformed expressions. Accepts 1 or 0.

Note:  Submission of an expression is performed by pressing Enter or removing focus from
the field.

If 0, incomplete or otherwise malformed expressions are allowed.

The default is 1.

menuheight_

Specifies the maximum height of the expression widget context menu (in pixels).

The default is 200.
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Example

The following example demonstrates how an expression widget can be used to create an expression,
which is then used to create a column in a grid widget. When a valid expression is entered, it is stored in
the dynamic variable expr. When the value of that variable is not equal to the empty string, a new column
is added to the grid widget using a <willbe> operation that specifies the expression as its value
attribute.

<dynamic expr="">
  <widget class_="expression" value_="@expr" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" width_="800">
    <if test="{@expr<>''}">
      <willbe name="test_expr" value="{@expr}"/>
    </if>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

For instance, if the expression between(date;20120516;20120518) is entered in the expression
widget, a column named test_expr is added to the grid widget displaying the results of that function.
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class_="field"

Using <widget class_="field"> creates a text input field.

Description

The field manifestation of <widget> accepts text. Optionally, it also offers autocomplete functionality
using query data.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="field" type_="[OPTION]" 
     label_="[LABEL_FOR_FIELD]">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="field".

casesensitive_

When filter_ is utilized, casesensitive_ specifies whether the filter should be case-sensitive.

changewhenselect_

Determines whether or not to change the value of the associated dynamic variable when an item is
selected from a field widget with type_="auto" or type_="combo". Accepts a 1 or 0.

When changewhenselect_="1", the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute is set
as soon as the user selects an item from either the list of autocomplete suggestions or combo box.

When changewhenselect_="0", the field is populated with the value selected from the list of
autocomplete suggestions or combo box, but the dynamic variable associated with the value_
attribute is not set until the widget loses focus or the user initiates an action to send it (e.g., by
pressing Enter or Tab). This allows the user to edit the value before sending it.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.29)

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

debounce_

Modifies immediate_="1". The field is evaluated after the specified amount of time if there has
been no additional interaction from the user (e.g., clicking away or pressing Enter). The amount of
time is given in milliseconds.

The maximum amount of time allowed for debounce_ is ten minutes (600000 milliseconds).

Note:  The debounce_ cannot be used alone; immediate_="1" must be present.

delay_

Accepts a decimal value between 0.0 and 100.0. Number passed to delay_ specifies how long, in
seconds, the auto-complete feature should wait after something is typed in the field before displaying
auto-complete results. Only applicable when type_="auto".
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dropdownheight_

Accepts an integer value specifying the height of the drop-down list that is displayed when
type_="auto" or type_="combo".

The unit of measurement depends on the render target of the QuickApp. For example, for a web-
based QuickApp, the measurement is in pixels.

If the number of items cannot fit in the specified height, a vertical scroll bar is added to the drop-down
menu.

The default is 200.

dropdownwidth_

Accepts an integer value specifying the width of the drop-down list that is displayed when
type_="auto" or type_="combo".

The unit of measurement depends on the render target of the QuickApp. For example, for a web-
based QuickApp, the measurement is in pixels.

If an item cannot fit in the specified width, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If dropdownwidth_ is not specified, the drop-down menu is the same width as the input field (as
specified by the inputwidth_ attribute).

emptytext_

Accepts a string that specifies the placeholder text that appears when the field is empty.

The placeholder text will appear dimmed until the user enters something in the field.

(Available as of version 10.25)

filter_

When type_="auto", filter_ enables server-side filtering.

Valid values are:

• contains
• beginswith

The default is contains.

format_

When type_="numeric" the format_ attribute accepts a valid 1010data format string (i.e.,
dec:2).

historyvalue_

Specifies the name of a list-value variable that stores the history of values entered into the input field.

Pressing the Up Arrow and Down Arrow keys within the field cycles through the history, accessing
elements from that variable's value and copying them into the field. From that point, they can be
further edited and then entered in the usual way.

Entering a new value automatically appends it to the history.

Note:  The value_ attribute must also be specified for this to work correctly.

The historyvalue_ attribute is only valid when type_ is not specified.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

(Available as of version 11.25)
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immediate_

Specifies whether or not to update the value of the dynamic variable specified in the value_ attribute
without requiring the user to either click outside the field widget or press Enter. Accepts a 1 or 0.

This applies to field widgets created with type_="numeric". As of version 11.20, this also
applies to field widgets that do not specify the type_ attribute.

inputwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the input field.

The unit of measurement depends on the render target of the QuickApp. For example, for a web-
based QuickApp, the measurement is in pixels.

initlist_

Accepts a list-value that is used to initialize the field widget when type_="auto" or
type_="combo".

When the initlist_ attribute is specified, the widget is populated with the items in the list-value,
not the query associated with the widget.

The list-value specified to initlist_ is a list of elements.

Each element can be any of the following:

• a scalar value, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is
displayed (no tooltip)

1
• a one-element list, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{2}
• a two-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget and the label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{3 'Three'}
• a three-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget, the label that is

displayed, and the corresponding tooltip

{4 'Four' 'This is the fourth item'}
• a package with any combination of the following keys: 'value', 'label' and 'hint'

pkg('value' 'label' 'hint'; 5 'Five' 'This is the fifth item')

(Available as of version 10.29)

label_

Accepts text. Provides a label for the input field.

labelwidth_

Accepts a positive integer value that specifies the width of the input field. The units for the width
specified will be the smallest individual unit for the given target of the QuickApp.

listvalue_

Allows you to edit a real list (made with lst()) as if it were a comma-separated string.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

(Available as of version 14.21)
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Note:  In many cases, the taglist widget is a better tool for manually editing a list. See
class_="taglist" on page 515 for more information.

max_

For type_="numeric" specifies the maximum value that can be selected.

maxlength_

Accepts an integer value, greater than or equal to 0, that specifies the maximum number of
characters the user may type into a field.

It is still possible for the field to contain or display more than the number of characters in
maxlength_, such as a <do> clause setting the value of the bound variable independent of the
field widget.

maxlength_ does not apply when

• type_="numeric". Use min_ or max_ instead.
• type_="combo".

When maxlength_ is used with type_="auto", it will not prevent a selected autocomplete
suggestion from exceeding the maximum length.

The default value is no length restriction.

(Available as of version 13.34)

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

min_

For type_="numeric", specifies the minimum value that can be selected.

numhints_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that can match the text entered
by the user before the drop-down list associated with the widget displays the results.

If the number of results that match the text entered is greater than the value of numhints_, the drop-
down list associated with the widget will remain unpopulated. Once enough text has been entered into
the input field that the matching results are less than or equal to the value of numhints_, the drop-
down list will display those matching items.

The default value s 200.

step_

For type_="numeric", accepts a numeric value denoting the interval applied when the up or down
arrow is clicked.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.
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Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

type_

Specifies the type of input field for the widget.

Valid values are:

auto

Creates an input field that provides autocomplete suggestions when text is entered.

The autocomplete suggestions are based on either the results of the query associated with the
widget or the value of the initlist_ attribute, if specified.

numeric

Creates a numeric input field with up and down arrows to increase or decrease the value by a
specified step amount.

Only numeric values are permitted in this field.

combo

Creates a combo box for selecting multiple values at the same time.

The items in the combo box are derived from either the results of the query associated with the
widget or the value of the initlist_ attribute, if specified.

password

Creates a field that obfuscates the user's input.

This is typically used for fields that take passwords or other content that should be concealed
from view.

(Available as of version 10.13)

If type_ is not specified, a plain text field is created.

value_

Specifies the name of the variable to which input entered in the field widget is stored.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

locale_

Specifies an optional culture code when the type_ of the field widget is numeric. In this case,
locale_ respects the culture's conventions for thousands and decimal separators. If locale_
is omitted, the date widget uses the English, USA date format. If type_ is something other than
numeric, locale_ has no effect.

Valid values are:

• en_US (English, USA--the default value)
• en-CA (English, Canada)
• fr-CA (French, Canada)

Example: Combo box

The following example creates a combobox field whose contents are populated by the results of the
[1010data_QUERY] between the opening and closing tags of the <widget> with class_="field". This
[1010data_QUERY] consists of a tabulation that results in a single column that contains all of the accounts
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in the base table (pub.demo.retail.item), sorted in ascending order. This column is then used by the
field widget to populate its combobox.

<dynamic input_value="">
  <widget base_="pub.demo.retail.item" class_="field" inputwidth_="100" 
   label_="Input field" labelwidth_="150"
   type_="combo" value_="@input_value">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="account">
      <break col="account" sort="up"/>
      <tcol source="account" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="account"/>
    <sort col="account" dir="up"/>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   text_="Input value: {@input_value}"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Auto-complete

The example creates an auto-complete field that uses the results from the [1010data_QUERY] between
the opening and closing tags of the <widget> with class_="field". This [1010data_QUERY] consists
of a tabulation that results in a single column that contains all of the departments in the base table
(pub.demo.retail.prod), sorted in ascending order. This column is then used by the field widget to
determine the autocomplete values.

<dynamic input_value="">
  <widget base_="pub.demo.retail.prod" class_="field" inputwidth_="150" 
   label_="Input field" labelwidth_="150" 
   type_="auto" delay_=".7" value_="@input_value">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Product Master" breaks="deptdesc">
      <tcol source="deptdesc" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
    </tabu>
    <colord cols="deptdesc"/>
    <sort col="deptdesc" dir="up"/>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" base_="pub.demo.retail.prod" 
   text_="Input value: {@input_value}"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Specify input

This example creates a field that accepts a social security number in the form of a string, which is stored
in the dynamic variable ssn. The emptytext_ attribute provides placeholder text that will appear dimmed
until the user begins typing in the field. Because the type_ attribute has been set to password, the
content entered in the field will be masked so it cannot be seen.

<dynamic ssn="">
  <widget class_="field" value_="@ssn" type_="password"
   color_="lavender" label_="Social Security #"
   emptytext_="123-45-6789"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Initializing the field widget using initlist_

The following example uses the initlist_ attribute to initialize the field widget. The type_ attribute
is set to auto, which allows the widget to provide autocomplete suggestions as the user types in the field.
Since the initlist_ attribute is specified, the autocomplete suggestions are derived from the items in
the given list-value.

In this example, the initlist_ attribute is set to a list of two-element lists. The first element is the value
associated with the item in the field widget, and the second element is the label that is displayed for that
item in the field widget.

<dynamic var="">
  <widget class_="field" type_="auto" width_="250" 
   label_="Make a selection" value_="@var" 
   initlist_="{{1 'One'} {2 'Two'} {3 'Three'} {4 'Four'} {5 'Five'}}"/>
</dynamic>

class_="font"

Using <widget class_="font"> creates a widget that allows the end user to select a font and related
properties such as size and style.

Syntax

<dynamic fontvar="">
    <widget class_="font" label_="[LABEL_FOR_FONT_PICKER]" 
     value_="@fontvar"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

label_

Accepts text. Displays a message to the end-user.

value_

Accepts a variable that is declared in the containing <dynamic> element. The font value selected is
stored in the variable provided.
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Example for class_="font"
<dynamic fontvar="">
    <widget class_="font" label_="Pick something font-
tastic!" value_="@fontvar"/>
</dynamic>

class_="gauge"

Using <widget class_="gauge"> creates a linear or radial gauge that displays scalar data on a
specified range of values. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge" type_="radial|linear" reading_="[VALUE]"/>
</dynamic> 

Attributes

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.
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If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

reading_

Specifies the values that should be displayed by the indicators on the gauge.

This attribute accepts either:

• A numeric value to display a single indicator at that particular value on the gauge
• A comma-separated list of values to display multiple indicators on the gauge

Each value provided to reading_ may be specified as:

• A scalar value
• An expression that resolves to a scalar value
• A column name

Note:  If a column name is present in the reading_ attribute, <layer
name="reading"> must be used. See <layer name="reading"> on page 341 for more
information.

If the reading_ attribute is omitted, a <layer name="reading"> must be provided.

type_

Specifies the type of gauge to display.

Valid values are:

radial

Displays a radial gauge.

linear

Displays a linear gauge.

The default is radial.

colors_

Accepts a comma-separated string of values specifying the colors of the indicators on the gauge
widget. Each value in this list corresponds to an indicator defined by the reading_ attribute.

Note:  If the number of values specified in this attribute is not the same as the number of
indicators specified by the reading_ attribute, an error is returned.

Each color can be specified as:

• Any valid HTML color name (e.g., red, blue, cyan)
• A hex value (e.g., #d12345)

For example, if reading_="25,75" is specified, colors_="red,blue" will specify that the
indicator that points to the first value is red and the indicator that points to the second value is blue.

indicators_

Accepts a comma-separated string of values specifying the types of indicators on a gauge widget
when type_="linear". Each value in this list corresponds to an indicator defined by the reading_
attribute.

Note:  If the number of values specified in this attribute is not the same as the number of
indicators specified by the reading_ attribute, an error is returned.

Valid values are:
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arrow

Use an arrow to point to the value on the gauge widget.

fill

Draw a fill line to indicate the value on the gauge widget.

For example, if reading_="25,75" is specified, indicators_="fill,arrow" will specify that
the indicator associated with the first value is a fill line and the indicator that points to the second
value is an arrow.

If this attribute is omitted, arrows are used by default.

electric_

Specifies whether to animate the gauge indicators to their initial position or when their associated
values change.

When electric_ is set to 1, the indicators are animated. When electric_ is set to 0, the
animation is disabled.

The default is 1.

min_

Accepts an integer value that will displayed as the lowest possible value on the gauge.

max_

Accepts an integer value that will be displayed as the highest possible value on the gauge.

minorticks_

Specifies whether the gauge shows minor tick marks.

If minorticks_="1", the gauge shows minor tick marks.

If minorticks_="0", the gauge omits minor tick marks.

The default value is 0.

majorticks_

Specifies whether the gauge shows major tick marks.

If majorticks_="1", the gauge shows major tick marks.

If majorticks_="0", the gauge omits major tick marks.

The default value is 0.

minor_

The minor_ attribute accepts an integer value that specifies the spacing between the minor ticks on
the gauge.

If you set minorticks_=1 but do not specify the spacing with minor_, the gauge widget will provide
appropriate default values for the minor ticks.

major_

The major_ attribute accepts an integer value that specifies the spacing between the major ticks on
the gauge.

If you set majorticks_=1 but do not specify the spacing with major_, the gauge widget will provide
appropriate default values for the major ticks.

arcbeg_
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Accepts an integer value between -180 and 180. The value provided specifies the position of the
beginning of the scale in degrees from -180 (the bottom of the radial gauge).

Note:  This attribute is only valid when type_="radial".

arcend_

Accepts an integer value between -180 and 180. The value provided specifies the position of the end
of the scale in degrees from 180 (the top of the radial gauge).

Note:  This attribute is only valid when type_="radial".

orientation_

Specifies the orientation of the gauge widget.

Note:  The orientation_ attribute is only applicable when type_="linear".

Valid values are:

• horizontal
• vertical

The default is horizontal.

labels_

Accepts a string that specifies where to display labels of values for the gauge when
type_="radial".

Valid values are:

• outside
• inside
• none

The default is inside.

maxcols_

Accepts an integer that specifies the maximum number of columns in which the query associated with
a <layer name="reading"> can result.

Note:  This is only applicable when the reading_ attribute is omitted.

The default is 10.

minorticks_

Specifies whether the gauge shows minor tick marks.

If minorticks_="1", the gauge shows minor tick marks.

If minorticks_="0", the gauge omits minor tick marks.

The default value is 0.

majorticks_

Specifies whether the gauge shows major tick marks.

If majorticks_="1", the gauge shows major tick marks.

If majorticks_="0", the gauge omits major tick marks.

The default value is 0.
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Example

The following example displays a linear gauge that ranges from a minimum value of 0 to a maximum value
of 100. There are major ticks on the gauge at an interval value of 20 and minor ticks at an interval value
of 2. (If you do not specify the value of minor_ or major_, the gauge widget determines appropriate
tick spacing.) There are two indicators on the gauge. The first is at position 20 and is a fill indicator that is
colored red; the second is at position 80 and is an arrow indicator that is colored blue.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge" type_="linear" width_="300" 
   min_="0" max_="100" minorticks_="1" majorticks_="1"
   reading_="20,80" colors_="red,blue"
   indicators_="fill,arrow"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Gauge with slider

The following example uses a slider widget to determine the setting of the gauge widget. The initial
value is set to 5. As the value of the slider widget changes, the gauge widget changes accordingly,
since the reading_attribute is set to the value of the dynamic variable associated with the slider widget
(slidervar). Because the electric_ attribute is set to 1, the indicator on the gauge widget moves
smoothly from one value to the next as the slider widget is changed.

<dynamic slidervar="5">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="slider" min_="0" max_="10" 
     sliderwidth_="300" value_="@slidervar"/>
    <widget class_="gauge" min_="0" max_="10" width_="300" 
     colors_="red" reading_="{@slidervar}" electric_="1"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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<layer name="reading">

The reading layer provides data to be displayed by a gauge widget. The reading layer is required if
column names are used in the reading_ attribute of <widget class_="gauge">, or if the reading_
attribute is omitted altogether. (Available as of prod-9)

Inside the <layer> tags, a query that returns the column names passed to the reading_ attribute must
be provided. The resultant columns from the query must be numeric. Only the first row of the worksheet
returned by this query will be used.

If the reading_ attribute is omitted from <widget class_="gauge">, the number of columns resulting
from the query associated with the <layer> must not exceed the value of the maxcols_ attribute, if it is
specified

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge">
    <layer name="reading">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: <layer name="reading"> with reading_ attribute
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge" type_="linear"
   base_="pub.demo.retail.item" title_="Total Units by Store"
   min_="0" max_="25" width_="300" major_="10" 
   colors_="purple,red,blue" reading_="m0,m1,m2" >
    <layer name="reading">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
        <tcol source="units" name="tot_units" 
         fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
      </tabu>
      <colord cols="tot_units"/>
      <transpose/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: <layer name="reading"> without reading_ attribute
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   min_="0" max_="20" width_="300" electric_="1">
    <layer name="reading">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
        <tcol source="units" name="tot_units" 
         fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
      </tabu>
      <colord cols="tot_units"/>
      <transpose/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<layer name="ranges">

The ranges layer provides colors for ranges of values on the gauge dial. (Available as of prod-9)

The ranges layer must contain a query that results in precisely three columns. The first two columns must
be numeric, and the final column must contain text that specifies valid color values. The values in each row
specify a given range of values and the color that range should be given. Each row specifies a new range.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge">
    <layer name="reading">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </layer>
    <layer name="reading">
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: <layer name="ranges">
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gauge" width_="300"
   min_="0" max_="100" minor_="5" major_="10" 
   reading_="25,50,75" colors_="red,blue,green">
    <layer name="ranges">
      <table>0,20,red; 21,60,yellow; 61,100,green;
      </table>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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class_="gmap"

Using <widget class_="gmap"> creates a graphical map that can be used to display geographical
information. This widget is powered by the Google Maps service.

Syntax

<dynamic pzpackage="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng';
     [LATITUDE_VAL] [LONGITUDE_VAL] 
     [ZOOM_VAL] '' '' '' '')}" 
     height_="[HEIGHT]" width_="[WIDTH]">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpackage">
    <layer name_="[LAYER_TYPE]" lat_="" lng_=""/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="gmap".

width_

Specifies the width of the map widget in the browser. Accepts an integer value corresponding to the
width in pixels.

height_

Specifies the height of the map widget in the browser. Accepts an integer value corresponding to the
height in pixels.

label_

Specifies an optional label for the widget. Accepts a text value.

value_

Accepts a dynamic variable in the form: value_="@variable". The variable provided to
value_= will hold the unique key of a marker on a map. This attribute is only available for <layer
name_="marker"/>, but must be specified in the gmap widget containing the <layer> element.

pzvalue_

pzvalue_ accepts a package value with specific keys. As a user interacts with the map widget (by
dragging, scrolling, or zooming), the values contained in the pzvalue_ package will be automatically
updated to reflect the new positioning of the map. This includes the latitudinal and longitudinal
coordinates of the center point and NE/SW corners along with the zoom level of the map. These
values can be used by other variables and widgets contained in the <dynamic>. The following is a
list of keys and what their values represent.

lat

Specifies the latitude of the center of the map.

lng

Specifies the longitude of the center of the map.

zoom

Specifies level of zoom of the map when it is rendered. Valid values are integers between 2 and
21.

nelat

Specifies the northeast latitude at the time the map is rendered.

nelng
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Specifies the northeast longitude at the time the map is rendered.

swlat

Specifies the southwest latitude at the time the map is rendered.

swlng

Specifies the northeast longitude at the time the map is rendered.

theme_

Specifies a color theme for the gmap widget.

(Available as of prod-9)

Valid values for theme_ are as follows:

• alpinecolors
• aquamarine
• armycolors
• atlanticcolors
• auroracolors
• avocadocolors
• beachcolors
• bluegreenyellow
• brasstones
• brightbands
• browncyantones
• candycolors
• cherrytones
• cmykcolors
• coffeetones
• darkbands
• darkrainbow
• darkterrain
• deepseacolors
• fallcolors
• fruitpunchcolors
• fuchsiatones
• graytones
• grayyellowtones
• greenbrownterrain
• greenpinktones
• islandcolors
• lakecolors
• lighttemperaturemap
• lightterrain
• mintcolors
• neoncolors
• pastel
• pearlcolors
• pigeontones
• plumcolors
• rainbow
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• redbluetones
• redgreensplit
• rosecolors
• rusttones
• sandyterrain
• siennatones
• solarcolors
• southwestcolors
• starrynightcolors
• sunsetcolors
• temperaturemap
• thermometercolors
• valentinetones
• watermeloncolors

Example for class_="gmap"

This example creates a very basic map widget that renders at a size of 1100 pixels by 700 pixels.

Note:  Only the first three values of the pzvalue_ package variable (in this case it's called
pzpackage, but can be called anything) need to be specified. The final four elements of the
package variable can be initialized as null strings (e.g., '').

<dynamic pzpackage="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng';
  40.753622 -73.972841 8 '' '' '' '')}">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpackage" height_="700" width_="1100"/>
</dynamic>

<layer name="marker">

<layer name="marker"> is used for placing "pins" on the map within the map widget.
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Description

The <layer> element must specify a base table containing geographic data. The table must provide
columns containing valid values for latitude, longitude, location description, and a unique identifier for the
pin that corresponds to a given location. 1010data has provided a sample table that contains the necessary
data for <layer name="marker"> in pub.demo.geo.counties.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gmap">
    <layer name="marker">
      [1010data Query]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

alwayslabel_

Accepts boolean values. alwayslabel_="1" results in labels that are always visible.

lat_

Accepts a column name containing valid latitudinal values.

lng_

Accepts a column name containing valid longitudinal values.

desc_

Accepts a column name containing text values that serve as the description of the pin.

key_

Accepts a column name containing unique values, each of which serves as a unique identifier for
each pin.

opacity_

Accepts a decimal value between 0.0 and 1.0 (inclusive). The higher the value specified, the more
opaque the markers in the map.

showhints_

Accepts boolean values. showhints_="1" shows the hints on mouseover. This is the default value.

marker layer Example

The following example displays markers in the Google map. The opacity of the marker is .6
(opacity_=0.6), so they are somewhat transparent. alwayslabel_=1, so the markers have actual
labels (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Connecticut) not just mouseover hints.

<dynamic pzpack="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng';
 40.753622 -73.972841 8 '' '' '' '')}">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpack" width_="1383" height_="495">
    <layer name="marker" lat_="lat" lng_="long" desc_="state" key_="id" 
       opacity_=0.6 alwayslabel_=1>
      <base table="pub.demo.geo.counties"/>
      <tabu breaks="state_id">
        <tcol fun="first" source="latitude" name="lat"/>
        <tcol fun="first" source="longitude" name="long"/>
        <tcol fun="first" source="state" name="state"/>
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      </tabu>
      <willbe name="id" value="i_()"/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<layer name="bubble">

<layer name="bubble"> is used to create color "bubbles" to highlight a geographic region in Google
maps.

Description

The <layer> element must specify a base table containing geographic data. The table must provide
columns containing valid values for latitude, longitude, location description, and radius of the bubble.
1010data has provided a sample table that contains the necessary data for <layer name="bubble"> in
pub.demo.geo.counties.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="gmap">
    <layer name="bubble">
      [1010data Query]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

fillcolor_

A string containing the color of the bubble. If you omit fillcolor_, the default value is #FF0000
(red).

lat_
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Accepts a column name containing valid latitudinal values.

lng_

Accepts a column name containing valid longitudinal values.

desc_

Accepts a column name containing text values that serve as the description of the bubble.

key_

Accepts a column name containing unique values, each of which serves as a unique identifier for
each bubble.

opacity_

Accepts a decimal value between 0.0 and 1.0 (inclusive). The higher the value specified, the more
opaque the bubbles on the map.

radius_

Accepts a column name containing the radius of the bubble.

bubble layer Example

The following example shows a bubble layer over the Google map. The size of the bubble depends on the
value in the radius column, the color of the bubbles is #0000FF (blue), and the opacity of the bubbles are
0.2 (fairly transparent).

<dynamic pzpack="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng';
 40.753622 -73.972841 8 '' '' '' '')}">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpack" width_="1383" height_="495">
    <layer name="bubble" lat_="lat" lng_="long" desc_="state" key_="id"
           radius_="radius" fillcolor_="fcolor" opacity_="0.2">
      <base table="pub.demo.geo.counties"/>
      <tabu breaks="state_id">
        <tcol fun="first" source="latitude" name="lat"/>
        <tcol fun="first" source="longitude" name="long"/>
        <tcol fun="first" source="state" name="state"/>
      </tabu>
      <willbe name="id" value="i_()"/>
      <willbe name="radius" value = "draw(4892;50000)"/>
      <willbe name="fcolor" value = "string('#0000FF')"/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<layer name="heatmap">

<layer name="heatmap"> is used for overlaying a heat map on top of geographical data.

Description

The <layer> element must specify a base table containing geographic data. 1010data has provided a
sample of table that contains the necessary data for <layer name="heatmap">. You can find this data
in the following location:

pub.demo.geo.counties

Syntax

<dyanmic>
  <widget class_="gmap">
    <layer name="heatmap">
      [1010data Query]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

intensity_

Specifies the maximum intensity of a data point on the heat map. The value provided must be an
integer. Defaults to the highest density of points on the map.

lat_

Accepts a column name containing valid latitudinal values.

lng_

Accepts a column name containing valid longitudinal values.

opacity_
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Accepts a decimal value between 0.0 and 1.0 (inclusive). The higher the value specified the more
opaque the heatmap layer.

radius_

Specifies the radius, in pixels, of a single data point in the heat map data set. The default value is 20.
This value scales to the current level of zoom of the map.

showlegend_

Accepts a "1" to show a legend of the heat map. The default value is "0".

theme_

Specifies a color theme for the heatmap layer.

weight_

Accepts a column name. Values in the column provided to weight_ will be used as a reference
column to weight each lat/long point on the heatmap. The default value is 1.

heatmap layer Example
<dynamic pzpack="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng';
 40.88604007 -73.97706107 3 '' '' '' '')}">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpack" width_="1383" height_="495">
  
  <layer name="heatmap" lat_="lat" lng_="long" intensity_="1" radius_="2" weight_="wgt" opacity_="0.3">
      <base table="pub.demo.geo.counties"/>
      <sel value="wgt>0"/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<layer name="polygon">

<layer name="polygon"> is used for overlaying polygons (state/counties) on top of Google Map data.

Syntax

<dyanmic>
  <widget class_="gmap">
    <layer name="polygon">
      [1010data Query]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

desc_

Accepts a column name containing text values that serve as the description of the polygon.

lat_

Accepts a column name containing valid latitudinal values.

lng_

Accepts a column name containing valid longitudinal values.

groupby_
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Accepts a column.

borderopacity_

Accepts floating point values between 0 and 1. The default value is .8.

opacity_

Accepts a decimal value between 0.0 and 1.0 (inclusive). The higher the value specified the more
opaque the polygon layer.

showlegend_

Accepts a "1" to show a legend of the polygons. The default value is "0".

polygon layer Example

The following is a simple example of the polygon layer. Note that this layer shows the county boundaries
on Google maps.

<dynamic pzpack="{pkg('lat' 'lng' 'zoom' 'nelat' 'nelng' 'swlat' 'swlng'; 
 40.753622 -73.972841 8 '' '' '' '')}">
  <widget class_="gmap" pzvalue_="@pzpack" width_="1383" height_="495" 
   theme_="thermometercolors">
    <layer name="polygon" lat_="lat" lng_="long" desc_="state" key_="id" 
     groupby_="identify" weight_="weight" opacity_="0">
      <base table="pub.geo.polygons.county"/>
      <willbe name="identify" value="splice(state county_id;' ')"/>
      <willbe name="weight" value="i_()"/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="graphics"

Using <widget class_="graphics"> creates a graph generated by 1010data's visualization engine.
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Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="graphics">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

interactive_

Accepts a 0 for off and 1 for on. Determines whether the end-user can interact with the plot/chart.
Interactions include zoom and pan.

Note:  The interactive_ attribute currently only works with line charts and scatter charts.

label_

Accepts text. Provides a title for your graph.

tooltips_

Accepts 0 to turn off (default) and 1 to activate. When active, the elements of a chart will show the
coordinates in the graph they represent when moused over.

drillable_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. Any data elements from those columns are
drillable in the widget.

This attribute is typically used to allow the user to drill down into hierarchies defined by the specified
columns.

See the drillvalue_, drillselector_, and pkgdrillvalue_ attributes for additional
information.

drillvalue_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

drillselector_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

pkgdrillvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores drillable-related information for the widget as key/value pairs
in a package.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp in which
the widget exists. It should be initialized as <dynamic var_name="{pkg('sel' 'val';lst()
lst())}">.

The package contains the following keys and their associated values:

sel
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A list-value consisting of the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to this
list-value.

val

A list-value consisting of the values in the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended
to this list-value.

Note:  It is highly encouraged to use pkgdrillvalue_ instead of drillvalue_ when cells
in drillable columns contain commas. Otherwise, errors will occur when the item containing
the comma is added to the comma-separated string stored in drillvalue_.

In addition to the attributes listed above, there are numerous output configuration options available via the
<render> element. For a full list of configurable output attributes and values, see <render>.

Example: Sales over time

In this example a line graph is generated to display total sales over time. Note that one of the more
effective ways to plot data is to first arrive at an aggregation. In this case, the query that results in the data
for the graph is a tabulation. The date is the break column and sales are aggregated as a total for each
date.

<dynamic>
    <widget base_="pub.demo.retail.item" class_="graphics" 
     label_="Store Selection">
        <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="date">
          <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
        </tabu>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The results appear as follows:

Example: Sine wave
<dynamic>
    <widget base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" class_="graphics" margin_="10">
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        <sel value="(hum<>999)"/>
        <tabu label="Tabulation on Hourly U.S. Weather (1990)" breaks="hour">
            <tcol source="hum" fun="avg" 
             label="Average`Relative`Humidity`(%)"/>
        </tabu>
        <graphspec width="600" height="400">
            <chart type="line">
                <data x="hour" y="t0"/>
            </chart>
            <style 
           
  titlesize="24" titlefontfamily="helvetica" titlefontweight="bold" 
             xaxissize="18" xaxisfontfamily="helvetica" xaxislabelsize="18" 
             xaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" xaxislabelfontweight="bold" 
             yaxissize="18" yaxisfontfamily="helvetica" yaxislabelsize="18" 
             yaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" yaxislabelfontweight="bold" 
             zaxissize="18" zaxisfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelsize="18" 
             zaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelfontweight="bold"/>
        </graphspec>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

<graphspec>

The <graphspec> element is contained by a <widget> of class_="graphics". <graphspec> allows
you to specify various chart-related properties such as type, legend position, axes labels, width, height, and
theme.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="graphics">
      [1010data_QUERY]
      <graphspec>      
        <chart>
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          <data x="" y=""/>
          <legend/>
          <axes/>
          <ticks/>
        </chart>
        <style/>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

format

Specifies the format in which to export the chart.

For a list of valid formats, see Export formats on page 432.

The default is png.

width

Specifies the width of the <graphspec> area in the unit of pixels.

If the <graphspec> element is nested inside a <widget> element, then this width attribute is
ignored, and the dimensions of the <widget> are applied.

Valid values range from 1-4096.

The default is 600.

height

Specifies the height of the <graphspec> area in the unit of pixels.

If the <graphspec> element is nested inside a <widget> element, then this height attribute is
ignored, and the dimensions of the <widget> are applied.

Valid values range from 1-4096.

The default is 400.

dpi

Specifies the resolution of bitmap images in units of dots per inch.

If the format attribute to <graphspec> specifies a vector file format, the dpi attribute is ignored.

Valid values range from 1-1200.

The default is 150.

Note:  A high dpi number can result in longer processing times and bigger file sizes. A value
below 72 is not recommended.

layout

Specifies the spatial arrangement of multiple <chart> elements contained within a single
<graphspec> element.

Valid values for the layout attribute are:

Layout Description

row Aligns the charts/graphs horizontally.

col Aligns the charts/graphs vertically.
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Layout Description

fusion Overlays multiple charts on top of each other. Only specific chart
combinations are allowed (e.g., scatter and line).

The default is fusion.

theme

Specifies the color theme of the chart/graph in the <graphspec>.

For a list of valid values, see Color themes on page 433.

Note:  Specific style attributes can be overwritten for a specific theme via the <style> on
page 370 tag.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Box & Whisker Chart

This example shows two versions of a Box & Whisker plot. The first uses the groupby attribute to show
multiple groups in the same series. The following plot shows multiple data series for a single zip code. Both
use data found in: pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily.

<dynamic>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="graphics" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <sel value="zipcode=60604|zipcode=96729|zipcode=18509|zipcode=08012|
zipcode=90210"/>
      <graphspec theme="candycolors" width="1000" height="600">
        <chart type="boxwhisker" title="Box & Whisker: Group By">
          <data y="meantempi" groupby="zipcode" label="Mean Temperature"/>
          <axes ylabel="Mean Temp"/>
        </chart>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics"
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <sel value="zipcode=60604"/>
      <graphspec theme="candycolors" width="1000" height="600">
        <chart type="boxwhisker" bw="diamond" 
         title="Box & Whisker: Multiple Series" joinmedians="1">
          <data y="meantempi"/>
          <data y="maxtempi"/>
          <data y="mintempi"/>
          <axes ylabel="Temperature"/>
        </chart>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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<chart>

Provides the ability to control individual chart titles, sampling behavior, and appearance forms. <chart>
elements must be contained inside <graphspec> elements.

Syntax

<dynamic> 
  <widget class_="graphics">
    [1010data_QUERY] 
    <graphspec> 
      <chart> 
        <data x="" y=""/> 
        <legend/> 
        <axes/> 
        <ticks/>
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        <style/>
      </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

type

Specifies the type of chart to be displayed.

Valid values for type are:

line

Specify a line graph.

bar

Specify a bar chart.

pie

Specify a pie chart.

bubble

Specify a bubble chart.

scatter

Specify a scatter plot.

scatter3d

Specify a three-dimensional scatter plot.

dendrogram

Specify a dendrogram. (Available as of prod-9)

hist1d

Specify a one-dimensional histogram.

hist2d

Specify a two-dimensional histogram.

surface

Specify a surface chart.

candlestick

Specify a candlestick chart.

kagi

Specify a kagi chart.

renko

Specify a renko chart.

pointfigure

Specify a point and figure chart.
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linebreak

Specify a line break chart.

boxwhisker

Specify a Box & Whisker plot.

Box & Whisker plots also have several types of summaries available via the bw attribute.

In addition, the joinmedians attribute can be used to specify whether to show a line between
median values of multiple series in a single chart.

bridge

bw

Specifies the type of summary in a Box-and-Whisker plot.

Note:  This attribute is only used with a boxwhisker chart type.

Valid values for bw are:

• basic
• outliers
• mean
• median
• notched
• diamond

joinmedians

Specifies whether to show a line between median values of multiple series in a single chart.

Note:  This attribute is only used with a boxwhisker chart type.

Specify 1 to show the line and 0 to hide it.

The default is 0.

title

Specifies the title of the chart.

dir

Specifies the direction of a bar chart.

Valid values for dir are:

left

Bars increase left to right in value with the left being the lowest value.

bottom

Bars increase in value from bottom to top with the bottom being the lowest value.

samples

Accepts an integer value that specifies the sampling threshold to use when charting large amounts
of data. Supported values are chart specific. See type_ attribute documentation for default and
upperbound values, as well as sampling types.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.
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<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<axes>
The <axes> element provides the ability to control chart labels and axes scales/ranges. A single <axes>
element must be contained within a <chart> element.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
         <axes/> 
          <ticks/> 
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 
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The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

xlabel

Specifies the label for the x-axis of the chart.

Valid values are strings.

The default is the column's name/label.

ylabel

Specifies the label for the y-axis of the chart.

Valid values are strings.

The default is the column's name/label.

zlabel

Specifies the label for the z-axis of the chart.

Valid values are strings.

The default is the column's name/label.

y2label

Specifies the label of a secondary y-axis data series.

Secondary y-axis is notated in the <data> element containing the attribute/value pair: yaxis="s".

xscale

Specifies the scale of the x-axis of the chart.

Valid values are:

• linear
• log

The default is linear.

yscale

Specifies the scale of the y-axis of the chart.

Valid values are:

• linear
• log

The default is linear.

zscale

Specifies the scale of the z-axis of the chart.

Valid values are:

• linear
• log

The default is linear.

xmin

Specifies the minimum x-axis range of a chart.
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Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

xmax

Specifies the maximum x-axis range of a chart.

Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

ymin

Specifies the minimum y-axis range of a chart.

Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

ymax

Specifies the maximum y-axis range of a chart.

Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

zmin

Specifies the minimum z-axis range of a chart.

Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

zmax

Specifies the maximum z-axis range of a chart.

Valid values are numeric values that correspond to the raw data representation of the data series
columns.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<data>
The <data> element provides the ability to select data sources for a chart to define series data, labels, or
other chart elements.

A single <data> element is used to define a single series of data in a chart. For charts with multiple series,
multiple <data> elements can be used, one element for each series in the chart. <data> elements must
be contained by a <chart> element.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/> 
          <style/>
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

x

The x attribute specifies the data that is typically used as the x-axis of the chart.

For pie charts, x is used to specify the labels that will appear that are not sections of the pie chart.
For bar charts the attribute is used to produce that labels that are rendered next to each bar. Valid
values are column names of columns containing numeric or text values. Exact uses of x are chart-
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type-dependent. If no value or an unknown value is provided, then a synthetic row count column is
used or an appropriate error message is displayed.

y

The y attribute specifies the data that is typically used as the y-axis of the chart.

Valid values are column names of columns containing numeric or text values. Exact uses of y are
chart-type-dependent. If no value or an unknown value is provided, then a synthetic row count
column is used or an appropriate error message is displayed.

yaxis

When multiple data tags are specified when using multiple y-axes, yaxis specifies which of the two
y-axes should be handle by the chart as the "secondary" y-axis. To specify that which y-axis series
should be considered "secondary" in a <data> element, use: yaxis="s".

If yaxis="s", the as attribute can be used to specify that the second y-axis should be rendered as
bars, not a line, using as="bar".

z

The z attribute specifies a data source of the chart and usually corresponds to data that is plotted on
the z-axis.

z can also be used to specify other chart-specific characteristics. For bubble charts, the attribute is
used to specify the size of each bubble (i.e., the size of a bubble corresponds to the specific value
in a column of valid values for z). For surface charts, the attribute is used to specify the height of a
surface.

Valid values are column names containing text or numerical data. If no or an unknown value is
specified for z, then an appropriate error message is displayed.

yo

The yo attribute specifies a data source of a Candlestick chart, and usually corresponds to a price
column.

Valid values are column names of columns containing numeric data most commonly corresponding to
"open" prices.

If no or an unknown value is specified for yo then an appropriate error message is displayed.

yh

The yh attribute specifies a data source of a Candlestick chart, and usually corresponds to a price
column.

Valid values are column names of columns containing numeric data most commonly corresponding to
"high" prices.

If no or an unknown value is specified for yh then an appropriate error message is displayed.

yl

The yl attribute specifies a data source of a Candlestick chart, and usually corresponds to a price
column.

Valid values are column names of columns containing numeric data most commonly corresponding to
"low" prices.

If no or an unknown value is specified for yo then an appropriate error message is displayed.

yc

The yc attribute specifies a data source of a Candlestick chart, and usually corresponds to a price
column.
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Valid values are column names of columns containing numeric data most commonly corresponding to
"close" prices.

If no or an unknown value is specified for yc then an appropriate error message is displayed.

label

The label attribute specifies a data series label. Such labels appear in legend entries.

Valid values are strings.

If no value or an unknown value for label is provided, then column names are used as the default.

groupby

The groupby attribute allows for specifying a column to aggregate data before the data is plotted.

Chart types that support groupby are as follows:

• boxwhisker
• line
• scatter
• line2d
• scatter2d

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<legend>
The <legend> element provides the ability to customize the appearance of the legend in a chart. A single
<legend> element must be contained within a <chart> element.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/>
          <style/>
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

hide

Specifies whether to show or hide the legend of a chart.

Valid values are 0 to show and 1 to hide.

If no value is specified, the default is to show the legend.

pos

Specifies the position where the legend should appear in the chart.

Valid values are:
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• top
• right
• left

or a comma-separated pair of numbers between 0 and 1 (i.e., .5,.7 where the first number of the
pair controls the horizontal relative position of the legend and the second number controls the vertical
relative position of the legend.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<ticks>
The <ticks> element provides the ability to control the orientation of specific axes' ticks. A single <axes>
element must be contained by a <chart> element.
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Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/> 
          <style/>
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

xrot

Specifies the x-axis label rotation of the chart.

yrot

Specifies the y-axis label rotation of the chart.

zrot

Specifies the z-axis label rotation of the chart.

xmode

Accepts the value: data, which specifies that a tick should be shown for each data point in the chart.
Only use for plotting smaller data series.

xshiftl

Accepts an integer value which specifies how many pixels to shift x-axis labels to the left of the data-
point the label describes.

xshiftr

Accepts an integer value which specifies how many pixels to shift x-axis labels to the right of the data-
point the label describes.

xshiftt

Accepts an integer value which specifies how many pixels to shift x-axis labels to the top of the data-
point the label describes.

xshiftb

Accepts an integer value which specifies how many pixels to shift x-axis labels to the bottom of the
data-point the label describes.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
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      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<style>
The <style> element provides the ability to adapt the style of the theme. A single <style> element can
live outside of <chart> or within. If outside, the <style> tag applies to all <chart> tags. If within, the
settings overwrite any settings of a parent <style> tag.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/>
          <style/>
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The <style> tag can also live outside the <chart> specification:
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<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/>
        </chart>
      <style/>
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

bg

Specifies the background color of the chart.

titleshow

Specifies whether to show or hide a title.

The default is 1 (show).

titlecolor

Specifies the foreground color of the title.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

titlesize

Specifies the font size of the title.

The default is 12.

titlefontfamily

Specifies the font family of the title.

titlefontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the title.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

titlefontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the title.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

titlebg

Specifies the background color of the title.
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The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(0,0,0).

legendlabelcolor

Specifies the foreground color of the text in the legend.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(119,119,119).

legendlabelsize

Specifies the font size of the text in the legend.

The default is 12.

legendlabelfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the text in the legend.

The default is helvetica.

axescolors

Specifies the color of the axes.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

seriescolors

Specifies the color of the individual chart series. Depends on the chosen theme.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(139,187,107); rgb(99,156,208); rgb(240,169,100);
rgb(195,119,94); rgb(203,139,180); rgb(149,113,170); rgb(226,107,103);
rgb(114,114,114).

seriesthicknesses

Specifies the thickness of the series shape.

The default is 0.007.

seriesstrokes

Specifies the stroke of the series shape.

The default is solid.

seriesopacities

Specifies the opacity of the series shape.

The default is 1.

seriespointsizes

Specifies the size of series points.

The default is medium.

seriesmarkertypes

Specifies the type of series markers.

The default is circle, square, diamond, up, down, right, left, ring,
emptysquare, emptydiamond, emptyup, emptydown.
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seriesmarkersizes

Specifies the size of series markers.

The default is large.

seriesmarkercolors

Specifies the color of series markers.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(139,187,107); rgb(99,156,208); rgb(240,169,100);
rgb(195,119,94); rgb(203,139,180); rgb(149,113,170); rgb(226,107,103);
rgb(114,114,114).

seriesmarkershow

Specifies whether to show or hide the series markers.

The default is 0 (hide).

scattermarkertypes

Specifies the type of scatter markers.

The default is circle, square, diamond, up, down, right, left, ring,
emptysquare, emptydiamond, emptyup, emptydown.

mesh

Specifies how wireframe lines should be drawn on a three-dimensional chart.

Valid values are:

none

No mesh drawn

all

Mesh divisions between all elements

full

Mesh divisions between regular data points

n

n equally spaced mesh divisions

The default is all.

X-axis attributes

xaxisshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the x-axis.

The default is 1 (show).

xaxiscolor

Specifies the color of the x-axis.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

xaxissize

Specifies the font size of the values on the x-axis scale.
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The default is 12.

xaxisfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the values on the x-axis scale.

xaxisfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the values on the x-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

xaxisfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the values on the x-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

xaxislabelshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the x-axis label.

The default is 1 (show).

xaxislabelcolor

Specifies the color of the x-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

xaxislabelsize

Specifies the font size of the x-axis label.

The default is 12.

xaxislabelfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the x-axis label.

xaxislabelfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the x-axis label.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

xaxislabelfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the x-axis label.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

xaxislabelbg

Specifies the background color of the x-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.
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The default is rgb(255,255,255).

Y-axis attributes

yaxisshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the y-axis.

The default is 1 (show).

yaxiscolor

Specifies the color of the y-axis.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

yaxissize

Specifies the font size of the values on the y-axis scale.

The default is 12.

yaxisfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the values on the y-axis scale.

yaxisfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the values on the y-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

yaxisfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the values on the y-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

yaxislabelshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the y-axis label.

The default is 1 (show).

yaxislabelcolor

Specifies the color of the y-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

yaxislabelsize

Specifies the font size of the y-axis label.

The default is 12.

yaxislabelfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the y-axis label.

yaxislabelfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the y-axis label.
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Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

yaxislabelfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the y-axis label.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

yaxislabelbg

Specifies the background color of the y-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(255,255,255).

Z-axis attributes

zaxisshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the z-axis.

The default is 1 (show).

zaxiscolor

Specifies the color of the z-axis.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

zaxissize

Specifies the font size of the values on the z-axis scale.

The default is 12.

zaxisfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the values on the z-axis scale.

zaxisfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the values on the z-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

zaxisfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the values on the z-axis scale.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

zaxislabelshow

Specifies whether to show or hide the z-axis label.

The default is 1 (show).
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zaxislabelcolor

Specifies the color of the z-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(68,68,68).

zaxislabelsize

Specifies the font size of the z-axis label.

The default is 12.

zaxislabelfontfamily

Specifies the font family of the z-axis label.

zaxislabelfontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the z-axis label.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

zaxislabelfontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the z-axis label.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

zaxislabelbg

Specifies the background color of the z-axis label.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

The default is rgb(255,255,255).

Example: Bar chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Surface chart

This example creates a surface chart showing the average temperature by hour and month in Miami,
Florida in 1991.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly91" 
   width_="1000" height_="607">
    <link table2="pub.demo.weather.stations" col="id" col2="id" 
     label="stations"/>
    <sel value="id=12839"/>
    <willbe name="month" value="month(date)"/>
    <willbe name="tempx" value="if(between(temp;-40;40);temp;NA)"/>
    <tabu breaks="hour" cbreaks="month" xtab="0" 
     label="Temperature by hour and month">
      <tcol source="tempx" fun="avg" name="avgtemp"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="1000" height="607">
      <chart type="surface" 
       title="Average Temperature (1991) - Miami, Florida" samples="10000">
        <legend hide="1"/>
        <axes ylabel="Month" zlabel="Average temperature"/>
      </chart>
      <style titlecolor="#4f6128" titlesize="24" titlefontfamily="georgia" 
       titlefontweight="bold" xaxissize="11" xaxisfontfamily="helvetica" 
       xaxislabelsize="18" xaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" 
       xaxislabelfontweight="bold" yaxissize="11" 
       yaxisfontfamily="helvetica" yaxislabelsize="18" 
       yaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" yaxislabelfontweight="bold" 
       zaxissize="11" zaxisfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelsize="18" 
       zaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelfontweight="bold"/>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Bar chart with series

This example creates a simple bar chart showing the population for three states over three years.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="1000" height_="613">
    <table cols="name,npopchg_2011,npopchg_2012,npopchg_2013" 
     labels="State,7/1/2010 to 7/1/2011,7/1/2011 to 7/1/2012,7/1/2012 to
 7/1/2013">
     New Jersey,33932,31110,31590;
     New York,104500,73397,75002;
     Pennsylvania,30838,23165,9326
    </table>
    <graphspec width="1000" height="613">
      <chart type="bar" title="Population Change - Middle Atlantic States" 
       samples="25" dir="bottom">
        <data x="name" y="npopchg_2011"/>
        <data x="name" y="npopchg_2012"/>
        <data x="name" y="npopchg_2013"/>
        <legend pos="right"/>
        <axes xlabel="State" ylabel="Change in resident total population"/>
        <ticks xrot="0"/>
      </chart>
      <style titlecolor="#000000" titlesize="24" titlefontfamily="helvetica" 
       titlefontweight="bold" xaxissize="18" xaxisfontfamily="helvetica" 
       xaxislabelsize="18" xaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" 
       xaxislabelfontweight="bold" yaxissize="18" yaxisfontfamily="helvetica" 
       yaxislabelcolor="#7f7f7f" yaxislabelsize="18" 
       yaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" yaxislabelfontweight="bold" 
       zaxissize="18" zaxisfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelsize="18" 
       zaxislabelfontfamily="helvetica" zaxislabelfontweight="bold"/>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
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</dynamic>

<grid>
The <grid> element specifies whether to include graphing lines behind the graphic. A single <grid>
element must be contained within a <chart> element.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec> 
        <chart> 
          <data x="" y=""/> 
          <legend/>
          <grid/> 
          <axes/> 
          <ticks/>
          <style/>
        </chart> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

Note:  The <grid> element works with the following charts:

• Line
• Bar
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• Histogram 1d
• Scatter
• Bridge
• Boxwhisker

hide

Specifies whether to show or hide the grid lines behind a chart.

Valid values are 0 to show and 1 to hide.

If no value is specified, the default is to hide the the grid.

Example: Bar Chart

This example creates a simple bar chart showing sales totals for three stores with grid lines behind the bar
chart.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" width_="600" height_="400">
    <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Item Detail" breaks="store">
      <tcol source="sales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Sales"/>
    </tabu>
    <graphspec width="600" height="400">
      <chart type="bar" title="Sales by Store" samples="25">
        <data x="store" y="t0"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
        <axes xlabel="Store" ylabel="Sales"/>
        <grid hide="0"/>
        <ticks xrot="25"/>
        <style titlesize="36" bg="lightblue"/>
      </chart>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<geograph>

The <geograph> element is used to specify one or more layers of polygons that represent geographic
regions such as U.S. states, counties, and ZIP code areas along with data associated with these
polygons. The <geograph> element is a child of <graphspec>, which is specified within <widget
class_="graphics">.

Description

The <geograph> element specifies one or more <geolayer> elements, which define the types of
polygons to be drawn and labels or markers associated with those polygons. The <geograph> can
also contain elements related to the geograph as a whole, such as <title>, <legend>, <axes>, and
colormap.

The <geolayer> elements are drawn in the order in which they appear within the <geograph>, resulting
in a layering of the polygons, labels, and markers specified within each <geolayer> element.

Note:  The first time a geograph is rendered, it may take a few seconds as it processes.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
    <layer name="[LAYER1_NAME]">
      [1010data_QUERY_1] 
    </layer>
    <layer name="[LAYER2_NAME]">
      [1010data_QUERY_2] 
    </layer>
    ...
    <graphspec> 
      <geograph title="[TITLE]" 
       projection="orthographic|equirectangular|mercator"
       colormap="[COLORMAP]" groupname="metrocode|dmacode|[LAYER_NAME]">
        <geolayer type="[TYPE]" layername="[LAYER1_NAME]" ...>
          ...
        </geolayer>
         <geolayer type="[TYPE]" layername="[LAYER2_NAME]" ...>
           ...
         </geolayer>
         ...
         <title ... />
         <legend ... />
         <axes ... />
         <colormap ... />
      </geograph> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic>

An individual <geolayer> can reference the data in a particular <layer> element by setting its
layername attribute to the name associated with the desired <layer> element. If a <geolayer> does
not specify a layername attribute, the data from the [1010data_QUERY] specified within the <widget> is
used.

Attributes

title

Specifies a text title for the plot.
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The text style is specified by the theme value or by the <style> element as described for other
<graphspec>/<charts>.

Alternatively, a <title> element can be specified as a child of <geograph>. For more information,
see <title>

projection

Specifies the type of geographic projection.

Valid values are:

orthographic

Displays the geographic regions using an orthographic projection, which is intended to convey
the three-dimensionality of the map.

equirectangular

Displays the geographic regions using an equirectangular projection, which flattens the map
along latitude and longitude lines.

mercator

Displays the geographic regions using a Mercator projection, which is a cylindrical map
projection.

The default is orthographic.

colormap

Specifies a theme, gradient name, or list of colors that are used as the palette for coloring the
polygons.

Valid values are:

theme

The coloring palette is based on the theme specified in the <graphspec>.

See <graphspec> for more information about specifying a theme.

This is the default if colormap is not specified.

[THEME_NAME]

The color palette is based on a given theme name.

The first three colors in the series colors for the theme are used.

See Color themes on page 433 for a list of valid values.

[LIST_OF_COLORS]

The color palette is based on a semicolon-separated list of CSS colors (e.g.,
red;yellow;green), hexadecimal values (e.g., #F00;#FFA500;#00F), rgb values (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);rgb(255,165,0);rgb(0,0,255), or any combination of these (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);orange;#0000FF)

The default is the series colors for the given theme.

A <colormap> element may be included as a child of <geograph> to specify additional attributes.
For more information, see <colormap>

This is also used in the legend defined by the <legend> child element of <geograph>.

groupname

Specifies how the sets of polygons will be grouped

When type="zipcode", the following are valid values:
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metrocode

Grouping is performed based on the first three digits of the ZIP code.

dmacode

Grouping is performed based on the Designated Market Area (DMA), which groups counties
covered by a specific group of television stations, as defined by Nielsen Media Research. There
are 210 DMAs in the United States, and each DMA is represented by a 3-digit numeric code.

New groups can be defined by setting groupname to the name of a layer.

Example: Specifying a projection

The following example shows the three types of projection supported by <geograph>. The projection is
specified using the projection attribute. If this attribute is not specified, the default is orthographic.

<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="states" title="Orthographic"/>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="states" title="Equirectangular" 
         projection="equirectangular"/>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="states" title="Mercator" 
         projection="mercator"/>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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<geolayer>
A <geolayer> element defines the type of polygons that will be drawn on that layer and the data set on
which it is based.
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Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
    <layer name="[LAYER_NAME_1]">
      [1010data_QUERY_1] 
    </layer>
    <layer name="[LAYER_NAME_2]">
      [1010data_QUERY_2] 
    </layer>
    ...
    <graphspec> 
      <geograph type="geolayers" ...>
        <geolayer layername="[LAYER_NAME]" ...>
         type="states|counties|zipcodes|countries|locations"
         states="all|continental|[LIST_OF_STATES]"
         countries="all|europe|africa|asia|
                    southamerica|northamerica|oceania|
                    [LIST_OF_COUNTRIES]"
         datalabel="none|auto|value|name|fullname"
         x="" y="" value="" 
         name="" namevalue=""
         shape="" size=""

          ...
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer layername="[LAYER_NAME]" ...>
          ...
        </geolayer>
          ...
      </geograph> 
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic> 

Attributes

type

Specifies the type of polygon region.

Valid values are:

states

U.S. state polygons. The states to include in the geograph are specified using the states
attribute.

counties

U.S. county polygons. The states to include in the geograph are specified using the states
attribute.

zipcodes

U.S. ZIP code polygons. The states to include in the geograph are specified using the states
attribute.

The first time this plot is generated, it will take longer than expected since all the ZIP code
polygons (~35K) need to be loaded into the system. Subsequent runs will be faster.

Note that all the ZIP code polygons do not completely cover the all U.S. region (e.g., lakes,
mountains, etc.)

countries
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Polygons representing countries. The countries to include in the geograph are specified using the
countries attribute.

Note:  You must set projection="mercator" when type="countries".

locations

A point defined by latitude and longitude coordinates on which a shape can be drawn.

When type="locations", the x attribute specifies a column name containing the longitude
values, and the y attribute specifies a column name containing the latitude values.

For more information on defining shapes, see shape.

states

Determines which states are included in the layer. Valid state name or FIPS codes are expected.

This is used when type is set to states, counties, or zipcodes.

Valid values are:

all

All states, including Alaska and Hawaii, are included.

continental

Only states within the continental United States are included.

[LIST_OF_STATES]

Only the states specified in a a comma-separated list are included. States may be specified using
the full name, two-letter abbreviation, or FIPS code.

Multi-word state names may be written with spaces between the words, or the spaces may be
omitted. The values in this list are not case sensitive. Examples of valid entries: Illinois,
texas, CA, fl, 18.

For a complete list of state names, abbreviations, and FIPS codes, see State names,
abbreviations, and FIPS codes on page 410.

The default is all.

countries

Determines which countries are included in the layer. Valid country names or FIPS codes are
expected.

This is used when type is set to countries.

Valid values are:

all

All countries are included.

europe

Only the countries of Europe are included.

africa

Only the countries in Africa are included.

asia

Only the countries in Asia are included.

southamerica
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Only the countries in South America are included.

northamerica

Only the countries in North America are included.

oceania

Only the countries in Oceania are included.

[LIST_OF_COUNTRIES]

Only the countries specified in a a comma-separated list are included. Countries may be
specified using the full name or FIPS code.

Multi-word country names may be written with spaces between the words, or the spaces may be
omitted. The values in this list are not case sensitive.

For a complete list of country names and their FIPS codes, see Country names and FIPS codes
on page 411.

The default is all.

x

Specifies the column name containing the names of the polygons associated with the type attribute.

When type="locations", this attribute specifies a column name containing the longitude values.

y

Specifies the column name for the values to be plotted in association with the polygons defined by the
x attribute.

When type="locations", this attribute specifies a column name containing the latitude values.

datalabel

Specifies what type of data values are used for the labels of the polygons or points associated with
the <geolayer>.

Valid values are:

none

No labels are displayed.

auto

The short name associated with the polygon is used for the labels. For more information, see
name below.

value

The value from the column specified by the y attribute is used as the label.

name

The short name associated with the polygon is used for the labels, depending on the type.

For instance, if the type attribute for the <geolayer> is set to states, the polygons will be
labeled with the two-letter abbreviation of the state. If the type attribute for this <geolayer> is
set to counties, the polygons will be labeled with the name of the county.

You can override this by specifying the name of a column that contains the name you want to use
for the particular polygon to the name attribute.

fullname

The full name associated with the polygon is used for the labels, depending on the type.
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For instance, if the type attribute for the <geolayer> is set to states, the polygons will be
labeled with the full state name. If the type attribute for this <geolayer> is set to counties,
the polygons will be labeled with the name of the county along with the two-letter abbreviation of
the state it is in.

The default is none.

name

When datalabel="name", this attribute specifies the name of the column from the data set to use
for the label of the polygon.

value

When datalabel="value", this attribute specifies the name of the column from the data set to use
for the label of the polygon.

namevalue

Specifies the name of a column that contains numeric values to map in association with the colormap
for the label of the polygon.

shape

When type="locations", this references the name of a column in the data set that specifies the
marker shape to draw at a particular set of coordinates. The longitude coordinate is specified in the
column referenced by the x attribute, and the latitude coordinate is specified in the column referenced
by the y attribute.

size

When type="locations", this specifies the name of a column in the data set that specifies the
size of the shape to use.

layername

Specifies the name of a <layer> element that provides a 1010data query which provides the data. If
this attribute is not specified, the <geolayer> element uses the 1010data query specified within the
<widget class_="graphics"> element.

Example: type="states"
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph title="Mercator" projection="mercator">
        <geolayer type="states" states="all" 
         demosamples="52" datalabel="name">
          <datalabel color="black" size="10"/>
          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: type="states" with <axes> element
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph title="Mercator" projection="mercator">
        <geolayer type="states" states="all" 
         demosamples="52" datalabel="fullname">
          <datalabel color="black" size="10"/>
          <shape type="polygon"/>
          <axes xmin="-109" ymin="31" xmax="-90" ymax="42"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: type="countries"
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph title="Mercator" projection="mercator">
        <geolayer type="countries" demosamples="50" datalabel="name">
          <datalabel color="black" size="10"/>
          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: type="countries" multiple layers
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph title="Mercator"
       projection="mercator">
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="Europe">
          <shape color="red"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="Asia">
          <shape color="green"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="africa">
          <shape color="pink"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="South America">
          <shape color="yellow"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="northamerica">
          <shape color="orange"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="countries" countries="Asia" 
         demosamples="150" datalabel="fips">
          <datalabel color="black" size="10"/>
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          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Multiple geolayers
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec theme="happy">
      <geograph background="azure">
        <geolayer type="states" states="all">
          <shape type="polygon" color="auto" 
           edgecolor="auto" thickness="thin"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="counties" demosamples="10000" 
         states="texas,il,ny,fl,ak,53">
          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="states" states="fl,tx,ny,il,ak,53">
          <shape edgecolor="black" thickness="0.002" opacity="0"/>
        </geolayer>
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      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<datalabel>
Specifies the text style to be used for labeling.

Description

The <datalabel> element may contain a <colormap> child element, which makes it possible to use
different colormaps for each set of datalabels.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph ...>
        <geolayer datalabel="">
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          <datalabel color="black" size="10" format="" colormap="">
            <colormap .../>
          </datalabel>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

Same attributes as <title>.

color

Specifies the color of the label for the polygon.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

format

When the datalabel attribute in <geolayer> is set to value, this attributes specifies the display
format for that value.

For information on display formats, see Display formats on page 1320.

size

Specifies the font size of the label.

colormap

Specifies a theme, gradient name, or list of colors that are used as the palette for coloring the
datalabels.

Valid values are:

theme

The coloring palette is based on the theme specified in the <graphspec>.

See <graphspec> for more information about specifying a theme.

This is the default if colormap is not specified.

[THEME_NAME]

The color palette is based on a given theme name.

The first three colors in the series colors for the theme are used.

See Color themes on page 433 for a list of valid values.

[LIST_OF_COLORS]

The color palette is based on a semicolon-separated list of CSS colors (e.g.,
red;yellow;green), hexadecimal values (e.g., #F00;#FFA500;#00F), rgb values (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);rgb(255,165,0);rgb(0,0,255), or any combination of these (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);orange;#0000FF)

The default is the series colors for the given theme.

A <colormap> element may be included as a child of <datalabel> to specify additional attributes.
For more information, see <colormap>

This colormap is also used by the <legend> child element of <datalabel>.
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Example: type="states"
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph type="geolayers" title="Mercator" 
       projection="mercator">
        <geolayer type="states" states="all" 
         demosamples="52" datalabel="name">
          <datalabel color="black" size="10"/>
          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

<shape>
The <shape> element is a child of the <geolayer> element and specifies attributes related to the
polygon.

Description

When the type attribute in <geolayer> is set to states, counties, or countries, the default shape
is polygon. When type is zipcodes or loacations, the default shape is point.
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Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph ...>
        <geolayer shape="[SHAPE_TYPE]">
          <shape type="[SHAPE_TYPE]" 
           colormap="[COLORMAP]" 
           shapesize="[SHAPE_SIZE]" 
           color="[SHAPE_COLOR]" 
           edgecolor="[EDGE_COLOR]" 
           opacity="[OPACITY]" 
           thickness="[THICKNESS]|thick|thin" 
           pointsize="[POINT_SIZE]|small|medium|large">
            <colormap .../>
          </datalabel>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

type

Specifies the type of shape to use.

Valid values are:

polygon

point

[SHAPE_TYPE]

For a list of valid shapes, see Shape icons on page 400.

colormap

Specifies a theme, gradient name, or list of colors that are used as the palette for coloring the shapes.

This is also used in the legend defined by the <legend> element.

Valid values are:

theme

The coloring palette is based on the theme specified in the <graphspec>.

See <graphspec> for more information about specifying a theme.

This is the default if colormap is not specified.

[THEME_NAME]

The color palette is based on a given theme name.

The first three colors in the series colors for the theme are used.

See Color themes on page 433 for a list of valid values.

[LIST_OF_COLORS]

The color palette is based on a semicolon-separated list of CSS colors (e.g.,
red;yellow;green), hexadecimal values (e.g., #F00;#FFA500;#00F), rgb values (e.g.,
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rgb(255,0,0);rgb(255,165,0);rgb(0,0,255), or any combination of these (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);orange;#0000FF)

The default is the series colors for the given theme.

A <colormap> element may be included as a child of <shape> to specify additional attributes. For
more information, see <colormap>

shapesize

Specifies the size of the shape.

color

Specifies the color used to fill the shape.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

edgecolor

Specifies the color used to outline the shape.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

opacity

Specifies the opacity of the color within the polygon. Accepts a value between 0 and 1.

To draw a completely transparent polygon (i.e., when only the outline of the polygon is needed), set
opacity="0".

thickness

Specifies the polygon boundary thickness as a fraction of the plot range.

To draw polygons without a boundary, set thickness="0".

The following values can also be specified:

• thick
• thin

pointsize

Specifies the point size as a fraction of the plot range.

The following values can also be specified:

• small
• medium
• large

Example

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="800">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph type="counties">
        <data states="oh" datalabel="name">
          <datalabel color="blue" size="10"/>
        </data>
      
  <shape type="polygon" color="lightblue" edgecolor="black" thickness="thin"/>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="900">
    <table cols="state, lat, long, value, label, markersize, markershape">  
      New York, 40.66, -73.93, 105.5, In NY, 5, point;
      Montana, 47.04, -109.65, 75.3, In Montana, 10, pushpin;
      North Dakota, 46.81, -100.77, 25.3, In ND, 15, wifi;
      Tx, 31.48, -99.37, 17.5, In TX, 40, pin;
      Arizona, 34.3287, -111.67, 33.0, In Arizona, 30, telephone;
      Oregon, 43.93, -120.56, 42, In Oregon, 80, sad
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    </table>
    <graphspec>
      <geograph title="Pin Markers" projection="orthographic">
        <geolayer type="states"/>
        <geolayer type="locations" x="long" y="lat" 
         value="value" datalabel="name" name="label" namevalue="value"
         shape="markershape" size="markersize">
          <datalabel color="white" size="15">
            <colormap value="black,white" xmin="10" xmax="120"/>
            <legend hide="0"/>
          </datalabel>
          <shape type="pin" edgecolor="lightgray" shapesize="40,80">
            <colormap value="black,orange" opacity="0.7"/>
            <legend hide="0"/>
          </shape>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Shape icons
A <shape> element can specify a shape icon via the type attribute.

Type Icon Type Icon

accessories airplane

airplanearrival airplanedeparture
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Type Icon Type Icon

airport airportparking

airshow allterraintrail

americanfootballfield amphitheater

amusementparkferriswheel amusementparkridecarousel

amusementparkrollercoaster anchor

animalhealth aquarium

arboretum archbridge

archeologicalsite archery

artisticgymnastics artsupplies

assistedlivingandhomecare assistivelisteningsystem

assistivelisteningsystemtcoilcompatible astronomicalobservatory

athleticapparel athletics

atm audiodescription

audiominijack audiominijacksocketcentersubwoofer

audiominijacksocketmicrophone audiominijacksocketrighttoleft

audiominijacksocketstereolinein audiominijacksocketstereolineout

audiotour automobiles

babychangingstation babyproductsandservices

badminton bakery

balloonport bank

barandtavern barbecuepit

barber barn

baseball baseballfield

basketball basketballcourt

battery batteryempty

batteryfourbars batteryfullfivebars

batterynobarsempty batteryonebar
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Type Icon Type Icon

batterythreebars batterytwobars

beach beachaccess

beachvolleyball bearviewing

beautysalon bench

biathlon bicycletrail

bikeshop birdblind

bisonherd bluetoothsymbol

bmxcycling bmxtrack

boatandtrailerparking boatlaunch

boattour bobsleigh

bookandsouvenirshop bookstore

botanicalgarden bottles

bowlingalley boxing

braille broadcaststation

building buoy

busstop busstopshuttlestop

butchershop cabins

camera campfire

campground cannon

canoeaccess canoecampground

canoerental cansorbottles

canyon castle

cdmusic cdr

cemetery chairliftskilift

chinesefastfoodandtakeout chineserestaurant

church climbing

closedcaptioning cloudcomputing
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Type Icon Type Icon

coffeeshop coincounting

company computer

computermonitor computermouse

computernetwork constructionequipmentandheavymachinery

consumerelectronics coralreefnearwatersurface

cosmeticsandperfumes costumestore

coveredbridge crib

crosscountryskitrail curling

cycling dam

dancepad daymarker

dayspa deerviewing

dentist desert

dietingservice discgolf

diving doughnutshop

downhillskiing drinkingwater

drivingtour drugstoreandpharmacy

dumpstation dvdmovie

dviport earthimpact

earthquake electricalplug

elevator emergency

emergencytelephone equestriancamping

equestriandressage equestrianeventing

equestrianjumping ethernetnetworkport

ethernetnetworksymbol ethernetsymbol

exerciseandfitness fallingrocks

farmequipmentandsupplies fastfoodandtakeout

faxmachine fencing
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Type Icon Type Icon

ferry fieldhockey

figureskating fireextinguisher

firetower firewireport4circuit

firewireport6circuit firewireport9circuit

firewiresymbol firewoodcutting

firstaid fishcleaning

fishhatchery fishing

fishingpier fishladder

fitnesscenter flight

floatingdumpstationorrestroom floppydisk

florist foodservice

forest fort

fourwheeldriveroad freestyleskiing

freestylewrestling furniture

gamecourt gasstation

gate gazebo

geocache giftshop

glacier golfcourse

golfing graphicdesign

grecoromanwrestling grocerystoreandsupermarket

hamburgerrestaurant handbagstore

handball handlaunchsmallboatlaunch

hanggliding harbor

hardwarestore hdmiport

headphones hearingcare

highway historicalsite

holdhandrail horsebackriding
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Type Icon Type Icon

horseshoepits hospital

hurricane icecreamandfrozenyogurtshop

icefishing icehockey

iceskating icespeedskating

information inlineskating

insurance interpretiveexhibit

island jewelry

judo kayaking

kennel keyboard

keyboardmouseport laboratoryandtesting

lake laptopcomputer

largeairplane largecastle

largeprint laundromat

library lifejackets

lighthouse lightingstore

lingeriestore litterreceptacle

liveaudiodescription lockersstorage

lodging lookouttower

lowvisionaccess luge

mall marina

marsh mechanic

memorycard mensroom

metaldetectors metrostation

militarybase mill

mine miniaturegolfcourse

mobilephonestore modem

modernpentathlon mooringbuoy
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Type Icon Type Icon

motorbiketrail motorboating

mountain mountainbikecycling

mountainrange movietheater

mp3player museum

musicalinstruments naturalstonearch

nordiccombinedskiing nuclearexplosion

nuclearreactor nucleartestsite

observationtower oilfield

oilrig oldminesite

opencaptioning opticalcare

organizedcampgroup orthodontist

overlook paddleboat

painter paintstore

parallelport park

parking partiallysubmergedwreck

pavilion peaksaddle

pedestriancrossing personalwatercraft

petsonleash photographystore

physicaltherapyandrehabilitation physicianandsurgeon

picnicarea picnicshelter

pin pizzarestaurant

planetarium plantconservatory

playground pointofinterest

polo portablerestroom

postoffice printer

printingandpublishing prison

privateschool publicschool
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Type Icon Type Icon

pushpin radiatorwater

radio rangerstation

rattlesnakes recycling

reef remotecontrol

reserveland restaurant

restroom retaillocation

rhythmicgymnastics ridingstable

river riverrafting

roadcycling rockcollecting

rollercoaster rowboating

rowing rugby

running rvcampground

sailing sandwichshop

sanitarydisposalstation scenicviewpoint

science scubadiving

sealviewing seaplane

selfguidingtrail serialport

sewingmachine shelter

ship shipwreck

shoestore shooting

shopping shorttrackspeedskating

shower signlanguageinterpretation

sinkhole skateboarding

skeleton skijumping

slalomcanoeing sledding

sleepingshelter slipperyramp

slipperysteps smallairplane
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Type Icon Type Icon

smartphone smoking

snackbar snowboarding

snowmobiletrail snowshoeing

soccer soccerfield

souvenirshop spdifdigitalaudioport

spelunkingcave sportsandrecreation

sprintcanoeing stable

stadium stagingarea

start staybackfromedge1

staybackfromedge2 stayontrail

steakhouse stonefence

store strollers

sunglasses sunny

surfing suspensionbridge

swimming synagogue

synchronizedswimming tablet

tabletennis taekwondo

teashop technicalrockclimb

telephone telephoneheadset

television tennis

tennistournament texttelephoneservicetty

theater thunderboltsymbol

tobogganslide tollbooth

toolsandhardware tornado

tourboat trackcycling

trackfield trailersite

trailhead trailheadinformation
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Type Icon Type Icon

trampolinegymnastics tramway

trashdumpster travelgear

triathlon tropicalstorm

truckrental trucks

trussbridge tunnel

underseafeature unevenwalkway

university usbflashdrive

usbport usbportdouble

usbsymbol vaulttoilets

vehicleferry vgaport

videogame viewingarea

visitorscenter volcano

volleyball volleyballcourt

volumecontroltelephone volumesymbol

wading walking

walkonboardwalk wallsocket

wastemanagement watches

watchforfallingice watercraftcamping

waterfall waterfowl

waterpolo waterpump

waterskiing watertower

weighstation weightlifting

well whaleviewing

wheelchairaccessible wifi

wildlifeviewing windsurfing

wintercamping winterrecreationarea

womensroom womensshoestore
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Type Icon Type Icon

woodgathering wreck

zebramusseldecontaminationstation

State names, abbreviations, and FIPS codes
The states attribute of <geolayer> can accept a comma-separated list of state names, state
abbreviations, or FIPS codes.

The following is a list of state names, abbreviations, and FIPS codes that can be specified to the states
attribute of <geolayer>.

State Abbreviation FIPS code

Alabama AL 1

Alaska AK 2

Arizona AZ 4

Arkansas AR 5

California CA 6

Colorado CO 8

Connecticut CT 9

Delaware DE 10

Florida FL 11

Georgia GA 12

Hawaii HI 13

Idaho ID 15

Illinois IL 16

Indiana IN 17

Iowa IA 18

Kansas KS 20

Kentucky KY 21

Louisiana LA 22

Maine ME 23

Maryland MD 24

Massachusetts MA 25

Michigan MI 26

Minnesota MN 27

Mississippi MS 28

Missouri MO 29

Montana MT 30
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State Abbreviation FIPS code

Nebraska NE 31

Nevada NV 32

New Hampshire NH 33

New Jersey NJ 34

New Mexico NM 35

New York NY 36

North Carolina NC 37

North Dakota ND 38

Ohio OH 39

Oklahoma OK 40

Oregon OR 41

Pennsylvania PA 42

Rhode Island RI 44

South Carolina SC 45

South Dakota SD 46

Tennessee TN 47

Texas TX 48

Utah UT 49

Vermont VT 50

Virginia VA 51

Washington WA 53

West Virginia WV 54

Wisconsin WI 55

Wyoming WY 56

Country names and FIPS codes
The countries attribute of <geolayer> can accept a comma-separated list of state names, state
abbreviations, or FIPS codes.

The following is a list of country names and FIPS codes that can be specified to the countries attribute
of <geolayer>.

Country FIPS code

Afghanistan AF

Albania AL

Algeria DZ

American Samoa AS
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Country FIPS code

Andorra AD

Angola AO

Anguilla AI

Antigua and Barbuda AG

Argentina AR

Armenia AM

Aruba AW

Australia AU

Austria AT

Azerbaijan AZ

Bahamas BS

Bahrain BH

Bangladesh BD

Barbados BB

Belarus BY

Belgium BE

Belize BZ

Benin BJ

Bermuda BM

Bhutan BT

Bolivia BO

Bosnia and Herzegovina BA

Botswana BW

Brazil BR

British Virgin Islands VG

Brunei BN

Bulgaria BG

Burkina Faso BF

Burundi BI

Cambodia KH

Cameroon CM

Canada CA

Cape Verde CV

Cayman Islands KY
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Country FIPS code

Central African Republic CF

Chad TD

Chile CL

China CN

Colombia CO

Comoros KM

Cook Islands CK

Costa Rica CR

Croatia HR

Cuba CU

Curacao CW

Cyprus CY

Czech Republic CZ

Democratic Republic of the Congo CD

Denmark DK

Djibouti DJ

Dominica DM

Dominican Republic DO

East Timor TL

Ecuador EC

Egypt EG

El Salvador SV

Equatorial Guinea GQ

Eritrea ER

Estonia EE

Ethiopia ET

Falkland Islands FK

Faroe Islands FO

Fiji FJ

Finland FI

France FR

French Guiana GF

French Polynesia PF

Gabon GA
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Country FIPS code

Gambia GM

Georgia GE

Germany DE

Ghana GH

Gibraltar GI

Greece GR

Greenland GL

Grenada GD

Guadeloupe GP

Guam GU

Guatemala GT

Guernsey GG

Guinea GN

Guinea-Bissau GW

Guyana GY

Haiti HT

Honduras HN

Hong Kong HK

Hungary HU

Iceland IS

India IN

Indonesia ID

Iran IR

Iraq IQ

Ireland IE

Isle of Man IM

Israel IL

Italy IT

Ivory Coast CI

Jamaica JM

Japan JP

Jersey JE

Jordan JO

Kazakhstan KZ
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Country FIPS code

Kenya KE

Kiribati KI

Kuwait KW

Kyrgyzstan KG

Laos LA

Latvia LV

Lebanon LB

Lesotho LS

Liberia LR

Libya LY

Liechtenstein LI

Lithuania LT

Luxembourg LU

Macau MO

Macedonia MK

Madagascar MG

Malawi MW

Malaysia MY

Maldives MV

Mali ML

Malta MT

Marshall Islands MH

Martinique MQ

Mauritania MR

Mauritius MU

Mayotte YT

Mexico MX

Micronesia FM

Moldova MD

Monaco MC

Mongolia MN

Montenegro ME

Montserrat MS

Morocco MA
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Country FIPS code

Mozambique MZ

Myanmar MM

Namibia NA

Nauru NR

Nepal NP

Netherlands NL

New Caledonia NC

New Zealand NZ

Nicaragua NI

Niger NE

Nigeria NG

Niue NU

Northern Mariana Islands MP

North Korea KP

Norway NO

Oman OM

Pakistan PK

Palau PW

Panama PA

Papua New Guinea PG

Paraguay PY

Peru PE

Philippines PH

Poland PL

Portugal PT

Puerto Rico PR

Qatar QA

Republic of the Congo CG

RÃ©union RE

Romania RO

Russia RU

Rwanda RW

Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan
da Cunha

SH

Saint Kitts and Nevis KN
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Country FIPS code

Saint Lucia LC

Saint Pierre and Miquelon PM

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines VC

Samoa WS

San Marino SM

SÃ£o TomÃ© and PrÃncipe ST

Saudi Arabia SA

Senegal SN

Serbia RS

Seychelles SC

Sierra Leone SL

Singapore SG

Slovakia SK

Slovenia SI

Solomon Islands SB

Somalia SO

South Africa ZA

South Korea KR

South Sudan SS

Spain ES

Sri Lanka LK

Sudan SD

Suriname SR

Swaziland SZ

Sweden SE

Switzerland CH

Syria SY

Taiwan TW

Tajikistan TJ

Tanzania TZ

Thailand TH

Togo TG

Tonga TO

Trinidad and Tobago TT
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Country FIPS code

Tunisia TN

Turkey TR

Turkmenistan TM

Turks and Caicos Islands TC

Tuvalu TV

Uganda UG

Ukraine UA

United Arab Emirates AE

United Kingdom GB

United States US

United States Virgin Islands VI

Uruguay UY

Uzbekistan UZ

Vanuatu VU

Venezuela VE

Vietnam VN

Wallis and Futuna Islands WF

Yemen YE

Zambia ZM

Zimbabwe ZW

<title>
The <title> element is a child of <geograph> and is used to customize the title specified by the title
attribute.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec>
        <geograph title="[TITLE]" ... >
          <title color="[COLOR]"
           size="[SIZE]"
           background|bg="[BACKGROUND_COLOR]" 
           fontfamily="[FONT_FAMILY]" 
           fontslant="[FONT_SLANT]"
           fontweight="[FONT_WEIGHT]"
        </geograph>
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic>
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Attributes

color

Specifies the foreground color of the title.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

size

Specifies the font size of the title.

background

Specifies the background color of the title.

Note:  This attribute can also be specified as bg.

fontfamily

Specifies the font family of the title.

fontslant

Specifies the type of emphasis to be applied to the font used for the title.

Valid values are:

• plain
• italic

fontweight

Specifies the weight or thickness of the font used for the title.

Valid values are:

• plain
• bold

Example

The following example demonstrates how the <title> element is used to customize the title of the
geograph.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics">
    <graphspec>
      <geograph type="states" title="United States">
        <title color="blue" size="50" fontslant="italic" 
         fontfamily="helvetica" background="lightgray"/>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<axes>
The <axes> element is a child of <geograph> and is used to specify the plot range for the geograph.

Description

The x-axes are the longitude and y-axes is latitude.

Note:  In servers with only MMA 9.0 installed, this plot range only works for the equirectangular
projection, which is specified with <geograph projection="equirectangular">, the plot
range will be ignored for other projections in MMA 9.0.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec>
        <geolayer ...>
          <axes xmin="[MIN_LONGITUDE]"
                xmax="[MAX_LONGITUDE]"
                ymin="[MIN_LATITUDE]"
                ymax="[MAX_LATITUDE]"/>
        </geograph>
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic>
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Attributes

xmin

Specifies the minimum longitude value to render in the geograph.

xmax

Specifies the maximum longitude value to render in the geograph.

ymin

Specifies the minimum latitude value to render in the geograph.

ymax

Specifies the maximum latitude value to render in the geograph.

Example

The following example uses the <axes> element to specify the minimum and maximum
latitude and longitude values with which to render the geograph. It uses data from the table
pub.doc.samples.geograph.states. The x attribute to <geolayer> specifies that the column in
that table containing the states names is names, and the y attribute specifies that the column in that table
containing the data to be plotted is percapitaincome.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics">
    <base table="pub.doc.samples.geograph.states"/>
    <graphspec>
      <geograph type="geolayers" projection="equirectangular" 
       title="Per Capita Income">
        <title size="50" fontfamily="helvetica" 
         color="indigo" fontweight="bold"/>
        <geolayer type="states" states="all" 
         x="names" y="percapitaincome"/>
        <axes xmin="-90" xmax="-70" ymin="34" ymax="55"/>
        <legend hide="0"/>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<colormap>
The <colormap> element is used to specify attributes related to the theme, gradient, or list of colors used
as the palette for coloring the polygons, labels, or markers in a geograph.

Description

The <colormap> element can be a child element of <geograph>, <geolayer>, <datalabel>, or
<shape> and specifies attributes related to the theme, gradient name, or list of colors as specified by its
value attribute or by the colormap attribute of its parent element.

When <colormap> is included as a child of <geograph>, the colormap is applied to all elements
displayed by the graphics widget. Individual <datalabel> or <shape> elements can specify their own
colormaps using their own colormap attribute and customize settings using their own <colormap> child
element.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec>
        <geograph colormap="[COLORMAP_VALUE]" ... >
          <geolayer ...>
            <datalabel colormap="[COLORMAP_VALUE]"...>
              <colormap value="[COLORMAP_VALUE]" 
               min="[MIN]" max="[MAX]"
               reverse="0|1|true|false" opacity="[OPACITY]"/>
            <shape colormap="[COLORMAP_VALUE]"...>
              <colormap value="[COLORMAP_VALUE]"
               min="[MIN]" max="[MAX]"
               reverse="0|1|true|false" opacity="[OPACITY]"/>
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            </datalabel>
          </geolabel>
          <colormap min="[MIN]" max="[MAX]"
           reverse="0|1|true|false" opacity="[OPACITY]"/>
        </geograph>
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic>

Attributes

value

Specifies a theme or list of colors that are used as the palette for coloring the polygons.

Note:  This can also be specified using the colormap attribute of the parent element (i.e.,
<graphspec>, <datalabel>, and <shape>).

The value specified to this attribute is also used by the legend defined by the <legend> element.

Valid values are:

theme

The coloring palette is based on the theme specified in the <graphspec>.

See <graphspec> for more information about specifying a theme.

This is the default if value is not specified.

[THEME_NAME]

The color palette is based on a given theme name.

The first three colors in the series colors for the theme are used.

See Color themes on page 433 for a list of valid values.

[LIST_OF_COLORS]

The color palette is based on a semicolon-separated list of CSS colors (e.g.,
red;yellow;green), hexadecimal values (e.g., #F00;#FFA500;#00F), rgb values (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);rgb(255,165,0);rgb(0,0,255), or any combination of these (e.g.,
rgb(255,0,0);orange;#0000FF)

The default is theme.

colorsteps

Specifies how the list of colors or theme that is specified to the colormap attribute are interpreted.

Valid values are:

auto

Generates a continuous color interpolation.

indexed

Generates a color function that is indexed by the length of the colors list.

Takes the integer value of the data value and uses that integer value as the index into the table
of colors.

Predefined theme colors take only three colors.

[INTEGER_VALUE]

Generates an equally spaced number of interpolated colors based on the integer value specified.
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[LIST_OF_VALUES]

Generates intervals for each of the colors in the colormap based on the list of values specified
between the minimum and maximum values.

min

Specifies the minimum value to which the colormap is applied.

By default, the minimum value is determined by the data values to which the colormap is being
applied.

max

Specifies the maximum value to which the colormap is applied.

By default, the maximum value is determined by the data values to which the colormap is being
applied.

defcolor

Specifies the default color to use for non-numeric values.

By default, the color at the minimum value is used.

opacity

Specifies the opacity of the colormap. Accepts values between 0 and 1.

wrap

Specifies whether or not to cycle through the colormap for data values that fall outside the minimum
and maximum values. Accepts 1 or 0 (or true or false).

When wrap="0" (or is not specified), data values outside the range are mapped to colors
corresponding to the minimum or maximum.

When wrap="1", the colors will wrap around cyclically.

The default is 0.

scale

reverse

Specifies whether or not to reverse the colors in the colormap. Accepts 1 or 0.

Example

The following example displays three graphics widgets that each produce a geograph of three
states. The first <geograph> specifies colormap="theme", which uses the theme specified in the
parent <graphspec>, which in this example is rainbow. The second <geograph> specifies the
name of the color theme to use, which in this case is temperaturemap. The third <geograph> sets
colormap="red,white,blue", so that a gradient consisting of these three colors will be used for the
colormap.

<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,0,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec theme="rainbow">
        <geograph type="geolayers" title="Default Theme" 
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         colormap="theme">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="no"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,0,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="geolayers" title="Temperature" 
         colormap="temperaturemap">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="no"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,0,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="geolayers" title="Custom list of colors" 
         colormap="red,white,blue">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="no"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Multiple colormaps

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="900" height_="700">
    <base table="pub.doc.samples.geograph.states"/>
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    <layer name="layer1">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Arkansas, -47, -3;
        California, 22, -5;
        Florida, 99, 60;
        Indiana, -1, -50;
        Iowa, -22, -76;
        Louisiana, 40, 42;
        Maryland, -61, -9;
        Minnesota, 64, -29;
        Missouri, -5, 30;
        Nebraska, 6, 52;
        NewHampshire, -64, 29;
        NewMexico, -77, 20;
        NY, -89, 6;
        NorthDakota, 97, 17;
        SouthCarolina, 9, 51;
        SouthDakota, -24, 38;
        Tennessee, 79, -65;
        WestVirginia, -18, 34;
        Wisconsin, 70, 62;
        Wyoming, -45, 49;
        il, 20, 15;
        ak, 99, -99
      </table>
    </layer>
    <graphspec>
      <geograph projection="equirectangular">
        <geolayer type="states"/>
      
  <geolayer type="states" layername="layer1" x="state" y="val1" colormap="fruitpunchcolors">
          <colormap opacity="0.5"/>
          <shape type="polygon"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="counties" states="CA,TX,Illinois">
          <shape opacity="0"/>
        </geolayer>
      
  <geolayer type="states" states="ca,fl,wv,me,ak" x="names" datalabel="value" y="retailsalespercapita">
          <datalabel color="black" size="12" format="type:currency;dec:0"/>
          <shape type="point" pointsize="0.06">
            <colormap value="brightbands"/>
          </shape>
          <legend hide="no" pos="left"/>
        </geolayer>
        <legend hide="no"/>
      </geograph>
      <frame/>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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<legend>
The <legend> element specifies whether or not a legend should be displayed by the graphics widget
for its associated colormap as well as its position in relation to the geograph.

Description

The legend displays the range of colors in the associated colormap as a gradient. The colormap may
be defined by the colormap attribute of the parent element or by a sibling <colormap> element. See
<colormap> for more information.

By default, the legend is hidden, but it can be displayed by setting the hide attribute to 0. It can be
positioned above, below, to the left, or to the right of the geograph using the pos attribute.

Syntax
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics"> 
    [1010data_QUERY] 
      <graphspec>
        <geograph>
          <geolayer ...>
            <legend hide="0|1"
                    pos="right|left|top|bottom"/>
          </geolayer>
        </geograph>
    </graphspec> 
  </widget> 
</dynamic>
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Attributes

hide

Specifies whether or not to hide the legend. Accepts 1 or 0.

The default is 1.

pos

Specifies the position of the legend. Accepts right, left, top, or bottom.

The default is right.

Example

The following example displays three graphics widgets that each produce a geograph of three states.
The first <geograph> explicitly specifies <legend hide="yes"/>, so that no legend is displayed.
The second <geograph> specifies <legend hide="yes"/>, so the legend is displayed in its default
position, which is to the right of the geograph. The third <geograph> sets <legend hide="0"
pos="bottom"/>, so that the legend is displayed below the geograph.

<dynamic>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,-89,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec theme="valentinetones">
        <geograph type="geolayers" colormap="theme">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="yes"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,-89,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="geolayers" colormap="lakecolors">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="no"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="300" height_="300">
      <table cols="state, val1, val2">
        Pennsylvania,100,10;
        NY,-89,6;
        New Jersey,45,-15;
      </table>
      <graphspec>
        <geograph type="geolayers" colormap="red,yellow,green">
          <geolayer type="states" x="state" y="val1"/>
          <legend hide="0" pos="bottom"/>
        </geograph>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
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  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Multiple legends

The following example demonstrates how multiple legends can be specified for multiple colormaps. The
first <geolayer> element, which produces the polygons for the states Pennsylvania, New York, and
New Jersey, uses the default colormap, since no colormap attribute is explicitly specified. The legend
associated with this colormap appears to the right of the geograph in the default position, since the pos
attribute is not specified to the <legend> element. The second <geolayer>, which draws the states
Connecticut, Massachusettes, and Maine, specifies the fallcolors color theme for the colormap via
the value attribute to its child <colormap> element. The legend associated with this colormap appears
below the geograph, as specified via the pos attribute to the <legend> element.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="graphics" width_="600" height_="600">
    <table cols="state, val1, val2">
      Pennsylvania,100,10;
      NY,-89,6;
      New Jersey,45,-15;
      Connecticut,-45,-60;
      MA,12,96;
      ME,100,50;
    </table>
    <graphspec>
      <geograph type="geolayers">
        <geolayer type="states" states="Pennsylvania,NY,New Jersey" 
         x="state" y="val1" datalabel="fullname">
          <datalabel color="black" size="14"/>
          <legend hide="0"/>
        </geolayer>
        <geolayer type="states" states="CT,Massachusetts,Maine" 
         x="state" y="val2" datalabel="value">
          <colormap value="fallcolors"/>
          <datalabel color="rgb(25,25,255)" size="18"/>
          <legend hide="0" pos="bottom"/>
        </geolayer>
      </geograph>
    </graphspec>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Export formats

A chart defined by the <graphspec> element can be exported in a number of formats.

The following is a list of valid values for the format attribute of the <graphspec> element.

Export format Description

png Portable Network Graphics format (png)

tiff Tagged Image File Format (tiff)

gif Graphics Interchange Format (gif)

jpeg Joint Photographic Experts Group format (jpg)

bmp Windows bitmap format (bmp)

wmf Windows Metafile format (wmf)

emf Enhanced Metafile format (emf)

pdf Portable Document Format (pdf)

svg Scalable Vector Graphics format (svg)
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Export format Description

eps Encapsulated PostScript format (eps)

For more information on <graphspec> and its attributes, see <graphspec>.

Color themes

A <graphspec> element can specify a color theme via the theme attribute.

The following are valid color themes for the theme attribute.

For each theme in the Theme column, three images are displayed in the Examples column:

• the first image shows the theme as a linear scale
• the second image was created using a sine/cosine function to demonstrate how a scatterplot might look

with this theme
• the third image was created using a different sine/cosine function to show how well the density function

will respond to very high frequencies

Theme Examples

alpinecolors

aquamarine

armycolors

atlanticcolors

auroracolors

avocadocolors

beachcolors

black

bluegreenyellow

blueopal
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Theme Examples

bootstrap

brasstones

brightbands

browncyantones

candycolors

cherrytones

cmykcolors

coffeetones

darkbands

darkrainbow

darkterrain

deepseacolors

default

excel

excelcolors

fallcolors
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Theme Examples

flat

fruitpunchcolors

fuchsiatones

graytones

grayyellowtones

greenbrownterrain

greenpinktones

happy

highcontrast

islandcolors

kendo

lakecolors

lighttemperaturemap

lightterrain

material

materialblack
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Theme Examples

maximum

metro

metroblack

mintcolors

moonlight

neoncolors

pastel

pearlcolors

pigeontones

plumcolors

rainbow

redbluetones

redgreensplit

rosecolors

rusttones

sandyterrain
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Theme Examples

siennatones

silver

solarcolors

southwestcolors

starrynightcolors

sunsetcolors

temperaturemap

tentenorangecolors

thermometercolors

uniform

valentinetones

watermeloncolors

For more information on <graphspec> and its attributes, see <graphspec>.

class_="grid"

Using <widget class_="grid">, the results from a 1010data query can be displayed in a tabular
format.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid"> 
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>
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The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="grid".

type_

Specifies the type of grid widget.

Valid values are:

scroll

Produces a grid widget that can scroll smoothly through the rows of data in a table.

See type_="scroll" on page 446 for a list of attributes specific to this type of grid widget.

native

Produces a grid widget that traverses through the rows of data in discrete increments.

See type_="native" on page 455 for a list of attributes specific to this type of grid widget.

The default is scroll.

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

rowcol_

Accepts a boolean value to show a line describing the columns and rows currently displayed in the
grid (1 to display, 0 not to display), as shown here:

colhead_

Tells the widget what information to display in the column header.

Valid values are:

• name
• label
• both

The value of this attribute overrides the setting for the user preference related to the column header.
See Data Preferences in the 1010data User's Guide for more information.

total_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to show totals when the query results
displayed in the grid are from a tabulation.

regionfmt_

Determines what format the widget uses for dates, numbers, etc.

Valid values are:

• US
• EU
• UK

Note:  For more information on these formats, see Localization in the 1010data User's Guide.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=UserProfile/DataPreferences.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=UserProfile/Localization.html
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ditto_

Tells the system what to display in the widget when a row is repeated.

Valid values are:

value

Show the repeated row.

mark

Indicate which rows repeated with a double-quote character.

markfx

Indicate which values in a row repeated from the previous row, but only for fixed columns. Cells
in rows under a column that is not fixed with display the repeated value.

blank

Leave repeating rows blank.

blankfx

Leave cells blank when in a fixed column. In a column that is not fixed, the value will be
displayed.

Note:  For more on ditto logic, see Data Preferences in the 1010data User's Guide.

fillwidth_

Accepts a 0 to deactivate. Default is 1. If deactivated, column widths will not be stretched to fill the
available width of the table if scrolling is not turned on and the width of all columns does not utilize the
full width available to the grid widget.

reorderable_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 to specify whether columns in the grid can be rearranged by
clicking on a column header and dragging it to the desired location.

When reorderable="1" and type_="scroll", the dynamic variable associated with the attribute
reordercols_ is assigned the order of the columns after they have been rearranged.

sortable_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names which can be used to sort the data in the grid.
Once specified, only columns specified to the sortable_ attribute can be used for sorting in the grid
widget. If no columns are specified, all columns may be used to sort.

oneclicksort_

Accepts a 1 to activate. Default is 0. When active, allows user to click on a column header once
to sort the table by that column in ascending order. Clicking again will sort by the same column in
descending order.

(Available as of prod-9)

sortcols_

Each time the table is sorted, the column name of the sort column is appended to the list-value
associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

sortdirs_

Each time the table is sorted, the direction (up or down) of the sort operation is appended to the list-
value associated with this attribute.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=UserProfile/DataPreferences.html
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The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

startrow_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the number of the row to position at the top of the grid.

The value of startrow_ must be greater than 0.

startcol_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the number of the column to occupy the left-most position in
the grid.

The value corresponds to the index of the column relative to all the scrollable columns in the grid.

The value of startcol_ must be greater than 0.

startrowvalue_

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

The dynamic variable associated with startrowvalue_ is automatically set to the number of the
row that is at the top of the grid after it has been scrolled vertically.

This dynamic variable can also be set to a particular value to position the grid widget to a particular
row number.

startcolvalue_

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

The dynamic variable associated with startcolvalue_ is automatically set to the index of the
column that is at the left-most position in the grid after it has been scrolled horizontally. The value
corresponds to the index of the column relative to all the scrollable columns in the grid.

This dynamic variable can also be set to a particular value to position the grid widget to a particular
column.

colstwtbgcolor_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names.

Columns passed to colstwtbgcolor_ will take on the background color held in the columns
specified in the bgcolorforcol_ attribute.

bgcolorforcol_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names.

Columns passed to bgcolorforcol_ must contain the colors to be used as background colors for
the columns named in colstwtbgcolor_.

colstwtfgcolor_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names.

Columns passed to colstwtfgcolor_ will take on the foreground color held in the columns
specified in fgcolorforcol_ attribute.

fgcolorforcol_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names.

The columns specified to fgcolorforcol_ should contain the colors that will be used as
foreground/font colors in the columns referenced by colstwtfgcolor_.

bgcolorforrow_
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Accepts either a comma-separated list of column names, or an expression.

Columns passed to bgcolorforrow_ should contain a color that will be used as the background
color for every row.

fgcolorforrow_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names.

Columns passed to fgcolorforrow_ should contain a color that will be used as the font color for
every row.

showstylecols_

Accepts a 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to display the columns that contain the background and
font color information in the grid widget.

The default is 0.

In addition to the attributes listed above, there are numerous output configuration options available via the
<render> element. For a full list of configurable output attributes and values, see <render>.

Interactive Attributes

clickable_

Accepts a comma-separated list of columns. Any data elements from those columns are clickable in
the widget.

See the value_ and selector_ attributes for additional information.

value_

When a cell in a clickable column is clicked, its value is stored in the dynamic variable associated with
this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

indexvalue_

When a cell in a clickable column is clicked, the row number of that cell is stored in the dynamic
variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

rowvalue_

When a cell in a clickable column is clicked, the entire row of data is placed as a package in the
dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

selector_

When a data element in a clickable column is clicked, the name of that column is stored in the
dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

submit_

Accepts a comma-separated list of text values. When a cell in a clickable column is clicked, <do>
clauses with an onsubmit_ attribute whose value matches any of the values in the list specified to
submit_ are executed.
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Clickable columns are specified by the clickable_ attribute.

drillable_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. Any data elements from those columns are
drillable in the widget.

This attribute is typically used to allow the user to drill down into hierarchies defined by the specified
columns.

See the drillvalue_, drillselector_, and pkgdrillvalue_ attributes for additional
information.

drillvalue_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

drillselector_

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to a
comma-separated string stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

pkgdrillvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores drillable-related information for the widget as key/value pairs
in a package.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp in which
the widget exists. It should be initialized as <dynamic var_name="{pkg('sel' 'val';lst()
lst())}">.

The package contains the following keys and their associated values:

sel

A list-value consisting of the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the name of the column is appended to this
list-value.

val

A list-value consisting of the values in the drillable columns that have been clicked.

When a data element in a drillable column is clicked, the value of the data element is appended
to this list-value.

Note:  It is highly encouraged to use pkgdrillvalue_ instead of drillvalue_ when cells
in drillable columns contain commas. Otherwise, errors will occur when the item containing
the comma is added to the comma-separated string stored in drillvalue_.

Example: Conditional styling attributes
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" type_="scroll" 
   colstwtbgcolor_="store,transid" bgcolorforcol_="colorone,colortwo" 
   fgcolorforrow_="colorthree">
    <willbe name="colorone" value="'darkgray'"/>
    <willbe name="colortwo" value="'midnightblue'"/>
    <willbe name="colorthree" value="'#F26F21'"/>
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    <colord hide="colorone,colortwo,colorthree"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Drillable grid
<dynamic value="" selector="" hierarchy="id,date,hour">
  <layout arrange_="vertical">
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" 
     width_="480" height_="320" hierarchy="{@hierarchy}" 
     drillable_="{csl_pick(@hierarchy;csl_len(@selector)+1)}" 
     drillselector_="@selector" drillvalue_="@value" 
     measures="hum" aggregates="avg">
      <let level="{csl_len(@selector)}">
        <for i="1" to="{@level}">
          <sel value="{csl_pick(@selector;@i)}='{csl_pick(@value;@i)}'"/>
        </for>
        <let breaks="{csl_take(@hierarchy;@level+1)}">
          <tabu breaks="{@breaks}">
            <foreach break="{@breaks}">
              <break col="{@break}" sort="up"/>
            </foreach>
            <foreach source="{@measures}" fun="{@aggregates}">
              <tcol source="{@source}" fun="{@fun}"/>
            </foreach>
          </tabu>
        </let>
      </let>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Clickable grid

The following example illustrates how to retrieve information using the indexvalue_, rowvalue_, and
selector_ attributes when a cell in a clickable column is clicked.

<dynamic col_name="" row_index="" row_info="">
  <layout arrange_="h">
    <widget class_="grid" clickable_="*" indexvalue_="@row_index" 
     selector_="@col_name" rowvalue_="@row_info" width_="600">
      <base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
    </widget>
    <layout arrange_="v">
      <widget class_="text" text_="Row: {@row_index}"/>
      <widget class_="text" text_="Column clicked: {@col_name}"/>
      <widget class_="text" text_="Id: {@row_info.id}"/>
      <widget class_="text" text_="Name: {@row_info.name}"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Conditional formatting
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" 
   showstylecols_="" colhead_="both" width_="675"
   colstwtbgcolor_="temp,tflag" bgcolorforcol_="bg_temp,bg_tflag" 
   colstwtfgcolor_="temp,date" fgcolorforcol_="fg_temp,fg_tflag" 
 
  bgcolorforrow_="if(mod(i_;2);'lightyellow';'whitesmoke')" fgcolorforrow_="fgcolorforrow">
    <willbe name="fg_tflag" value="'blue'"/>
    <willbe name="fg_temp" value="if(temp>0;'green';'red')"/>
    <willbe name="fg_tflag" value="'blue'"/>
    <willbe name="bg_temp" value="'lightgray'"/>
    <willbe name="bg_tflag" value="'lightblue'"/>
    <willbe name="fgcolorforrow" value="NA"/>
    <sel value="i_<1000"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Sort tracking

This example demonstrates how to use the sortable_, sortcols_, and sortdirs_ attributes.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<dynamic sortcols="{lst()}" sortdirs="{lst()}">
  <layout>
    <widget class_="text" text_="sortcols: {@sortcols}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="sortdirs: {@sortdirs}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{lst_len(@sortcols)}{lst_len(@sortdirs)}"/>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" border_="1" clickable_="hour" 
     width_="600" height_="600" sortable_="*" sortcols_="@sortcols" 
     sortdirs_="@sortdirs"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

type_="scroll"

Using <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll"> produces a grid widget that can scroll smoothly
through the rows of data in a table.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.
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Attributes for type_="scroll"

The attributes in this list are specific to <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll">. See
class_="grid" for attributes common to all grid widgets.

allowswitchview_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to provide an item in the right-click
context menu that allows the user to switch to a one row view.

The default value is 1.

(Available as of version 10.12)

cellmenurangevalue_

Accepts a package representing the current state of the user-selected section of a grid, allowing
users to highlight and store multiple rows of a grid. The package contains the following:

cols

A list of column names of the selected columns

rowmin

The (numeric, 1-indexed) index of the minimum row in the selection

rowmax

The maximum row in the selection

(Available as of version 14.00)

cellmenuselector_

When the user clicks an item from a customized right-click cell context menu, the column name of the
associated cell is stored in the dynamic variable specified by the cellmenuselector_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

cellmenuvalue_

When the user clicks an item from a customized right-click cell context menu, the value in the
associated cell is stored in the dynamic variable specified by the cellmenuvalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

clickablecolhead_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. Column headers of the columns specified
to clickablecolhead_ are clickable. When any of these column headers are clicked, <do>
clauses with an onsubmit_ attribute whose value matches any of the values in the list specified to
submitcol_ are executed.

If clickablecolhead_="*", all of the column headers are clickable.

colbuffer_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the number of columns to the left and right of the current view
that should be kept in memory for scrolling left and right.

The default value is 4.

colcopylimit_

Allows the user to select a value in the grid and right-click a context menu with a Copy option. The
Copy submenu allows you to copy the entire column, as long as the values in the column are under
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the specified limit. The columns are copied with a newline column separator. This attribute accepts an
integer value.

The default value is 1, meaning that the user cannot copy more than one column at a time.

(Available as of version 12.30)

coltooltips_

Accepts a boolean value determining whether tooltips are enabled or disabled for column headers.

When coltooltips_="1", tooltips are enabled. The default tooltip displays Name and Type
metadata.

When coltooltips_="0", tooltips are disabled.

The default value is 0.

(Available as of version 12.11)

Alternatively, you can provide coltooltips_ with a comma-separated list of any combination of the
following strings representing metadata fields:

• name
• label
• type
• origin
• desc

Fields appear in the order you specify in the list.

(Available as of version 14.25)

colwidthref_

Accepts an integer value that specifies how many rows should be used to calculate the width of a
column if no width is specified for the column or the data it contains.

The default is 3.

colwidthdef_

When colwidthref_="0", accepts an integer value that specifies the width of all columns.

The default value is 10.

(Available as of version 10.10)

editcols_

editcols_="list,of,cols" limits editing of cells to specific columns. An empty list/string (the
default value) means that you can edit any column.

(Available as of version 13.33)

editvalue_

editvalue_="@var" enables editing of any cell in the grid, unless editcols_ is specified to
limit editing to specific columns. When a cell's value is changed, @var is set to a package with the
keys row, col, type, and value. The values at each index in the lists specify the row number, the
column name, the column type, and the value that the cell was changed to respectively.

(Available as of version 12.22)

height_

Accepts either an integer value describing the fixed height of the container or a percentage value
relative to the parent container.
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If the height_ attribute is specified as a percentage value (e.g., height_="50%"), the scroll grid
will initially render with a height corresponding to the specified value. If the browser window is resized,
the scroll grid will resize proportionally. If the scroll grid is contained in a splitter layout, it will initially
render correctly but will not resize if the splitter layout is resized.

(Available as of version 10.11)

initview_

Specifies how the grid widget renders when initialized.

Valid values are:

multirows

Display multiple rows when initially rendered

onerow

Only display the first row when initially rendered

The default value is multirows.

(Available as of version 10.12)

naorder_

Specifies where to place N/A values in relation to valid values after a sort.

Valid values are:

first

Places N/A values before valid values after a sort

last

Places N/A values after valid values after a sort

Works with the postsort_ attribute.

negativecolor_

If set to a non-empty string, specifies a CSS color to apply as a foreground color to any cells of the
grid which contain data in the form of a negative number.

(Available as of version 15.23)

pkgcolvalue_

When the user clicks the header of a column specified in the clickablecolhead_ attribute,
information about that column is stored as a package in the dynamic variable associated with the
pkgcolvalue_ attribute.

The package consists of the following attributes:

name

The name of the column

label

The label of the column

type

The data type of the column

description

The column description
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format

The column format

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

pkgstatevalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores state information related to the grid as key/value
pairs in a package. The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic>
tag of the QuickApp in which the grid widget exists. It should be initialized as <dynamic
var_name="{pkg('startrowvalue' 'startcolvalue' 'sortcols' 'sortdirs'
'reordercols';'' '' lst() lst() lst())}">.

The dynamic variable associated with pkgstatevalue_ contains five attributes related to the grid
widget's state:

startrowvalue

An integer that represents the number of the row that is at the top of the grid after it has been
scrolled vertically.

This can also be set to a particular value to position the grid widget to a particular row number.

startcolvalue

An integer that represents the index of the column that is at the left-most position in the grid after
it has been scrolled horizontally. The value corresponds to the index of the column relative to all
the scrollable columns in the grid.

This can also be set to a particular value to position the grid widget to a particular column.

sortcols

A list-value that contains a list of the columns that have been sorted.

Each time the table is sorted, the column name of the sort column is appended to this list-value.

The direction in which the column has been sorted is appended to the sortdirs list-value.

sortdirs

A list-value that contains the sort directions for each of the columns in the sortcols list.

Each time the table is sorted, the direction in which the column is sorted is appended to this list-
value.

reordercols

A list-value that contains a list of the indices of the columns in the order after they have been
rearranged.

The indices are relative to the original position of the columns.

The only works when reorderable_="1".

If the value of any of these attributes are changed, the grid widget will update itself.

pinnedrowbgcolor_

Specifies the background color of the pinned rows.

(Available as of version 12.33)

pinnedrows_

Specifies a comma-separated list of row numbers to pin at the top of the data area of the grid and
remain there even when the grid is scrolled vertically.
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The attribute may also be specified as pinnedrows_="[BOOLEAN_EXPRESSION]". Rows where
the [BOOLEAN_EXPRESSION] is true are pinned. Note that pinnedrows_="1" is treated as a row
number, not "pin all rows."

The optional attribute pinnedrowbgcolor_ can be used to change the background color of the
pinned rows.

(Available as of version 12.33)

postsort_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. Sort operations on the columns specified will be
applied after a sort is performed on the grid.

Sorting direction is up, and sorts are applied to columns in postsort_ in the ordered the are
specified (first column is first sort).

If naorder_ is specified, N/A values will be placed either before or after valid values.

reordercols_

When reorderable_="1", the order of the columns after they have been rearranged is stored in
the dynamic variable specified by the reordercols_ attribute. The value of this dynamic variable is
a list of indices relative to the original position of the columns.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

rowbuffer_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the number of rows above and below the current grid that
should be kept in memory for scrolling up and down.

The default value is 12.

rowcopylimit_

Allows the user to select a value in the grid and right-click a context menu with a Copy option. The
Copy submenu allows you to copy the entire row, as long as the values in the row are under the
specified limit. The row is copied with a tab character between values. This attribute accepts an
integer value.

The default value is 1, meaning that the user cannot copy more than one row at a time.

(Available as of version 12.30)

span_headers_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the number of levels of spanned headers to display across
columns resulting from a tabulation. The spanned headers are created from the common portions of
multi-line label attributes of <tcol> elements.

The default value is 0.

submitcol_

Accepts a comma-separated list of text values.

When a clickable column header is clicked, <do> clauses with an onsubmit_ attribute whose value
matches any of the values in the list specified to submitcol_ are executed. Clickable column
headers are specified by the clickablecolhead_ attribute.

tablecopylimit_

Allows the user to select a rectangular area in the grid (highlighted with an orange rectangle) and
right-click a context menu with a Copy option. The Copy submenu allows you to copy the selected
values as formatted or unformatted values. The selected values are copied with the tab character
separating fields within a row and the newline character separating rows.
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The default value is 1, meaning that the user cannot copy more than one cell at a time.

(Available as of version 12.30)

width_

Accepts either an integer value describing the fixed width of the container or a percentage value
relative to the parent container.

If the width_ attribute is specified as a percentage value (e.g., width_="50%"), the scroll grid will
initially render with a width corresponding to the specified value. If the browser window is resized,
the scroll grid will resize proportionally. If the scroll grid is contained in a splitter layout, it will initially
render correctly but will not resize if the splitter layout is resized.

(Available as of version 10.11)

Example: Scrolling grid

In the following example a simple selection query is executed within the <widget> element. Note that the
<widget> is contained within a <dynamic> element. This example also utilizes the clickable_ option,
so two variables are defined in the <dynamic> element. When a value in the Transaction ID column is
clicked, the value will be stored in the @val variable, and the column name will stored in the @col variable.

<dynamic col="" val="">
  <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   label_="Store Selection" rowcol_="1" clickable_="transid" 
   value_="@val" selector_="@col">
    <sel value="store=1"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

The results appear as follows:
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Example: Clickable column heads
<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<dynamic pkgcolval="{pkg(;)}" foocnt="0" barcnt="0" bazcnt="0">
  <do onsubmit_="foo">
    <set foocnt="{1+@foocnt}"/>
  </do>
  <do onsubmit_="bar">
    <set barcnt="{1+@barcnt}"/>
  </do>
  <do onsubmit_="baz">
    <set bazcnt="{1+@bazcnt}"/>
  </do>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" clickablecolhead_="state,zip" 
     clickable_="store" pkgcolvalue_="@pkgcolval" 
     submitcol_="foo,bar" submit_="baz"/>
    <widget class_="grid" base_="default.lonely" sortable_="">
      <foreach col="{pkg_names(@pkgcolval)}">
        <willbe name="{@col}" value="'{@pkgcolval[@col]}'"/>
      </foreach>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Submit col foo: {@foocnt}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Submit col bar: {@barcnt}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Submit row: {@bazcnt}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: Creating headers that span across multiple columns

The following example creates a grid widget that presents a tabulation of the data in
pub.demo.weather.hourly90. The grid widget uses the span_headers_ attribute to display headers
that span across groups of related columns. The spanned headers are created from the common portions
of multi-line label attributes of <tcol> elements. The value assigned to span_headers_ determines
the number of levels of the spanned headers.

<dynamic>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.hourly90" 
     width_="1050" height_="300" total_="1" 
     span_headers_="2">
      <sel value="tsky<>99"/>
      <sel value="temp<>999.9"/>
      <sel value="hum<>999"/>
      <sel value="vis<>9999.9"/>
      <tabu label="Tabulation on 1990 Weather Data" breaks="id,date,hour">
        <tcol source="temp" fun="avg" 
         label="Average Dry Bulb Temp`(Celsius)"/>
        <tcol source="temp" fun="RGavg" 
         label="Average Dry Bulb Temp`(Celsius)`as Rank"/>
        <tcol source="hum" fun="avg" 
         label="Average Relative Humidity`(%)"/>
        <tcol source="hum" fun="RGavg" 
         label="Average Relative Humidity`(%)`as Rank"/>
        <tcol source="wdir" fun="avg" 
         label="Average Wind Direction`(degrees)"/>
        <tcol source="wdir" fun="RGavg" 
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         label="Average Wind Direction`(degrees)`as Rank"/>
        <tcol source="wspd" fun="avg" 
         label="Average Wind Speed`(m/s)"/>
        <tcol source="wspd" fun="RGavg" 
         label="Average Wind Speed`(m/s)`as Rank"/>
        <tcol source="vis" fun="avg" 
         label="Average Visibility`(km)"/>
        <tcol source="vis" fun="RGavg" 
         label="Average Visibility`(km)`as Rank"/>
      </tabu>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Since the label attributes of the first two <tcol> elements share Average Dry Bulb Temp as the first
line of their multi-line column headings and (Celsius) as the second line, and span_headers_ is set to
2, a header consisting of the two common lines will span both resultant columns.

Example: Pinning rows

The following example pins all of the rows that are specified by what is entered in the expression editor. By
default, in this example, the first two rows that contain state="'FL'" are pinned to the top. This example
also uses pinnedrowbgcolor_ to add a background color to the pinned rows.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.stations"/>
<dynamic e="state='FL'" r="">
  <do when_="{@e<>''}" value_="@r" col_="1">
    <find value="{@e}" count="2"/>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="expression" value_="@e"/>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" 
     pinnedrows_="{@r}" pinnedrowbgcolor_="#a0b0c0"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

This example uses the <find> operation to select the rows to pin. Modifying countattribute changes how
many entries are searched for.
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type_="native"

Using <widget class_="grid" type_="native"> creates a grid widget that traverses through the
rows of data in discrete increments.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="native">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes for type_="native"

The following attributes in this list are specific to <widget class_="grid" type_="native">. See
class_="grid" for attributes common to all grid widgets.

initview_

Specifies how the grid widget renders when initialized.

Valid values are:

multirows

Display multiple rows when initially rendered

onerow

Only display the first row when initially rendered

The default is multirows.

(Available as of prod-9)

allowswitchview_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to provide an item in the right-click
context menu that allows the user to switch to a one row view.

The default is 1.

(Available as of prod-9)

onerowviewwithcontrol_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to show a set of control buttons to the
right of the data when in the one row view.

The buttons let you go to the previous row, go to the next row, or return to the multiple row view.

This attribute only works when initview_="onerow".

theme_

Accepts a string that specifies a set of predefined style-related properties to apply to the grid.

Valid values are:

• lightgray
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Example: Fully customized native grid

The following example uses a number of the style attributes to customize a native grid that displays the
contents of pub.demo.retail.item.

<dynamic>
  <widget 
   class_="grid" type_="native" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400" border_="0" ditto_="value" 
   label_="The result is as follows:" 
   headerbgcolor_="#4d6273" 
   sortbgcolor_="whitesmoke" 
   sortarrowcolor_="#4d6273" 
   dividercolor_="#cccccc" 
   evencellbgcolor_="#E2E9EE" 
   oddcellbgcolor_="#ffffff" 
   labelfontsize_="18" 
   labelfontfamily_="'Open Sans',sans-serif;" 
   labelfontcolor_="#4d4e53" 
   headerfontsize_="14" 
   headerfontfamily_="'Open Sans',sans-serif;" 
   headerfontcolor_="whitesmoke" 
   cellfontsize_="14" 
   cellfontfamily_="" 
   cellfontcolor_="#4d4e53" 
   scrollbarcolor_="whitesmoke" 
   scrollbarbgcolor_="#4d6273" 
   scrollbarbuttoncolor_="#4d6273" 
   scrollbarbuttonbordercolor_="#4d6273" 
   scrollbarbuttonbgcolor_="whitesmoke"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using a predefined theme

The following example uses the theme_ attribute to apply a predefined set of style-related attributes to the
grid widget.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="grid" type_="native" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="600" height_="400" label_="The result is as follows:" 
   theme_="lightgray"/>
</dynamic>

<layer>

One or more <layer> elements can be specified within a <widget class_="grid">. Each <layer>
contains a 1010data query and can be used to provide data to it.

Description

The <layer> element cellcontextmenu can be specified within <widget class_="grid">. The
layer contains a query that returns a table with two columns. The first column specifies the name of a <do
onsubmit> clause to execute when the item is selected from the menu. The second column provides the
label to display for each menu item. You can use the pipe (|) character between labels to indicate a menu
hierarchy. The label column can also make use of the special sequences selector_, value_, or na_.
These special sequences replace label text at runtime as follows:

selector_

selector_ is replaced with the name of the selected column at runtime.

value_

value_ is replaced with the value of the selected cell at runtime.

na_
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na_ is replaced with the text "N/A" at runtime.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="grid">
      <layer name _="cellcontextmenu">
        [1010data_QUERY]
      </layer>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Customized right-click context menu
The following example shows how to create a custom context menu within the grid widget. The query
within the cellcontextmenu layer produces a table containing columns named submit and label.
submit specifies the name of a <do onsubmit> clause to invoke when the item is selected. label
provides the label to display for each menu item. The end result shows that in addition to Copy and View
this row in single-row mode, the grid context menu contains Select where and Select rows. Select
where contains the submenus XX has the value XX and XX is N/A. Select rows contains the submenu
Before this one. The selector_ and value_ special sequences are used to customize the context
menu with the name of the column and the value of the cell.

<dynamic cmv="" cms="" cmi="" q="<sel value=&quot;1&quot;/>">
<layout arrange_="v">
<widget class_="grid" rowcopylimit_="1000" colcopylimit_="1000" 
   tablecopylimit_="1000" indexvalue_="@cmi" cellmenuvalue_="@cmv"
 cellmenuselector_="@cms">
   <base table="default.test.solar"/>
   <issue xml_="{@q}"/>    
   <layer name="cellcontextmenu" >
     <table cols="submit,label">
       selequal ,Select where...|selector_ has the value value_
       selisna  ,Select where...|selector_ is na_
       selbefore,Select rows...|Before this one
     </table>
   </layer>
</widget>
<widget class_="textbox" mode_="xml" xmlvalue_="@q"/>
</layout>

<do onsubmit_="selequal">
  <set>
  <q>
   <sel value="{@cms}='{@cmv}'"/>
  </q>
  </set>
</do>
<do onsubmit_="selisna">
<set>
  <q>
    <sel value="{@cms}=NA"/>
  </q>
</set>
</do>
<do onsubmit_="selbefore">
  <set>
  <q>
    <sel value="i_<={@cmi}"/>
  </q>
  </set>
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</do>
</dynamic>

class_="image"

Using <widget class_="image"> inserts an image into the layout of a QuickApp.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="image" url_="[PATH_TO_IMAGE_FILE]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

url_

Accepts a string that specifies a URL to an image the widget displays.

You can also embed a data: URI for the image directly into the macro code.

alturl_

Accepts a string that specifies a URL to an alternate image the widget displays when the user points
to the widget.

(Available as of version 10.12)

fadetime_

Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds for the transition to fade between the
original and alternate images.

The default is 0, which results in an immediate transition.

(Available as of version 10.12)

popuplink_

Accepts a string that specifies a URL that opens in a new browser tab when the user clicks the image.

The image acts as a hyperlink to the specified URL.
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(Available as of version 10.14)

height_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the height of the image.

width_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the image.

Example for class_="image"

This example creates a tab panel that contains the 1010data logo. Notice how the <layout> elements are
nested to control the horizontal alignment of the widgets.

<dynamic>
  <layout type_="tabpanel">
    <layout label_="Drop Down Content Panel!">
      <widget class_="image" 
       url_="http://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/
images/1010datalogo_multi_small.jpg"/>
      <widget class_="dropdown" base_="pub.demo.retail.item">
        <sel value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
        <colord cols="store"/>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <layout label_="Button Content Panel!" name_="sample">
      <widget class_="button" type_="dummy" text_="Hello!!"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: Fading between two images

This example creates an image widget that fades between two images, which are referenced by their
URLs. The time to fade from one image to the other is set to three seconds.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="image" 
   url_="http://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/
images/1010datalogo_multi.jpg" 
   alturl_="http://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/
images/1010datalogo_solid.jpg" 
   fadetime_="3"/>
</dynamic>

When the user points to the image widget, it will fade from:

to:
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class_="lineup"

The <widget class_="lineup"> is a specialized alternative to <widget class_="sorter">, which
allows for selection, ordering, and sorting from a collection of columns or similar objects. (Available as of
version 12.06)

Syntax

<dynamic items="{pkg(;)}" from="{lst()}" to="{lst()}">
      <widget class_="lineup_"
            itemsvalue_="@items"
            fromlistvalue_="@from"
            tolistvalue_="@to"
            dir_="0|1"
            bulkmove_="0|1"
            readonly_="0|1"
            fromlabel_="[LABEL TEXT]"
            tolabel_="[LABEL TEXT]">
            [1010data_QUERY]
      </widget>
</dynamic>

There are two possible sources of metadata for the biscuits that the lineup widget displays, and each
source provides the same information: the required column name and the optional columns label, type,
and sort.

You must provide one of the following sources:

• A [1010data_QUERY] resulting in a table containing the name column and the optional columns
label, type, and sort. Specify the [1010data_QUERY] between the opening and closing tags of the
<widget>. If the query result does not contain a column called name, the widget uses the first column
as the name column, and then fills in the rest of the columns by position if they are available (in the
order label, type, and sort).

• A package for the lineup attribute itemsvalue_. itemsvalue_ is a dynamic variable name
consisting of the name column and the optional columns label, type, and sort.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="lineup".

bulkmove_

Determines whether to include bulk move buttons ( ) transferring all items between sorting
columns. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When bulkmove="1", the bulk move buttons appear.

When bulkmove="0", no bulk move buttons appear. This is the default value.

dir_

Determines the location of the "To" and "From" columns in the widget. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When dir="0", the widget presents "From" on the left and "To" on the right. This is the default value.

When dir="1", the widget presents "To" on the left and "From" on the right.

fromlabel_

The optional header for the "From" column. This attribute accepts a string.
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fromlistvalue_

A dynamic variable name containing a list of strings/symbols corresponding to elements of the name
column of itemsvalue_. This list appears in the "From" column. This attribute is required.

height_

The numeric height for the widget container, in pixels. The default value is 200.

itemsvalue_

A dynamic variable name containing a package of several columns of metadata for the items to be
selected, ordered, or sorted.

The package contains the following columns of metadata:

name

The name of the item to be selected, ordered, or sorted. The name must correspond to the value
bound in the fromlistvalue_ /tolistvalue_ attribute. This column is required.

label

The label of the item to be selected, ordered, or sorted. The label is the text displayed on the
biscuit. This column is optional. If a label is not specified, the value from the name column is
used.

type

Internal numeric typecodes indicating MDB datatypes (i, f, j, a). Known typecodes result in
TRS color coding, while unknown or missing typecodes result in the color gray. This column is
optional.

sort

Accepts 0 or 1. This column is optional.

When sort="0", the default sort is sort up. This is the default value.

When sort="1", the default sort is sort down.

readonly_

Determines whether drag-and-drop reordering of biscuits is allowed. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When readonly="1", the widget is read-only. This feature overrides bulkmove.

When readonly="0", the biscuits are movable. This is the default value.

tolabel_

The optional header for the "To" column. This attribute accepts a string.

tolistvalue_

A dynamic variable name containing a list of strings/symbols corresponding to elements of the name
column of itemsvalue_. This list appears in the "To" column. This attribute is required.

width_

The numeric width for the widget container, in pixels. The default value is 200.

tooltips_

The values displayed when you point the mouse to a biscuit in the widget.

tooltips_ accepts a package which maps column names in the query (or itemsvalue_) to labels.
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By default, tooltips_="{pkg('label''name''typename'; 'Label''Name''Type')}".
typename displays internal typecodes as strings (integer instead of i, for example). (Available as
of version 15.11)

Example for class_="lineup"

This example creates a simple list of values that can be sorted in the "From" list on the left and dragged
into the "To" list on the right. Results are shown below the code. Note the default tooltip displaying Label,
Name, and Type.

<dynamic f="{'one''two''three'}" t="{lst()}">
 <widget class_="lineup" fromlistvalue_="f" 
    tolistvalue_="t" 
    fromlabel_="From" 
    tolabel_="To" 
    bulkmove_="1">
    <table cols="name,label,type">
      one,  One,  a
      two,  Two,  f
      three, Three, j
    </table>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="sorter" listvalue_="f" tolistvalue_="t">
    <table cols="name,label,type">
      one,  One,  a
      two,  Two,  f
      three,  Three, j
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="link"

Using <widget class_="link"> creates an HTML hyperlink.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="link" type_="dummy|external" 
     text_="[LINK_TEXT]" url_="[URL_FOR_HYPERLINK]/>
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</dynamic>

Attributes

type_

The type of hyperlink.

Valid values are:

• dummy
• external

The default is dummy.

text_

The text that will display to the end-user.

style_

The styling for the text.

This attribute may consist of one or more CSS property/value pairs separated by semicolons (e.g.,
font-family:courier;font-weight:bold;font-size:26pt;).

url_

The hyperlink URL.

Example for class_="link"

This example creates a simple HTML hyperlink. Results are shown below the code.

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="link" text_="1010data's Homepage" 
     type_="external" url_="http://www.1010data.com"/>
</dynamic>

class_="list"

Using <widget class_="list"> creates a scrollable box with a list of values that can be selected by
clicking or lassoing.

Syntax

<dynamic variable="">
    <widget class_="list" value_="@variable">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="list".

label_
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Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is top.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

value_

Accepts a variable defined in the containing <dynamic> element. The value or values selected from
the list widget is stored in the variable provided.

listvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable to which multiple values can be saved in a list-value. Each value is saved
as a single list element of the variable.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

initlist_

Accepts a list-value that is used to initialize the list widget.

When the initlist_ attribute is specified, the widget is populated with the items in the list-value,
not the query associated with the widget.

The list-value specified to initlist_ is a list of elements.

Each element can be any of the following:

• a scalar value, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is
displayed (no tooltip)

1
• a one-element list, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{2}
• a two-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget and the label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{3 'Three'}
• a three-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget, the label that is

displayed, and the corresponding tooltip

{4 'Four' 'This is the fourth item'}
• a package with any combination of the following keys: 'value', 'label' and 'hint'
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pkg('value' 'label' 'hint'; 5 'Five' 'This is the fifth item')

listheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the height of the list widget.

Setting listheight_ to 0 creates a list widget the correct height to accommodate all the items in
the list.

The default is 280.

listwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the list widget.

The default is 0.

immediate_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not changes to the list widget are
immediately sent to the server.

The default is 0.

(Available as of prod-9)

delay_

Accepts a float value between 0 and 10. The unit is seconds. Specifies how long to wait between
when the widget is updated and when the update is sent to the server.

(Available as of prod-9)

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

hints_

Specifies whether to provide additional information via a tooltip when the mouse points to a particular
item in the widget.

Accepts 0, 1, or a column name.

If hints_ is set to 1, the third column from the results of the query associated with the widget is used
as the text for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to a column name from the query results, the text from that
column is used for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to 0, no tooltips are displayed.

The default value is 0.

hintdelay_

Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds to wait before displaying the tooltip (as
provided by the hints_ attribute).

The default value is 0.5 seconds.
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hintheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

If the amount of text for the tooltip does not fit in the specified space, a vertical scroll bar is added to
the pop-up window.

The default value is 355.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hinticon_

Specifies whether or not to display an information icon when the mouse points to a particular item in
the widget.

Accepts a 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When hinticon_ is set to 1, the Info icon ( ) is displayed in the widget when the mouse points
to an item. When the mouse points to the icon, the tooltip (as specified by the hints_ attribute) is
displayed in a pop-up window.

The default value is 0.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintpos_

Specifies the position of the pop-up window that displays the tooltip when the mouse points to a
particular item in the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is bottom.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum width of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

The default value is 300.

(Available as of version 10.03)

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxselected_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of items that may be selected at one
time in the widget.
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Example for class_="list"

This example creates a simple list of selectable values. The list of items in the list widget is generated from
the query associated with the widget.

<dynamic choices="">
  <widget class_="list" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   width_="100" value_="@choices">
    <willbe name="selection" value="g_first1(sku;;)"/>
    <sel value="selection=1"/>
    <colord cols="sku"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Specifying a list of values with the initlist_ attribute

This example creates a simple list of selectable values using the initlist_ attribute. The value of the
initlist_ is a list containing six scalar values.

<dynamic choices="">
  <widget class_="list" base_="pub.demo.retail.item"
   label_="Grocery List" color_="red" textcolor_="white" 
   value_="@choices" maxselected_="5" width_="200"  
   initlist_="{lst('bread' 'milk' 'eggs' 'potatoes' 'corn' 'beans')}"/>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Selected items: {@choices}"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specifying a list of values and labels with the initlist_ attribute

This example creates a list of selectable values using the initlist_ attribute. The value of the
initlist_ is a list-value containing five list-values. Each of those list-values contains a value and
label that will correspond to an item in the list widget. The list widget will display the labels. When the
user selects one or more items from the list widget, the dynamic variable choices will be set to the
corresponding values. These values will be used in the <sel> operation in the query associated with the
grid widget. (The grid widget uses the require_ attribute to require that choices have been made in the
list widget first; otherwise, it will display the message specified by the invmsg_ attribute.)

<dynamic choices="">
  <widget class_="list" label_="Department List" 
   width_="200" value_="@choices" 
   initlist_="{lst({lst(30 'FROZEN')}
                   {lst(36 'PRODUCE')}
                   {lst(13 'BAKERY')}
                   {lst(55 'DAIRY')}
                   {lst(20 'DAIRY DELI')})}"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
   width_="400" require_="{@choices <> ''}" 
   invmsg_="Select one or more departments from the list">
    <sel value="dept={@choices}"/>
    <tabu breaks="dept">
      <tcol source="xsales" name="tot_sales" label="Total Sales" 
       fun="sum" format="type:currency;dec:2"/>
    </tabu>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Specifying a list of values, labels, and tooltips with the initlist_
attribute

This example creates a list of selectable values using the initlist_ attribute. The value of the
initlist_ is a list-value containing five list-values. Each of those list-values contains a value, label,
and tooltip that will correspond to an item in the list widget. The list widget will display the labels. When
the user selects one or more items from the list widget, the dynamic variable choices will be set to the
corresponding values. These values will be used in the <sel> operation in the query associated with the
grid widget. The list widget also uses the hints_ and hinticon_ attributes to specify that tooltips are
provided, and that the list widget should display an info icon when the user points to a specific list item. If
the user points to the hint icon, the tooltip is displayed.

<dynamic choices="">
  <widget class_="list" label_="Department List" 
   width_="200" value_="@choices" 
   hints_="1" hinticon_="1" 
   initlist_="{lst({lst(30 'FROZEN' 'Frozen veggies')}
                   {lst(36 'PRODUCE' 'Fresh veggies')}
                   {lst(13 'BAKERY' 'Bread and rolls')}
                   {lst(55 'DAIRY' 'Milk, cheese, and eggs')}
                   {lst(20 'DAIRY DELI' 'Yogurt and puddings')})}"/>
  <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
   width_="400" require_="{@choices <> ''}" 
   invmsg_="Select one or more departments from the list">
    <sel value="dept={@choices}"/>
    <tabu breaks="dept">
      <tcol source="xsales" name="tot_sales" label="Total Sales" 
       fun="sum" format="type:currency;dec:2"/>
    </tabu>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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class_="logout"

Sends a logout command to the server.

Description

A logout command is issued to the server, causing the current user session to be immediately terminated,
and the browser window to redirect to the value in redirect_. This action will only take place when the
go_ is greater than zero.

Explicit Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="logout" go_="[GO_VALUE]" redirect_="[URL_VALUE]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

go_

Accepts an integer, which when greater than 0 allows the logout command to be sent to the server.

redirect_

Specifies a URL that a user will be redirected to once logout occurs.

visible_

When set to 1, the logout widget will show up as a button in the interface. The default label for this
button is Logout

text_

Specifies the text to display on the button, when visible_=1.

Example: Logout Widget Format

When this widget code executes, the user session is immediately logged out and their browser redirects to
the new location.

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="logout" go_="1" visible_="1" text_="End Session" 
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     redirect_="http://www.google.com"/>
</dynamic>

class_="menu"

Using <widget class_="menu"> creates a hierarchical menu bar with cascading submenus that can
submit action or alter variables on selection. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="menu" orientation_="horizontal|vertical" type_="set|submit" 
   direction_="[MENU_DIRECTION] [SUBMENU_DIRECTION]" 
   hoverdelay_="[DELAY_TIME]" 
   openonclick_="1|0" closeonclick_="1|0" popupcollision_="1|0"
   value_="@[VAR]" statevalue_="@[PACKAGE_VAR]">
     [INLINE_TABLE_CONTAINING_MENU_CONTENTS]
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Structure of inline <table>

The inline <table> used by the menu widget sets up the contents of the menu with a row for each leaf in
the menu. (A leaf is a menu item that does not open into a submenu.)

The inline <table> has the following structure:

<table>
  [LEAF_NAME_1],[LEAF_STATE_1],[LEAF_PATH_1];
  [LEAF_NAME_2],[LEAF_STATE_2],[LEAF_PATH_2];
  ...
  [LEAF_NAME_N],[LEAF_STATE_N],[LEAF_PATH_N];
</table>

Each row has three columns:

[LEAF_NAME_x]
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Specify either the internal name of the leaf or a path to a QuickApp or URL you want to open when
the leaf is clicked.

If you want to open a URL or QuickApp, you can specify it in one of the following ways:

#[URL_OR_QA_PATH]

Opens the URL or QuickApp in a new browser tab.

For example, #http://www.1010data.com or #default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa.

#("[URL_OR_QA_PATH]" "[DIMENSIONS_OF_WINDOW]")

Opens the URL or QuickApp in a new browser window.

For example, #("http://www.1010data.com" "width=400 height=400 top=200
left=300") or #("default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa" "width=800
height=800").

[LEAF_STATE_x]

An integer value of 1 (enabled) or 0 (disabled) representing the state of the leaf upon initialization.

[LEAF_PATH_x]

A pipe-separated path to the leaf (e.g., File|Open).

Attributes

orientation_

Accepts a string that specifies the orientation of the root menu items.

Valid values are:

horizontal

Arrange the root menu items horizontally.

vertical

Arrange the root menu items vertically.

The default is horizontal.

direction_

Accepts a string that specifies which direction menus and submenus will open upon user interaction.

A valid value for direction_ consists of any two of the following values separated by a space:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The first value is the direction for the menus under the root menu items, and the second is the
direction of all submenus.

When orientation_="horizontal", the default is bottom right.

When orientation_="vertical", the default is right right.

hoverdelay_

Accepts an integer value between 0 and 1000 that specifies the number of milliseconds before a
submenu is revealed when you point to or click a menu item.

The default is 50.
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openonclick_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not you must click a menu item to open its
respective submenu.

When openonclick_="1", you must click the menu item to open its submenu. When
openonclick_="0", the submenu opens when you point to the menu item.

The default is 0.

closeonclick_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not you must click a submenu item to
close its associated submenu.

When closeonclick_="1", you must click the submenu item to close its associated submenu.
When closeonclick_="0", the submenu closes when you stop pointing to the menu item.

The default is 1.

popupcollision_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not the submenus should shift themselves
to stay visible.

The default is 0.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

bgcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

If the color_ attribute is also specified, it overrides the bgcolor_ attribute.

color_

Accepts a string that specifies the background color of the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

If the bgcolor_ attribute is also specified, the color_ attribute overrides it.

(Available as of version 10.09)

type_

Accepts a string that specifies whether the selection of a menu item triggers a submit action or sets
the value of the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute.

Valid values are:

set
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Set the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute to the name of the leaf that is
clicked.

submit

Open the QuickApp or URL specified by the first column in the inline <table> for the leaf that is
clicked.

value_

When type_="set", the selected menu item's name is stored in the dynamic variable associated
with the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

statevalue_

The state of each leaf in the menu is stored as a package in the dynamic variable specified by
the statevalue_ attribute. The keys in the package consist of each leaf in the menu, and the
corresponding value for each key is the state of that leaf.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

Example

The following example creates a menu bar with two menus: File and Edit. The File menu has a submenu
with two leafs: Open and Close. The Edit menu has a submenu with two leafs: Copy and Paste. The
name of the selected leaf is saved to the dynamic variable selected_item.

<dynamic selected_item="">
  <widget class_="menu" type_="set" value_="@selected_item">
    <table>
     open,1,File|Open;
     close,1,File|Close;
     copy,1,Edit|Copy;
     paste,1,Edit|Paste;
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Open QuickApps and URLs

The following example creates a menu bar with one menu: Open. The Open menu has a submenu with
four leafs. The first leaf opens the URLhttp://www.1010data.com in a new browser tab. The second
leaf opens the same URL in a new browser window. The third leaf opens a QuickApp whose path is
default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa that displays the Getting Started Guide in a new browser tab,
and the fourth opens the same QuickApp in a new browser window.

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="menu" type_="submit">
    <table>
      #http://www.1010data.com,1,Open|1010data (new tab);
      #("http://www.1010data.com" "width=400 height=400"),1,Open|1010data (window);
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      #default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa,1,Open|GSG (new tab);
      #("default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa" "width=800 height=800"),1,Open|GSG (window);
    </table>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="nest"

Using <widget class_="nest">, widgets can be dynamically generated based on parameterized
values.

Explicit Syntax

<dynamic>
      <layout>
        <widget class_="nest">
          <dynamic>
            <layout>
             <foreach var="[ITERATING_VALUE]">
               <widget class_="[VALID_CLASS_VALUE]" 
                value_="{[ITERATING_VALUE]}"/>
             </foreach>
            </layout>
          </dynamic>
        </widget>
    </layout>
</dynamic>

Implicit Syntax

<dynamic>
      <layout>
          <dynamic>
            <layout>
             <foreach var="[ITERATING_VALUE]">
               <widget class_="[VALID_CLASS_VALUE]" 
                value_="{[ITERATING_VALUE]}"/>
             </foreach>
            </layout>
          </dynamic>
    </layout>
</dynamic>

Attributes

bind_
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Specifies variables in the inner <dynamic> that should be bound to variables specified in the to_
attribute.

The bind_ attribute and the to_ attribute work together to ensure that variables in the
outer <dynamic> are able to use values set in the inner <dynamic> of a QuickApp using
class_="nest".

to_

Specifies variables in the outer <dynamic> that should reflect the values of variables specified in the
bind_ attribute.

The bind_ attribute and the to_ attribute work together to ensure that variables in the
outer <dynamic> are able to use values set in the inner <dynamic> of a QuickApp using
class_="nest".

extend_umbrella_

Determines whether or not the <dynamic> query within the nest widget adopts the same umbrella
hash as the surrounding <dynamic>. Accepts 1 or 0.

Exercise caution when using this feature as <widget class_="nest"> by its nature makes it easy
to run arbitrary Macro Language code under the control of the user, and if the code is run against
a filtered table that checks the query hash, that code will be running with the same access as the
surrounding QuickApp.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 10.37)

target_

Specifies the type of target to which the widgets within the nested <dynamic> will be rendered.

Valid values are:

xlsx

Render grid and chart widgets to an Excel workbook.

For a full list of attributes available for the xlsx render target, see <xlsx> on page 176.

data

Render grid widgets to a delimited flat file.

For a full list of attributes available for the data render target, see <data> on page 193.

pdf

Render grid and chart widgets to a PDF.

web

Render all widgets to the web interface.

The default is web.

Use the filename_ attribute to specify the name of the downloaded file (for targets other than web).

(Available as of prod-9)

filename_

Specifies the name of the downloaded file (for targets other than web).

The file extension does not need to be provided. A valid extension for the file type specified in the
target_ attribute will be appended to the saved file when applicable.

The default is download.
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onrender_

Specifies whether or not to export to the specified target when the QuickApp is first rendered. Accepts
a 1 or 0.

When target_ is set to a non-web target (e.g., xlsx, pdf, data) and onrender_="1", the
contents of the nest widget are exported to the specified target upon initial render of the QuickApp.

The default is 0.

Why is class_="nest" necessary?

Prior to the implementation of class_="nest", it was possible to dynamically generate widgets in
a <dynamic> by using a <for> loop. However, there were some issues that made this prohibitively
restrictive. For example, the following works:

Works!

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<dynamic>
  <for i="1" to="4">
    <widget border_="1" class_="text" text_="{@i}"/>
  </for>
</dynamic>

This example is useful if you know exactly how many text widgets are needed in the final QuickApp.
However, if the to_ attribute requires an unknown value (for these purposes, let's say it's a value that is
stored in a variable), the same code does not work:

Doesn't Work!

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<dynamic terminate="4">
  <for i="1" to="{@terminate}">
    <widget border_="1" class_="text" text_="{@i}"/>
  </for>
</dynamic>

The example above returns a system error stating that no widgets are in the <dynamic>.

To work with unknown values or values stored in variables, the solution is class_="nest".

Example: Generating widgets dynamically (implicit syntax)

The following example uses the implicit syntax of class_="nest" to demonstrate how a parameterized
value can be used to dynamically generate widgets.

<dynamic list="{str_to_lst('this,is,a,test';)}">
  <layout>
    <dynamic>
      <layout arrange_="v">
        <foreach var="{@list}">
          <widget class_="text" text_="{@var}"/>
        </foreach>
      </layout>
    </dynamic>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Generating widgets dynamically (explicit syntax)

The following example uses the explicit syntax of class_="nest" to demonstrate how multiple graphs
are dynamically generated based on a parameterized value. This example generates three charts using a
public weather data set (pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily) based on the column
names defined in the metrics dynamic variable.

<defblock name="define_selections">
  <base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
  <sel value="(zipcode='01001')"/>
  <sel value="between(date;20120901;20120930)"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic metrics="{lst('meantempi' 'meandewpti' 'meanpressurem')}">
  <widget class_="nest" insert_="define_selections">
    <dynamic>
      <layout align_="v">
        <foreach inc="{@metrics}" tally="@i">
          <widget class_="graphics" width_="800" height_="400" 
           metrics="{@inc}">
            <graphspec width="600" height="400">
              <chart type="line" samples="100000">
                <data x="date" y="{@metrics}"/>
              </chart>
            </graphspec>
          </widget>
        </foreach>
      </layout>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Example: Generating widgets dynamically based on user interactions

The following example demonstrates how the nest widget can be used to generate widgets dynamically
based on user interactions. A dropdownlist widget allows the user to select which graphs are displayed.
The selections are saved as a list-value in the dynamic variable selected. When this variable changes,
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the nest widget updates automatically, creating a graphics widget for each item in the selected list-
value.

<defblock name="define_selections">
  <base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
  <sel value="(zipcode='01001')"/>
  <sel value="between(date;20120901;20120930)"/>
</defblock>
<defblock name="define_metrics" 
 metrics="{str_to_lst('meantempi,meandewpti,meanpressurem,precipi';)}">
  <table depth="1"/>
  <foreach row_val="{@metrics}" tally="@i">
    <willbe name="metric_{@i}" value="'{@row_val}'"/>
  </foreach>
  <transpose/>
</defblock>
<dynamic selected="{lst()}">
  <widget class_="dropdownlist" label_="Select desired metrics:" 
   insert_="define_metrics" listvalue_="@selected"/>
  <widget class_="nest" require_="{lst_len(@selected)>0}" invmode_="hide">
    <dynamic>
      <layout align_="v">
        <foreach metrics="{@selected}" tally="@i">
          <widget class_="graphics" insert_="define_selections" 
           width_="800" height_="400" metrics="{@metrics}">
            <graphspec width="600" height="400">
              <chart type="line" samples="100000">
                <data x="date" y="{@metrics}"/>
              </chart>
            </graphspec>
          </widget>
        </foreach>
      </layout>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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Using bind_ and to_

This example uses the bind_ and to_ attributes to link variables in the inner and outer <dynamic> tags.
Filters are dynamically generated and the values assigned to the variables they populate are then used in
a query. The results of the query are reflected in the grid widget in the outer <dynamic>. This example
works on any table.

<library>
  <block name="get_cols" tablename="">
    <base table="{@table_name}"/>
    <columns/>
    <colord cols="name,label"/>
  </block>
  <defop name="selector" boolean="" count="" cols="" vals="">
    <set>
      <sel_expr>
        <for i="1" to="{@count}">
          <let col="{lst_pick({@cols};{@i})}" 
           val="{lst_pick({@vals};{@i})}" fun="has">
            <if test="{@i<=@count}">
              <then>
                <if test="{@i>1&@col<>''&@val<>''}">
                  <then>{@boolean}
                  </then>
                </if>
                <if test="{@col<>''&@val<>''}">
                  <then>({@col}={@val})
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                  </then>
                </if>
              </then>
            </if>
          </let>
        </for>
      </sel_expr>
    </set>
    <if test="{@sel_expr<>''}">
      <then>
        <sel value="{@sel_expr}"/>
      </then>
    </if>
  </defop>
</library>
<dynamic cols="{mklst(3;'')}" funs="{mklst(3;'')}" 
 vals="{mklst(3;'')}" filter_cnt="1" table_name="" fld="" bool="|">
  <do onchange_="@table_name">
    <set cols="{mklst(3;'')}" vals="{mklst(3;'')}"/>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="browser" value_="@table_name" 
     label_="Select Table" filter_="folder,table" accept_="table"/>
    <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@filter_cnt" label_="Filters">
      <table>1;2;3;
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget name="bool_picker" class_="radio" value_="@bool" 
     invmode_="hide">
      <table>|,Or;&amp;,And
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="nest" bind_="cols,vals,table_name" 
     to_="cols,vals,table_name" require_="{@table_name<>'default.lonely'}">
      <dynamic>
        <layout arrange_="v">
          <for i="1" to="{@filter_cnt}">
            <layout arrange_="h">
              <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@cols.{@i}">
                <insert block="get_cols" tablename="{@table_name}"/>
              </widget>
              <widget class_="text" text_="Has the values" 
               deflabel_="Select"/>
              <widget class_="field" value_="@vals.{@i}"/>
            </layout>
          </for>
        </layout>
      </dynamic>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" text_="Submit"/>
    <widget class_="grid" update_="manual" type_="scroll" 
     label_="{@table_name}">
      <base table="{@table_name}"/>
      <selector boolean="{@bool}" count="{@filter_cnt}" 
       cols="{@cols}" vals="{@vals}"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="textbox" source_="ops" mode_="xml" 
     update_="manual">
      <base table="{@table_name}"/>
      <selector boolean="{@bool}" count="{@filter_cnt}" 
       cols="{@cols}" vals="{@vals}"/>
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    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: Exporting to an Excel workbook

The following example demonstrates how to use <widget class_="nest"> to export the contents of
a nested <dynamic> to an Excel workbook. The target is specified by setting target_="xlsx". The
export is triggered when the Export button is clicked, which increments the value of the dynamic variable
r. Because the inner <dynamic> defines a variable updates that references the value of r, the nest
widget is refreshed when the value of that variables changes.

<dynamic r="0">
  <widget class_="nest" target_="xlsx">
    <dynamic updates="{@r}">
      <widget class_="grid">
        <base table="pub.fin.econ.fed.fred"/>
        <sel value="date=19600201"/>
      </widget>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="button" type_="set" text_="Export"
   value_="@r" newvalue_="{@r+1}"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Rendering to various targets

The following example demonstrates how a QuickApp specified within a nest widget can be rendered to
different targets using the target_ attribute. In this example, a dropdown widget is provided so that the
user can select which render target to use. Once the user clicks the Render button, the nest widget is
triggered to update and uses the value saved to the targ dynamic variable as the value for the target_
attribute. Based on which target is specified, the appropriate attributes specified within the <render> tag
for the nested QuickApp are applied, and the QuickApp is rendered to the target.

<dynamic targ="">
  <widget class_="dropdown" value_="@targ" 
   label_="Choose render target">
    <table>pdf;xlsx;data;web
    </table>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="button" type_="submit" text_="Render" submit_="dl"/>
  <widget class_="nest" name="dl" update_="manual" invmode_="hide" 
   require_="@targ" target_="{@targ}">
    <dynamic store="1,2,3">
      <render>
        <web into_="browsertab">
          <widget class_="grid" 
           headerbgcolor_="blue" headerfontcolor_="yellow"/>
        </web>
        <xlsx headerbgcolor_="green" headerfontcolor_="white"/>
        <data headers_="names,labels" filename_="datadump" ext_="txt"/>
      </render>
      <widget class_="dropdownlist" value_="@store" 
       base_="pub.demo.retail.item" label_="Select a store">
        <tabu breaks="store"/>
      </widget>
      <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
       require_="{@store<>''}" invmode_="hide">
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        <sel value="store={@store}"/>
      </widget>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

For instance, if the user selects xlsx from the dropdown widget and clicks Render, the nested QuickApp
is rendered to an Excel workbook, and the header of the grid widget in the nested QuickApp renders as
white text on a green background.

If the user selects web from the dropdown widget and clicks Render, the nested QuickApp is rendered
to a new browser tab. The header of the grid widget in the nested QuickApp renders as yellow text on a
blue background, since the headerbgcolor_ and headerfontcolor_ are specified to the grid widget
inside the <web> tag. Those attributes are applied to all grid widgets when rendered to a web target.
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Note that the dropdownlist widget in the nested QuickApp is rendered in the web target, but not when
rendered to Excel, PDF, or a data target

class_="progressbar"

Using <widget class_="progressbar"> creates a progress bar with several display modes.
(Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="progressbar" display_="modal|top|inline"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

display_

Specifies the display mode for the progress bar.

Valid values are:

inline

Displays the progress bar at the location, in relation to the other widgets, where it appears in the
QuickApp code.

modal

Displays the progress bar as a large overlay that prevents the user from interacting with the
QuickApp.

top

Displays a smaller progress bar over the top of the QuickApp, but the user may still interact with
the other widgets.

The default is inline.

type_

Accepts a string that specifies the type of indicator to display for the progress bar.

Valid values are:

bar

Displays an animated horizontal barber pole progress bar.

circle

Displays an animated circular progress bar.

The default is bar.

showpercentage_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not to show the percentage completed on
the progress bar when type_="bar".

The default is 1.

opacity_

Accepts a decimal value between 0 and 1 that specifies the opacity of the overlay when
display_="modal".
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A higher value results in greater opacity of the modal overlay. When opacity_="0", the modal
overlay is completely transparent. When opacity_="1", the modal overlay is completely opaque.

The default is 0.25.

delay_

Accepts a numeric value that will prevent the progress bar from appearing for the specified amount of
time.

The default is .5.

hide_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether or not hide the progress bar after
completion.

Note:  This is only applicable when display_="inline".

The default is 1.

hidedelay_

Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds to wait before hiding the progress bar
after completion.

The default is 0.

Example for class_="progressbar"
<dynamic selectvar="">
  <layout>
    <widget class_="dropdownlist" base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" 
     label_="Select Store" value_="@selectvar" maxrows_="200">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" breaks="store">
        <tcol source="transid" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
      </tabu>
      <sort col="store"/>
      <colord cols="store"/>
    </widget>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" 
       base_="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" require_="{@selectvar<>''}" 
       invmsg_="Please select a store first">
        <sel value="store={@selectvar}"/>
        <tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" breaks="store">
          <tcol breaks="" source="xsales" fun="avg" 
           label="Average Line Item Sales" format="dec:2"/>
        </tabu>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <widget class_="progressbar" display_="modal"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="querytree"

Using <widget class_="querytree"> provides a display of hierarchical data with nested parent/child
nodes. (Available as of prod-9)

Syntax

<dynamic [SEL_VAR]="" [EXP_VAR]=""
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 [LIST_VAR]="">
    <widget class_="querytree" value_="@[SEL_VAR]"
     expvalue_="@[EXP_VAR]" listvalue_="[LIST_VAR]"
     trunc_="0|1" uniform_="0|1" 
     textmode_="plain|html" >
        <layer name="[LAYER_NAME_1]">
            [1010data_QUERY]
        </layer>
        <layer name="[LAYER_NAME_2]">
            [1010data_QUERY]
        </layer>
        ...
        <layer name="[LAYER_NAME_n]">
            [1010data_QUERY]
        </layer>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The contents of a querytree widget consist of a number of <layer> elements, one for each level
in the tree. Each layer must be given a name and has a [1010data_QUERY] associated with it. The
query determines the nodes in that layer. Each node appears as an item in the tree. If a node is not in the
final layer, then it is also expandable. Expansion of a particular node will reveal the next layer, which is
populated by the query in the subsequent <layer> element.

If the [1010data_QUERY] associated with a <layer> results in a one-column table, the values in that
column will be used as the labels displayed for the items in the tree as well as the values assigned when
those values are selected. If the query results in a two-column table, the values of the selected items will
come from the first column, and the labels for those items will come from the second column.

If the query associated with a <layer> yields three columns, the third column is construed as the number
of children for each item. Including this information makes it unnecessary to issue a query to the next layer
to determine whether a node has children or not, greatly improving performance when expanding nodes
with a large number of children higher up in the hierarchy. (Available as of version 11.05)

Attributes

mode_

Specifies whether the querytree widget allows selection of a single value or multiple values.

Valid values are:

single

Allows you to select a single item in the querytree widget by clicking on the label of the item.

multi

Allows you to select multiple items in the querytree widget by clicking the checkbox next to the
label of each item you want to select.

The default is multi.

value_

Information about selected items is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the value_
attribute.

When mode_ is set to single, the selected item is stored in the dynamic variable associated with
the value_ attribute. The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp
(e.g., <dynamic var_name="">).

When mode_ is set to multi, information about the selected items is stored as a package in the
dynamic variable specified by the value_ attribute. The dynamic variable must be initialized as a
package in the opening <dynamic> tag (e.g., <dynamic this_var="{pkg()}">). The keys in
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the package correspond to column names, and the values correspond to the value of the elements
checked in the widget.

expvalue_

Accepts a list-value dynamic variable to which the widget can assign the most recently expanded
path. Each node in the path is saved as a single list element of the variable. The variable must be
declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp in which the widget exists
(e.g., <dynamic list_var="{lst()}">).

This dynamic variable allows users to reference values of preceding layers.

pathvalue_

Provides a list of lists of packages representing the exact path to each checked value when
mode_="multi".

listvalue_

Accepts a list-value dynamic variable to which the widget can assign a list of lists of pairs
representing a disjunction of conjunctions of disjunctive selections.

Together with the conjsel(L) function and the expanded selection form for <sel> introduced
in version 11.05, this allows efficient application of a querytree-generated selection. For more
information, see conjsel(L) and <sel>.

See the example below titled Example: Using conjsel(L) with querytree widget and alternate
<sel> syntax.

(Available as of version 11.06)

trunc_

Specifies whether or not subnodes of fully-selected nodes are included in the widget's value (i.e.,
stored in the variable(s) passed to value_ and/or pathvalue_ ). Accepts a 1 or 0.

When trunc_="1", subnodes of fully-selected nodes are not included in the widget's value.

For example, in a retail product drilldown, when trunc_="0", if a whole division is checked and the
division's node is expanded, the departments underneath that division are also checked. However,
when trunc_="1", the selections on individual departments are not included in the widget's value.
(If, on the other hand, one or more of the departments are deselected, then all of the remaining ones
are included because the entire product division is no longer selected.)

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 11.05)

uniform_

Specifies whether or not all branches in the tree are of uniform depth and there are no empty higher-
level categories. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When uniform_="1", it is assumed that all leaf nodes are at the same, final level in the hierarchy.
This obviates checking whether a node has children or not (either by issuing a query or by using the
third column in the layer query, if present), since that is determined solely by whether or not the node
is generated by the last <layer> query.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 11.05)

textmode_

Specifies whether the entries in the query tree are construed as plain text or as HTML.

Valid values are:
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plain

Entries in the query tree are construed as plain text.

html

Entries in the query tree are construed as HTML.

The default is plain.

(Available as of version 11.06)

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

Example

The following example creates a multi-select querytree widget that consists of three layers. The first
layer is made up of the department descriptions in pub.demo.retail.prod. The second layer consists
of the class descriptions for the department selected from the first layer, which is accessed via the dynamic
variable associated with the expvalue_ attribute. In this example, that variable is lex, which is a list-
value, and the item selected in the first layer is accessed by referencing the first item in the list-value
({@lex[1]}). The third layer consists of the item descriptions associated with both the department
selected from the first layer and the class selected from the second layer.

<dynamic lex="">
  <widget class_="querytree" expvalue_="@lex" 
   mode_="multi" trunc_="1" uniform_="1">
    <layer name="one">
      <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
      <link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku"/>
      <tabu breaks="dept">
        <tcol source="deptdesc" fun="first" name="deptdesc"/>
      </tabu>
      <colord cols="dept,deptdesc"/>
      <sort col="deptdesc" dir="up"/>
    </layer>
    <layer name="two">
      <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
      <link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku"/>
      <sel value="dept={@lex[1]}"/>
      <tabu breaks="class">
        <tcol source="classdesc" fun="first" name="classdesc"/>
      </tabu>
      <sort col="classdesc" dir="up"/>
      <colord cols="class,classdesc"/>
    </layer>
    <layer name="three">
      <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
      <link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku"/>
      <sel value="dept={@lex[1]}"/>
      <sel value="class={@lex[2]}"/>
      <tabu breaks="sku">
        <tcol source="itemdesc" fun="first" name="itemdesc"/>
      </tabu>
      <sort col="itemdesc" dir="up"/>
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      <colord cols="sku,itemdesc"/>
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Using conjsel(L) with querytree widget and alternate <sel> syntax

The following example demonstrates how conjsel(L) can be used to create a selection expression
based on the value of the variable associated with the listvalue_ attribute of the querytree widget.
In this example, the dynamic variables sellist and storesel are list-value variables associated with
the querytree widgets for selecting the Products and Stores, respectively. The gauge widget passes
the values of these variables to the totsales block, which uses conjsel(L) in combination with the
alternate syntax for <sel> to select only the selected items in the two querytree widgets.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<defblock name="totsales" date="" todate="" 
 storesel="{lst()}" sellist="{lst()}">
  <meta>optlinksel
  </meta>
  <sel value="between(trans_date;{@date};{@todate})"/>
  <link table2="pub.doc.retail.store" col="store" col2="store" type="select">
    <sel>
      <foreach alt="{@storesel}">
        <or value="{conjsel(@alt)}"/>
      </foreach>
    </sel>
  </link>
  <sel>
    <foreach alt="{@sellist}">
      <or value="{conjsel(@alt)}"/>
    </foreach>
  </sel>
  <tabu>
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    <tcol source="xsales" fun="sum" name="totsales"/>
  </tabu>
</defblock>
<dynamic lex="" slex="" sellist="{lst()}" storesel="{lst()}" 
 date="20140115" todate="20150115" store="">
  <layout type_="splitter" width_="1200" height_="700">
    <layout type_="splitter" width_="700">
      <layout label_="Products" height_="75%">
        <widget class_="querytree" listvalue_="@sellist" expvalue_="@lex" 
         mode_="multi" trunc_="1" uniform_="1" 
         maxrows_="10000" textmode_="html">
          <base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
          <layer name="dept">
            <tabu breaks="dept">
              <tcol source="deptdesc" fun="first" name="desc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <willbe name="label" 
             value="splice('<B>' desc '</B> (<I>' count ' items</I>)';'')"/>
            <colord cols="dept,label,count"/>
            <sort col="label" dir="up"/>
          </layer>
          <layer name="group">
            <sel value="dept={@lex[1]}"/>
            <tabu breaks="group">
              <tcol source="groupdesc" fun="first" name="desc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <willbe name="label" 
             value="splice('<B>' desc '</B> (<I>' count ' items</I>)';'')"/>
            <colord cols="group,label,count"/>
            <sort col="label" dir="up"/>
          </layer>
          <layer name="sku">
            <sel value="dept={@lex[1]}"/>
            <sel value="group={@lex[2]}"/>
            <tabu breaks="sku">
              <tcol source="description" fun="first" name="desc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <sort col="desc" dir="up"/>
            <willbe name="label" value="splice(sku ': <B>' desc '</B>';'')"/>
            <colord cols="sku,label,count"/>
          </layer>
        </widget>
      </layout>
      <layout label_="Stores">
        <widget class_="querytree" listvalue_="@storesel" expvalue_="@slex" 
         mode_="multi" trunc_="1" uniform_="1" 
         maxrows_="10000" textmode_="html">
          <base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
          <layer name="division">
            <tabu breaks="division">
              <tcol source="divisiondesc" fun="first" name="desc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <willbe name="label" 
             value="splice('<B>Division ' division '</B> - ' desc ' (<I>'
 count ' stores</I>)';'')"/>
            <colord cols="division,label,count"/>
            <sort col="division" dir="up"/>
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          </layer>
          <layer name="sdiv">
            <sel value="division={@slex[1]}"/>
            <tabu breaks="subdivision">
              <tcol source="subdivisiondesc" fun="first" name="sdivdesc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <willbe name="label" 
             value="splice('<B>Subdivision ' subdivision '</B> - ' sdivdesc
 ' (<I>' count ' stores</I>)';'')"/>
            <colord cols="subdivision,label,count"/>
            <sort col="subdivision" dir="up"/>
          </layer>
          <layer name="store">
            <sel value="division={@slex[1]}"/>
            <sel value="subdivision={@slex[2]}"/>
            <willbe name="citystate" value="splice(city state;', ')"/>
            <tabu breaks="store">
              <tcol source="citystate" fun="first" name="loc"/>
              <tcol fun="cnt" name="count"/>
            </tabu>
            <willbe name="label" 
             value="splice('<B>Store ' store'</B> - ' loc;'')"/>
            <colord cols="store,label,count"/>
            <sort col="store" dir="up"/>
          </layer>
        </widget>
      </layout>
    </layout>
    <layout label_="SALES % CHANGE YEAR OVER YEAR" arrange_="v">
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="date" label_="Dates from:" 
         value_="@date" tolabel_="to:" tovalue_="@todate" inputwidth_="150"/>
      </layout>
      <widget class_="gauge" type_="radial" base_="default.lonely" 
       min_="-100" max_="100" visible_="{@date<>''&@todate<>''}" 
       width_="460" height_="400">
        <layer name="reading">
          <if test="{@date<>''&@todate<>''}">
            <base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
            <call block="totsales" 
             date="{@date}" todate="{@todate}" 
             sellist="{@sellist}" storesel="{@storesel}"/>
            <link table2="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail" suffix="_ly">
              <call block="totsales" 
               date="{shift(int(@date);-365)}" 
               todate="{shift(int(@todate);-365)}" 
               sellist="{@sellist}" storesel="{@storesel}"/>
            </link>
            <willbe name="yoychg" 
             value="100*((totsales-totsales_ly)/totsales_ly)"/>
            <colord cols="yoychg"/>
          </if>
        </layer>
        <layer name="ranges">
          <table>-100,5,red; -5,5,yellow; 5,100,green;
          </table>
        </layer>
      </widget>
    </layout>
  </layout>
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</dynamic>

Example

The following example creates a single-selection querytree widget that displays the hierarchical
relationship between supervisors and their employees. It uses the <table> op to provide the data
as in inline table within the query associated with the <widget>. The widget defines two layers,
using a <layout> element for each. The first layer, layer_0, consists of all the unique values from
the supervisor column. The second layer, layer_1, selects those rows where the value in the
supervisor column is equal to the first value in the list associated with the dynamic variable exp_path
and uses <colord> to get the list of the employees associated with that supervisor.

<dynamic selected_item="" exp_path="">
  <widget class_="querytree" mode_="single" disabled_="0" 
   value_="@selected_item" expvalue_="@exp_path">
    <table title="Org Chart" cols="supervisor,employee" 
     labels="Supervisor,Employee">
     Greta,Arthur;Greta,Al;Greta,Jane;
     Arthur,Otto;Arthur,Dana;Arthur,Chris;
     Otto,John;Otto,Sally;Otto,Mike;Otto,Stan;
     Dana,Alan;Dana,Emily;Dana,Simon;
     Simon,Patty;Simon,Kirk;
     Chris,Jack;Chris,Manny;
    </table>
    <layer name="layer_0">
      <sel value="g_first1(supervisor;;)"/>
      <colord cols="supervisor"/>
    </layer>
    <layer name="layer_1">
      <sel value="supervisor='{@exp_path.1}'"/>
      <colord cols="employee"/>
    </layer>
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  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Selected employee: {@selected_item}" 
   background_="lightgray" border_="1" width_="300" relpos_="200,10"/>
</dynamic>

Example
<dynamic selected_item="" exp_path="" num_layers="" top_node="Greta">
  <do on_="init" value1_="@num_layers" row1_="1" col1_="1">
    <table title="Org Chart" cols="supervisor,employee" 
     labels="Supervisor,Employee">
     Greta,Arthur;Greta,Al;Greta,Jane;
     Arthur,Otto;Arthur,Dana;Arthur,Chris;
     Otto,John;Otto,Sally;Otto,Mike;Otto,Stan;
     Dana,Alan;Dana,Emily;Dana,Simon;
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     Simon,Patty;Simon,Kirk;
     Chris,Jack;Chris,Manny;
    </table>
    <willbe name="top" value="supervisor='{@top_node}'"/>
    <willbe name="table_depth" 
     value="g_chase(;;supervisor;employee;top;'depth')"/>
    <colord cols="table_depth"/>
    <sort col="table_depth" dir="down"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="querytree" mode_="single" 
   value_="@selected_item" expvalue_="@exp_path">
    <table title="Org Chart" cols="supervisor,employee" 
     labels="Supervisor,Employee">
     Greta,Arthur;Greta,Al;Greta,Jane;
     Arthur,Otto;Arthur,Dana;Arthur,Chris;
     Otto,John;Otto,Sally;Otto,Mike;Otto,Stan;
     Dana,Alan;Dana,Emily;Dana,Simon;
     Simon,Patty;Simon,Kirk;
     Chris,Jack;Chris,Manny;
    </table>
    <layer name="layer_0">
      <sel value="supervisor='{@top_node}'"/>
      <sel value="g_first1(supervisor;;)"/>
      <colord cols="supervisor"/>
    </layer>
    <for i="1" to="{@num_layers+1}">
      <layer name="layer_{@i}">
        <sel value="supervisor='{@exp_path.{@i}}'"/>
        <colord cols="employee"/>
      </layer>
    </for>
  </widget>
  <widget class_="text" text_="Selected employee: {@selected_item}" 
   background_="lightgray" border_="1" width_="300" relpos_="200,10"/>
</dynamic>

Note:  Because this example uses an inline <table>, it is included in the query associated with
the <do> clause as well as the query associated with the <widget> element for the querytree.
Typically, you would reference the table in both the <do> clause and the <widget> element using
the base_ attribute to specify the path to the 1010data table.
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class_="radio"

Using <widget class_="radio"> creates a set of radio buttons with horizontal or vertical orientation.

Syntax

<dynamic radiovar="">
    <widget class_="radio" orientation_="[OPTION]" 
     label_="[LABEL_FOR_RADIO_BUTTONS]" value_="@radiovar">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="radio".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_
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Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

orientation_

Specifies the orientation of the radio buttons.

Valid options are:

• horizontal
• vertical

value_

Accepts a variable defined in the containing <dynamic> element. The value sent from the radio
widget is stored in the variable provided.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

itemlabelpos_

Value specifies where the labels should be positioned relative to the radio button.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

itemspacing_

Controls the spacing between items. Accepts a non-negative number and a measurement unit (e.g.,
em, px).

The default value is 1em.

(Available as of version 12.00)
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color_

Specifies the color of the container that holds the radio buttons.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

Note:  This is different from the background_ attribute, which specifies the color of the
container that holds the radio button container as well as the label, if specified.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

Example for class_="radio"

This example creates a simple radio button set up with 3 options. Results are shown below the code.

<dynamic radiovar="">
  <widget class_="radio" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" value_="@radiovar" 
   color_="#d12345" background_="blue" orientation_="vertical"
   label_="Select one:">
    <sel value="g_first1(store;;)"/>
    <colord cols="store"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="radiobutton"

Using <widget class_="radiobutton"> creates a button that assigns the value of a specified
expression to a dynamic variable when the button is clicked. The button can assume different guises.

Syntax

<dynamic selected_value="">
    <widget class_="radiobutton" text_="BUTTON_TEXT"  
     setval_="[EXPRESSION]" value_="@selected_value"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="radiobutton".

text_

Accepts a string that is displayed on the button.

If guise_ is set to radio and the label_ attribute is specified, the value of the label_ attribute is
used instead.
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If neither the text_ or label_ attributes are specified, the value of the expression defined by the
setval_ attribute is displayed on the button.

guise_

Specifies the appearance of the radiobutton widget.

Valid values are:

radio

The widget takes the appearance of a typical radio button.

button

The widget takes the appearance of a rectangular gray button that turns black when selected.

The default is radio.

setval_

Accepts a scalar expression whose value is assigned to the dynamic variable specified by the
value_ attribute when the widget is selected.

This attribute is required. If this attribute is not specified, an error is returned.

value_

When the button is clicked, the value of the expression specified by the setval_ attribute is stored in
the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute. In addition, if the dynamic variable is set
to the value of the setval_ attribute, the button appears as if it had been selected by the user.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

Example for class_="radiobutton"

The following example shows four radiobutton widgets, two with a radio guise and two with a button
guise. When one of the radiobutton widgets is selected, the value associated with its setval_ attribute
is assigned to the dynamic variable associated with its value_ attribute (which for every radiobutton in
this example is my_val). When the value of my_val changes, the field widget displays the new value.
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Conversely, if a value is entered into the field widget, any radiobutton whose setval_ attribute is
equal to that value appears selected.

<dynamic my_val="0">
  <layout>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="radiobutton" value_="@my_val" text_="one" setval_="1"/>
    
  <widget class_="radiobutton" value_="@my_val" text_="two" guise_="button" setval_="2"/
>
    
  <widget class_="radiobutton" value_="@my_val" guise_="radio" text_="three" setval_="3"/
>
    
  <widget class_="radiobutton" value_="@my_val" guise_="button" text_="four" setval_="4"/
>
    </layout>
    <widget class_="field" value_="@my_val"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="receiver"

Using <widget class_="receiver"> updates dynamic variables when it receives JavaScript
messages sent from external web applications.

Description

When a QuickApp is embedded within a web application via an <iframe>, the transmitter and
receiver widgets facilitate communication between the application and the QuickApp.

The receiver widget receives messages from web applications external to 1010data and updates the
dynamic variables specified in those messages with their corresponding values.

For a complete example of using the transmitter and receiver widgets to communicate with an
external web application, see the Embedded QuickApps tutorial.

Syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="receiver"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

value_

When value_ is specified, the entire value of the JavaScript message is stored in the dynamic
variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/Tutorials/EmbeddedQuickApps/index_frames.html
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In the absence of a value_ attribute, the widget accepts a JavaScript postMessage of the form:

{set:{var1:value1, var2:value2, ...}, submit: [name1,name2, ...]}

Note:  Either or both of set and submit sub-messages may be present, and any number of
variable-value pairs and/or submit names may be specified.

enforce_origin_

Accepts a string that represents a URI (specifying protocol, hostname, and port, if non-standard) to
prevent interpreting messages from hostile code.

Example for class_="receiver"

This example demonstrates how a QuickApp can receive a JavaScript message from the containing web
application. Based on the contents of the message, the receiver widget will update either or both of the
dynamic variables year or zipcode with the specified values.

<defblock name="sel_year">
  <table>2014;2015
  </table>
</defblock>
<defblock name="to_plot" zipcode="10017" year="">
  <sel value="year(date)={@year}"/>
  <sel value="zipcode={@zipcode}"/>
  <sel value="day(date)=15"/>
  <colord cols="zipcode,date,meantempi"/>
  <sort col="date" dir="up"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic year="2015" zipcode="10017">
  <widget class_="receiver"/>
  <widget class_="transmitter" message_="{@year},{@zipcode}" 
   onrender_="1"/>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a year" 
     value_="@year" insert_="sel_year"/>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="700" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <insert block="to_plot" year="{@year}" 
       zipcode="{@zipcode}"/>
        <graphspec width="600" height="400">
          <chart type="line" samples="100000">
            <style seriescolors="#F26F21" linemarkershow="0"/>
            <data x="date" y="meantempi" yrot="65"/>
          </chart>
        </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <insert block="to_plot" year="{@year}" zipcode="{@zipcode}"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The QuickApp is embedded in an external web application via an <iframe>. When the web application
sends a message to the QuickApp via the postMessage method in JavaScript, it is received by the
receiver widget.

An example of the JavaScript postMessage call is:

win.postMessage({set: {"zipcode": e.target.value}}, iframe.src);

where win is the window object associated with the <iframe>, and iframe.src is the QuickApp's DOM.
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Note:  When referring to the QuickApp's dynamic variables in JavaScript, no @ symbol is needed.

In this example, when the QuickApp receives the postMessage, the zipcode dynamic variable is
updated with the value of e.target.value.

Additional information

The following information should be considered when using <widget class_="receiver">

• The receiver widget can discern JavaScript types; floats, ints, and text can be received and mapped to
their appropriate 1010data types. Additionally, JavaScript arrays can be received and are interpreted as
lists in 1010data, and JavaScript objects can be received and are interpreted as packages in 1010data.

• There can only exist one receiver and one transmitter widget per outermost DOM.

class_="slider"

Using <widget class_="slider"> creates a sliding value widget.

Description

The field manifestation of <widget> accepts text. Optionally, it also offers autocomplete functionality
using query data.

Syntax

<dynamic slidevar="">
    <widget class_="slider" orientation_="horizontal|vertical" 
     label_="[FIELD_LABEL]" value_="@slidevar"
     min_="[MINIMUM_VALUE]" max_="[MAXIMUM_VALUE]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="slider".

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

orientation_
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Specifies the orientation of the sliding selector.

Valid options are:

• horizontal
• vertical

If orientation_ is omitted, then horizontal is provided as the default value.

sliderheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the height of the slider widget when the orientation_ is set
to vertical.

sliderwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the slider widget when the orientation_ is set
to horizontal.

slidercolor_

Specifies the background color of the slider.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

(Available as of version 11.10)

value_

The value selected in the slider widget is stored in the dynamic variable specified by the value_
attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

Note:  If the tovalue_ attribute is specified, the value of the first handle in the slider widget
is stored in the variable specified by the value_ attribute and the value of the second is
stored in the variable specified by the tovalue_ attribute.

tovalue_

When the tovalue_ attribute is specified, the slider widget displays two handles. The value of the
second handle in the slider widget is stored in the variable specified by the tovalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

min_

Accepts an integer value that defines the minimum value that can be selected with the slider widget.

max_

Accepts an integer value that defines the maximum value that can be selected with the slider widget.

step_

Accepts a decimal value that denotes the interval between each discrete value on the slider.

Note:  If both step_ and steps_ are specified, steps_ takes precedence.

steps_

Accepts a decimal value that denotes the number of intervals on the slider.

Note:  If both step_ and steps_ are specified, steps_ takes precedence.
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Example for class_="slider"

This example creates a field that accepts a string. The label indicates that a name should be entered. The
result is shown below the code.

<dynamic slidevar="1">
  <widget class_="slider" min_="1" max_="10" step_="2" value_="@slidevar"/>
</dynamic>

class_="sorter"

Using <widget class_="sorter"> creates a scrollable box with a list of values that can be sorted, or
two lists in which values that can be moved from one to the other and sorted within each individual list.

Syntax

<dynamic variable="" tovariable="">
    <widget class_="sorter" label_="[LABEL_FOR_SORTER]" 
     value_="@variable" tovalue_="@tovariable">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

The [1010data_QUERY] must result in a table consisting of one, two, or three columns, which correspond
to the value, label, and tooltip for each item in the widget, respectively.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="sorter".

value_

The values of the items in the sorter widget are stored as a comma-separated string in the dynamic
variable specified by the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes value_, listvalue_, or indexvalue_ should be used at
once.

listvalue_

The values of the items in the sorter widget are stored as elements of a list-value in the dynamic
variable specified by the listvalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes value_, listvalue_, or indexvalue_ should be used at
once.

indexvalue_

The indices of the items in the initializing data for the sorter widget are stored as elements of the
list-value in the dynamic variable specified by the indexvalue_ attribute. The indices correspond to
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either the row numbers within the results of the query associated with the widget, or positions in the
list supplied to the initlist_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes value_, listvalue_, or indexvalue_ should be used at
once.

(Available as of version 10.26)

clickvalue_

When an item in the sorter widget is clicked, the value associated with the item is stored in the
dynamic variable specified by the clickvalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

(Available as of version 10.26)

label_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

labelstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the label for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

tovalue_

The values of the items in the second list of the sorter widget are stored as a comma-separated
string in the dynamic variable specified by the tovalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes tovalue_, tolistvalue_, or toindexvalue_ should be
used at once.

tolistvalue_
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The values of the items in the second list of the sorter widget are stored as elements of a list-value
in the dynamic variable specified by the tolistvalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes tovalue_, tolistvalue_, or toindexvalue_ should be
used at once.

toindexvalue_

The indices of the items in the initializing data for the second list of the sorter widget are stored
as elements of a list-value in the dynamic variable specified by the toindexvalue_ attribute. The
indices correspond to either the row numbers within the results of the query associated with the
widget, or positions in the list supplied to the initlist_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  Only one of the attributes tovalue_, tolistvalue_, or toindexvalue_ should be
used at once.

(Available as of version 10.26)

tolabel_

Accepts text that is used as a label for the second sortable list of values.

tolabelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the second sortable list of values.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

tolabelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the second sortable list of values.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

tolabelstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the label for the second sortable list of values.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

initlist_

Accepts a list-value that is used to initialize the sorter widget.

When the initlist_ attribute is specified, the widget is populated with the items in the list-value,
not the query associated with the widget.

The list-value specified to initlist_ is a list of elements.

Each element can be any of the following:
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• a scalar value, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is
displayed (no tooltip)

1
• a one-element list, which is used for the value in the widget and the corresponding label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{2}
• a two-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget and the label that is

displayed (no tooltip)

{3 'Three'}
• a three-element list, which consists of the value of the item in the widget, the label that is

displayed, and the corresponding tooltip

{4 'Four' 'This is the fourth item'}
• a package with any combination of the following keys: 'value', 'label' and 'hint'

pkg('value' 'label' 'hint'; 5 'Five' 'This is the fifth item')

(Available as of version 10.26)

immediate_

Accepts an integer value of 1 or 0 that specifies whether to immediately send dynamic variable
changes to the server or to delay for a certain amount of time. This can be used to help control when
other widgets update after the user interacts with this widget.

When immediate_ is set to 1, changes to any dynamic variables associated with this widget will be
sent to the server immediately.

When immediate_ is set to 0, the update is delayed by the amount of time specified by the delay_
attribute.

For <widget class_="dropdown" multi_="1"> and <widget class_="dropdownlist">,
if immediate="0" is specified and delay_ is not specified, changes are not sent to the server until
the widget's drop-down menu has been closed. (Available as of version 17.19)

delay_

Accepts a decimal value between 0 and 10 that specifies the number of seconds to delay between
user interaction and sending the change to the server.

This attribute is only valid when immediate_="0".

The default value is 0.

itembg_

Accepts a string that specifies a color. Determines the background color of unselected list items.

toitembg_

Accepts a string that specifies a color. Determines the background color of items in the second list.

textcolor_

Accepts a string that specifies the color of the text in the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

textstyle_

Accepts a string that specifies the styling of the text for the widget.

Consists of a set of CSS key/value pairs (e.g., font-family:arial;font-weight:bold;font-
size:14pt;).

hints_
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Specifies whether to provide additional information via a tooltip when the mouse points to a particular
item in the widget.

Accepts 0, 1, or a column name.

If hints_ is set to 1, the third column from the results of the query associated with the widget is used
as the text for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to a column name from the query results, the text from that
column is used for the tooltips. If hints_ is set to 0, no tooltips are displayed.

The default value is 0.

hintdelay_

Accepts a decimal value that specifies the number of seconds to wait before displaying the tooltip (as
provided by the hints_ attribute).

The default value is 0.5 seconds.

hintheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

If the amount of text for the tooltip does not fit in the specified space, a vertical scroll bar is added to
the pop-up window.

The default value is 355.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hinticon_

Specifies whether or not to display an information icon when the mouse points to a particular item in
the widget.

Accepts a 0 or 1 (or an expression that evaluates to one of those values).

When hinticon_ is set to 1, the Info icon ( ) is displayed in the widget when the mouse points
to an item. When the mouse points to the icon, the tooltip (as specified by the hints_ attribute) is
displayed in a pop-up window.

The default value is 0.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintpos_

Specifies the position of the pop-up window that displays the tooltip when the mouse points to a
particular item in the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is bottom.

(Available as of version 10.03)

hintwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum width of the pop-up window used to display the
tooltip.

The default value is 300.
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(Available as of version 10.03)

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the height of the lists containing the sorter objects.

Example for class_="sorter"

This example creates a simple list of values that can be sorted in the list on the left and dragged into the
list on the right. Results are shown below the code.

<dynamic var="" tovar="">
  <widget class_="sorter" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" label_="Product" 
   width_="250" value_="@var" tolabel_="Selected Products" tovalue_="@tovar">
    <link table2="pub.demo.retail.prod" col="sku" col2="sku"/>
    <sel value="g_first1(sku;;)"/>
    <sel value="g_first1(itemdesc;;)"/>
    <colord cols="sku,itemdesc"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Initializing the sorter widget using initlist_

The following example uses the initlist_ attribute to initialize the sorter widget. In this example,
the initlist_ attribute is set to a list of two-element lists. The first element is the value associated with
the item in the sorter widget, and the second element is the label that is displayed for that item in the
sorter widget.

<dynamic var="" tovar="">
  <widget class_="sorter" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" width_="250" 
   label_="Here" value_="@var" tolabel_="There" tovalue_="@tovar" 
   initlist_="{{1 'One'} {2 'Two'} {3 'Three'} {4 'Four'} {5 'Five'}}"/>
</dynamic>
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class_="spy"

Detects the size of the display area used to show a QuickApp and changes values in a package variable
when the dimensions of the display area change. These values can then be used to change dimensional
aspects of the QuickApp.

Note:  Including more than one spy widget in a QuickApp is highly discouraged and could
potentially cause problems. In addition, the spy widget should only be used in standalone
QuickApps and should not be incorporated into tools that are intended to be part of the Insights
Platform internal framework.

Syntax

<dynamic var="">
  <widget class_="spy" pkgvalue_="@var"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

pkgvalue_

Information about the current display area is stored as a package in the variable associated with this
attribute.

The package contains the following keys:

height

An integer value that represents the current height of the display area as detected by the spy
widget.

width

An integer value that represents the current width of the display area as detected by the spy
widget.

fullheight

An integer value that represents the total available height of the display area.

fullwidth

An integer value that represents the total available width of the display area.

vscroll

An integer value that represents the current position of the vertical scrolling in the display area.
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hscroll

An integer value that represents the current position of the horizontal scrolling in the display area.

useragent

The user agent string sent by the browser accessing the QuickApp.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

go_

Accepts an integer value. Only updates the dimensions of the spy widget when the value provided to
go_ is greater than 0.

The default is 0.

auto_

Accepts a 1 to activate. Automatically updates the attributes of the package-value provided to the
pkgvalue_ attribute when a triggering event occurs.

The default is 0.

trigger_

Specify a list of events that will trigger the values in the package-value passed to pkgvalue_ to
update when auto_="1".

Valid values are:

scroll

The user horizontally or vertically scrolls the browser window containing the display area.

resize

The user resizes the browser window containing the display area.

If the trigger_ attribute is not specified, both events act as a trigger when auto_="1".

delay_

Accepts an integer value representing the number of milliseconds to wait after a triggering event
before the values in the package-value passed to pkgvalue_ are updated.

The default value if the delay_ attribute is omitted is 250. It is recommended that you not provide a
lower number than the default value.

Example

This example demonstrates how to place a spy widget in a QuickApp and display the dimensional
information stored in the package-value p. The example uses auto_="1" to ensure that the information
displayed in the text widget updates when the display area changes. To change the display area in this
example, simply resize the browser window in which the QuickApp is displayed.

Notice that in addition to the spy widget itself, the example uses <widget class_="nest"> to
parameterize the values passed to the height_ and width_ attributes. The values are referenced from
the package-value p created in the outer <dynamic> element. For more information on using the nest
widget, see class_="nest".

<dynamic p="">
  <widget class_="spy" pkgvalue_="@p" auto_="1"/>
  <widget class_="nest" require_="{@p.foo<>na}">
    <dynamic>
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  <layout border_="5" width_="{{@p.width}-75}" height_="{{@p.height}-145}">
        <widget class_="text" border_="2" margin_="20" width_="500" 
         text_="Window dimensions: {@p.width} x {@p.height}"/>
        <widget class_="text" border_="2" margin_="20" width_="500" 
         text_="Document dimensions: {@p.fullwidth} x {@p.fullheight}"/>
      </layout>
    </dynamic>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Using go_ to update

In this example, the go_ attribute is used to update the dimensions of the display area. The update
process can only take place if the value of go_ is greater than 0, so a set button is also used to increment
the value of the x variable. To see the behavior, render the QuickApp shown below, then resize the display
area and click the Update dimensions button.

<dynamic p="" x="0">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="button" type_="set" value_="@x" newvalue_="{@x+1}" 
     text_="Update dimensions"/>
    <widget class_="spy" pkgvalue_="@p" go_="{@x}"/>
    <widget class_="nest" require_="{@p.foo<>na}">
      <dynamic>
      
  <layout border_="5" width_="{{@p.width}-75}" height_="{{@p.height}-145}">
          <widget class_="text" border_="2" margin_="20" width_="500" 
           text_="Window dimensions: {@p.width} x {@p.height}"/>
          <widget class_="text" border_="2" margin_="20" width_="500" 
           text_="Document dimensions: {@p.fullwidth} x {@p.fullheight}"/>
        </layout>
      </dynamic>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="table"

Using <widget class_="table"> creates a fixed table ideal for displaying a relatively small dataset.
The current maximum size for a table widget is 1000 rows and 500 columns. Any results from a 1010data
query can be displayed in this table/grid element.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="table" label_="[RESULT_TABLE_NAME]">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

The attributes in this list are specific to widgets with class_="table".

label_
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Accepts text that is used as a label for the widget.

labelpos_

Accepts a string that specifies the position of the label for the widget.

Valid values are:

• left
• right
• top
• bottom

The default is left.

labelwidth_

Accepts an integer that specifies the width of the label for the widget.

If the length of the string specified by the label_ attribute is greater than the value specified for
labelwidth_, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If the labelwidth_ attribute is not specified, the default width is the length of the string specified by
the label_ attribute.

headers_

Specifies whether to display the column headings or column names at the top of the columns in the
table widget.

Valid values are

labels

Display the column headings at the top of the columns in the table widget.

names

Display the column names at the top of the columns in the table widget.

The default is labels.

maxrows_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of rows in which the query associated
with the widget can result.

If the query associated with the widget results in a number of rows that exceeds the value specified to
maxrows_, then the widget produces an error.

The default value is 1000.

maxcols_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum number of columns that can be displayed by the
widget.

If the query that populates the widget results in a number of columns that exceeds the value specified
to maxcols_, then the widget produces an error.

The default is 500.

Example for class_="table"

This example creates a table widget that displays the results after selecting the rows where store=1 in
the base table pub.demo.retail.item. The column names are displayed at the top of the columns, as
specified by the headers_ attribute.
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<dynamic>
  <widget class_="table" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   label_="Sales Item Detail" labelpos_="top" 
   headers_="names">
    <sel value="store=1"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

class_="taglist"

Provides an input box for multiple strings which are then parsed into tags. (Available as of version 15.04)

Syntax

<dynamic var="">
  <widget class_="taglist" 
  label_="[LABEL TEXT]"
  value_="@var" 
  inputheight_="[NUMBER]" 
  inputwidth_="[NUMBER]"
  complete_="0|1"
  maxcompletions_="[NUMBER]" 
  delimiters_="[TEXT]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

complete_

Specifies whether to use autocomplete.

When complete_="1", the widget offers an autocomplete menu for selecting list values. The user
will not be able to enter any value that is not on the list.

When complete_="0", there is no autocomplete menu. This is the default value.

delimiters_

When text is pasted into the widget, the text is parsed into tags based on this attribute. You can
include more than one delimiter character and the widget will parse in that order.
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The default value is "\n\r ". This means that the taglist widget will first attempt to parse on a
newline character (\n). If \n does not exist, the widget will then attempt to parse the text using the
a carriage return character (\r). Lastly, the widget will parse the text on any whitespace character
(newlines, tabs, spaces).

dropdownheight_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the maximum height of the drop-down menu.

If the number of items cannot fit in the specified height, a vertical scroll bar is added to the drop-down
menu.

The default value is 200.

(Available as of version 15.26)

dropdownwidth_

Accepts an integer value that specifies the width of the drop-down menu.

If an item cannot fit in the specified width, the text will wrap over multiple lines.

If dropdownwidth_ is not specified, the drop-down menu is the same width as the input field (as
specified by the inputwidth_ attribute).

(Available as of version 15.26)

filter_

filter_ is used in conjunction with serverfilter_="1" for server-side filtered completion.

When filter_="contains", the entered text in the widget must contain the same text before the
backend can make completion suggestions. If the user enters ap, it will match both 'apple' and 'Cape
Cod', because both contain ap.

When filter_="beginswith", the entered text in the widget must begin with the same text before
the backend can make completion suggestions. If the user enters ap, it will match 'apple' but not
'Cape Cod'.

inputwidth_

The width of the input area of the taglist widget.

inputheight_

The height of the input area of the taglist widget. If there is not enough room to display the current
tags, this area will scroll.

listvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that stores the selected items as a list-value. This attribute is
interchangeable with value_. Either listvalue_ or value_ is required. The widget always outputs
a list value.

(Available after version 15.28)

maxcompletions_

The maximum number of autocomplete options that can be used if complete_="1". The default
value is 1000.

rowvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable that packs all the values for a given row into a package using the column
names as the package keys. If a user input value is not matched in the query, that row will be
padded with appropriate null values in the table stored in rowvalue_, so that the number of rows in
rowvalue_ always match the number of values in value_.
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The variable specified to the rowvalue_ attribute must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag
as a package.

rowvalue_ is optional and is used in conjunction with complete_="1" or serverfilter_="1".

(Available as of version 15.27)

serverfilter_

Specifies whether to enable server-side filtered completion in the widget.

When serverfilter_="1", server-side filtered completion is enabled. When the user types
at least one character, the widget retrieves completion suggestions, up to the limit specified in
maxcompletions_. Unlike complete_="1", server filtering does not constrain input values to the
set of completion options. Filtering is always case-insensitive.

Use serverfilter_ with filter_ to control the strategy for finding matches.

When serverfilter_="0", server-side filter completion is disabled. This is the default value.

(Available as of version 15.12)

value_

The dynamic variable name upon which the taglist widget will form a 2-way binding. While this widget
can read data from a list value or a comma-separated list, it will always write a list value.

This attribute is interchangeable with listvalue_. Either listvalue_ (Available as of version
15.28) or value_ is required.

Example

The following example shows two taglist widgets. The first, freeform, allows the user to enter any text. The
second, completion, is constrained by an autocomplete menu consisting of 2,000 possible values.

<dynamic x="input can,optionally be,a,csl,which is parsed,as a
 list" y="{lst()}">
  <layout arrange_="h">
    <layout>
      <widget class_="taglist" label_="freeform" 
           value_="@x" inputheight_="100" inputwidth_="150"/>
      <widget class_="value" value_="@x"/>
    </layout>
    <layout>
      <widget class_="taglist" label_="completion" 
           value_="@y" complete_="1" maxcompletions_="2000" delimiters_=",">
        <table depth="2000"/>
        <willbe name="x" value="i_"/>
      </widget>
      <widget class_="value" value_="@y"/>
    </layout>
   </layout>
</dynamic>
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class_="terminal"

Provides an xterm-compatible terminal emulator as a widget.

Description

Explicit Syntax

<dynamic x="">
  <widget class_="terminal" 
  value_="@x" 
  scrollback_="[NUMBER]" 
  blink_="0|1"
  splash_="[TEXT]" 
  connect_="[CONNECTION]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

value_

When this variable is changed, its value will be printed to the terminal and then reset to the empty
string.

scrollback_

Specifies the length of the scrollback buffer.

The default is 1000.

blink_

Specifies whether or not the cursor should blink. Accepts a 0 or 1.

When blink_=0, the cursor does not blink.

When blink_=1, the cursor blinks.

The default is 1.

splash_

Defines text that should be printed when the terminal is first rendered, before the contents (if any) of
value_ are printed.

connect_
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Allows the terminal to be connected to an interactive connection handler; this will be used in the future
with WebSocket endpoints, for example, but currently accepts connect_="jsconsole" to connect the
terminal widget to the browser's JavaScript console.

Note:  This attribute is mutually exclusive with value_.

Example: A simple "Parrot" QuickApp

Outputs whatever text is entered in the console window, using an ANSI escape sequence to display the
entered text in a different color.

<dynamic t="">
  <do onchange_="@t" when_="{@t<>''}">
    <set t="{'&#27;\[32m'}{@t}{'&#27;\[39m&#13;'}"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="terminal" value_="@t"/>
</dynamic>

class_="text"

Using <widget class_="text"> displays text in the QuickApp.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="text" type_="[plain|html]" text_="[TEXT_TO_DISPLAY]"/>
</dynamic>

Alternate syntax

<dynamic>
  <widget class_="text">
    [PLAIN_TEXT_CONTENT]
    <text>
      [TEXT_CONTENT]
    </text>
    <itext>
      [STYLED_TEXT_CONTENT]
    </itext>
    <html>
      <![CDATA[[HTML_CONTENT]]]>
    </html> 
    <code language_="js">
      <![CDATA[[JAVASCRIPT_CODE]]]>
    </code>   
    <code language_="css">
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      <![CDATA[[CSS_CODE]]]>
    </code>
    <layer>
      [1010data_QUERY]
    </layer>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

This extended form of <widget class_="text"> may contain either plain text content or text that is
wrapped in one or more <text> or <html> tags. Text wrapped in <text> is HTML-escaped before being
displayed; text wrapped in <html> is displayed directly. For more information, see <text> and <html>.

The text widget may also contain <code language_="js"> forms, which are sent to the browser
wrapped in HTML <script> tags, and <code language_="css"> forms, which are sent to the browser
wrapped in HTML <style> tags. For more information, see <code>.

Note:  As a best practice, always wrap HTML, css and javascript in <![CDATA]]> tags as shown
in the above syntax. Without these tags, not all spaces will be preserved between HTML elements
which may result in undesired output.

The text widget may also contain one or more <layer> clauses, each containing a 1010data query.
Each <layer> may bear one or more value*_ (and associated row*_ / col*_ ) attributes, and/or a
tablevalue_ attribute. Variables set thus by layer queries have scope only in subsequent items (other
<layer> tags, text, and <text> / <html> / <code> forms) within the widget itself; in other words, they do
not change the global <dynamic> environment and need not be specified in the <dynamic> clause. For
more information, see <layer>.

(Available as of version 11.09)

As of version 11.10, the extended form of <widget class_="text"> respects newlines in plain text
contents.

As of version 11.13, the extended form of <widget class_="text"> understands <itext> block
forms and displays them translated into HTML. For more information, see <itext>.

Attributes

type_

The type of text to display.

Valid values are:

plain

Plain text is displayed with styling defined by the color_, style_, and alttextstyle_
attributes.

This is the default.

html

Text is displayed with any HTML formatting, if specified. The color_, style_, and
alttextstyle_ attributes are ignored.

The default is plain.

text_

Specifies the text to display.

The string specified by the text_ attribute may include HTML escape characters (e.g., use &quot;
to include double quotes in the text). For example, text_="She said, &quot;Wow, that's
cool!&quot;" will display in the text widget as: She said, "Wow, that's cool!"

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".
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color_

Specifies the color of the displayed text.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

style_

Specifies the styling for the displayed text. Accepts CSS (e.g., font-family:courier;font-
weight:bold;font-size:26pt;).

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

alttext_

Specifies the text to display when the user points to the widget.

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

(Available as of version 10.40)

altcolor_

Specifies the color of the displayed text when the user points to the widget.

The color can be specified as any valid HTML color name, an RGB value, or a hex value.

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

(Available as of version 10.40)

alttextstyle_

Specifies the styling for the displayed text when the user points to the widget. Accepts CSS (e.g.,
font-family:courier;font-weight:bold;font-size:26pt;).

This attribute is only valid when type_="plain".

(Available as of version 11.08)

Example: Using type_="plain"
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="text" type_="plain" 
   text_="Here's some &quot;plain text&quot; with some style." 
   style_="font-weight:bold;font-size:18pt;font-style:italic;"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Using alttext_ and alttextstyle_
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="text" text_="This text is normal." 
   alttext_="This text is big and bold when you point at it." 
   alttextstyle_="font-weight:bold;font-size:24pt"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using type_="html"
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="text" type_="html" 
   text_="<h1>This is an HTML header</h1><p>This is the first 
   paragraph.</p><p>This second paragraph has the function 
   <code>g_sum(G;S;X)</code> in monospaced font and 
   also has some <i>italicized</i> text for emphasis.</p>"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Using <code> and <html> within the text widget

The following example demonstrates how the <html> block form can be included within a text widget to
display HTML text. It also uses the <code> block form to specify CSS to style the HTML. In addition, the
value of the dynamic variable yourname, which is entered using the field widget, is referenced within
the HTML text.

<dynamic yourname="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="field" label_="Enter your name:" 
     value_="@yourname"/>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@yourname<>''}">
      <code language_="css"><![CDATA[ 
            h3 {
                font-size:24px;
                color:#F26F21;
            }

            p {
                font-family: verdana;
                font-size: 20px;
            }

            a {
                color:#C8102E;
            }
        ]]>
      </code>
      <html>
        <div>
          <h3>Hello, {@yourname}!
          </h3>
          <br/>
          <p>1010data offers the only fully-scalable, self-services 
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            insights platform for data management, analysis and 
            application building.
          </p>
          <br/>
          <a target="_blank" href="http://www.1010data.com">
            Click here to learn more
          </a>
        </div>
      </html>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Example: Using <layer> and <text> within the text widget
<dynamic store="1">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a store" 
     value_="@store">
      <table>1;2;3
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text">
      <layer value_="@totalsales" row_="1" col_="1">
        <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
        <tabu breaks="store">
          <tcol source="sales" name="sumsales" 
           fun="sum" label="Sales"/>
        </tabu>
        <sel value="store={@store}"/>
        <colord cols="sumsales"/>
      </layer>
      <text>The total sales for store {@store} is ${@totalsales}.
      </text>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using <layer> with tablevalue_

The following example demonstrates how a <layer> is used to specify a query that provides data for the
text widget. In this example, the results of the query is saved in a table-value variable named stores.
That variable is then accessible to the text specified after the <layer> tag. The text references the
stores variable to display the store and city associated with the selection made in the dropdown widget.

<dynamic selection="1">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a store" value_="@selection">
      <table>1;2;3
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@selection<>''}">
      <layer tablevalue_="@stores">
        <base table="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
      </layer>
      Store {@stores.store[@selection]} is located in {@stores.city[@selection]}.
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

<layer>

One or more <layer> elements can be specified within a <widget class_="text">. Each <layer>
contains a 1010data query and can be used to provide data to it. (Available as of version 11.09)

Description

One or more <layer> elements, each containing a 1010data query, may appear inside the text widget.
Each <layer> may bear one or more value*_ (and associated row*_/col*_) attributes) and/or a
tablevalue_ attribute.

Variables set thus by layer queries have scope only in subsequent items (other <layer> tags, text, and
<text>/<html>/<code> forms) within the widget itself; in other words, they do not change the global
<dynamic> environment and need not be declared in the <dynamic> clause.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="text">
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      <layer valueN_="[VAR_TO_CHANGE]" 
       rowN_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colN_="[COL_NUMBER]"
       tablevalue_="@TABLE_VAR">
        [1010data_QUERY]
      </layer>
    </widget>
</dynamic>

Attributes

valueN_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is
stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g.,
value1_).

More than one value may be stored using multiple valueN_ attributes, where N is a unique
identifier for each and must correspond to the naming of the associated rowN_ and/or colN_
attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]" row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]"
valuefoo_="[VAR]" rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If a value_ attribute is specified, but no corresponding row_ and col_ attributes, the variable
associated with the value_ attribute is set to the scalar value in the first row of the first column in the
result set of the query (or the empty string if there are no rows in the result set).

rowN_

Specifies a row number within the result set of the query. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/
or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used
as an identifier (e.g., row1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

If rowN_ is provided and colN_ is omitted, all the values in the row will be stored as a package in the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. The keys of the package are the column names in the
result set of the query, and the values can be referenced as @[VAR].[COLUMN_NAME].

Note:  If the value of rowN_ is 0, column metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one row value may be specified using multiple rowN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular rowN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and colN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If the value of rowN_ is a negative number, the row that number of rows back from the last row is
used. (Available as of version 11.19)

colN_

Specifies either a column name or column number within the result set of the query. The value
corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the
valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g., col1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

If colN_ is provided and rowN_ is omitted, all the values of the column will be stored as a list-value in
the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute.
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Note:  If the value of colN_ is 0, a list of the row numbers is saved as a list-value to the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one column value may be specified using multiple colN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular colN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and rowN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If the value of colN_ is a negative number, the column that number of columns back from the last
column is used. (Available as of version 11.19)

tablevalue_

Accepts the name of a variable to which the <layer> can assign the result of the
[1010data_QUERY] as a table value.

The variable associated with this attribute can be indexed using the following syntax:

• @foo.bar provides a list consisting of the values in the column bar
• @foo.17 provides a dictionary consisting of the row 17
• @foo._cols provides a list of column names
• @foo._rows provides the number of rows

Example: Using <layer> and <text> within the text widget
<dynamic store="1">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a store" 
     value_="@store">
      <table>1;2;3
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text">
      <layer value_="@totalsales" row_="1" col_="1">
        <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
        <tabu breaks="store">
          <tcol source="sales" name="sumsales" 
           fun="sum" label="Sales"/>
        </tabu>
        <sel value="store={@store}"/>
        <colord cols="sumsales"/>
      </layer>
      <text>The total sales for store {@store} is ${@totalsales}.
      </text>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using <layer> with tablevalue_

The following example demonstrates how a <layer> is used to specify a query that provides data for the
text widget. In this example, the results of the query is saved in a table-value variable named stores.
That variable is then accessible to the text specified after the <layer> tag. The text references the
stores variable to display the store and city associated with the selection made in the dropdown widget.

<dynamic selection="1">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a store" value_="@selection">
      <table>1;2;3
      </table>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text" visible_="{@selection<>''}">
      <layer tablevalue_="@stores">
        <base table="pub.demo.retail.store"/>
      </layer>
      Store {@stores.store[@selection]} is located in {@stores.city[@selection]}.
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

class_="textbox"

Using <widget class_="textbox"> creates a large text field for entering and editing arbitrary text,
including 1010data Macro Language code.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <widget class_="textbox" 
    mode_="plain|xml|rich" 
    source_="none|ops|block" 
    readonly_="0|1">
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </widget>
</dynamic>

The [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <widget>. The
results of the query provide data for the <widget> to display.

Attributes

mode_

Accepts a string that specifies the mode in which the textbox widget will operate.

Valid values are:

plain

Allows for entering plain text into the text box.
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xml

Allows for entering XML text with syntax highlighting.

rich

Allows for entering text with rich text formatting, such as headings, ordered and unordered lists,
hyperlinks, and images.

(Available as of prod-9)

The default is plain.

source_

Accepts a string that specifies how the query associated with the widget will be displayed.

Valid values are:

none

Display an empty text box.

ops

Display the query associated with this widget, and fully expand any block code into Macro
Language operations and replace dynamic variables with parameterized values.

block

Display the query associated with this widget, but do not expand block code or replace dynamic
variables with parameterized values.

The default is none.

readonly_

Accepts a 1 for true.

When this option is selected, the content in the text box will be displayed but may not be modified.

value_

When the user clicks outside of the widget, the contents of the textbox widget are stored in the
dynamic variable specified by the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

(Available as of prod-9)

xmlvalue_

If mode_="xml" (or is not specified), the textbox is populated with the value of the dynamic variable
specified by the xmlvalue_ attribute. In addition, any changes to the contents of the textbox are
saved to this dynamic variable when the user clicks outside of the widget.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

baresql_

Accepts a 1, permitting the textbox widget to accept bare SQL in XML editing mode. The default
value is 0 (do not accept bare SQL).

(Available as of version 15.19)
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Example for class_="textbox"
<defblock name="selection" metric="" choice="">
  <sel value="{@metric}={@choice}"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic>
  <widget class_="textbox" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   height_="200" width_="500" mode_="xml" source_="ops">
    <insert block="selection" metric="store" choice="1"/>
    <insert block="selection" metric="account" choice="668"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Using mode_="xml" vs. mode_="plain"
<dynamic base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
  <layout margin_="10">
    <widget class_="text" type_="html" 
     text_="Example using <samp>mode_=&quot;xml&quot;</samp>"/>
    <widget class_="textbox" mode_="xml" source_="ops" 
     border_="1" readonly_="1">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Stations" breaks="state">
        <tcol source="state" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
      </tabu>
      <sort col="t0" dir="down"/>
      <sel value="(t0>=9)"/>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="text" type_="html" 
     text_="Example using <samp>mode_=&quot;plain&quot;</samp>"/>
    <widget class_="textbox" mode_="plain" source_="ops" 
     height_="200" width_="500">
      <tabu label="Tabulation on Stations" breaks="state">
        <tcol source="state" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
      </tabu>
      <sort col="t0" dir="down"/>
      <sel value="(t0>=9)"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using xmlvalue_ and <issue> to pass XML to a grid widget

The following example creates a textbox widget that accepts XML content and displays it with syntax
highlighting. The XML entered in the textbox widget is stored in the dynamic variable my_xml. When the
user presses the submit button, the grid widget named my_grid is notified that it must update. The query
associated with my_grid consists of a single <issue> element that references the value of my_xml and
issues the associated Macro Language code using the specified base table, pub.demo.retail.item.
The grid widget updates accordingly.

<dynamic my_xml="">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="textbox" height_="200" width_="500" 
     mode_="xml" source_="none" xmlvalue_="@my_xml"/>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="my_grid"/>
  </layout>
  <widget class_="grid" name="my_grid" base_="pub.demo.retail.item" 
   update_="manual" invmode_="none">
    <issue xml_="{@my_xml}"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>
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class_="transmitter"

Using <widget class_="transmitter"> sends a JavaScript message to the web application in which
the QuickApp is contained, notifying it when the values of specified dynamic variables have changed.

Description

When a QuickApp is embedded within a web application via an <iframe>, the transmitter and
receiver widgets facilitate communication between the application and the QuickApp.

The transmitter widget detects changes in dynamic variables, then constructs and sends a JavaScript
message to the web application notifying it of the new values of the variables. The dynamic variables
included in the message are specified in the message_ attribute.

For a complete example of using the transmitter and receiver widgets to communicate with an
external web application, see the Embedded QuickApps tutorial.

Syntax

<dynamic [VAR1]="" [VAR2]="" ...>
  <widget class_="transmitter" 
   message_="{@[VAR1]},{@[VAR2]},..."/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

message_

Accepts a comma-separated list of references to dynamic variables. The dynamic variables are
referenced using the {@var} syntax.

When the values of any of the dynamic variables change, the transmitter widget constructs
and sends a JavaScript message containing the current values of all of the variables specified in
message_.

onrender_

When onrender_="1", the values of the dynamic variables specified in the message_ attribute will
be sent to the containing web application when the QuickApp is initially rendered.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/Tutorials/EmbeddedQuickApps/index_frames.html
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enforce_destination_

Accepts a string that represents a URI (specifying protocol, hostname, and port, if non-standard) to
prevent messages from being intercepted by hostile code.

Example for class_="transmitter"

This example demonstrates how a QuickApp can send a JavaScript message to an external web
application. The transmitter widget sends a message when the value of either year or zipcode
is changed. The JavaScript application must have an event listener set up to receive and process the
message sent by the transmitter widget.

<defblock name="sel_year">
  <table>2014;2015
  </table>
</defblock>
<defblock name="to_plot" zipcode="10017" year="">
  <sel value="year(date)={@year}"/>
  <sel value="zipcode={@zipcode}"/>
  <sel value="day(date)=15"/>
  <colord cols="zipcode,date,meantempi"/>
  <sort col="date" dir="up"/>
</defblock>
<dynamic year="2015" zipcode="10017">
  <widget class_="receiver"/>
  <widget class_="transmitter" 
   message_="{@year},{@zipcode}" onrender_="1"/>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="dropdown" label_="Select a year" 
     value_="@year" insert_="sel_year"/>
    <widget class_="graphics" width_="700" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <insert block="to_plot" year="{@year}" 
       zipcode="{@zipcode}"/>
      <graphspec width="600" height="400">
        <chart type="line" samples="100000">
          <style seriescolors="#F26F21" 
           linemarkershow="0"/>
          <data x="date" y="meantempi" yrot="65"/>
        </chart>
      </graphspec>
    </widget>
    <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
      <insert block="to_plot" year="{@year}" 
       zipcode="{@zipcode}"/>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

Additional information

The following information should be considered when using <widget class_="transmitter">

• There can only exist one receiver and one transmitter widget per outermost DOM.
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class_="value"

A value widget displays the value of its bound variable, formatted appropriately for its type. (Available as
of version 11.19)

Description

In addition to displaying simple types (e.g., integer, decimal, text), complex types are also handled:

• Lists and packages are displayed, by default, as JSON
• Table values are displayed as tables
• XML (XML tags or lists thereof) is displayed in text form

Syntax

<dynamic var="">
    <widget class_="value" value_="@var"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes

value_

Specifies the name of a variable. The value of the variable is displayed by the widget.

Example: Using the value widget to display different types of variables

The following example retrieves the Macro Language code for pub.doc.retail.barchartex, a query
that tabulates the total profit, sales, and cost by date for the data in pub.demo.retail.item. It uses
three value widgets to display the values of the textvar, xmlvar, and basevar dynamic variables that
are populated by the <do> clause.

<dynamic textvar="" xmlvar="" basevar="" lwidth="75">
  <do action_="getquery" path_="pub.doc.retail.barchartex" 
   value_="@textvar" xmlvalue_="@xmlvar" basevalue_="@basevar"/>
  <layout arrange_="v" width_="500">
    <widget class_="value" value_="@textvar"
     label_="value_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
    <widget class_="value" value_="@xmlvar"
     label_="xmlvalue_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
    <widget class_="value" value_="@basevar"
     label_="basevalue_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using the value widget to display a table-value variable
<dynamic tablevar="">
  <do action_="getdata" base_="pub.demo.retail.store" 
   tablevalue_="@tablevar"/>
  <widget class_="value" value_="@tablevar"/>
</dynamic>

Example: Using the value widget to display a package variable
<dynamic packagevar="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c'; 1 2 3)}">
  <widget class_="text" 
   text_="An example of displaying a package variable: "/>
  <widget class_="value" value_="@packagevar"/>
</dynamic>

<do>

<do> clauses are contained within a <dynamic> element and execute a query when variable values are
changed, but before the <widget> entities in the <dynamic> are updated in response to the change. This
allows <widget> entities within the <dynamic> to populate their values with the most current variable
values based on changes in the <do> clause(s).
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Description

A <do> clause within a <dynamic> provides the ability for <dynamic> variables to be updated when
some variable within the scope of the <dynamic> is changed. It does this by executing a 1010data query
when the variable provided to the onchange_ attribute is altered.

Furthermore, <do> allows you to specify which values from specific cells generated by the query results
inside the <do> tags will be assigned to variables defined in a <dynamic>. The values are assigned to
variables whose values should change using the valueN_, rowN_, and colN_ attributes, which specify
where in the query results a value or values can be located.

Syntax

<dynamic [VAR_TO_TRIGGER_CHANGE] [VAR_TO_CHANGE]>
  <do onchange_="[VAR_TO_TRIGGER_CHANGE]" valueN_="[VAR_TO_CHANGE]" 
   rowN_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colN_="[COL_NUMBER]">
        [1010data_QUERY]
  </do>
</dynamic>

A [1010data_QUERY] may be specified between the opening and closing tags of the <do> clause. The
results of the query provide data for the <do> to display.

Attributes

In addition to several built-in attributes, the <do> construct allows for the addition of some number (N) of
valueN_, rowN_, and colN_ attributes that are numbered arbitrarily.

name

Specifies a name to identify the <do> clause within the QuickApp.

If a name is not explicitly specified, a system generated name is provided.

onchange_

onchange_ accepts a list of variables, separated by commas, defined within the scope of the
<dynamic> that contains the <do> element.

When any of the variables referenced by onchange_ is altered, the <do> is executed.

onsame_

onsame_ accepts a list of variables, separated by commas, defined within the scope of the
<dynamic> that contains the <do> element.

When all of the variables referenced by onsame_ remain the same in the current interaction, the
<do> is executed.

onsubmit_

Accepts a value that is specified as the submit_ attribute from a button of the form <widget
class_="button" type_="submit">.

As of version 10.15, onsubmit_ accepts a list of values, separated by commas.

The <do> clause is executed when the user clicks any button whose value specified as its submit_
attribute appears in the onsubmit_ list.

See the example in the submit button topic for an example. In addition, see Example: Using
onsubmit_ with multiple values below.

onerr_

Accepts a string match expression for an error message.
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The <do> clause is executed if and only if an untrapped error occurs in the processing of other <do>
clauses at or below the same level.

The variable @doerr_ is set to the error message and @errdo_ to the name associated with the
<do> clause in which the error occurred.

See Example: Using onerr_ to catch untrapped errors for an example.

(Available as of version 10.15)

action_

The action_ attribute specifies a system action to perform. Each action has a set of attributes that
are specific to it. See the individual topic for details about a particular action.

Valid values are:

allocctrl

<do action_="allocctrl"> changes the subprocess allocation strategy used by MDB.
(Available as of version 10.25)

See action_="allocctrl" on page 546 for more information.

api

<do action_="api"> sends a 1010data API transaction.

See action_="api" on page 546 for more information.

cacheclear

<do action_="cacheclear"> clears the cache after running the associated 1010data query,
if specified. If no query is specified, this action simply clears the cache. (Available as of version
10.15)

See action_="cacheclear" on page 548 for more information.

cachectrl

<do action_="cachectrl"> controls cache behavior and inspects cache statistics.
(Available as of version 10.25)

See action_="cachectrl" on page 548 for more information.

clearcache

<do action_="clearcache"> clears the cache before running the associated 1010data
query, if specified. If no query is specified, this action simply clears the cache.

See action_="clearcache" on page 550 for more information.

compcheck

<do action_="compcheck"> performs a compatibility check on a given 1010data query.
(Available as of version 10.27)

See action_="compcheck" on page 550 for more information.

dbupdate

<do action_="dbupdate" path_="x.y"/> triggers an update to the object referenced by
path_.

dbupdate can take an optional value_="@var" attribute, in which case @var is set to a
package with the keys date, time, and ts containing the date, the time, and the timestamp
value respectively for the last update of the path, as reported by the DBM.

files
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<do action_="files"> retrieves a list of files in a valid FTP directory. (Available as of version
10.25)

See action_="files" on page 551 for more information.

getdata

<do action_="getdata"> runs the given 1010data query and returns the results.

See action_="getdata" on page 552 for more information.

getfilter

<do action_="getfilter"> gets the filter, if one exists, for a specified table. (Available as of
version 10.23)

See action_="getfilter" on page 552 for more information.

getquery

<do action_="getquery"> places the Macro Language code of a given query into an XML
variable and/or as text into a dynamic variable. (Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="getquery" on page 553 for more information.

hashdel

<do action_="hashdel"> removes a key/value association from the user-specific private
store. (Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="hashdel" on page 554 for more information.

hashget

<do action_="hashget"> retrieves the value associated with a given key from the user-
specific private store. (Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="hashget" on page 555 for more information.

hashput

<do action_="hashput"> saves a key/value association to the user-specific private store.
(Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="hashput" on page 555 for more information.

limits

<do action_="limits"> sets or inspects system settings. (Available as of version 10.25)

See action_="limits" on page 556 for more information.

log

<do action_="log"> sends a message to the 1010data system logger. (Available as of
version 10.23)

See action_="log" on page 557 for more information.

password

<do action_="password"> changes a user's 1010data password. (Available as of version
10.29)

See action_="password" on page 557 for more information.

qqtoqa

<do action_="qqtoqa"> loads a legacy Quick Query and constructs a QuickApp with the
same functionality. (Available as of version 10.34)
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See action_="qqtoqa" on page 558 for more information.

query

<do action_="query"> runs the given 1010data query even if no data is retrieved or if the
underlying block code has not changed. (Available as of version 10.15)

See action_="query" on page 559 for more information.

savefile

<do action_="savefile"> saves the results of a 1010data query as a delimited file on the
user's FTP account. (Available as of version 10.25)

See action_="savefile" on page 559 for more information.

saveqa

<do action_="saveqa"> commits changes to the ops of a rendered and potentially modified
QuickApp and saves them as a new QuickApp. (Available as of version 10.15)

See action_="saveqa" on page 561 for more information.

savequery

<do action_="savequery"> expands a given 1010data query and saves the ops resulting
from the expansion as a query. (Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="savequery" on page 561 for more information.

savetable

<do action_="savetable"> executes a given 1010data query and saves the results as a
table. (Available as of version 10.23)

See action_="savetable" on page 564 for more information.

setfilter

<do action_="setfilter"> sets the filter on a specified table. (Available as of version
10.23)

See action_="setfilter" on page 567 for more information.

syskill

<do action_="syskill"> kills active user sessions. (Available as of prod-9)

See action_="syskill" on page 569 for more information.

userprofile

<do action_="userprofile"> sets or retrieves user profile data and preferences. (Available
as of version 10.29)

See action_="userprofile" on page 569 for more information.

If no action is specified, the default is getdata.

on_

on_ specifies when the <do> clause should execute.

Valid values are:

change

change accepts a list of variables, separated by commas, defined within the scope of the
<dynamic> that contains the <do> element.

When any of the variables referenced by change is altered, the <do> is executed.
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The difference between <do on_ "change"/> and <do onchange_/> is that with the
on_ attribute, you can specify more than one condition, separated by commas, such as <do
on_"render,change(@foo,@bar),submit(baz)"/>. The <do> is executed when any of
the specified conditions are true.

explicit

Executes when a full <dynamic> query is submitted, whether or not it is already cached.

implicit

Executes when a transaction refers to it by tag.

init

Specifies that the <do> clause executes only on the initial rendering of the QuickApp.

interact

Specifies that the <do> clause only executes on subsequent interactions.

new

Triggered when a <dynamic> is first loaded/submitted (and cached), but never in any
subsequent use of the cached <dynamic> even if it is rerendered.

old

The opposite of on_="new", it is triggered on subsequent reuse of a cached <dynamic>.

render

Executes when <dynamic> is initially called from a QA rendering routine.

This differs from on_="init" which could be executed multiple times when, for example,
submitting a <dynamic> query from the GUI; on_="render" will be triggered only once per
render. The condition on_="render(target)" is triggered only when rendering to a specific
QA target, e.g. render(web) or render(xlsx).

same

same accepts a list of variables, separated by commas, defined within the scope of the
<dynamic> that contains the <do> element.

When all of the variables referenced by same remain the same in the current interaction, the
<do> is executed.

The difference between <do on_ "same"/> and <do onsame_/> is that with the on_
attribute, you can specify more than one condition, separated by commas, such as <do
on_"render,same(@foo,@bar),submit(baz)"/>. The <do> is executed when any of the
specified conditions are true.

submit(name)

This form executes when there is a submit to name.

This has the same effect as onsubmit_="name" but it is useful because can be combined with
other states, e.g. a <do on_="render,submit(reset)"> that sets up the initial state of a QA
could be useful in conjunction with a <widget class_="button" submit_="reset"/>.

Also supported by the on_ attribute is the form <do on_="list,of,states"> which sets up a
trigger on any one of a list of dynamic states.

when_

when_ provides a way to conditionally trigger the <do> clause with boolean logic.

For example:

<do onchange_="@var" when_="{@var<>''}"/>
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will not trigger the <do> clause if @var is an empty string.

valueN_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is
stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g.,
value1_).

More than one value may be stored using multiple valueN_ attributes, where N is a unique
identifier for each and must correspond to the naming of the associated rowN_ and/or colN_
attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]" row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]"
valuefoo_="[VAR]" rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If a value_ attribute is specified, but no corresponding row_ and col_ attributes, the variable
associated with the value_ attribute is set to the scalar value in the first row of the first column in the
result set of the query (or the empty string if there are no rows in the result set).

rowN_

Specifies a row number within the result set of the query. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/
or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used
as an identifier (e.g., row1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

If rowN_ is provided and colN_ is omitted, all the values in the row will be stored as a package in the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. The keys of the package are the column names in the
result set of the query, and the values can be referenced as @[VAR].[COLUMN_NAME].

Note:  If the value of rowN_ is 0, column metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one row value may be specified using multiple rowN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular rowN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and colN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If the value of rowN_ is a negative number, the row that number of rows back from the last row is
used. (Available as of version 11.19)

colN_

Specifies either a column name or column number within the result set of the query. The value
corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the
valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g., col1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

If colN_ is provided and rowN_ is omitted, all the values of the column will be stored as a list-value in
the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute.

Note:  If the value of colN_ is 0, a list of the row numbers is saved as a list-value to the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one column value may be specified using multiple colN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular colN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and rowN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).
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If the value of colN_ is a negative number, the column that number of columns back from the last
column is used. (Available as of version 11.19)

cntN_

Accepts rows or cols, which specifies whether the number of rows or the number of columns in the
result set of the query is stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute.

If a cntN_ attribute is specified, any corresponding rowN_ or colN_ attributes are ignored.

tablevalue_

The results of the <do> clause are stored as a table value in the dynamic variable associated with
this attribute.

The variable associated with this attribute can be indexed using the following syntax:

• @foo.bar provides a list consisting of the values in the column bar
• @foo.17 provides a dictionary consisting of the row 17
• @foo._cols provides a list of column names
• @foo._rows provides the number of rows

See Example: Using the tablevalue_ attribute for an example.

(Available as of prod-9)

base_

The base table to which the <do>'s query will be applied.

insert_

The name of a <block> that contains a query. This block can be used as the query the <do> clause
will execute when its conditions are met.

rowlimit_

Increases the maximum number of rows from the default of 1000.

trackvars_

When used within <dynamic>, <do trackvars_="1"> adds environment variables changed in
the course of that <do> clause to the list of variables checked in onchange_="..." conditions in
subsequent <do> clauses within the same interaction. Ordinarily, the onchange_ condition only
tracks variables changed directly by user interaction.

The Second Form of <do>

The <do> construct may be used to assign a value to a variable defined in a <dynamic> based on a
coordinate in a matrix (i.e., table) that results from a 1010data query. <do> may also be used to create
new variables that can hold a single value or all the values in a given row or column. This form uses a
slight different syntax than the first form of <do>. The value or values contained by the variable defined in
the opening <do> tag may then be accessed by widgets, but cannot be assigned at any level. Here is an
example:

<do value_="myvar" row_="1"/>

In the example above, myvar will contain all the variables in the first row of the base table. The values
contained within myvar can be accessed via a dot syntax notation, as follows:

value="{@myvar.[COLUMN_NAME]}"

Multiple variables can also be defined within a <do>'s opening tag, using the value[N]_= syntax of the
first form, except in this case, instead providing variables defined in the <dynamic> tag, new variables are
defined. Here is an example:

<do value1_="myvar1" value2_="myvar2" row1_="1" col1_="store" row2_="2"/>
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In the example above, myvar1 contains a single value: that located in the first row of the table under the
store column. myvar2 contains all the values in the second row of the table, which can be accessed with
the conventional dot syntax.

For an example use-case of the second form of <do>, see Example 2.

Example: First form

In this example, the <do> construct is used to supply values to variables of a small QuickApp that finds
and displays the highest and lowest values for any numerical column in a base table. In this example, the
QuickApp is built on a table of weather data. However, any table with numerical data can be used.

<note>Here the dynamic environment is established, 
      and the variables are declared</note>

<dynamic base="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily" 
 metric="meantempi" highval="50" lowval="-50">

<note>The do clause will run a tabulation that finds the highest and  
      lowest values in a given column whenever the @metric variable 
      changes</note>

  <do onchange_="@metric" value1_="@lowval" row1_="1" col1_="1" 
     value2_="@highval" row2_="1" col2_="2" 
     base_="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily">
    <tabu>
      <tcol source="{@metric}" name="lowvalcol" fun="lo"/>
      <tcol source="{@metric}" name="highvalcol" fun="hi"/>
    </tabu>
  </do>

<note>The first widget is a drop-down list of all the available metrics 
      in the base table. Text columns are filtered out.</note> 

  <layout name="layoutone">
    <widget base_="{@base}" class_="dropdown" label_="Metric:" 
     name="getmetrics" value_="@metric">
      <columns full="0"/>
      <sel value="(type='f''i')"/>
      <colord cols="name,label"/>
    </widget>

<note>Two additional widgets display the highest and lowest values based 
      on the results of the tabulation in the do clause</note>

    <layout name="layouttwo">
      <widget class_="field" label_="Lowest
 Value:" name="lowval" value_="@lowval"/>
      <widget class_="field" label_="Highest
 Value:" name="highval" value_="@highval"/>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The QuickApp will display the disparity in values of any given column in the base table.
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 and

Example: Second form

In this example the drop-down widget provides a way for the user to choose a column that will be used as
the comparison point for selecting rows. The variable var, defined in the opening <do> tag, is "packed"
with the values of the row specified in the selrow dynamic variable. Rows from the base table will
automatically be selected based on the value for the user-selected column and the value located at
"{@var.{@column}}". Have fun!

<dynamic selrow="2" column="store" base="pub.demo.retail.item">
  <do base_="pub.demo.retail.item" value_="var" row_="{@selrow}">
    <colord cols="{@column}"/>
  </do>
  <widget base_="{@base}" class_="dropdown" label_="Column:" 
   name="getselval" value_="@column">
    <columns full="0"/>
    <colord cols="name,label"/>
  </widget>
  <widget base_="pub.demo.retail.item" class_="grid" label_="Selection" rowcol_="1" 
 
  clickable_="transid" value_="@val" selector_="@col" require_="{@column<>''}">
    <sel value="{@column}='{@var.{@column}}'"/>
  </widget>
</dynamic>

Example: Using the tablevalue_ attribute

The following example illustrates how to store the results of a <do> clause in a table value variable using
the tablevalue_ attribute. In this example, the results of the query contained within the <do> clause are
saved as a table value in the dynamic variable do_results. The list widget then uses the results in
the sku column of the result table to populate the widget using the initlist_ attribute. (The attribute
listheight_ is set to 0 so that the list widget has the correct height to accommodate all the items in the
list.)

<dynamic do_results="">
  <do base_="pub.demo.retail.item" tablevalue_="@do_results">
    <sel value="date=20120515"/>
    <sel value="store=1"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="list" initlist_="{@do_results.sku}" 
   listheight_="0"/>
</dynamic>
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Example: Using onsubmit_ with multiple values

The following example illustrates how the onsubmit_ attribute can take a list of values, separated by
commas. The list consists of the values of the submit_ attributes from buttons of the form <widget
class_="button" type_="submit">. The <do> clause is executed when the user clicks any button
whose submit_ attribute appears in the onsubmit_ list.

In this example, the <do> clause sets the variable show_alert to 1, which triggers the alert widget
to display the specified notification. The buttons whose submit_ attributes are either this or that will
trigger the <do> clause; the button whose submit_ attribute is the_other will not, since it is not in the
onsubmit_ list.

<dynamic show_alert="0">
  <do onsubmit_="this,that">
    <set show_alert="1"/>
  </do>   
  <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="this" text_="This"/>
  <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="that" text_="That"/>
  <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="the_other" text_="The
 Other"/>
  <widget class_="alert" mode_="notification" type_="success" 
   duration_="2" value_="@show_alert" text_="Button pressed!"/>
</dynamic> 

Example: Using onerr_ to catch untrapped errors

The following example uses <do onerr_="*"> to catch any untrapped errors. If the table specified in
the field widget does not exist, the <do action_="query"> will result in an untrapped error. In this
case, the <do onerr_="*"> is executed and sets the dynamic variable exists to 0, which determines
what is displayed in the text widgets, and sets the dynamic variable errmsg to the value of the @doerr_
variable so that the error message can be displayed in the QuickApp.

<dynamic table="default.lonely" exists="0" result="" errmsg="">
  <do onsubmit_="get_info" action_="api" api_="gettab" value_="result">
    <name>{@table}
    </name>
  </do>
  <do>
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    <do action_="query" base_="{@table}">
      <set exists="1"/>
    </do>
    <do onerr_="*">
      <set exists="0"/>
      <set errmsg="{@doerr_}"/>
    </do>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <layout>
      <widget class_="field" value_="@table"/>
      <widget class_="text" 
       text_="{if(@exists;'is accessible';'is not accessible')}"/>
      <widget class_="button" text_="Get title" 
       type_="submit" submit_="get_info" disabled_="{~@exists}"/>
    </layout>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{@result..tab['title']}" 
     visible_="{@exists}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="{@errmsg}" visible_="{~@exists}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The following is displayed for a table that exists:

The following is displayed for a table that does not exist:

Example: Using trackvars_ to illustrate variable interactions

Use trackvars_="1" to have a <do> effectively run on_="init" and onchange_.

<dynamic foo="0" bar="0">
  <do on_="init" trackvars_="1">
    <set foo="1"/>
  </do>
  <do onchange_="foo">
    <set bar="{@bar+1}"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="button" type_="set" value_="foo" newvalue_="{~@foo}"/>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1"/>
</dynamic>
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Without trackvars_="1", the value of bar on init would still be 0. Note that in the image below it is 1.

action_="allocctrl"

<do action_="allocctrl"> changes the subprocess allocation strategy used by MDB. (Available as
of version 10.25)

Note:  This has the necessary side effect of clearing MDB's cache (so that all queries will need to
be rerun).

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="allocctrl" 
     method_="def|rr|pack0|pack1" 
     parallelism_="[NUMBER_OF_SUBPROCESSES]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="allocctrl"

method_

Specifies the subprocess allocation strategy for MDB to use.

Valid values are:

• def
• rr
• pack0
• pack1

parallelism_

Accepts an integer that specifies the degree of parallelism in terms of the number of subprocesses
started per machine, although the exact meaning and allowable values may differ between methods.

Note:  When method_="def", parallelism cannot be specified.

action_="api"

<do action_="api"> sends a 1010data API transaction.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="api" api_="[TRANSACTION_NAME]>
        [XML_INPUT_TO_SERVER]
    </do>
</dynamic>
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Attributes for action_="api"

api_

Specifies the name of the API transaction. This attribute is required.

Valid values for the api_ attribute are the names of 1010data API transactions. See the 1010data
API Reference Manual for a list of transaction names.

The XML input for the API transaction is placed between the opening and closing <do> tags.

Example: action_="api"

In this example, the gettab API transaction is specified in the first <do> clause. The XML for that
transaction is specified between the opening and closing <do> tags.

<defblock name="get_attributes"  
 tab_attrs="{lst('id' 'name' 'type' 'display' 'report' 'chart' 'title'
 'sdesc' 
 'ldesc' 'link' 'rows' 'bytes' 'segs' 'tstat' 'access' 'secure' 'maxdown'
 'own' 
 'owner' 'segby' 'update' 'favorite' 'users')}">
  <table depth="1"/>
  <foreach returns="{@tab_attrs}" tally="@i">
    <willbe name="trans_{@i}" value="'{@returns}'"/>
  </foreach>
  <transpose/>
</defblock>
<dynamic path="" selected="{mklst(0;'')}">
  <do onsubmit_="apiexample" action_="api" api_="gettab" value_="@result">
    <name>{@path}
    </name>
  </do>
  <do onchange_="@path" when_="{@path<>''}">
    <set selected="{mklst(0;'')}"/>
  </do>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="browser" accept_="table" label_="Path:" value_="@path"/>
    <widget class_="dropdown" multi_="1" listvalue_="@selected" 
     halign_="right" insert_="get_attributes"/>
    <widget class_="button" type_="submit" submit_="apiexample" 
     halign_="right" text_="Get Table Info" 
     require_="@path" invmode_="hide"/>
  </layout>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="nest" require_="{lst_len(@selected)>0}" invmode_="hide">
      <dynamic>
        <layout arrange_="v">
          <foreach tab_vals="{@selected}">
          
  <widget invmode_="hide" require_="@selected" class_="text" type_="html" 
             text_="<b>{@tab_vals}</b> {@result..tab[@tab_vals]._or_empty}"/>
          </foreach>
        </layout>
      </dynamic>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/XMLAPI/index_frames.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/XMLAPI/index_frames.html
https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/XMLAPI/index_frames.html?q=TableManagement/XMLAPI-gettab.html
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action_="cacheclear"

<do action_="cacheclear"> clears the cache after running the associated 1010data query, if
specified. If no query is specified, this action simply clears the cache. (Available as of version 10.15)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="cacheclear">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

action_="cachectrl"

<do action_="cachectrl"> controls cache behavior and inspects cache statistics. (Available as of
version 10.25)

Syntax

<dynamic cache_stats="{pkg(;)}" set_data="{pkg(;)}">
    <do action_="cachectrl" value_="@cache_stats" 
     set_="@set_data" clear_="[CACHES_TO_CLEAR]"/>
       [1010data_QUERY]
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="cachectrl"

value_

All of the cache statistics and their values are saved as a package to the dynamic variable specified
by the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

The package will contain information for the following keys:

Statistics (read-only)

• dynamic_cache_size
• block_cache_size
• block_cache_entries
• loop_cache_size
• loop_cache_entries
• temp_cache_size
• state_cache_size
• state_cache_entries
• xlt4ops_cache_size
• constvals_cache_size

Limits (read/write)

• block_cache_length
• temp_cache_limit
• temp_cache_limit_mb
• state_cache_limit
• gres_cache_pvlimit

Boolean flags (read/write)

• block_cache_enabled
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• loop_cache_enabled
• link_cache_enabled
• temp_cache_enabled
• gfun_cache_enabled
• gfun_cache_compress
• gres_cache_enabled

set_

Specify a dynamic variable that consists of a package with the key/value pairs to set. Invalid keys are
ignored.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

Note:  Setting some values may automatically clear certain caches.

Values can be set for the following keys:

Limits (read/write)

• block_cache_length
• temp_cache_limit
• temp_cache_limit_mb
• state_cache_limit
• gres_cache_pvlimit

Boolean flags (read/write)

• block_cache_enabled
• loop_cache_enabled
• link_cache_enabled
• temp_cache_enabled
• gfun_cache_enabled
• gfun_cache_compress
• gres_cache_enabled

clear_

Specifies the caches to clear. Accepts a comma-separated list or a list-value.

The items in the list can be one or more of the following:

• mdb
• block
• constvalues
• loop
• temp
• materialize

The action selectively clears the respective caches.

Example

The following example uses <do action_="cachectrl"> to save cache statistics to the dynamic
variable cachestats. It then displays the dynamic cache size, block cache size, and loop cache size in
separate text widgets.

<dynamic cachestats="{pkg(;)}">
  <do action_="cachectrl" value_="@cachestats"/>
  <layout arrange_="v">
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    <widget class_="text" 
     text_="Dynamic cache size: {@cachestats.dynamic_cache_size}"/>
    <widget class_="text" 
     text_="Block cache size: {@cachestats.block_cache_size}"/>
    <widget class_="text" 
     text_="Loop cache size: {@cachestats.loop_cache_size}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

action_="clearcache"

<do action_="clearcache"> clears the cache before running the associated 1010data query, if
specified. If no query is specified, this action simply clears the cache.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="clearcache">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

action_="compcheck"

<do action_="compcheck"> performs a compatibility check on a given 1010data query. (Available as
of version 10.27)

Note:  The query will not be executed, so no dependencies need to be present.

Description

This action checks for differences in the expression grammar in a given 1010data query, specifically with
respect to operator precedence, between the pre-Version 10 parser and the Version 10 parser. It does not
test block code; however, issues may be caught when expanding block code prior to using this transaction,
especially if using "paranoid" mode, which throws an error when a compatibility issue is found during
execution). In addition, it cannot "peek" inside libraries and block definitions that are not expanded. Nor can
it find issues inside <dynamic> and <loop>, since in the general case queries run by these forms could
be dynamically constructed. The final word on whether an old query or application is compatible with a new
version comes down to whether it runs without error and doesn't produce discrepant results.

Syntax

<dynamic comp_issues="">
    <do action_="compcheck" value_="@comp_issues">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>
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Attributes for action_="compcheck"

value_

The potential compatibility issues in the query are stored as a table value in the dynamic variable
associated with this attribute. The table contains one row for each issue.

The columns in the table are:

change

The change that was made, which may be at issue.

For example, grammar_v10 refers to the precedence changes in Version 10.

version

The first version where the change was made.

address

A comma-separated list of indices into the nested operations pointing to the offending operation.

op

The type of operation.

detail

Details about the issue.

For example, the expression is provided for grammar_v10.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

action_="files"

<do action_="files"> retrieves a list of files in a valid FTP directory. (Available as of version 10.25)

Syntax

<dynamic tv="">
    <do action_="files" 
     tablevalue_="@tv"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="files"

tablevalue_

The results of the <do> clause are stored as a table value in the dynamic variable associated with
this attribute.

The table contains one row for each file in the user's FTP directory.

The variable associated with this attribute can be indexed using the following syntax:

• @foo.bar provides a list consisting of the values in the column bar
• @foo.17 provides a dictionary consisting of the row 17
• @foo._cols provides a list of column names
• @foo._rows provides the number of rows

Note:  The user must be authorized to use FTP and have a valid FTP directory.
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Example
<dynamic my_ftp_files="">
  <do action_="files" tablevalue_="@my_ftp_files"/>
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="text" text_="Columns: {@my_ftp_files._cols}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Rows: {@my_ftp_files._rows}"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="Path: {@my_ftp_files.path}"/>
    <widget class_="nest">
      <dynamic>
        <layout arrange_="v">
          <foreach column="{@my_ftp_files._cols}">
            <layout arrange_="h">
              <widget class_="text" text_="{@column}:" width_="100"/>
              <widget class_="text" text_="{@my_ftp_files.{@column}}"/>
            </layout>
          </foreach>
        </layout>
      </dynamic>
    </widget>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

action_="getdata"

<do action_="getdata"> runs the given 1010data query and returns the results.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="getdata" tablevalue_="@[TABLE_VALUE_VARIABLE]">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="getdata"

tablevalue_

The results of the <do> clause are stored as a table value in the dynamic variable associated with
this attribute.

The variable associated with this attribute can be indexed using the following syntax:

• @foo.bar provides a list consisting of the values in the column bar
• @foo.17 provides a dictionary consisting of the row 17
• @foo._cols provides a list of column names
• @foo._rows provides the number of rows

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

action_="getfilter"

<do action_="getfilter"> gets the filter, if one exists, for a specified table. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic xmlvar="">
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    <do action_="getfilter" 
     path_="[PATH]" xmlvalue_="@xmlvar"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="getfilter"

path_

Specifies the pathname of an existing 1010data table that the caller owns.

xmlvalue_

Accepts a dynamic variable to which XML can be saved. The variable must be declared in the
opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic var_name="">).

The specified table's filter, if it exists, is represented in XML format and placed in the variable
associated with this attribute. If there is no filter, the variable is set to an empty list.

action_="getquery"

<do action_="getquery"> places the Macro Language code of a given query into an XML variable
and/or as text into a dynamic variable. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic textvar="" xmlvar="" basevar="">
    <do action_="getquery" path_="[PATH]" 
     value_="@textvar" xmlvalue_="@xmlvar" 
     basevalue_="@basevar"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="getquery"

value_

The Macro Language code of the query specified by the path_ attribute is stored as text in the
dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

path_

Specifies the path to an existing, accessible query object.

xmlvalue_

The Macro Language code of the query specified by the path_ attribute is stored as an XML value in
the variable associated with the xmlvalue_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

basevalue_

Information related to the query's base table is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the
basevalue_ attribute.

If basevalue_ is specified and the query was saved prior to Version 10 of the 1010data Insights
Platform, the query's base table is placed in the variable.

If basevalue_ is not specified, then a <base> operation referring to a pre-V10 query's base path
will automatically be prepended to the query's ops if and only it does not already begin with a <base>
operation (ignoring <note> and <meta> tags) or consist solely of a <library> tag or tags.
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The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

Example: Using the value widget to display different types of variables

The following example retrieves the Macro Language code for pub.doc.retail.barchartex, a query
that tabulates the total profit, sales, and cost by date for the data in pub.demo.retail.item. It uses
three value widgets to display the values of the textvar, xmlvar, and basevar dynamic variables that
are populated by the <do> clause.

<dynamic textvar="" xmlvar="" basevar="" lwidth="75">
  <do action_="getquery" path_="pub.doc.retail.barchartex" 
   value_="@textvar" xmlvalue_="@xmlvar" basevalue_="@basevar"/>
  <layout arrange_="v" width_="500">
    <widget class_="value" value_="@textvar"
     label_="value_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
    <widget class_="value" value_="@xmlvar"
     label_="xmlvalue_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
    <widget class_="value" value_="@basevar"
     label_="basevalue_" labelwidth_="{@lwidth}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

action_="hashdel"

<do action_="hashdel"> removes a key/value association from the user-specific private store.
(Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="hashdel" key_="[KEY]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="hashdel"

key_

Specifies the key to remove from the store.

The key is removed from both the session store and the persistent store, if present.
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action_="hashget"

<do action_="hashget"> retrieves the value associated with a given key from the user-specific private
store. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic all_values="{pkg(;)}" var="">
    <do action_="hashget" 
     key_="[KEY]" value_="@var"
     pkgvalue_="@all_values" strict_="0|1"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="hashget"

key_

Specifies the key whose value is to be retrieved from the store.

value_

The dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute is set to a package containing information
about the key specified by the key_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

pkgvalue_

The dynamic variable associated with the pkgvalue_ attribute is set to a package containing
information about the user's entire store (key_ and value_ are optional).

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

strict_

Determines whether or not to display an error if the given key is not present in the store. Accepts a 1
or 0.

When strict_="1", an error is thrown if the specified key is not in the store.

When strict_="0", the variable specified by the value_ attribute is set to the empty string if the
specified key is not in the store.

The default is 0.

Example: Get the list of keys currently stored
<dynamic my_hash="{pkg(;)}" names="">
  <do action_="hashget" pkgvalue_="@my_hash"/>
  <widget class_="text" text_="{pkg_names(@my_hash)}"/>
</dynamic>

action_="hashput"

<do action_="hashput"> saves a key/value association to the user-specific private store. (Available
as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic var="">
    <do action_="hashput" 
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     key_="[KEY]" data_="[DATA]" 
     persist_="0|1" value_="@var"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="hashput"

key_

Specifies the name of the key to save in the user-specific private store.

Note:  Because the namespace, while private to the user, may be shared with other 1010
features, care should be taken in choosing the keys, and applications should not overwrite
keys set elsewhere.

data_

Specifies the data associated with the given key to save in the user-specific private store.

Any type of data may be stored, including strings, tables, lists, packages, XML, etc.

If the key had a previous value associated with it, that value is overwritten.

persist_

Determines whether the key/value association is persistent. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If persist_="1", the key/value association will survive the user's session and be available at next
login.

If persist_="0", the key/value association is for the duration of the session only. In addition, if the
key was previously persistently stored, it will be removed from the persistent store.

value_

The previous value is stored in the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

action_="limits"

<do action_="limits"> sets or inspects system settings. (Available as of version 10.25)

Syntax

<dynamic info="{pkg(;)}" key_list="{lst()}"
 set_data="{pkg(;)}">
    <do action_="limits" value_="@info" 
     get_="@key_list" set_="@set_data"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="limits"

value_

Information about all of the available system settings and their values are stored as a package in the
dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

If the get_ attribute is also specified, only the keys listed in that attribute are retrieved.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

get_

Specifies a dynamic variable whose value is a list-value consisting of the keys that are saved, along
with their values, in the package variable associated with the value_ attribute.
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The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  The dynamic variable associated with this attribute may also be a comma-separated
list or a dictionary, in which case the dictionary's keys are used. The dynamic variable must
be appropriately declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp.

set_

Specifies a dynamic variable whose value is a package consisting of the key/value pairs of the
system settings to set.

The package variable may only contain keys for the settings that the user is allowed to change. In
addition, the value specified for a particular key must have the appropriate type for that key.

In general, the keys that may be set are a subset of those that may be inspected (roughly speaking,
the same keys that can be changed via the API or <meta> hints). To get the lists of permissible keys,
inspect the values for the keys allow_introspect and allow_changes.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

action_="log"

<do action_="log"> sends a message to the 1010data system logger. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="log" key_="[KEY]" data_="[DATA]"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="log"

key_

Specifies a key that should identify the application sending the data.

data_

Accepts a text string or any other type of data to log.

Note:  Because the logger is a shared resource for the entire environment, great care should
be taken in keeping the size of the data as small as possible.

action_="password"

<do action_="password"> changes a user's 1010data password. (Available as of version 10.29)

Description

In order to change their 1010data password, the user must supply the current password, using the
oldpass_ attribute, and the new password, using the newpass_ attribute. An error is signaled if the
password cannot be changed. If the action completes without an error, then the password has been
changed successfully.

To get a list of the password rules that apply to the user's account, specify only the helpvalue_ attribute.

Syntax

<dynamic creds="{pkg(;)}" listvar="{lst()}">
    <do action_="password" value_="@creds" 
     oldpass_="[CURRENT_PASSWORD]" 
     newpass_="[NEW_PASSWORD]"
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     helpvalue_="@listvar"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="password"

value_

Information about the new session credentials is stored as a package in the dynamic variable
associated with this attribute.

The package contains the following keys:

uid

User name

sid

Session ID

pswd

Encrypted password

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

oldpass_

Specifies the user's current password. Accepts a string.

Both oldpass_ and newpass_ must be specified to change the user's password.

newpass_

Specifies the user's new password. Accepts a string.

Both oldpass_ and newpass_ must be specified to change the user's password.

helpvalue_

If oldpass_ and newpass_ are not specified, the dynamic variable associated with this attribute is
set to a list-value consisting of the password rules that apply to the user's account.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

action_="qqtoqa"

<do action_="qqtoqa"> loads a legacy Quick Query and constructs a QuickApp with the same
functionality. (Available as of version 10.34)

Syntax

<dynamic query_xml="">
    <do action_="qqtoqa" path_="[PATH_TO_QUICK_QUERY]" 
     xmlvalue_="@query_xml"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="qqtoqa"

path_

Specifies the pathname of a valid 1010data Quick Query.

The Quick Query may be a parameterized Quick Query.

xmlvalue_
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Accepts a dynamic variable to which XML can be saved. The variable must be declared in the
opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic var_name="">).

The XML for the resultant QuickApp is saved in the specified dynamic variable.

action_="query"

<do action_="query"> runs the given 1010data query even if no data is retrieved or if the underlying
block code has not changed. (Available as of version 10.15)

This can be useful with <materialize>, for example. See <materialize>.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="query">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

action_="savefile"

<do action_="savefile"> saves the results of a 1010data query as a delimited file on the user's FTP
account. (Available as of version 10.25)

Description

If the user has a valid FTP directory and is authorized to save to that directory, and the filename_
attribute specifies a valid file name, then the data resulting from running the given 1010data query is saved
under that name to the user's FTP directory as a delimited file.

To get the estimated size of the saved file without actually saving the file, omit the filename_ attribute
and examine the package saved to the dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute.

Syntax

<dynamic var="{pkg(;)}">
    <do action_="savefile" filename_="filename" 
     sep_="[FIELD_DELIMITER]" 
     recsep_="[RECORD_DELIMITER]" 
     eof_="0|1" formatted_="0|1" 
     names_="0|1" labels_="0|1" 
     value_="@var" checkname_="checkname" 
     mode_="delimited" > 
        [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="savefile"

filename_

Accepts a text value that specifies a valid 1010data file name.

The file name must begin with a letter and can only contain numbers, letters, and underscores. It
cannot contain any spaces or other special characters.

sep_

Accepts a single character to use as the delimiter between fields (columns).

If this attribute is omitted or blank, a comma (,) is used as the default.
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recsep_

Accepts a one- or two-character text value that defines the delimiter to use between records (rows).

Note:  To specify a control character, enclose it within curly braces (e.g., {'\t'}).

If this attribute is omitted or blank, a newline (\n) is used as the default.

eof_

Specifies whether or not to omit the record separator at the end of the file. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When eof_="1", the record separator is included at the end of the file.

When eof_="0", the record separator is omitted from the end of the file.

The default is 1.

formatted_

Specifies whether to write data formatted according to the column format or as raw data. Accepts a 1
or 0.

When formatted_="1", the written data is formatted according to the column format.

When formatted_="0", the raw data is written.

The default is 0.

names_

Specifies whether or not to include a header line with column names. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When names_="1", a header line with column names is included.

When names_="0", a header line with column names is not included.

The default is 0.

labels_

Specifies whether or not to include a header line with column labels. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When labels_="1", a header line with column labels is included.

When labels_="0", a header line with column labels is not included.

The default is 0.

value_

The dynamic variable associated with the value_ attribute is set to a package containing information
about the saved file.

The package contains the following keys:

estsize

Estimated size of the saved file.

nameok

Flag that indicates whether the file name specified to the checkname_ attribute is a valid file
name (i.e., does not contain prohibited characters and is not the name of a subdirectory).

If the file name specified by the checkname_ attribute is a valid file name, this flag is set to 1.
Otherwise, it is set to 0.

exists

Flag that indicates whether the file specified by the checkname_ attribute already exists in the
user's FTP account.
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If the file already exists in the user's FTP account, this flag is set to 1. Otherwise, it is set to 0.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

checkname_

Accepts a text value that specifies a valid 1010data file name.

The file name must begin with a letter and can only contain numbers, letters, and underscores. It
cannot contain any spaces or other special characters.

mode_

This attribute is optional and is reserved for future use.

Currently, the only valid value is:

• delimited

action_="saveqa"

<do action_="saveqa"> commits changes to the ops of a rendered and potentially modified QuickApp
and saves them as a new QuickApp. (Available as of version 10.15)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="saveqa"/>
</dynamic>

action_="savequery"

<do action_="savequery"> expands a given 1010data query and saves the ops resulting from the
expansion as a query. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic saved_path="">
    <do action_="savequery"
     value_="@saved_path" 
     path_="[PATH]"
     folder_="[FOLDER]" 
     queryname_="[NAME]" 
     replace_="0|1" 
     inherit_="0|1" users_="[LIST_OF_USERS]"
     title_="[TABLE_TITLE]" 
     sdesc_="[SHORT_DESCRIPTION]"
     ldesc_="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
     viewmode_="data|nodata|happy"
     basepath_="[BASE_PATH]">
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

Note:  Use <quote> to insert block code without expanding. See <quote> for more information.

Attributes for action_="savequery"

value_

The path where the query is saved is stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).
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path_

Specifies the path where the query is to be saved.

The value of this attribute may be:

• the path of a directory to which the creator has upload permission, in which case a new query is
created with a system-generated name in that directory

• the path of an as-of yet nonexistent query in a directory to which the creator has upload
permission, in which case the new query has the specified path

• the path of an existing query or directory which the creator owns, in which case either
replace_="1" or append_="1" must be specified, and the existing object will be replaced or
appended to, respectively

Note:  If path_ is specified, folder_ and tablename_ must not be present.

folder_

Specifies the folder in which the query is to be saved.

If folder_ and queryname_ are specified, it is equivalent to specifying path_ as
[FOLDER].[NAME]. If queryname_ is not specified, a new object is created in the specified folder
with a system-generated name.

If folder_ is not specified, the query is saved to the uploads folder by default, and the query name
may only be specified using queryname_ if replacing/appending to an existing object. (Specific
named objects may not be created in uploads.)

If path_, folder_, and queryname_ are not specified, the query is saved as a new object with a
system-generated name in the uploads folder.

Note:  The folder_ attribute must not be present if path_ is specified.

queryname_

Specifies the name of the query to be saved.

If folder_ and queryname_ are specified, it is equivalent to specifying path_ as
[FOLDER].[NAME]. If queryname_ is not specified, a new object is created in the specified folder
with a system-generated name.

If folder_ is not specified, the query is saved to the uploads folder by default, and the query name
may only be specified using queryname_ if replacing/appending to an existing object. (Specific
named objects may not be created in uploads.)

If path_, folder_, and queryname_ are not specified, the query is saved as a new object with a
system-generated name in the uploads folder.

Note:  The queryname_ attribute must not be present if path_ is specified.

replace_

Specifies whether to replace an existing query, if it exists. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If replace_="1", the query, if it exists, is replaced.

If replace_="0", the query, if it exists, is not replaced.

inherit_

Specifies whether to inherit the set of users who have permission to access this query. The set of
users is inherited from the parent folder in which the query is saved.

If inherit_="1", the set of users is inherited from the parent folder in which the query is saved. In
this case, the users_ attribute, if specified, is ignored.
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If inherit_="0" (or is not specified), the query is private to the creator (unless the users_ attribute
is specified).

Permissions are not in any case modified when replacing a query.

users_

Specifies the set of users that have permission to access this query. Accepts a comma-separated list
of 1010data user names.

If users_ is not specified and inherit_="0" (or is not specified), the query is private to the creator.

If inherit_="1", permissions are inherited from the parent folder in which the query is saved, and
the users_ attribute is ignored.

Permissions are not in any case modified when replacing a query.

title_

Specifies the title to be saved in the query informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the query title is modified when replace_="1".

sdesc_

Specifies the short description to be saved in the query informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the short description is modified when replace_="1".

ldesc_

Specifies the long description to be saved in the query informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the long description is modified when replace_="1".

viewmode_

Specifies the display mode for the query. The display mode determines how a particular object is
displayed in the web interface of the 1010data Insights Platform. The display mode only applies to
the web interface in releases of the 1010data Insights Platform prior to Version 10 or in Compatibility
Mode in releases thereafter.

Valid values are:

data

Open the object as a query.

nodata

Open the object as a library.

happy

Open the object as a QuickApp.

Note:  This mode will be ignored when using the web interface introduced in 1010data
Insights Platform Version 10.

basepath_

Specifies the path to be used as the base table of the query.

If not specified, the base currently defaults to default.lonely. However, the query should not
rely on this specific base, but rather explicitly specify its base table using the <base> operation. See
<base> for more information.

Note:  This attribute is optional and exists for pre-version 10 compatibility. In general, this
mode will be ignored or treated differently when using the new GUI in version 10.
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action_="savetable"

<do action_="savetable"> executes a given 1010data query and saves the results as a table.
(Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic saved_path="">
    <do action_="savetable"
     value_="@saved_path" 
     path_="[PATH]"
     folder_="[FOLDER]" 
     tablename_="[NAME]" 
     replace_="0|1" append_="0|1" 
     inherit_="0|1" temp_"0|1"
     users_="[LIST_OF_USERS]"
     title_="[TABLE_TITLE]" 
     sdesc_="[SHORT_DESCRIPTION]"
     ldesc_="[LONG_DESCRIPTION]"
     segsize_="[TARGET_SEGMENT_SIZE]"
     segby_="[LIST_OF_SEGBY_COLS]"
     sortseg_="[LIST_OF_SORTSEG_COLS]"
     sort_="[LIST_OF_SORT_COLS]"
     index_="[LIST_OF_INDEX_COLS]"
     use_materialize_="0|1"
     viewmode_="data|nodata|happy"
     owner_="[OWNER]"> 
       [1010data_QUERY]
    </do>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="savetable"

value_

The path where the table is saved is stored in the dynamic variable associated with this attribute.

The variable must be declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g., <dynamic
var_name="">).

path_

Specifies the path where the table is to be saved.

The value of this attribute may be:

• the path of a directory to which the creator has upload permission, in which case a new table is
created with a system-generated name in that directory

• the path of an as-of yet nonexistent table in a directory to which the creator has upload permission,
in which case the new table has the specified path

• the path of an existing table or directory which the creator owns, in which case either
replace_="1" or append_="1" must be specified, and the existing object will be replaced or
appended to, respectively

Note:  If path_ is specified, folder_ and tablename_ must not be present.

folder_

Specifies the folder in which the table is to be saved.

If folder_ and tablename_ are specified, it is equivalent to specifying path_ as
[FOLDER].[NAME]. If tablename_ is not specified, a new object is created in the specified folder
with a system-generated name.
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If folder_ is not specified, the table is saved to the uploads folder by default, and the table name
may only be specified using tablename_ if replacing/appending to an existing object. (Specific
named objects may not be created in uploads.)

If path_, folder_, and tablename_ are not specified, the table is saved as a new object with a
system-generated name in the uploads folder.

Note:  The folder_ attribute must not be present if path_ is specified.

tablename_

Specifies the name of the table to be saved.

If folder_ and tablename_ are specified, it is equivalent to specifying path as [FOLDER].[NAME].
If tablename_ is not specified, a new object is created in the specified folder with a system-
generated name.

If folder_ is not specified, the table is saved to the uploads folder by default, and the table name
may only be specified using tablename_ if replacing/appending to an existing object. (Specific
named objects may not be created in uploads.)

If path_, folder_, and tablename_ are not specified, the table is saved as a new object with a
system-generated name in the uploads folder.

Note:  The tablename_ attribute must not be present if path_ is specified.

replace_

Specifies whether to replace an existing table, if it exists. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If replace_="1", the table, if it exists, is replaced.

If replace_="0", the table, if it exists, is not replaced.

append_

Specifies whether to append to an existing table, if it exists. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If append_="1", the table, if it exists, is appended to.

If append_="0", the table, if it exists, is not appended to.

inherit_

Specifies whether to inherit the set of users who have permission to access this table. The set of
users is inherited from the parent folder in which the table is saved.

If inherit_="1", the set of users is inherited from the parent folder in which the table is saved. In
this case, the users_ attribute, if specified, is ignored.

If inherit_="0" (or is not specified), the table is private to the creator (unless the users_ attribute
is specified).

Permissions are not in any case modified when replacing or appending to a table.

temp_

Specifies whether the table is temporary for the current session only. Accepts a 1 or 0.

When temp_="1", the table is temporary; that is, the data is saved to disk, but the table will not
persist beyond the current session. Although the table is temporary, it uses disk space and counts
against user disk quota until it is cleaned up automatically by the system.

When temp_="0", the table is saved and will persist beyond the current session.

The default is 0.

(Available as of version 13.04)

users_
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Specifies the set of users that have permission to access this table. Accepts a comma-separated list
of 1010data user names.

If users_ is not specified and inherit_="0" (or is not specified), the table is private to the creator.

If inherit_="1", permissions are inherited from the parent folder in which the table is saved, and
the users_ attribute is ignored.

Permissions are not in any case modified when replacing or appending to a table.

title_

Specifies the title to be saved in the table informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the table title is modified when replace_="1" or append_="1".

sdesc_

Specifies the short description to be saved in the table informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the short description is modified when replace_="1" or append_="1".

ldesc_

Specifies the long description to be saved in the table informational metadata.

If explicitly specified, the long description is modified when replace_="1" or append_="1".

segsize_

May either be a constant integer or a value expression.

If a positive integer, this specifies the target segment size, which may be used in conjunction with
segby_ or sortseg_.

If a value expression, this must evaluate to an integer between 0 and some non-negative number
at each row, with no numbers "left out" (but may evaluate to N/A at some rows). In this case, the
value at each row determines the target segment of the row. If a value expression is specified, this
overrides the segby_ or sortseg_ attributes, which may still be specified in an advisory manner to
mark the resulting table as segby/sortseg, respectively.

Note:  In this case, of course, you are responsible for ensuring that the segmentation
expression does, in fact, lead to the specified segby/sortseg property.

Special cases:

• segsize_="0" - specifies that the new table will have a single segment
• segsize_="seg_" - specifies that the new table will have identical segmentation to the source

table

segby_

A comma-separated list that specifies the columns that will be used to segment the table.

The table will automatically be marked as segby.

This attribute can only be used when use_materialize_="1" (or is not specified).

(Available as of version 10.25)

sortseg_

A comma-separated list that specifies the columns that will be used to sort and segment the table.

The table will automatically be marked as sortseg.

This attribute can only be used when use_materialize_="1" (or is not specified).

(Available as of version 10.25)
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sort_

A comma-separated list that specifies the columns that will be sorted within each segment.

This attribute can only be used when use_materialize_="1" (or is not specified).

(Available as of version 10.25)

index_

A comma-separated list that specifies the columns in the resulting table that should also be indexed.

Indexing provides increased selection performance at the cost of storage.

The default is no columns.

This attribute can only be used when use_materialize_="1" (or is not specified).

(Available as of version 10.25)

use_materialize_

Specifies whether to use materialize to save the table or the legacy savetable method.

When use_materialize_="1", materialize is used to save the table.

When use_materialize_="0", the legacy savetable method is used to save the table.

The default is 1.

(Available as of version 10.25)

viewmode_

Specifies the display mode for the table when using the classic (pre-version 10) GUI.

Valid values are:

data

Open the object as a table.

nodata

Open the object as a library.

happy

Open the object as a QuickApp.

Note:  This attribute is optional and exists for pre-version 10 compatibility. In general, this
mode will be ignored or treated differently when using the new GUI in version 10.

owner_

Specifies the owner of the table.

owner_ is executed as a separate transaction. Therefore, it is possible for the savetable to succeed
but for the ownership change to fail.

(Available as of version 14.10)

action_="setfilter"

<do action_="setfilter"> sets the filter on a specified table. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="setfilter" path_="[PATH]">
      [XML_FILTER]
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    </do>
</dynamic>

Structure of XML filter

The XML format used for [XML_FILTER] is as follows:

<filter>
  <when user="[LIST_OF_USERS_OR_GROUPS]">
    [MACRO_LANGUAGE_OPERATIONS]
  </when>
  ...
  <default>
    [MACRO_LANGUAGE_OPERATIONS]
  </default>
</filter>

A filter may contain any number of <when> clauses and an optional <default> clause. A user opening
a filtered table is restricted by the operations contained within the first <when> clause for which their user
ID or any of their groups appears in the clause's user list, which is a comma-separated list of users or
groups. If no <when> clause matches, but there is a <default> clause, a user opening a filtered table is
restricted by the operations contained therein. If there is no match and no <default>, the filter is ignored.
This is the only XML format currently accepted by action_="setfilter".

Attributes for action_="setfilter"

path_

Specifies the pathname of an existing 1010data table that the caller owns.

The XML specified between the opening and closing <do> tags is applied as a filter on the table. If no
XML is specified, any existing filter is removed from the table.

Example
<do action_="setfilter" path_="{@path}">
        <filter>
          <when user="foo,bar">
            <quote>
              <sel value="include{@suffix_}=1"/>
              <colord hide="file_name{@suffix_}" hard="1"/>
            </quote>
          </when>
        </filter>
      </do>

action_="sleep"

<do action_="sleep"> sleeps for a specified period of time. (Available as of version 16.29)

Description
The "sleep" action forces a query to run for at least n milliseconds. It is intended for use in test
automation.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="sleep" ms_="{@#n}">
    </do>
</dynamic>
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Attributes for action_="sleep"

ms_

The number of milliseconds to sleep. The value must be a non-negative integer less than or equal to
900000 (15 minutes).

action_="syskill"

<do action_="syskill"> kills active user sessions. (Available as of prod-9)

Note:  This action is only available to company administrators.

Syntax

<dynamic>
    <do action_="syskill"/>
</dynamic>

action_="userprofile"

<do action_="userprofile"> sets or retrieves user profile data and preferences. (Available as of
version 10.29)

Syntax

<dynamic info="{pkg(;)}" key_list="{lst()}"
 set_data="{pkg(;)}" changes="{lst()}">
    <do action_="userprofile" value_="@info" 
     get_="@key_list" 
     set_="@set_data" persist_="0|1"
     changedvalue_="@changes"/>
</dynamic>

Attributes for action_="userprofile"

value_

The user's profile and preference information is stored as a package in the dynamic variable
associated with this attribute.

If the get_ attribute is also specified, only the keys listed in that attribute are retrieved.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

get_

Specifies a dynamic variable whose value is a list-value consisting of the keys that are saved, along
with their values, in the package variable associated with the value_ attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

Note:  The dynamic variable associated with this attribute may also be a comma-separated
list or a dictionary, in which case the dictionary's keys are used. The dynamic variable must
be appropriately declared in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp.

set_

Specifies a dynamic variable whose value is a package consisting of the key/value pairs for the user
profile/preferences to set.
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The package variable may only contain keys for the user profile/preferences that the user is allowed
to change. In addition, the value specified for a particular key must have the appropriate type for that
key.

The user's profile data is updated for the current session and persists in future sessions (unless
persist_="0" is present). Only those values that are different from the user's current settings are
updated.

The variable must be declared as a package in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{pkg(;)}">).

persist_

Specifies whether the changes requested by the set_ attribute are persistent or apply only to the
current session. Accepts a 1 or 0.

If persist_="1", the user's profile data is updated for the current session and persists in future
sessions.

If persist_="0", the user's profile data is updated only for the current session.

changedvalue_

A list of the keys that were changed is stored as a list-value in the dynamic variable associated with
this attribute.

The variable must be declared as a list-value in the opening <dynamic> tag of the QuickApp (e.g.,
<dynamic var_name="{lst()}">).

<loop>

<loop> is a special operation that allows one query to iteratively reference the data from each row in
the results of another query. This construct can also be used to merge, join, and link the results of the
iterations into a single table or to concatenate the Macro Language code from each iteration into a single
query that is then executed to produce the results.

Description

The <loop> construct is designed to facilitate programmatic assignment and retrieval of values from
and within 1010data queries. The basic premise is that the <inner> query can access the results of the
<outer> query through the variable specified by the with_ attribute (or one of its alternatives).

By default, the final output will only contain the results generated by the last row of the results returned
by the <outer> query, however the results of the individual iterations can be merged, joined, or linked
together by specifying the desired mode of operation via the mode_ attribute.

Note:  Merged, adjoined, and linked tables are constructed as in-memory temporary tables in the
1010data Insights Platform and are thus subject to size limitations.

The query code for each iteration of the <inner> clause can also be concatenated into a single query,
which is then executed to produce the results. The contents specified in an optional <preamble> clause
can be prepended to the concatenated code before execution.

Syntax
<loop with[rows|cols|table|value]_="[VAR]"
 mode_="last|merge|adjoin|link|concat">
  <outer>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </outer>
  <inner>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </inner>
</loop>
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Alternate syntax
<loop [VAR]="[STARTING_VALUE]" to_="[TERMINATING_VALUE]" 
 by_="[INCREMENT_INTERVAL]" tally_="[TALLY_VAR]"
 mode_="last|merge|adjoin|link|concat">
  <inner>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </inner>
</loop>

The alternate syntax can be used when fixed iterations of a query are needed. In this alternate syntax,
neither a with_ attribute (or one of its alternatives) nor an <outer> query are specified. The <inner>
query is executed the number of times as specified by the given attributes.

The alternate syntax is analogous to the <for> construct. For more information on that construct, see
<for>.

Attributes

with_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name. When the <outer> query executes, the first row in the result set
is stored as a package value in the variable associated with this attribute. The <inner> query can
then access the values contained within that variable. When the <inner> query finishes, the next
row of the result set produced by the <outer> query is stored in the variable, and the entire process
repeats until all the rows in the result set have all been processed.

The keys of the package are the name of the columns. Values can be accessed using the syntax
@[VAR].[COLUMN_NAME].

withrows_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name.

This attribute provides the same functionality as the with_ attribute.

(Available as of version 11.19)

withcols_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name.

After the <outer> query runs, the <inner> query is executed for each column in the result set.
The contents of the column are stored as a list value in the variable specified to withcols_ and are
available to the <inner> query. The name of the column is stored in the variable associated with the
colname_ attribute, if specified.

(Available as of version 11.19)

withtable_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name.

After the <outer> query is executed, the entire result set is placed as a table value in the variable
specified by withtable_, and then the <inner> query is executed once.

When the breaks_ attribute is specified, the <inner> query is executed once for each break, with
the variable specified by withtable_ set to a table value containing the data for that break.

(Available as of version 11.19)

withvalue_

After the <outer> query is run, the value of the first row of the first column is placed in the variable
specified by withvalue_. The <inner> query is executed once.

The attributes row_ and/or col_ may also be used in conjunction with this attribute.
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• If both are specified, a single value is retrieved.
• If row_ is specified, a single row is retrieved as a package value.
• If col_ is specified, a single column is retrieved as a list value.

Multiple additional values may be retrieved at the same time using valueN_/rowN_/colN_ syntax,
where N is an arbitrary non-empty identifier. See below for descriptions of these attributes.

(Available as of version 11.19)

mode_

<loop> has several different modes in which it may operate to transform data and construct results.

Valid values are:

last

The <inner> query is executed once for every row in the results of the <outer> query,
however the final result set contains the data corresponding to the last row of the results of the
<outer> query.

merge

The <inner> query is executed once for every row in the results of the <outer> query. The
results of each iteration of the <inner> query are merged vertically into a single table.

The results of each iteration of the <inner> query must have the same column names and types
for all iterations. However, when pad_="1" is specified, the requirement that column names
match is relaxed. Instead, columns where names do not match for a given iteration are padded
with N/A values of the appropriate type. (Types returned by each iteration must still match.)

adjoin

The columns resultant from each iteration of the <inner> query are connected horizontally
together into a single table. The resulting table will contain a union of all the columns returned by
the <inner> query.

The column names returned by each iteration of the <inner> query must be unique, and the
results of each iteration must also produce the same number of rows. However, when pad_="1"
is specified, the requirement that each iteration must return the same number of rows is relaxed.
Instead, each column is padded with N/A values so that its number of rows is equal to the largest
number of rows for any one column in the resultant table.

link

The first iteration of the <inner> loop is executed, and each iteration executed afterward will be
linked to the results of the first iteration via an exact link on the columns specified by the on_
attribute.

Other columns returned by each iteration must have different names for each iteration, and these
names be unique in the new table.

The resulting table, after the last iteration of the <inner> clause executes, contains the linking
columns and is a union of all the non-linking columns. Each iteration may return an arbitrary
number of rows. The result table will contain one row for each value in the linking columns, with
N/As in the other columns for iterations (including the first iteration) where a given value was not
present.

concat

The query code for each iteration of the <inner> clause is concatenated into a single query,
which is then executed to produce the results.

Each iteration of the <inner> clause corresponds to a row in the results of the <outer> query.
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A <preamble> clause may be included in addition to <inner>. The contents of the
<preamble> clause are prepended to the concatenated code before execution. For more
information, see <preamble>.

The default is last.

pad_

Specifies whether or not to pad merged or adjoined tables.

When mode_="merge" and pad_="1", columns where names do not match for a given iteration are
padded with N/A values of the appropriate type.

When mode_="adjoin" and pad_="1", each column is padded with N/A values so that its number
of rows is equal to the largest number of rows for any one column in the resultant table.

on_

When mode_="link", this specifies a comma-separated list of column names on which to link the
results of each iteration of the inner query to the first iteration. The columns specified in on_ must be
present and must have the same names for each iteration.

title_

Specifies a title for the resultant table when mode_ is set to merge, adjoin, or link.

ldesc_

Specifies a long description for the resultant table when mode_ is set to merge, adjoin, or link.

sdesc_

Specifies a short description for the resultant table when mode_ is set to merge, adjoin, or link.

clearcache_

When clearcache_="1", the memory cache for the session is cleared on each iteration before the
<inner> query executes.

Use the threshold_ attribute to specify a limit that memory cache must reach before it is cleared.

threshold_

When clearcache_="1", this attribute accepts an integer that specifies the high water mark to
reach before clearing the memory cache.

The cache is cleared before the <inner> query executes only if the workspace size exceeds the limit
specified in threshold_.

Attributes used with withcols_

The following attributes can be specified when using the withcols_ attribute:

colname_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name. The value of this variable is the name of the column associated
with a particular iteration of the <inner> query.

(Available as of version 11.19)

Attributes used with withtable_

The following attributes can be specified when using the withtable_ attribute:

breaks_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. When the breaks_ attribute is specified, the
<inner> query is executed once for each break, with the variable specified by withtable_ set to a
table value containing the data for that break.
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(Available as of version 11.19)

Attributes used with withvalue_

The following attributes can be specified when using the withvalue_ attribute:

valueN_

Accepts an arbitrary variable name. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is
stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g.,
value1_).

More than one value may be stored using multiple valueN_ attributes, where N is a unique
identifier for each and must correspond to the naming of the associated rowN_ and/or colN_
attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]" row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]"
valuefoo_="[VAR]" rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If a value_ attribute is specified, but no corresponding row_ and col_ attributes, the variable
associated with the value_ attribute is set to the scalar value in the first row of the first column in the
result set of the query (or the empty string if there are no rows in the result set).

This attribute is used in conjunction with the withvalue_ attribute.

(Available as of version 11.19)

rowN_

Specifies a row number within the result set of the query. The value corresponding to the rowN_ and/
or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. N is a string used
as an identifier (e.g., row1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

If rowN_ is provided and colN_ is omitted, all the values in the row will be stored as a package in the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. The keys of the package are the column names in the
result set of the query, and the values can be referenced as @[VAR].[COLUMN_NAME].

Note:  If the value of rowN_ is 0, column metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one row value may be specified using multiple rowN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular rowN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and colN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If the value of rowN_ is a negative number, the row that number of rows back from the last row is
used. (Available as of version 11.19)

This attribute is used in conjunction with the withvalue_ attribute.

(Available as of version 11.19)

colN_

Specifies either a column name or column number within the result set of the query. The value
corresponding to the rowN_ and/or colN_ attributes is stored in the variable associated with the
valueN_ attribute. N is a string used as an identifier (e.g., col1_).

Together, rowN_ and colN_ specify the location of a scalar value within the result set of a query.

Note:  If both rowN_ and colN_ are 0, table metadata is saved as a package to the variable
associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)
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If colN_ is provided and rowN_ is omitted, all the values of the column will be stored as a list-value in
the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute.

Note:  If the value of colN_ is 0, a list of the row numbers is saved as a list-value to the
variable associated with the valueN_ attribute. (Available as of version 11.19)

More than one column value may be specified using multiple colN_ attributes, where N is a
unique identifier for each. Note that the naming of a particular colN_ attribute must correspond
to the naming of the associated valueN_ and rowN_ attributes (e.g., value1_="[VAR]"
row1_="[ROW_NUMBER]" col1_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]" valuefoo_="[VAR]"
rowfoo_="[ROW_NUMBER]" colfoo_="[COLUMN_NUMBER]", etc.).

If the value of colN_ is a negative number, the column that number of columns back from the last
column is used. (Available as of version 11.19)

This attribute is used in conjunction with the withvalue_ attribute.

(Available as of version 11.19)

cntN_

Accepts rows or cols, which specifies whether the number of rows or the number of columns in the
result set of the query is stored in the variable associated with the valueN_ attribute.

If a cntN_ attribute is specified, any corresponding rowN_ or colN_ attributes are ignored.

This attribute is used in conjunction with the withvalue_ attribute.

(Available as of version 11.19)

Attributes used with withquery_

The following attributes can be specified when using the withquery_ attribute:

breaks_

Accepts a comma-separated list of column names. When the breaks_ attribute is specified, the
<inner> query is executed once for each break, with the variable specified by withquery_ set to a
query value containing the data for that break.

The query value is extended on each iteration with the appropriate selections for the corresponding
break. The values for the selections are determined initially by extending the <outer> query with a
tabulation on the break columns.

(Available as of version 11.19)

Attributes used with the alternate syntax

The following attributes can be specified when using the alternate syntax:

[VAR]

[VAR] is an arbitrary variable name that can be used within the contents of the <inner> loop on
each iteration. This variable accepts a numerical value that specifies its initial value.

to_

Accepts a numerical value that specifies the terminating value of the iterated variable. Once [VAR] is
greater than this value, the <inner> loop ends.

by_

Accepts a numerical value that specifies the amount to increment the value of [VAR] on each
iteration of the <inner> loop.

The default is 1.
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tally_

Accepts the name of a variable whose value corresponds to the number of the iteration of the
<inner> loop. The value of the variable can be used within the contents of the <inner> loop on
each iteration.

The value of the variable is initially set to 1 and is incremented by 1 on each iteration.

Example

In this example, the <outer> loop selects the first row in the Product Master table
(pub.demo.retail.prod). The <inner> loop then uses the value in the sku column of the row
returned by the <outer> and selects rows in the table pub.demo.retail.item whose sku value is
equal to the value of the sku value in the first row of the pub.demo.retail.prod table.

<loop with_="vars">
  <outer>
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
    <sel value="i_=1"/>
  </outer>
  <inner>
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
    <sel value="sku='{@vars.sku}'"/>
  </inner>
</loop>

The results of the <loop> shown above are:

<outer>

The <outer> element contains a Macro Language query that generates a result set that can be used by
the query in the <inner> element of a <loop> construct.

Syntax
<loop ...>
  <outer>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </outer>
  <inner>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </inner>
</loop>

Attributes

base_

Specifies the name of the base table for the query specified by the <outer> element. This is
analogous to specifying a base table via a <base> operation in the query.
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<inner>

The <inner> element contains a Macro Language query that uses the results from the query in the
<outer> element of a <loop> construct.

Syntax
<loop ...>
  <outer>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </outer>
  <inner>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </inner>
</loop>

Attributes

base_

Specifies the name of the base table for the query specified by the <inner> element. This is
analogous to specifying a base table via a <base> operation in the query.

Note:  Specifying a base_ attribute in an <inner> element is not very useful for <loop
mode_="concat">. Include the base_ attribute in a <preamble> instead. For more
information, see <preamble>.

<preamble>

When using <loop mode_="concat">, the query code for each iteration of the <inner> clause
is concatenated into a single query. The contents of a <preamble> clause are prepended to the
concatenated code before the query is executed.

Syntax
<loop with_="[ARBITRARY_VARIABLE_NAME]">
  <outer>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </outer>
  <preamble>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </preamble>
  <inner>
    [1010data_QUERY]
  </inner>
</loop>

Example

In the following example, the <preamble> clause performs a tabulation on the table
pub.demo.retail.prod grouping on the sku column. This query code is prepended to the two <link>
operations resulting from the two iterations of the <inner> corresponding to the rows in the table from the
<outer> query. The resultant code is then executed.

<loop with_="rpt" mode_="concat">
  <outer>
    <table cols="start,end,period">
      20120515,20120602,1;
      20120603,20120619,2;
    </table>
  </outer>
  <preamble>
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
    <tabu label="Sample Report" breaks="sku"/>
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  </preamble>
  <inner>
    <link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
      <sel value="between(date;{@rpt.start};{@rpt.end})"/>
      <tabu breaks="sku">
        <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_{@rpt.period}" 
         label="Sales`[{format(@rpt.start;'type:date')} - {format(@rpt.end;'type:date')}]"/>
      </tabu>
    </link>
  </inner>
</loop>

This results in the following code:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<tabu label="Sample Report" breaks="sku"/>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
  <sel value="between(date;20120515;20120602)"/>
  <tabu breaks="sku">
    <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_1" 
     label="Sales`[{format(20120515;'type:date')} - {format(20120602;'type:date')}]"/>
  </tabu>
</link>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
  <sel value="between(date;20120603;20120619)"/>
  <tabu breaks="sku">
    <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_2" 
     label="Sales`[{format(20120603;'type:date')} - {format(20120619;'type:date')}]"/>
  </tabu>
</link>

Note that the results would be different if the operations from the <preamble> were included in the
<inner> clause instead.

<loop with_="rpt" mode_="concat">
  <outer>
    <table cols="start,end,period">
      20120515,20120602,1;
      20120603,20120619,2;
    </table>
  </outer>
  <inner>
    <base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
    <tabu label="Sample Report" breaks="sku"/>
    <link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
      <sel value="between(date;{@rpt.start};{@rpt.end})"/>
      <tabu breaks="sku">
        <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_{@rpt.period}" 
         label="Sales`[{format(@rpt.start;'type:date')} - {format(@rpt.end;'type:date')}]"/>
      </tabu>
    </link>
  </inner>
</loop>
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Each iteration of the <inner> clause would result in query code that consisted of a <base>, a <tabu>,
and a <link> operation. The concatenated code would result in the following code:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<tabu label="Sample Report" breaks="sku"/>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
  <sel value="between(date;20120515;20120602)"/>
  <tabu breaks="sku">
    <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_1" 
     label="Sales`[{format(20120515;'type:date')} - {format(20120602;'type:date')}]"/>
  </tabu>
</link>
<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<tabu label="Sample Report" breaks="sku"/>
<link table2="pub.demo.retail.item" col="sku">
  <sel value="between(date;20120603;20120619)"/>
  <tabu breaks="sku">
    <tcol fun="sum" source="sales" name="sales_2" 
     label="Sales`[{format(20120603;'type:date')} - {format(20120619;'type:date')}]"/>
  </tabu>
</link>

When this code is executed, the results would only include the operations after the second base tag, since
any tags before a <base> tag are ignored. For more information, see <base>.
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Function Reference

1010data Insights Platform offers a rich set of functions that may be used in value expressions when
creating computed columns and in selection expressions when performing row selections.

In general, input arguments to functions may be either scalar expressions or column expressions.
Exceptions are noted within the descriptions for those arguments to which this does not apply.

For each argument, the allowable data types are listed. In addition, the following terms are used to
reference a related grouping of data types:

Term Data Types

any simple type Refers to the following data types:

• integer
• big integer (Available as of version 11.25)
• decimal
• text

any numeric type Refers to the following data types:

• integer
• big integer (Available as of version 11.25)
• decimal

All 1010data Functions
1010data provides a whole range of functions that can provide information and act on your data.

Time/Date functions

date(X)

Returns the date portion of a date+time value.

datetime(X;Y)

Returns the date+time value corresponding to a given date and time.

day(X)

Returns the day portion of a date-related value.

dayofwk(X)

Returns the integer value corresponding to the day of the week of a date-related value.

dayofyr(P)

Returns the integer value corresponding to the day of the year of a date-related value.

days(X;Y)

Returns the number of days between two date-related values.

firstdate(X)

Returns the date of the first day of the period specified by a date-related value.

fromdate(X;Y)

Formats a date in the form YYYYMMDD as a string according to a template.
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fromdatetime(X;Y)

Formats a date+time in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY as a string according to a template.

fromtime(X;Y)

Formats a time value in the form HHMMSS as a string according to a template.

gregor(X)

Returns the date corresponding to the given number of days before the epoch (1/1/2035).

hour(X)

Returns the hour portion of a time-related value.

julian(X)

Returns the number of days remaining until the epoch for a date-related value (using a similar
convention to the Julian date).

lastdate(X)

Returns the date of the last day of the period specified by a date-related value.

logindate(X)

Returns the date of the current session's login within a given time zone.

logindatetime(X)

Returns the date and time of the current session's login within a given time zone.

minute(X)

Returns the minutes portion of a time-related value.

month(X)

Returns the month portion of a date-related value.

months(X;Y)

Returns the number of months between two date-related values.

nextwkday(X)

Returns the date of the first weekday on or after a date-related value.

periods(X;Y)

Returns the number of days, months, quarters, or years between two date-related values, depending
on the types of those values.

prevwkday(X)

Returns the date of the last weekday on or before a date-related value.

quarter(X)

Returns the quarter corresponding to a date-related value.

quarters(X;Y)

Returns the number of quarters between two date-related values.

sdayofwk(X)

Returns the text value corresponding to the day of the week of a date-related value.

second(X)

Returns the seconds portion of a time-related value.
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secs(X)

Returns the number of seconds from midnight to a time-related value.

shift(X;Y)

Returns the date-related value shifted by the amount specified.

shiftmonths(X;Y;E)

Returns the date-related value shifted by the number of months specified.

time(X)

Returns the time portion of a date+time value.

todate(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or date to a date value in the form YYYYMMDD.

todatetime(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or date to a date+time value in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY.

todays(X;Y)

Convert a string, months, or days value to a floating-point days interval.

tomonths(X;Y)

Convert a string, days, or months value to an integer value representing the number of months.

totime(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or time to a time value in the form HHMMSS.

year(X)

Returns the year portion of a date-related value.

years(X;Y)

Returns the number of years between two date-related values.

yrmo(X)

Returns the month form of a date-related value.

yrqtr(X)

Returns the quarter form of a date-related value.

Group functions (g_functions)

aucnt_estimate(M)

Returns the approximate number of unique values from an aucnt object. (Available as of version
10.30)

classify(XX;M;Z)

Returns the result of classifying data points according to a discrete model.

cparam(M;P;I)

Returns the text value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous model.

g_and(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values within a given group are true.

g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L)
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Returns the position of the row within a given group where all the values in one or more columns most
closely match the values in another specified set of columns.

g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)

Returns an aucnt object that can be used to compute the approximate unique count of values in a
given column. (Available as of version 10.30)

g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)

Returns an aucnt object that contains a signature of two or more merged aucnt objects. (Available
as of version 10.30)

g_auroc(G;S;X;Y)

Returns a model object with four different representations of the Area Under the Receiver Operator
Characteristic (AUROC) as well as the perfect model value. (Available as of version 10.42)

g_avg(G;S;X)

Returns the average of values within a given group.

g_cdf(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative frequency distribution of values within a given group.

g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D)

Returns a value indicating whether, in a hierarchy of linked nodes, a particular node is reachable from
an initial selection of nodes; or, optionally, the smallest number of hops it would take to reach that
node from the initial selection.

g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the clustering of points in data.

g_cnt(G;S)

Returns the number of rows within a given group.

g_cor(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the correlation coefficient of two sets of values within a given group.

g_cov(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the covariance of two sets of values within a given group.

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values up to and including a particular row within a
given group are true.

g_cumcnt(G;S;O)

Returns the cumulative count within a given group.

g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative frequency of values within a given group.

g_cumhi(G;S;O;X)

Returns the highest value for a given group at the point of the current row being evaluated.

g_cumlo(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative minimum within a given group.

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)
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Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value up to and including a particular row within a
given group is true.

g_cumprod(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative product within a given group.

g_cumrunlen(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative run length within a given group.

g_cumsum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative sum within a given group.

g_dot(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the dot product of two sets of values within a given group.

g_enum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the enumeration of unique values across one or more columns within a given group.

g_fft_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the imaginary part of fast Fourier transform (FFT) on complex data.

g_fft_pow(G;S;O;X)

Returns the fast Fourier transform (FFT) power spectrum for each group

g_fft_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the real part of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on complex data.

g_ffti_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the imaginary part of inverse FFT on complex data.

g_ffti_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the real part of inverse FFT on complex data.

g_fill(G;S;O;X;D)

Returns the value of the nearest non-N/A value before or after the current row within a given group.

g_first(G;S;O;X)

Returns the first non-N/A value within a given group.

g_first1(G;S;O)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether this is the first row in a given group.

g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a generalized linear model corresponding to the regression of a dependent variable with one
or more independent variables. (Available as of prod-9)

g_hi(G;S;X)

Returns the highest value within a given group.

g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the information value (IV) of X provided Y. (Available as of version 10.42)

g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the information theoretic value weight of evidence (WoE) of X provided Y. (Available as of
version 10.42)
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g_interp(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns interpolations for N/A values in a given group.

g_last(G;S;O;X)

Returns the last non-N/A value within a given group.

g_last1(G;S;O)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether this is the last row in a given group.

g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a model of a given data set using one of the 10 supported underlying algorithms, which
include logistic regression as well as both support vector classification and regression. (Available as
of prod-9)

g_linrecur(G;S;O;T;N;X;M;K)

Multivariate linear recurrence relations of arbitrary order

g_lo(G;S;X)

Returns the lowest value within a given group.

g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the logistic regression of one or more independent variables
against a given dependent variable.

g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)

Returns a model corresponding to the multiple least squares regression of one or more independent
variables against a given dependent variable.

g_lst(G;S;O;X)

Returns a list value for each group, in the specified order.

g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X)

Returns a list value for each group, in the specified order.

g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M)

Returns the results of running a Monte Carlo Markov-chain simulation within a given group.

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Returns a matrix model consisting of the data from the specified columns within a given group.
(Available as of prod-9)

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the MD5 hash of data for each group within a given column.

g_median(G;S;X)

Returns the median of values within a given group.

g_mode(G;S;X)

Returns the mode of values within a given group.

g_movavg(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the average of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_movcnt(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the number of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.
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g_movhi(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the maximum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_movlo(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the minimum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_movprod(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the product of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_movsum(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the sum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_movvar(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the variance of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

g_nacnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of N/A values within a given group.

g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns an integer representing the quantile interval (or "bucket") for each row that is a member of a
given group based on the values in a particular column. Resultant buckets are of roughly equal size.

g_or(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value within a given group is true.

g_outlier(G;S;X;Z)

Returns a numeric value indicating outliers or extreme values. (Available as of version 10.44)

g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)

Returns the bin assignment resulting from applying the specified bin packing algorithm for each value
in the given column.

g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the principal component analysis of one or more variables.

g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y)

Returns the value corresponding to a specific position in a particular column within a given group.

g_pkg(G;S;O;K;X)

Returns a package value for each group, in the specified order.

g_position(G;S;O;X;Y)

Returns the position of the first row within a given group where all the values in one or more columns
match the values in another specified set of columns.

g_prod(G;S;X)

Returns the product of values within a given group.

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values within a given group.
(Available as of prod-9)

g_quantile(G;S;X;P)

Returns the quantile for values within a given group.
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g_rank(G;S;O;X)

Returns the rank of every value within a given group.

g_rankavg(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, averaging the rank for repeated values.

g_rankskip(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, skipping the rank after repeated values.

g_rankuniq(G;S;X)

Returns the dense rank of unique values within a given group, giving repeated values the same rank.

g_rshift(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns the value of the row that is a specified number of rows before (or after) the current row within
a given group.

g_runs(G;S;O;X)

Returns the number of times that a value has changed from row to row within a given group.

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of values ordered in a specified manner within a given group.

g_std(G;S;X)

Returns the population standard deviation of values within a given group.

g_std_s(G;S;X)

Returns the sample standard deviation of values within a given group.

g_sum(G;S;X)

Returns the sum of values within a given group.

g_summ(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values within a given group. (Available as of prod-9)

g_sumsqr(G;S;X)

Returns the sum of squares of the values within a given group.

g_tshift(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Returns the value of the first row that is a specified time period before (or after) the current row within
a given group.

g_tshift_nearest(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Returns the value of the nearest row that is at least a specified time period before (or after) the
current row within a given group.

g_twindow(G;S;T;TS;N)

Returns the number of rows to the row that is exactly a certain time period before (or after) the current
row within a given group.

g_twindow_nearest(G;S;T;TS;N)

Returns the number of rows to the nearest row that is at least a specified time period before (or after)
the current row within a given group.

g_ucnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of distinct values within a given group.
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g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of distinct values within a given group.

g_valcnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of valid (non-N/A) values within a given group.

g_var(G;S;X)

Returns the population variance of values within a given group.

g_var_s(G;S;X)

Returns the sample variance of values within a given group.

g_wavg(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted average of values within a given group.

g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)

Returns a model corresponding to the weighted multiple least squares regression of one or more
independent variables against a given dependent variable.

g_wstd(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted standard deviation of values within a given group.

g_wvar(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted variance of values within a given group.

param(M;P;I)

Returns the numerical value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous
model.

score(XX;M;Z)

Returns the result of scoring data points according to a continuous model.

select(V;I)

Returns an element extracted from a vector value

Math functions

abs(X)

Returns the absolute value of a given value.

acos(X)

Returns the arccosine (in radians) of the given value.

asin(X)

Returns the arcsine (in radians) of the given value.

atan(X)

Returns the arctangent (in radians) of the given value.

atan2(Y;X)

Returns the two-argument arctangent function (equal to atan(y/x) when x is positive) as an angle
expressed in radians.

beta_cdf(A;B;X)
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Returns the beta cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and value
X.

betainc(A;B;X)

Returns the regularized incomplete beta function of the given values.

between(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values.

bigint(X)

Returns the given value cast to a big integer data type. (Available as of version 11.11)

bincoeff(N;K)

Returns the binomial coefficient of two given values.

binomial_cdf(N;K;P)

Returns the binomial cumulative distribution function value with N-trials, K-successes, and success
probability P.

bitand(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise AND of two 32-bit integers.

bitlsl(X;Y)

Returns the logical shift left of a given 32-bit integer by a specified number of bits.

bitlsr(X;Y)

Returns the logical shift right of a given 32-bit integer by a specified number of bits.

bitnot(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise NOT operation on the specified least significant bits of a given 32-bit integer.

bitor(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise OR of two 32-bit integers.

bitrol(X;Y)

Returns the given 32-bit integer rotated left by a specified number of bits.

bitror(X;Y)

Returns the given 32-bit integer rotated right by a specified number of bits.

bitset(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a particular bit of a given 32-bit integer is set.

bitxor(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise XOR (exclusive-OR) of two 32-bit integers.

ceil(X)

Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to the given value. The result is a decimal data
type.

chisqr_cdf(DF;X)

Returns the chi squared cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF and value X.

clrbit(X;Y)

Returns the value of the given 32-bit integer with a particular bit cleared.
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combs(N;K)

Returns the number of combinations of two given values.

cos(X)

Returns the cosine of the given value.

cosh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic cosine of the given value.

draw(X;Y)

Returns a random number using a given seed.

draw_(X;Y)

Returns a random number using a given seed that remains persistent (sticky) even after selections or
links with expansion are used.

erf(X)

Returns the Gaussian error function of a given value.

erlang_cdf(K;L;X)

Returns the Erlang cumulative distribution function value with rate L and shape K at value X.

exp(X;Y)

Returns the first value raised to the power of the second value.

expe(X)

Returns the exponential of the given value.

exponential_cdf(L;X)

Returns the exponential cumulative distribution function value with mean L at value X.

f_cdf(DF1;DF2;F)

Returns the F cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF1 and DF2 at F.

fact(X)

Returns the factorial of a given value.

floor(X)

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given value. The result is a decimal data type.

gamma(X)

Returns the gamma function of the given value.

gamma_cdf(A;B;X)

Returns the gamma cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and
value X.

gammainc(A;X)

Returns the incomplete gamma function of the given values.

idiv(X;Y)

Returns the quotient after dividing one integer value by another. The result is an integer data type.

imod(X;Y)

Returns the remainder after dividing one integer value by another. The result is an integer data type.
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int(X)

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given value. The result is an integer data type.

interp(V;N;X;Y;E)

Returns a particular interpolation of a given value based on a discrete set of data points, and if
specified, extrapolates out-of-range values.

log(X;Y)

Returns the logarithm of the first value to the base of the second value.

loge(X)

Returns the natural logarithm of the given value.

logfact(X)

Returns the natural log of the factorial of a given value.

loggamma(X)

Returns the natural log of the gamma function of the given value.

max(X;Y)

Returns the larger of two given values.

min(X;Y)

Returns the smaller of two given values.

mod(X;Y)

Returns the modulo of two given values.

normal01_rand_devs(X)

Returns a random number for each row in the column drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of
0 and a standard deviation of 1.

normal_cdf(X;U;S)

Returns the cumulative distribution function value at X for a normal distribution.

normal_cdf_inv(P;U;S)

Returns the inverse of the normal_cdf at P.

perms(N;K)

Returns the number of permutations of two given values.

poisson_cdf(L;K)

Returns the Poisson cumulative distribution function for a given mean.

real(X)

Returns the given value cast to decimal data type.

round(X;Y)

Returns the result of rounding the first given value to the nearest multiple of the second given value.

setbit(X;Y)

Returns the value of the given 32-bit integer with a particular bit set.

signum(X)

Returns the sign number (-1, 0, or 1) of a given value.
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sin(X)

Returns the sine of the given value.

sinh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic sine of the given value.

sqr(X)

Returns the given value squared.

sqrt(X)

Returns the square root of the given value.

studentt_cdf(DF;T)

Returns the Student's T cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedomDF and value T.

svvs(X;Y;Z;I;B)

Decode and then encode a value based on an index.

tan(X)

Returns the tangent of the given value.

tanh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic tangent of the given value.

trunc(X;Y)

Returns the result of rounding the first given value to the multiple of the second given value, always
rounding in the direction of 0.

Matrix functions

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Returns a matrix model consisting of the data from the specified columns within a given group.
(Available as of prod-9)

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values within a given group.
(Available as of prod-9)

g_summ(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values within a given group. (Available as of prod-9)

matdivide(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise division of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

mateq(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating the equivalence of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

matinv(X)

Returns the inverse of the given matrix. (Available as of prod-9)

matminus(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise difference of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

matmul(X;Y)
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Returns the matrix multiplication of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

matplus(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise sum of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

matt(X)

Returns the transpose of the given matrix. (Available as of prod-9)

mattimes(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of the two given matrices. (Available as of
prod-9)

r_prodm(C;S)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values across a given set of
columns. (Available as of prod-9)

r_summ(C;S)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values across a given set of columns. (Available as of
prod-9)

Categorization functions

case(X;V1;R1;V2;R2;...;D)

Returns the value corresponding to the case that a given value matches; if no cases match, returns
the specified default value.

decode(X;V1 V2 ...;R1 R2 ... RD)

Returns the value from the second list that corresponds to the particular element a given value
matches in the first list; if there are no matches, returns the specified default value.

g_and(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values within a given group are true.

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values up to and including a particular row within a
given group are true.

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value up to and including a particular row within a
given group is true.

g_or(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value within a given group is true.

g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)

Returns the bin assignment resulting from applying the specified bin packing algorithm for each value
in the given column.

if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D)

Returns the value corresponding to the first condition that evaluates to true; if no conditions are true, it
returns the specified default value.

ifinf(X;Y)

Returns a specified value when the value in a given column is an infinite value.
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ifnull(X;Y)

Returns a specified value when the value in a given column is N/A.

nullif(X;Y)

Returns N/A if the two given values match.

nullinf(X)

Returns N/A if the given value is an infinite value.

range1(X;S;E;I)

Returns the upper bound of the particular interval in which a given value falls within a specified range
of values.

range1f(X;S;E;I;D)

Returns the textual representation of the interval in which a given value falls within a specified range
of values.

range2(X;L)

Returns the smallest number in a list of numbers that is greater than or equal to a given value.

range2f(X;L;D)

Returns the textual representation of which of the intervals, defined by a specified list of numbers, that
a given value falls.

range2i(X;L)

Returns the number corresponding to which of the intervals, defined by a specified list of numbers, a
given value falls.

range2list(X;L;R)

Returns a value from a list of numeric or text values that indicates which of the intervals, defined by a
specified list of numbers, that a given value falls.

rep(X;L)

Returns the value paired up with the first item in a specified list that matches the given value.

String functions

beginswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given
list.

beginswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given
list and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

between(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values.

between_ci(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values and is case
insensitive.

bstrclean(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the given string is plain (7-bit) ASCII (i.e., "8-bit clean").
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colunion(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the union of values from a given set of columns concatenated together
using the specified separator, sorted in ascending order.

contains(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given
list.

contains_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given list
and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

dexml(S;O)

Converts an XML string into a 1010data XML value or list of values (str → xml). (Available as of
version 11.07)

dropto(X;Y)

Returns the remaining part of a given string after the characters up to and including the first
occurrence of a particular substring are dropped.

edistnorm(X;Y)

Returns the normalized Levenshtein edit distance between two given strings.

editdist(X;Y)

Returns the Levenshtein edit distance between two given strings.

endswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given
list.

endswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given
list and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

enhtml(X;Z)

Returns an HTML-encoded version of the given string. (Available as of version 11.25)

enxml(V;O)

Converts a 1010data XML value, or a list of values, into an XML string (xml → str). (Available as of
version 11.07)

first(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the first number of characters of a given string.

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of values ordered in a specified manner within a given group.

g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of distinct values within a given group.

last(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the last number of characters of a given string.

leftstr(X;Y)
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Returns a string consisting of the first number of characters of a given string, or all but the last
number of characters of a given string.

lowercase(X)

Returns a given string converted to all lowercase.

lst_to_str(L;D)

Returns a delimiter-separated string comprised of the elements in a list-value.

midstr(X;Y;Z)

Extracts up to Z characters starting at the Yth character from the end of the string.

padleft(X;Y)

Returns the given string with a certain number of characters, adding blanks at the beginning if
necessary.

padright(X;Y)

Returns the given string with a certain number of characters, adding blanks at the end if necessary.

propercase(X)

Returns the given string with the first letter, as well as any other letter that follows any character other
than a letter, capitalized, and converts all other letters to lower case.

qv(X)

Returns a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

r_splice(C;S;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements across a given set of columns, concatenated together
using the specified delimiter.

regex_beg(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the beginning position with respect to a particular match of a specified regular expression
within a given string.

regex_count(X;L;Y)

Returns the number of matches of a specified regular expression within a given string.

regex_end(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the position following a particular match of a specified regular expression within a given
string.

regex_match(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the substring corresponding to a particular match of a specified regular expression within a
given string.

regex_subst(X;L;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular match (or all matches) of a specified regular expression
replaced by a given substring.

repstr(X;L)

Returns the given string with substrings replaced based on a given list of string pairs.

rightstr(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the last number of characters of a given string, or all but the first
number of characters of a given string.
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rm(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a standard regular expression.

rm_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a standard regular expression and
is case insensitive.

sm(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a particular template, and is case
sensitive.

sm_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a particular template and is case
insensitive.

splice(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the list of given values concatenated together using the specified
separator.

str_to_lst(S;D)

Returns a list-value from a delimiter-separated string.

strclean(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the given string is a legal UTF-8 (Unicode) string.

strcmp(X;Y;B)

Returns an integer value that indicates the results of comparing two strings.

strcount(X;Y)

Returns the number of occurrences of a given substring within a given string.

strdist(X;Y;M;N)

Returns the edit distance between two given strings using a specified method.

strdowncase(X)

Returns the given string with all uppercase characters converted to lowercase.

strdrop(X;Y;N)

Returns all but the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of all but the first number of
elements delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

stredit(X;P;N;Y)

Returns a given string, with a specified number of characters starting at a certain position replaced by
a given substring.

strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)

Returns a given string embedded within a template that consists of a string value repeated a
particular number of times.

strextract(X;P;N)

Returns the specified number of characters, starting at a certain position, extracted from a given
string.

strfind(X;Y;I)

Returns the position within a given string of a particular occurrence of a given substring.
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strfollow(X;Y;B)

Returns the first position where two strings differ from one another, or 0 if they are equal.

string(X)

Returns the input value expressed as a text string.

strlcs(X;Y)

Returns the longest contiguous substring that appears in two given strings.

strlcslen(X;Y)

Returns the length of the longest contiguous substring that appears in two given strings.

strlcspos(X;Y)

Returns the position in the second string of the longest contiguous substring that appears in both
given strings.

strlen(X)

Returns the number of characters in a given string.

strmap(X;Y;Z;C)

Returns the given string with certain characters replaced or deleted according to a particular mapping.

strpick(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the element delimited by a particular value, within a
given string.

strrange(X)

Returns the unique characters of a given string sorted in ascending order.

strrepeat(X;N)

Return the given string repeated a certain number of times.

strreverse(X;Y)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string in reverse.

strsort(X;Y;U;D)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string sorted in
ascending or descending order.

strspan(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the position of the first (or last) character in a given string that is found (or not found) in
another string.

strsplit(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the substring delimited by a particular value, within a
given string.

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Returns the position of a certain element delimited by a particular value within a given string.

strsubst(X;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular occurrence (or all occurrences) of a given substring replaced
with a different substring.

strtake(X;Y;N)
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Returns the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of the first number of elements
delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

strtrim(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the given string with certain characters trimmed from either or both ends.

strupcase(X)

Returns the given string with all lowercase characters converted to uppercase.

taketo(X;Y)

Returns the beginning part of a given string up to but excluding the first occurrence of a particular
substring.

transcode(X;F;T;S;O)

Converts a string from one encoding into a different encoding.

uppercase(X)

Returns a given string converted to all uppercase.

width(X)

Returns the string length of the input value.

List functions

conjsel(L)

Returns a selection expression that consists of the conjunction of the pairs of columns and associated
values specified in the given list-value. (Available as of version 11.06)

csl_drop(X;Y)

Returns all but the first number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

csl_len(X)

Returns the number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

csl_pick(X;Y)

Returns a particular element in a given comma-separated list.

csl_take(X;Y)

Returns the first number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

dejson(S;O)

Converts a JSON string into 1010data values. (Available as of version 11.07)

dexml(S;O)

Converts an XML string into a 1010data XML value or list of values (str → xml). (Available as of
version 11.07)

enjson(V;O)

Converts values, including packages and lists, into a JSON string. (Available as of version 11.07)

enxml(V;O)

Converts a 1010data XML value, or a list of values, into an XML string (xml → str). (Available as of
version 11.07)

exlst(L;E)
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Remove the contents of list-value E from list-value L.

inlst(L1 L2 LN)

Find the intersection of two or more list-variables.

jnlst(L1 L2...LN)

Returns a single list-value made up of the elements of multiple lists.

lst(X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value when given one or more values.

lst_del(L;D)

Remove the elements in list-value L at the index positions specified in list-value D.

lst_drop(L;N)

Returns a list-value of all elements after a given element.

lst_len(L)

Returns the number of elements in a list-value.

lst_pick(L;I)

Find the value of an element in a list-value from a specified index position.

lst_position(L;P)

Find the index positions of values in list-value L for values that appear in list-value P.

lst_remove(L;R)

Remove elements from list-value L that are found in list-value R. This function does not remove
duplicates that appear multiple times in list-value L from the returned list-value.

lst_reverse(L)

Invert the order of the elements of a list-value.

lst_take(L;N)

Returns a list-value containing a given number of elements.

lst_to_pkg(K;V)

Returns a new package value by accepting a list of keys and a list of values of equal lengths.

lst_to_str(L;D)

Returns a delimiter-separated string comprised of the elements in a list-value.

mklst(N;X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing multiple instances of the given value.

param(M;P;I)

Returns the numerical value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous
model.

pick(X;L)

Returns the item in a specified list at the position denoted by the given value.

pkg(K;V)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing key-value pairs.

pkg_default(P;K;D)
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Returns a value from a package at a given key position, or returns a default value if the value is
invalid.

pkg_get(P;K)

Returns a value from a package at a given key position.

pkg_names(X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing the key values from a specified package variable.

position(X;L)

Returns the position of a given value in a specified list.

qv(X)

Returns a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

str_to_lst(S;D)

Returns a list-value from a delimiter-separated string.

strdrop(X;Y;N)

Returns all but the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of all but the first number of
elements delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

strpick(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the element delimited by a particular value, within a
given string.

strreverse(X;Y)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string in reverse.

strsort(X;Y;U;D)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string sorted in
ascending or descending order.

strsplit(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the substring delimited by a particular value, within a
given string.

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Returns the position of a certain element delimited by a particular value within a given string.

strtake(X;Y;N)

Returns the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of the first number of elements
delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

unlst(L1 L2...LN)

Find the union of two or more list-values.

Data-handling functions

dblmetaphone(R;X)

Returns the Double Metaphone hash of a given value.

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the MD5 hash of data for each group within a given column.
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geohash(latitude;longitude;precision)

Returns a geohash symbol with a given precision based on the coordinates of a particular location.
(Available as of version 10.16)

hash(X;M)

Returns a one-way cryptographic hash of a given string using the specified algorithm.

metaphone(X)

Returns the Metaphone hash of a given value.

nysiis(X)

Returns the NYSIIS hash of a given value.

soundex(X)

Returns the Soundex hash of a given value.

Row functions

r_and(C;S)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all the values in a given set of columns are true.

r_avg(C;S)

Returns the average of values across a given set of columns.

r_cnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns within a given set of columns.

r_first(C;S)

Returns the first valid (non-N/A) value across a given set of columns.

r_hi(C;S)

Returns the maximum of values across a given set of columns.

r_last(C;S)

Returns the last valid (non-N/A) value across a given set of columns.

r_lo(C;S)

Returns the minimum of values across a given set of columns.

r_mapjson(C;S;X;O)

Returns a string containing a JSON representation of a package for each row in a table.

r_maplst(C;S;X)

Returns a list for each row in a table, in the order the columns appear in the table.

r_mappkg(C;S;X)

Returns a package value for each row in a table.

r_mapstring(C;S;X;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements, each of which is the result of evaluating an
expression on the current column, concatenated together using the specified delimiter.

r_md5sum(C;S)

Returns the MD5 hash of data across a given set of columns.
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r_mean(C;S)

Returns the mean of values across a given set of columns.

r_nacnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns that have N/A values across a given set of columns.

r_or(C;S)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any of the values in a given set of columns are true.

r_over(C;S;A;X)

Returns the result of evaluating the expression X for each value in the specified columns.

r_pick(C;S;I)

Returns the value of the column at the specified index within a given set of columns.

r_position(C;S;X)

Returns the index of the first column in a given set of columns that matches a specified value.

r_prod(C;S)

Returns the product of values across a given set of columns.

r_prodm(C;S)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values across a given set of
columns. (Available as of prod-9)

r_splice(C;S;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements across a given set of columns, concatenated together
using the specified delimiter.

r_std(C;S)

Returns the standard deviation of values across a given set of columns.

r_sum(C;S)

Returns the sum of values across a given set of columns.

r_summ(C;S)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values across a given set of columns. (Available as of
prod-9)

r_valcnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns that have valid (non-N/A) values across a given set of columns.

r_var(C;S)

Returns the variance of values across a given set of columns.

SQL compatibility functions

sql_and(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether both X and Y are true. This function has SQL-compatible
null handling.

sql_bet(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is between Y and Z in ascending order. This function has SQL-
compatible null handling.
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sql_e(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

sql_eqlin(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is found in Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

sql_g(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is greater than Y. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

sql_ge(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is greater than or equal to Y. This function has SQL-
compatible null handling.

sql_l(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is less than Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

sql_le(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is less than or equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible
null handling.

sql_ne(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is not equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

sql_not(X)

Returns the logical negation of the argument X. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

sql_or(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X or Y are true. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

Financial functions

amort(rate;remterm;months)

Returns the mortgage amortization.

bondconvexity1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond convexity given the price (regular semiannual payments).

bondconvexity2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond convexity given price (general).

bondmoddur1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond modified duration given price (regular semiannual payments).

bondmoddur2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond modified duration given price (general).

bondprice1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;yield)

Returns the bond price given yield (regular semiannual payments).

bondprice2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;yld)

Returns the Bond price given yield (general).
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bondyield1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond yield given price (regular semiannual payments).

bondyield2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond yield given price (general).

cpr2smm(X)

Returns the SMM (single monthly mortality) given CPR (conditional prepayment rate).

mbscpr(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)

Returns the conditional prepayment rate (CPR).

mbsmoddur1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) modified duration given price (30-year agency pools).

mbsmoddur2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) modified duration given price (general)

mbsprice1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) price given yield (30-year agency pools).

mbsprice2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) price given yield (general)

mbssmm(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)

Returns the single monthly mortality (SMM). This is the MBS prepayment rate.

mbsyield1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) yield given price (30-year agency pools).

mbsyield2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) yield given price (general).

smm2cpr(X)

Returns the CPR (conditional prepayment rate) given SMM (single monthly mortality).

System functions

format(X;Y)

Applies a format string to an input column or value.

goodcolname(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid/recommended column
name.  (Available as of version 11.25)

goodname(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid name for a table, folder, or
query. (Available as of version 10.23)

goodpath(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid path. (Available as of
version 10.23)

identical(X;Y)
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Returns a boolean value indicating whether the two arguments are identical. (Available as of version
11.21)

same(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the two arguments are equal. (Available as of version
11.21)

tabledata(T;K;I)

Returns information about a given table based on a specified key. Certain keys, which return
information about particular columns or data segments, require an index.

userdata(U;K)

Returns a scalar value of information about a user based on a key. The key represents a piece of
data stored in a dictionary that contains information about the UID.

usergroupdata(U)

Returns a comma-separated list of the groups in which a user ID is a member. (Available as of
version 13.16)

Object functions

obj_children(path)

Returns the list of objects contained within the folder at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

obj_exists(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path exists.  (Available as of version
10.23)

obj_inherits(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if user access to the object at the given path is inherited from
the parent folder. (Available as of version 10.24)

obj_isfolder(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a folder. (Available as of
version 10.23)

obj_isphysical(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a saved physical table. 
(Available as of version 10.23)

obj_isquery(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a query. (Available as of
version 10.23)

obj_istable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a table. (Available as of
version 10.23)

obj_istemp(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a temporary table in the user's
session. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_ldesc(path)

Returns the long description of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)
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obj_mode(path)

Returns the display mode of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_name(path)

Returns the name of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

obj_own(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is owned by the current user.
(Available as of version 10.23)

obj_owner(path)

Returns the owner of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_parent(path)

Returns the name of the folder in which the object at the given path is contained. (Available as of
version 10.23)

obj_parents(path)

Returns the hierarchical list of folders in which the object at the given path is contained. (Available as
of version 10.24)

obj_readable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be accessed by the current
user. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_runnable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be opened by the current
user. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_sdesc(path)

Returns the short description of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_title(path)

Returns the title of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_type(path)

Returns the type of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

obj_uploaders(path)

Returns the list of users that have specifically been given permission to save or upload objects to the
folder at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

obj_users(path)

Returns the list of users that have specifically been given permission to access the object at the given
path. (Available as of version 10.24)

obj_writable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be modified and saved by
the current user. (Available as of version 10.23)

Miscellaneous functions

rolledup(X;I)
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Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not a particular break column is included for the current
row within a rollup tabulation.

stemmer(Y;L;P)

Returns the stem of a word for a given language.

Time/Date functions
The time/date functions are vector functions that operate on columns containing time-related data and
return specific information about the date/time for each row.

Dates and time are represented by the integer data type. The date+time form is represented by the
decimal data type. While dates and time are represented by integer and decimal data types, they are
treated as a unique data type.

Time functions

These functions provide a set of tools for performing time-related operations in the 1010data Insights
Platform Macro Language.

Using these functions, you can perform such actions as:

• Determine the hour, minutes, or seconds of a particular time
• Calculate the number of seconds since midnight for a given time
• Ascertain the login date and time of the current session for a given time zone

Each function description contains the syntax, input values, return values, examples, and additional
information related to that function.

Note:  The time functions are different from the time series functions, which are a set of tools for
sequencing and analyzing data stored in the 1010data Insights Platform system based on their
order. See Time and order on page 743 for more information.

datetime(X;Y)

Returns the date+time value corresponding to a given date and time.

Syntax

datetime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date

Y integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.
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Return Value

Returns the decimal value (in date+time form) corresponding to the date and time values given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<colord cols="date,time,observed_date_time"/>

Example: Elapsed time since login

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. It then determines
the login date and time of the user (using the logindatetime(X) function) and calculates the number of
days, hours, minutes, and seconds that have elapsed since the time the user logged in.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
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<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="logindate(-5)" 
 label="Login Date" format="type:date"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,time,observed_date_time,login_date_time"/>
<willbe name="delta" value="login_date_time-
observed_date_time" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_days" value="if(delta < 1; 0; days(date;login_date))" 
 label="Elapsed Days"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_hours" value="time(delta)" 
 label="Elapsed Time" format="type:hms24"/>

fromdatetime(X;Y)

Formats a date+time in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY as a string according to a template. (Available as of
version 15.19)

Syntax

fromdatetime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X decimal A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date+time

Y text A "template" string specifying how the output should be formatted

The following is a partial list of string templates:
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Argument Type Description

• 'MM/DD/YY_HH:MI:SS'
• 'MM/DD/YYYY_HH:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD HH:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD&quot;T&quot;HH24:MI:SS&quot;Z&quot;'

Return Value

Returns a string value of the date formatted using the template specified in the Y argument.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Example

The following example first uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. The date+time value
appears in the Observed Date/Time column.

Then, fromdatetime(X;Y) converts the date+time value into a string value in the form 'YYYY-MM-DD
HH24:MI:SS'. This string value appears in the Observed Date/Time (string) column.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time_string" value="fromdatetime(observed_date_time;'YYYY-
MM-DD HH24:MI:SS')"
 label="Observed Date/Time (string)"/>
<colord cols="date,time,observed_date_time,observed_date_time_string"/>
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fromtime(X;Y)

Formats a time value in the form HHMMSS as a string according to a template. (Available as of version
15.19)

Syntax

fromtime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time

Y text A "template" string specifying how the output should be formatted.

The following is a partial list of string templates:

• 'HH:MI:SS'
• 'HH:MI:SSpm'
• 'HH:MI'
• 'HH:MIpm'

Return Value

Returns a string value of the date formatted using the template specified in the Y argument.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Example

In the following example, fromtime(X;Y) converts a time value into a string value in the form
'HH:MI:SSpm'. Note that the template supplied as the Y argument converts the 24-hour time into an AM/
PM time format.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="time_string" value="fromtime(time;'HH:MI:SSpm')"
 label="Time (string)"/>
<colord cols="date,time,time,time_string"/>
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hour(X)

Returns the hour portion of a time-related value.

Syntax

hour(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the hour portion of the time-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the hour(X) function to get the hour portion of it.

<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: hour(X)"/>
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<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_hour" value="hour(login_date_time)" 
 label="Login Hour"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_hour"/>

logindatetime(X)

Returns the date and time of the current session's login within a given time zone.

Syntax

logindatetime(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A whole number between -11 and 11 (or column name containing such
values), representing a time zone, where 0 represents GMT

For example:

• -5 represents EST
• -8 represents PST

Return Value

Returns the decimal value corresponding to the date+time of the current session's login within the given
time zone.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function.

<base table="default.lonely" 
 label="Example: logindatetime(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login`Date+Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time"/> 
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Note:  The computed column is formatted using the datehms24 format type so that the date
+time will appear as a date and time (03/17/16_15:02:12) and not as a decimal number
(-6,863.37347286349).

Example: Elapsed time since login

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. It then determines
the login date and time of the user (using the logindatetime(X) function) and calculates the number of
days, hours, minutes, and seconds that have elapsed since the time the user logged in.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="logindate(-5)" 
 label="Login Date" format="type:date"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,time,observed_date_time,login_date_time"/>
<willbe name="delta" value="login_date_time-
observed_date_time" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_days" value="if(delta < 1; 0; days(date;login_date))" 
 label="Elapsed Days"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_hours" value="time(delta)" 
 label="Elapsed Time" format="type:hms24"/>
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minute(X)

Returns the minutes portion of a time-related value.

Syntax

minute(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the minutes portion of the time-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the minute(X) function to get the minute portion of it.
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<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: minute(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_minute" value="minute(login_date_time)" 
 label="Login Minute"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_minute"/>

second(X)

Returns the seconds portion of a time-related value.

Syntax

second(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the seconds portion of the time-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the second(X) function to get the seconds portion of it.

<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: second(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_second" value="second(login_date_time)" 
 label="Login Second"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_second"/>
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secs(X)

Returns the number of seconds from midnight to a time-related value.

Syntax

secs(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of seconds from midnight to the time in the time-
related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the secs(X) function to get the number of seconds from midnight to the login time.

<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: secs(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_secs" value="secs(login_date_time)" 
 label="# of Seconds`Since Midnight"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_secs"/>
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time(X)

Returns the time portion of a date+time value.

Syntax

time(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X decimal A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (HHMMSS) corresponding to the time for a date+time value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the time(X) function to get just the time portion of it.

<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: time(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_time" value="time(login_date_time)" 
 label="Login Time" format="type:hms24"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_time"/>

todatetime(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or date to a date+time value in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY. (Available as
of version 15.19)

Syntax

todatetime(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• date+time
• date

Y text An optional argument specifying which date mode to use if the date has
an ambiguous format. For example, the string "1/2/3" can be interpreted
as January 2, 2003 (using month/day/year format), or it can be interpreted
as February 3, 2001 (using year/month/day format).

Valid values are:

• 'mdymode' - Interpret ambiguities as month/day/year
• 'dmymode' - Interpret ambiguities as day/month/year
• 'ymdmode' - Interpret ambiguities as year/month/day

The default value is 'mdymode'.

You can also add an optional argument to tell todatetime how to
handle invalid input.

Valid values are:

• 'invalidna' - Return null on invalid input. This is the default value.
• 'invaliderr' - Return an error on invalid input.
• 'besteffort' - Allows a string that is technically not valid

(such as containing invalid trailing characters) to be converted.
If'besteffort' is unsuccessful, the function returns null.

todatetime(X,Y) can take a variety of input values and uses internal logic to parse the dates. For
example, the function assumes that a 4-digit number represents a year, and that a month name or
abbreviation (such as 'Jan') is obviously a month. Any ambiguities are resolved using the setting of the Y
argument.

Return Value

Returns a signed float value in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY, that can be expressed in a date+time
format (such as type:datehms24). If X is a date only, datetime(X;Y) expands the date with a time of
00:00:00 (midnight).

If the input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invalidna', the function returns a null value. If the
input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invaliderr', the function throws an error. In this way,
todatetime(X,Y) provides date validation if the input value is already in a date or date+time format.

The date+time format uses 1/1/2035 as the epoch (or reference) point. Specifically, the value
XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY is a signed float representing the number of days before or after the epoch. This
value is typically negative, because the date+time is usually before the epoch. For more information about
date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Example

The following example converts strings containing dates to the date format datehms24. The Y argument is
'dmymode', so that any ambiguous dates are parsed as day/month/year.
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<table cols="date_time_text">
"31 Oct 2017 12:15:10"
"February 3, 2016 04:45:01"
"1/2/5 13:26:05"
"3/12/15" 
</table>

<willbe name="date_time_converted" value="todatetime(date_time_text;'mdymode')" format="type:datehms24"/
>

The first date, 31 Oct 2017 12:15:10, is parsed correctly because there is no ambiguity about "Oct"
being the month. The second date, February 3, 2016 04:45:01, is parsed with the time stamp. The
third date, 1/2/5, is ambiguous, so the Y argument tells todate to parse the date as month/day/year,
or 01/02/2005. The last date, 3/12/15, contains no time, so todatetime(X;Y) adds a timestamp of
00:00:00.

totime(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or time to a time value in the form HHMMSS. (Available as of version 15.19)

Syntax

totime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• date+time
• time

Y text An optional argument indicating how to display the results

Valid values are:

• 'allow24' - Allow 24-hour time, such as the string '24:00:00'
• 'forbid24' - Forbid 24-hour time and return an error when

attempting to convert 24-hour time
• 'rollover' - Allow 24-hour time, but convert it to 12-hour time, so

that '24:00:00' is converted to 0 and '36:13:14' is converted to 121314.
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totime(X,Y) can take a variety of input values. It allows a date+time value, discarding the date portion.
It will also accept fractional seconds values, such as '12:23:44:123', but will truncate the time to HHMMSS
format.

Return Value

Returns an integer value in the form HHMMSS that can be expressed in a time format (such as
type:hms24).

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example converts strings containing times to the date format hms12. The Y argument is
'rollover', so that it accepts any positive values and rolls over the time into an AM or PM time.

<table cols="timetext">
"24:00:00"
"36:13:14"
"11:45:10"
"14:56:03" 
</table>

<willbe name="timeconverted" value="totime(timetext;'rollover')" format="type:hms12"/
>

Date Functions

These functions provide a set of tools for performing common and advanced operations on dates in the
1010data Insights Platform Macro Language.

Using these functions, you can perform such actions as:

• Determine the quarter of a particular date
• Calculate the number of days from one date to another
• Ascertain the first weekday on or before a particular date

Each function description contains the syntax, input values, return values, examples, and additional
information related to that function.

date(X)

Returns the date portion of a date+time value.
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Syntax

date(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X decimal A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the date portion of the date+time value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function and then uses
the date(X) function to get the date portion of it.

<base table="default.lonely" label="Example: date(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="date(login_date_time)" 
 label="Login Date" format="type:date"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time,login_date"/>

datetime(X;Y)

Returns the date+time value corresponding to a given date and time.

Syntax

datetime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
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Argument Type Description

Y integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing time-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

Returns the decimal value (in date+time form) corresponding to the date and time values given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<colord cols="date,time,observed_date_time"/>
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Example: Elapsed time since login

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. It then determines
the login date and time of the user (using the logindatetime(X) function) and calculates the number of
days, hours, minutes, and seconds that have elapsed since the time the user logged in.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="logindate(-5)" 
 label="Login Date" format="type:date"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,time,observed_date_time,login_date_time"/>
<willbe name="delta" value="login_date_time-
observed_date_time" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_days" value="if(delta < 1; 0; days(date;login_date))" 
 label="Elapsed Days"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_hours" value="time(delta)" 
 label="Elapsed Time" format="type:hms24"/>

day(X)

Returns the day portion of a date-related value.
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Syntax

day(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the day portion of the date-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the day portion of the date value in the column
named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<tabu label="Example: day(X)" breaks="date">
  <tcol source="date" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="example" value="day(date)" label="Day"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 01/07/93 (X=19930107), the result would be 7.
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dayofwk(X)

Returns the integer value corresponding to the day of the week of a date-related value.

Syntax

dayofwk(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=Sunday, 2=Monday, etc.) corresponding to the day of the week of the
date-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the day of the week of the date value in the column
named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="dayofwk(date)" label="Day of Week"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 09/21/93 (X=19930921), the result would be 3. (3=Tuesday)

For a date value of 05/26/93 (X=19930526), the result would be 4. (4=Wednesday)

dayofyr(P)

Returns the integer value corresponding to the day of the year of a date-related value. (Available as of
version 16.02)

Syntax

dayofyr(P)

Input

Argument Type Description

P any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
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Argument Type Description

• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns an integer value representing the number of the day of the year of the input value.

For example, dayofyr(20191225) returns a value of 359, meaning that 12/25/2019 was the 359th day
of 2019. dayofyr(20201225) returns a value of 360, since 2020 was a leap year.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

days(X;Y)

Returns the number of days between two date-related values.

Syntax

days(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of days between the two date-related values given
as input.

Note:  For month, quarter, or year input values, the first date of the period is used for the
calculation.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.
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Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the number of days between the first day of the
year and the date value in the column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="example" value="days(firstdate(year(date));date)" label="Days
 Since`Beginning of Year"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Note:  This example uses two other date functions, year(X) and firstdate(X), in the
calculation of the first argument.

For a date value of 01/03/90 (X=19900103), the result would be 2. (There are 2 days from January 1 to
January 3.)

For a date value of 05/27/90 (X=19900527), the result would be 146. (There are 146 days from January
1 to May 27.)

firstdate(X)

Returns the date of the first day of the period specified by a date-related value.

Syntax

firstdate(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (in date form) corresponding to the first day of the period specified by a date-
related value given as input.

• For a month value given as input, the date corresponding to the first day of the month is returned.
• For a quarter value given as input, the date corresponding to the first day of the quarter is returned.
• For a year value given as input, the date corresponding to the first day of the year is returned.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.
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Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the first day of the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="firstdate(month)" label="First Day`of Period"/>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

For a month value of 10/78 (X=197810), the result would be 10/01/78.

For a month value of 05/80 (X=198005), the result would be 05/01/80.

fromdate(X;Y)

Formats a date in the form YYYYMMDD as a string according to a template. (Available as of version 15.19)

Syntax

fromdate(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date

Y text A "template" string specifying how the output should be formatted

The following is a partial list of string templates:

• 'MM/DD/YY'
• 'MM/DD/YYYY'
• 'MM/YY'
• 'MM/YYYY'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD'
• 'MonYY'
• 'MonYYYY'
• 'Mon-YYYY'
• 'Month YYYY'
• 'Qquot;Q&quot;YY'
• 'Q&quot;Q&quot;YYYY'

Return Value

Returns a string value of the date formatted using the template specified in the Y argument.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Example

The following example converts a date value in the form YYYYMMDD into a string value in the form
'MonYYYY':
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<table cols="date_format">
20171031
20160203
20150102
20120315
</table>
<willbe name="date_text value="fromdate(date_format;'MonYYYY')"/>

fromdatetime(X;Y)

Formats a date+time in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY as a string according to a template. (Available as of
version 15.19)

Syntax

fromdatetime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X decimal A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date+time

Y text A "template" string specifying how the output should be formatted

The following is a partial list of string templates:

• 'MM/DD/YY_HH:MI:SS'
• 'MM/DD/YYYY_HH:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD HH:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS'
• 'YYYY-MM-DD&quot;T&quot;HH24:MI:SS&quot;Z&quot;'

Return Value

Returns a string value of the date formatted using the template specified in the Y argument.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Example

The following example first uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. The date+time value
appears in the Observed Date/Time column.

Then, fromdatetime(X;Y) converts the date+time value into a string value in the form 'YYYY-MM-DD
HH24:MI:SS'. This string value appears in the Observed Date/Time (string) column.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time_string" value="fromdatetime(observed_date_time;'YYYY-
MM-DD HH24:MI:SS')"
 label="Observed Date/Time (string)"/>
<colord cols="date,time,observed_date_time,observed_date_time_string"/>

gregor(X)

Returns the date corresponding to the given number of days before the epoch (1/1/2035).

Syntax

gregor(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A value (or column name containing values) corresponding to the number
of days before the epoch for a particular date

The value is typically expressed as a negative number because the count
is backwards from the epoch (1/1/2035).

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

Returns an integer value (in date form) representing the date that is X days before the epoch (1/1/2035).

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

You can create a computed column that displays the date corresponding to a particular number of days
before the epoch (1/1/2035):

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="gregor('-8935')" label="Gregorian Date"/>
<colord cols="example"/>

The computed column will show the date value 07/16/10 (X=20100716). (There are 8,935 days from
7/16/10 to 1/1/2035.)

isodayofwk(X)

Returns the ISO-8601 day of the week for a given date or timestamp. (Available as of version 16.04)

Syntax

isodayofwk(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319 .

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=Monday, 2=Tuesday ... 7=Sunday) corresponding to the day of the week
based on the input.
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If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

Applying this function to a date column in a table will calculate the day of week for each row:

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isodayofwk" value="isodayofwk(date)"/>
<colord cols="date,isodayofwk"/>

Example

Applying this function to a scalar value which represents a date will simply return the day of the week for
that date.

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isodayofwk" value="isodayofwk(20120531)"/>
<colord cols="isodayofwk"/>

isoweek(X)

Returns the ISO-8601 week-numbering week for a given date or timestamp. (Available as of version 16.04)

Syntax

isoweek(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
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Argument Type Description

• quarter
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319 .

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=first week of the year, 52=last week of the year) corresponding to the
day of the week based on the input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

Applying this function to a date column in a table will calculate the week number for each row. Note that
in this example screenshot, it has acted on the last day of the year, but since the week where that day fell
also contained the new year, the week value is 1:

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isoweek" value="isoweek(date)"/>
<colord cols="date,isoweek"/>

Example

Applying this function to a scalar value which represents a date will simply return the week number for that
date. Notice here the date falls within the last full calendar week of the year, so isoweek returns 52.

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isoweek" value="isoweek(20121229)"/>
<colord cols="isoweek"/>

isoyear(X)

Returns the ISO-8601 week-numbering year for a given date or timestamp. (Available as of version 16.04)
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Syntax

isoyear(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319 .

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=Monday, 2=Tuesday ... 7=Sunday) corresponding to the day of the week
based on the input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

Applying this function to a date column in a table will calculate the year number for each row. Note that
since the date in the below image is the last day of the year, it is in a week that includes the first few days
of the new year, so the year-number is showing 2013 even though the date is from 2012:

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isoyear" value="isoyear(date)"/>
<colord cols="date,isoyear"/>

Example

Applying this function to a scalar value which represents a date will simply return the year number
corresponding to that date.

<base table="retaildemo.retail.sales_detail"/>
<willbe name="isoyear" value="isoyear(20120531)"/>
<colord cols="isoyear"/>
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julian(X)

Returns the number of days remaining until the epoch for a date-related value (using a similar convention
to the Julian date).

Syntax

julian(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns an integer value representing the number of days before the epoch for the date-related value
given as input.

The calculation uses 1/1/2035 as the epoch (or reference) point. The value is typically negative because
the count uses the epoch as the starting point and counts backwards to the given date or date+time.

Note:  This does not conform to the official scientific definition of Julian dates.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the number of days from the epoch (1/1/2035) to
the date value in the column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="julian(date)" label="Julian Date"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 08/23/90 (X=19900823), the result would be -16,202. (There are 16,202 days from
8/23/90 to 1/1/2035.)
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lastdate(X)

Returns the date of the last day of the period specified by a date-related value.

Syntax

lastdate(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (in date form) corresponding to the last day of the period specified by a date-
related value given as input.

• For a month value given as input, the date corresponding to the last day of the month is returned.
• For a quarter value given as input, the date corresponding to the last day of the quarter is returned.
• For a year value given as input, the date corresponding to the last day of the year is returned.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the last day of the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="lastdate(month)" label="Last Day`of Period"/>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

For a month value of 10/78 (X=197810), the result would be 10/31/78.

For a month value of 02/76 (X=197602), the result would be 02/29/76. (1976 was a leap year.)

logindate(X)

Returns the date of the current session's login within a given time zone.

Syntax

logindate(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A whole number between -11 and 11 (or column name containing such
values), representing a time zone, where 0 represents GMT

For example:

• -5 represents EST
• -8 represents PST

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the date of the current session's login in the time form
(YYYYMMDD) within the given time zone.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date using the logindate(X) function.

<base table="default.lonely" 
 label="Example: logindate(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="logindate(-5)" 
 label="Login Date"/>
<colord cols="login_date"/> 

logindatetime(X)

Returns the date and time of the current session's login within a given time zone.

Syntax

logindatetime(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A whole number between -11 and 11 (or column name containing such
values), representing a time zone, where 0 represents GMT

For example:

• -5 represents EST
• -8 represents PST
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Return Value

Returns the decimal value corresponding to the date+time of the current session's login within the given
time zone.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example gets the login date and time using the logindatetime(X) function.

<base table="default.lonely" 
 label="Example: logindatetime(X)"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login`Date+Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<colord cols="login_date_time"/> 

Note:  The computed column is formatted using the datehms24 format type so that the date
+time will appear as a date and time (03/17/16_15:02:12) and not as a decimal number
(-6,863.37347286349).

Example: Elapsed time since login

The following example uses datetime(X;Y) to create a date+time value from two columns in the
pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table: date and time. It then determines
the login date and time of the user (using the logindatetime(X) function) and calculates the number of
days, hours, minutes, and seconds that have elapsed since the time the user logged in.

Note:  Because the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table is so large,
the calculations are only done for one particular zip code.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly" 
 label="Example: Elapsed time since login"/>
<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>
<willbe name="observed_date_time" value="datetime(date;time)" 
 label="Observed Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date_time" value="logindatetime(-5)" 
 label="Login Date/Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="login_date" value="logindate(-5)" 
 label="Login Date" format="type:date"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,time,observed_date_time,login_date_time"/>
<willbe name="delta" value="login_date_time-
observed_date_time" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_days" value="if(delta < 1; 0; days(date;login_date))" 
 label="Elapsed Days"/>
<willbe name="elapsed_hours" value="time(delta)" 
 label="Elapsed Time" format="type:hms24"/>
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month(X)

Returns the month portion of a date-related value.

Syntax

month(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=January, 2=February, etc.) corresponding to the month portion of the
date-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.
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Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the month portion of the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa" label="Example: month(X)"/>
<willbe name="example" value="month(month)" label="Month"/>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

For a month value of 07/76 (X=197607), the result would be 7.

months(X;Y)

Returns the number of months between two date-related values.

Syntax

months(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:
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Argument Type Description

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of months between the two date-related values
given as input.

Note:  For month, quarter, or year input values, the first date of the period is used for the
calculation.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the number of months between the first day of the
year and the date value in the column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="example" value="months(firstdate(year(date));date)"
 label="Months Since`Beginning of Year"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Note:  This example uses two other date functions, year(X) and firstdate(X), in the
calculation of the first argument.

For a date value of 01/03/90 (X=19900103), the result would be 0. (There are 0 months from January 1
to January 3.)

For a date value of 05/27/90 (X=19900527), the result would be 4. (There are 4 months from January 1
to May 27.)

nextwkday(X)

Returns the date of the first weekday on or after a date-related value.

Syntax

nextwkday(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Return Value

Returns the integer value (in date form) corresponding to the first weekday on or after the date-related
value given as input.

Note:  Weekdays are Monday through Friday, including holidays.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the first weekday on or after the date value in the
column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="nextwkday(date)" label="Next Weekday"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 06/16/93 (X=19930616), the result would be 06/16/93. (Since 6/16/93 is a
Wednesday, which is a weekday, the same date is returned.)

For a date value of 01/02/93 (X=19930102), the result would be 01/04/93. (Since 1/2/93 is a Saturday,
the date returned is the first weekday after, which is Monday, 1/4/93.)

periods(X;Y)

Returns the number of days, months, quarters, or years between two date-related values, depending on
the types of those values.

Syntax

periods(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of days, months, quarters, or years between two
date-related values given as input, depending on the types of those values.

This function returns the broadest result based on types of the arguments given. For instance:

• When determining the period between a year and a date, the number of years will be returned.
• When determining the period between a month and a date, the number of months will be returned.
• When determining the period between a date and a date, the number of days will be returned.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays the integer value corresponding to the period between the date value in the column
named date and a particular date value. In this example, the four computed columns show the years,
months, quarters, and days from 12/13/2013:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="yr_example" value="periods(date;'2013')" label="Periods`(Year)"/
>
<willbe name="mo_example" value="periods(date;'201312')" label="Periods`(Month)"/
>
<willbe name="qtr_example" value="periods(date;'20134')" label="Periods`(Quarter)"/
>
<willbe name="day_example" value="periods(date;'20131213')" label="Periods`(Day)"/
>
<colord cols="date,yr_example,mo_example,qtr_example,day_example"/>

For a date value of 04/30/90 (X=19900430):

• The result for the first computed column would be 23.
• The result for the second computed column would be 284.
• The result for the third computed column would be 94.
• The result for the fourth computed column would be 8,628.

prevwkday(X)

Returns the date of the last weekday on or before a date-related value.

Syntax

prevwkday(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Return Value

Returns the integer value (in date form) corresponding to the last weekday on or before the date-related
value given as input.

Note:  Weekdays are Monday through Friday, including holidays.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the last weekday on or before the date value in the
column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="prevwkday(date)" label="Previous Weekday"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 06/16/93 (X=19930616), the result would be 06/16/93. (Since 6/16/93 is a
Wednesday, which is a weekday, the same date is returned.)

For a date value of 01/24/93 (X=19930124), the result would be 01/22/93. (Since 1/24/93 is a Sunday,
the date returned is the last weekday before, which is Friday, 1/22/93.)

quarter(X)

Returns the quarter corresponding to a date-related value.

Syntax

quarter(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319 .

Return Value

Returns the integer value (e.g., 1=first quarter, 2=second quarter, etc.) corresponding to the quarter of the
date-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.
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Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the quarter of the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa" label="Example: quarter(X)"/>
<willbe name="example" value="quarter(month)" label="Quarter"/>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

For a month value of 10/76 (X=197610), the result would be 4. (October is in the fourth quarter.)

quarters(X;Y)

Returns the number of quarters between two date-related values.

Syntax

quarters(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
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Argument Type Description

• month
• quarter
• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of quarters between the two date-related values
given as input.

Note:  For month, quarter, or year input values, the first date of the period is used for the
calculation.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the number of months between the first day of the
year and the date value in the column named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="example" value="quarters(firstdate(year(date));date)" label="Quarters
 Since`Beginning of Year"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Note:  This example uses two other date functions, year(X) and firstdate(X), in the
calculation of the first argument.

For a date value of 02/09/90 (X=19900209), the result would be 0. (There are 0 quarters from January 1
to February 9.)

For a date value of 10/15/90 (X=19901015), the result would be 3. (There are 3 quarters from January 1
to October 15.)

sdayofwk(X)

Returns the text value corresponding to the day of the week of a date-related value.

Syntax

sdayofwk(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Return Value

Returns the text value (e.g., sun=Sunday, mon=Monday, etc.) corresponding to the day of the week of the
date-related value given as input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays a text value corresponding to the day of the week of the date value in the column
named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="sdayofwk(date)" label="Day of Week"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 09/21/93 (X=19930921), the result would be tue.

For a date value of 05/26/93 (X=19930526), the result would be wed.

shift(X;Y)

Returns the date-related value shifted by the amount specified.

Syntax

shift(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year
• date+time

Y any numeric type The amount to shift X, depending on the type of X

For example:

• If X is a month value, Y specifies how many months to shift.
• If X is a date value, Y specifies how many days to shift.
• If X is a date+time value, Y specifies how many days (and fraction of a

day) to shift.

If X is a date+time value, Y can be a decimal value; otherwise, it must be
an integer.

If Y > 0, shift the date-related value forward. If Y < 0, shift the date-related
value backward.

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Return Value

Returns the same type of date-related value (integer or decimal) given as input, shifted by the amount
specified.

Note:  The type of date-related value that is given as input determines the shift (i.e., a year value
will be shifted by years, a month value will be shifted by months, etc.)

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example using date value

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the date value in the column named date shifted
by 7 days:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="example" value="shift(date;7)" label="Shift`7 Days"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

For a date value of 01/01/90 (X=19900101), the result would be 01/08/90.

For a date value of 01/25/90 (X=19900125), the result would be 02/01/90.

Note:  If the value in the column named date was a month value, the result would be shifted by 7
months.

Example using date+time value

You can create a computed column that displays the login date+time (using the logindatetime(X)
function), and then create another computed column that displays that value shifted by some amount:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="logindatetimecol" value="logindatetime(-5)" label="Login`Date
+Time" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="hoursexample" value="shift(logindatetimecol;.25)" label="Shift`6
 Hours" format="type:datehms24"/>
<willbe name="daysandhoursexample" value="shift(logindatetimecol;1.5)"
 label="Shift`1 1/2 Days" format="type:datehms24"/>
<colord cols="logindatetimecol,hoursexample,daysandhoursexample"/>

Note:  The computed columns are formatted using the datehms24 format type so that
the date+time values will appear as dates and times and not as decimal numbers (i.e.,
12/16/13_11:06:11 as opposed to -7,685.53737094584).

For a login date+time value of 12/16/13_11:06:11 (X=-7,685.53737094584):

• The result in the hoursexample column would be 12/16/13_17:06:11. The login date+time is
shifted by .25 days (or 6 hours).

• The result in the daysandhoursexample column would be 12/17/13_23:06:11. The login date
+time is shifted by 1.5 days (or 1 day and 12 hours).

shiftmonths(X;Y;E)

Returns the date-related value shifted by the number of months specified.

Syntax

shiftmonths(X;Y;E)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date

Y integer
big integer

The amount of months to shift X

If Y > 0, shift forward. If Y < 0, shift backward.

E integer
big integer

A value of 0 or 1 that determines how to handle end-of-the-month values
of X.

• If E=0 and X is the last day of the month, the day in the resultant date
is the same day of the month as X.

• If E=1 and X is the last day of the month, the day in the resultant date
is the last day of the resultant month.

Note:  The day in the resultant date will never be greater than the
last day of that month, regardless of the value of E.

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (in date form) of the date value given as input, shifted by the number of months
specified.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the date value in the column named date shifted
by 1 month:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="example" value="shiftmonths(date;1;0)" label="Shift`1 Month"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Because E = 0 in this example:

• For a date value of 02/27/90 (X=19900227), the result would be 03/27/90.
• For a date value of 02/28/90 (X=19900228), the result would be 03/28/90. (The same day as the

input date.)
• For a date value of 05/31/90 (X=19900531), the result would be 06/30/90.

If E = 1 in this example:

• For a date value of 02/27/90 (X=19900227), the result would be 03/27/90.
• For a date value of 02/28/90 (X=19900228), the result would be 03/31/90. (The last day of the

resultant month.)
• For a date value of 05/31/90 (X=19900531), the result would be 06/30/90.
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todate(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or date to a date value in the form YYYYMMDD. (Available as of version
15.19)

Syntax

todate(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• date+time
• date

Y text An optional argument specifying which date mode to use if the date has
an ambiguous format. For example, the string "1/2/3" can be interpreted
as January 2, 2003 (using month/day/year format), or it can be interpreted
as February 3, 2001 (using year/month/day format).

Valid values are:

• 'mdymode' - Interpret ambiguities as month/day/year
• 'dmymode' - Interpret ambiguities as day/month/year
• 'ymdmode' - Interpret ambiguities as year/month/day

The default value is 'mdymode'.

You can also add an optional argument to tell todate how to handle
invalid input.

Valid values are:

• 'invalidna' - Return null on invalid input. This is the default value.
• 'invaliderr' - Throw an error on invalid input.
• 'besteffort' - Allow a string that is technically not valid

(such as containing invalid trailing characters) to be converted.
If'besteffort' is unsuccessful, the function returns null.

todate(X,Y) can take a variety of input values and uses internal logic to parse the dates. For example,
the function assumes that a 4-digit number represents a year, and that a month name or abbreviation
(such as "Jan") is obviously a month. Any ambiguities are resolved using the setting of the Y argument.

Return Value

Returns an integer value in the form YYYYMMDD that can be expressed in a date format (such as
type:date). If X contains a time stamp, it is discarded.

If the input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invalidna', the function returns a null value. If the
input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invaliderr', the function throws an error. In this way,
todate(X,Y) provides date validation if the input value is already in a date or date+time format.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.
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Example

The following example converts strings containing dates in various formats to the date format date4y. The
Y argument is 'mdymode', so that any ambiguous dates are parsed as month/day/year.

<table cols="date_text">
"31 Oct 2017"
"February 3, 2016 04:45:01"
"1/2/5"
"15/3/12" 
</table>

<willbe name="date_converted" value="todate(date_text;'mdymode')" format="type:date4y"/
>

The first date, 31 Oct 2017, is parsed correctly because there is no ambiguity about "Oct" being the
month. The second date, February 3, 2016 04:45:01, is parsed after dropping the time stamp. The
third date, 1/2/5, is ambiguous, so the Y argument tells todate to parse the date as month/day/year, or
01/02/2005. The last date, 15/3/12, cannot be parsed as month/day/year because it is not a valid date,
and returns a null value.

todatetime(X;Y)

Convert a string, date+time, or date to a date+time value in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY. (Available as
of version 15.19)

Syntax

todatetime(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• date+time
• date

Y text An optional argument specifying which date mode to use if the date has
an ambiguous format. For example, the string "1/2/3" can be interpreted
as January 2, 2003 (using month/day/year format), or it can be interpreted
as February 3, 2001 (using year/month/day format).
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Argument Type Description

Valid values are:

• 'mdymode' - Interpret ambiguities as month/day/year
• 'dmymode' - Interpret ambiguities as day/month/year
• 'ymdmode' - Interpret ambiguities as year/month/day

The default value is 'mdymode'.

You can also add an optional argument to tell todatetime how to
handle invalid input.

Valid values are:

• 'invalidna' - Return null on invalid input. This is the default value.
• 'invaliderr' - Return an error on invalid input.
• 'besteffort' - Allows a string that is technically not valid

(such as containing invalid trailing characters) to be converted.
If'besteffort' is unsuccessful, the function returns null.

todatetime(X,Y) can take a variety of input values and uses internal logic to parse the dates. For
example, the function assumes that a 4-digit number represents a year, and that a month name or
abbreviation (such as 'Jan') is obviously a month. Any ambiguities are resolved using the setting of the Y
argument.

Return Value

Returns a signed float value in the form XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY, that can be expressed in a date+time
format (such as type:datehms24). If X is a date only, datetime(X;Y) expands the date with a time of
00:00:00 (midnight).

If the input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invalidna', the function returns a null value. If the
input is invalid and the Y argument includes 'invaliderr', the function throws an error. In this way,
todatetime(X,Y) provides date validation if the input value is already in a date or date+time format.

The date+time format uses 1/1/2035 as the epoch (or reference) point. Specifically, the value
XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY is a signed float representing the number of days before or after the epoch. This
value is typically negative, because the date+time is usually before the epoch. For more information about
date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Example

The following example converts strings containing dates to the date format datehms24. The Y argument is
'dmymode', so that any ambiguous dates are parsed as day/month/year.

<table cols="date_time_text">
"31 Oct 2017 12:15:10"
"February 3, 2016 04:45:01"
"1/2/5 13:26:05"
"3/12/15" 
</table>

<willbe name="date_time_converted" value="todatetime(date_time_text;'mdymode')" format="type:datehms24"/
>
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The first date, 31 Oct 2017 12:15:10, is parsed correctly because there is no ambiguity about "Oct"
being the month. The second date, February 3, 2016 04:45:01, is parsed with the time stamp. The
third date, 1/2/5, is ambiguous, so the Y argument tells todate to parse the date as month/day/year,
or 01/02/2005. The last date, 3/12/15, contains no time, so todatetime(X;Y) adds a timestamp of
00:00:00.

todays(X;Y)

Convert a string, months, or days value to a floating-point days interval. (Available as of version 15.19)

Syntax

todays(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column containing a time interval

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• months
• days

Y text Reserved for future use

Return Value

Returns an floating-point value representing the number of days and/or partial days. This value can then be
added to a date or date+time value.

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example converts a period of time into a days interval.

<table cols="time_interval">
"1.5 weeks"
"2.3 years"
"10.2 weeks"
"3.5 months" 
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</table>

<willbe name="days_interval" value="todays(time_interval;)" format="type:num;dec:2"/
>

tomonths(X;Y)

Convert a string, days, or months value to an integer value representing the number of months. (Available
as of version 15.19)

Syntax

tomonths(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column containing a time interval

Valid values can be of the form:

• string
• months
• days

Y text

Return Value

Returns an integer value representing the number of months. 30 days=1 month. This result can then be
used in functions such as shiftmonths(X;Y;E)

For more information about date formats, see Dates and time on page 1319.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

The following example converts a period of time into an integer representing the months interval. Fractional
months are dropped.

<table cols="time_interval">
"1.5 weeks"
"59 days"
"2.3 years"
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"10.2 weeks"
"3.5 months" 
</table>

<willbe name="months_interval" value="tomonths(time_interval;)"/>

year(X)

Returns the year portion of a date-related value.

Syntax

year(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value (YYYY) corresponding to the year portion of the date-related value given as
input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the year portion of the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa" label="Example: year(X)"/>
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<willbe name="example" value="year(month)" label="Year" format="type:nocommas"/
>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

Note:  The computed column is formatted using the nocommas display format so that the year will
appear without commas (i.e., 1976 as opposed to 1,976).

For a month value of 09/76 (X=197609), the result would be 1976.

years(X;Y)

Returns the number of years between two date-related values.

Syntax

years(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
• year

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• quarter
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Argument Type Description

• year

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of years between the two date-related values given
as input.

Note:  For month, quarter, or year input values, the first date of the period is used for the
calculation.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays an integer value
corresponding to the number of years between 1976 and the month value in the column named month:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="years('1976';month)" label="Years`Since 1976"/>
<colord cols="month,example"/>

For a month value of 10/77 (X=197710), the result would be 1. (There is 1 year from 1976 to 1977.)

For a month value of 10/13 (X=201310), the result would be 37. (There are 37 years from 1976 to 2013.)

yrmo(X)

Returns the month form of a date-related value.

Syntax

yrmo(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the month form (YYYYMM) of a date-related value given as
input.

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.
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Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the month form of the date value in the column
named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="yrmo(date)" label="Month Form"
 format="type:nocommas"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Note:  The computed column is formatted using the nocommas display format so that the result will
appear without commas (i.e., 199301 as opposed to 199,301).

For a date value of 10/21/93 (X=19931021), the result would be 199310.

For a date value of 02/07/93 (X=19930207), the result would be 199302.

yrqtr(X)

Returns the quarter form of a date-related value.

Syntax

yrqtr(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date-related values

Valid values can be of the form:

• date
• month
• date+time

For more information, see Dates and time on page 1319.

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the quarter form (YYYYQ) of a date-related value given as input

If the input values are not in one of the supported formats listed above, the function returns an erroneous
or illogical output.

Example

In the Hourly U.S. Weather (1993) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly93), you can create a computed
column that displays an integer value corresponding to the quarter form of the date value in the column
named date:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly93"/>
<willbe name="example" value="yrqtr(date)" label="Quarter Form"
 format="type:nocommas"/>
<colord cols="date,example"/>

Note:  The computed column is formatted using the nocommas display format so that the result will
appear without commas (i.e., 19932 as opposed to 19,932).
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For a date value of 10/21/93 (X=19931021), the result would be 19934. (October is in the fourth quarter.)

For a date value of 02/07/93 (X=19930207), the result would be 19931. (February is in the first quarter.)

Group functions (g_functions)
Group functions, or g_functions, are used to perform operations, such as summarizations, on rows that
have the same values in a set of given columns.

Group functions allow you to define the order and partitioning of a table on the fly. There are some
restrictions that apply to these functions, but they can be used in a wide array of applications and provide
an unmatched level of flexibility and performance. These functions provide similar functionality as
tabulations, but are often faster.

Group functions take a column of data in a table, break the column up into different groups, and then
compute summary information on each of those groups.

Under the hood, g_functions offer a lot of performance benefits, because like all other computed columns,
results are only calculated as they are needed. As-needed means required in a later tabulation, such as
linking in another worksheet on the computed column with the g_function. Plus, g_functions can be used to
create results without any data aggregation. You can then create values that contain summary information
(such as total sales per store per day) and then have other columns in the original table that refer to them.

Each function description contains the syntax, input values, return values, examples, and additional
information related to that function.

Group functions and segmentation

Group functions require that the data be arranged in a certain way. The data must be contained in one of
two ways:

• In a single-segment table (approximately 8 million rows or fewer)
• In a multi-segment table that is already segmented by the column you want to group by

If your table is larger than 8 million rows, the Tabulate operation is the most common way to segment your
data by the desired column.

When to use g_functions

You can use the Tabulate operation to accomplish many of the same tasks as g_functions. However,
group functions can be performed up to ten times faster. You can use separate g_functions to aggregate
data at different levels. In addition, g_functions allow you to view both summarized and detailed information
in one place.

Using g_functions

Provides an overview of basic functionality of g_functions in 1010data.

Group functions, or g_functions as they are known in 1010data, are a way to perform various kinds of
operations, including data summaries and aggregations, across an entire column or columns in a table.
Often, especially with basic g_functions, the operation will do something to one kind of data while grouping
by another kind. For instance, you can use a g_function to calculate total sales by store or average
temperature by city. In both these instances the data that comes after the word by is a group.

Note:  All group functions work in the vector context only.

Basic parameters

While many g_functions are available in 1010data, most share at least a few basic pieces of information
they must receive before they can work:
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• G - The name of one or more columns that will be used for grouping (e.g., store or city).
• S - The name of a single column whose values tell the function to either include or omit a row in the

table (i.e., 1 for include and 0 for omit). This is the selection column. See Creating a selection column
for more information.

• O - The order of the rows in the group.
• X - The name of a column whose values will be operated on by the function (such as sales or

temperature).

Basic function syntax

Group functions, or g_functions, expect each argument to be separated by a semicolon. Arguments
must be provided in the order specified in the function documentation. As an example, the function
g_sum(G;S;X) is called as follows (where store, storeflag, and sales are names of columns in a
table):

g_sum(store;storeflag;sales)

The example above returns the sum of sales for each store where the storeflag column contains a 1.

Not all g_function parameters must be specified, depending on the function. However, when omitting a
parameter, you must still include the requisite semicolon to preserve the order of arguments passed to the
function. For example, if we choose to omit the S parameter, we would call the function as shown below:

g_sum(store;;sales)

The above example returns total sales for every store in the table, as no selection column is provided.

For specific information on required and optional parameters, see the topic for the specific g_function in the
Function Reference.

Creating a selection column

All g_functions contain an optional S parameter, or a selection column, to tell the g_function whether to
include or exclude a row in its calculations.

A selection column provides a boolean value (1 or 0) for each row in the table. A 1 in a particular row of the
selection column tells the g_function to include the row in the calculation. A 0 tells the g_function to omit
the row from the calculation. If there is no selection column, the g_function considers all the current rows in
the table.

To create a selection column, you need to create a computed column.

In the New operation panel, click Compute. Name and label your computed column, and use the
Expression Editor to enter a value expression that returns a 1 or 0. A basic example of a value expression
that returns a 1 or 0 is:

store=2

Alternatively, use the Query tab and enter Macro Language code for the new column into the editor. The
query should have the following format:

<willbe name="include" value="store=2"/>

The above example returns a 1 for rows in which store is equal to 2 and returns a 0 for rows in which
store is not equal to 2. store is then used for the G parameter in a g_function.

A selection column doesn't need to correspond to a G parameter. A selection column may also be created
for an X parameter. For instance, the following creates a selection column that only includes rows where
the sales column contains a value greater than 50.00:

<willbe name="include" value="sales>50.00"/>

However, you can also create selection columns based on any column in a table. It doesn't matter if a
column will be used as a parameter for a g_function; you can use it as a selection criterion.
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Functions, including g_functions, can also be used in value expressions to create a selection column. For
example, the following returns a selection column in which only the first row of each unique value of the
store column is included:

<willbe name="firstvalflag" value="g_first1(store;;)"/>

The resulting table is below. Note that the first entry for each store is flagged with a 1 in the firstvalflag
column.

You can then use the firstvalflag column as the S parameter in another g_function.

Summarizations

g_avg(G;S;X)

Returns the average of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_avg(G;S;X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the average of non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_avg returns a
decimal value corresponding to the average of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_avg_1" value="g_avg(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_avg_2" value="g_avg(state city;include;value)"/>
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Example

This example uses the g_avg(G;S;X) function to return the average sales per basket per store.
g_avg(G;S;X) can take three parameters, but in this case only the first and last are needed. The
function groups the rows based on the transaction ID (transid) for the G parameter and the sales amount
(sales) for the X parameter . The sales value is the one that is averaged grouping by the transaction ID.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item" />
<colord cols="transid,date,store,sales" />
<willbe name="bskt_avg" value="g_avg(transid;;sales)" format="dec:2"/>

g_cnt(G;S)

Returns the number of rows within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cnt(G;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cnt returns the
integer value corresponding to the number of rows that are in the same group as that row.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cnt_1" value="g_cnt(state;include)"/>
<willbe name="g_cnt_2" value="g_cnt(state city;include)"/>

Example

Let's say we want to know the number of transactions that occurred at each store in our Sales Item Detail
table (pub.demo.retail.item).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>

Create a computed column using the g_cnt(G;S) function. Specify store as the group (G), since we're
grouping by store, and leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of
the transactions (not just a subset of those transactions):

<willbe name="numtrans" value="g_cnt(store;)" label="# Transactions"/>

Since we didn't specify a selection column, the numtrans column will show the total number of
transactions for every store.

Now let's see if we can find out how many transactions occurred at each store between 6/1/2012 and
6/30/2012. We essentially want to find out the same information, but for a subset of our data. For this, we
can use the selection column parameter of the g_cnt(G;S) function.
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Create a computed column that evaluates to true if the transaction date falls between those dates:

<willbe name="in_june" value="between(date;'6/1/2012';'6/30/2012')" label="In
 June"/>

Now, use the in_june computed column as the selection column in the g_cnt(G;S) function:

<willbe name="numtrans_in_june" value="g_cnt(store;in_june)" label="#
 Transactions`In June"/>

The numtrans_in_june column shows the total number of transactions that occurred between 6/1/2012
and 6/30/2012 for every store.

g_dot(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the dot product of two sets of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_dot(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the dot
product of the remaining rows).

Y any numeric type A column name containing the data that will be operated on by the group
summarization function when calculating the dot product

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the dot
product of the remaining rows).
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_dot returns a
decimal value corresponding to the dot product of the values in the column listed in X and the values in the
column listed in Y that are in the same group as that row.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_dot_1" value="g_dot(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_dot_2" value="g_dot(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>

g_hi(G;S;X)

Returns the highest value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_hi(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation
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Argument Type Description

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the maximum of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_hi returns a
value with the same type as X corresponding to the maximum of the values in the column listed in X that
are in the same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_hi_1" value="g_hi(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_hi_2" value="g_hi(state city;include;value)"/>

g_lo(G;S;X)

Returns the lowest value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_lo(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names
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Argument Type Description

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the minimum of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_lo returns a
value with the same type as X corresponding to the minimum of the values in the column listed in X that are
in the same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_lo_1" value="g_lo(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_lo_2" value="g_lo(state city;include;value)"/>

g_median(G;S;X)

Returns the median of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_median(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the median of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_median returns
a decimal value corresponding to the median of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row. If there are an even number of values, the median is the average of the two middle
values.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_median_1" value="g_median(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_median_2" value="g_median(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_mode(G;S;X)

Returns the mode of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_mode(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the mode of the non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_mode returns a
decimal value corresponding to the mode of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same group
as that row. If, for a given group, there is no unique mode, the result is arbitrary.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_mode_1" value="g_mode(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_mode_2" value="g_mode(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_nacnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of N/A values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_nacnt(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_nacnt returns
the integer value corresponding to the number of N/A values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If no values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.
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Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_nacnt_1" value="g_nacnt(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_nacnt_2" value="g_nacnt(state city;include;value)"/>

Text N/A Values

For g_functions, there is effectively no text N/A value since the empty string ('') is considered a valid
value. Because of this, g_valcnt(G;S;X) and g_nacnt(G;S;X) may not return the expected results
when dealing with text values. Therefore, you should test explicitly for empty strings when using this
function.

Consider the following table:

The last four columns in the table were created using:

<willbe name="valcnt" value="g_valcnt(department;;item_description)"/>
<willbe name="nacnt" value="g_nacnt(department;;item_description)"/>
<willbe name="isvalid" value="department_description<>''"/>
<willbe name="valcnt_correct" value="g_cnt(department;isvalid)"/>

You can see that in the Department Description (department_description)
column, there is only one valid value in department 22 (SNACKS). However, the
g_valcnt(department;;item_description) function in the valcnt column returns 4,
and the g_nacnt(department;;item_description) function in the nacnt column returns
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0. To find the number of valid values, you can create a computed column isvalid with the value
department_description<>''. You can then create a computed column valcnt_correct with
the value g_cnt(department;isvalid) to determine the correct number of valid values for each
department. In the case of department 22, valcnt_correct displays the correct number of valid values (1).

Example

Let's say we want to know, out of all the entries in the Monthly Statewide Non-Seasonally Adjusted
Unemployment Statistics table (pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu), how many N/A values are in the
Unemployed column for every state.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu"/>

Create a computed column using the g_nacnt(G;S;X) function. Specify state as the group (G), since
we're grouping by state; specify unemp as X since we want the valid number of values in that column; and
leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the entries in the table
(not just a subset of those entries):

<willbe name="naentries" value="g_nacnt(state;;unemp)" label="# of N/
A`Unemployment`Values"/>

Since we didn't specify a selection column, the naentries column will show the number of N/A
unemployment entries for every state. For example, Arkansas (AK) has 0 N/A entries, but Indiana (IA) has
60. You can see there are missing values in the unemp column for Indiana from 01/08 through 12/12.

Now let's see if we can find out for every state how many of the months that had missing unemployment
values also reported an unemployment rate over 6% for that month. We essentially want to find out the
same information, but for a subset of our data. For this, we can use the selection column parameter of the
g_nacnt(G;S;X) function.

Create a computed column that evaluates to true if the Unemployment Rate value is greater than 6%:

<willbe name="over_six" value="unemp_rate>6.0" label="Over 6%"/>

Now, use the over_six computed column as the selection column in the g_nacnt(G;S;X) function:

<willbe name="naentries_over_six" value="g_nacnt(state;over_six;unemp)"
 label="# of N/A`Unemployed`Over 6%"/>

The naentries_over_six column now shows for each state the total number of months which had
missing unemployment values and also reported an unemployment rate of over 6% for those months. So,
in our example, Indiana had 18 months where they reported an unemployment rate of over 6% but for
which they didn't report the actual unemployment values for those months.

g_prod(G;S;X)

Returns the product of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_prod(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names
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Argument Type Description

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the product of the distinct non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_prod returns
a decimal value corresponding to the product of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_prod_1" value="g_prod(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_prod_2" value="g_prod(state city;include;value)"/>

g_sum(G;S;X)

Returns the sum of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_sum(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the sum of the non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_sum returns a
decimal value corresponding to the sum of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same group
as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_sum_1" value="g_sum(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_sum_2" value="g_sum(state city;include;value)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to figure out the total sales for every store in our Sales Item Detail table
(pub.demo.retail.item).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>

Create a computed column using the g_sum(G;S;X) function. Specify store as the group (G), since
we're grouping by store; specify sales as X since we want the sum of sales; and leave the selection
parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the transactions (not just a subset of those
transactions):

<willbe name="salesbystore" value="g_sum(store;;sales)" label="Sales
 By`Store"/>

Since we didn't specify a selection column, the salesbystore column will show the total sales for every
store.

Now let's find the total amount of sales for each transaction in every store. To do this, we group by both
store and transid:

<willbe name="salesbystoreandtransid" value="g_sum(store transid;;sales)"
 label="Sales By`Transaction`(By Store)"/>
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Now let's see if we can find out that same information but only for those transactions that occurred in May.
For this, we can use the selection column parameter of the g_sum(G;S;X) function.

Create a computed column that evaluates to true if the transaction date occurs in May:

<willbe name="may" value="between(date;'5/1/2012';'5/31/2012')" label="May"/>

Now, use the may computed column as the selection column in the g_sum(G;S;X) function:

<willbe name="salesbystoreandtransid_may" value="g_sum(store
 transid;may;sales)" label="May Sales By`Transaction`(By Store)"/>

The salesbystoreandtransid_may column now shows the total sales for each transaction that
occurred between 5/1/2012 and 5/31/2012 in every store.

g_ucnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of distinct values within a given group.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_ucnt(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the number of the distinct non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_ucnt returns the
integer value corresponding to the number of distinct values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_ucnt_1" value="g_ucnt(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_ucnt_2" value="g_ucnt(state city;include;value)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to know how many unique transactions occurred at every store in our Sales Item Detail
table (pub.demo.retail.item).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>

Create a computed column using the g_ucnt(G;S;X) function. Specify store as the group (G), since
we're grouping by store; specify transid as X since we want the number of unique transactions; and
leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the transactions (not just
a subset of those transactions):

<willbe name="numtrans" value="g_ucnt(store;;transid)" label="# of
 Unique`Transactions"/>

Since we didn't specify a selection column, the numtrans column will show the total number of unique
transactions for every store.

Now let's see if we can find out how many unique transactions occurred at each store between 6/1/2012
and 6/30/2012. We essentially want to find out the same information, but for a subset of our data. For this,
we can use the selection column parameter of the g_ucnt(G;S;X) function.

Create a computed column that evaluates to true if the transaction date falls between those dates:

<willbe name="in_june" value="between(date;'6/1/2012';'6/30/2012')" label="In
 June"/>

Now, use the in_june computed column as the selection column in the g_ucnt(G;S;X) function:

<willbe name="numtrans_in_june" value="g_ucnt(store;in_june;transid)" label="#
 of Unique`Transactions`In June"/>

The numtrans_in_june column shows the total number of unique transactions that occurred between
6/1/2012 and 6/30/2012 for every store.

g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of distinct values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any simple type The column on which to apply the function

A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the concatenation of the non-N/A
values).

D text A single character used to separate the distinct values

Note:  The character should be surrounded by single quotes.

If D is omitted, the behavior is unexpected.

N integer The maximum number of distinct values in the result

If the total number of distinct values exceeds this value, the result is
truncated.

If N is omitted, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_uval returns a
text value corresponding to the concatenation of the distinct values of X in all rows that are in the same
group as that row. The values are presented in alphabetical order and are separated by the character
denoted by D.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is the empty string.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_uval_1" value="g_uval(state;include;value;',';20)"/>
<willbe name="g_uval_2" value="g_uval(state city;include;value;',';20)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to list the unique transactions that occurred at every store in our Sales Item Detail table
(pub.demo.retail.item).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>

Create a computed column using the g_uval(G;S;X;D;N) function. Specify store as the group (G),
since we're grouping by store; specify transid as X since we want the list of unique transactions; and
leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the transactions (not just
a subset of those transactions). Also, specify a comma as the separator (D) and set the maximum number
of unique values to 20 (N).

<willbe name="uniquetrans" value="g_uval(store;;transid;',';20)"
 label="Unique`Transactions"/>

The results from this will look like the following:

If we wanted to limit the number of unique transactions to just the first two, we could change the N
parameter to 2:

<willbe name="firsttwo" value="g_uval(store;;transid;',';2)" label="First
 Two`Transactions"/>

This would result in something that looks like the following:
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g_valcnt(G;S;X)

Returns the number of valid (non-N/A) values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_valcnt(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_valcnt returns
the integer value corresponding to the number of valid (non N/A) values in the column listed in X that are in
the same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_valcnt_1" value="g_valcnt(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_valcnt_2" value="g_valcnt(state city;include;value)"/>

Text N/A Values

For g_functions, there is effectively no text N/A value since the empty string ('') is considered a valid
value. Because of this, g_valcnt(G;S;X) and g_nacnt(G;S;X) may not return the expected results
when dealing with text values. Therefore, you should test explicitly for empty strings when using this
function.

Consider the following table:

The last four columns in the table were created using:

<willbe name="valcnt" value="g_valcnt(department;;item_description)"/>
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<willbe name="nacnt" value="g_nacnt(department;;item_description)"/>
<willbe name="isvalid" value="department_description<>''"/>
<willbe name="valcnt_correct" value="g_cnt(department;isvalid)"/>

You can see that in the Department Description (department_description)
column, there is only one valid value in department 22 (SNACKS). However, the
g_valcnt(department;;item_description) function in the valcnt column returns 4,
and the g_nacnt(department;;item_description) function in the nacnt column returns
0. To find the number of valid values, you can create a computed column isvalid with the value
department_description<>''. You can then create a computed column valcnt_correct with
the value g_cnt(department;isvalid) to determine the correct number of valid values for each
department. In the case of department 22, valcnt_correct displays the correct number of valid values (1).

Example

Let's say we want to know, out of all the entries in the Monthly Statewide Non-Seasonally Adjusted
Unemployment Statistics table (pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu), how many valid values are in the
Unemployed column for every state.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsu"/>

Create a computed column using the g_valcnt(G;S;X) function. Specify state as the group (G), since
we're grouping by state; specify unemp as X since we want the valid number of values in that column; and
leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the entries in the table
(not just a subset of those entries):

<willbe name="validentries" value="g_valcnt(state;;unemp)" label="# of
 Valid`Unemployment`Values"/>

Since we didn't specify a selection column, the validentries column will show the number of valid
unemployment entries for every state. For example, Arkansas (AK) has 455 valid entries, but Indiana (IA)
only has 395. You can see there are missing values in the unemp column for Indiana from 01/08 through
12/12.

Now let's see if we can find out how many how many valid values over 150,000 in the Unemployed
column for every state. We essentially want to find out the same information, but for a subset of our data.
For this, we can use the selection column parameter of the g_valcnt(G;S;X) function.

Create a computed column that evaluates to true if the Unemployed value is greater than 150,000:

<willbe name="over_150" value="unemp>150000" label="Over`150,000"/>

Now, use the over_150 computed column as the selection column in the g_valcnt(G;S;X) function:

<willbe name="validentries_over_150" value="g_valcnt(state;over_150;unemp)"
 label="# of Valid`Unemployed`Over 150,000"/>

The validentries_over_150 column shows the total number of non N/A values over 150,000 in the
Unemployed column for every state.

g_wavg(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted average of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_wavg(G;S;X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted average of the remaining rows).

Y integer or
decimal

A column name containing the weights to apply to the values in X when
calculating the weighted average

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted average of the remaining rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_wavg returns a
decimal value corresponding to the weighted average of the values in the column listed in X that are in the
same group as that row. The values in X are weighted by the values in the column listed in Y.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_wavg_1" value="g_wavg(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_wavg_2" value="g_wavg(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>
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Example

This example uses the g_wavg(G;S;X;Y) function to return the weighted average of all three stores
(total_wavg). The g_wavg(G;S;X;Y) function can take four parameters, but in this case only the X and
Y parameters are needed. The X parameter is each store's average cost (cost), and the Y parameter is
the amount the average is weighted by.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid,date,store,cost"/>
<willbe name="num_stores" value="g_cnt(store;)" label="Number of`Stores"/>
<willbe name="avg_per_store" value="g_avg(store;;cost)" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="total_wavg" value="g_wavg(;;avg_per_store;num_stores)" 
 format="dec:2"/>
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Statistics

aucnt_estimate(M)

Returns the approximate number of unique values from an aucnt object. (Available as of version 10.30)

Function type

Vector only

Description

The functions used in determining the approximate unique count of values in a given column are:

• g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)
• g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)
• aucnt_estimate(M)

While these functions can be used for small tables, the motivating problem is to efficiently compute the
approximate number of distinct values in a column with a large number of uniques, or across a table with a
very large number of rows.

A common usage pattern is for g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) to create an aucnt object that contains information
about the unique values for each group in a given column. The aucnt objects from different groups can
be merged together with g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) to get a new aucnt object with information on the
total number of uniques across the merged groups. The estimated number of unique values for any aucnt
object can be extracted using the aucnt_estimate(M) function.

Syntax

aucnt_estimate(M)

Input

Argument Type Description

M aucnt object A column name

A column containing aucnt objects.

Return Value

Returns a decimal number that is the approximate number of unique values that have been computed from
an aucnt object.

Example

This example illustrates how to use the aucnt functions to estimate the unique number of SKUs inside the
inventory table pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date. The analysis first calculates the unique
number of SKUs for each day in the table and then merges those results to find the unique SKUs across all
days.

The unique number of SKUs for each day is calculated by running g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) on the
sku column, grouped by date (which is the column on which the table is segmented). This function
generates an aucnt object for each date. The column aucnt_obj contains these results. The
aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to the aucnt_obj column. This function estimates the
number of unique SKUs in each aucnt object. The column aucnt_by_date contains these results.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
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<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>

The next step is to merge all of the aucnt objects together using g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) and then
estimate the number of unique SKU values across all days using aucnt_estimate(M).

Since the aucnt object in every row for each date is the same, g_first1(G;S;O) is used to reduce the
number of rows to just the first row in each group. Furthermore, an empty merge (<merge/>) is required
in order to place all of the aucnt objects into a single worksheet so that g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) can
operate on one group that consists of all dates.

The g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) then merges all of the aucnt objects into one aucnt object. The
column merge_all contains these results. Finally, the aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to
the merge_all column, which estimates the number of unique SKUs in that aucnt object. The column
aucnt_all_time contains these results.

<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>

The complete code for this example is as follows:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>
<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>

g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)

Returns an aucnt object that can be used to compute the approximate unique count of values in a given
column. (Available as of version 10.30)

Function type

Vector only

Description

The functions used in determining the approximate unique count of values in a given column are:

• g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)
• g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)
• aucnt_estimate(M)
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While these functions can be used for small tables, the motivating problem is to efficiently compute the
approximate number of distinct values in a column with a large number of uniques, or across a table with a
very large number of rows.

A common usage pattern is for g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) to create an aucnt object that contains information
about the unique values for each group in a given column. The aucnt objects from different groups can
be merged together with g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) to get a new aucnt object with information on the
total number of uniques across the merged groups. The estimated number of unique values for any aucnt
object can be extracted using the aucnt_estimate(M) function.

Syntax

g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any A column name

A column containing values the function will use to create the aucnt
object.

Z text and decimal A list of pairs of option names and option values

Currently, the only option you may specify for the Z parameter is:

'error_rate' value

The value must be greater than or equal to 0.005.

For example: 'error_rate' 0.005

The default is 0.01.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) returns an aucnt object that contains a signature of the data in X.

Example

This example illustrates how to use the aucnt functions to estimate the unique number of SKUs inside the
inventory table pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date. The analysis first calculates the unique
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number of SKUs for each day in the table and then merges those results to find the unique SKUs across all
days.

The unique number of SKUs for each day is calculated by running g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) on the
sku column, grouped by date (which is the column on which the table is segmented). This function
generates an aucnt object for each date. The column aucnt_obj contains these results. The
aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to the aucnt_obj column. This function estimates the
number of unique SKUs in each aucnt object. The column aucnt_by_date contains these results.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>

The next step is to merge all of the aucnt objects together using g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) and then
estimate the number of unique SKU values across all days using aucnt_estimate(M).

Since the aucnt object in every row for each date is the same, g_first1(G;S;O) is used to reduce the
number of rows to just the first row in each group. Furthermore, an empty merge (<merge/>) is required
in order to place all of the aucnt objects into a single worksheet so that g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) can
operate on one group that consists of all dates.

The g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) then merges all of the aucnt objects into one aucnt object. The
column merge_all contains these results. Finally, the aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to
the merge_all column, which estimates the number of unique SKUs in that aucnt object. The column
aucnt_all_time contains these results.

<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>

The complete code for this example is as follows:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>
<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>

g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)

Returns an aucnt object that contains a signature of two or more merged aucnt objects. (Available as of
version 10.30)
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Function type

Vector only

Description

The functions used in determining the approximate unique count of values in a given column are:

• g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z)
• g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)
• aucnt_estimate(M)

While these functions can be used for small tables, the motivating problem is to efficiently compute the
approximate number of distinct values in a column with a large number of uniques, or across a table with a
very large number of rows.

A common usage pattern is for g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) to create an aucnt object that contains information
about the unique values for each group in a given column. The aucnt objects from different groups can
be merged together with g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) to get a new aucnt object with information on the
total number of uniques across the merged groups. The estimated number of unique values for any aucnt
object can be extracted using the aucnt_estimate(M) function.

Syntax

g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

M aucnt object A column name

A column containing aucnt objects.

N any Not currently implemented; reserved for future use

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) returns an aucnt object that contains a signature of the merged aucnt
objects in that group.
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Example

This example illustrates how to use the aucnt functions to estimate the unique number of SKUs inside the
inventory table pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date. The analysis first calculates the unique
number of SKUs for each day in the table and then merges those results to find the unique SKUs across all
days.

The unique number of SKUs for each day is calculated by running g_aucnt(G;S;X;Z) on the
sku column, grouped by date (which is the column on which the table is segmented). This function
generates an aucnt object for each date. The column aucnt_obj contains these results. The
aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to the aucnt_obj column. This function estimates the
number of unique SKUs in each aucnt object. The column aucnt_by_date contains these results.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>

The next step is to merge all of the aucnt objects together using g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) and then
estimate the number of unique SKU values across all days using aucnt_estimate(M).

Since the aucnt object in every row for each date is the same, g_first1(G;S;O) is used to reduce the
number of rows to just the first row in each group. Furthermore, an empty merge (<merge/>) is required
in order to place all of the aucnt objects into a single worksheet so that g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) can
operate on one group that consists of all dates.

The g_aucnt_merge(G;S;M;N) then merges all of the aucnt objects into one aucnt object. The
column merge_all contains these results. Finally, the aucnt_estimate(M) function is then applied to
the merge_all column, which estimates the number of unique SKUs in that aucnt object. The column
aucnt_all_time contains these results.

<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>

The complete code for this example is as follows:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.inventory_date"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_obj" value="g_aucnt(date;;sku;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_by_date" value="aucnt_estimate(aucnt_obj)"/>
<sel value="g_first1(date;;)"/>
<merge/>
<willbe name="merge_all" value="g_aucnt_merge(;;aucnt_obj;)"/>
<willbe name="aucnt_all_time" value="aucnt_estimate(merge_all)"/>
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g_auroc(G;S;X;Y)

Returns a model object with four different representations of the Area Under the Receiver Operator
Characteristic (AUROC) as well as the perfect model value. (Available as of version 10.42)

Function type

Vector only

Description

g_auroc(G;S;X;Y) results may be used to measure model accuracy for models with a binary dependent
variable/target. Values range between 0 to 1 (-1 to 1 if an adjusted value is considered), with larger values
signifying better results. A value of 0.5 (0 for an adjusted value) means that predictions are as good as
random.

Syntax

g_auroc(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

This column contains the results of scoring a particular model.

Y any numeric type A column name

This column must only contain values of 0 or 1.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_auroc(G;S;X;Y) returns a model object with five AUROC values. Values may be extracted from the
model object with pkg_get(P;K) or param(M;P;I).

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_auroc(G;S;X;Y), use the following function calls to
obtain the desired information:

pkg_get(M;’auroc’)
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auroc is the traditional Area Under Receiver Operator Characteristic, which takes values between 0
and 1. auroc is the area under the Receiver Operator Curve and is sometimes called the "c-statistic".

pkg_get(M;’aurocp’)

aurocp is the area under the Cumulative Gains chart.

pkg_get(M;’perfect’)

perfect is the theoretical maximum value of aurocp given the data in column Y. This theoretical
maximum would be achieved by a model for which every row with Y=1 has a higher score than any
row with Y=0 (i.e., the model score perfectly separates 1s from 0s).

pkg_get(M;’aurocp_adj’)

aurocp_adj is defined so that a perfect model has a aurocp_adj of 1 and a random model with no
predictive power has a aurocp_adj of 0. It is computed by subtracting 0.5 from aurocp and dividing
by the aurocp of a perfect model.

Example

The following example uses g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y) and g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y) to
calculate the information value (IV) and information theoretic value weight of evidence (WoE)
for the columns job, marital, education, default, housing, and loan in the table
pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing. The columns that have an IV greater than 0.02 are then
specified to g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z) and score(XX;M;Z) using their corresponding WoE columns.

g_auroc(G;S;X;Y) uses the results in the score column to measure the accuracy of the model created
by g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z) and returns its results in a model object. pkg_get(P;K) is then used to
extract from that model object the four different representations of the Area Under the Receiver Operator
Characteristic (AUROC) as well as the perfect model value.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing"/>
<willbe name="y01" value="y='yes'"/>
<foreach var="job,marital,education,default,housing,loan">
  <willbe name="iv_{@var}" value="g_info_iv(;;{@var};y01)"/>
  <willbe name="iw_{@var}" value="g_info_woe(;;{@var};y01)"/>
</foreach>
<colord cols="y01,iv_*"/>
<note>For this example, only those columns with an IV value greater  
than 0.02 value are specified to g_logreg and score.</note>
<willbe name="model" 
 value="g_logreg(;;y01;1,iw_job,iw_marital,iw_education,iw_default;)"/>
<willbe name="score" 
 value="score(1,iw_job,iw_marital,iw_education,iw_default;model;)"/>
<willbe name="m_auroc" value="g_auroc(;;score;y01)"/>
<willbe name="auroc" 
 value="pkg_get(m_auroc;'auroc')" format="dec:5"/>
<willbe name="aurocp" 
 value="pkg_get(m_auroc;'aurocp')" format="dec:5"/>
<willbe name="aurocp_adj" 
 value="pkg_get(m_auroc;'aurocp_adj')" format="dec:5"/>
<willbe name="perfect" 
 value="pkg_get(m_auroc;'perfect')" format="dec:5"/>
<colord cols="auroc,aurocp,aurocp_adj,perfect"/>
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g_avg(G;S;X)

Returns the average of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_avg(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the average of non-N/A values).
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_avg returns a
decimal value corresponding to the average of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_avg_1" value="g_avg(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_avg_2" value="g_avg(state city;include;value)"/>

Example

This example uses the g_avg(G;S;X) function to return the average sales per basket per store.
g_avg(G;S;X) can take three parameters, but in this case only the first and last are needed. The
function groups the rows based on the transaction ID (transid) for the G parameter and the sales amount
(sales) for the X parameter . The sales value is the one that is averaged grouping by the transaction ID.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item" />
<colord cols="transid,date,store,sales" />
<willbe name="bskt_avg" value="g_avg(transid;;sales)" format="dec:2"/>
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g_cdf(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative frequency distribution of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cdf(G;S;O;X)
t_cdf(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).
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Argument Type Description

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

Note:  The O parameter has no effect and may be omitted.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cdf returns a
decimal value corresponding to the fraction of valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group that are less
than or equal to the current value of X.

Note:  g_cdf(G;S;O;X) is equivalent to g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)/g_valcnt(G;S;X).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cdf_1" value="g_cdf(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cdf_2" value="g_cdf(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

Let's use the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90) to demonstrate the
use of g_cdf(G;S;O;X).

Let's say we want to find out, for every hour of a particular day, the percentage of hours of the day that it
rained as much or less.

For demonstration purposes, let's select one particular day at one particular station, and we'll display only
those columns that are relevant to this example.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<sel value="(date=19900224)"/>
<sel value="(id=25339)"/>
<colord cols="id,date,hour,prec"/>

This will give us the following:
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Note:  prec is the hourly precipitation measured in .01 inches.

Let's create a computed column for the results of g_cdf(G;S;O;X). Since we've already selected the
rows that we want for our group, we can omit the G parameter. We'll also omit the S parameter, since we
want to consider all rows in this group. We can also omit the O parameter since it has no effect for this
function. Finally, we'll specify the prec column for X since we want to calculate the cumulative frequency
distribution of precipitation.

<willbe name="cumfreq_amt" value="g_cdf(;;;prec)" format="type:pct;dec:2"/>

Note:  We specify format="type:pct;dec:2" so that the results will be displayed as a
percentage with two decimal places of precision.

This will give us the following:
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This new column shows, for example, that at 10 a.m. on 2/24/90, it rained .12 inches, and that 45.83% of
the hours in that day it rained that much or less.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S and O arguments. The default
for G is set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cor(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the correlation coefficient of two sets of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cor(G;S;X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
correlation coefficient of the remaining rows).

Y any numeric type A column name containing the data that will be operated on by the group
summarization function when calculating the correlation coefficient

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
correlation coefficient of the remaining rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cor returns a
decimal value corresponding to the correlation coefficient of the values in the column listed in X and the
values in the column listed in Y that are in the same group as that row.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_cor_1" value="g_cor(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_cor_2" value="g_cor(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>
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g_cov(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the covariance of two sets of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cov(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
covariance of the remaining rows).

Y any numeric type A column name containing the data that will be operated on by the group
summarization function when calculating the covariance
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Argument Type Description

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
covariance of the remaining rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cov returns a
decimal value corresponding to the covariance of the values in the column listed in X and the values in the
column listed in Y that are in the same group as that row.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_cov_1" value="g_cov(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_cov_2" value="g_cov(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>

g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative frequency of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)
t_cumfreq(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

Note:  The O parameter has no effect and may be omitted.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cumfreq returns
an integer value corresponding to the number of valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group that are less
than or equal to the current value of X.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumfreq_1" value="g_cumfreq(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumfreq_2" value="g_cumfreq(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

Let's use the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90) to demonstrate the
use of g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X).

Let's say we want to find out, for every hour of a particular day, how many hours of the day it rained as
much or less.

For demonstration purposes, let's select one particular day at one particular station, and we'll display only
those columns that are relevant to this example:
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<sel value="(date=19900224)"/>
<sel value="(id=25339)"/>
<colord cols="id,date,hour,prec"/>

This will give us the following:

Note:  prec is the hourly precipitation measured in .01 inches.

Let's create a computed column for the results of g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X). Since we've already selected
the rows that we want for our group, we can omit the G parameter. We'll also omit the S parameter, since
we want to consider all rows in this group. We can also omit the O parameter since it has no effect for this
function. Finally, we'll specify the prec column for X since we want to calculate the cumulative frequency
of precipitation.

<willbe name="cumfreq_amt" value="g_cumfreq(;;;prec)"/>

This will give us the following:
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This new column shows, for example, that at 10 a.m. on 2/24/90, it rained .12 inches, and that there were
11 hours that day that it rained that much or less.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S and O arguments. The default
for G is set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_median(G;S;X)

Returns the median of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_median(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the median of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_median returns
a decimal value corresponding to the median of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row. If there are an even number of values, the median is the average of the two middle
values.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_median_1" value="g_median(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_median_2" value="g_median(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_mode(G;S;X)

Returns the mode of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_mode(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the mode of the non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_mode returns a
decimal value corresponding to the mode of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same group
as that row. If, for a given group, there is no unique mode, the result is arbitrary.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_mode_1" value="g_mode(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_mode_2" value="g_mode(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns an integer representing the quantile interval (or "bucket") for each row that is a member of a given
group based on the values in a particular column. Resultant buckets are of roughly equal size.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

X any numeric type A column name

N integer The number of buckets to create for each unique value in group G
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Return Value

For every unique value in the grouping column (G), and for those rows where S=1, if specified,
g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N) returns an integer representing the bucket into which each row has been placed,
based on values found in column X.

Example

In this example, g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N) provides a bucket value for each department within a group of
stores based on the total sales for that department.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.altseg.sales_detail_transid"/>
<tabu breaks="store,dept" label="g_ntile Example">
 <tcol fun="sum" name="sales_by_dept" source="xsales"/>
</tabu>
<link table2="pub.doc.retail.altseg.products" col="dept" col2="dept"/>
<colord cols="store,deptdesc,sales_by_dept"/>
<sort cols="store,`sales_by_dept"/>
<willbe name="ntiles" value="g_ntile(store;;;sales_by_dept;3)"/>

The query above returns the following results:
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Example: Creating percentiles

Percentiles are a use-case for quantiles. To break a population up into whole percentiles, simply pass the
N parameter the value 100. In this example, a tabulation is used to summarize total sales per transaction.
A percentile column is then created using g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N), indicating which percentile each
transaction falls into vs. the entire population:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<tabu breaks="transid" label="Tabulation">
  <tcol source="xsales" fun="sum"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="percentile_to_tenth" value="g_ntile(;;;sales_by_transaction;100)"/
>

If a more granular breakdown is required, say, percentiles to the tenth of a percent, then simply pass 1000
to the N parameter and divide the output of the function by 10:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<tabu breaks="transid" label="Tabulation">
  <tcol source="xsales" fun="sum" name="sales_by_transaction" label="Sales
 by`Transaction"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="percentile_to_tenth" value="g_ntile(;;;sales_by_transaction;1000)/10"/
>

Additional Information

The following details should be considered when using g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N):

• When there is a "tie" between two values, the value appearing first in the original order of the data, or
the value appearing first in ordered specified with the O argument, will be used

• Quantiles themselves (e.g., the "dividing line" between buckets, may or may not be values found in the
set of rows being broken into buckets

• The lowest numbers appear in the lowest bucket, and the highest numbers appear in the highest bucket
• g_ntile is defined as follows: g_ntile(G;S;O;X;N) == int(-floor(-N*((1+g_cnt(G;S)-

g_rank(G;S;O;X))/g_cnt(G;S))))

g_outlier(G;S;X;Z)

Returns a numeric value indicating outliers or extreme values. (Available as of version 10.44)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_outlier(G;S;X;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

The column on which to apply the outlier algorithm.

Z text or package A string of pairs of option names and option values, or a package that
specifies these values (optional)

The options you may specify for the Z parameter are:

'method' value

Valid values for value are:

'tukeys'

Specifies that the function use Tukey’s method, which returns
values indicating outliers.

'gesd'

Specifies that the function use Generalized Extreme Studentized
Distribution (GESD), which returns a ranking of outliers in the
data.

The default value is 'tukeys'.

The following option can also be specified when using the 'tukeys'
method:

'fence_mult' value

Specifies the fence multiplier, which defines the distance between
the upper and lower fences used to determine outliers.

The default value is 1.5.

The following options can also be specified when using the 'gesd'
method:

'alpha' value

Specifies the significance level.

The default value is 0.05.

'max_num' value

Specifies the suspected maximum number of outliers.

The default value is 10.

For example, since Z can either consist of a string of name/value pairs
or a package, the same values can be specified for Z in either of the
following forms:
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Argument Type Description

• 'method' 'gesd' 'alpha' 0.075 'max_num' 22
• pkg('method' 'alpha' 'max_num';'gesd' 0.075 22)

If Z is omitted, Tukey's method is used by default with a fence multiplier of
1.5.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_outlier(G;S;X;Z) applies an outlier algorithm specified in Z to the data in X.

• If Tukey's method is selected, it returns a boolean value labeling outliers with a 1 and non-outliers with
a 0.

Tukey’s method (Tukey 1977), which does not assume a distribution and is sometimes called the
boxplot method, computes upper and lower fences to determine outliers. If X values are less than
the lower fence or greater than the upper fence, the return value is 1; otherwise, it is 0. As the option
fence_mult increases, the distance between the lower fence and upper fence increases.

• If the GESD method is selected, it returns 0 for each row that is not an outlier and a ranking of the
outliers otherwise (i.e., 1 is the most extreme outlier, 2 is the second most extreme outlier, etc.).

GESD, which assumes approximate normality of the data, iteratively computes max_num separate tests
for outliers based on Rosner’s (Rosner 1983) generalization of Grubbs’s test (Grubbs 1950). The return
value for GESD provides a ranking for outliers: 0 for non-outliers, and NA for rows with NA or values for
which S=0.

Example

The following example uses g_outlier(G;S;X;Z) to determine the outliers in the duration column of
the pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing table, grouped by the values in the contact column. The
first instance of g_outlier(G;S;X;Z) uses Tukey's method with a fence multiplier of 1.5, as specified
by the Z parameter. This determines the outliers when the default fence multiplier is used. The second
instance of g_outlier(G;S;X;Z) sets the fence multiplier to 3.0, which determines the more extreme
outliers. A tabulation is then performed, which produces the total number of both the default outliers and
extreme outliers for each group in the contact column.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing"/>
<willbe name="outs" 
 value="g_outlier(contact;;duration;pkg('method' 'fence_mult';'tukeys' 1.5))"/>
<willbe name="outs_extreme" 
 value="g_outlier(contact;;duration;pkg('method' 'fence_mult';'tukeys' 3.0))"/>
<tabu breaks="contact" label="Tabulation">
  <tcol fun="sum" name="outliers" source="outs" label="Number of`Outliers"/>
  <tcol fun="sum" name="outliers_extreme" source="outs_extreme" 
   label="Number of Extreme`Outliers"/>
</tabu>
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g_quantile(G;S;X;P)

Returns the quantile for values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_quantile(G;S;X;P)
t_quantile(X;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

P integer or
decimal

A column name or an expression evaluating to a numeric value that
represents a probability for each row of the table

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_quantile
returns a numeric value corresponding to the smallest value of X such that random draws from the valid
(non-N/A) values of X within the group would be less than or equal to X with a probability no greater than P.
The result is the same data type as X.

For example, g_quantile(G;S;X;0.5) is the (lower) median of X.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_quantile_1" value="g_quantile(state;include;value1;0.25)"/>
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<willbe name="g_quantile_2" value="g_quantile(state
 city;include;value2;0.25)"/>

Example

Let's use the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90) to demonstrate the
use of g_quantile(G;S;X;P).

Let's say we want to find the 0.25 quantile with respect to hourly precipitation for a particular day. In other
words, we want to find the smallest value of hourly precipitation such that it and all values lower than it
constitute 25% of the values within the group.

For demonstration purposes, let's select one particular day at one particular station, and we'll display only
those columns that are relevant to this example:

<sel value="(date=19900224)"/>
<sel value="(id=25339)"/>
<colord cols="id,date,hour,prec"/>

This will give us the following:
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Note:  prec is the hourly precipitation measured in .01 inches.

Let's create a computed column for the results of g_quantile(G;S;X;P). Since we've already selected
the rows that we want for our group, we can omit the G parameter. We'll also omit the S parameter, since
we want to consider all rows in this group. We'll specify the prec column for X, since we want to find the
quantile with respect to hourly precipitation, and we'll specify .25 for the P parameter so that we obtain the
0.25 quantile.

<willbe name="quantile" value="g_quantile(;;prec;0.25)"/>

This will give us the following:
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This new column shows that 25% of the values in the group are less than or equal to 9. So, for the 24
hours that we have selected in this group, 6 had .09 inches or less of rain that day.

If we sort the prec column in descending order and look at the lowest 6 values, we can see that they all
have values of 9 or less:

<sort col="prec" dir="down"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rank(G;S;O;X)

Returns the rank of every value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rank(G;S;O;X)
t_rank(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names
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Argument Type Description

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rank returns an
integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are ranked according to the order of the group (i.e., by the values in O, if specified;
otherwise by the current display order of the table).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_rank_1" value="g_rank(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_rank_2" value="g_rank(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Example

Let's say you want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in your table. You can do this using g_rank(G;S;O;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When you open the table, it looks something like this:

Since you want to rank the transactions for every date, and you want to do that for each store, you specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. You can omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will
be considered, and you can omit the O parameter, so the ordering will be determined by the current display
order of the table. And you can specify the sales column for X, since you want the ranking to be based on
the sales prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="rank" value="g_rank(store date;;;sales)"/>

This will give you a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the arrow

( ) that appears when you hover over the column name. Then, select Sort Up from the drop-down list, for
rank, date, and store, in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's Guide for more information
about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 05/18/12, there are five transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the one
with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that the transactions with rank 3, 4, and 5 have the
same value in the sales column (1.1), so they are ranked according to the same order they appeared in
the original table; the transaction with SKU 96A appears before the one with SKU 969 and the SKU 3B7.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rankavg(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, averaging the rank for repeated values.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankavg(G;S;X)
t_rankavg(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankavg returns
a decimal value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group.
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The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the average of the ranks they would receive according to
g_rank(G;S;;X), and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked incrementally by the number
of repeated values in the set.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankavg_1" value="g_rankavg(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankavg_2" value="g_rankavg(state city;include;value2)"/>

Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same (average) rank. Furthermore, we want subsequent items to be ranked as if the items with the sames
sales price were given incremental rankings. We can easily do this using g_rankavg(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:
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Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="rank" value="g_rankavg(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4.5,
which is the average of the ranks they would receive from g_rank(G;S;;X), since they have the same
value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 6 (taking into account the rank positions
of the previous two repeating values in the group and skipping over them).

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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g_rankskip(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, skipping the rank after repeated values.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankskip(G;S;X)
t_rankskip(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankskip
returns an integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the
group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the same rank, and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked
incrementally by the number of repeated values in the set.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankskip_1" value="g_rankskip(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankskip_2" value="g_rankskip(state city;include;value2)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same rank. However, we want subsequent items to be ranked as if the items with the sames sales price
were given incremental rankings. We can easily do this using g_rankskip(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:

Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:
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<willbe name="unique_rank" value="g_rankskip(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:

To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="unique_rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4,
since they have the same value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 6 (taking into
account the rank positions of the previous two repeating values in the group and skipping over them).

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rankuniq(G;S;X)

Returns the dense rank of unique values within a given group, giving repeated values the same rank.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankuniq(G;S;X)
t_rankuniq(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankuniq
returns an integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the
group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the same rank, and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked
incrementally by 1.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankuniq_1" value="g_rankuniq(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankuniq_2" value="g_rankuniq(state city;include;value2)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same rank. We can easily do this using g_rankuniq(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:

Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="unique_rank" value="g_rankuniq(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="unique_rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4, since
they have the same value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 5.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_std(G;S;X)

Returns the population standard deviation of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_std(G;S;X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the population standard deviation
of the non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_std returns a
decimal value corresponding to the standard deviation of the values in the column listed in X that are in the
same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Note:  For sample standard deviation, multiply the result by sqrt(N/(N-1)) where N is the
sample size. Alternatively, use the function g_std_s(G;S;X).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_std_1" value="g_std(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_std_2" value="g_std(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_std_s(G;S;X)

Returns the sample standard deviation of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_std_s(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the sample standard deviation of
the non-N/A values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_std_s returns a
decimal value corresponding to the sample standard deviation of the values in the column listed in X that
are in the same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

g_sumsqr(G;S;X)

Returns the sum of squares of the values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_sumsqr(G;S;X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the sum of squares of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_sumsqr returns
a decimal value corresponding to the sum of squares of the values in the column listed in X that are in the
same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_sumsqr_1" value="g_sumsqr(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_sumsqr_2" value="g_sumsqr(state city;include;value)"/>

g_var(G;S;X)

Returns the population variance of values within a given group.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_var(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the variance of the non-N/A
values).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_var returns a
decimal value corresponding to the variance of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_var_1" value="g_var(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_var_2" value="g_var(state city;include;value)"/>
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g_var_s(G;S;X)

Returns the sample variance of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_var_s(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the variance of the non-N/A
values).
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_var returns a
decimal value corresponding to the sample variance of the values in the column listed in X that are in the
same group as that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is N/A.

g_wstd(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted standard deviation of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_wstd(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted standard deviation of the remaining rows).

Y integer or
decimal

A column name containing the weights to apply to the values in X when
calculating the weighted standard deviation

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted standard deviation of the remaining rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_wstd returns a
decimal value corresponding to the weighted standard deviation of the values in the column listed in X that
are in the same group as that row. The values in X are weighted by the values in the column listed in Y.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_wstd_1" value="g_wstd(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_wstd_2" value="g_wstd(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>

g_wvar(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the weighted variance of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_wvar(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name
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Argument Type Description

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted variance of the remaining rows).

Y integer or
decimal

A column name containing the weights to apply to the values in X when
calculating the weighted variance

Rows where X and/or Y are N/A are ignored (i.e., the result is the
weighted variance of the remaining rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_wvar returns a
decimal value corresponding to the variance of the values in the column listed in X that are in the same
group as that row. The values in X are weighted by the values in the column listed in Y.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for both X and Y, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_wvar_1" value="g_wvar(state;include;value1;value2)"/>
<willbe name="g_wvar_2" value="g_wvar(state city;include;value1;value2)"/>

Time and order

g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L)

Returns the position of the row within a given group where all the values in one or more columns most
closely match the values in another specified set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L)
t_asof(X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Y any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

The values in the columns specified by Y are matched against the values
in the columns specified by X.

Note:  The number of the columns in Y must be the same as
those in X, and the data types of the columns listed in Y should
also match those listed in X.

TX text A string representing the type of the time-series column in X

The choice of TX must match the type of the time-series column in X, or
the results will be meaningless.

Valid types are:

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TX is omitted, then X is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

TY text A string representing the type of the time-series column in Y

The choice of TY must match the type of the time-series column in Y, or
the results will be meaningless.

Valid types are:
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Argument Type Description

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TY is omitted, then Y is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

BA text Specifies, if there is no exact match, whether the values in Y should come
before or after the values in X

BA can have either of the following values:

• 'before'
• 'after'

If BA is omitted, it defaults to 'after'.

L integer or
decimal

A whole-number value that specifies the number of rows to shift the result

If L is non-zero, it is added to the result.

If L is omitted, it defaults to 0.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), the values in the
column(s) specified by Y are searched for in the column(s) specified by X:

• If BA is 'after', g_asof returns an integer value corresponding to the index of the last row in X
whose values are less than or equal to Y.

• If BA is 'before', g_asof returns an integer value corresponding to the index of the first row in X
whose values are greater than or equal to Y.

The order is determined by O; if O is omitted, the order is determined by the current row order.

If there is no match, the result is N/A.

Note:  Rows are indexed starting at 1, not 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_asof_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_asof_1" value="g_asof(symbol;;;sendtime;srctime;'T';'T';'before';0)"/
>
<willbe name="g_asof_2" value="g_asof(symbol;;;sendtime;srctime;'T';'T';'after';0)"/
>
<willbe name="g_asof_3" value="g_asof(symbol;;;sendtime;srctime;'T';'T';'after';2)"/
>
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Example

Let's use the Weather Underground Observed Daily table
(pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily) to illustrate the use of
g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L).

Let's say we want to find out, for each day in every zip code, the high temperature on the same day the
year before. If there is no data for exactly one year before, we'll take the closest day before that.

We'll start out by opening the Observed Daily table, which looks something like this:

Since we're interested in the high temperature for each day in every zip code, let's perform a tabulation
using <tabu>, grouping by both zipcode and date, and finding the high temperature (maxtempi).

<tabu label="High Temperatures" breaks="zipcode,date">
  <tcol source="maxtempi" fun="first" name="hightemp"
 label="Highest`Max`Temp`(F)"/>
</tabu>

Note:  There is only one high temperature for each day in a particular zip code, so fun="first"
will give us that high temperature, though we could have also specified last, lo, or hi for the fun
attribute to get the same results.
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Our table now looks similar to the following:

Since we want to compare the high temperatures from the year before, let's create a computed column that
shifts the date back 12 months using the shiftmonths(X;Y;E) function:

<willbe name="date_last_year" value="shiftmonths(date;-12;0)"/>

This adds the following column to our table:

Now let's use our g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L) function to find the row whose value in the date
column is equal to or less than the current row's value in the date_last_year column. Let's specify
the zipcode column for our G parameter so that we're grouping by zip code. We'll omit the S parameter
so that the function considers all rows and not just a subset, and we'll specify the date column for our
O parameter so that the order is based on the date. Since we want to compare the dates for the current
year to the dates from a year ago, we'll specify date for our X parameter and date_last_year for our
Y parameter. Because both of those columns have values in the form YYYYMMDD, we'll specify 'D' for
both the TX and TY parameters. Since we want the index of the last row whose value in the date column
is equal to or less than the current row's value in the date_last_year column, we'll specify 'after' for
the BA parameter. Finally, since we don't want to offset our results at all, we'll specify 0 for L.

Let's create a computed column using the g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L) function:

<willbe name="asof"
 value="g_asof(zipcode;;date;date;date_last_year;'D';'D';'after';0)"/>
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Note:  Because the last four parameters are the default values, we
could have omitted those parameters and written the function call as:
g_asof(zipcode;;date;date;date_last_year;;;;) and achieved the same results.

We should see something like the following:

Since there is no information in our table prior to 08/31/12, we see N/A values in the new asof column.

Click Rows > Find Row (Advanced)... and enter "asof<>NA" in the Expression field, then click Find
Next to go to the first row that does not contain an N/A in the asof column. You should see something
similar to the following:

We can see that the date column in the first row has the value 08/31/13 and that the date_last_year
column is 08/31/12. We can also see that the asof column contains the value 1, which means that the
first row in the group with the zip code 01001 has a value of 08/31/12 in its date column.

Let's create a computed column that will display the temperature from that date using the
g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y) function. Since we want the high temperature associated with the index, we'll
specify the hightemp column for X, and we'll specify our asof index for the Y parameter:

<willbe name="maxtemp_last_year" value="g_pick(zipcode;;date;hightemp;asof)"/>

Note:  We're still grouping by zipcode and ordering by date.
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For demonstration purposes, let's also create a computed column that will display the date from that row as
well, so we can see which date we're getting the maxtemp_last_year values from:

<willbe name="maxtemp_date_last_year" value="g_pick(zipcode;;date;date;asof)"/
>

Note:  This call is almost identical to the previous function call, except that we're specifying date
for the X parameter instead of hightemp,

We should see something like the following:

Let's go to the first row that does not have an N/A value in the maxtemp_last_year column. You can
right-click on any cell in the maxtemp_last_year column that has an N/A value and click Find next row
where maxtemp_last_year does not have the value N/A:

You should see something similar to the following:
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In the first row, we can see that on 08/31/13, the high temperature was 80 degrees. We calculated that the
prior year's date was 8/31/12, which makes sense. The results from g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L)
for that row returned that our matching row was row 1 in the zip code 01001 grouping. The results from
g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y) for that index returned a high temperature of 91, and the date associated with that
index was 08/31/12, which matches the date we calculated. So it looks like our table had the information
for exactly one year before the date we were interested in.

Now let's see how g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L) handles the situation if the table didn't have
information for the exact same day one year before.

For example, in this table, there is a gap in the data from 09/26/12 to 11/06/12:

Click Rows > Find Row (Advanced)... and enter "date_last_year<>maxtemp_date_last_year"
in the Expression field, then click Find Next to go to the first row where the date we calculated for the
year before doesn't match the date we got from g_asof (which means that the exact date one year
before didn't exist in the table, so g_asof gave us the row with the closest date to that). You should see
something similar to the following:
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From this screenshot, we can see that on 09/27/13, the high temperature was 64 degrees.
We calculated the prior year's date as 09/27/12, which again makes sense. However,
g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L) returned an index of 27, which corresponds to the row that has the
date 09/26/12, because there was no information for 09/27/12 (or, as we can see from the screenshot, for
the next number of days). So g_asof(G;S;O;X;Y;TX;TY;BA;L) returns the information for 09/26/12,
which is the last row whose value in the date column is equal to or less than the current row's value in the
date_last_year column.

We can find the next row where date_last_year and maxtemp_date_last_year
match again by clicking Rows > Find Row (Advanced)... and entering
"date_last_year=maxtemp_date_last_year" in the Expression field, then clicking Find Next.

Since we have data for those dates, we see that the values in date_last_year and
maxtemp_date_last_year match, and we can see the high temperature from those dates in the
maxtemp_last_year column.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.
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g_enum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the enumeration of unique values across one or more columns within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_enum(G;S;O;X)
t_enum(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A space- or comma-separated list of column names

If more than one column is specified, the function enumerates the unique
combination of values across all of the columns specified.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_enum returns an
integer value corresponding to the enumeration of that row. Each unique value in X is assigned a number,
beginning with 1 and increasing by 1 each time a new unique value is encountered. Repeated values are
assigned the same number. The order of the values is determined by the values in O; if O is omitted, the
order is the current display order of the table.

For those rows where S=0, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_enum_1" value="g_enum(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_enum_2" value="g_enum(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Example

Let's take a look at g_enum(G;S;O;X) in action. We'll use the Store Master table
(pub.demo.retail.store) to demonstrate the use of this function. When we open the table, it looks
something like this:

For demonstration purposes, let's hide some of the columns that will not be relevant to this example using
<colord:

<colord hide="addr,city,state,zip,sqft"/>

So now our table looks like this:

Let's say we want to enumerate all of the unique divisions for all of the stores in our table. Since we want
to do the enumeration for the entire table, we'll omit the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter since we
want all of the rows to be considered by the function and not just a subset, and we'll omit the O parameter
since we're not particularly concerned about the ordering for this example. For the X parameter, we'll
specify the sdiv column since we want to enumerate the unique divisions.

Let's create a computed column for the enumeration:

<willbe name="enum_div" value="g_enum(;;;sdiv)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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We can see that the two rows where the division is 5 have been enumerated with the value 1, and the one
row with division 6 has been given the value 2.

If we do the enumeration on the type column instead:

<willbe name="enum_type" value="g_enum(;;;type)"/>

We get the following results:

Now we see that the row with type "SHOPPING CENTER" has been given the enumerated value 1, and the
two rows with type "STAND ALONE" have the value 2.

You can specify multiple columns for X in g_enum(G;S;O;X), so we could specify both the sdiv and
type columns:

<willbe name="enum_div_type" value="g_enum(;;;sdiv type)"/>

Now we see that each unique combination of sdiv and type has been given a unique enumeration.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_fill(G;S;O;X;D)

Returns the value of the nearest non-N/A value before or after the current row within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_fill(G;S;O;X;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

D integer A value that indicates the direction in which to look for the nearest non-N/
A value:

• -1 indicates g_fill should look for the nearest non-N/A value before
the current row

• 1 indicates g_fill should look for the nearest non-N/A value after
the current row

Note:  This column can only contain a -1 or 1 (or a column
containing such values) for every row.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_fill returns the value of the current row in X, if it is not N/A. Otherwise, if the value of the current row in
X is N/A, g_fill returns:

• the value of the nearest non-N/A value in X before the current row, if D=-1
• the value of the nearest non-N/A value in X after the current row, if D=1

The result is the same data type as X.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_fill_1" value="g_fill(state;include;order;value;1)"/>
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<willbe name="g_fill_2" value="g_fill(state city;include;order;value;-1)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_first(G;S;O;X)

Returns the first non-N/A value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_first(G;S;O;X)
t_first(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_first returns the first non-N/A value in the column listed in X. The result is the same data type as X.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result is N/A.

Note:  An empty string is not considered to be an N/A for the purposes of g_ (and t_) functions.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_first_1" value="g_first(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_first_2" value="g_first(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

For this example, let's use the table pub.demo.retail.prod.
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Let's create a new dept_na and deptdesc_na column, which have the same values as the dept and
deptdesc columns but with some N/A values in them.

<willbe name="dept_na" value="if(dept=14;NA;dept)"/>
<willbe name="deptdesc_na" value="if(dept=14;NA;deptdesc)"/>

And let's display only those columns of interest to us:

<colord cols="dept,deptdesc,dept_na,deptdesc_na"/>

We might assume that g_first would return 22 for the dept_na column and "SNACKS" for the
deptdesc_na column, since g_first returns the first non-N/A value within a given group. Let's see what
we get if we run g_first on each of these columns:

<willbe name="dept_first" value="g_first(;;;dept_na)"/>
<willbe name="deptdesc_first" value="g_first(;;;deptdesc_na)"/>
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We can see from this example that g_first does indeed return a 22 for the dept_na column. However,
g_first returns the empty string for the deptdesc_na column. This is because the deptdesc_na
column is a text column, and the empty string is not considered to be an N/A value for the purposes of g_
(and t_) functions.

If you wanted g_first to return the first value in deptdesc_na that was not an empty string, you could
use the S argument with the g_first(G;S;O;X) function. First, create a computed column that contains
a 1 for those rows in deptdesc_na that are not N/A:

<willbe name="not_na" value="deptdesc_na<>NA"/>

And then specify that column as the S argument to the g_first function so that it only considers those
rows:

<willbe name="deptdesc_first_not_na" value="g_first(;not_na;;deptdesc_na)"/>

You can see that g_first now returns "SNACKS" for the deptdesc_na column:

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S and O arguments. The default
for G is set at table load time based on the organization of the table.
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g_first1(G;S;O)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether this is the first row in a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_first1(G;S;O)
t_first1()

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_first1 returns an integer value of 1 if this is the first row in that group. Returns a 0 otherwise.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_first1_1" value="g_first1(state;include;order)"/>
<willbe name="g_first1_2" value="g_first1(state city;include;order)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Example

This example uses the g_first1(G;S;O) function to return 1 or 0 depending on whether or not
a transaction is the first one in its basket, which is represented by its transaction ID. This could be
used to determine how many baskets are in a given transaction register. g_first1(G;S;O) can
take three parameters, but in this case, only the first and last parameter are needed. The G parameter
uses the transaction IDs (transid) to group, and the O parameter uses the dates (date) to order.
g_first1(G;S;O) returns a 1 if the row is the first row with that transaction ID and a 0 if it is not.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid,date,store,sales,is_first_id"/>
<willbe name="basket_marker" value="g_first1(transid;;date)" label="Basket"/>
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g_interp(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns interpolations for N/A values in a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_interp(G;S;O;X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer The name of a column that determines the row order within a particular
group and the spacing of values for the purpose of interpolation

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table, and
values are treated as evenly spaced.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

N integer A value that indicates how N/A values are interpolated or extrapolated
based on nearby values, using N-order interpolation

Valid values are:

• 0 - previous value
• 1 - linear interpolation
• 2 - quadratic interpolation
• 3 - cubic spline interpolation

Note:  If omitted, N defaults to 1.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_interp returns the decimal value of the current row in X, if it is not N/A. Otherwise, N/A values in X are
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interpolated or extrapolated based on nearby values, using N-order interpolation (i.e., N=0: previous value;
N=1: linear interpolation; N=2: quadratic; N=3: cubic splines).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_interp_1" value="g_interp(state;include;order;value;1)"/>
<willbe name="g_interp_2" value="g_interp(state city;include;order;value;2)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_last(G;S;O;X)

Returns the last non-N/A value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_last(G;S;O;X)
t_last(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation
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Argument Type Description

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_last returns the last non-N/A value in the column listed in X. The result is the same data type as X.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result is N/A.

Note:  An empty string is not considered to be an N/A for the purposes of g_ (and t_) functions.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_last_1" value="g_last(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_last_2" value="g_last(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

For this example, let's use the table pub.demo.retail.prod.
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Let's create a new dept_na and deptdesc_na column, which have the same values as the dept and
deptdesc columns but with some N/A values in them.

<willbe name="dept_na" value="if(dept=20;NA;dept)"/>
<willbe name="deptdesc_na" value="if(dept=20;NA;deptdesc)"/>

And let's display only those columns of interest to us:

<colord cols="dept,deptdesc,dept_na,deptdesc_na"/>

We might assume that g_last would return 29 for the dept_na column and "DISPOSABLES" for the
deptdesc_na column, since g_last returns the last non-N/A value within a given group. Let's see what
we get if we run g_last on each of these columns:

<willbe name="dept_last" value="g_last(;;;dept_na)"/>
<willbe name="deptdesc_last" value="g_last(;;;deptdesc_na)"/>
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We can see from this example that g_last does indeed return a 29 for the dept_na column. However,
g_last returns the empty string for the deptdesc_na column. This is because the deptdesc_na
column is a text column, and the empty string is not considered to be an N/A value for the purposes of g_
(and t_) functions.

If you wanted g_last to return the last value in deptdesc_na that was not an empty string, you could
use the S argument with the g_last(G;S;O;X) function. First, create a computed column that contains a
1 for those rows in deptdesc_na that are not N/A:

<willbe name="not_na" value="deptdesc_na<>NA"/>

And then specify that column as the S argument to the g_last function so that it only considers those
rows:

<willbe name="deptdesc_last_not_na" value="g_last(;not_na;;deptdesc_na)"/>

You can see that g_last now returns "DISPOSABLES" for the deptdesc_na column:

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_last1(G;S;O)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether this is the last row in a given group.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_last1(G;S;O)
t_last1()

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_last1 returns an integer value of 1 if this is the last row in that group. Returns a 0 otherwise.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_last1_1" value="g_last1(state;include;order)"/>
<willbe name="g_last1_2" value="g_last1(state city;include;order)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_lst(G;S;O;X)

Returns a list value for each group, in the specified order. (Available as of version 15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_lst(G;S;O;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_lst returns a list value for each group specified by G for the column listed in X.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result is N/A.

Note:  An empty string is not considered to be an N/A for the purposes of g_ functions.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_lst_1" value="g_lst(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_lst_2" value="g_lst(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

In the following example, we use r_mappkg(C;S;X) to create a package out of each row of table data
in pub.demo.retail.item. Then, we use g_lst(G;S;O;X) to return a list of items grouped by
transaction ID. Finally, we convert that list of records (objects) into JSON format.
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First, we create a record column and use r_mappkg(C;S;X) to create a package value for each row in
the table:

<willbe name="record" value="r_mappkg(;;rcv_)"/>

Then, we create a group column and use g_lst(G;S;O;X) to create a list out of the package in the
record column, grouped by transid:

<willbe name="group" value="g_lst(transid;;;record)"/>

Since each value for a transaction ID will be the same, we can select only the first record of each
transaction ID, as follows:

<sel value="g_first1(transid;;)"/>

Then, we can use enjson(V;O) to convert the list in the group column into JSON:

<willbe name="json" value="enjson(group;)"/>

And let's display only those columns of interest to us:

<colord cols="transid,json"/>
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If you display the full details of the json column, you will see the complete list of records for each
transaction ID in JSON format. In the case of transaction ID 535, there are three records, formatted in
JSON.

g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X)

Returns a list value for each group, in the specified order. (Available as of version 15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X package The X argument must be a package value

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_lstpkg returns a list value for each group specified by G for the package X.

Note:  g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X) works like g_lst(G;S;O;X), except that X must be a package, and
g_lstpkg returns a transposed version of what g_lst returns.

Example

In the following example, we use r_mappkg(C;S;X) to create a package out of each row of table data
in pub.demo.retail.item. Then, we use g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X) to return a list of items grouped by
transaction ID. Finally, we convert that list of records (objects) into JSON format.
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First, we create a record column and use r_mappkg(C;S;X) to create a package value for each row in
the table:

<willbe name="record" value="r_mappkg(;;rcv_)"/>

Then, we create a group column and use g_lstpkg(G;S;O;X) to create a list out of the package in the
record column, grouped by transid:

<willbe name="group" value="g_lstpkg(transid;;;record)"/>

Since each value for a transaction ID will be the same, we can select only the first record of each
transaction ID, as follows:

<sel value="g_first1(transid;;)"/>

Then, we can use enjson(V;O) to convert the list in the group column into JSON:

<willbe name="json" value="enjson(group;)"/>

And let's display only those columns of interest to us:

<colord cols="transid,json"/>

If you display the full details of the json column, you will see a JSON representation of a package of
equal-length lists, with each key corresponding to the values from the same key in the package arguments.
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g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y)

Returns the value corresponding to a specific position in a particular column within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y)
t_pick(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Y integer
big integer

The name of a column containing index values

The values in Y correspond to positions within X.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_pick returns
the value of X at index Y where the order is determined by O. If O is omitted, the order is determined by the
current row order. The result is the same data type as X.

If Y is N/A, less than 1, or greater than the number of rows in the group, the result is N/A.

Note:  Rows are indexed starting at 1, not 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_pick_sample_usage"/>
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<willbe name="g_pick_1" value="g_pick(state;include;order;value;index)"/>
<willbe name="g_pick_2" value="g_pick(state city;include;order;value;index)"/>

Example

Let's use the Weather Underground Observed Daily table
(pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily) to illustrate the use of
g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y).

Let's say we want to find out, for each day in every zip code, the first day of the year that the high
temperature was five degrees less than the high temperature of that day.

We'll start out by opening the Observed Daily table, which looks something like this:

For the sake of demonstration purposes, let's just look at the weather observations for 2013. We can do
this by selecting the rows using the <sel> operation and using the year(X) function:

<sel value="year(date)=2013"/>
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Since we're interested in the high temperature for each day in every zip code, let's perform a tabulation
using <tabu>, grouping by both zipcode and date, and finding the high temperature (maxtempi).

<tabu label="High Temperatures" breaks="zipcode,date">
  <tcol source="maxtempi" fun="first" name="hightemp"
 label="Highest`Max`Temp`(F)"/>
</tabu>

Note:  There is only one high temperature for each day in a particular zip code, so fun="first"
will give us that high temperature, though we could have also specified last, lo, or hi for the fun
attribute to get the same results.

Our table now looks similar to the following:

Since we want to find the first day of the year that the temperature was five degrees less than the high
temperature for each day, let's create a computed column that will hold the value of this threshold:

<willbe name="threshold" value="hightemp-5"/>

This will give us a new column named threshold:

Now let's use g_position(G;S;O;X;Y) to find the first day of the year that the temperature was
equal to our threshold. Since we want to group by zip code, we'll specify the zipcode column for our
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G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter, since we want the function to consider all rows and not just a
subset. We'll specify the date column for the O parameter, so that our function considers the order by the
date. Since we want to find the first value in the hightemp column, we'll specify that for X, and since we
want to find the first value in that column equal to our threshold, we'll specify the threshold column for Y.

So our code should look like the following:

<willbe name="day_of_year"
 value="g_position(zipcode;;date;hightemp;threshold)"/>

We can see here that for the zip code 01001, the first day of the year that had a temperature that was five
degrees less than the high temperature on 01/02/13 (28) was the 3rd day of the year (01/01/13), whose
temperature was 23 degrees. If we look at 01/06/13, we can see that the first day of the year that had that
a temperature that was five degrees less than the high temperature that day (42) was the 1st day of the
year, whose temperature was 37.

To see the actual date, instead of just the day of the year, we could use the g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y)
function and give it the index that we received from g_position(G;S;O;X;Y). Since we want the date
associated with the index, we'll specify the date column for X, and we'll specify our day_of_year index
for the Y parameter:

<willbe name="first_date" value="g_pick(zipcode;;date;date;day_of_year)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_pkg(G;S;O;K;X)

Returns a package value for each group, in the specified order. (Available as of version 15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_pkg(G;S;O;K;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

K list-value The keys to the package, which must yield valid key names

X any simple type A column name

The values corresponding to each key in K

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_pkg returns a package value for each group specified by G, where the keys are specified by K and the
values are specified by X.

If no rows have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result is N/A.

Note:  An empty string is not considered to be an N/A for the purposes of g_ functions.

g_position(G;S;O;X;Y)

Returns the position of the first row within a given group where all the values in one or more columns
match the values in another specified set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_position(G;S;O;X;Y)
t_position(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Y any simple type A space- or comma-separated list of column names

The values in the columns specified by Y are matched against the values
in the columns specified by X.

Note:  The number of the columns in Y must be the same as
those in X, and the data types of the columns listed in Y should
also match those listed in X.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_position
returns an integer value corresponding to the index of the first row where the values in all the columns
specified by Y match all the columns specified by X. The order is determined by O; if O is omitted, the order
is determined by the current row order.

If there is no match, the result is N/A.

Note:  Rows are indexed starting at 1, not 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_position_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_position_1" value="g_position(state;include;order;value;index)"/
>
<willbe name="g_position_2" value="g_position(state
 city;include;order;value;index)"/>

Example

Let's use the Weather Underground Observed Daily table
(pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily) to illustrate the use of
g_position(G;S;O;X;Y).
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Let's say we want to find out, for each day in every zip code, the first day of the year that the high
temperature was five degrees less than the high temperature of that day.

We'll start out by opening the Observed Daily table, which looks something like this:

For the sake of demonstration purposes, let's just look at the weather observations for 2013. We can do
this by selecting the rows using the <sel> operation and using the year(X) function:

<sel value="year(date)=2013"/>

Since we're interested in the high temperature for each day in every zip code, let's perform a tabulation
using <tabu>, grouping by both zipcode and date, and finding the high temperature (maxtempi).

<tabu label="High Temperatures" breaks="zipcode,date">
  <tcol source="maxtempi" fun="first" name="hightemp"
 label="Highest`Max`Temp`(F)"/>
</tabu>

Note:  There is only one high temperature for each day in a particular zip code, so fun="first"
will give us that high temperature, though we could have also specified last, lo, or hi for the fun
attribute to get the same results.

Our table now looks similar to the following:
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Since we want to find the first day of the year that the temperature was five degrees less than the high
temperature for each day, let's create a computed column that will hold the value of this threshold:

<willbe name="threshold" value="hightemp-5"/>

This will give us a new column named threshold:

Now let's use g_position(G;S;O;X;Y) to find the first day of the year that the temperature was
equal to our threshold. Since we want to group by zip code, we'll specify the zipcode column for our
G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter, since we want the function to consider all rows and not just a
subset. We'll specify the date column for the O parameter, so that our function considers the order by the
date. Since we want to find the first value in the hightemp column, we'll specify that for X, and since we
want to find the first value in that column equal to our threshold, we'll specify the threshold column for Y.

So our code should look like the following:

<willbe name="day_of_year"
 value="g_position(zipcode;;date;hightemp;threshold)"/>
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We can see here that for the zip code 01001, the first day of the year that had a temperature that was five
degrees less than the high temperature on 01/02/13 (28) was the 3rd day of the year (01/01/13), whose
temperature was 23 degrees. If we look at 01/06/13, we can see that the first day of the year that had that
a temperature that was five degrees less than the high temperature that day (42) was the 1st day of the
year, whose temperature was 37.

To see the actual date, instead of just the day of the year, we could use the g_pick(G;S;O;X;Y)
function and give it the index that we received from g_position(G;S;O;X;Y). Since we want the date
associated with the index, we'll specify the date column for X, and we'll specify our day_of_year index
for the Y parameter:

<willbe name="first_date" value="g_pick(zipcode;;date;date;day_of_year)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.
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g_runs(G;S;O;X)

Returns the number of times that a value has changed from row to row within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_runs(G;S;O;X)
t_runs(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_runs returns an integer value corresponding to the number of times up to and including the current row
that the value in X has changed from row to row.

The count starts at 0 for the first row in the group. The count remains constant so long as the value in X
remains constant, and increments by 1 every time the value in X changes.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_moving"/>
<willbe name="g_runs_1" value="g_runs(state;include;order;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_runs_2" value="g_runs(state city;include;order;value2)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of values ordered in a specified manner within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

Rows that have N/A values in O are ordered before all others.
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Argument Type Description

X any The column on which to apply the function

A column name

D text A string used to separate the values

Note:  The string should be surrounded by single quotes.

If D is omitted, the values are concatenated together without a delimiter.

N integer The maximum number of values in the result

If the total number of values exceeds this value, the result is truncated.

If N is omitted, all values are included.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_splice returns
a text value corresponding to the concatenation of all of the values of X in all rows that are in the same
group as that row. The order of the values is determined by the values in O; if O is omitted, the values are
presented in the order they appear in the table. The values are separated by the string specified by D.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_splice_1" value="g_splice(state;include;order;value;',';20)"/>
<willbe name="g_splice_2" value="g_splice(state
 city;include;order;value;',';20)"/>

Example

Let's say we want a list of all the SKUs for each department that is in our Product Master table
(pub.demo.retail.prod).

Create a computed column using the g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N) function. Specify dept as the group
(G), since we're grouping by department; specify sku as X since we want the list of SKUs; and leave
the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the SKUs in the table (not
just a subset). For demonstration purposes, we'll order the SKUs by class by specifying class for the O
parameter. We'll use a comma as the separator (D) and set the maximum number of values to 20 (N).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
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<willbe name="skus_by_dept" value="g_splice(dept;;class;sku;',';20)" 
 label="SKUs by Dept"/>

The results from this will look like the following:

You can see from the example that the only SKU in department 14 is 366. In department 22, there are four
SKUs appearing in the table in the following order: 3B7, 98A, 969, and 96A; however, since we specified
them to be ordered by the value in the class column, g_splice orders them as 98A, 3B7, 969, and 96A,
separated by commas.

Shifting and windows

g_rshift(G;S;O;X;N)

Returns the value of the row that is a specified number of rows before (or after) the current row within a
given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rshift(G;S;O;X;N)
t_rshift(X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any A column name

N integer
big integer

The number of rows to shift within the group

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.26.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified):

• If N >= 0, g_rshift returns the value of X for the row that is N rows after this row in the same group as
this row.

• If N < 0, g_rshift returns the value of X for the row that is |N| rows before this row in the same group
as this row.

The result is the same data type as X.

Note:  N/As in X are treated like any other value; i.e. they are shifted.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_rshift_1" value="g_rshift(state;include;order;value;1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rshift_2" value="g_rshift(state city;include;order;value;1)"/>

Example

This example shows basic usage of g_rshift(G;S;O;X;N) without providing a group. Instead, the
function simply shifts N rows for column X.

<base table="pub.doc.samples.weather_g_rshift"/>
<willbe name="later_dates" value="g_rshift(;;;date;30)"/>
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<willbe name="later_dates_temp" value="g_rshift(;;;meantempi;30)"/>
<sel value="i_()<=30"/>
<willbe name="day_over_day_mean_temps" value="later_dates_temp-meantempi"/>

Example: Shifting within groups

This example shows how to perform a row shift using g_rshift(G;S;O;X;N) across multiple groups. It
is similar to the previous example, except the shift occurs for each zip code in the zipcode column. For
simplicity, the table is filtered down to only two zip codes.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
<sel value="between(date;20160601;20160731)"/>
<sel value="zipcode=10017 90210"/>
<sort cols="zipcode,date"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,meantempi"/>
<willbe name="later_dates" value="g_rshift(zipcode;;;date;30)"/>
<willbe name="later_dates_temp" value="g_rshift(zipcode;;;meantempi;30)"/>
<willbe name="day_over_day_mean_temps" value="later_dates_temp-meantempi"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_tshift(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Returns the value of the first row that is a specified time period before (or after) the current row within a
given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_tshift(G;S;T;TS;X;N)
t_tshift(X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).
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Argument Type Description

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

T integer or
decimal

The name of a column whose values are used as the basis of the time
series

Row order is determined by T.

Note:  T may not be omitted.

TS text A string representing the type of the time T

The choice of TS must match the type of values in T, or the results will be
meaningless.

Valid types are:

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TS is omitted, then T is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

X any A column name

N integer The number of rows to shift within the group

N can be an expression that evaluates to an integer value.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by T (and for those rows where S=1, if specified):

• If N >= 0:

• g_tshift returns the value of X for the row that is exactly N time periods after this row in the same
group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_tshift returns the value
from the first row within that set of rows.

• If there are no rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_tshift returns N/A.
• If N < 0:

• g_tshift returns the value of X for the row that is exactly |N| time periods before this row in the
same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_tshift returns the
value from the first row within that set of rows.

• If there are no rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_tshift returns N/A.

Time periods are determined by TS with respect to the values in T.

The result is the same data type as X.

Note:  N/As in X are treated like any other value; i.e. they are shifted.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is N/A.
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Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_tshift_1" value="g_tshift(state;include;order;;value;-1)"/>
<willbe name="g_tshift_2" value="g_tshift(state
 city;include;order;;value;-1)"/>

Example

For this example, we'll use the weather data available in pub.demo.weather.hourly91, which contains
the 1991 hourly weather data for stations all across the United States.

Let's say we wanted to compare the hourly temperatures from one week to the previous week.

Our sample weather table includes all kinds of information such as the temperature, humidity, rainfall,
pressure, and wind direction for each station. Since we're only interested in the temperature for this
example, we can hide all the other columns using the <colord> operation:

<colord cols="id,date,hour,temp"/>

This will result in a table that looks like the following:

Now, to find out what the hourly temperature was the previous week, we can use the g_tshift function,
which has the form:
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g_tshift(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Since this table contains information for all of the stations across the U.S., we'll want to group our data
by station, so that the results will be specific to each station. Since we also want to compare the hourly
temperatures, we'll also group by hour. So, our G parameter will consist of id and hour.

For our analysis, we want to include all rows in the table, so we'll omit the S parameter.

We'll use the date column for our T parameter and set the TS parameter to 'D' (since the data in the
date column is of the date type), and we'll set the N parameter to -7, which will allow us to shift back to
the previous week (7 days before) in our table.

And, finally, since we're interested in seeing what the temperature was, we'll set the X parameter to temp.

So, our g_tshift function should look like:

g_tshift(id hour;;date;'D';temp;-7)

Note:  Even though we're omitting the S parameter, we still need to account for it in the function
call; hence, the ";;" before date.

Let's add a computed column to our table with this g_tshift function using a <willbe> operation:

<willbe name="last_week_temp" label="Last Week`Temp`(Celsius)"
 value="g_tshift(id hour;;date;'D';temp;-7)" format="type:num"/>

Now our table should look something like:

Notice that there are no values in the new computed column for the first number of entries. This is because
there is no data 7 days before these entries; therefore, the g_tshift function returns N/A as a result. If
we scroll down through the table, we'll see data in the Last Week Temp column starting at 01/08/91 (since
there exists valid data 7 days before this date):
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You can see that the temperature at station 3103 on 01/08/91 at hour 6 was -1.7 degrees Celsius, and that
our g_tshift function shows that the temperature 7 days before (on 01/01/91) at that same hour at the
same station was -16.7, which matches with what we previously saw in the table:

g_tshift works well for data that has contiguous data in the column you specify for T. If the time series
you are analyzing contains gaps between the time periods, you may consider using g_tshift_nearest.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G and T/TS arguments, and omits the S argument. The
defaults for G and T/TS are set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_tshift_nearest(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Returns the value of the nearest row that is at least a specified time period before (or after) the current row
within a given group.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_tshift_nearest(G;S;T;TS;X;N)
t_tshift_nearest(X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

T integer or
decimal

The name of a column whose values are used as the basis of the time
series

Row order is determined by T.

Note:  T may not be omitted.

TS text A string representing the type of the time T

The choice of TS must match the type of values in T, or the results will be
meaningless.

Valid types are:

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TS is omitted, then T is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

X any A column name

N integer The number of rows to shift within the group

N can be an expression that evaluates to an integer value.
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by T (and for those rows where S=1, if specified):

• If N >= 0:

• g_tshift_nearest returns the value of X for the row that is exactly N time periods after this row in
the same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_tshift_nearest returns
the value from the first row within that set of rows.

Note:  This behavior is identical to g_tshift.
• If there are no rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_tshift_nearest returns the

value of X for the nearest row that is at least N time periods after this row.
• If N < 0:

• g_tshift_nearest returns the value of X for the row that is exactly |N| time periods before this
row in the same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_tshift_nearest
returns the value from the first row within that set of rows.

Note:  This behavior is identical to g_tshift.
• If there are no rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_tshift_nearest returns

the value of X for the nearest row that is at least |N| time periods before this row.

Time periods are determined by TS with respect to the values in T.

The result is the same data type as X.

Note:  N/As in X are treated like any other value; i.e. they are shifted.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_tshift_nearest_1" value="g_tshift_nearest(state;include;order;;value;-1)"/
>
<willbe name="g_tshift_nearest_2" value="g_tshift_nearest(state
 city;include;order;;value;-1)"/>
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Example

For this example, we'll use the sales data available in pub.demo.retail.item, which contains sales
transactions from three stores.

Let's say we want to find out the total sales from the previous day. However, for the sake of example, let's
suppose our store isn't open every day, so there will be gaps in our transactional data. We can't just use
a function like g_tshift, because there will not always be an exact match for the previous day. What we
really want is to find the total sales from the day that is nearest to the previous day. To do this, we can use
g_tshift_nearest.

For simplicity, let's say we just want to look at the transactions from store 1. We'll do a simple <sel>
operation to pare down the data.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<sel value="(store=1)"/>

(Obviously, this is not too critical for our sample table, which only contains 35 rows, but it will make our
example a little easier to understand).

Now our table just shows the transactions from store 1:

Since we're interested in total sales for each day, let's use the g_sum function to calculate that. We'll add
a computed column (using the <willbe> operator) grouping by date and totaling the items in the sales
column.

<willbe name="total_sales" value="g_sum(date;;sales)" 
 label="Total Sales" format="dec:2"/>

This adds a new column to our table, which shows the total sales for each day:
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In order to contrast and compare, let's first see what would happen if we used g_tshift here to find the
total sales from the day before.

The g_tshift function has the form:

g_tshift(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

Since we already selected the rows for store 1, which is the group we're interested in, we can omit the G
parameter. (If we hadn't done the <sel> operation earlier, we could have set G to store here in order to
group the results by store.)

We can also omit the S parameter, since we want to consider all rows when applying the function.

We'll use the date column for our T parameter and set the TS parameter to 'D' (since the data in the
date column is of the date type), and we'll set the N parameter to -1, which will allow us to shift back to
the previous day in our table.

And, finally, since we're interested in the total sales for the previous day, we'll set the X parameter to the
value in our computed column, total_sales.

So, our g_tshift function should look like:

g_tshift(;;date;'D';total_sales;-1)

Note:  Even though we're omitting the G and S parameters, we still need to account for them in the
function call; hence, the ";;" before date.

Let's add a computed column to our table with this g_tshift function using <willbe>:

<willbe name="previous_day_sales" 
 label="Previous Day`Total Sales" 
 value="g_tshift(;;date;'D';total_sales;-1)"
 format="type:num;dec:2"/>

Now our table should look something like:
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Notice all the N/A values in our new column. That's because the only data we have for consecutive days is
on 05/15/12 and 05/16/12. So we can see that g_tshift applied to the rows with the date 05/16/12 result
in the total sales for the rows from the previous day, 05/15/12, which is -3.40.

Note:  Although there are multiple rows with the date 05/15/12, g_tshift returns the value of X
(total_sales) from the first row with that date.

All the other transactions are more than one day apart; therefore, g_tshift returns N/A because there is
no exact match with respect to the time period specified.

To find the total sales for the day nearest to the previous day, we can use g_tshift_nearest, which has
the form:

g_tshift_nearest(G;S;T;TS;X;N)

All of the parameters will be the same as what we used for g_tshift. Let's add another computed column
for the g_tshift_nearest function:

<willbe name="nearest_day_sales" 
 label="Nearest Previous Day`Total Sales" 
 value="g_tshift_nearest(;;date;'D';total_sales;-1)"
 format="type:num;dec:2"/>

Our new computed column looks like:
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Because there is an exact match with respect to the time period specified, the results from
g_tshift_nearest for the rows with the date 05/16/12 are the same as the results from g_tshift (the
first row with the date 05/15/12).

However, for those rows where there is no exact match with respect to the time period specified,
g_tshift_nearest will return the value of X for the nearest row that is at least the specified time period
away.

For instance, since we have no transactional data for 05/17/12, g_tshift_nearest for the rows with the
date 05/18/12 will return the total sales from the nearest row with the date 05/16/12 (the closest previous
day). Also, since there is no transactional data for 06/02/12, the results from g_tshift_nearest for the
rows with the date 06/03/12 show the total sales from the nearest row with the date 05/18/12.

Note:  There are N/A values for the results from both g_tshift and g_tshift_nearest for
those transactions dated 05/15/12 because no transactions prior to that date exist in this table.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G and T/TS arguments, and omits the S argument. The
defaults for G and T/TS are set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_twindow(G;S;T;TS;N)

Returns the number of rows to the row that is exactly a certain time period before (or after) the current row
within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_twindow(G;S;T;TS;N)
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t_twindow(N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

T integer or
decimal

The name of a column whose values are used as the basis of the time
series

Row order is determined by T.

Note:  T may not be omitted.

TS text A string representing the type of the time T

The choice of TS must match the type of values in T, or the results will be
meaningless.

Valid types are:

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TS is omitted, then T is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

N integer
big integer

The number of rows to shift within the group

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.26.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by T (and for those rows where S=1, if specified):

• If N >= 0:

• g_twindow returns the number of rows from the current row to the row that is exactly N time periods
after this row in the same group as this row.
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If there are multiple rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_twindow returns the
number of rows to the first row within that set of rows.

• If there are no rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_twindow returns N/A.
• If N < 0:

• g_twindow returns the number of rows from the current row to the row that is exactly |N| time
periods before this row in the same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_twindow returns the
number of rows to the first row within that set of rows.

• If there are no rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_twindow returns N/A.

Time periods are determined by TS with respect to the values in T.

The result is the same data type as X.

Note:  N/As in X are treated like any other value; i.e. they are shifted.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_twindow_1" value="g_twindow(state;include;order;;-1)"/>
<willbe name="g_twindow_2" value="g_twindow(state city;include;order;;-1)"/>

Example

For this example, we'll use the sales data available in pub.demo.retail.item, which contains sales
transactions from three stores.

Let's say we want to find out the number of rows from the current row to the previous day. To do this, we
can use g_twindow.

For simplicity, let's say we just want to look at the transactions from store 1. We'll do a simple <sel>
operation to pare down the data:

<sel value="(store=1)"/>

(Obviously, this is not too critical for our sample table, which only contains 35 rows, but it will make our
example a little easier to understand).

Now our table just shows the transactions from store 1:
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The g_twindow function has the form:

g_twindow(G;S;T;TS;N)

Since we already selected the rows for store 1, which is the group we're interested in, we can omit the G
parameter. (If we hadn't done the <sel> operation earlier, we could have set G to store here in order to
group the results by store.)

We can also omit the S parameter, since we want to consider all rows when applying the function.

We'll use the date column for our T parameter and set the TS parameter to 'D' (since the data in the
date column is of the date type), and we'll set the N parameter to -1, which will allow us to shift back to
the previous day in our table.

So, our g_twindow function should look like:

g_twindow(;;date;'D';-1)

Note:  Even though we're omitting the G and S parameters, we still need to account for them in the
function call; hence, the ";;" before date.

Let's add a computed column to our table with this g_twindow function using <willbe>:

<willbe name="rows_to_previous_day" label="# Rows to`Previous Day"
 value="g_twindow(;;date;'D';-1)"/>

The results of this operation will look like:
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Notice all the N/A values in our new column. That's because the only data we have for consecutive days
is on 05/15/12 and 05/16/12, and g_twindow only returns a non-N/A result when there is an exact match
with respect to the time period specified. So, for each row with the date 05/16/12, g_twindow returns the
number of rows to the previous day, 05/15/12.

Note:  Although there are multiple rows with the date 05/15/12, g_twindow returns the number of
rows to the first row with that date.

So, in our example, for the first transaction with the date 05/16/12, g_twindow returns a -3, meaning that
you need to shift back 3 rows in the table to get to the previous day. For the second transaction with the
date 05/16/12, g_twindow returns a -4, meaning that you need to shift back 4 rows in the table to get to
the previous day.

All the other transactions are more than one day apart; therefore, g_twindow returns N/A because there
is no exact match with respect to the time period specified.

If you wanted to find the nearest row whether there was an exact match or not with respect to the time
period specified, you could use g_twindow_nearest.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G and T/TS arguments, and omits the S argument. The
defaults for G and T/TS are set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_twindow_nearest(G;S;T;TS;N)

Returns the number of rows to the nearest row that is at least a specified time period before (or after) the
current row within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_twindow_nearest(G;S;T;TS;N)
t_twindow_nearest(N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

T integer or
decimal

The name of a column whose values are used as the basis of the time
series

Row order is determined by T.

Note:  T may not be omitted.

TS text A string representing the type of the time T

The choice of TS must match the type of values in T, or the results will be
meaningless.

Valid types are:

• 'D' for the date (YYYYMMDD) type (i.e., one period = one day)
• 'Q' for the quarter (YYYYQ) type (i.e., one period = one quarter)
• 'M' for the month (YYYYMM) type (i.e., one period = one month)
• 'T' for the time (HHMMSS) type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TS' for the date+time type (i.e., one period = one second)
• 'TSn' for the date+time type construed with n decimal places of

precision in the seconds place (i.e., one period = 1/10^n seconds)

If TS is omitted, then T is assumed to be an integer (e.g., a year or a
period number, such that one period=1).

N integer
big integer

The number of rows to shift within the group

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.26.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by T (and for those rows where S=1, if specified):

• If N >= 0:
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• g_twindow_nearest returns the number of rows from the current row to the row that is exactly N
time periods after this row in the same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_twindow_nearest
returns the number of rows to the first row within that set of rows.

Note:  This behavior is identical to g_twindow.
• If there are no rows that are exactly N time periods after this row, g_twindow_nearest returns the

number of rows to the nearest row that is at least N time periods after this row.
• If N < 0:

• g_twindow_nearest returns the number of rows from the current row to the row that is exactly |N|
time periods before this row in the same group as this row.

If there are multiple rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_twindow_nearest
returns the number of rows to the first row within that set of rows.

Note:  This behavior is identical to g_twindow.
• If there are no rows that are exactly |N| time periods before this row, g_twindow_nearest returns

the number of rows to the nearest row that is at least |N| time periods before this row.

Time periods are determined by TS with respect to the values in T.

The result is the same data type as X.

Note:  N/As in X are treated like any other value; i.e. they are shifted.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_twindow_nearest_1" value="g_twindow_nearest(state;include;order;;-1)"/
>
<willbe name="g_twindow_nearest_2" value="g_twindow_nearest(state
 city;include;order;;-1)"/>

Example

For this example, we'll use the sales data available in pub.demo.retail.item, which contains sales
transactions from three stores.

Let's say we want to find out the number of rows from the current row to the previous day (or the row
nearest to that if there's no data for the previous day). To do this, we can use g_twindow_nearest.
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For simplicity, let's say we just want to look at the transactions from store 1. We'll do a simple <sel>
operation to pare down the data:

<sel value="(store=1)"/>

(Obviously, this is not too critical for our sample table, which only contains 35 rows, but it will make our
example a little easier to understand).

Now our table just shows the transactions from store 1:

The g_twindow_nearest function has the form:

g_twindow_nearest(G;S;T;TS;N)

Since we already selected the rows for store 1, which is the group we're interested in, we can omit the G
parameter. (If we hadn't done the <sel> operation earlier, we could have set G to store here in order to
group the results by store.)

We can also omit the S parameter, since we want to consider all rows when applying the function.

We'll use the date column for our T parameter and set the TS parameter to 'D' (since the data in the
date column is of the date type), and we'll set the N parameter to -1, which will allow us to shift back to
the previous day in our table.

So, our g_twindow_nearest function should look like:

g_twindow_nearest(;;date;'D';-1)

Note:  Even though we're omitting the G and S parameters, we still need to account for them in the
function call; hence, the ";;" before date.

Let's add a computed column to our table with this g_twindow_nearest function using <willbe>:

<willbe name="rows_to_nearest_day" label="# Rows to`Nearest Day"
 value="g_twindow_nearest(;;date;'D';-1)"/>

The results of this operation will look like:
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Because there is an exact match with respect to the time period specified for the rows with the date
05/16/12 , g_twindow_nearest returns the number of rows to the previous day, 05/15/12.

Note:  Although there are multiple rows with the date 05/15/12, g_twindow_nearest returns the
number of rows to the first row with that date.
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So, in our example, for the first transaction with the date 05/16/12, g_twindow_nearest returns a -3,
meaning that you need to shift back 3 rows in the table to get to the previous day's transaction. For the
second transaction with the date 05/16/12, g_twindow_nearest returns a -4, meaning that you need to
shift back 4 rows in the table to get to the previous day's transaction.

Note:  The results from g_twindow_nearest for the rows with the date 05/16/12 are the same as
the results from g_twindow.

However, for those rows where there is no exact match with respect to the time period specified,
g_twindow_nearest will return the number of rows to the nearest row that is at least the specified time
period away.

For instance, since we have no transactional data for 05/17/12, g_twindow_nearest for the rows with
the date 05/18/12 will return the number of rows to the nearest row with the date 05/16/12 (the closest
previous day).

Since there is no transactional data for 06/02/12, the results from g_twindow_nearest for the rows with
the date 06/03/12 show the number of rows to the nearest row with the date 05/18/12.
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Notice that for the rows with the date 05/15/12, which are the first rows in the table and have no rows
before them, g_twindow_nearest returns the number of rows to the top of the table.
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G and T/TS arguments, and omits the S argument. The
defaults for G and T/TS are set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Ranking

g_rank(G;S;O;X)

Returns the rank of every value within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rank(G;S;O;X)
t_rank(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rank returns an
integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are ranked according to the order of the group (i.e., by the values in O, if specified;
otherwise by the current display order of the table).
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If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_rank_1" value="g_rank(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_rank_2" value="g_rank(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

Let's say you want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in your table. You can do this using g_rank(G;S;O;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When you open the table, it looks something like this:

Since you want to rank the transactions for every date, and you want to do that for each store, you specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. You can omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will
be considered, and you can omit the O parameter, so the ordering will be determined by the current display
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order of the table. And you can specify the sales column for X, since you want the ranking to be based on
the sales prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="rank" value="g_rank(store date;;;sales)"/>

This will give you a column that looks like the following:

To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the arrow

( ) that appears when you hover over the column name. Then, select Sort Up from the drop-down list, for
rank, date, and store, in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's Guide for more information
about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 05/18/12, there are five transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the one
with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that the transactions with rank 3, 4, and 5 have the
same value in the sales column (1.1), so they are ranked according to the same order they appeared in
the original table; the transaction with SKU 96A appears before the one with SKU 969 and the SKU 3B7.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rankavg(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, averaging the rank for repeated values.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankavg(G;S;X)
t_rankavg(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankavg returns
a decimal value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the average of the ranks they would receive according to
g_rank(G;S;;X), and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked incrementally by the number
of repeated values in the set.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankavg_1" value="g_rankavg(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankavg_2" value="g_rankavg(state city;include;value2)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same (average) rank. Furthermore, we want subsequent items to be ranked as if the items with the sames
sales price were given incremental rankings. We can easily do this using g_rankavg(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:

Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="rank" value="g_rankavg(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4.5,
which is the average of the ranks they would receive from g_rank(G;S;;X), since they have the same
value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 6 (taking into account the rank positions
of the previous two repeating values in the group and skipping over them).

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rankskip(G;S;X)

Returns the rank of unique values within a given group, skipping the rank after repeated values.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankskip(G;S;X)
t_rankskip(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankskip
returns an integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the
group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the same rank, and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked
incrementally by the number of repeated values in the set.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankskip_1" value="g_rankskip(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankskip_2" value="g_rankskip(state city;include;value2)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same rank. However, we want subsequent items to be ranked as if the items with the sames sales price
were given incremental rankings. We can easily do this using g_rankskip(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:

Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="unique_rank" value="g_rankskip(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="unique_rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4,
since they have the same value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 6 (taking into
account the rank positions of the previous two repeating values in the group and skipping over them).

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_rankuniq(G;S;X)

Returns the dense rank of unique values within a given group, giving repeated values the same rank.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_rankuniq(G;S;X)
t_rankuniq(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_rankuniq
returns an integer value corresponding to the rank of X in the list of all valid (non-N/A) values of X within the
group.

The largest value has rank 1, and subsequent (decreasing) values are ranked in increasing increments of 1
(e.g., 2, 3, 4).

Repeated values are assigned the same rank, and the value following a set of repeated values is ranked
incrementally by 1.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_two_values"/>
<willbe name="g_rankuniq_1" value="g_rankuniq(state;include;value1)"/>
<willbe name="g_rankuniq_2" value="g_rankuniq(state city;include;value2)"/>
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Example

Let's say we want to rank the items for all the daily transactions from highest to lowest in terms of sales
price for each store in our table, but let's say we want those items with the same sales price to have the
same rank. We can easily do this using g_rankuniq(G;S;X).

Let's use the Sales Item Detail table (pub.demo.retail.item) to demonstrate the use of this function.
When we open the table, it looks something like this:

Since we want to rank the transactions for every date, and we want to do that for each store, we'll specify
the store and date columns for the G parameter. We'll omit the S parameter so that all of the rows will be
considered, and we'll specify the sales column for X, since we want the ranking to be based on the sales
prices of the items.

Let's create a computed column for the ranking:

<willbe name="unique_rank" value="g_rankuniq(store date;;sales)"/>

This will give us a column that looks like the following:
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To see the transactions in ranking order for every date for each store, you would sort first on the rank
column, then on the date column, and then on the store column. You could do this by clicking on the
up arrow ( ) at the top of each of those columns in that order. (See Sorting rows in the 1010data User's
Guide for more information about sorting multiple columns.)

Alternately, you could sort those columns using the following Macro Language code:

<sort col="unique_rank" dir="up"/>
<sort col="date" dir="up"/>
<sort col="store" dir="up"/>

The table would then show all the transactions for each store ordered by date, and all the transactions for
each date ordered by rank:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataUsersGuideV10/index_frames.html?q=TRS/Sort/SortingRows.html
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You can see that on 06/03/12, there are seven transactions that now appear in the table ranked from the
one with the highest sales to the lowest. You'll also notice that there are two transactions with rank 4, since
they have the same value in the sales column (1.1). The next value is given the rank 5.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Cumulative calculations

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values up to and including a particular row within a given
group are true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)
t_cumand(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 1.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumand returns an integer value of 1 if all of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If any of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_1" value="g_cumand(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_2" value="g_cumand(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumcnt(G;S;O)

Returns the cumulative count within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumcnt(G;S;O)
t_cumcnt()

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumcnt returns an integer corresponding to the number of rows up to and including that row.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumcnt_1" value="g_cumcnt(state;include;order)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumcnt_2" value="g_cumcnt(state city;include;order)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative frequency of values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X)
t_cumfreq(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.
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Argument Type Description

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

Note:  The O parameter has no effect and may be omitted.

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cumfreq returns
an integer value corresponding to the number of valid (non-N/A) values of X within the group that are less
than or equal to the current value of X.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumfreq_1" value="g_cumfreq(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumfreq_2" value="g_cumfreq(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Example

Let's use the Hourly U.S. Weather (1990) table (pub.demo.weather.hourly90) to demonstrate the
use of g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X).

Let's say we want to find out, for every hour of a particular day, how many hours of the day it rained as
much or less.
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For demonstration purposes, let's select one particular day at one particular station, and we'll display only
those columns that are relevant to this example:

<sel value="(date=19900224)"/>
<sel value="(id=25339)"/>
<colord cols="id,date,hour,prec"/>

This will give us the following:

Note:  prec is the hourly precipitation measured in .01 inches.

Let's create a computed column for the results of g_cumfreq(G;S;O;X). Since we've already selected
the rows that we want for our group, we can omit the G parameter. We'll also omit the S parameter, since
we want to consider all rows in this group. We can also omit the O parameter since it has no effect for this
function. Finally, we'll specify the prec column for X since we want to calculate the cumulative frequency
of precipitation.

<willbe name="cumfreq_amt" value="g_cumfreq(;;;prec)"/>

This will give us the following:
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This new column shows, for example, that at 10 a.m. on 2/24/90, it rained .12 inches, and that there were
11 hours that day that it rained that much or less.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S and O arguments. The default
for G is set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumhi(G;S;O;X)

Returns the highest value for a given group at the point of the current row being evaluated.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_cumhi(G;S;O;X)
t_cumhi(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is considered to be less than any other number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumhi returns the highest value in the column listed in X within all rows up to and including that row.

So, for row N, the highest number in column X of group G will be returned. If, between row N and N+5, a
higher number appears in column X of group G, that number will be returned for subsequent rows until a
higher number in X appears in group G.

The result is the same data type as X.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is -0I
(negative infinity).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumhi_1" value="g_cumhi(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumhi_2" value="g_cumhi(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Example

g_cumhi(G;S;O;X) is an excellent example of the importance of data's inherent order, and subsequently
how to properly use the O argument in g_functions. In this example, the objective is to find the cumulative
high value for the average temperature in specific zip codes for a given range of dates. There are two ways
of utilizing the inherent order of time-series data to solve this problem, and the method chosen will change
the function call. In the first method, the data can be filtered and sorted before calling the g_function, in
which case the S and O arguments may be omitted without consequence:

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
<sel value="zipcode=10017,90210,11211"/>
<sel value="between(date;20150901;20150930)"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,meantempi,testhi,testcumhi"/>
<sort cols="zipcode,date"/>
<willbe name="testcumhi" value="g_cumhi(zipcode;;;meantempi)"/>

However, if pre-sorting by the ordered column and/or filtering the data is not the best solution, the O
argument can be utilized to specify the order of the evaluation regardless of how the data is sorted.
The code below demonstrates how to use the date column to preserve the order in which the function
evaluates G and X without pre-sorting the data.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
<willbe name="sargument" value="(zipcode=10017,90210,11211) &
 (between(date;20150901;20150930))"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,sargument,meantempi,testhi,testcumhi"/>
<willbe name="testcumhi" value="g_cumhi(zipcode;sargument;date;meantempi)"/>
<sel value="sargument=1"/>

g_cumlo(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative minimum within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_cumlo(G;S;O;X)
t_cumlo(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is considered to be greater than any other number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumlo returns the lowest value in the column listed in X within all rows up to and including that row. The
result is the same data type as X.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0I (positive
infinity).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumlo_1" value="g_cumlo(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumlo_2" value="g_cumlo(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value up to and including a particular row within a given
group is true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)
t_cumor(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 0.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumor returns an integer value of 1 if any of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If all of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_1" value="g_cumor(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_2" value="g_cumor(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumprod(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative product within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_cumprod(G;S;O;X)
t_cumprod(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is treated like a 1.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumprod returns a decimal number corresponding to the product of X for all rows up to and including
that row.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumprod_1" value="g_cumprod(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumprod_2" value="g_cumprod(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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In the image above, one of the returned values contains many digits after the decimal. The system hides
this long decimal number and displays a greater than symbol (>). Display formatting can be used to
change the number of decimal places that the system shows. Adding format="dec:0" to g_cumprod_1
results in the following:

<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumprod_1" value="g_cumprod(state;include;order;value)" format="dec:0"/
>
<willbe name="g_cumprod_2" value="g_cumprod(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumrunlen(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative run length within a given group.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_cumrunlen(G;S;O;X)
t_cumrunlen(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumrunlen returns an integer value equal to the number of successive rows in the same group, up to
and including this row, where X=1.

The count resets to 0 wherever X=0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumrunlen_1" value="g_cumrunlen(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumrunlen_2" value="g_cumrunlen(state
 city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumsum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the cumulative sum within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumsum(G;S;O;X)
t_cumsum(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is treated like a 0.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumsum returns a decimal number corresponding to the sum of X for all rows up to and including that
row.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_cumsum_1" value="g_cumsum(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumsum_2" value="g_cumsum(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Moving calculations

g_movavg(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the average of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movavg(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movavg(X;W;P)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movavg returns a decimal value equal to the average (mean) of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in
the same moving window and group as this row.
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The window in which values are averaged has width W, and its position with respect to the current row is
determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movavg_1" value="g_movavg(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/
>
<willbe name="g_movavg_2" value="g_movavg(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movcnt(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the number of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movcnt(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movcnt(X;W;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movcnt returns an integer value equal to the count of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the same
moving window and group as this row.

The window in which values are counted has width W, and its position with respect to the current row is
determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
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<willbe name="g_movcnt_1" value="g_movcnt(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/
>
<willbe name="g_movcnt_2" value="g_movcnt(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movhi(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the maximum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movhi(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movhi(X;W;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).
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Argument Type Description

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is considered to be less than any other number.

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movhi returns a value corresponding to the maximum of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the
same moving window and group as this row. The result is the same data type as X.

The window over which the maximum is taken has width W, and its position with respect to the current row
is determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is -0I
(negative infinity).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movhi_1" value="g_movhi(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/>
<willbe name="g_movhi_2" value="g_movhi(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movlo(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the minimum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movlo(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movlo(X;W;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

An N/A in X is considered to be less than any other number.

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movlo returns a value corresponding to the minimum of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the same
moving window and group as this row. The result is the same data type as X.

The window over which the minimum is taken has width W, and its position with respect to the current row
is determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0I (positive
infinity).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movlo_1" value="g_movlo(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/>
<willbe name="g_movlo_2" value="g_movlo(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movprod(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the product of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movprod(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movprod(X;W;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movprod returns a decimal value equal to the product of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the
same moving window and group as this row.

The window in which values are multiplied has width W, and its position with respect to the current row is
determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movprod_1" value="g_movprod(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/
>
<willbe name="g_movprod_2" value="g_movprod(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>
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In the image above, one of the returned values contains many digits after the decimal. The system hides
this long decimal number and displays a greater than symbol (>). Display formatting can be used to
change the number of decimal places that the system shows. Adding format="dec:0" to g_movprod_1
results in the following:

<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movprod_1" value="g_movprod(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')" format="dec:0"/
>
<willbe name="g_movprod_2" value="g_movprod(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>

For more information, see Display formats on page 1320.

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movsum(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the sum of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movsum(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movsum(X;W;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)
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Argument Type Description

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movsum returns a decimal value equal to the sum of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the same
moving window and group as this row.

The window in which values are summed has width W, and its position with respect to the current row is
determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movsum_1" value="g_movsum(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/
>
<willbe name="g_movsum_2" value="g_movsum(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_movvar(G;S;O;X;W;P)

Returns the variance of valid (non-N/A) values in a moving window within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_movvar(G;S;O;X;W;P)
t_movvar(X;W;P)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

W integer The width of the moving window (or the name of a column whose values
represent the width of the moving window)

Note:  W may not be omitted.

P text A string that specifies the position of the moving window with respect to
the current row

Valid values are:

• 'lag' - specifies that the window lags the current row (i.e., the
current row is the last row in the window, and the first row in the
window is W-1 rows behind the current row)

• 'lead' - specifies that the window leads the current row (i.e., the
current row is the first row in the window, and the last row in the
window is W-1 rows ahead of the current row)

• 'center' - specifies that the window is centered around the current
row (i.e., if W is an odd number, the window includes the (W-1)/2 rows
behind the current row, the current row, and the (W-1)/2 rows ahead of
the current row)

Note:  If P is 'center' and W is an even number, W is
rounded down to the nearest odd number.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_movvar returns a decimal value equal to the variance of valid (non-N/A) values in X that are in the same
moving window and group as this row.
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The window in which the variance is taken has width W, and its position with respect to the current row is
determined by P.

Note:  If the window extends beyond the beginning or end of the group, then only that part of the
window that is within the group is considered.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_movvar_1" value="g_movvar(state;include;order;value;3;'lag')"/
>
<willbe name="g_movvar_2" value="g_movvar(state
 city;include;order;value;2;'lag')"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

Conditional

g_and(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values within a given group are true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_and(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is whether all non-N/A values within
a given group are true).

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_and returns an
integer value of 1 if all of the values are equal to 1 in the column listed in X that are in the same group as
that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_and_1" value="g_and(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_and_2" value="g_and(state city;include;value)"/>

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values up to and including a particular row within a given
group are true.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)
t_cumand(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 1.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumand returns an integer value of 1 if all of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If any of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_1" value="g_cumand(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_2" value="g_cumand(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value up to and including a particular row within a given
group is true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)
t_cumor(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 0.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumor returns an integer value of 1 if any of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If all of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_1" value="g_cumor(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_2" value="g_cumor(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_or(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value within a given group is true.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_or(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is whether any non-N/A value within
a given group is true).

Note:  Support for columns of type bigint available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_or returns an
integer value of 1 if any of the values are equal to 1 in the column listed in X that are in the same group as
that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_or_1" value="g_or(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_or_2" value="g_or(state city;include;value)"/>
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Modeling

classify(XX;M;Z)

Returns the result of classifying data points according to a discrete model.

Syntax

classify(XX;M;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

This denotes the data for classifying.

M model The name of a column that contains a model as returned by a discrete
modeling function such as g_cluster()

Z integer or
decimal

A list of values representing scoring parameters

Note:  Scoring parameters, if specified, are dependent on the
type of model.

Return Value

For every row of XX, classify returns an integer number that is the result of evaluating the model M for
that row.

Note:  The classification of N/A points is dependent on the type of the model. See the descriptions
of the individual modeling functions for more information.

cparam(M;P;I)

Returns the text value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous model.

Syntax

cparam(M;P;I)
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Input

Argument Type Description

M model The name of a column that contains a model as returned by a discrete or
continuous modeling function

These functions include:

• g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)
• g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)
• g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)
• g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)
• g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

P text The name of the particular parameter to be extracted from the model

Note:  See the descriptions of the individual modeling functions
for more information on the values that can be specified for P.

I integer An index (or list of indices) specifying which value is to be returned

For single-value parameters, I should be left blank.

For multiple-value parameters, I should be a single integer specifying
which value is to be returned.

For multidimensional parameters, I should contain as many integers as
there are dimensions.

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the value of the parameter named P extracted from the model M,
possibly indexed by the value or values in I.

g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the clustering of points in data.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

This denotes the data for clustering.

A text A string that specifies the clustering algorithm to use

A may have the value:

• 'kmeans' for k-means clustering

Note:  When A is 'kmeans', it is mandatory to specify N.

N integer The number of clusters into which to partition the data

Z integer or
decimal

A list of two elements

Z is a list of two elements that specify:

• the maximum number of iterations to be used in the clustering routine
(integer)

• the number of extra different starting points to try the clustering from

If Z is omitted, then the default values of 1000 (iterations) and 0 (extra
starting points) are used.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_cluster applies
a clustering algorithm specified by method A (as modified by parameters N and Z) to the data in XX and
returns a special type representing a model for each group in the data.

The model that g_cluster returns can be used as an argument to:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the clustering model parameters, or
• classify(XX;M;Z) to classify data points (i.e., assign them to clusters)

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_cluster, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:

param(M;'centers';D I)

D'th dimension of the center of the I'th cluster

• D ranges from 1 to the number of elements in XX above
• I ranges from 1 to N above

classify(XX;M;)

Discrete cluster assignment I for each point in XX
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g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a generalized linear model corresponding to the regression of a dependent variable with one or
more independent variables. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the dependent variable

If the fit_type specified by the Z parameter is logistic, Y can only
take the values 0 or 1.

If the fit_type specified by the Z parameter is gaussian, Y can take
any decimal value.

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names denoting the
independent variable(s)

If you would like to include an intercept term, the first element of XX must
be the special value 1. Otherwise, no intercept will be included in the
model estimation.

Z text A list of key-value pairs that provide control over the model fitting

For example: 'fit_type' 'logistic' 'eps' '1e-6'

The options you may specify for the Z parameter are:

'fit_type' 'value'

The value associated with fit_type determines the type of model
generated by g_glm and can be one of the following:

• gaussian (Gaussian model)
• logistic (logistic model)
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Argument Type Description

• poisson (Poisson model) (Available as of version 11.01

The default is gaussian.

'eps' 'value'

The value associated with eps is a numerical value that determines
convergence criteria. At each iteration in the solver, the change in
the deviance is computed and compared to this value. If the relative
change is smaller than the value specified, the model has converged.

The default is 1e-8.

'MAX_IT' 'value'

The value associated with MAX_IT is an integer value that
determines the maximum number of iterations allowed. If the solver
reaches a number of iterations greater than this value, it returns with
the model parameter convergence set to false.

The default is 30.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_glm computes a
regression of a dependent variable Y with one or more independent variables XX and returns a generalized
linear model for each group in the data.

Note:  g_glm may be much slower if there is significant multicollinearity in the data (i.e., if two or
more of the independent variables XX are nearly perfectly correlated with each other).

The model that g_glm returns can be used as an argument to the following functions:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the numerical value of a regression model parameter
• cparam(M;P;I) to extract the text value of a regression model parameter

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_glm, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:

param(M;'b';N)

Nth coefficient of the model (corresponding to the Nth data column in XX)

param(M;'se';N)

Set of standard error of beta (computed with the Fisher information)

param(M;'tv';N)

Set of standardized beta values with mean of 0

param(M;'pv';N)

Set of p-values

If the fit_type is logistic, then normal CDF is used to compute p-values, else Student’s t CDF is
used.

param(M;'dev';)

Deviance at last iteration

param(M;'delta';)

Percent change of the deviance from one iteration to the next
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((dev - dev0) / (0.1 + dev0))

param(M;'fisher_iterations';)

Number of iterations taken by g_glm

param(M;'fit_type';)

Type of model generated by g_glm

cparam(M;'convergence';)

Boolean value indicating if there was convergence in the model

Returns true when the change in deviance is less than the convergence epsilon:

(delta <= convEPS)

Otherwise, returns false.

param(M;'df';)

Degrees of freedom

param(M;'convEPS';)

Convergence epsilon

param(M;'valcnt';)

Number of observations in the model

Example

The following example uses g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z) to fit a logistic regression model on Fisher's Iris data
set (pub.demo.mleg.uci.iris) for the Iris-virginica class and outputs the related model parameters.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.iris"/>
<willbe name="response" value="class='Iris-virginica'"/>
<willbe name="glm_results" value="g_glm(;;response;1,sepal_length,sepal_width,
petal_length,petal_width; 'fit_type' 'logistic' )"/>
<willbe name="beta_bias" value="param(glm_results;'b';1)"/>
<willbe name="beta_1" value="param(glm_results;'b';2)"/>
<willbe name="beta_2" value="param(glm_results;'b';3)"/>
<willbe name="beta_3" value="param(glm_results;'b';4)"/>
<willbe name="beta_4" value="param(glm_results;'b';5)"/>
<note>Standard error</note>
<willbe name="se_bias" value="param(glm_results;'se';1)"/>
<willbe name="se_1" value="param(glm_results;'se';2)"/>
<willbe name="se_2" value="param(glm_results;'se';3)"/>
<willbe name="se_3" value="param(glm_results;'se';4)"/>
<willbe name="se_4" value="param(glm_results;'se';5)"/>
<note>t</note>
<willbe name="t_bias" value="param(glm_results;'tv';1)"/>
<willbe name="t_1" value="param(glm_results;'tv';2)"/>
<willbe name="t_2" value="param(glm_results;'tv';3)"/>
<willbe name="t_3" value="param(glm_results;'tv';4)"/>
<willbe name="t_4" value="param(glm_results;'tv';5)"/>
<note>p-values</note>
<willbe name="p_bias" value="param(glm_results;'pv';1)"/>
<willbe name="p_1" value="param(glm_results;'pv';2)"/>
<willbe name="p_2" value="param(glm_results;'pv';3)"/>
<willbe name="p_3" value="param(glm_results;'pv';4)"/>
<willbe name="p_4" value="param(glm_results;'pv';5)"/>
<note>Residual Deviance</note>
<willbe name="dev" value="param(glm_results;'dev';)"/>
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<note>Delta</note>
<willbe name="delta" value="param(glm_results;'delta';)"/>
<note>Fisher iterations</note>
<willbe name="fisher_iterations" 
 value="param(glm_results;'fisher_iterations';)"/>
<note>Convergence</note>
<willbe name="convergence" value="cparam(glm_results;'convergence';)"/>
<willbe name="fit_type" value="cparam(glm_results;'fit_type';)"/>

g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the information value (IV) of X provided Y. (Available as of version 10.42)

Function type

Vector only

Description

The information value (IV) is defined as:

where Prob(X | Y = 1) is the probability of X, given that Y=1. Similarly for Prob(X | Y = 0).

g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y) provides both a metric for determining absolute strength of predicting Y with X.

Syntax

g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G are
the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered a
valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any prior
row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any A column name

This column contains categorical or unordered data.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name

This column must only contain values of 0 or 1.
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y) returns a numeric value greater than or equal to 0.

The following table provides some heuristics for evaluating the value returned by g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y):

Table 2: Heuristics for evaluating the IV

Value Strength

less than 0.02 unpredictive

between 0.02 to 0.1 weak

between 0.1 to 0.3 medium strength

greater than 0.3 strong

g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y) may also be used to compare the IVs of different columns relative to Y for feature
selection.

Example

The following example uses g_info_iv(G;S;X;Y) and g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y) to
calculate the information value (IV) and information theoretic value weight of evidence (WoE)
for the columns job, marital, education, default, housing, and loan in the table
pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing. The columns that have an IV greater than 0.02 are then
specified to g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z) and score(XX;M;Z) using their corresponding WoE columns.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing"/>
<willbe name="y01" value="y='yes'"/>
<foreach var="job,marital,education,default,housing,loan">
  <willbe name="iv_{@var}" value="g_info_iv(;;{@var};y01)" format="dec:5"/>
  <willbe name="iw_{@var}" value="g_info_woe(;;{@var};y01)" format="dec:5"/>
</foreach>
<colord cols="y01,iv_*"/>
<note>For this example, only those columns with an IV value greater  
than 0.02 value are specified to g_logreg and score.</note>
<willbe name="model" format="dec:5"
 value="g_logreg(;;y01;1,iw_job,iw_marital,iw_education,iw_default;)"/>
<willbe name="score" format="dec:5" 
 value="score(1,iw_job,iw_marital,iw_education,iw_default;model;)"/>
<colord cols="iw_job,iw_marital,iw_education,iw_default,score"/>
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g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y)

Returns the information theoretic value weight of evidence (WoE) of X provided Y. (Available as of version
10.42)

Function type

Vector only

Description

The weight of evidence (WoE) is defined as:

when the value Xi occurs at least twice in the column X. If the value Xi occurs exactly once, then
info_WOE(i) is defined to be 0.

g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y) may be used for transforming a categorical or unordered column into a
numerical ordered column.

Syntax

g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.
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Argument Type Description

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any A column name

This column contains categorical or unordered data.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name

This column must only contain values of 0 or 1.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y) returns a numeric value in which larger values indicate a greater chance of
observing Y=1 and smaller values indicate a greater change of observing Y=0.

Example

The following example uses the function g_info_woe(G;S;X;Y) to transform the categorical
columns job and education in the table pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing into the
numerical columns iwoe_job and iwoe_education. These numerical columns can then be used by
g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z) and score(XX;M;Z).

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing"/>
<willbe name="y01" value="y='yes'"/>
<willbe name="iwoe_job" value="g_info_woe(;;job;y01)" format="dec:5"/>
<willbe name="iwoe_education" 
 value="g_info_woe(;;education;y01)" format="dec:5"/>
<note>The iwoe columns have transformed text columns into numerical 
columns that can be used to model</note>
<willbe name="model" value="g_logreg(;;y01;1,iwoe_job,iwoe_education;)"/>
<willbe name="score" 
 value="score(1,iwoe_job,iwoe_education;model;)" format="dec:5"/>
<colord cols="job,education,iwoe_job,iwoe_education,score"/>
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g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a model of a given data set using one of the 10 supported underlying algorithms, which include
logistic regression as well as both support vector classification and regression. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the dependent variable

For a classification or logistic regression analysis, this is a column of
labels.

For a support vector regression analysis, this is a column of continuous
data.
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Argument Type Description

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names denoting the
independent variable(s)

If you wish to include a bias, the first element of XX must be the special
value 1 for the constant (intercept) term in the linear model.

Z text and decimal A list of key-value pairs that modify the underlying method

For example: 'solver_type' 'L1R_L2LOSS_SVC'

The options you may specify for the Z parameter are:

'solver_type' 'value'

The value associated with solver_type determines the underlying
algorithm used by g_liblinear and may be one of the following:

L2R_LR L2-regularized logistic regression (primal)

L2R_L2LOSS_SVC_DUALL2-regularized L2-loss support vector
classification (dual)

L2R_L2LOSS_SVC L2-regularized L2-loss support vector
classification (primal)

L2R_L1LOSS_SVC_DUALL2-regularized L1-loss support vector
classification (dual)

L1R_L2LOSS_SVC L1-regularized L2-loss support vector
classification

L1R_LR L1-regularized logistic regression

L2R_LR_DUAL L2-regularized logistic regression (dual)

L2R_L2LOSS_SVR L2-regularized L2-loss support vector
regression (primal)

L2R_L2LOSS_SVR_DUALL2-regularized L2-loss support vector
regression (dual)

L2R_L1LOSS_SVR_DUALL2-regularized L1-loss support vector
regression (dual)

'violation_cost' 'value'

The violation_cost is a parameter that allows one to
trade off training error vs. model complexity. A small value for
violation_cost will increase the number of training errors, while
a large violation_cost will be extremely strict. If it is too small,
there may be underfitting.

The default is 1.0.

'sensitivity' 'value'

The sensitivity value has an effect on the smoothness of the
SVM’s response, and it affects the number of support vectors, so
both the complexity and the generalization capability of the network
depend on its value. Optimal setting of the sensitivity value
requires the knowledge of noise level.

The default is 0.1.
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Argument Type Description

'stopping_crit' 'value'

The value associated with stopping_crit determines
convergence criteria. At each iteration in the algorithm, the change
in the deviance is computed and compared to this numerical value.
If the relative change is smaller, the model has converged. The
lower the value, the more accurate the solution; however, it may take
longer, and if the value is too small, it may never converge.

The default is 0.1.

'na_to_zero' 'value'

When the value associated with na_to_zero is set to 1, N/A values
in the result will be set to 0.

The default is 0.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_liblinear
computes a fast, large-scale classification or regression, according to the method specified by the Z
parameter.

g_liblinear supports 10 different types of underlying algorithms, including three types of logistic
regression, four types of support vector classification, and three types of support vector regression.

Note:  In a logistic regression, g_liblinear may be much slower if there is significant
multicollinearity in the data (i.e., if two or more of the independent variables XX are nearly perfectly
correlated with each other).

The model that g_liblinear returns can be used as an argument to the following functions:

score(XX;M;Z)

Score data points when g_liblinear is used to train a continuous regression model or a logistic
regression

Valid solver types include:

• L2R_LR
• L1R_LR
• L2R_LR_DUAL
• L2R_L2LOSS_SVR
• L2R_L2LOSS_SVR_DUAL
• L2R_L1LOSS_SVR_DUAL

Note:  Do not include the bias (intercept) in the XX parameter to score(XX;M;Z), even if it
was specified in the XX parameter to g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z).

classify(XX;M;Z)

Classify data points when g_liblinear is used to train a discrete model

Valid solver types include:

• L2R_L2LOSS_SVC_DUAL
• L2R_L2LOSS_SVC
• L2R_L1LOSS_SVC_DUAL
• L1R_L2LOSS_SVC
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param(M;P;I)

Extract the model parameters

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_liblinear, use the following function calls to obtain
the desired information:

param(M;'solver_type';)

Algorithm used to train the model:

0 L2-regularized logistic regression (primal)

1 L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification (dual)

2 L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification (primal)

3 L2-regularized L1-loss support vector classification (dual)

5 L1-regularized L2-loss support vector classification

6 L1-regularized logistic regression

7 L2-regularized logistic regression (dual)

11 L2-regularized L2-loss support vector regression (primal)

12 L2-regularized L2-loss support vector regression (dual)

13 L2-regularized L1-loss support vector regression (dual)

param(M;'violation_cost';)

Penalty factor

param(M;'sensitivity';)

Sensitivity

param(M;'stopping_crit';)

Stopping criterion

param(M;'nr_weight';)

Number of weight multipliers assigned

param(M;'weight_label';N)

Label of the weight multiplier

param(M;'weight';N)

Weight multiplier

param(M;'nr_class';)

Number of classes

param(M;'nr_feature';)

Number of features

param(M;'model_weights';N)

Array of all the model weights

The array will have length nr_class * nr_feature (including the bias feature, if the bias is
positive).

If there are two classes, however, the array will have length nr_feature (including the bias feature).
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param(M;'labels';N)

Expressed list of all the different class types

param(M;'bias';)

Intercept value

If no bias was specified, the result is -1.

param(M;'max_iter';)

Maximum number of iterations reached

The result is 1 if the maximum number of iterations was reached, 0 otherwise.

param(M;'support_vectors';N)

Number of support vectors

If solver_type is 1 or 3, the result is the number of support vectors at each subproblem.

If solver_type is 7, the result is a list of zeros.

If solver_type is 0 or 2, the result is a list of N/A values.

If solver_type is 11, 12, or 13, the results are meaningless.

param(M;'num_iterations';N)

Number of iterations

If solver_type is 1, 3, 5, 6, or 7, the result is the number of iterations at each subproblem.

If solver_type is 0 or 2, the result is N/A.

param(M;'valcnt';)

Count of valid observations in the data

Example

The following example uses g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z) to train a model using support
vector classification to determine whether or not a client at a particular banking institution
subscribed for a term deposit. This example uses the information in the Bank Marketing data set
(pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing).

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.bankmarketing"/>
<library>
  <block name="enum" fields="job,marital,education,default,housing,
loan,contact,month,day_of_week,poutcome">
    <foreach enum="{@fields}">
      <willbe name="{@enum}_enum" value="g_enum(;;;{@enum})"/>
    </foreach>
  </block>
</library>
<insert block="enum"/>
<willbe name="label" value="g_enum(;;;y)"/>
<willbe name="model" value="g_liblinear(;;label;1 job_enum marital_enum 
        education_enum default_enum housing_enum loan_enum contact_enum 
        month_enum day_of_week_enum poutcome_enum age duration campaign 
        pdays previous empvarrate conspriceidx consconfidx euribor3m 
        nremployed; 'solver_type' 'L1R_L2LOSS_SVC')"/>
<willbe name="predictions" value="classify(job_enum marital_enum 
        education_enum default_enum housing_enum loan_enum contact_enum 
        month_enum day_of_week_enum poutcome_enum age duration campaign 
        pdays previous empvarrate conspriceidx consconfidx euribor3m 

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/Tutorials/MachineLearningExamples/index_frames.html?q=BankMarketingDataSet.html
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        nremployed;model;)"/>
<willbe name="score" value="if(predictions=label;1;0)"/>
<willbe name="sum" value="g_sum(;;score)"/>
<willbe name="total" value="g_cnt(;)"/>
<willbe name="accuracy" value="(sum/total)*100"/>
<sel value="g_first1(;;)"/>
<colord cols="model,sum,total,accuracy"/>

Additional Information

Details about the liblinear library provided by the Machine Learning Group at National Taiwan University
can be found at: LIBLINEAR -- A Library for Large Linear Classification.

g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the logistic regression of one or more independent variables against a
given dependent variable.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the dependent variable

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names denoting the
independent variable(s)

The first element of XX must be the special value 1 for the constant
(intercept) term in the model.

Z text and decimal A list of pairs of option names and option values that control convergence
criteria

For example: 'cgdeveps' 0.0000001 'lreps' 0.000000001

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/%7Ecjlin/liblinear/
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Argument Type Description

The options you may specify for the Z parameter are:

'method' value

Currently, value must be 'trirls' (for Truncated Iteratively-
Reweighted Least Squares)

Note:  This is the default if the 'method' option is not
specified.

The following options can be specified for the 'trirls' method:

'rrlambda' value

Specify λ for ridge regularization, which penalizes large coefficients
by a factor of λ times the sum of coefficients squared

Default is 0 (no ridge regularization)

Note:  The default formerly was 10.0, so values will be
slightly different than before.

'cgdeveps' value

Specify ε such that conjugate gradient iterations when relative
difference of the deviance drops below ε

Default is 0.005 - reduce for tighter fit

'cgeps' value

Specify ε such that conjugate gradient iterations when residual drops
below ε

Default is disabled - reduce below 0.001 for tighter fit

'lreps' value

Specify ε such that IRLS iterations are terminated if the relative
difference of the deviance drops below ε

Default is 0.05 - reduce for tighter fit

Note:  This option is independent of other settings.

Note:  Only one of 'cgdeveps' or 'cgeps' may be specified!

To obtain closer fits for low-dimensional problems, try reducing
'cgdeveps' and 'lreps'.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_logreg
computes a logistic regression for the independent variable(s) XX against the dependent variable Y and
returns a special type representing a model for each group in the data.

The model that g_logreg returns can be used as an argument to the following functions:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the regression model parameters
• score(XX;M;Z) to score data points according to the regression model

Note:  g_logreg may be much slower if there is significant multicollinearity in the data (i.e., if two
or more of the independent variables XX are nearly perfectly correlated with each other).

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_logreg, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:
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param(M;'b';N)

Nth coefficient of the model (corresponding to the Nth data column in XX)

score(XX;M;)

Predicted Y for data points XX according to the model

g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)

Returns a model corresponding to the multiple least squares regression of one or more independent
variables against a given dependent variable.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the dependent variable

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names denoting the
independent variable(s)

XX may also include the special value 1 for the constant (intercept) term
in the linear model.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_lsq computes a
multiple least squares regression for the independent variable(s) XX against the dependent variable Y and
returns a special type representing a model for each group in the data.

The model that g_lsq returns can be used as an argument to the following functions:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the regression model parameters
• score(XX;M;Z) to score data points according to the regression model
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Note:  g_lsq may be much slower if there is significant multicollinearity in the data (i.e., if two or
more of the independent variables XX are nearly perfectly correlated with each other).

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_lsq, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:

param(M;'b';N)

Nth coefficient of the model (corresponding to the Nth data column in XX)

param(M;'p';N)

p-value associated with the Nth coefficient of the model

param(M;'g';N)

Nth diagonal value of (XTX)-1, where X is the matrix of input values

param(M;'valcnt';)

Count of valid observations (those where XX and Y are all non-N/A) in the data

param(M;'ybar';)

Mean of the valid dependent variable observations Y in the data

param(M;'chi2';)

Residual sum of squares

param(M;'df';)

Degrees of freedom of the model

param(M;'r2';)

Coefficient of determination (R2) for the model

param(M;'adjr2';)

Adjusted R2 for the model

score(XX;M;)

Predicted Y for data points XX according to the model

The standard error of the estimate for the Nth regression coefficient can be calculated as the square
root of the mean squared error multiplied by param(M;'g';N), where the mean squared error is equal
to the residual sum of squares, param(M;'chi2';), divided by the number of degrees of freedom,
param(M;'df';).

Example

The following example uses g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX) to perform a least squares regression on a data set
containing the returns of a number of international stock exchanges (pub.demo.mleg.uci.istanbul).
It then uses the score(XX;M;Z) function to obtain the predicted value of the linear model.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.istanbul"/>
<willbe name="model" value="g_lsq(;;ise2;1 sp dax ftse nikkei bovespa eu em)"/
>
<willbe name="pred" value="score(1 sp dax ftse nikkei bovespa eu
 em;model;)" format="dec:7"/>
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g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)

Returns a model corresponding to the principal component analysis of one or more variables.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

This denotes the data for the principal component analysis.

Z text A list of pairs of option names and option values specifying the method to
be used and/or method-specific parameters (optional)

Z may be:

• 'method''cov' to compute PCA using the covariance matrix of the
data (default)
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Argument Type Description

• 'method''corr' to compute PCA using the correlation matrix of the
data (i.e., to standardize XX into z-scores before doing PCA)

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_pca carries out
a principal component analysis for the data in XX and returns a special type representing a model for each
group in the data.

The model that g_pca returns can be used as an argument to:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, or
• score(XX;M;Z) to return the principal components of the data set

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_pca, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:

score(XX;M;J)

Jth principal component of XX according to the PCA model M

J must be between 1 and the number of data columns.

param(M;'evals';I)

Ith eigenvalue of the covariance/correlation matrix I from PCA model M

I must be between 1 and the number of data columns.

param(M;'evecs';J I)

Ith element of the Jth eigenvector from PCA model M

I and J must each be between 1 and the number of data columns.

param(M;'valcnt';)

Count of valid observations (those where XX are all non-N/A) used in the analysis

param(M;'center';J)

Mean of the Jth column of XX

param(M;'scale';J)

Standard deviation of the Jth column of XX (if method is corr; returns 1.0 otherwise)

g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)

Returns a model corresponding to the weighted multiple least squares regression of one or more
independent variables against a given dependent variable.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

Y integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the dependent variable

W integer or
decimal

A column name denoting the weights of the dependent variable

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names denoting the
independent variable(s)

XX may also include the special value 1 for the constant (intercept) term
in the linear model.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_wlsq computes
a weighted multiple least squares regression for the independent variable(s) XX against the dependent
variable Y and returns a special type representing a model for each group in the data. The values in Y are
weighted by the values in the column listed in W.

Note:  W may also be the constant value 1, in which case the result of g_wlsq() is identical to that
of g_lsq().

The model that g_wlsq returns can be used as an argument to:

• param(M;P;I) to extract the regression model parameters, or
• score(XX;M;Z) to score data points according to the regression model

Note:  g_wlsq may be much slower if there is significant multicollinearity in the data (i.e., if two or
more of the independent variables XX are nearly perfectly correlated with each other).

Assuming M is the column containing the result of g_wlsq, use the following function calls to obtain the
desired information:

param(M;'b';N)

Nth coefficient of the model (corresponding to the Nth data column in XX)

param(M;'p';N)

p-value associated with the Nth coefficient of the model

param(M;'g';N)
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Nth diagonal value of (XTX)-1, where X is the matrix of input values

param(M;'valcnt';)

Count of valid observations (those where XX and Y are all non-N/A) in the data

param(M;'ybar';)

Mean of the valid dependent variable observations Y in the data

param(M;'chi2';)

Residual sum of squares

param(M;'df';)

Degrees of freedom of the model

param(M;'r2';)

Coefficient of determination (R2) for the model

param(M;'adjr2';)

Adjusted R2 for the model

score(XX;M;)

Predicted Y for data points XX according to the model

param(M;P;I)

Returns the numerical value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous
model.

Syntax

param(M;P;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

M model The name of a column that contains a model as returned by a discrete or
continuous modeling function

These functions include:

• g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)
• g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)
• g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)
• g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)
• g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

P text The name of the particular parameter to be extracted from the model

Note:  See the descriptions of the individual modeling functions
for more information on the values that can be specified for P.

I integer An index (or list of indices) specifying which value is to be returned

For single-value parameters, I should be left blank.
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Argument Type Description

For multiple-value parameters, I should be a single integer specifying
which value is to be returned.

For multidimensional parameters, I should contain as many integers as
there are dimensions.

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the value of the parameter named P extracted from the model
M, possibly indexed by the value or values in I.

score(XX;M;Z)

Returns the result of scoring data points according to a continuous model.

Syntax

score(XX;M;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

XX integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

This denotes the data for scoring.

M model The name of a column that contains a model as returned by a continuous
modeling function such as g_lsq()

Z integer or
decimal

A list of values representing scoring parameters

Note:  Scoring parameters, if specified, are dependent on the
type of model.

Return Value

For every row of XX, score returns a decimal number that is the result of evaluating the model M for that
row.

Note:  The scoring of N/A points is dependent on the type of the model. See the descriptions of the
individual modeling functions for more information.

select(V;I)

Returns an element extracted from a vector value

Syntax

select(V;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

V any numeric type The name of a vector column as returned, e.g.
byg_linrecur(G;S;O;T;N;X;M;K)
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Argument Type Description

I integer A column name or an expression that evaluates to an integer
that indicates the index of the element in V to be extracted

Return Value

Returns the I-th element of V.

Matrix functions

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Returns a matrix model consisting of the data from the specified columns within a given group. (Available
as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

T integer A scalar value

The value of T indicates whether or not to return the transpose of the
matrix:

• When T is 0 or is not specified, the matrix is returned.
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Argument Type Description

• When T is 1, the transpose of the matrix is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_matrix returns
a matrix model. The resultant matrices will have the same number of rows as the number of columns
specified by the X parameter, and the data in each column of the matrix will correspond to each row in the
group specified by G, resulting in an n-row matrix, where n is the number of columns specified by X.

If T=1, the transpose of that matrix is returned, resulting in an n-column matrix.

Example

Consider the following table:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_matrix example">
 John,8,0,5,1;
 John,2,0,1,1;
 Mary,3,1,2,2;
 Mary,4,1,2,2;
 John,5,2,3,1
</table>

The following call to g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T):

<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>

results in a new column, matrix_0, which contains the matrix model.

Clicking on the > character in the matrix_0 column for a particular row will open a new window displaying
the matrix for the group associated with that row. The matrix will have the same number of rows as the
number of columns specified by the X parameter, and the data in each column of the matrix will correspond
to each row in the group specified by G.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix for
those rows where name is John.
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Since the table in this example has four data columns, the resultant matrix has four rows, and since the
group where name is John has three rows in the table, the resultant matrix has three columns.

Clicking on any row that has Mary in the name column displays the matrix for those rows:

Consider when T is set to 1 in the g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T) call:

<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>

The matrix_1 column will contain the models of the transposed matrices (with respect to those generated
when T is set to 0). These transposed matrices will have one column for each of the columns specified by
the X parameter, and the data in each row of the matrix will correspond to each row in the group specified
by G.

For example, clicking on any row in the matrix_1 column that has Mary in the name column displays the
transposed matrix for those rows:

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values within a given group. (Available as
of prod-9)
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Input

ArgumentType Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G are
the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered a
valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any prior
row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models generated
by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_prodm returns a
matrix model consisting of the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of all of the matrices within the
given group.

If X contains any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_prodm example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat0_prodm" value="g_prodm(name;;matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_prodm" value="g_prodm(name;;matrix_1)"/>
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For every row, the matrix in mat0_prodm will be the element-wise matrix product of the matrices in
matrix_0 for a particular group.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat0_prodm column displays the matrix model consisting
of the element-wise matrix multiplication of the matrices in matrix_0 for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of the matrix in
the matrix_0 column.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_prodm column displays the matrix model
consisting of the element-wise matrix multiplication of the matrices in matrix_1 for those rows where
name is John.
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g_summ(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values within a given group. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_summ(G;S;X)

Input

ArgumentType Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G are
the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered a
valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any prior
row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models generated
by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_summ returns a
matrix model consisting of the element-wise sum of all of the matrices within the given group.

If X contains any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:
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<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_summ example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat0_summ" value="g_summ(name;;matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_summ" value="g_summ(name;;matrix_1)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat0_summ will be the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in
matrix_0 for a particular group.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat0_summ column displays the matrix model consisting
of the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in matrix_0 for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of the matrix in
the matrix_0 column.
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Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_summ column displays the matrix model
consisting of the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in matrix_1 for those rows where name is
John.

Signal processing

g_fft_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the imaginary part of fast Fourier transform (FFT) on complex data.

Syntax

g_fft_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

XR integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the real part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

XI integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the imaginary part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

Return Value

The g_fft_im(G;S;O;XR;XI) function returns the imaginary part of the transformed data.

Data to be Fourier-transformed should not contain any N/A. Any N/A in the data returns N/A as the result
for the entire group.

g_fft_pow(G;S;O;X)

Returns the fast Fourier transform (FFT) power spectrum for each group

Syntax

g_fft_pow(G;S;O;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A column name

X is a numeric column denoting real data.
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Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_fft_pow returns
a decimal number corresponding to the power spectrum of the data computed using FFT for each group.

Data to be Fourier-transformed should not contain any N/A. Any N/A in the data returns N/A as the result
for the entire group.

g_fft_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the real part of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on complex data.

Syntax

g_fft_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

XR integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the real part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

XI integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the imaginary part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

Return Value

The g_fft_re(G;S;O;XR;XI) function returns the real part of the transformed data.

Data to be Fourier-transformed should not contain any N/A. Any N/A in the data returns N/A as the result
for the entire group.
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g_ffti_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the imaginary part of inverse FFT on complex data.

Syntax

g_ffti_im(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

XR integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the real part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

XI integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the imaginary part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

Return Value

The  g_ffti_im(G;S;O;XR;XI) function returns the imaginary part of the inverse-transformed data.

Data to be Fourier-transformed should not contain any N/A. Any N/A in the data returns N/A as the result
for the entire group.

g_ffti_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)

Returns the real part of inverse FFT on complex data.

Syntax

g_ffti_re(G;S;O;XR;XI)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

XR integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the real part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

XI integer or
decimal

The name of a column denoting the imaginary part of the data

Either XR or XI (but not both) may be also be a constant (e.g. 0) or
omitted (equivalent to specifying 0).

Return Value

The  g_ffti_re(G;S;O;XR;XI) function returns the real part of the inverse-transformed data.

Data to be Fourier-transformed should not contain any N/A. Any N/A in the data returns N/A as the result
for the entire group.

Miscellaneous

g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D)

Returns a value indicating whether, in a hierarchy of linked nodes, a particular node is reachable from an
initial selection of nodes; or, optionally, the smallest number of hops it would take to reach that node from
the initial selection.

Syntax

g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X any simple type X is a column of node IDs.

A column name

Y any simple type Y is a column of pointers to the next node ID (out of X) in a directed
graph.

Note:  Trees are a subset of directed graphs.

A column name

K integer The name of a column that contains a 1 or 0 value, indicating the initial
selection of nodes

If any of the values in K are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

D integer or text A value that determines the behavior of the function

D can either be an integer or one of the following string values:

• 'all' - all nodes that are reachable from the initial selection of nodes
• 'leaf' - all leaf nodes that are reachable from the initial selection of

nodes
• 'depth' - the least amount of hops from the initial selection of nodes

If D is omitted, the default behavior is the same as 'all'.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_chase returns an
integer value:

• If D is 'all', then the result is 1 for all nodes that are reachable by any number of hops from the initial
selection, which includes:

• the initial set of rows R0 where K is 1
• the set of rows R1 that are pointed to by the initial set R0 (i.e., those rows where X is found in the

values of Y at R0)
• the set of rows R2 that are pointed to by R1
• and so on ad infinitum
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Otherwise, it returns a 0.
• If D is 'leaf', then the result is 1 for all leaf nodes that are reachable by any number of hops from the

initial selection (i.e., it is effectively negative infinity).
• If D is 'depth', then the result for each row is the value corresponding to the least number of hops

necessary to reach that row from the initial selection, or N/A if the row is not reachable.
• If D is a non-negative integer X, then the result is 1 only for the union of R0, R1, ... RX (i.e., for all nodes

that are reachable by no more than X hops away from the initial selection).
• If D is a negative integer -X, then the result is 1 only for those rows in the union of R0, R1, ... RX that

do not point to any subsequent rows (i.e., only for the leaf nodes that are at most X hops away from the
initial selection).

• If D is 0, then trivially the function is equal to K.

Note:  Cycles are detected and short-circuited (i.e., if the directed graph is not a tree and, for
example, A points to B, which points to C, which points to A again, it won't run forever).

Example

g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D) is a fairly complex function that "chases" linked nodes in a hierarchy
represented by two columns containing "parent" and "child" node IDs.

Consider the following organization chart:

This chart can be represented by the following table:
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Note:  For this example, you can create a temporary version of this table using the <table>
operation:

<table title="Org Chart" cols="supervisor,employee"
 labels="Supervisor,Employee">
Greta,Arthur;
Greta,Al;
Greta,Jane;
Arthur,Otto;
Arthur,Dana;
Arthur,Chris;
Otto,John;
Otto,Sally;
Otto,Mike;
Otto,Stan;
Dana,Alan;
Dana,Emily;
Dana,Simon;
Simon,Patty;
Simon,Kirk;
Chris,Jack;
Chris,Manny;
</table>

We can use g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D) to find all of the nodes under Arthur.

We'll omit the G parameter so that all rows will be considered to be in the same group, and we'll omit the S
parameter since we want all rows to be considered by the function.

For our X parameter, we'll specify the supervisor column, and for the Y parameter, we'll specify the
employee column. (In relation to the organization chart, each value in the supervisor column is the
"parent" of the corresponding value in the employee column.)

For the K parameter, we need to specify a column that indicates the initial selection of nodes. So we'll
create a computed column whose value is 1 for those rows where the supervisor column has the value
'Arthur':

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/classicops/table.html
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<willbe name="top" value="supervisor='Arthur'"/>

For the D parameter, we'll specify 'all' since we want to find all of the nodes under Arthur.

So our call to g_chase(G;S;X;Y;K;D) will look like:

<willbe name="all" value="g_chase(;;supervisor;employee;top;'all')"/>

The all column contains a 1 for those nodes that are reachable by any number of hops from the initial
selection. Note that the Greta node is not reachable from Arthur, so each of those rows contain a 0.
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If we wanted to find all of the leaf nodes under Arthur, we would only have to change the D parameter to
'leaf':

<willbe name="leaf" value="g_chase(;;supervisor;employee;top;'leaf')"/>

We can see that those rows where the leaf column contains a 1 are the rows that contain leaf nodes
reachable by any number of hops from the initial selection. Note that the row where supervisor has the
value Dana and employee has the value Simon contains the value 0 because Simon is not a leaf node.

To find out the least number of hops necessary to reach each row from the initial selection, we can change
the D parameter to 'depth':

<willbe name="depth" value="g_chase(;;supervisor;employee;top;'depth')"/>
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The results indicate that:

• Arthur is 0 hops from Arthur
• Otto is 1 hop from Arthur
• Simon is 2 hops from Arthur

Because Greta is not reachable from Arthur, the result is N/A for those rows.

g_linrecur(G;S;O;T;N;X;M;K)

Multivariate linear recurrence relations of arbitrary order

Syntax

g_linrecur(G;S;O;T;N;X;M;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation
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Argument Type Description

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

T integer A column name

T represents discrete time steps of the simulation.

If present, T must be (within each group) a non-decreasing sequence
of integers greater than or equal to zero. For example: 1,2,3,4... or
0,1,4,5,5,6,7...

• Contiguous values at each row represent single steps (e.g., 1,2,3)
• Skipped values would lead to more than one step in the simulation

(e.g., 1,4)
• Repeated values would not step the simulation forward

If the sequence begins with a value less than the order of the relation
(e.g., 0 for a first-order relation, 0 or 1 for a second-order, etc.), then the
results for those times are copied from the seed values X.

If T is omitted, it defaults for each group to D, D+1, D+2, ... where D is the
order of the relation.

N integer A scalar value

N is the number of variables in the relation.

X integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of either scalar values or column
names

X denotes the starting values for the recurrence relation.

X is a list of D*N elements, where D is the order of the relation.

Each element is either a constant number or a numeric column. If it is a
column, it should be the same for all values in the group (only the first
value will be used).

The first N elements of X are the seed values for variables 1...N at time 0,
the second N (in a second- or higher-order relation) for time 1, etc.

M integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of either scalar values or column
names

M represents a list of coefficient matrices B(1) .. B(D).

M is a list of D*N*N elements, where D is the order of the relation.

Each element is either a constant number or a numeric column (in which
case, the value at each row is used).

The first N*N values are B(1); the second (in a second- or higher-order
relation) represent B(2), etc.
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Argument Type Description

For an example, in the case of a second-order relation, two-variable
relation, the list:

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

represents the two 2x2 matrices:

B(1)=

A1 A2

A3 A4

B(2)=

A5 A6

A7 A8

K integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of either scalar values or column
names

K represents any constant terms in the recurrence relation. (optional)

If present, K must be a list of N elements, each of which is either a
constant number or a numeric column (in which case, the value at each
row is used).

If K is omitted, it is considered to be a list of N zeros.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_linrecur
returns a special type representing a vector for each row in the table.

A linear recurrence relation on N variables is computed for each group. The initial (seed) values for the
relation are set by X, with the order of the relation being fixed by the number of elements in X, and at each
time step (specified by T), the next value is calculated. The result of the function is a special vector type
(N elements) that can be decomposed into the values of the individual variables with the select(V;I)
function.

At time step T >= D, the vector value R of this function is:

B(1)*R(T-D) + B(2)*R(T-D+1) .. + B(D)*R(T-1) + K

where the products are matrix products of the matrices B and the earlier values R of the function.

g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M)

Returns the results of running a Monte Carlo Markov-chain simulation within a given group.

Syntax

g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names
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Argument Type Description

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

T integer A scalar value or the name of a column

T represents discrete time steps of the simulation.

If present, T must be (within each group) a non-decreasing sequence
of integers greater than or equal to zero. For example: 1,2,3,4... or
0,1,4,5,5,6,7...

• Contiguous values at each row represent single steps (e.g., 1,2,3)
• Skipped values would lead to more than one step in the simulation

(e.g., 1,4)
• Repeated values would not step the simulation forward

If the sequence begins with 0, then the state at that row is the initial state
(see H below). If the sequence begins with 1, then the state at that row is
the result of the first transition from the initial state.

If T is omitted, it defaults to 1,2,3,4... for each group.

H integer A scalar value or the name of a column

H represents the initial state of the simulation for the group.

H must be an integer between and including [1 .. N], where N is the
number of states (see description of M below).

If H is a column, it should be the same for all values in a group (only the
first value will be used).

D integer A scalar value or the name of a column

D determines the random seed for the group.

If D is a column, it should be the same for all values in a group (only the
first value will be used).

M decimal A space- or comma-separated list of either scalar values or column
names
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Argument Type Description

M represents a transition matrix (which can be non-stationary, to the
extent that it has column elements).

M must have a square number of values, N*N, where N is the number of
possible states.

For example, the list:

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3

represents the 3*3 matrix:

A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 B3

C1 C2 C3

The value in row I, column J is to be interpreted as the probability that
state I will transition to state J. 

The values in each row should sum to 1.0 (if they do not, the result from
g_markov will have little meaning).

Note:  If T, H, D, and M are the same, then the result of g_markov will be the same (for the same
number of rows).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_markov returns
an integer value corresponding to the state with respect to running a Monte Carlo Markov-chain simulation
within that group, where the order of rows in the simulation is determined by O, if specified (otherwise, the
order is the current display order of the table).

The simulation starts at a state H, and at each time step T, "the dice are rolled" and the next state is
transitioned to with a probability determined by M. The result of the function for each row is the state at that
row.

Example

Let's use the Weather Underground Observed Daily table
(pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily) to illustrate the use of
g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M).
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Let's say we want to perform a Monte Carlo Markov-chain simulation to generate random samples of
weather conditions in a particular zip code. To do this, we'll need a transition matrix that consists of the
probabilities of weather conditions for that zip code, specifically related to sunny vs. rainy days.

Our transition matrix should look something like:

probS_S probS_R

probR_S probR_R

where:

• probS_S is the probability that it will be sunny tomorrow given that it is sunny today
• probS_R is the probability that it will be rainy tomorrow given that it is sunny today
• probR_S is the probability that it will be sunny tomorrow given that it is rainy today
• probR_R is the probability that it will be rainy tomorrow given that it is rainy today

We can easily figure out this matrix from the data in the table by using the following Macro Language code:

<sel value="between(date;20130101;20140101)"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation on Observed Daily" breaks="zipcode,date">
  <break col="date" sort="up"/>
  <tcol source="rain" fun="hi" name="rain" label="Highest`Rain``"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="rain_today" value="int(rain)"/>
<willbe name="sunny_today" value="~rain_today"/>
<willbe name="rain_tomorrow" value="g_rshift(zipcode;;;rain_today;1)"/>
<willbe name="probR_R" value="g_sum(zipcode;rain_today;rain_tomorrow)/
g_sum(zipcode;;rain_today)" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="probR_S" value="1-probR_R" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="probS_R" value="g_sum(zipcode;sunny_today;rain_tomorrow)/
g_sum(zipcode;;sunny_today)" format="dec:2"/>
<willbe name="probS_S" value="1-probS_R" format="dec:2"/>
<colord cols="zipcode,date,rain_today,probS_S,probS_R,probR_S,probR_R"/>

This will give us the following results:
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For g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M), we'll specify zipcode for the G parameter, since we want to run the
simulation for each zip code. We'll omit the S parameter since we want the function to consider all rows
and not just a subset, and we'll specify date for the O parameter to order the rows in the simulation by
date.

We'll omit the T parameter, so that the result in each of the rows will represent a single step in the
simulation.

For the H parameter, we need to specify a start state, which can either be 1 (sunny) or 2 (rainy), so we'll
create a state column we can use for that parameter:

<willbe name="state" value="rain_today+1"/>

For the D parameter, we need to specify an integer value that will determine the random seed for the
group. For our example, we'll use the value 42, but this can be any integer value.

Finally, the M parameter would be the list of values from our transition matrix: probS_S probS_R
probR_S probR_R.

So, our call to g_markov(G;S;O;T;H;D;M) would look like:

<willbe name="markov" value="g_markov(zipcode;;date;;state;42;probS_S probS_R
 probR_S probR_R)"/>

This gives us results similar to the following:
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Let's look at the results for the zip code 10017:

<sel value="(zipcode='10017')"/>

Since we ordered by the date column, the simulation will start at the row with the date 01/01/13, and the
start state will be 1. The result from the first step of the simulation using the seed and the transition matrix
we specified, is 2, which becomes the start state for the next step of the simulation. The result from that
step is 2, and then 1, and so on for all 366 steps of the simulation.

If we wanted to see the percentage of sunny days predicted by this simulation, we could use the following
Macro Language code:

<willbe name="is_1" value="markov=1"/>
<willbe name="pct_sunny" value="g_cnt(zipcode;is_1)/g_cnt(zipcode;)"
 format="type:pct;dec:2"/>
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So we can see that 64.21% of the time in this simulation, g_markov predicted the weather would be
sunny. If we ran the simulation with a different seed or ran it on a different zip code that had a different
transition matrix, we would get slightly different results. For example, if we changed the seed to 38746 for
the 10017 zip code, we would get the following results:

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the MD5 hash of data for each group within a given column.

Syntax

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_md5sum returns a
text value representing the 32-digit hexadecimal number that corresponds to the MD5 hash (checksum) of
the group in the order specified by O (or by the current display order of the table, if O is omitted).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_md5sum_1" value="g_md5sum(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_md5sum_2" value="g_md5sum(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)

Returns the bin assignment resulting from applying the specified bin packing algorithm for each value in
the given column.

Syntax

g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N integer A value that specifies the maximum number of items allowed in each bin

Note:  The value of the A parameter (particularly the optional
suffix) determines the behavior in cases of bin overflow.

A text A value that specifies the heuristic algorithm to use

Valid values are:

• 'nf' - next fit
• 'ff' - first fit
• 'bf' - best fit
• 'wf' - worst fit (all order-dependent)
• 'nfd' - next fit descending
• 'ffd' - first fit descending
• 'bfd' - best fit descending
• 'wfd' - worst fit descending (all order-independent)

The default is 'ffd'.
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Argument Type Description

Each algorithm may optionally have one of the following suffixes
appended to it, which specifies what is to be done in cases of bin overflow
(i.e., when values in X are larger than the bin size N):

• + - specifies that such values will be packed by themselves into
individual (oversized) bins

• - - specifies that they will be ignored (i.e., assigned a bin of N/A)
• 0 - specifies that an error should be signaled if there is any bin

overflow

The default in the absence of a suffix is to allow for oversized bins when
necessary (i.e., the same behavior as the + suffix).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_pack returns an
integer value corresponding to the bin assignment for each value in X. The heuristic algorithm specified by
A computes a "good" packing of the values in X into bins of size N, with the optional suffix to A determining
the behavior in cases of bin overflow. The order of the values is determined by the values in O; if O is
omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

Example

The following example uses g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A) to divide the contents of
pub.doc.retail.product into bins that have a maximum size of 5000 items. Items that are in the
same department will be assigned to the same bin.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<link table2="*" col="dept">
  <tabu breaks="dept" label="Count of items by department">
    <tcol source="dept" name="dept_cnt" fun="cnt"/>
  </tabu>
  <willbe name="bin_num" value="g_pack(;;;dept_cnt;5000;)"/>
</link>

This example performs a tabulation on the base table to determine the number of items in each department
(dept_cnt). It then specifies that column for the X parameter to g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A), the results
of which are saved to the bin_num column. Since the A parameter is not specified, the behavior of the
default algorithm is to allow the bin size to be as large as necessary over the maximum to accommodate
all items in a single department. Since table2="*" in the <link> operation, the results of the worksheet
associated with the <link> operation are then linked back into the original worksheet at the point of the
<link> (using table2="*").
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You can see that all items in the dept column that have a value of 33 have a value of 1 in the bin_num
column, which means that all items in department 33 have been assigned to bin number 1. You can also
see that items in department 20 and 40 have a value of 3 in the bin_num column.

You can see the breakdown more clearly if you look at the results of the worksheet within the link:

<tabu breaks="dept" label="Count of items by department">
  <tcol source="dept" fun="cnt" name="dept_cnt"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="bin_num" value="g_pack(;;;dept_cnt;5000;)"/>

If you sort the results of the bin_num column in ascending order:

You can see that department 33 has 17,323 items (well over the maximum bin size of 5000, as specified
by the N parameter). All of the other departments have less than the maximum, so the other bins consist
of items from multiple departments. If you do a tabulation on these results, you can see the distribution
among the five bins.

<tabu label="Total items per bin" breaks="bin_num">
  <break col="bin_num" sort="up"/>
  <tcol source="dept_cnt" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Cnt"/>
</tabu>
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Notice that none of the bins other than 1 have more items than the maximum.

Note:  If the A parameter to g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A) was explicitly specified as 'ffd-', those
rows with a value of 33 in the dept column would be assigned an N/A value in the resultant
bin_num column. If the A parameter was explicitly specified as 'ffd0', an error message would
be displayed.

Math functions
Math functions are vector functions that perform mathematical operations on one or more columns and
return a column of results based on the operation.

This section contains details about the Math Functions provided in the 1010data Macro Language. These
functions provide a comprehensive set of tools for performing common and advanced mathematical
operations on data available in the 1010data system.

General

abs(X)

Returns the absolute value of a given value.

Syntax

abs(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to the absolute value of X. The data type of the return value is the
same as X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. (The data type is integer).

Sample Usage

X abs(X)

-5 5 (integer)
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X abs(X)

-2.5 2.5 (decimal)

-2.0 2 (decimal)

13 13 (integer)

5.0 5 (decimal)

1.5 1.5 (decimal)

NA NA (integer)

Example

In this example, the abs(X) function returns the absolute value of the dax (Deutsche Boerse AG German
Stock Index) on the pub.demo.mleg.uci.istanbul table.

<base table="pub.demo.mleg.uci.istanbul"/>
<colord cols="date, dax"/>
<willbe name="absdax" value="abs(dax)"format="dec:5"/>

between(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values.

Syntax

between(X;Y;Z)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type The value to test within the range defined by Y and Z

Y any simple type The minimum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Y is the name of a column, Z must also be the name of a column.

Z any simple type The maximum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Z is the name of a column, Y must also be the name of a column.

Note:  All arguments must be of the same type. This function is most commonly used with numeric
values; however, if strings are provided as arguments, the comparison is done as a binary string
comparison.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if either:

• X>=Y and X<=Z
• X>=Z and X<=Y

Returns a 0, otherwise.

If X is N/A, the result is 0, unless either Y or Z (or both) are N/A, in which case the result is 1.

If X, Y, and Z are not either all numeric values or all string values, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

value begin end between(value;begin;end)

2 1 3 1

2 3 1 1

1.5 1 3 1

1.5 2.5 3.1 0

1.5 1.2 3.1 1

'bat' 'bar' 'baz' 1

'bag' 'bar' 'baz' 0

'foo' 'bar' 'baz' 0

1 3 0

1 1

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose values
in the Sales column fall between 1 and 2.25. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
between(X;Y;Z) function to the sales column, where Y is 1 and Z is 2.25:

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.demo.retail.item</note>
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<willbe name="between_result" value="between(sales;1;2.25)"/>

For those values in the sales column that fall between 1 and 2.25, the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is
0.

bigint(X)

Returns the given value cast to a big integer data type. (Available as of version 11.11)

Syntax

bigint(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A numeric value (or a numeric value represented as text)

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the value of X cast to a big integer data type.

If X is an integer or decimal number represented as text, it is cast to the big integer data type.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

ceil(X)

Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to the given value. The result is a decimal data type.

Syntax

ceil(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal value corresponding to the smallest integer greater than or equal to X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<table cols="int_value,dec_value" types="i,f">
 1,-5.25;
 2,5.0;
 3,13;
 4,4.5;
 5,5.0;
</table>
<willbe name="ceil_int_example" value="ceil(int_value)"/>
<willbe name="ceil_dec_example" value="ceil(dec_value)"/>
<colord cols="int_value,ceil_int_example,dec_value,ceil_dec_example"/>
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Example

In this example, the ceil(X) function returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to the given value
of the cost column on the pub.demo.retail.item table. The new column contains decimal data type
values.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid, account, store, date, sku, cost"/>
<willbe name="ceilcost" value="ceil(cost)"/>

floor(X)

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given value. The result is a decimal data type.

Syntax

floor(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal value corresponding to the largest integer less than or equal to X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

X floor(X)

-5.25 -6

-5.0 -5

13 13

4.5 4

5.0 5

NA NA

Example

In this example, the floor(X) function returns the largest integer less than or equal to the value of sales
on the pub.demo.retail.item table. The new column contains decimal data type values.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid, account, store, date, sku, sales"/>
<willbe name="floorsales" value="floor(sales)"/>

idiv(X;Y)

Returns the quotient after dividing one integer value by another. The result is an integer data type.
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Syntax

idiv(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer The dividend of the integer division operation

Y integer The divisor of the integer division operation

Note(s): X and Y must be 32-bit integers (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Return Value

Returns the quotient of X divided by Y. The result is an integer data type.

If the values of X or Y are N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other
number.

Example

In this example, the idiv(X;Y) function returns the result of sales divided by units on the
pub.demo.retail.item table. The new column contains integer data type values.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid, account, store, date, sku, units, sales"/>
<willbe name="salesdivunits" value="idiv(sales;units)"/>

imod(X;Y)

Returns the remainder after dividing one integer value by another. The result is an integer data type.
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Syntax

imod(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer The dividend of the integer modulo operation

Y integer The divisor of the integer modulo operation

Note(s): X and Y must be 32-bit integers (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Return Value

Returns the remainder of dividing X by Y. The result is an integer data type.

If the values of X or Y are N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other
number.

Example

In this example, the imod(X;Y) function returns the result of g modulo 2 on the
pub.demo.baseball.postpitching table. The new column contains integer data type values.

<base table="pub.demo.baseball.postpitching"/>
<colord cols="lahmanid,year,team,g"/>
<willbe name="result" value="imod(g;2)"/>

int(X)

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given value. The result is an integer data type.
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Syntax

int(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A numeric value (or a numeric value represented as text)

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the largest integer less than or equal to X.

If X is a decimal number, the result is the integer part of X cast to integer data type.

If X is an integer or decimal number represented as text, it is converted to the corresponding integer or
decimal number. If the number is a decimal number, the result is the integer portion cast to integer data
type.

If X is a value that cannot be converted to a numeric value or is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X int(X)

-5.25 -6

-5.0 -5

13 13

5.0 5

4.5 4

"3" 3

"7.25" 7

"-7.5" -8

NA NA

Example

In this example, the int(X) function returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given value on the
sales column on the pub.demo.retail.item table.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid, account, store, date, sku, sales"/>
<willbe name="intsales" value="int(sales)"/>
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max(X;Y)

Returns the larger of two given values.

Syntax

max(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The value to compare to Y

Y any numeric type The value to compare to X

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to the larger value of X and Y.

If both X and Y are integers, the result is an integer; otherwise, the result is a decimal number.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X Y max(X;Y)

2 1 2 (integer)
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X Y max(X;Y)

2 3 3 (integer)

1.5 1 1.5 (decimal)

1.5 2.5 2.5 (decimal)

1.5 1.2 1.5 (decimal)

NA 1 1 (integer)

1.0 NA 1 (decimal)

NA NA NA (integer)

Example

In this example, the max(X;Y) function returns the maximum value between the runs and hits using the
columns r and h respectively from pub.demo.baseball.postbatting.

<base table="pub.demo.baseball.postbatting"/>
<willbe name="max" value="max(r;h)" label="Maximum"/>
<colord cols="r,h,max"/>

min(X;Y)

Returns the smaller of two given values.

Syntax

min(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The value to compare to Y

Y any numeric type The value to compare to X

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to the smaller value of X and Y.

If both X and Y are integers, the result is an integer; otherwise, the result is a decimal number.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X Y min(X;Y)

2 1 1 (integer)

2 3 2 (integer)

1.5 1 1 (decimal)

1.5 2.5 1.5 (decimal)

1.5 1.2 1.2 (decimal)

NA 1 NA (integer)

1.0 NA NA (decimal)

Example

In this example, the min(X;Y) function returns the minimum value between the runs and hits using the
columns r and h respectively from pub.demo.baseball.postbatting.

<base table="pub.demo.baseball.postbatting"/>
<willbe name="min" value="min(r;h)" label="Minimum"/>
<colord cols="r,h,min"/>
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mod(X;Y)

Returns the modulo of two given values.

Syntax

mod(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The dividend of the modulo operation

Y any numeric type The divisor of the modulo operation

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to X modulo Y.

If both X and Y are integers, the result is an integer; otherwise, the result is a decimal number.

If X is N/A, the result is 0. If Y is N/A, the result is N/A. If X and Y are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X Y mod(X;Y)

13 10 3 (integer)

9 3 0 (integer)

5.0 2.5 0 (decimal)

5 1.5 0.5 (decimal)

NA 1 0 (integer)
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X Y mod(X;Y)

1.0 NA NA (decimal)

NA NA NA (integer)

Example

In this example, the hour is displayed in 24-hour time (hour24only) and needs to be displayed as 12-
hour time. The example uses the mod(X;Y) function to return the 12-hour time, which is the result of
hour24only (X) modulo 12 (Y).

<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<colord cols="transid, trans_date, tme"/>
<willbe name="hour24only" value="hour(tme)"/>
<willbe name="hour12mod" value="mod(hour24only;12)"/>
<sel value="0.0001" sample="1"/>

Note:   <sel value="0.0001" sample="1"/> selects a random sample of 1/10,000th of the
data.

real(X)

Returns the given value cast to decimal data type.

Syntax

real(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type The value to cast
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Return Value

Returns the value of X cast to decimal data type.

If X is an integer or decimal number represented as text, it is cast to decimal data type.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Example

In this example, the real(X) function returns the values of the store (integer), sku (text), and sales
(decimal) columns cast to the decimal data type on the pub.demo.retail.item table.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<colord cols="transid, store, sku, sales"/>
<willbe name="realstore" value="real(store)"/>
<willbe name="realsku" value="real(sku)"/>
<willbe name="realsales" value="real(sales)"/>

round(X;Y)

Returns the result of rounding the first given value to the nearest multiple of the second given value.

Syntax

round(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The number to round to the nearest multiple of Y

Y any numeric type The nearest multiple to round X
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Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to X rounded to the nearest multiple of Y.

If both X and Y are integers, the result is an integer; otherwise, the result is a decimal number.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

round(X;Y) can also round time into intervals. If X and Y are in the format 'HH:MM:SS', the result is the
time rounded up to the next time interval specified in Y. Y must be written as a string (single quotes).

Sample Usage

X Y round(X;Y)

149.456 0.01 149.46 (decimal)

149.456 1 149 (decimal)

149.456 0.05 149.45 (decimal)

149.456 5 150 (decimal)

7 5 5 (integer)

8 5 10 (integer)

8.0 5 10 (decimal)

NA 1 NA (integer)

1.0 NA NA (decimal)

NA NA NA (integer)

Example

In this example, the round(X;Y) function returns the value of the dewptm (X) rounded to the nearest
multiple of Y, which is 1, on the pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly table.

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_hourly"/>
<colord cols="zipcode, date, tempm, dewptm"/>
<willbe name="round_dewptm" value="round(dewptm;1)"/>
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Example

In the following example, round(X;Y) rounds the time in tme (X) into 10-minute intervals (Y is
'00:10:00') in the pub.doc.retail.salesdetail table for a specific store and date. Note that Y is
written as a string (single quotes) and the time format is hms24 (24-hour).

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.doc.retail.salesdetail</note>
<base table="pub.doc.retail.salesdetail"/>
<sel value="(store=3)"/>
<sel value="(trans_date=20150112)"/>
<willbe name="interval" value="round(tme;'00:10:00')" format="type:hms24"/>
<colord cols="date, tme, xsales, interval"/> 
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You can then perform a tabulation to find the total sales for each 10-minute interval.

<tabu label="Tabulation on Sales Detail" breaks="interval">
 <tcol source="xsales" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Extended`Sales"/>
</tabu>

signum(X)

Returns the sign number (-1, 0, or 1) of a given value. (Available as of version 15.20)

Syntax

signum(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns the sign number of X. Possible return values are -1 for any negative numeric type, 0 for a value of
0, or 1 for any positive numeric type.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X signum(X)

149.45 1

149 1

-149.4 -1

0 0
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X signum(X)

NA NA

svvs(X;Y;Z;I;B)

Decode and then encode a value based on an index.

Syntax

svvs(X;Y;Z;I;B)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer The value to decode

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer A number or set of numbers to use a bases for the output

For example, if the parsed digits are 1 2 3 4 and Y is 10 10 10 10,
the output is displayed as four base-10 digits: 1234.

Z integer The number or set of numbers to add to the parsed digits

For example, if the parsed digits are 1 2 3 4, Y is 10 10 10 10, and Z
is 2, the output is displayed as 3456.

I integer The index (order) of the parsed digits

The examples below show how I orders the parsed digits 1 2 3.

• If I is 0 1 2 the three digits remain in the same order: 1 2 3.
• If I is 2 1 0, the three digits are displayed in reverse order: 3 2 1.
• If I is 2, the digits are displayed for index position 2 only: 3

B integer A number or set of numbers to use as bases to decompose the input
digits.

The number X is split apart into "digits" according to these values. For
example, if X is 20190905 and B is 0 100 100, X is split into 3 parts,
including two base-100 digits, and then the leftover digits, as follows:
2019 09 05.

Return Value
Returns a single output number of the transformed number X.

Sample Usage

scalar
value

bases
for
output

add index bases for
input

svvs(scalar value;bases for
output;add;index;bases for input)

19991231 100 0 2 0 100 100 31

• Split up number into 1999 12 31
• Add 0
• Display the number at index position 2
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scalar
value

bases
for
output

add index bases for
input

svvs(scalar value;bases for
output;add;index;bases for input)

• Display the number in base 100

19991231 100 100 0 0 1 0 100 100 199912

• Split up number into 1999 12 31
• Add 0
• Display the numbers at index position 0

and 1
• Display the number in base 100

235959 24 60 60 0 0 1 2 100 100 100 86399 (the number of seconds in 23:59:59)

• Split up number into 23 59 59
• Add 0
• Display all three numbers in the same

order
• Convert the hours to base 24, convert

the minutes to base 60 and convert the
seconds to base 60

1234 10 10 10
10

5 3 2 1 0 10 10 10 10 9876

• Split up number into four single digits
• Add 5 to each digit
• Reverse the order of the single digits

Example

This example demonstrates how svvs(X;Y;Z;I;B) can parse a YYYYMMDD date into month, day, and
year.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="month" value="svvs(date;100;0;1;0 100 100)"/>
<willbe name="day" value="svvs(date;100;0;2;0 100 100)"/>
<willbe name="year" value="svvs(date;100;0;0;0 100
 100)" format="type:nocommas"/>
<colord cols="date,month,day,year"/>
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trunc(X;Y)

Returns the result of rounding the first given value to the multiple of the second given value, always
rounding in the direction of 0. (Available as of version 16.02)

Syntax

trunc(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The number to round to the multiple of Y

Y any numeric type The multiple to round X

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to X, rounded to the multiple of Y, but always rounding in the
direction of 0 (down if X is positive and up if X is negative).

If both X and Y are integers, the result is an integer; otherwise, the result is a decimal number.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

trunc(X;Y) is similar to round(X;Y), but trunc(X;Y) always rounds in the direction of 0. For
example, trunc(1234.567;0.1) returns a value of 1234.5, while round(1234.567;0.1) returns a
value of 1234.6

Sample Usage

X Y trunc(X;Y)

149.456 0.01 149.45 (decimal)

149.456 1 149 (decimal)

-149.456 0.05 -149.45 (decimal)

-149.456 5 -145 (decimal)

7 5 5 (integer)

-8 5 -5 (integer)

8.0 5 5(decimal)

NA 1 NA (integer)

1.0 NA NA (decimal)

NA NA NA (integer)

Exponential

exp(X;Y)

Returns the first value raised to the power of the second value.

Syntax

exp(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A numeric value

Y integer or
decimal

The power to raise X

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to X raised to the power of Y, or XY.

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X Y exp(X;Y)

2 3 8

2 5 32

10 4 10,000

4 -2 0.0625

NA 2 NA

8.0 NA NA

NA NA NA

expe(X)

Returns the exponential of the given value.

Syntax

expe(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the exponential of X, or eX, where e is Euler's number
(approximately 2.7182818).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X expe(X)

0 1

1 2.7182818
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X expe(X)

0.6931472 2

2.1972246 9

2.2168093 9.178

NA NA

log(X;Y)

Returns the logarithm of the first value to the base of the second value.

Syntax

log(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A numeric value

Y integer or
decimal

The base to use to compute the logarithm

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the logarithm of X to the base Y, or logY(X).

If X and/or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X Y log(X;Y)

8 2 3

32 2 5

10,000 10 4

0.0625 4 -2

NA 2 0

8.0 NA NA

NA NA NA

loge(X)

Returns the natural logarithm of the given value.

Syntax

loge(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the natural logarithm of X, or ln X.

If X is 0, the result is -0i (negative infinity).

If X is negative, the result is N/A.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X loge(X)

0 -0i

1 0

-2 NA

2 0.6931472

9 2.1972246

9.178 2.2168093

NA NA

sqr(X)

Returns the given value squared.

Syntax

sqr(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to X squared, or X2.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

X sqr(X)

-5 25

-4.5 20.25

2 4
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X sqr(X)

4.5 20.25

5.0 25

NA 0

sqrt(X)

Returns the square root of the given value.

Syntax

sqrt(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the square root of X.

If X is a negative value, the result is N/A.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X sqrt(X)

-25 NA

-20.25 NA

4 2

20.25 4.5

25.0 5

NA NA

Trigonometric

acos(X)

Returns the arccosine (in radians) of the given value.

Syntax

acos(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value
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Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the inverse cosine, or arccosine, of X.

Note:  The result is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X acos(X)

0 1.571

0.7071 0.7854

0.9969 0.0785

NA NA

asin(X)

Returns the arcsine (in radians) of the given value.

Syntax

asin(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the inverse sine, or arcsine, of X.

Note:  The result is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X asin(X)

1 1.571

0.7071 0.7854

0.0784 0.0785

-0.0784 -0.0785

NA NA

atan(X)

Returns the arctangent (in radians) of the given value.

Syntax

atan(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the inverse tangent, or arctangent, of X.

Note:  The result is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X atan(X)

1 0.7854

0.0787 0.0785

-0.0787 -0.0785

NA NA

atan2(Y;X)

Returns the two-argument arctangent function (equal to atan(y/x) when x is positive) as an angle
expressed in radians.  (Available as of version 16.02)

Syntax

atan2(Y;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

Y any numeric type A numeric value

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the inverse tangent, or arctangent, of Y and X. It is similar to
calculating the arctangent of y/x when x is positive, except that the signs of both arguments determine the
quadrant of the result.

Note:  The result is a measurement in radians.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

If Y and X are both 0, then atan2(Y;X) is arbitrarily defined as zero.

Sample Usage

Y X atan2(Y;X)

1 1 0.7854

-1 1 -0.7854

1 0 1.5708
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Y X atan2(Y;X)

NA 1 NA

0 0 0

cos(X)

Returns the cosine of the given value.

Syntax

cos(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the cosine of X.

Note:  X is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X cos(X)

1.571 0

0.7854 0.7071

0.0785 0.9969

-0.0785 0.9969

NA NA

cosh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic cosine of the given value.

Syntax

cosh(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the hyperbolic cosine of X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

X cosh(X)

1.571 2.5096

0.7854 1.3246

0.0785 1.0031

-0.0785 1.0031

NA NA

sin(X)

Returns the sine of the given value.

Syntax

sin(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the sine of X.

Note:  X is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X sin(X)

1.571 1

0.7854 0.7071

0.0785 0.0784

-0.0785 -0.0784

NA NA

sinh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic sine of the given value.

Syntax

sinh(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value
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Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the hyperbolic sine of X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X sinh(X)

1.571 2.3018

0.7854 0.8687

0.0785 0.0786

-0.0785 -0.0786

NA NA

tan(X)

Returns the tangent of the given value.

Syntax

tan(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the tangent of X.

Note:  X is a measurement in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X tan(X)

0.7854 1

0.0785 0.0787

-0.0785 -0.0787

NA NA

tanh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic tangent of the given value.

Syntax

tanh(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the hyperbolic tangent of X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X tanh(X)

0.7854 0.6558

0.0785 0.0783

-0.0785 -0.0783

NA NA

Factorial

betainc(A;B;X)

Returns the regularized incomplete beta function of the given values.

Syntax

betainc(A;B;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

A integer or
decimal

A must be greater than 0.

B integer or
decimal

B must be greater than 0.

X integer or
decimal

X must be between 0 and 1 inclusive.

Return Value

Returns a decimal value corresponding to the regularized incomplete beta function of A, B, and X: IX(A, B)

The regularized incomplete beta function can be used to evaluate the cumulative distribution function of a
random variable from a binomial distribution.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

a b x betainc(a;b;x)

1 3 0.4 0.2613333
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a b x betainc(a;b;x)

2 3 0.8 0.0810667

9 1 0.4 2.9127111e-005

9 1 0.85 0.0257352

NA 3 0.8 NA

fact(X)

Returns the factorial of a given value.

Syntax

fact(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The value on which to compute the factorial

X must be a whole number between 0 and 170.

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the factorial of X.

If X is N/A or is not a whole number between 0 and 170, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<table cols="value">
  3;
  4;
  7;
  7.0;
  20;
  6.5;
  175;
  -4;
</table>
<willbe name="fact_example" value="fact(value)" format="width:30"/>
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gamma(X)

Returns the gamma function of the given value.

Syntax

gamma(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The value on which to apply the gamma function

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the gamma function of X.

If X is negative, the result is N/A.

If X is 0, the result is 0i (positive infinity).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X gamma(X)

0 0i

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 6

5 24

6 120

7 720

8 5040
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X gamma(X)

9 40320

10 362880

NA NA

gammainc(A;X)

Returns the incomplete gamma function of the given values.

Syntax

gammainc(A;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

A integer or
decimal

A numeric value

X integer or
decimal

A numeric value

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the incomplete gamma function of X and A.

If X is 0, the result is 0.

If X is negative, the result is N/A.

If A or X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

A X gammainc(A;X)

2 0 0

2 1 0.2642411

2 2 0.5939941

2 3 0.8008517

2 4 0.9084218

2 5 0.9595723

2 6 0.9826487

2 7 0.9927049

2 8 0.9969808

2 9 0.9987659

2 10 0.9995006

2 NA NA
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logfact(X)

Returns the natural log of the factorial of a given value.

Syntax

logfact(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The value on which to compute the log factorial

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the natural logarithm of the factorial of X.

If X is negative, the results are undefined.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage
<table cols="value">
  3;
  4;
  7;
  20;
  6.5;
</table>
<willbe name="logfact_example" value="logfact(value)" 
 format="width:30;dec:8"/>

loggamma(X)

Returns the natural log of the gamma function of the given value.

Syntax

loggamma(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The value on which to compute the natural log of the gamma function

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the natural log of the gamma function of X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Statistical

beta_cdf(A;B;X)

Returns the beta cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and value X.

Syntax

beta_cdf(A;B;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

A integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The shape parameter

B integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The rate parameter

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with. X must be greater than 0.

Return Value

Returns the beta cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and value X.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

bincoeff(N;K)

Returns the binomial coefficient of two given values.

Syntax

bincoeff(N;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

N integer or
decimal

The total number of elements in the set
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Argument Type Description

K integer or
decimal

The number of elements in a subset

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the binomial coefficient N choose K.

Note:  The result is identical to combs(N;K).

If N or K is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

N K bincoeff(N;K)

0 1 NA

3 2 3

6 3 20

7 4 35

8 8 1

NA 4 NA

6 NA NA

binomial_cdf(N;K;P)

Returns the binomial cumulative distribution function value with N-trials, K-successes, and success
probability P.

Syntax

binomial_cdf(N;K;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

N decimal A scalar value or the name of a column

The number of trials

K integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The number of successes

P integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The probability of success of a single trial

Return Value

Returns the binomial cumulative distribution function value with N-trials, K-successes, and success
probability P.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.
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chisqr_cdf(DF;X)

Returns the chi squared cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF and value X.

Syntax

chisqr_cdf(DF;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

DF integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The degree of freedom.

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with. X must be greater than 0.

Return Value

Returns the chi squared cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF and value X.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

combs(N;K)

Returns the number of combinations of two given values.

Syntax

combs(N;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

N integer or
decimal

The total number of elements in the set

K integer or
decimal

The number of elements in a subset

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the number of combinations of N things taken K at a time.

Note:  The result is identical to bincoeff(N;K).

If N or K is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

N K combs(N;K)

0 1 NA

3 2 3

6 3 20

7 4 35
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N K combs(N;K)

8 8 1

NA 4 NA

6 NA NA

draw(X;Y)

Returns a random number using a given seed.

Syntax

draw(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

Y integer A scalar value

If Y is 0, then random decimal numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 are drawn;
otherwise, random integers between 0 and Y-1 are drawn.

Return Value

A random number is drawn, with replacement, for each row. If Y is 0, then random decimal numbers
between 0.0 and 1.0 are drawn; otherwise, random integers between 0 and Y-1 are drawn.

If the current table has only one segment or is a tabulation, then Y may also be negative; in this case |Y|
must be greater than or equal to the number of selected rows, and random integers between 0 and |Y|-1
are drawn without replacement.

If X or Y is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  draw(X;Y) will not work correctly when selections or links with expansion (expand="1")
are used. In such cases, draw_(X;Y) should be used instead. See draw_(X;Y) as well as
<sel> and <link> for more information.

Example
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>
<willbe name="int_zero" value="draw(4892;0)"/>
<willbe name="int_pos" value="draw(4892;7)"/>
<willbe name="int_neg" value="draw(4892;-617)"/>
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draw_(X;Y)

Returns a random number using a given seed that remains persistent (sticky) even after selections or links
with expansion are used.

Syntax

draw_(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

Y integer A scalar value

If Y is 0, then random decimal numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 are drawn;
otherwise, random integers between 0 and Y-1 are drawn.

Return Value

A random number is drawn, with replacement, for each row. If Y is 0, then random decimal numbers
between 0.0 and 1.0 are drawn; otherwise, random integers between 0 and Y-1 are drawn.

If the current table has only one segment or is a tabulation, then Y may also be negative; in this case |Y|
must be greater than or equal to the number of selected rows, and random integers between 0 and |Y|-1
are drawn without replacement.

If X or Y is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  draw_(X;Y) will work correctly even when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used because the results are sticky. This means that the random number
generated by the function for each row will be the same after the expansion. When the draw(X;Y)
function is used, a different random number will be generated for each of the expanded rows.

Example

The following example illustrates the difference between using draw_(X;Y) and draw(X;Y) example.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="sticky" value="draw_(8572;0)"/>
<willbe name="not_sticky" value="draw(8572;0)"/>
<sel value="2" expand="1"/>

The sticky column uses the draw_(X;Y) function, and the not_sticky column uses the
draw(X;Y)function.

When the <sel> operation is run, the expanded rows in the sticky column have the same value. In the
not_sticky column, the values in the expanded rows are different.
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drawint(X;Y)

Returns a random integer between 0 and Y-1, seeded with X.

Syntax

drawint(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

Y integer A scalar value other than 0.

Return Value

A random integer is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If the current table has only one segment or is a tabulation, then Y may also be negative; in this case |Y|
must be greater than or equal to the number of selected rows, and random integers between 0 and |Y|-1
are drawn without replacement.

If X or Y is N/A or if Y is 0, an error is returned.

Note:  drawint(X;Y) will not work correctly when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used. In such cases, draw_int(X;Y) should be used instead. See
draw_int(X;Y) as well as <sel> and <link> for more information.

Example
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>
<willbe name="int_pos" value="drawint(4892;123)"/>
<willbe name="int_neg" value="drawint(4892;-617)"/>
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draw_int(X;Y)

Returns a random integer using a given seed that remains persistent (sticky) even after selections or links
with expansion are used.

Syntax

draw_int(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

Y integer A scalar value other than 0.

Return Value

A random integer is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If the current table has only one segment or is a tabulation, then Y may also be negative; in this case |Y|
must be greater than or equal to the number of selected rows, and random integers between 0 and |Y|-1
are drawn without replacement.

If X or Y is N/A or if Y is 0, an error is returned.

Note:  draw_int(X;Y) will work correctly even when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used because the results are sticky. This means that the random integer
generated by the function for each row will be the same after the expansion. When the
drawint(X;Y) function is used, a different integer will be generated for each of the expanded
rows.

drawrand(X)

Returns a random float between 0 and 1, seeded with X.

Syntax

drawrand(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed
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Return Value

A random float between 0 and 1 is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If X is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  drawrand(X) will not work correctly when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used. In such cases, draw_rand(X) should be used instead. See
draw_rand(X) as well as <sel> and <link> for more information.

Example
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>
<willbe name="drawrand" value="drawrand(4892)"/>

draw_rand(X)

Returns a random number using a given seed that remains persistent (sticky) even after selections or links
with expansion are used.

Syntax

draw_rand(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

Return Value

A random float between 0 and 1 is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If X is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  draw_rand(X) will work correctly even when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used because the results are sticky. This means that the random number
generated by the function for each row will be the same after the expansion. When the
drawrand(X) function is used, a different random number will be generated for each of the
expanded rows.

drawunif(X;A;B)

Returns a random float between A and B, using seed X.
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Syntax

drawunif(X;A;B)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

A integer or
decimal

A scalar value

The start of the range of the randomly-generated float.

B integer or
decimal

A scalar value

The end of the range of the randomly-generated float.

Return Value

A random float between A and B is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If X, A, or B is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  drawunif(X;A;B) will not work correctly when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used. In such cases, draw_unif(X;A;B) should be used instead. See
draw_unif(X;A;B) as well as <sel> and <link> for more information.

Example
<base table="default.lonely"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>
<willbe name="unif_int" value="drawunif(4892;0;1)"/>
<willbe name="unif_dec" value="drawunif(4892;7.5;10)"/>

draw_unif(X;A;B)

Returns a random float between A and B, using a given seed that remains persistent (sticky) even after
selections or links with expansion are used.

Syntax

draw_unif(X;A;B)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the seed

A integer or
decimal

A scalar value

The start of the range of the randomly-generated float.

B integer or
decimal

A scalar value

The end of the range of the randomly-generated float.

Return Value

A random number is drawn, with replacement, for each row.

If X, A, or B is N/A, an error is returned.

Note:  draw_unif(X;A;B) will work correctly even when selections or links with expansion
(expand="1") are used because the results are sticky. This means that the random number
generated by the function for each row will be the same after the expansion. When the
drawunif(X;A;B) function is used, a different random number will be generated for each of the
expanded rows.

erf(X)

Returns the Gaussian error function of a given value.

Syntax

erf(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The value on which to compute the Gaussian error function

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the Gaussian error function of X.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

X erf(X)

-20 -1

-1.5 -0.9661051

-1 -0.8427008

0 0

1 0.8427008

1.5 0.9661051
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X erf(X)

20 1

NA 0

erlang_cdf(K;L;X)

Returns the Erlang cumulative distribution function value with rate L and shape K at value X.

Syntax

erlang_cdf(K;L;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

K integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The shape parameter

L integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The rate parameter

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with. X must be greater than 0.

Return Value

Returns the Erlang cumulative distribution function value with rate L and shape K at value X.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

exponential_cdf(L;X)

Returns the exponential cumulative distribution function value with mean L at value X.

Syntax

exponential_cdf(L;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with

L integer A scalar value or the name of a column

This value is the mean.

Return Value

Returns the exponential cumulative distribution function value with mean L at value X.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.
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f_cdf(DF1;DF2;F)

Returns the F cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF1 and DF2 at F.

Syntax

f_cdf(DF1;DF2;F)

Input

Argument Type Description

DF1 integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The degree of freedom

DF2 integer A scalar value or the name of a column

An extra degree of freedom

F integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with. This value must be greater than zero.

Return Value

Returns the F cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedom DF1 and DF2 at F.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

gamma_cdf(A;B;X)

Returns the gamma cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and value
X.

Syntax

gamma_cdf(A;B;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

A integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The shape parameter

B integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The rate parameter

X integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with. X must be greater than 0.

Return Value

Returns the gamma cumulative distribution function with shape parameter A, rate parameter B, and value
X.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.
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interp(V;N;X;Y;E)

Returns a particular interpolation of a given value based on a discrete set of data points, and if specified,
extrapolates out-of-range values.

Syntax

interp(V;N;X;Y;E)

Input

Argument Type Description

V integer or
decimal

V is a column containing the values you wish to interpolate.

A column name

N integer Determines the type of interpolation to perform

N must be one of the following:

• 0 - zero-order "interpolation" (i.e., simple lookup)
• 1 - linear interpolation
• 2 - quadratic splines
• 3 - cubic splines

X integer or
decimal

X is any type of value or a list of numbers in a set you wish to interpolate.

X may not contain repeated values.

X may be omitted, in which case it is assumed to be 1,2,3,...,Z, where Z is
the length of Y.

A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

Y integer or
decimal

Y is a list of numbers in a set you wish to interpolate.

A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

E integer A value of 1 or 0 that determines whether or not to extrapolate out-of-
range values

• If E=1, out-of-range values will be extrapolated.
• If E=0, extrapolation is not done (i.e., result is N/A where V is outside

of the range of X).

Note:  Extrapolation of higher-order splines is not typically
meaningful.

Note:  X and Y must be space- or comma-separated lists of equal length.

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the interpolation of V using the method specified by N and the
values specified by X and Y.

If E=1, out-of-range values will be extrapolated. If E is 0 and V is less than the lowest value in X or greater
than the highest value in X, the result is N/A.

If V is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Example

Let's use the <table> op to create a temporary table to help illustrate the use of interp(V;N;X;Y;E):

<table title="interp Example" cols="values" types="f">
2.5;
6;
8;
-2.5;
-100;
</table>

We'll use the values column from this table for our V parameter.

For X, we'll use the following list of values: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 (note that this can be a space- or comma-
separated list).

For Y, we'll use the following list of values: 0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794
(note that this can be a space- or comma-separated list).

The following Macro Language code shows how to use interp(V;N;X;Y;E) to interpolate the values in
V based on the values in X and Y. We specify the type of interpolation using the N parameter and whether
or not to extrapolate out-of-range values using the E parameter:
<willbe name="simple" value="interp(values;0;0 1 2 3 4 5 6;0 0.8415 0.9093 0.1411 -0.7568 -0.9589 -0.2794;0)"/>
<willbe name="simple_ex" value="interp(values;0;0 1 2 3 4 5 6;0 0.8415 0.9093 0.1411 -0.7568 -0.9589
 -0.2794;1)"/>
<willbe name="linear" value="interp(values;1;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;0)"/>
<willbe name="linear_ex"
 value="interp(values;1;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;1)"/>
<willbe name="quadratic"
 value="interp(values;2;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;0)"/>
<willbe name="quadratic_ex"
 value="interp(values;2;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;1)"/>
<willbe name="cubic" value="interp(values;3;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;0)"/>
<willbe name="cubic_ex" value="interp(values;3;0,1,2,3,4,5,6;0,0.8415,0.9093,0.1411,-0.7568,-0.9589,-0.2794;1)"/
>

This will give us the following results:

For those rows in the values column that are in the range of X (i.e., 2.5 and 6), the interpolated results
are returned and are the same regardless of whether extrapolation has been specified or not.

For those values outside the range of X, the result is N/A in the simple, linear, quadratic, and
cubic columns, since the E parameter is 0 for those columns. For the simple_ex, linear_ex,
quadratic_ex, and cubic_ex columns, extrapolation is done since the E parameter is 1.

normal01_rand_devs(X)

Returns a random number for each row in the column drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 0
and a standard deviation of 1.

Syntax

normal01_rand_devs(X)

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=MLOperations/classicops/table.html
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value

X is the initial number (seed) used as the starting point
to generate random numbers.

Return Value

Returns a random value of type decimal for each row from a normal distribution with a mean of 0, a
standard deviation of 1, and X as the seed.

If X is N/A, the 1010data Insights Platform throws an error.

normal_cdf(X;U;S)

Returns the cumulative distribution function value at X for a normal distribution.

Syntax

normal_cdf(X;U;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with

U integer A scalar value or the name of a column

This value is the mean.

S integer A scalar value or the name of a column

This value is the standard deviation.

Return Value

Returns the cumulative distribution function value at X for a normal distribution.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

normal_cdf_inv(P;U;S)

Returns the inverse of the normal_cdf at P.

Syntax

normal_cdf_inv(P;U;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

P decimal A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

This is the probability of a random number being below a specific
value such as X.

U integer A scalar value or the name of a column

This value is the mean.

S integer A scalar value or the name of a column

This value is the standard deviation.

Return Value

Returns the inverse of the normal_cdf at P.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

perms(N;K)

Returns the number of permutations of two given values.

Syntax

perms(N;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

N integer or
decimal

The total number of elements in the set

K integer or
decimal

The number of elements in a subset

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the number of permutations of N things taken K at a time.

If N or K is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

N K perms(N;K)

0 1 0

3 2 6

6 3 120

7 4 840

8 8 40320

NA 4 NA

6 NA NA

poisson_cdf(L;K)

Returns the Poisson cumulative distribution function for a given mean.
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Syntax

poisson_cdf(L;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

L integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The mean value

K integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The number of occurrences

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the Poisson cumulative distribution function for mean L.

If L or K is N/A, the result is N/A.

studentt_cdf(DF;T)

Returns the Student's T cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedomDF and value T.

Syntax

studentt_cdf(DF;T)

Input

Argument Type Description

DF integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The degree of freedom.

T integer or
decimal

A scalar value or the name of a column

The value to evaluate with

Return Value

Returns the Student's T cumulative distribution function with degrees of freedomDF and value T.

If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.

Bitwise

bitand(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise AND of two 32-bit integers.

Syntax

bitand(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be 32-bit integers (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the bitwise AND of X and Y.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitlsl(X;Y)

Returns the logical shift left of a given 32-bit integer by a specified number of bits.

Syntax

bitlsl(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the logical shift left of X by Y bits.

Note:  X is treated as if it were unsigned.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitlsr(X;Y)

Returns the logical shift right of a given 32-bit integer by a specified number of bits.

Syntax

bitlsr(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the logical shift right of X by Y bits.

Note:  X is treated as if it were unsigned.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitnot(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise NOT operation on the specified least significant bits of a given 32-bit integer.

Syntax

bitnot(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the bitwise NOT of X (i.e., X with its bits flipped) ANDed with

(2Y)-1 (i.e., the Y-bit complement of X).

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitor(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise OR of two 32-bit integers.

Syntax

bitor(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be 32-bit integers (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the bitwise OR of X and Y.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.
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bitrol(X;Y)

Returns the given 32-bit integer rotated left by a specified number of bits.

Syntax

bitrol(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to X rotated left by Y bits.

Note:  X is treated as if it were unsigned.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitror(X;Y)

Returns the given 32-bit integer rotated right by a specified number of bits.

Syntax

bitror(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to X rotated right by Y bits.

Note:  X is treated as if it were unsigned.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitset(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a particular bit of a given 32-bit integer is set.

Syntax

bitset(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if the Yth least significant bit of X is set (i.e., equal to 1). Otherwise, returns a
0.

Note:  (This is equivalent to X AND 2Y.)

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

bitxor(X;Y)

Returns the bitwise XOR (exclusive-OR) of two 32-bit integers.

Syntax

bitxor(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be 32-bit integers (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the bitwise XOR (exclusive-OR) of X and Y.

If X and Y are equal, the result is 0.

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

clrbit(X;Y)

Returns the value of the given 32-bit integer with a particular bit cleared.

Syntax

clrbit(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).
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Argument Type Description

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to X with its Yth least significant bit set to 0.

Note:  (This is equivalent to X AND NOT 2Y.)

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

setbit(X;Y)

Returns the value of the given 32-bit integer with a particular bit set.

Syntax

setbit(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A scalar value or the name of a column

X must be a 32-bit integer (between -2147483646 and +2147483646).

Y integer A scalar value or the name of a column

Y should be an integer between 0 and 32.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to X with its Yth least significant bit set to 1.

Note:  (This is equivalent to X OR 2Y.)

If X and/or Y is N/A, they are handled according to their internal representation like any other number.

Matrix functions

This section contains details about the Matrix Functions provided in the 1010data Macro Language. These
functions provide a useful set of tools for performing common operations on matrices in the 1010data
system. (Available as of prod-9)

Note:  All matrix functions work in the vector context only.

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Returns a matrix model consisting of the data from the specified columns within a given group. (Available
as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

T integer A scalar value

The value of T indicates whether or not to return the transpose of the
matrix:

• When T is 0 or is not specified, the matrix is returned.
• When T is 1, the transpose of the matrix is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_matrix returns
a matrix model. The resultant matrices will have the same number of rows as the number of columns
specified by the X parameter, and the data in each column of the matrix will correspond to each row in the
group specified by G, resulting in an n-row matrix, where n is the number of columns specified by X.

If T=1, the transpose of that matrix is returned, resulting in an n-column matrix.

Example

Consider the following table:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_matrix example">
 John,8,0,5,1;
 John,2,0,1,1;
 Mary,3,1,2,2;
 Mary,4,1,2,2;
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 John,5,2,3,1
</table>

The following call to g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T):

<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>

results in a new column, matrix_0, which contains the matrix model.

Clicking on the > character in the matrix_0 column for a particular row will open a new window displaying
the matrix for the group associated with that row. The matrix will have the same number of rows as the
number of columns specified by the X parameter, and the data in each column of the matrix will correspond
to each row in the group specified by G.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix for
those rows where name is John.

Since the table in this example has four data columns, the resultant matrix has four rows, and since the
group where name is John has three rows in the table, the resultant matrix has three columns.

Clicking on any row that has Mary in the name column displays the matrix for those rows:
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Consider when T is set to 1 in the g_matrix(G;S;O;X;T) call:

<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>

The matrix_1 column will contain the models of the transposed matrices (with respect to those generated
when T is set to 0). These transposed matrices will have one column for each of the columns specified by
the X parameter, and the data in each row of the matrix will correspond to each row in the group specified
by G.

For example, clicking on any row in the matrix_1 column that has Mary in the name column displays the
transposed matrix for those rows:

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values within a given group. (Available as
of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_prodm(G;S;X)

Input

ArgumentType Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G are
the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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ArgumentType Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered a
valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any prior
row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models generated
by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_prodm returns a
matrix model consisting of the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of all of the matrices within the
given group.

If X contains any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_prodm example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat0_prodm" value="g_prodm(name;;matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_prodm" value="g_prodm(name;;matrix_1)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat0_prodm will be the element-wise matrix product of the matrices in
matrix_0 for a particular group.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.
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Clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat0_prodm column displays the matrix model consisting
of the element-wise matrix multiplication of the matrices in matrix_0 for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of the matrix in
the matrix_0 column.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_prodm column displays the matrix model
consisting of the element-wise matrix multiplication of the matrices in matrix_1 for those rows where
name is John.

g_summ(G;S;X)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values within a given group. (Available as of prod-9)
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_summ(G;S;X)

Input

ArgumentType Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G are
the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered a
valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any prior
row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models generated
by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_summ returns a
matrix model consisting of the element-wise sum of all of the matrices within the given group.

If X contains any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="g_summ example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat0_summ" value="g_summ(name;;matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_summ" value="g_summ(name;;matrix_1)"/>
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For every row, the matrix in mat0_summ will be the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in
matrix_0 for a particular group.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat0_summ column displays the matrix model consisting
of the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in matrix_0 for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of the matrix in
the matrix_0 column.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_summ column displays the matrix model
consisting of the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in matrix_1 for those rows where name is
John.
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matacos(X)

Returns the arccosine (in radians) of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matacos(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the arccosine of matrix X, in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matasin(X)

Returns the arcsine (in radians) of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matasin(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.
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Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the arcsine of matrix X, in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matatan(X)

Returns the arctangent (in radians) of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matatan(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the arctangent of matrix X, in radians.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matcos(X)

Returns the cosine of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matcos(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the cosine of matrix X.
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If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matcosh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic cosine of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matcosh(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the hyperbolic cosine of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matdivide(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise division of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matdivide(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Note:  Either X or Y may be a scalar or scalar column, but not both.
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Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the element-wise division of the matrix specified by X by the matrix specified
by Y.

If X and Y do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matdivide example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_divide_mat0" value="matdivide(matrix_1;matrix_0)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat1_divide_mat0 will be the element-wise matrix division of the matrices
in matrix_1 by matrix_0.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of that matrix.
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Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_divide_mat0 column displays the
element-wise matrix division of matrix_1 by matrix_0.

mateq(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating the equivalence of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

mateq(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if the matrices specified by X and Y are equal; otherwise, returns 0.
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Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="mateq example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_eq_mat0" value="mateq(matrix_1;matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_plus_mat1" value="matplus(matrix_1;matrix_1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_times_2" value="mattimes(matrix_1;2)"/>
<willbe name="plus_eq_times" value="mateq(mat1_plus_mat1;mat1_times_2)"/>

For every row, the value in mat1_eq_mat0 shows that the matrices in matrix_0 and matrix_1 are not
equivalent.

However, mat1_plus_mat1 contains the result of adding matrix_1 to itself; clicking on the > character
in the first row of the mat1_plus_mat1 column displays the matrix model for those rows where name is
John.

mat1_times_2 contains the result of multiplying all of the elements in matrix_1 by 2; clicking on the >
character in the first row of the mat1_times_2 column displays the matrix model for those rows where
name is John.
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The value in plus_eq_times shows that the matrices in mat1_plus_mat1 and mat1_times_2 are
equal.

matexp(X)

Returns the matrix exponential of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matexp(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the exponential of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matgamma(X)

Returns the gamma function of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matgamma(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the gamma function of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matinv(X)

Returns the inverse of the given matrix. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matinv(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the inverse of the matrix specified by X. If X is a non-square matrix, the
result is a one-sided inverse.

Note:  Taking the inverse of a non-invertible matrix will yield a matrix of N/As.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matinv example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_inv" value="matinv(matrix_0)"/>
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The matrix in every row in matrix_0_inv will be the inverse of the matrix in the same row in matrix_0.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_inv column displays the inverse of that
matrix.

Note:  Because matrix_0 and matrix_0_inv are square matrices, you can use matmul(X;Y)
on page 990 to multiply them together to get the identity matrix.

matlgamma(X)

Returns the natural log of the gamma function of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

matlgamma(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the natural log of the gamma function of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matlog(X)

Returns the logarithm of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matlog(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the logarithm of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matminus(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise difference of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matminus(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Note:  Either X or Y may be a scalar or scalar column, but not both.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the element-wise subtraction of the matrix specified by Y from the matrix
specified by X.

If X and Y do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matminus example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_minus_mat0" value="matminus(matrix_1;matrix_0)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat1_minus_mat0 will be the element-wise matrix subtraction of the matrices
in matrix_0 from matrix_1.
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For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of that matrix.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_minus_mat0 column displays the element-
wise matrix subtraction of matrix_0 from matrix_1.

matmul(X;Y)

Returns the matrix multiplication of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matmul(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the matrix product of the matrices specified by X and Y.

If the matrices are incompatible, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matmul example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_inv" value="matinv(matrix_0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_mul" value="matmul(matrix_0;matrix_0_inv)"/>

For every row, the matrix in matrix_0_mul will be the matrix multiplication of the matrices in matrix_0
and matrix_0_inv.

Since the matrices in matrix_0 and matrix_0_inv are the inverse of one another, the product of these
matrices is the identity matrix.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_mul column displays the result
of the matrix multiplication of matrix_0 and matrix_0_inv for those rows where name is John.
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You can see that the values along the diagonal are essentially 1 and that all the other values are
essentially 0.

matplus(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise sum of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matplus(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Note:  Either X or Y may be a scalar or scalar column, but not both.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the element-wise addition of the matrices specified by X and Y.

If X and Y do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matplus example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
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John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_plus_mat0" value="matplus(matrix_1;matrix_0)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat1_plus_mat0 will be the element-wise matrix addition of the matrices in
matrix_0 and matrix_1.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of that matrix.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_plus_mat0 column displays the element-
wise matrix addition of these two matrices.
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matrint(X)

Rounds values in a matrix to integers. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matrint(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing matrix X rounded to integer. For example, if matrix X is (1.2 3.4;6.7 8.9), the
resulting matrix will be (1 3.0;7 9.0)

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matsin(X)

Returns the sine of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matsin(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name
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Argument Type Description

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the sine of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matsinh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic sine of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matsinh(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the hyperbolic sine of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

matt(X)

Returns the transpose of the given matrix. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

matt(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name
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Argument Type Description

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the transpose of the matrix specified by X.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="matt example">
 John,8,0,5,1;
 John,2,0,1,1;
 Mary,3,1,2,2;
 Mary,4,1,2,2;
 John,5,2,3,1
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_t" value="matt(matrix_0)"/>

The matrix in every row in matrix_0_t will be the transpose of the matrix in the same row in matrix_0.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_t column displays the transpose of that
matrix.
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mattan(X)

Returns the tangent of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

mattan(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the tangent of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

mattanh(X)

Returns the hyperbolic tangent of matrix X. (Available as of version 13.29)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

mattanh(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X matrix model A column name
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Argument Type Description

The column specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Return Value

Returns a matrix containing the hyperbolic tangent of matrix X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

This function operates element-wise.

mattimes(X;Y)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of the two given matrices. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

mattimes(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Y integer or
decimal or matrix
model

A scalar value or the name of a column

The column specified by this parameter may contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

Note:  Either X or Y may be a scalar or scalar column, but not both.

Return Value

Returns a matrix model that is the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of the matrices specified by X
and Y.

If X and Y do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="mattimes example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2;
John,5,2,3,1;
John,6,2,3,1;
Mary,7,3,4,2;
Mary,1,3,0,2
</table>
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<willbe name="matrix_0" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2 data_3
 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="mat1_times_mat0" value="mattimes(matrix_1;matrix_0)"/>

For every row, the matrix in mat1_times_mat0 will be the element-wise multiplication of the matrices in
matrix_0 from matrix_1.

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0 column displays the matrix model
for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1 column displays the transpose of that matrix.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the mat1_times_mat0 column displays the element-
wise matrix multiplication of matrix_0 from matrix_1.
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r_prodm(C;S)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values across a given set of columns.
(Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_prodm(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C matrix model A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

The columns specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_prodm returns a matrix model consisting of the element-wise product
(Hadamard product) of all of the matrices in the columns specified by C.

If the columns specified by C do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

If any of the columns specified by C contain any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:
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<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="r_prodm example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;1)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_1_2" value="r_prodm(matrix_0_1_2 matrix_1_1_2;)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_3_4" value="r_prodm(matrix_0_3_4 matrix_1_3_4;)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_all" value="r_prodm('matrix*';)"/>

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_1_2 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_1_2 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_1_2 column displays the element-wise product
of the matrices in columns matrix_0_1_2 and matrix_1_1_2for those rows where name is John.

Furthermore, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_3_4 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.
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Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_3_4 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_3_4 column displays the element-wise product
of the matrices in columns matrix_0_3_4 and matrix_1_3_4for those rows where name is John.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_all column displays the element-
wise product of all columns whose names begin with "matrix" (i.e., matrix_0_1_2, matrix_0_3_4,
matrix_1_1_2, matrix_1_3_4) for those rows where name is John.

r_summ(C;S)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values across a given set of columns. (Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_summ(C;S)
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Input

Argument Type Description

C matrix model A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

The columns specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_summ returns a matrix model consisting of the element-wise sum of all of the
matrices in the columns specified by C.

If the columns specified by C do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

If any of the columns specified by C contain any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="r_summ example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;1)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_1_2" value="r_summ(matrix_0_1_2 matrix_1_1_2;)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_3_4" value="r_summ(matrix_0_3_4 matrix_1_3_4;)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_all" value="r_summ('matrix*';)"/>

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_1_2 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.
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Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_1_2 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_1_2 column displays the element-wise sum of
the matrices in columns matrix_0_1_2 and matrix_1_1_2for those rows where name is John.

Furthermore, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_3_4 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_3_4 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_3_4 column displays the element-wise sum of
the matrices in columns matrix_0_3_4 and matrix_1_3_4for those rows where name is John.
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Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_all column displays the element-
wise sum of all columns whose names begin with "matrix" (i.e., matrix_0_1_2, matrix_0_3_4,
matrix_1_1_2, matrix_1_3_4) for those rows where name is John.

Categorization functions
Categorization functions are vector functions that organize data and determine logical groupings. These
functions can be used for conditionalizing results and/or bucketing value ranges.

Conditional

case(X;V1;R1;V2;R2;...;D)

Returns the value corresponding to the case that a given value matches; if no cases match, returns the
specified default value.

Syntax

case(X;V1;R1;V2;R2;...;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar value or the name of a column

V[N] any simple type The value (or expression that evaluates to a value) to test for equality to
X.

The values specified for all instances of V must be the same type as X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

R[N] any simple type The value to return if V[N] matches X.

The values specified for all instances of R must be the same type (integer,
decimal, or text).

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

D any simple type The default return value (if X doesn't match any of the instances of V).

The value specified for D must be the same type as the values specified
for all instances of R.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  There must be an even number of arguments (i.e., X, a series of C and R pairs, and one D
argument).

   

Return Value

Returns a numeric or text value (depending on the type of the elements specified for R and D)
corresponding to the following:

• If X is V1, return R1; else if X is V2, return R2; and so on.
• If X does not match any of the values specified by V[N], return D.

If any of the values corresponding to C[N] are N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

X V1 R1 V2 R2 V3 R3 D case(X;V1;R1;V2;R2;V3;R3;D)

2 1 'one' 2 'two' 3 'three' 'too many' 'two'

99 1 'one' 2 'two' 3 'three' 'too many' 'too many'

Example

Let's use the table pub.demo.retail.item to illustrate the use of case(X;V1;R1;V2;R2;...;D).
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Let's say we have three stores and that store 1 is located in New York, store 2 is located in Miami, and
store 3 is in London. To add a column to our table that corresponds to the location for each store, we can
use the following Macro Language code:

<willbe name="location" value="case(store;1;'New
 York';2;'Miami';3;'London';'Not a valid location')"/>

This will give us the following new column:

Since, in our example, there are no values in the store column that are not 1, 2, or 3, the default value
('Not a valid location') is never used.

decode(X;V1 V2 ...;R1 R2 ... RD)

Returns the value from the second list that corresponds to the particular element a given value matches in
the first list; if there are no matches, returns the specified default value.

Syntax

decode(X;V1 V2 ...;R1 R2 ... RD)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A scalar value or the name of a column

V any simple type The values specified for the elements in V must be the same type as X.

A space- or comma-separated list of values

R any simple type The list R should have one more element (RD) than V, which is the default
return value.

The values specified for all of the elements in R must be the same type
(integer, decimal, or text).
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Argument Type Description

If RD is not specified (i.e., if R has the same number of elements as V), the
default return value is N/A.

A space- or comma-separated list of values

Return Value

Returns a numeric or text value (depending on the type of the elements specified for R) corresponding to
the following:

• If X is V1, return R1; else if X is V2, return R2; and so on.
• If X does not match any of the elements in V, return RD. If RD is not specified, return N/A.

Sample Usage

X V R decode(X;V;R)

3 1 2 3 4 5 'one','two','three','four','five','who
knows'

'three'

0 1 2 3 4 5 'one','two','three','four','five','who
knows'

'who knows'

0 1 2 3 4 5 'one','two','three','four','five'NA

Example

Let's use the table pub.demo.retail.item to illustrate the use of decode(X;V1 V2 ...;R1 R2 ...
RD).
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Let's say we have three stores and that store 1 is located in New York, store 2 is located in Miami, and
store 3 is in London. To add a column to our table that corresponds to the location for each store, we can
use the following Macro Language code:

<willbe name="location" value="decode(store;1 2 3;'New
 York','Miami','London','Not a valid location')"/>

This will give us the following new column:

Since, in our example, there are no values in the store column that are not 1, 2, or 3, the default value
('Not a valid location') is never used.

g_and(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values within a given group are true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_and(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is whether all non-N/A values within
a given group are true).

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_and returns an
integer value of 1 if all of the values are equal to 1 in the column listed in X that are in the same group as
that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_and_1" value="g_and(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_and_2" value="g_and(state city;include;value)"/>

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all values up to and including a particular row within a given
group are true.
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumand(G;S;O;X)
t_cumand(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 1.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumand returns an integer value of 1 if all of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If any of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 1.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_1" value="g_cumand(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumand_2" value="g_cumand(state city;include;order;value)"/>
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Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value up to and including a particular row within a given
group is true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_cumor(G;S;O;X)
t_cumor(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

An N/A in X is treated like a 0.

Note:  Support for columns of type big integer available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G and ordered by O (and for those rows where S=1, if specified),
g_cumor returns an integer value of 1 if any of the values in the column listed in X within the rows up to
and including that row are equal to 1. If all of the values are equal to 0, this function returns 0.

If no rows in a group have valid (non-N/A) values for X, the result for every row of the group is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_1" value="g_cumor(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_cumor_2" value="g_cumor(state city;include;order;value)"/>

Additional Information

• The t_ version of this function defaults the G argument and omits the S argument. The default for G is
set at table load time based on the organization of the table.

g_or(G;S;X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any value within a given group is true.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

g_or(G;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

X integer
big integer

A column name

Note:  This column can only contain a 1 or 0 value (or is a
computed column that evaluates to such) for every row.

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is whether any non-N/A value within
a given group is true).

Note:  Support for columns of type bigint available as of version 11.25.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_or returns an
integer value of 1 if any of the values are equal to 1 in the column listed in X that are in the same group as
that row.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage_and_or"/>
<willbe name="g_or_1" value="g_or(state;include;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_or_2" value="g_or(state city;include;value)"/>
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if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D)

Returns the value corresponding to the first condition that evaluates to true; if no conditions are true, it
returns the specified default value.

Note:  The 1010data function if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) that is part of the expression language
is different from the <if> block code construct. For more information, see the Additional
information section below.

Syntax

if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

C[N] integer A scalar value or the name of a column

The value of C[N] can only be 0 or 1 or an expression that evaluates to
one of those values.

R[N] any The value to return if C[N] evaluates to 1

The values specified for all instances of R must be the same type (integer,
decimal, or text).

D any The default return value (if none of the instances of C evaluate to 1)

The value specified for D must be the same type as the values specified
for all instances of R.

Note:  There must be an odd number of arguments (i.e., a series of C and R pairs and one D
argument).

   

Return Value

Returns a numeric or text value (depending on the type of the elements specified for R and D)
corresponding to the following:

• If C1 is 1, return R1; else if C2 is 1, return R2; and so on.
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• If none of the conditions specified by C[N] evaluate to 1, return D.

If any of the values corresponding to C[N] are N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

C1 R1 D if(C1;R1;D)

0 5 10 10

1 'true' 'false' 'true'

0 100 NA NA

C1 R1 C2 R2 D if(C1;R1;C2;R2;D)

0 'one' 1 'two' 'three' 'two'

Example

Let's use the table pub.demo.retail.item to illustrate the use of if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D).

Let's say we have three stores and that store 1 is located in New York, store 2 is located in Miami, and
store 3 is in London. To add a column to our table that corresponds to the location for each store, we can
use the following Macro Language code:

<willbe name="location" value="if(store=1;'New
 York';store=2;'Miami';store=3;'London';'Not a valid location')"/>

This will give us the following new column:
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Since, in our example, there are no values in the store column that are not 1, 2, or 3, the default value
('Not a valid location') is never used.

Let's see an example where we use the default value.

Let's say we want to change all the negative values in the sales column (which correspond to returns) to
N/A; otherwise we want to keep all the other values the same. We can do this with the following code:

<willbe name="xsales" value="if(sales<0;NA;sales)"/>

This will result in the following:
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You can see that the first row, whose sales column had a value of -5, now contains an N/A value in the
newly created xsales column. All the other values in that column have the same value as the sales
column.

Additional information

The 1010data function if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) that is part of the expression language is different from
the <if> block code construct.

The if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) function in the expression language takes a series of conditions and
returns the value corresponding to the first condition that evaluates to true (or the final value if none of the
conditions are true).

The <if> construct in block code, on the other hand, takes a single condition and expands its contents
only if the condition is true. If it contains <then> and <else> clauses, it expands the contents of the
<then> clause if the test condition is true, otherwise it expands the contents of the <else> clause. For
more information, see <if>.

Note that the block code <switch> statement implements behavior analogous to that of the
if(C1;R1;C2;R2;...;D) function. For more information, see <switch>.

ifinf(X;Y)

Returns a specified value when the value in a given column is an infinite value.

Syntax

ifinf(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A column name

Y any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be the same type.

Return Value

Returns Y if the value in column X is an infinite value (positive or negative). Otherwise, returns the value in
column X. The data type of the return value is the same as X and Y.

If X is N/A, the result is Y.

Sample Usage

X Y ifinf(X;Y)

1/0 9999.0 9999

1/5 9999.0 0.2

0/0 9999.0 9999

NA 9999.0 9999

0/0 NA NA
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ifnull(X;Y)

Returns a specified value when the value in a given column is N/A.

Syntax

ifnull(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A column name

Y any simple type A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be the same type.

Return Value

Returns Y if the value in column X is N/A. Otherwise, returns the value in column X.

Sample Usage

X Y ifnull(X;Y)

NA 1 1

1 2 1

999 NA 999

Example

Let's use the table pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily to illustrate the use of
ifnull(X;Y).

You can see that some of the values in the snowfallm and snowfalli columns contain N/A values.
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Let's say we want to change those N/A values to 0 for computational purposes, but we want to keep all the
other values the same. To do this, we can create a new computed column that contains the desired results
by using the following Macro Language code:

<willbe name="snowfallm_nona" value="ifnull(snowfallm;0)"/>
<willbe name="snowfalli_nona" value="ifnull(snowfalli;0)"/>

Then, just to make it easier to see the results, let's use <colord> to display the columns so that we can
see the two original columns next to the two new columns we just created:

<colord cols="date,snowfallm,snowfalli,snowfallm_nona,snowfalli_nona"/>

This will give us the following:
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You can see for those items in snowfallm and snowfalli that were N/A, they now contain the value 0
in the snowfallm_nona and snowfalli_nona columns, respectively.

nullif(X;Y)

Returns N/A if the two given values match.

Syntax

nullif(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type A column name

Y any simple type A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  X and Y must be the same type.

Return Value

Returns N/A if the value in column X is equal to Y. Otherwise, returns the value in column X.

If the value in column X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

X Y nullif(X;Y)

1 999 1

999 999 NA

NA 999 NA

Example

Let's use the table pub.demo.retail.item to illustrate the use of nullif(X;Y).

Let's say we want to change the -1 values in the units column to N/A, but we want to keep all the other
values the same. To do this, we can create a new computed column that contains the desired results by
using the following Macro Language code:

<willbe name="new_units" value="nullif(units;-1)"/>

This will give us the following new column:
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nullinf(X)

Returns N/A if the given value is an infinite value.

Syntax

nullinf(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A column name

Return Value

Returns N/A if the value in column X is an infinite value (positive or negative). Otherwise, returns the value
in column X.

If the value in column X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X nullinf(X)

1/0 NA

1/5 0.2

0/0 NA

NA NA
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rep(X;L)

Returns the value paired up with the first item in a specified list that matches the given value.

Syntax

rep(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A column name

L any A space or comma-separated list of pairs of values

L has the form: val1,repval1,val2,repval2...

All of the values in L must be the same type as X (integer, decimal, or
text).

The number of items in the list must be even (i.e., the list must contain
pairs of values).

Return Value

Returns the value paired up with the first item in L that matches X. If there is no match, returns X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. However, if X is the empty string (''), and one of the replacement pairs
specifies that an empty string is to be replaced with something else, the result is the replacement value.

Sample Usage

X L rep(X;L)

2 2 20 3 30 20

'2' '2' '20' '3' '30' '20'

2.1 2.1,21.0,1.1,11.0 21

'2.1' '2.1','21.0','1.1','11.0' '21.0'

'lg' 'sm','small','md','medium','lg','large' 'large'

NA 2,20,1.1,11.0 NA

NA 2.1,21.0,1.1,11.0 NA

'' '2.1','21.0','1.1','11.0' ''

'' '2.1','21.0','','11.0' '11.0'

Bucketing

g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)

Returns the bin assignment resulting from applying the specified bin packing algorithm for each value in
the given column.

Syntax

g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A)
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Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any numeric type A column name

N integer A value that specifies the maximum number of items allowed in each bin

Note:  The value of the A parameter (particularly the optional
suffix) determines the behavior in cases of bin overflow.

A text A value that specifies the heuristic algorithm to use

Valid values are:

• 'nf' - next fit
• 'ff' - first fit
• 'bf' - best fit
• 'wf' - worst fit (all order-dependent)
• 'nfd' - next fit descending
• 'ffd' - first fit descending
• 'bfd' - best fit descending
• 'wfd' - worst fit descending (all order-independent)

The default is 'ffd'.

Each algorithm may optionally have one of the following suffixes
appended to it, which specifies what is to be done in cases of bin overflow
(i.e., when values in X are larger than the bin size N):

• + - specifies that such values will be packed by themselves into
individual (oversized) bins

• - - specifies that they will be ignored (i.e., assigned a bin of N/A)
• 0 - specifies that an error should be signaled if there is any bin

overflow
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Argument Type Description

The default in the absence of a suffix is to allow for oversized bins when
necessary (i.e., the same behavior as the + suffix).

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_pack returns an
integer value corresponding to the bin assignment for each value in X. The heuristic algorithm specified by
A computes a "good" packing of the values in X into bins of size N, with the optional suffix to A determining
the behavior in cases of bin overflow. The order of the values is determined by the values in O; if O is
omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

Example

The following example uses g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A) to divide the contents of
pub.doc.retail.product into bins that have a maximum size of 5000 items. Items that are in the
same department will be assigned to the same bin.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<link table2="*" col="dept">
  <tabu breaks="dept" label="Count of items by department">
    <tcol source="dept" name="dept_cnt" fun="cnt"/>
  </tabu>
  <willbe name="bin_num" value="g_pack(;;;dept_cnt;5000;)"/>
</link>

This example performs a tabulation on the base table to determine the number of items in each department
(dept_cnt). It then specifies that column for the X parameter to g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A), the results
of which are saved to the bin_num column. Since the A parameter is not specified, the behavior of the
default algorithm is to allow the bin size to be as large as necessary over the maximum to accommodate
all items in a single department. Since table2="*" in the <link> operation, the results of the worksheet
associated with the <link> operation are then linked back into the original worksheet at the point of the
<link> (using table2="*").

You can see that all items in the dept column that have a value of 33 have a value of 1 in the bin_num
column, which means that all items in department 33 have been assigned to bin number 1. You can also
see that items in department 20 and 40 have a value of 3 in the bin_num column.

You can see the breakdown more clearly if you look at the results of the worksheet within the link:

<tabu breaks="dept" label="Count of items by department">
  <tcol source="dept" fun="cnt" name="dept_cnt"/>
</tabu>
<willbe name="bin_num" value="g_pack(;;;dept_cnt;5000;)"/>

If you sort the results of the bin_num column in ascending order:
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You can see that department 33 has 17,323 items (well over the maximum bin size of 5000, as specified
by the N parameter). All of the other departments have less than the maximum, so the other bins consist
of items from multiple departments. If you do a tabulation on these results, you can see the distribution
among the five bins.

<tabu label="Total items per bin" breaks="bin_num">
  <break col="bin_num" sort="up"/>
  <tcol source="dept_cnt" fun="sum" label="Sum of`Cnt"/>
</tabu>
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Notice that none of the bins other than 1 have more items than the maximum.

Note:  If the A parameter to g_pack(G;S;O;X;N;A) was explicitly specified as 'ffd-', those
rows with a value of 33 in the dept column would be assigned an N/A value in the resultant
bin_num column. If the A parameter was explicitly specified as 'ffd0', an error message would
be displayed.

range1(X;S;E;I)

Returns the upper bound of the particular interval in which a given value falls within a specified range of
values.

Syntax

range1(X;S;E;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type The value on which to determine the upper bound of the interval

S integer or
decimal

The starting value of the range

E integer or
decimal

The ending value of the range

I integer or
decimal

The length of the interval

Return Value

Returns a numeric value corresponding to the upper bound of the interval in which X falls. The range of
values is defined by the starting value S and the ending value E; the length of each interval is defined by I.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value start end interval range1(value;start;end;interval)

-15 -20 100 10 -10

-5 0 100 10 0

13 0 100 10 20

13 0.25 100 10 20.25

200 0 100 10

0 100 10

range1f(X;S;E;I;D)

Returns the textual representation of the interval in which a given value falls within a specified range of
values.

Syntax

range1f(X;S;E;I;D)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

S any numeric type The starting value of the range

E any numeric type The ending value of the range

I any numeric type The length of the interval

D integer The number of decimal places to display in the results

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the interval in which X falls. The range of values is defined by the
starting value S and the ending value E; the length of each interval is defined by I. The values are shown
with D decimal places, which ensures that items line up properly when sorting.

If X is N/A, the result is the string 'N/A'.

Sample Usage

value start end interval decimals range1f(value;start;end;interval;decimals)

-15 -20 100 10 2 '-19.99- -10.00'

-5 0 100 10 2 '<= 0.00'

13 0 100 10 2 '10.01- 20.00'

13 0.25 100 10 2 '10.26-20.25'

200 0 100 10 2 '> 100.00'

0 100 10 2 'N/A'

range2(X;L)

Returns the smallest number in a list of numbers that is greater than or equal to a given value.

Syntax

range2(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

L any numeric type A scalar value

A comma- or space-separated list of numbers

Return Value

Returns an integer or decimal value (depending on the input arguments) corresponding to the smallest
number in L that is greater than or equal to X.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value list range2(value;list)

-5 0,10,25,50,100 0

10 0,10,25,50,100 10

30 0,10,25,50,100 50

200 0,10,25,50,100

10.5 0,10.25,25.25,50,100.75 25.25

0,10,25,50,100

range2f(X;L;D)

Returns the textual representation of which of the intervals, defined by a specified list of numbers, that a
given value falls.

Syntax

range2f(X;L;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

L any numeric type A comma- or space-separated list of numbers

D integer The number of decimal places to show for the values of the resultant
interval

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the interval in which X falls. The intervals are defined by the list L,
and the resultant interval is displayed with the precision specified by D. D can be used to help ensure that
items line up properly for sorting.

If X is N/A, the result is 'N/A'.

Sample Usage

value list decimals range2f(value;list;decimals)

-5 0,10,25,50,100 2 '<= 0.00'

10 0,10,25,50,100 2 '0.01- 10.00'

30 0,10,25,50,100 2 '25.01- 50.00'

200 0,10,25,50,100 2 '> 100.00'

10.5 0,10.25,25.25,50,100.75 2 '10.26- 25.00'

0,10,25,50,100 2 'N/A'

range2i(X;L)

Returns the number corresponding to which of the intervals, defined by a specified list of numbers, a given
value falls.
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Syntax

range2i(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

L any numeric type A scalar value

A comma- or space-separated list of numbers

Return Value

Returns an integer value indicating into which interval X falls. The intervals are defined by the list L.

If the list L has length n, the result is:

• 0 if X is less than or equal to the least element in L
• n if X is greater than the greatest element in L
• a number between 1 and n-1 inclusive, otherwise

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list range2i(value;list)

-5 0,10,25,50,100 0

10 0,10,25,50,100 1

30 0,10,25,50,100 3

75 0,10,25,50,100 4

200 0,10,25,50,100 5

10.5 0,10.25,25.25,50,100.75 2

0,10,25,50,100 0

range2list(X;L;R)

Returns a value from a list of numeric or text values that indicates which of the intervals, defined by a
specified list of numbers, that a given value falls.

Syntax

range2list(X;L;R)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any numeric type A scalar value or the name of a column

L any numeric type A scalar value

A comma- or space-separated list of numbers

R any simple type A scalar value
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Argument Type Description

A comma- or space-separated list of numeric or text values

Note:  R must have one more element than L.

Return Value

Returns a numeric or text value (depending on the type of the elements in R) indicating into which interval
X falls. The intervals are defined by the list L.

The result is:

• the first element of R if X is less than or equal to the least element in L
• the last element of R if X is greater than the greatest element in L
• the element in R corresponding to the matching interval in L, otherwise

If R contains all integer values, the result is integer. If R contains all decimal values or a mix of decimal and
integer values, the result is decimal. If R contains all text values or a mix of text and numeric values, the
result is text.

If X is N/A, the first element of R is returned.

Sample Usage

value list bucket range2list(value;list;bucket)

-5 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'too few'

10 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'enough'

30 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'even more'

75 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'lots'

200 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'too many'

10.5 0,10.25,25.25,50,100.75 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'more'

NA 0,10,25,50,100 'too few' 'enough' 'more'
'even more' 'lots' 'too
many'

'too few'

10 0,10,25,50,100 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 (integer)

10 0,10,25,50,100 1 2 3.25 4 5 6 2 (decimal)

10 0,10,25,50,100 1 2 'three' 4 5 6 '2'
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String functions
String functions are vector functions that manipulate vectors of strings to provide information about a string
or substring, concatenate and split strings, or transform strings based on specified criteria.

This section contains details about the String Functions provided in the 1010data Macro Language. These
functions provide a set of tools for performing common operations on strings (text data) stored in the
1010data system.

These function descriptions are tersely written to provide a compact and concise summary of each
function's use-case, parameters, and outputs. The following list contains some information that generally
applies to the functions found in this section:

• X is the column that contains the string data that the function will act on
• Y is also a string. It is either a scalar or column that you the function uses to evaluated X against (i.e., is

X the same as Y?)
• L is a list

Note:  In general, String Functions allow you to compare and make simple edits and
transformations to strings contained in a database.

Length

strlcslen(X;Y)

Returns the length of the longest contiguous substring that appears in two given strings.

Syntax

strlcslen(X;Y)
bstrlcslen(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to determine the length of the longest
contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which determine the length of the longest
contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the length of the longest contiguous substring that appears in
both X and Y. Returns 0 if there is no common substring.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 strlcslen(string1;string2)

'appliance' 'compliant' 5

'affluent' 'afferent' 3
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string1 string2 strlcslen(string1;string2)

'mouse' 'lion' 1

'mouse' 'cat' 0

'' 'cat' 0

'mouse' '' 0

Additional Information

• strlcslen is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlcslen can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strlen(X)

Returns the number of characters in a given string.

Syntax

strlen(X)
bstrlen(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the number of characters in the string X.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value strlen(value)

'banana' 6

'' 0

Additional Information

• strlen is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlen can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g. binary or legacy

encodings).
• Equivalent to strcount(X;'').

width(X)

Returns the string length of the input value.
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Syntax

width(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A column name

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the number of characters of the input value. If X is a number, the
result is the width of string(X).

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value width(value)

'Los Angeles' 11

5 1

10 2

N/A 0

Example
In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays the number of characters
of the values in the unemp_rate column:

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="width(unemp_rate)" label="Width of`Rate"/>

For a value of 6.6, the result would be "3".

For a value of 11.0, the result would be "2".

You can create a computed column that displays the number of characters of the values in the month
column:

<willbe name="month_example" value="width(month)" label="Width of`Month"/>

For a value of 01/76, the result would be "6" because the value of the underlying integer in <month> form
is 197601, which is 6 characters in length. It is displayed as 01/76 in the table because of the display
format applied to the month column.

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strlen(X).
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Position

stredit(X;P;N;Y)

Returns a given string, with a specified number of characters starting at a certain position replaced by a
given substring.

Syntax

stredit(X;P;N;Y)
bstredit(X;P;N;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to a particular position in X

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

A negative position counts back from the end of the string (i.e., P=-1
refers to the last character).

P=0 refers to the position after the last character of the string X.

If P is N/A, it is treated as 1.

N integer The number of characters to replace in X

N=-1 refers to as many characters as necessary to reach the end of the
string.

If N is N/A, it is treated as 0.

Y text Y is the substring to be replaced in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with the N characters beginning at position P replaced
with the string Y.

If X is N/A, the result is Y. If Y is N/A, the effect is to delete N characters from X (i.e., replace them with the
empty string).

Note:  The function will insert or delete characters in X as necessary.

Sample Usage

value position number newstring stredit(value;position;number;newstring)

'testing' 2 1 'oa' 'toasting'

'testing' -3 -1 'er 'tester'

'testing' 1 2 '' 'sting'

'testing' -3 -1 '' 'test'
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value position number newstring stredit(value;position;number;newstring)

'testing' 1 0 'con' 'contesting'

Additional Information

• stredit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstredit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strextract(X;P;N)

Returns the specified number of characters, starting at a certain position, extracted from a given string.

Syntax

strextract(X;P;N)
bstrextract(X;P;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to a particular position in X

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

A negative position counts back from the end of the string (i.e., P=-1
refers to the last character).

N integer The number of characters to extract from X

N=-1 refers to as many characters as necessary to reach the end of the
string.

If N is N/A, it is treated as -1.

Return Value

Returns the text value consisting of N characters beginning at position P extracted from the string X.

If X or P is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value position number strextract(value;position;number)

'testing' 2 3 'est'

'testing' -5 -1 'sting'

Additional Information

• strextract is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
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• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a
user preference).

• A corresponding function bstrextract can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy
encodings).

strfind(X;Y;I)

Returns the position within a given string of a particular occurrence of a given substring.

Syntax

strfind(X;Y;I)
bstrfind(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the substring to find in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular occurrence of Y to find

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last occurrence).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the position of the I'th occurrence of the substring Y within the
string X.

Returns N/A if there is no I'th occurrence.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value substring index strfind(value;substring;index)

'banana' 'an' 2 4

'banana' 'an' -2 2

'banana' 'an' 4

'banana' '' 2

'' 'an' 2

Additional Information

• strfind is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrfind can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
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strlcspos(X;Y)

Returns the position in the second string of the longest contiguous substring that appears in both given
strings.

Syntax

strlcspos(X;Y)
bstrlcspos(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to determine the position of the
longest contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which determine the position of the
longest contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the position in Y of the longest contiguous substring that
appears in both X and Y. Returns 0 if there is no common substring. If there is more than one substring
with the same maximal length, or if the same substring appears more than once in Y, the first position is
returned.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 strlcspos(string1;string2)

'appliance' 'compliant' 4

'affluent' 'afferent' 1

'mouse' 'lion' 3

'mouse' 'cat' 0

'' 'cat' 1

'mouse' '' 1

Additional Information

• strlcspos is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlcspos can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strpick(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the element delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.
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Syntax

strpick(X;Y;I)
bstrpick(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the I'th delimited
element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If I=0, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strpick(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strpick is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrpick can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strspan(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the position of the first (or last) character in a given string that is found (or not found) in another
string.

Syntax

strspan(X;Y;C;D)
bstrspan(X;Y;C;D)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the string containing a set of characters to find in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

C integer Specifies whether the function searches X for characters that are either
present or not present in Y

If C=1, the function searches X for characters that are present in Y.

If C=0, the function searches X for characters that are not present in Y.

D integer Specifies in which direction the search is performed

If D=1, the search proceeds in a forward direction (i.e., the first matching
character is returned).

If D=-1, the search is reversed (i.e., the last matching character is
returned).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the first (or last) character in the string X that is found (or not
found) in the string Y.

The function searches X for any character that is either present in Y (if C=1) or not present in Y (if C=0).

The search proceeds in a forward direction (i.e., the first matching character in X is returned) if D=1. The
search is reversed, returning the last matching character in X, if D=-1.

If X is N/A, then the result is:

• 0 if D=1
• N/A if D=-1

If Y is N/A, then the result is:

• 1 if C=0 and D=1
• 0 if C=1 and D=1
• the length of X if C=0 and D=-1
• N/A if C=1 and D=-1

If C<0, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value string2 present direction strspan(value;string2;present;direction)

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 1 1

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 -1 5

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 1 2

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 -1 4

'' 'aeiou' 0 1 0

'apple' '' 0 -1 5
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Additional Information

• strspan is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields. 
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference). 
• A corresponding function bstrspan can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsplit(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the substring delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.

Syntax

strsplit(X;Y;I)
bstrsplit(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the text value
corresponding to the I'th delimited element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplit(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strsplit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
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strsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Returns the position of a certain element delimited by a particular value within a given string.

Syntax

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)
bstrsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element).

Return Value

This function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns an integer value corresponding to the
position in X of the I'th delimited element.

If X, Y, or I is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplitpos(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 7

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 11

Additional Information

• strsplitpos is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplitpos can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

Case

lowercase(X)

Returns a given string converted to all lowercase.

Syntax

lowercase(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the input string in all lowercase.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value lowercase(value)

'BaNana' 'banana'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), you can convert the department descriptions to
lowercase. To do this, create a computed column and apply the lowercase(X) function to the deptdesc
column.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="example" value="lowercase(deptdesc)"/>
<colord cols="deptdesc,example"/>

The values in the deptdesc column are converted to lowercase.

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strdowncase(X).

propercase(X)

Returns the given string with the first letter, as well as any other letter that follows any character other than
a letter, capitalized, and converts all other letters to lower case.
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(Available as of version 14.21)

Syntax

propercase(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to X with the first letter, and any other letters in text that follow any
character other than a letter, capitalized. All other letters are converted to lower case.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value propercase(value)

'BAnaNA' 'Banana'

'THE most-interesting Man' 'The Most-Interesting Man'

Additional Information

• propercase is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields. 
(Available as of version 14.25)

• propercase is similar to the proper() function in Excel.

strdowncase(X)

Returns the given string with all uppercase characters converted to lowercase.

Syntax

strdowncase(X)
bstrdowncase(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to X with all uppercase characters converted to lowercase.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value strdowncase(value)

'PARFÜM' 'parfüm'
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Additional Information

• strdowncase is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrdowncase can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
• Generic (non-language-specific) Unicode case conversion is used.

strupcase(X)

Returns the given string with all lowercase characters converted to uppercase.

Syntax

strupcase(X)
bstrupcase(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to X with all lowercase characters converted to uppercase.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value strupcase(value)

'Parfüm' 'PARFÜM'

Additional Information

• strupcase is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrupcase can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
• Generic (non-language-specific) Unicode case conversion is used.

uppercase(X)

Returns a given string converted to all uppercase.

Syntax

uppercase(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar value or the name of a column
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Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the input string in all uppercase.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value uppercase(value)

'BaNana' 'BANANA'

Example
In the "ZIP to MSA Mapping" table (pub.geo.msa), you can convert the names of the counties to
uppercase. To do this, create a computed column and apply the uppercase(X) function to the county
column:

<base table="pub.geo.msa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="uppercase(county)"/>

The values in the county column are converted to uppercase.

For example, the result for the county named "Suffolk" would be "SUFFOLK". The result for the county
named "Sabana Grande" would be "SABANA GRANDE".

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strupcase(X).

Substrings

beginswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given list.

Syntax

beginswith(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X begins with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.
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Sample Usage

value list beginswith(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'ban' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
start with either "96" or "3B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the beginswith(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '96' and '3B':

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="beginswith(sku;'96' '3B')"/>

For those values in the sku column that begin with "96" or "3B", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 3B7, 969, or 96A.

beginswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given list
and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

beginswith_ci(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X begins with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list beginswith_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'BAN' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0
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Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
start with either "96" or "3B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the beginswith_ci(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '96' and '3B':

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="beginswith_ci(sku;'96' '3B')"/>

For those values in the sku column that begin with "96" or "3B", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 3B7, 969, or 96A.

Additional Information

beginswith_ci(X;L) is identical to beginswith(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

contains(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given list.

Syntax

contains(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X contains any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list contains(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'nan' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0
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Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
contain a "B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the contains(X;L) function to the sku
column, where L is the list containing the string 'B'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="contains(sku;'B')"/>
<colord cols="sku,example"/>

For those values in the sku column that contain "B", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.

contains_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given list and
is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

contains_ci(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X contains any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list contains_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'NAN' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
contain a "B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the contains_ci(X;L) function to the
sku column, where L is the list containing the string 'B'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="contains_ci(sku;'B')"/>
<colord cols="sku,example"/>

For those values in the sku column that contain "B", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.
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Additional Information

contains_ci(X;L) is identical to contains(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

dropto(X;Y)

Returns the remaining part of a given string after the characters up to and including the first occurrence of
a particular substring are dropped.

Syntax

dropto(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A column name

Y text A substring in X that defines the point after which the resultant string
begins
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Return Value

Returns the text string in X that follows the first occurrence of the string Y. In other words, the characters up
to and including the first occurrence of Y are dropped, and the remaining string is returned.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If there is no occurrence of Y in X, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value instance dropto(value;instance)

'ana@aol.com' '@' 'aol.com'

Example

In the "ZIP to CBSA Mapping" table (pub.geo.cbsa), the values in the cbsa_name column consist of
strings of the form "city, state". You can drop the text up to and including the ", " to obtain just the
name of the state. To do this, create a computed column and apply the dropto(X;Y) function to the
cbsa_name column, specifying the string ", " as the Y parameter.

<base table="pub.geo.cbsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="dropto(cbsa_name;', ')"/>
<colord cols="cbsa_name,example"/>

For those values that do not have this "city, state" structure, an N/A is returned.
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Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For Unicode-compliant alternatives, consider:

• strdrop(X;Y;N)
• strtrim(X;Y;C;D)
• strfind(X;Y;I)
• strextract(X;P;N)

endswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given list.

Syntax

endswith(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X ends with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list endswith(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'ana' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
end with either "6" or "9". To do this, create a computed column and apply the endswith(X;L) function
to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '6' and '9'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="endswith(sku;'6' '9')"/>

For those values in the sku column that end with "6" or "9", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 366, 969, or A96.
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endswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given list
and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

endswith_ci(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X ends with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list endswith_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'ABC' 'ana' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'ABC' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
end with either "6" or "9". To do this, create a computed column and apply the endswith_ci(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '6' and '9'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="endswith_ci(sku;'6' '9')"/>

For those values in the sku column that end with "6" or "9", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 366, 969, or A96.

Additional Information

endswith_ci(X;L) is identical to endswith(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

first(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the first number of characters of a given string.
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Syntax

first(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer The number of characters to extract from X

Return Value

Returns a text string comprised of the first Y characters of X.

If X is N/A, the result is Y blank characters.

Sample Usage

value number first(value;number)

'banana' 3 'ban'

'banana' 4 'bana'

'banana' 2 'ba'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), you can extract the substrings consisting of the
first three characters of the department descriptions. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
first(X;Y) function to the deptdesc column.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="example" value="first(deptdesc;3)"/>
<colord cols="deptdesc,example"/>

The results are the first three characters of the values in the deptdesc column.
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Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strextract(X;P;N).

last(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the last number of characters of a given string.

Syntax

last(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer The number of characters to extract from X

Return Value

Returns a text string comprised of the last Y characters of X.

If X is N/A, the result is Y blank characters.

Sample Usage

value number last(value;number)

'banana' 3 'ana'

'banana' 4 'nana'

'banana' 2 'na'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), you can extract the substrings consisting of the
last four characters of the department descriptions. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
last(X;Y) function to the deptdesc column:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="example" value="last(deptdesc;4)"/>

The results are the last four characters of the values in the deptdesc column.

For example, the result for the department description named "FOOTWEAR" would be "WEAR". The result for
the department description named "OFFICE SUPPLIES" would be "LIES".

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strextract(X;P;N).
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leftstr(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the first number of characters of a given string, or all but the last number of
characters of a given string. (Available as of version 16.09)

Syntax

leftstr(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer For positive values of Y, the number of characters to extract from X,
starting with the first character. For negative values of Y, extract all but
the last Y characters.

Return Value

For positive values of Y, returns a text string comprised of the first Y characters of X.

For negative values of Y, returns a text string comprised of all but the last Y characters of Y

Sample Usage

value number leftstr(value;number)

'banana' 3 'ban'

'banana' -4 'ba'

'banana' 2 'ba'

'banana' -2 'bana'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), you can extract the substrings consisting of the
first three characters of the department descriptions. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
leftstr(X;Y) function to the deptdesc column.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="example" value="leftstr(deptdesc;3)"/>
<colord cols="deptdesc,example"/>

The results are the first three characters of the values in the deptdesc column.
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Additional Information
leftstr(X;Y) is similar to first(X;Y), with the exception that it can handle negative Y arguments.
leftstr(X;Y) may be more convenient for certain applications, such as when porting code from other
languages.

midstr(X;Y;Z)

Extracts up to Z characters starting at the Yth character from the end of the string. (Available as of version
16.09)

Syntax

midstr(X;Y;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer For positive values of Y, the position from the beginning of string X to
begin the string extraction. For negative values of Y, position from the end
of string X to begin the string extraction.

Z integer The number of characters to extract from the string. Fewer than Z
characters may be returned if the end of the string is reached. You can
omit Z if you want to return the string from the Yth character to the end of
the string.

Return Value

For positive values of Y, returns a text string starting at the Yth position of X and continuing for Z
characters.

For negative values of Y, returns a text string starting at the Yth position from the end of X, and continuing
for Z characters.
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Sample Usage

value position number midstr(value;position;number)

'testing' 3 3 'sti'

'testing' -3 3 'ing'

'testing' 5 5 'ing'

'testing' -4 'ting'

Additional Information
midstr(X;Y;Z) is similar to strextract(X;P;N), but midstr(X;Y;Z) may be more convenient for
certain applications, such as when porting code from other languages.

rightstr(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the last number of characters of a given string, or all but the first number of
characters of a given string. (Available as of version 16.09)

Syntax

rightstr(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer For positive values of Y, the number of characters to extract from X,
starting with the last character. For negative values of Y, extract all but the
first Y characters.

Return Value

For positive values of Y, returns a text string comprised of the last Y characters of X.

For negative values of Y, returns a text string comprised of all but the first Y characters of Y

Sample Usage

value number rightstr(value;number)

'testing' 3 'ing'

'testing' -3 'ting'

'testing' 2 'ng'

'testing' -2 'sting'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), you can extract the substrings consisting of the
last four characters of the department descriptions. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
rightstr(X;Y) function to the deptdesc column:
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<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="example" value="rightstr(deptdesc;4)"/>

The results are the last four characters of the values in the deptdesc column.

For example, the result for the department description named "FOOTWEAR" would be "WEAR". The result for
the department description named "OFFICE SUPPLIES" would be "LIES".

Additional Information
rightstr(X;Y) is similar to last(X;Y), with the exception that it can handle negative Y arguments.
rightstr(X;Y) may be more convenient for certain applications, such as when porting code from other
languages.

strcount(X;Y)

Returns the number of occurrences of a given substring within a given string.

Syntax

strcount(X;Y)
bstrcount(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The substring to search for in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the number of occurrences of the substring Y within the string X.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

If Y is N/A, the result is the number in characters of X, which is equivalent to strlen(X).

Sample Usage

value substring strcount(value;substring)

'banana' 'an' 2

'banana' '' 6

'' 'an' 0

Example

The following example uses strcount(X;Y) to find whether a text value in a given column is contained
as a substring within another text column.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="compare_text" value="'PEPSI'"/>
<willbe name="contains_text" value="strcount(itemdesc;compare_text)"/>
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<colord cols="itemdesc,compare_text,contains_text"/>

In the table pub.demo.retail.prod, a new column named compare_text is created
that has the text value PEPSI. The column contains_text consists of the results of
strcount(itemdesc;compare_text), which is the number of times the text value in the
compare_text column occurs in the text value in the itemdesc column. If the value in contains_text
is greater than 0 for a particular row, the text value in compare_text is a substring of the text value in
itemdesc.

The results of running this query would be:

You can see in the image above that the string PEPSI appears in two rows in the itemdesc column.

Additional Information

• strcount is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrcount can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strdrop(X;Y;N)

Returns all but the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of all but the first number of
elements delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

Syntax

strdrop(X;Y;N)
bstrdrop(X;Y;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer An index corresponding to the number of elements to take from X

The index N is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., N=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a text value
corresponding to the Y-delimited list of all but the first N elements. If Y is empty, it returns all but the first N
characters of X.

If X or N is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is all but the first N characters of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strdrop(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 1 'banana,cherimoya'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'foo--bar'

'foo--bar--baz' '' 4 '-bar--baz'

Additional Information

• strdrop is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrdrop can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

stredit(X;P;N;Y)

Returns a given string, with a specified number of characters starting at a certain position replaced by a
given substring.

Syntax

stredit(X;P;N;Y)
bstredit(X;P;N;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to a particular position in X

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).
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Argument Type Description

A negative position counts back from the end of the string (i.e., P=-1
refers to the last character).

P=0 refers to the position after the last character of the string X.

If P is N/A, it is treated as 1.

N integer The number of characters to replace in X

N=-1 refers to as many characters as necessary to reach the end of the
string.

If N is N/A, it is treated as 0.

Y text Y is the substring to be replaced in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with the N characters beginning at position P replaced
with the string Y.

If X is N/A, the result is Y. If Y is N/A, the effect is to delete N characters from X (i.e., replace them with the
empty string).

Note:  The function will insert or delete characters in X as necessary.

Sample Usage

value position number newstring stredit(value;position;number;newstring)

'testing' 2 1 'oa' 'toasting'

'testing' -3 -1 'er 'tester'

'testing' 1 2 '' 'sting'

'testing' -3 -1 '' 'test'

'testing' 1 0 'con' 'contesting'

Additional Information

• stredit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstredit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strextract(X;P;N)

Returns the specified number of characters, starting at a certain position, extracted from a given string.

Syntax

strextract(X;P;N)
bstrextract(X;P;N)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to a particular position in X

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

A negative position counts back from the end of the string (i.e., P=-1
refers to the last character).

N integer The number of characters to extract from X

N=-1 refers to as many characters as necessary to reach the end of the
string.

If N is N/A, it is treated as -1.

Return Value

Returns the text value consisting of N characters beginning at position P extracted from the string X.

If X or P is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value position number strextract(value;position;number)

'testing' 2 3 'est'

'testing' -5 -1 'sting'

Additional Information

• strextract is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrextract can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strfind(X;Y;I)

Returns the position within a given string of a particular occurrence of a given substring.

Syntax

strfind(X;Y;I)
bstrfind(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the substring to find in X.
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular occurrence of Y to find

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last occurrence).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the position of the I'th occurrence of the substring Y within the
string X.

Returns N/A if there is no I'th occurrence.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value substring index strfind(value;substring;index)

'banana' 'an' 2 4

'banana' 'an' -2 2

'banana' 'an' 4

'banana' '' 2

'' 'an' 2

Additional Information

• strfind is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrfind can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strlcs(X;Y)

Returns the longest contiguous substring that appears in two given strings.

Syntax

strlcs(X;Y)
bstrlcs(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to search for the longest contiguous
substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which to search for the longest
contiguous substring
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the longest contiguous substring that appears in both X and Y.
Returns the empty string (N/A) if there is no common substring. If there is more than one substring with the
same maximal length, the first is returned.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 strlcs(string1;string2)

'appliance' 'compliant' 'plian'

'affluent' 'afferent' 'aff'

'mouse' 'lion' 'o'

'mouse' 'cat' ''

'' 'cat' ''

'mouse' '' ''

Additional Information

• strlcs is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlcs can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strlcslen(X;Y)

Returns the length of the longest contiguous substring that appears in two given strings.

Syntax

strlcslen(X;Y)
bstrlcslen(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to determine the length of the longest
contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which determine the length of the longest
contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the length of the longest contiguous substring that appears in
both X and Y. Returns 0 if there is no common substring.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 strlcslen(string1;string2)

'appliance' 'compliant' 5

'affluent' 'afferent' 3

'mouse' 'lion' 1

'mouse' 'cat' 0

'' 'cat' 0

'mouse' '' 0

Additional Information

• strlcslen is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlcslen can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strlcspos(X;Y)

Returns the position in the second string of the longest contiguous substring that appears in both given
strings.

Syntax

strlcspos(X;Y)
bstrlcspos(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to determine the position of the
longest contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which determine the position of the
longest contiguous substring

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the position in Y of the longest contiguous substring that
appears in both X and Y. Returns 0 if there is no common substring. If there is more than one substring
with the same maximal length, or if the same substring appears more than once in Y, the first position is
returned.
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If X or Y is N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 strlcspos(string1;string2)

'appliance' 'compliant' 4

'affluent' 'afferent' 1

'mouse' 'lion' 3

'mouse' 'cat' 0

'' 'cat' 1

'mouse' '' 1

Additional Information

• strlcspos is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrlcspos can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strpick(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the element delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.

Syntax

strpick(X;Y;I)
bstrpick(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the I'th delimited
element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If I=0, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.
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Sample Usage

value delimiter index strpick(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strpick is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrpick can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strrange(X)

Returns the unique characters of a given string sorted in ascending order.

Syntax

strrange(X)
bstrrange(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the unique characters of X sorted in ascending order.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value strrange(value)

'banana' 'abn'

Additional Information

• strrange is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields. 
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference). 
• A corresponding function bstrrange can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
• Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular

language) is used for sorting. 
• Equivalent to strsort(X;'';1;1).
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strspan(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the position of the first (or last) character in a given string that is found (or not found) in another
string.

Syntax

strspan(X;Y;C;D)
bstrspan(X;Y;C;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the string containing a set of characters to find in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

C integer Specifies whether the function searches X for characters that are either
present or not present in Y

If C=1, the function searches X for characters that are present in Y.

If C=0, the function searches X for characters that are not present in Y.

D integer Specifies in which direction the search is performed

If D=1, the search proceeds in a forward direction (i.e., the first matching
character is returned).

If D=-1, the search is reversed (i.e., the last matching character is
returned).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the first (or last) character in the string X that is found (or not
found) in the string Y.

The function searches X for any character that is either present in Y (if C=1) or not present in Y (if C=0).

The search proceeds in a forward direction (i.e., the first matching character in X is returned) if D=1. The
search is reversed, returning the last matching character in X, if D=-1.

If X is N/A, then the result is:

• 0 if D=1
• N/A if D=-1

If Y is N/A, then the result is:

• 1 if C=0 and D=1
• 0 if C=1 and D=1
• the length of X if C=0 and D=-1
• N/A if C=1 and D=-1

If C<0, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value string2 present direction strspan(value;string2;present;direction)

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 1 1

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 -1 5

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 1 2

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 -1 4

'' 'aeiou' 0 1 0

'apple' '' 0 -1 5

Additional Information

• strspan is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields. 
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference). 
• A corresponding function bstrspan can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsplit(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the substring delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.

Syntax

strsplit(X;Y;I)
bstrsplit(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the text value
corresponding to the I'th delimited element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.
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Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplit(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strsplit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Returns the position of a certain element delimited by a particular value within a given string.

Syntax

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)
bstrsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element).

Return Value

This function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns an integer value corresponding to the
position in X of the I'th delimited element.

If X, Y, or I is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplitpos(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 7

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 11
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Additional Information

• strsplitpos is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplitpos can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsubst(X;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular occurrence (or all occurrences) of a given substring replaced with
a different substring.

Syntax

strsubst(X;Y;I;Z)
bstrsubst(X;Y;I;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the substring to be replaced in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular occurrence of Y to replace

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last occurrence).

An index of 0 will cause all occurrences of the substring Y to be replaced.

Z text Z is the substring to replace Y in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the string X with the I'th occurrence (or all occurrences, if I=0) of
the substring Y replaced by the substring Z.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is X unchanged. If Z is N/A, the substring is deleted (i.e.,
the empty string is substituted).

Sample Usage

value substring index newstring strsubst(value;substring;index;newstring)

'banana' 'an' 2 'dann' 'bandanna'

'banana' 'an' 0 'dann' 'bdanndanna'

'banana' 'an' 0 '' 'ba'

'banana' '' 2 'dann' 'banana'
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value substring index newstring strsubst(value;substring;index;newstring)

'' 'an' 2 'dann'

'banana' 'an' -2 'dann' 'bdannana'

Additional Information

• strsubst is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsubst can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strtake(X;Y;N)

Returns the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of the first number of elements delimited
by a particular value, within a given string.

Syntax

strtake(X;Y;N)
bstrtake(X;Y;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer An index corresponding to the number of elements to take from X

The index N is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., N=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a Y-delimited list of the
first N elements. If Y is empty, it returns the first N characters of X.

If X or N is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the first N characters of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strtake(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'apple,banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' 4 'foo-'
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Additional Information

• strtake is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrtake can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strtrim(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the given string with certain characters trimmed from either or both ends.

Syntax

strtrim(X;Y;C;D)
bstrtrim(X;Y;C;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the string containing a set of characters to trim (or not trim) from X

A scalar value or the name of a column

C integer Specifies whether the function trims X of all characters that are either
found in Y or not found in Y

If C=0, all characters that are found in Y are trimmed.

If C=1, all characters that are not found in Y are trimmed.

D integer Specifies in which direction the trimming is performed

If D=1, trimming proceeds from the left.

If D=-1, trimming proceeds from the right.

If D=0, trimming proceeds from both directions.

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with characters from the string Y trimmed from the left,
the right, or both ends.

The function searches X for any character that is present in Y (if C=0) or not present in Y (if C=1).

The trimming begins from the left (i.e., the first matching characters in X are trimmed) if D=1. The trimming
begins from the right (i.e., the last matching characters in X are trimmed), if D=-1. Trimming proceeds from
both ends if D=0.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

If Y is N/A:

• If C=0, the result is X unchanged.
• If C=1, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value string2 present direction strtrim(value;string2;present;direction)

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 1 'pple'

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 -1 'appl'

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 0 'ppl'

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 0 'apple'

'' 'aeiou' 0 1 ''

'apple' '' 0 -1 'apple'

Example

This example demonstrates how strtrim(X;Y;C;D) can be used to trim trailing spaces from the end of
a string.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="test" value="'a b c d e f g     '"/>
<willbe name="test_cnt" value="strcount(test;' ')"/>
<willbe name="test_trim" value="strtrim(test;' ';0;-1)"/>
<willbe name="test_trim_cnt" value="strcount(test_trim;' ')"/>

The value of the string in the test column has five trailing spaces. The value in the test_cnt column is
11, which is the total number of spaces in the string in the test column.

The call to strtrim(test;' ';0;-1) in the test_trim column takes the value in the test column
and trims all spaces starting from the rightmost character. The value in the test_trim_cnt column is 6,
which verifies that the trailing spaces no longer exist in the string in the test_trim column.

Additional Information

• strtrim is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrtrim can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

taketo(X;Y)

Returns the beginning part of a given string up to but excluding the first occurrence of a particular
substring.

Syntax

taketo(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A column name

Y text A substring in X that defines the point before which the resultant string
begins
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Return Value

Returns the text string from the beginning of X up to but excluding the first occurrence of the string Y.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If there is no occurrence of Y in X, the result is the value of X.

Sample Usage

value instance taketo(value;instance)

'ana@aol.com' '@' 'ana'

Example

In the "ZIP to CBSA Mapping" table (pub.geo.cbsa), the values in the cbsa_name column consist of
strings of the form "city, state". You can take the text up to but excluding the ", " to obtain just the
name of the city. To do this, create a computed column and apply the taketo(X;Y) function to the
cbsa_name column, specifying the string ", " as the Y parameter.

<base table="pub.geo.cbsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="taketo(cbsa_name;', ')"/>
<colord cols="cbsa_name,example"/>

For those values that do not have this "city, state" structure, the value of X is returned.

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
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• For Unicode-compliant alternatives, consider:

• strfind(X;Y;I)
• strextract(X;P;N)

Concatenation

colunion(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the union of values from a given set of columns concatenated together using
the specified separator, sorted in ascending order.

Syntax

colunion(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A list of column names

Y text One or more characters to be used as the separator

Return Value

For each row of the table, colunion returns the text string consisting of the union of the values for that
row from all columns in X, concatenated together using the separator specified by Y. The values in the
resultant string are sorted in ascending order. Duplicate values are eliminated in the union. This function
provides a way of combining the values of several columns into one column.

Note:  Numeric values are automatically converted to text.

N/A values are ignored.

Sample Usage

values sep colunion(values;sep)

'dog' 'cat' 'dog' ',' 'cat,dog'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), let's say we wanted to create a computed
column that consisted of the division (div), department number (dept), and department description
(deptdesc), separated by slashes ("/"). We could do this by using the colunion(X;Y) function and
specifying the three column names in the list for the X parameter and the slash for the Y parameter.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="colunion_results" 
 value="colunion(dept div deptdesc;'/')"/>
<colord cols="colunion_results"/>

This would give us the following results:
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Note:  Although the column names are specified to the function in the order: dept, div, and
deptdesc, colunion orders the results in ascending order. So, in our example, the results are
ordered: div, dept, and deptdesc.

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of values ordered in a specified manner within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group
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Argument Type Description

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

Rows that have N/A values in O are ordered before all others.

X any The column on which to apply the function

A column name

D text A string used to separate the values

Note:  The string should be surrounded by single quotes.

If D is omitted, the values are concatenated together without a delimiter.

N integer The maximum number of values in the result

If the total number of values exceeds this value, the result is truncated.

If N is omitted, all values are included.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_splice returns
a text value corresponding to the concatenation of all of the values of X in all rows that are in the same
group as that row. The order of the values is determined by the values in O; if O is omitted, the values are
presented in the order they appear in the table. The values are separated by the string specified by D.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_splice_1" value="g_splice(state;include;order;value;',';20)"/>
<willbe name="g_splice_2" value="g_splice(state
 city;include;order;value;',';20)"/>

Example

Let's say we want a list of all the SKUs for each department that is in our Product Master table
(pub.demo.retail.prod).

Create a computed column using the g_splice(G;S;O;X;D;N) function. Specify dept as the group
(G), since we're grouping by department; specify sku as X since we want the list of SKUs; and leave
the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the SKUs in the table (not
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just a subset). For demonstration purposes, we'll order the SKUs by class by specifying class for the O
parameter. We'll use a comma as the separator (D) and set the maximum number of values to 20 (N).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="skus_by_dept" value="g_splice(dept;;class;sku;',';20)" 
 label="SKUs by Dept"/>

The results from this will look like the following:

You can see from the example that the only SKU in department 14 is 366. In department 22, there are four
SKUs appearing in the table in the following order: 3B7, 98A, 969, and 96A; however, since we specified
them to be ordered by the value in the class column, g_splice orders them as 98A, 3B7, 969, and 96A,
separated by commas.

g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Returns a concatenated list of distinct values within a given group.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

g_uval(G;S;X;D;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

X any simple type The column on which to apply the function

A column name

N/As in X are ignored (i.e., the result is the concatenation of the non-N/A
values).

D text A single character used to separate the distinct values

Note:  The character should be surrounded by single quotes.

If D is omitted, the behavior is unexpected.

N integer The maximum number of distinct values in the result

If the total number of distinct values exceeds this value, the result is
truncated.

If N is omitted, an error is returned.

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_uval returns a
text value corresponding to the concatenation of the distinct values of X in all rows that are in the same
group as that row. The values are presented in alphabetical order and are separated by the character
denoted by D.

If all values for a particular group are N/A, the result is the empty string.

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_uval_1" value="g_uval(state;include;value;',';20)"/>
<willbe name="g_uval_2" value="g_uval(state city;include;value;',';20)"/>

Example

Let's say we want to list the unique transactions that occurred at every store in our Sales Item Detail table
(pub.demo.retail.item).

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
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Create a computed column using the g_uval(G;S;X;D;N) function. Specify store as the group (G),
since we're grouping by store; specify transid as X since we want the list of unique transactions; and
leave the selection parameter (S) blank, since we want to take into account all of the transactions (not just
a subset of those transactions). Also, specify a comma as the separator (D) and set the maximum number
of unique values to 20 (N).

<willbe name="uniquetrans" value="g_uval(store;;transid;',';20)"
 label="Unique`Transactions"/>

The results from this will look like the following:

If we wanted to limit the number of unique transactions to just the first two, we could change the N
parameter to 2:

<willbe name="firsttwo" value="g_uval(store;;transid;',';2)" label="First
 Two`Transactions"/>

This would result in something that looks like the following:

padleft(X;Y)

Returns the given string with a certain number of characters, adding blanks at the beginning if necessary.
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Syntax

padleft(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer The number of characters of the resultant string

Return Value

Returns the text string from the end of X up to the number of characters specified by Y. If Y is greater than
the length of X, blanks are added to the beginning of the resultant string.

If X is N/A, the result is a string consisting of Y blank characters.

Sample Usage

value length padleft(value;length)

'banana' 4 'nana'

'banana' 10 'banana'

Example

In the example for padright(X;Y), we used the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod)
to demonstrate how we could add padding to the department descriptions to help align the division
descriptions in a computed column we created. We used Macro Language similar to the following.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="padright_dept" value="padright(deptdesc;20)"/>
<willbe name="padright_result" label="Department / Division" 
 value="splice(padright_dept divdesc;'/')" format="width:40"/>

which resulted in a column that looked like:

But what if we wanted to add space before the division descriptions so that they appeared right-justified
after the slashes ("/"), resulting in a column that looked something like:

FOOTWEAR            /        APPAREL             
SNACKS              /        GROCERY
SNACKS              /        GROCERY
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TOOLS/AUTO          /      DRY GOODS
TOOLS/AUTO          /      DRY GOODS

We could use padleft(X;Y) to add padding to the beginning of the division descriptions so that they are
all the same length.

For our example, let's make all the division descriptions 15 characters in length. To do this, create a
computed column and apply padleft(X;Y) to the divdesc column and specify 15 for the Y parameter:

<willbe name="padleft_divdesc" value="padleft(divdesc;15)"/>

This creates a new column whose division description values are all 15 characters in length, with extra
blank spaces added to the beginning of those values that are less than 15 characters:

Note:  Though the blank spaces do not appear in the new created column, they are part of the
values in that column, which you will see in the following step.

Now, we can create a new computed column using the splice(X;Y) function again, but this time we will
specify the new padleft_divdesc column instead of the divdesc column in the list for the X parameter
so that we get the padded strings:

<willbe name="padleft_result" label="Department / Division" 
 value="splice(padright_dept padleft_divdesc;'/')" format="width:40"/>

Note:  We specify the display format attribute width to <willbe> so that the column width will
accommodate the larger string length.

This results in a column that looks like:

Now, each division description is 15 characters in length, following the slash, and is padded on the left with
blanks.

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
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• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strembed(X;N;P;Y;D).

padright(X;Y)

Returns the given string with a certain number of characters, adding blanks at the end if necessary.

Syntax

padright(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y integer The number of characters of the resultant string

Return Value

Returns the text string from the beginning of X up to the number of characters specified by Y. If Y is greater
than the length of X, blanks are added to the end of the resultant string.

If X is N/A, the result is a string consisting of Y blank characters.

Sample Usage

value length padright(value;length)

'banana' 4 'bana'

'banana' 10 'banana'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), let's say we wanted to create a computed
column that consisted of the department description (deptdesc) and the division description (divdesc)
separated by a slash ("/"). We could do this by using the splice(X;Y) function and specifying the two
column names in the list for the X parameter and the slash for the Y parameter.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="nopadding_result" label="Department/Division" 
 value="splice(deptdesc divdesc;'/')"/>

This would give us a column similar to the following:
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However, let's say we wanted the division descriptions to line up evenly, so that our resultant column looks
something like:

FOOTWEAR            /APPAREL           
SNACKS              /GROCERY
SNACKS              /GROCERY
TOOLS/AUTO          /DRY GOODS
TOOLS/AUTO          /DRY GOODS

We could use padright(X;Y) to add padding to the end of the department descriptions so that they are
all the same length.

For our example, let's make all the department descriptions 20 characters in length. To do this, create
a computed column and apply padright(X;Y) to the deptdesc column and specify 20 for the Y
parameter:

<willbe name="padright_deptdesc" value="padright(deptdesc;20)"/>

This creates a new column whose department description values are all 20 characters in length, with extra
blank spaces added to the end of those values that are less than 20 characters:

Note:  Though the blank spaces do not appear in the new created column, they are part of the
values in that column, which you will see in the following step.

Now, we can create a new computed column using the splice(X;Y) function again, but this time we
will specify the new padright_deptdesc column instead of the deptdesc column in the list for the X
parameter so that we get the padded strings.

<willbe name="padright_result" label="Department / Division" 
 value="splice(padright_deptdesc divdesc;'/')" format="width:40"/>

Note:  We specify the display format attribute width to <willbe> so that the column width will
accommodate the larger string length.

This results in a column that looks like:
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Now, each department description is 20 characters in length, padded on the right with blanks, followed by a
slash and then the associated division description. All of the division descriptions are neatly lined up.

However, what if we wanted to put some space after the slashes so that the division descriptions were not
flush up against them? We could use the padleft(X;Y) function.

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strembed(X;N;P;Y;D).

r_splice(C;S;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements across a given set of columns, concatenated together using
the specified delimiter.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_splice(C;S;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

D text The character to be used as the delimiter in the resultant string.

If D is omitted, no delimiter is used.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_splice returns a text value that consists of the list of elements in the
columns specified by C delimited by D.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="person1, person2, person3, person4" 
title="r_splice example">
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Bob,Carol,Ted,Alice
</table>
<willbe name="conjunction" value="' and '"/>
<willbe name="everyone" value="r_splice('person*';;conjunction)"/>
<willbe name="explicitly" value="r_splice(person1 person2 person3
 person4;;',')"/>
<willbe name="firsttwo" value="r_splice(person1 person2;;conjunction)"/>
<willbe name="thewholerow" value="r_splice(;;)"/>

The value of everyone is the catenation of all the values from the columns beginning with "person" (i.e.,
person1, person2, person3, and person4), delimited by the value in the conjunction column (i.e., "
and "). The result, therefore, would be:

Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice

The value of explicitly is the catenation of all the values from the columns person1, person2,
person3, and person4, delimited by the character ",". The result, therefore, would be:

Bob,Carol,Ted,Alice

The value of firsttwo is the catenation of all the values from the columns person1 and person2,
delimited by the value in the conjunction column (i.e., " and "). The result, therefore, would be:

Bob and Carol

The value of thewholerow is the catenation of all the values from all of the columns in the table, with no
delimiter. The result, therefore, would be:

BobCarolTedAlice and Bob and Carol and Ted and AliceBob,Carol,Ted,AliceBob and
Carol

repstr(X;L)

Returns the given string with substrings replaced based on a given list of string pairs.

Syntax

repstr(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A column name

L text A space- or comma-separated list of pairs of text strings where L has the
form: 'old1' 'new1' 'old2' 'new2'...'oldx' 'newx'

Return Value

Returns the text string X with substrings in X replaced based on the string pairs specified in the list L.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value list repstr(value;list)

'abcdefg' 'bc' 'RS' 'ef' 'xy' 'aRSdxyg'

'banana' 'ana' 'ANA' 'b' '' 'ANAna'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), let's say we wanted to replace the occurrences
of "OZ" with "OUNCE" in the itemdesc column. To do this, we could create a computed column and
use the repstr(X;L) function, specifying the itemdesc column name for the X parameter and the
replacement pair of strings 'OZ' and 'OUNCE' in the list for the L parameter.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="repstr_results" value="repstr(itemdesc;'OZ' 'OUNCE')"/>
<colord cols="itemdesc, repstr_results"/>

In this example, the value of "PEPSI 20 OZ" has been changed to "PEPSI 20 OUNCE".

splice(X;Y)

Returns a string consisting of the list of given values concatenated together using the specified separator.

Syntax

splice(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A list of values (or column names containing values) to be concatenated

Y text One or more characters to be used as the separator
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Return Value

Returns the text string consisting of the concatenated list of values in X using the separator specified by Y.
This function provides a way of combining several columns to form one column.

Note:  Numeric values are automatically converted to text.

N/A values are treated like empty strings and are concatenated with the other values and the separator.

Sample Usage

values sep splice(values;sep)

'time is' '10' '30' ':' 'time is:10:30'

Example

In the "Product Master" table (pub.demo.retail.prod), let's say we wanted to create a computed
column that consisted of the department description (deptdesc), the department number (dept), and the
division description (divdesc) separated by dashes ("-"). We could do this by using the splice(X;Y)
function and specifying the three column names in the list for the X parameter and the dash for the Y
parameter.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="splice_result" label="Department-Number-Division" 
 value="splice(deptdesc dept divdesc;'-')"/>
<colord cols="splice_result"/>

This would give us the following results:

strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)

Returns a given string embedded within a template that consists of a string value repeated a particular
number of times.

Syntax

strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)
bstrembed(X;N;P;Y;D)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string value that will be repeated to create the template in which Y is
embedded

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer The number of times X is repeated to create the template.

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to the position in the template where Y is to be
embedded

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

• If P is positive, then the beginning of Y is placed at the P'th character
of the template.

• If P is negative, the end of Y is placed at the P'th character from the
end of the template.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The string to be embedded in the template

A scalar value or the name of a column

D integer D specifies how Y is handled if it goes over the end of the template

• If D=1, Y is truncated as necessary.
• If D=0, the unmodified template is returned.
• If D=-1, the result is N/A.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to a "template" consisting of the string X repeated N times; the string
Y is embedded in the template at the position denoted by P.

If X or N is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value times position string overflow strembed(value;times;position;string;overflow)

'*' 9 3 'Apple' 0 '**Apple**'

'0' 5 -1 '172' 0 '00172'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' 0 '00000'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' 1 '72819'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' -1 ''

'0' 3 -1 '172819' 1 '819'

'0' 3 -1 '172819' 0 '000'

'0' 3 -1 '172819' -1 ''
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Additional Information

• strembed is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrembed can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strrepeat(X;N)

Return the given string repeated a certain number of times.

Syntax

strrepeat(X;N)
bstrrepeat(X;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to repeat

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer The number of times to repeat X

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X concatenated together N times.

If N<1, the result is the empty string (N/A).

If X or N is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value times strrepeat(value;times)

'0' 5 '00000'

'hee' 2 'heehee'

'hee' -5 ''

Additional Information

• strrepeat is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrrepeat can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

Comparison

beginswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given list.
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Syntax

beginswith(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X begins with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list beginswith(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'ban' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
start with either "96" or "3B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the beginswith(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '96' and '3B':

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="beginswith(sku;'96' '3B')"/>

For those values in the sku column that begin with "96" or "3B", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 3B7, 969, or 96A.

beginswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string begins with any of the substrings in a given list
and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

beginswith_ci(X;L)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X begins with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list beginswith_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'BAN' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
start with either "96" or "3B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the beginswith_ci(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '96' and '3B':

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="beginswith_ci(sku;'96' '3B')"/>

For those values in the sku column that begin with "96" or "3B", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 3B7, 969, or 96A.

Additional Information

beginswith_ci(X;L) is identical to beginswith(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

between(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values.

Syntax

between(X;Y;Z)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type The value to test within the range defined by Y and Z

Y any simple type The minimum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Y is the name of a column, Z must also be the name of a column.

Z any simple type The maximum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Z is the name of a column, Y must also be the name of a column.

Note:  All arguments must be of the same type. This function is most commonly used with numeric
values; however, if strings are provided as arguments, the comparison is done as a binary string
comparison.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if either:

• X>=Y and X<=Z
• X>=Z and X<=Y

Returns a 0, otherwise.

If X is N/A, the result is 0, unless either Y or Z (or both) are N/A, in which case the result is 1.

If X, Y, and Z are not either all numeric values or all string values, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

value begin end between(value;begin;end)

2 1 3 1

2 3 1 1

1.5 1 3 1

1.5 2.5 3.1 0

1.5 1.2 3.1 1

'bat' 'bar' 'baz' 1

'bag' 'bar' 'baz' 0

'foo' 'bar' 'baz' 0

1 3 0

1 1

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose values
in the Sales column fall between 1 and 2.25. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
between(X;Y;Z) function to the sales column, where Y is 1 and Z is 2.25:

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.demo.retail.item</note>
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<willbe name="between_result" value="between(sales;1;2.25)"/>

For those values in the sales column that fall between 1 and 2.25, the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is
0.

between_ci(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given value is between two other values and is case
insensitive. (Available as of version 12.34)

Syntax

between_ci(X;Y;Z)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple type The value to test within the range defined by Y and Z

Y any simple type The minimum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Y is the name of a column, Z must also be the name of a column.

Z any simple type The maximum value of the range in which to check for X

Note:  The order of Y and Z doesn't matter.

If Z is the name of a column, Y must also be the name of a column.

Note:  All arguments must be of the same type. This function is most commonly used with numeric
values; however, if strings are provided as arguments, the comparison is done as a binary string
comparison.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if either:

• X>=Y and X<=Z
• X>=Z and X<=Y

Returns a 0, otherwise.

If X is N/A, the result is 0, unless either Y or Z (or both) are N/A, in which case the result is 1.

If X, Y, and Z are not either all numeric values or all string values, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

value begin end between_ci(value;begin;end)

2 1 3 1

2 3 1 1

1.5 1 3 1

1.5 2.5 3.1 0

1.5 1.2 3.1 1

'bat' 'Bar' 'baz' 1

'Bag' 'bar' 'baz' 0

'Foo' 'bar' 'baz' 0

1 3 0

1 1

Example
In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose values
in the Item SKU column fall between 'A' and 'D'. To do this, create a computed column and apply the
between_ci(X;Y;Z) function to the sku column, where Y is 'A' and Z is 'D':

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
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<willbe name="between_result" value="between_ci(sku;'A';'D')"/>

For those values in the sku column that fall between 'A' and 'D', the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.

Additional Information

between_ci(X;Y;Z) is identical to between(X;Y;Z) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

bstrclean(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the given string is plain (7-bit) ASCII (i.e., "8-bit clean").

Syntax

bstrclean(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if every character in the string X has a byte value less than 128 (i.e., can be
represented in 7-bit ASCII); otherwise, it returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

value bstrclean(value)

'banana' 1

'琵琶' 0
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value bstrclean(value)

'' 1

<arbitrary binary string with non-UTF-8 character
sequences>

0

Additional Information

• The related function strclean(X) checks whether a string is legal UTF-8 Unicode.

contains(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given list.

Syntax

contains(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X contains any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list contains(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'nan' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
contain a "B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the contains(X;L) function to the sku
column, where L is the list containing the string 'B'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="contains(sku;'B')"/>
<colord cols="sku,example"/>

For those values in the sku column that contain "B", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.
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contains_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string contains any of the substrings in a given list and
is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

contains_ci(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X contains any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.
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Sample Usage

value list contains_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'NAN' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
contain a "B". To do this, create a computed column and apply the contains_ci(X;L) function to the
sku column, where L is the list containing the string 'B'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="contains_ci(sku;'B')"/>
<colord cols="sku,example"/>

For those values in the sku column that contain "B", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.

Additional Information

contains_ci(X;L) is identical to contains(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.

edistnorm(X;Y)

Returns the normalized Levenshtein edit distance between two given strings.
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Syntax

edistnorm(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A column name

Y text The name of column containing string values to transform X into

Return Value

The result is the decimal value corresponding to the value of editdist(X;Y) divided by the length of the
longer of X and Y.

If X and Y are both N/A, the result is N/A. If either is N/A (but not both), the result is 1.

Sample Usage

value1 value2 edistnorm(value1;value2)

'cat' 'rat' 0.333333333333333

'apples' 'oranges' 0.714285714285714

'apples' 'apples' 0

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strdist(X;Y;M;N).

editdist(X;Y)

Returns the Levenshtein edit distance between two given strings.

Syntax

editdist(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The string (or the name of a column containing string values) to transform
X into

Return Value

The result is the integer value corresponding to the Levenshtein edit distance between X and Y. The
Levenshtein edit distance is the minimum number of edits (defined as insertions, deletions, or single-
character substitutions) required to transform one string into the other.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is the length of the other argument.
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Sample Usage

value1 value2 editdist(value1;value2)

'cat' 'rat' 1

'apples' 'oranges' 5

'apples' 'apples' 0

Additional Information

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider strdist(X;Y;M;N).

endswith(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given list.

Syntax

endswith(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X ends with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list endswith(value;list)

'banana' 'abc' 'ana' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'abc' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
end with either "6" or "9". To do this, create a computed column and apply the endswith(X;L) function
to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '6' and '9'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="endswith(sku;'6' '9')"/>

For those values in the sku column that end with "6" or "9", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.
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<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 366, 969, or A96.

endswith_ci(X;L)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string ends with any of the substrings in a given list
and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

endswith_ci(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to search for in the items in the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L text A space- or comma-separated list of text strings against which to
compare X

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X ends with any of the strings in the list L. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list endswith_ci(value;list)

'banana' 'ABC' 'ana' 'yz' 1

'banana' 'ABC' 'yz' 0

Example

In the "Sales Item Detail" table (pub.demo.retail.item), you can find only those rows whose SKUs
end with either "6" or "9". To do this, create a computed column and apply the endswith_ci(X;L)
function to the sku column, where L is the list containing the strings '6' and '9'.

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="example" value="endswith_ci(sku;'6' '9')"/>

For those values in the sku column that end with "6" or "9", the result is 1.

Otherwise, the result is 0.

You could then use the <sel> operation to select only those rows where the example column equals 1.

<sel value="(example=1)"/>

The results are those rows where the value in the sku column is 366, 969, or A96.

Additional Information

endswith_ci(X;L) is identical to endswith(X;L) except that it performs case-insensitive (in the
English alphabet) comparisons.
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eq_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is equal to the second and is
case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.34)

Syntax

eq_ci(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar expression or column expression

Y text A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X and Y are both N/A, the result is 1; if only one is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value1 value2 eq_ci(value1;value2)

'abcdefg' 'abcDEfg' 1

'abcdefg' 'Abc' 0

'abc' 'ABC' 1

1

'abc' 0

eqlin_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is equal to (one of the values of)
the second and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.34)

Syntax

eqlin_ci(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar expression or column expression

Y text A scalar expression or column expression

Y may be a list of values.

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is equal to (one of the values in) Y.

The data type of the result is integer.
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If X and Y are both N/A, the result is 1; if only one is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value list eqlin_ci(value;list)

'abcdefg' 'abcDEfg' 1

'abcdefg' 'Abc' 'def' 0

'abc' 'ABC' 'def' 'Hij' 1

'NY' 'Ny' 'Ca' 'Ma' 1

'abc' 0

1

gt_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is greater than the value of the
second argument and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.34)

Syntax

gt_ci(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar expression or column expression

Y text A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is greater than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 0; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 1. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

Sample Usage

value1 value2 gt_ci(value1;value2)

'abcdefg' 'abcDEfg' 0

'Abcdef' 'abc' 1

'def' 'abc' 1

0

'abc' 1

lt_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of the first argument is less than the value of the
second argument and is case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.34)
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Syntax

lt_ci(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A scalar expression or column expression

Y text A scalar expression or column expression

Return Value

Returns a boolean value of 1 or 0 indicating whether or not X is less than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A, the result is 1; otherwise, if Y is N/A the result is 0. (N/A is treated as if it were less than any
other value.)

Sample Usage

value1 value2 lt_ci(value1;value2)

'abcdefg' 'abcDEfg' 0

'Abc' 'abcDEfg' 1

'abc' 'def' 1

0

'abc' 1

rm(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a standard regular expression. 
(Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

rm(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text A regular expression with which to compare string X.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X matches the regular expression Y. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.
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Sample Usage

value regular expression rm(value;regular
expression)

'abcdefg' 'a(b|c|d)' 1

'abcdefg' 'A(b|c|d)' 0

'aefg' 'a(b|c|d)' 0

Example

In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can find only those rows whose state abbreviations begin with the
letter "N". To do this, create a computed column and apply the rm(X;Y) function to the state column,
and specify "N?" as the pattern to match.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="rm(state;'N?')" 
 label="States Beginning`With N"/>
<colord cols="state,example"/>

For those values in the state column that begin with "N", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.
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Additional Information

• rm(X;Y) is similar to sm(X;Y), except that in this function, Y is a regular expression, not a wildcard-
containing pattern.

• rm(X;Y) is equivalent to regex_count(Y;'pcre''first';X)>0.
• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider regex_match(X;L;Y;I).

rm_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a standard regular expression and is
case insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

rm_ci(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text A regular expression with which to compare string X.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X matches the regular expression Y. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value regular expression rm_ci(value;regular
expression)

'abcdefg' 'a(b|c|d)' 1

'abcdefg' 'A(b|c|d)' 1

'aefgh' 'A(b|c|d)' 0

Example

In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can find only those rows whose state abbreviations begin with the
letter "N". To do this, create a computed column and apply the rm_ci(X;Y) function to the state column,
and specify "N?" as the pattern to match.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="sm_ci(state;'N?')" 
 label="States Beginning`With N"/>
<colord cols="state,example"/>

For those values in the state column that begin with "N", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.
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Additional Information

• rm_ci(X;Y) is identical to sm_ci(X;Y), except that in this function, Y is a regular expression, not a
wildcard-containing pattern.

• rm_ci(X;Y) is equivalent to regex_count(Y;'pcre''first''icase';X)>0
• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider regex_match(X;L;Y;I).

sm(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a particular template, and is case
sensitive.

Syntax

sm(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text A string that defines a pattern against which to compare X
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Argument Type Description

Y contains those characters that must appear in X plus special "wildcard"
characters:

• An asterisk (*) represents any zero or more characters.

For example, 'ab*c' matches 'abc' and 'abwc' and 'abxyzc'.
• A question mark (?) represents any single character.

For example, 'ab?c' matches 'abwc' and 'abxc' but not 'abxyzc'.
• Square brackets ([]) serve two functions:

1. The contents of the brackets represents a choice of characters. 

For example, 'ab[cd]e' matches either 'abce' or 'abde'.

A ^ before the characters in the brackets will match any character
except those characters in the brackets.

For example, '[^abc]def' means that the first character can be
any character except a, b, or c. 'ddef', 'edef', 'fdef', and so on
would be a match.

2. Any special character appearing within brackets is taken at face
value and not treated as special. 

For example, 'ab[*]c' matches 'ab*c' but not 'abwc'. To match
the character "[", use '[[]'.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X fits the pattern defined by Y. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value pattern sm(value;pattern)

'abcdefg' 'bcd' 0

'abcdefg' '*bcd*' 1

'abcdefg' '*b*' 1

'abcdefg' '*b?d*' 1

'abcdefg' '*b?e*' 0

'abcdefg' '*[bB][cC][dD]*' 1

'ABCDEFG' '*[bB][cC][dD]*' 1

'abcdefg' '[^abc]bcdefg' 0

'abcdefg' '[^def]bcdefg' 1

Example

In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can find only those rows whose state abbreviations begin with the
letter "N". To do this, create a computed column and apply the sm(X;Y) function to the state column,
and specify "N?" as the pattern to match.
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<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="sm(state;'N?')" 
 label="States Beginning`With N"/>
<colord cols="state,example"/>

For those values in the state column that begin with "N", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.

Additional Information

• Use sm(X;Y) for pattern matching, unless you have a pattern-matching need that requires a regex
function.

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider regex_match(X;L;Y;I).

sm_ci(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string matches a particular template and is case
insensitive. (Available as of version 12.33)

Syntax

sm_ci(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text A string that defines a pattern against which to compare X

Y contains those characters that must appear in X plus special "wildcard"
characters:

• An asterisk (*) represents any zero or more characters.

For example, 'Ab*c' matches 'abc' and 'abwc' and 'abxyzc'.
• A question mark (?) represents any single character.

For example, 'Ab?c' matches 'abwc' and 'abxc' but not 'abxyzc'.
• Square brackets ([]) serve two functions:

1. The contents of the brackets represents a choice of characters. 

For example, 'Ab[cd]e' matches either 'abce' or 'abde'.

A ^ before the characters in the brackets will match any character
except those characters in the brackets.

For example, '[^Abc]def' means that the first character can be
any character except a, b, or c. 'ddef', 'edef', 'fdef', and so on
would be a match.

2. Any special character appearing within brackets is taken at face
value and not treated as special. 

For example, 'Ab[*]c' matches 'ab*c' but not 'abwc'. To match
the character "[", use '[[]'.

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if X fits the pattern defined by Y. Otherwise, returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

value pattern sm_ci(value;pattern)

'aBcdefg' 'bcd' 0

'aBcdefg' '*bcd*' 1

'aBcdefg' '*b*' 1

'aBcdefg' '*b?d*' 1

'aBcdefg' '*b?e*' 0

'aBcdefg' '*[bB][cC][dD]*' 1

'ABCDEFG' '*[bB][cC][dD]*' 1

'abcdefg' '[^ABC]bcdefg' 0

'abcdefg' '[^DEF]bcdefg' 1
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Example

In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can find only those rows whose state abbreviations begin with the
letter "N". To do this, create a computed column and apply the sm_ci(X;Y) function to the state column,
and specify "N?" as the pattern to match.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="sm_ci(state;'N?')" 
 label="States Beginning`With N"/>
<colord cols="state,example"/>

For those values in the state column that begin with "N", the result is 1. Otherwise, the result is 0.

Additional Information

• sm_ci(X;Y) is identical to sm(X;Y), except that it performs case-insensitive (in the English alphabet)
comparisons.

• Use sm_ci(X;Y) for pattern matching, unless you have a pattern-matching need that requires a regex
function.

• This function does not work with Unicode (UTF-8) strings.
• For a Unicode-compliant alternative, consider regex_match(X;L;Y;I).

strclean(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the given string is a legal UTF-8 (Unicode) string.
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Syntax

strclean(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if a string is legal UTF-8; otherwise, it returns 0.

If X is N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

value strclean(value)

'banana' 1

'琵琶' 1

'' 1

<arbitrary binary string with non-UTF-8 character
sequences>

0

Additional Information

• Not all sequences of bytes are legal UTF-8 Unicode.
• All plain (7-bit) ASCII strings are legal, as are strings in which non-ASCII characters are represented by

legal UTF-8 sequences.
• Arbitrary sequences of 8-bit characters may not be legal.
• The related function bstrclean(X) checks whether a string is plain ASCII.

strcmp(X;Y;B)

Returns an integer value that indicates the results of comparing two strings.

Syntax

strcmp(X;Y;B)
bstrcmp(X;Y;B)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The string to compare to X

A scalar value or the name of a column

B integer Specifies whether the comparison is case sensitive or not
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Argument Type Description

If B=0, the comparison is not case sensitive.

If B is non-zero (including N/A), then it is treated as if it were 1 (i.e., the
comparison is case sensitive).

Return Value

If X<Y, this function returns an integer value of -1.

If X>Y, it returns an integer value of 1.

If X=Y, it returns an integer value of 0.

Note:  The comparison is case insensitive if and only if B=0.

Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular
language) is used for comparison. Generic (non-language-specific) Unicode case folding is used for case-
insensitive comparisons.

If both X and Y are N/A, then the result is 0. If X is N/A, then the result is 1. If Y is N/A, then the result is -1.

Sample Usage

value1 value2 case sensitive strcmp(value;list;case
sensitive)

'banana' 'Banana' 0 0

'banana' 'Banana' 1 1

'Banana' 'banana' 1 -1

'banana' 'pear' 1 -1

'pear' 'banana' 0 1

Example

The following example shows the results of strcmp(X;Y;B) on the content of the data in the inline table
provided by the <table> operation. The computed column results_0 displays the results of comparing
the strings in the columns string1 and string2 where the comparison is not case sensitive (i.e., B=0).
The computed column results_1 displays the results of comparing the strings in the two columns where
the comparison is case sensitive (i.e., B=1).

<table cols="string1,string2">
  apple,pear;
  Apple,apple
</table>
<willbe name="results_0" value="strcmp(string1;string2;0)"/>
<willbe name="results_1" value="strcmp(string1;string2;1)"/>
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Additional Information

• strcmp is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrcmp can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strfollow(X;Y;B)

Returns the first position where two strings differ from one another, or 0 if they are equal.

Syntax

strfollow(X;Y;B)
bstrfollow(X;Y;B)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The string to compare to X

A scalar value or the name of a column

B integer Specifies whether the comparison is case sensitive or not

If B=0, the comparison is not case sensitive.

If B is non-zero (including N/A), then it is treated as if it were 1 (i.e., the
comparison is case sensitive).

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the first position where the string X differs from the string Y. If
the strings are the same, the function returns 0.

Note:  The comparison is case insensitive if and only if B=0.

Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular
language) is used for comparison. Generic (non-language-specific) Unicode case folding is used for case-
insensitive comparisons.

If both X and Y are N/A, then the result is 0. If either X or Y is N/A, then the result is 1.

Sample Usage

value string2 caseflag strfollow(value;string2;caseflag)

'apple' 'application' 1 5

'apple' 'app' 1 4

'apple' 'Apple' 0 0

'Apple' 'apple' 1 1

'Apple' '' 1 1

'' '' 1 0
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Additional Information

• strfollow is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrfollow can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

Transformations

dexml(S;O)

Converts an XML string into a 1010data XML value or list of values (str → xml). (Available as of version
11.07)

Syntax

dexml(S;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

S text An XML string

O text A list of one or more special options: '[no]case', '[no]stripa',
'[no]stripc', '[no]tabs', '[no]normnl', '[no]nlattrs',
'nlcontents', '[no]cdata', '[no]comments', '[no]decl',
'[no]doctype''[no]uqa', '[no]dups', '[no]lenient',
'[no]strict', '[no]escquote'.

Note:  In most cases of dexml(), the default options will handle
the conversion properly, and therefore the option argument(s) can
be left blank.

• 'case' converts all tags and attributes to lower case. This is the
default option.

• 'nocase' does not convert tags and attributes to lower case.
• 'stripa' strips leading/trailing whitespace in attribute values. This is

the default option.
• 'nostripa' does not strip leading/trailing whitespace in attribute

values.
• 'stripc' strips leading/trailing whitespace in content text. This is the

default option.
• 'nostripc' does not strip leading/trailing whitespace in content text.
• 'tabs' allows tabs even outside of CDATA (in other words, don't

change tabs to spaces).
• 'notabs' changes tabs to spaces. This is the default option.
• 'normnl' normalizes newlines everywhere as required by spec. This

is the default option.
• 'nonormnl' does not normalize newlines everywhere.
• 'nlattrs' allows newlines inside attributes (doesn't change to

spaces). This is the default option.
• 'nonlattrs' changes newlines inside attributes to spaces.
• 'nlcontents' allows newlines in contents outside of CDATA

(doesn't change to spaces). This is the default option.
• 'cdata' allows CDATA sections. This is the default option.
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Argument Type Description

• 'nocdata' does not allow CDATA sections.
• 'comments' allows XML standard comments. This is the default

value.
• 'nocomments' does not allow XML standard comments.
• 'decl' allows XML standard <?xml..?> declaration at the

beginning of the document. This is the default option.
• 'nodecl' does not allow the XML standard declaration.
• 'dropdecl' allows XML standard declaration, but drops it from the

result.
• 'doctype' allows XML standard <!DOCTYPE...> declaration at the

beginning of the document. This is the default option.
• 'nodoctype' does not allow <!DOCTYPE...> declaration.
• 'dropdoctype' allows <!DOCTYPE...> declaration, but drops it

from the result.
• 'uqa' allows unquoted attributes (such as <foo bar=123>). This is

the default option.
• 'nouqa' does not allow unquoted attributes.
• 'dups' allows duplicate attributes (such as <foo bar=123

bar=456>).
• 'nodups' does not allow duplicate attributes. This is the default

option.
• 'lenient' tells dexml() to be lenient about the & character. This is

the default option.
• 'nolenient' tells dexml() not to be lenient about the & character.
• 'strict' prohibits > character in contents.
• 'nostrict' is not strict about the > character. This is the default

option.
• 'escquote' passes " through in double-quoted attribute values,

allowing the quote character to be used without resorting to &quot;.
This is the default option.

• 'noescquote' does not allow " to pass through.

Return Value

Returns a 1010data value or list of values represented by the XML string. If the function cannot convert the
XML string, dexml throws an error message.

Example

The following example shows how dexml converts a string into XML. The scope widget then displays the
XML string and the string converted to XML.

<dynamic>
  <do>
    <set example_string="<table>1,2,3;</table>"/>
    <set example_dexml="{dexml(@example_string;)}"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1"
 show_="@example_string,@example_dexml"/>
</dynamic>

The scope widget displays the string and the conversion to an XML value:
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enhtml(X;Z)

Returns an HTML-encoded version of the given string. (Available as of version 11.25)

Syntax

enhtml(X;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string to encode

A scalar value or the name of a column

Z text A list of options that may be applied to the function

Currently, the only option you may specify for the Z parameter is:

'nobr'

When this option is specified, newlines (\n) are not translated into the
HTML <BR> tag.

Z may be omitted.

Return Value

Returns an HTML-encoded version of X by escaping characters such as <, >, and &. For example, < is
encoded as &lt;.

By default, newlines (\n) are translated into the HTML <BR> tag; this may be turned off by adding the
option 'nobr' to the Z parameter.

Example

In the following example, enhtml(X;Z) is used to encode the string <hello&goodbye> as
&lt;hello&amp;goodbye&gt;.

<table/>
<willbe name="enocoded_text" value="enhtml('<hello&goodbye>';)"/>
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enxml(V;O)

Converts a 1010data XML value, or a list of values, into an XML string (xml → str). (Available as of
version 11.07)

Syntax

enxml(V;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

V list-value A value or list of values to be converted into an XML string

O text One of the special options: '[no]strict'.

Note:  In most cases of enxml(), the default option will handle
the conversion properly, and therefore the option argument can
be left blank.

• 'strict' tells enxml() to be very strict about the > character in
contents.

• 'nostrict' tells enxml() not be be strict about the > character in
contents. This is the default value.

Return Value

Returns an XML string of the value.

Example

The following code shows how to convert an XML value to a string. <example_xml> contains XML code,
and enxml converts that code to a string. The scope widget then displays the original XML value and the
value converted to an XML string.

<dynamic>
  <do>
    <set>
      <example_xml>
        <base table="default.lonely"/>
        <willbe name="one" value="1"/>
        <willbe name="two" value="2"/>
      </example_xml>
    </set>
    
    <set example_enxml="{enxml(@example_xml;)}"/>
    
  </do>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1" 
     show_="@example_xml,@example_enxml"/>
</dynamic>

The scope widget displays the XML value and the string conversion:
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Note how the quotes within the example_xml code are escaped with the \ character within the
example_enxml string.

lst_to_str(L;D)

Returns a delimiter-separated string comprised of the elements in a list-value.

Syntax

lst_to_str(L;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose indexed values will be returned as a
delimiter-separated string

A list-value

D text The character to be used as the delimiter in the string that is returned

If D is N/A, no delimiter is used and all values are returned as an
unbroken string.

If D is omitted, a comma (,) is used as the default delimiter.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns all the values of elements in list-value L, as a string. The original values are separated by the
character provided to D in the text value that is returned.

If L is omitted, the return value is an empty text value (e.g., '').

If L is N/A, the resultant value is the text value 'NA'.

If D is omitted, a comma (,) is used as the default delimiter.

If D is N/A, then no delimiter is used and all values are returned as an unbroken string.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="{lst(1 'a' 'A' 3.14159)}"
element_string="lst_to_str(list;'|')"

returns the values of the elements in list as a string where the values are separated by a pipe character
( | ), as follows:

1|a|A|3.14159.
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Example: Make a list-value a delimited string

Once a list-value is created, the values of its elements can be converted into a string with the original
values delimited by a character passed to D.

<let list="{lst('hop' 'skip' 'jump')}" delim="-">
    <willbe name="hopscotch" value="'{lst_to_str(@list;@delim)}'"/>
</let>

The code above returns a single computed column that contains a dash-delimited string: hop-skip-
jump.

prettyxml(X;)

Converts an XML special value X into a fully formatted (indented, etc.) text representation. (Available as of
version 16.13)

Syntax

prettyxml(X;)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A XML special value.

The second argument is currently ignored.

Return Value

Returns a fully formatted XML text representation of the input column or value.

Example

Here we can see how prettyxml() generates easy-to-read formatted (indented) XML, as compared
to enxml() which just gives you parseable text. It operates over the saved query of a small example
QuickApp.

<dynamic x="">
  <do action_="getquery" path_="pub.doc.samples.sample_data_documentation.sampdata_qa" 
    xmlvalue_="@x"/>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="text" label_="Pretty" text_="{prettyxml(@x;)}"/>
    <widget class_="text" label_="Ugly" text_="{enxml(@x;)}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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qv(X)

Returns a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

Syntax

qv(X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any The string on which to apply the function

Can be a scalar or list-value

Return Value

Returns X as a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

If X is a list-value, qv(X) creates a string of quoted values from the items in the list-value. This is
particularly useful when specifying the items in the list-value in a selection expression.

qv(X) also properly escapes any characters in X.

Example: Escape a string used in a selection expression

In the following example, the qv(X) function is used to properly escape a string used in a selection
expression. To search for items in the description column of pub.doc.retail.product that contain
the string 9", the qv(X) function must be used to properly escape it.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<let search_string="9&quot;">
  <sel value="(contains(description;{qv(@search_string)}))"/>
</let>

If the qv(X) function was not specified, the query would have resulted in an error stating that the " was a
bad character.

Example: Create a string of quoted values from a comma-separated list

The following example illustrates how to use the str_to_lst(S;D) and qv(X) functions to turn a
comma-separated list into a string of quoted values that can be used in a selection expression.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
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<set divs="West,North"/>
<let divs_quoted="{qv(str_to_lst(@divs;','))}">
  <sel value="divisiondesc={@divs_quoted}"/>
</let>

The variable divs is a comma-separated string consisting of two elements: West and North. The string
is first turned into a list-value using the function str_to_lst(S;D), which is then passed to the qv(X)
function. The qv(X) function converts a list-value into a string of quoted values, which can be used
in a <sel> operation. The string of quoted values is assigned to the variable divs_quoted, which is
declared in a <let> statement. Inside the <let>, the <sel> operation then references the value of the
divs_quoted variable.

The code, after expansion, is:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<sel value="divisiondesc='West''North'"/>

The result is shown below:

Example: Specifying a selection expression from a list-value in a QuickApp

The following example is a QuickApp that demonstrates how the qv(X) function can be used to take items
in a list-value and use them in a selection expression.

<dynamic stations="{pkg(;)}">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <layout arrange_="h">
      <widget class_="dropdownlist" serverfilter_="0" casesensitive_="0" 
       filter_="beginswith" numhints_="50" rowvalue_="@stations" 
       label_="stations" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <tabu breaks="id,name">
          <tcol name="count" source="name" fun="cnt"/>
        </tabu>
        <colord cols="id,name"/>
      </widget>
      <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <if test="{@stations.id._defined}">
          <sel value="id={qv(@stations.id)}"/>
        </if>
      </widget>
    </layout>
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    <layout arrange_="v">
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="list-value:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{@stations.id}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="qv result:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{qv(@stations.id)}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>

The values selected in the dropdownlist widget are stored as a package in the dynamic variable
stations (as specified by the rowvalue_ attribute). The package consists of list-values of the IDs
(stations.id) and names (stations.name). The query associated with the grid widget passes the
stations.id list-value to the qv(X) function, the results of which are used in the selection expression to
display only those rows whose IDs are selected.

For illustrative purposes, text widgets display the list-value associated with stations.id and the result
of the qv(X) function.

regex_subst(X;L;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular match (or all matches) of a specified regular expression replaced
by a given substring.

Syntax

regex_subst(X;L;Y;I;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
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Argument Type Description

• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to a particular instance of the regular expression
X within the given string Y

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first match has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last match).

An index of 0 will cause all occurrences of X within Y to be replaced by Z.

Z text The substring to replace a particular occurrence (or all occurrences) of
the regular expression X within the given string Y

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the I'th match of the regular expression X within the string Y
replaced by the string Z.

If I=0, all occurrences of X within Y are replaced by Z.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

regex options string index newstring regex_subst(regex;options;string;index;newstring)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 1 'QQ' 'AbrQQadabra'

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' -4 'QQ' 'QQracadabra'

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' 0 'QQ 'QQrQQQQQQra'

'a(b|c|d)' '' 1 'QQ' ''

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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str_to_lst(S;D)

Returns a list-value from a delimiter-separated string.

Function type

Scalar only

Syntax

str_to_lst(S;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

S text The string whose contents will be returned as a list-value

If S is omitted, an error is returned.

D text The character(s) used as the delimiter in string S

If D is omitted, then a comma is the default delimiter.

In cases where multiple delimiting characters are used, they are passed
as a space-separated list:

D1 D2 .. Dn

where D1 delimits the highest level of the nested list structure, and Dn is
the delimiter used at the level of individual values.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns a list-value whose elements hold the delimited values contained in S.

If D is a character that does not appear in X, then the return value is a single list-value with one element.

Note:  This function is scalar only. It will return an error if used in a vector context.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

minestrone="carrots,celery,onion,tomato,fusilli,beans,pancetta,kale"
grocery_list="str_to_lst(minestrone;',')"

returns a list-value where each text value between the commas is an element in the new list-value.

Example: Make a delimited string into a list-value

A string, S, with a consistent delimiting character, D, can be converted into a list-value.

<let string="How,many,unique,dimensions,are,predicted,by,Witten,in,M,theory?"
 delim=",">
    <willbe name="m" value="'{lst_len(str_to_lst(@string;@delim))}'"/>
</let>

The code above converts a string into a list, then returns a computed column whose value is the length of
the new list-value: 11.
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Example: Make a delimited string into a multi-level list

A string, S, with multiple delimiting characters, D, can be converted into a multi-level list-value.

<set list="{str_to_lst('1-2-3|4-5-6-7/a-b-c|d-e-f';'/' '|' '-')}"/>
<willbe name="z1" value="'{@x.2.1.3}'"/>

The code above produces a list called list with three levels beneath it. The first level, delimited by
slashes (/), contains two list-values. The first list-value contains two lists of numbers, and the second list-
value contains two lists of letters, each of which is delimited by pipe characters (|). The lists at the third
level each contain the individual values, delimited by dashes (-).

The computed column z1 contains the value: c, which corresponds to the second list-value (delimited by
the slash), then within that, the first list (delimited by the pipe characters), and then within that, the third
value (delimited by the dashes).

A parameterized version of the same thing looks like this:

<set string="1-2-3|4-5-6-7/a-b-c|d-e-f" d1="/" d2="|" d3="-"/>
<set list="{str_to_lst(@string;@d1 @d2 @d3)}"/>
<willbe name="test" value="'{@list.2.1.3}'"/>

strdist(X;Y;M;N)

Returns the edit distance between two given strings using a specified method.

Syntax

strdist(X;Y;M;N)
bstrdist(X;Y;M;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The first of the two strings in which to determine the edit distance

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The second of the two strings in which to determine the edit distance

A scalar value or the name of a column

M text Specifies the method used to calculate the edit distance between the two
given strings

M must be one of the following:

• 'id' for insert-delete distance
• 'lev' for Levenshtein distance
• 'dl' for Damerau-Levenshtein distance

N integer Specifies the type of measure

• N=0 specifies a non-normalized measure
• N=1 specifies a normalized measure
• N=-1 specifies a measure that is the length of the longest common

subsequence (if M='id')
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Return Value

Returns the decimal number corresponding to a measure of the edit distance between X and Y (i.e., the
minimum number of edits required to transform one string into the other).

An "edit" is defined as an insertion or deletion for insert-delete distance; as either of those or a single-
character substitution for Levenshtein distance; and as any of those or a transposition of adjacent
characters for Damerau-Levenshtein distance.

If N=0 then the result is the minimum number of edits required.

If N=1 then the result is normalized:

• If M='lev' or 'dl', it is divided by the length of the longer of X and Y.
• If M='id', it is divided by the sum of the length of X and Y.

If N=-1 and M='id', the result is the length of the longest (not necessarily contiguous) subsequence
common to the two strings, which is related to the insert-delete edit distance as follows:

edit_distance_between_X_and_Y = length_of_X + length_of_Y -
2*length_of_longest_common_subsequence

If either X or Y is N/A:

• If N=0, the result is the length of the non-N/A argument.
• If N=1, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

string1 string2 method normalized strdist(string1;string2;method;normalized)

'cat' 'rat' 'lev' 0 1

'cat' 'rat' 'lev' 1 0.333333333333333

'apples' 'oranges' 'lev' 0 5

'apples' 'oranges' 'lev' 1 0.714285714285714

'apples' 'apples' 'lev' 0 0

'apples' 'apples' 'lev' 1 0

'formal' 'fromage' 'lev' 0 4

'formal' 'fromage' 'dl' 0 3

'formal' 'fromage' 'dl' 1 0.4285714285714285

'formal' 'fromage' 'id' 0 5

'formal' 'fromage' 'id' 1 0.3846153846153846

'formal' 'fromage' 'id' -1 4

'' 'fromage' 'id' 0 7

'' 'fromage' 'id' 1 1

Additional Information

• strdist is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrdist can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
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stredit(X;P;N;Y)

Returns a given string, with a specified number of characters starting at a certain position replaced by a
given substring.

Syntax

stredit(X;P;N;Y)
bstredit(X;P;N;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to a particular position in X

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

A negative position counts back from the end of the string (i.e., P=-1
refers to the last character).

P=0 refers to the position after the last character of the string X.

If P is N/A, it is treated as 1.

N integer The number of characters to replace in X

N=-1 refers to as many characters as necessary to reach the end of the
string.

If N is N/A, it is treated as 0.

Y text Y is the substring to be replaced in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with the N characters beginning at position P replaced
with the string Y.

If X is N/A, the result is Y. If Y is N/A, the effect is to delete N characters from X (i.e., replace them with the
empty string).

Note:  The function will insert or delete characters in X as necessary.

Sample Usage

value position number newstring stredit(value;position;number;newstring)

'testing' 2 1 'oa' 'toasting'

'testing' -3 -1 'er 'tester'

'testing' 1 2 '' 'sting'

'testing' -3 -1 '' 'test'

'testing' 1 0 'con' 'contesting'
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Additional Information

• stredit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstredit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)

Returns a given string embedded within a template that consists of a string value repeated a particular
number of times.

Syntax

strembed(X;N;P;Y;D)
bstrembed(X;N;P;Y;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string value that will be repeated to create the template in which Y is
embedded

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer The number of times X is repeated to create the template.

A scalar value or the name of a column

P integer An index corresponding to the position in the template where Y is to be
embedded

The index P is 1-based (i.e., the first character has position 1).

• If P is positive, then the beginning of Y is placed at the P'th character
of the template.

• If P is negative, the end of Y is placed at the P'th character from the
end of the template.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The string to be embedded in the template

A scalar value or the name of a column

D integer D specifies how Y is handled if it goes over the end of the template

• If D=1, Y is truncated as necessary.
• If D=0, the unmodified template is returned.
• If D=-1, the result is N/A.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to a "template" consisting of the string X repeated N times; the string
Y is embedded in the template at the position denoted by P.

If X or N is N/A, then the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value times position string overflow strembed(value;times;position;string;overflow)

'*' 9 3 'Apple' 0 '**Apple**'

'0' 5 -1 '172' 0 '00172'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' 0 '00000'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' 1 '72819'

'0' 5 -1 '172819' -1 ''

'0' 3 -1 '172819' 1 '819'

'0' 3 -1 '172819' 0 '000'

'0' 3 -1 '172819' -1 ''

Additional Information

• strembed is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrembed can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

string(X)

Returns the input value expressed as a text string.

Syntax

string(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any The value on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the input value expressed as a text string. If X is a number, it is converted to text.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Example

In the "Monthly Statewide Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Statistics" table
(pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa), you can create a computed column that displays the value in the column
named unemp_rate expressed as a text value.

<base table="pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa"/>
<willbe name="example" value="string(unemp_rate)" 
label="String`Rate"/>

For a value of 6.6, the result would be "6.6".

For a value of 11.0, the result would be "11".
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You can create a computed column that displays the value in the month column expressed as a text value.

<note type="base">Applied to table: pub.fin.fred2.bls.smsa</note>
<willbe name="month_example" value="string(month)" label="String`Month"/>

For a value of 01/76, the result would be "197601" because the value of the underlying integer in
<month> form is 197601. It is displayed as 01/76 in the table because of the display format applied to the
month column.

strmap(X;Y;Z;C)

Returns the given string with certain characters replaced or deleted according to a particular mapping.

Syntax

strmap(X;Y;Z;C)
bstrmap(X;Y;Z;C)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text A string containing the set of characters (keys) used in the mapping

A scalar value or the name of a column

Z text A string containing the set of characters (values) used in the mapping

If Z is N/A, then matched characters are deleted from X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

C integer Specifies how the characters in X that are not in Y are handled in the
result

If C is non-zero (including N/A), it is treated as if it were 1.

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with each character from the string Y replaced by the
character at the corresponding position in Z.

Note:  If Y and Z are of different lengths, then the longer is truncated to the length of the shorter.

For those characters in X that are not found in Y:

• If C=0, those characters are unchanged in the result.
• If C=1, those characters are deleted in the result.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

If Y is N/A:

• If C=0, the result is X unchanged.
• If C=1, the result is N/A.

If Z is N/A:

• If C=0, those characters that are in Y are deleted in the result.
• If C=1, those characters that are not in Y are deleted in the result.
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Sample Usage

string key value not_in_key strmap(string;key;value;not_in_key)

'abstemiously' 'aeiouy' 'AEIOUY' 0 'AbstEmiOUslY'

'abstemiously' 'aeiouy' 'AEIOUY' 1 'AEIOUY'

'abstemiously' 'aeiouy' 'AEI' 0 'AbstEmIously'

'abstemiously' 'aei' 'AEIOUY' 1 'AEI'

'abstemiously' '' 'AEIOUY' 0 'abstemiously'

'abstemiously' '' 'AEIOUY' 1

'abstemiously' 'aeiouy' '' 0 'bstmsl'

'abstemiously' 'aeiouy' '' 1 'aeiouy'

Additional Information

• strmap is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrmap can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strrange(X)

Returns the unique characters of a given string sorted in ascending order.

Syntax

strrange(X)
bstrrange(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the unique characters of X sorted in ascending order.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value strrange(value)

'banana' 'abn'

Additional Information

• strrange is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields. 
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference). 
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• A corresponding function bstrrange can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy
encodings).

• Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular
language) is used for sorting. 

• Equivalent to strsort(X;'';1;1).

strreverse(X;Y)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string in reverse.

Syntax

strreverse(X;Y)
bstrreverse(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

If Y is empty, the function returns the text value corresponding to the reversed characters of the string X.
Otherwise, it splits string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a text value corresponding to a reversed,
delimited list of the elements.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is a character-by-character (rather than element-by-
element) reversal of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter strreverse(value;delimiter)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 'cherimoya,banana,apple'

'foo<>bar<>baz' '<>' 'baz<>bar<>foo'

'foo<>bar<>baz' '' 'zab><rab><oof'

Additional Information

• strreverse is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrreverse can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsort(X;Y;U;D)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string sorted in
ascending or descending order.
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Syntax

strsort(X;Y;U;D)
bstrsort(X;Y;U;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

U integer Specifies whether to only include unique values in the result

If U=0, all elements (including duplicate values) that are found in X are
included in the result.

If U=1, only unique elements in X are included in the result (i.e., duplicate
elements are removed).

If U is non-zero (including N/A) it is treated as if it were 1.

D integer Specifies the order of the sort

If D=1, the elements are sorted in ascending order.

If D=-1, the elements are sorted in descending order.

If D is N/A, it is treated as if it were -1.

Return Value

If Y is empty, this function returns the text value corresponding to the characters of X in sorted order. If
D=1, the characters are sorted in ascending order; if D=-1, the characters are sorted in descending order.
If U=0, all characters are returned; otherwise, only one of each character appears in the result.

If Y is non-empty, then it splits X using Y as a delimiter and returns a delimited list of the elements sorted
up or down according to D. Again, duplicate elements are removed if U is not 0.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

If Y is N/A, then the characters of X are sorted.

Sample Usage

value string2 unique order strsort(value;string2;unique;order)

'apple' '' 0 1 'aelpp'

'apple' '' 1 -1 'plea'

'apple,pear,cherimoya'',' 0 -1 'pear,cherimoya,apple'

'apple--pear--
apple--peach--
pear--banana'

'--' 1 1 'apple--banana--
peach--pear'

Additional Information

• strsort is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
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• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a
user preference).

• A corresponding function bstrsort can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy
encodings).

• Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular
language) is used for sorting.

strsubst(X;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular occurrence (or all occurrences) of a given substring replaced with
a different substring.

Syntax

strsubst(X;Y;I;Z)
bstrsubst(X;Y;I;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the substring to be replaced in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular occurrence of Y to replace

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last occurrence).

An index of 0 will cause all occurrences of the substring Y to be replaced.

Z text Z is the substring to replace Y in X.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the string X with the I'th occurrence (or all occurrences, if I=0) of
the substring Y replaced by the substring Z.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is X unchanged. If Z is N/A, the substring is deleted (i.e.,
the empty string is substituted).

Sample Usage

value substring index newstring strsubst(value;substring;index;newstring)

'banana' 'an' 2 'dann' 'bandanna'

'banana' 'an' 0 'dann' 'bdanndanna'

'banana' 'an' 0 '' 'ba'

'banana' '' 2 'dann' 'banana'

'' 'an' 2 'dann'
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value substring index newstring strsubst(value;substring;index;newstring)

'banana' 'an' -2 'dann' 'bdannana'

Additional Information

• strsubst is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsubst can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strtrim(X;Y;C;D)

Returns the given string with certain characters trimmed from either or both ends.

Syntax

strtrim(X;Y;C;D)
bstrtrim(X;Y;C;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the string containing a set of characters to trim (or not trim) from X

A scalar value or the name of a column

C integer Specifies whether the function trims X of all characters that are either
found in Y or not found in Y

If C=0, all characters that are found in Y are trimmed.

If C=1, all characters that are not found in Y are trimmed.

D integer Specifies in which direction the trimming is performed

If D=1, trimming proceeds from the left.

If D=-1, trimming proceeds from the right.

If D=0, trimming proceeds from both directions.

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the string X with characters from the string Y trimmed from the left,
the right, or both ends.

The function searches X for any character that is present in Y (if C=0) or not present in Y (if C=1).

The trimming begins from the left (i.e., the first matching characters in X are trimmed) if D=1. The trimming
begins from the right (i.e., the last matching characters in X are trimmed), if D=-1. Trimming proceeds from
both ends if D=0.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

If Y is N/A:

• If C=0, the result is X unchanged.
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• If C=1, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value string2 present direction strtrim(value;string2;present;direction)

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 1 'pple'

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 -1 'appl'

'apple' 'aeiou' 0 0 'ppl'

'apple' 'aeiou' 1 0 'apple'

'' 'aeiou' 0 1 ''

'apple' '' 0 -1 'apple'

Example

This example demonstrates how strtrim(X;Y;C;D) can be used to trim trailing spaces from the end of
a string.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="test" value="'a b c d e f g     '"/>
<willbe name="test_cnt" value="strcount(test;' ')"/>
<willbe name="test_trim" value="strtrim(test;' ';0;-1)"/>
<willbe name="test_trim_cnt" value="strcount(test_trim;' ')"/>

The value of the string in the test column has five trailing spaces. The value in the test_cnt column is
11, which is the total number of spaces in the string in the test column.

The call to strtrim(test;' ';0;-1) in the test_trim column takes the value in the test column
and trims all spaces starting from the rightmost character. The value in the test_trim_cnt column is 6,
which verifies that the trailing spaces no longer exist in the string in the test_trim column.

Additional Information

• strtrim is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrtrim can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

transcode(X;F;T;S;O)

Converts a string from one encoding into a different encoding. (Available as of version 12.24)

Syntax

transcode(X;F;T;S;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function. This argument is required.

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

F text F is the current encoding of X. If this argument is omitted, the default
encoding is UTF-8.

A scalar value or the name of a column

T text T is the target encoding of X. If this argument is omitted, the default
encoding is UTF-8.

A scalar value or the name of a column

S text S is the string which is returned in place of a result if transcode cannot
translate the string X

The following special characters can be used:

• % The system error is replaced by the error message returned by the
conversion (in ASCII/UTF-8).

• $ The system error is replaced by the original input string in its original
encoding.

If S is omitted and transcode cannot translate the string X, the function
displays a system error.

A scalar value or the name of a column

O text A list of one or more special options

• 'discard' allows transcode to discard illegal sequences of bytes
in the input string without causing an error or inserting a placeholder
character. Conversion then proceeds from the next valid sequence,
where possible.

• 'translit' allows transcode to attempt to substitute similar
characters from the target T encoding.

• 'cstring' causes transcode to represent the output as a "ragged"
string, regardless of how the input is represented.

• 'symbol' causes transcode to display the output as a symbol,
regardless of how the input is represented.

• 'encode64' further encodes the output string of transcode as
Base-64, an ASCII-based encoding for binary data that is able to
represent strings with zero bytes in them safely.

• 'decode64' causes transcode to decode a Base-64 input string
before performing the encoding conversion.

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the string X translated from encoding F into encoding T.

transcode throws an error if the string is not actually in the encoding F, contains characters illegal in
encoding F, or contains characters that cannot be expressed in encoding T.

Sample Usage

In the following function call:

transcode(X;'UTF-8';'ISO-8859-1';'$ (%)';)

transcode converts UTF-8 text X into Latin-1, but leaves any strings that aren't valid UTF-8 or cannot be
expressed in Latin-1 unchanged, with an error message added in parentheses.

In the following function call:
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transcode(X;'UTF-8';'ISO-8859-1';;'discard''translit')

transcode tries to convert UTF-8 to Latin-1 as tolerantly as possible, discarding illegal sequences in the
UTF-8 input and transliterating characters that can't be represented in Latin-1.

You can have F (current encoding) and T (target encoding) be the same value if you use the 'discard'
option. The following function call discards illegal non-UTF-8 sequences from a string:

transcode(string;;;;'discard')

Additional Information

• The following are valid encoding types:

• UTF8
• UTF-8
• ASCII
• US
• US-ASCII
• LATIN1
• EBCDIC
• ISO_8859_1
• ISO-8859-2
• ISO8859-2
• ISO_8859-2
• ISO_8859_2
• ISO-8859-3
• ISO8859-3
• ISO_8859-3
• ISO_8859_3
• ISO-8859-4
• ISO8859-4
• ISO_8859-4
• ISO_8859_4
• ISO-8859-5
• ISO8859-5
• ISO_8859-5
• ISO_8859_5
• ISO-8859-6
• ISO8859-6
• ISO_8859-6
• ISO_8859_6
• ISO-8859-7
• ISO8859-7
• ISO_8859-7
• ISO_8859_7
• ISO-8859-8
• ISO8859-8
• ISO_8859-8
• ISO_8859_8
• ISO-8859-9
• ISO8859-9
• ISO_8859-9
• ISO_8859_9
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• ISO-8859-13
• ISO8859-13
• ISO_8859-13
• ISO_8859_13
• ISO-8859-15
• ISO8859-15
• ISO_8859-15
• ISO_8859_15
• CP500
• CP65001
• CP1200
• UTF16LE
• UTF-16LE
• UCS2LE
• UCS-2LE
• UCS-2-INTERNAL
• CP1201
• UTF16BE
• UTF-16BE
• UCS2BE
• UCS-2BE
• UNICODEFFFE
• CP12000
• UTF32LE
• UTF-32LE
• UCS4LE
• UCS-4LE
• CP12001
• UTF32BE
• UTF-32BE
• UCS4BE
• UCS-4BE
• UTF16
• UTF-16
• UCS2
• UCS-2
• UTF32
• UTF-32
• UCS-4
• UCS4
• ANSI_X3.4-1968
• ANSI_X3.4-1986
• CP367
• IBM367
• ISO-IR-6
• ISO646-US
• ISO_646.IRV:1991
• CSASCII
• CP819
• IBM819
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• ISO-8859-1
• ISO-IR-100
• ISO8859-1
• ISO_8859-1
• ISO_8859-1:1987
• L1
• CSISOLATIN1
• CP1250
• MS-EE
• WINDOWS-1250
• CP1251
• MS-CYRL
• WINDOWS-1251
• CP1252
• MS-ANSI
• WINDOWS-1252
• CP1253
• MS-GREEK
• WINDOWS-1253
• CP1254
• MS-TURK
• WINDOWS-1254
• CP1255
• MS-HEBR
• WINDOWS-1255
• CP1256
• MS-ARAB
• WINDOWS-1256
• CP1257
• WINBALTRIM
• WINDOWS-1257
• CP1258 WINDOWS-1258
• 850
• CP850
• IBM850
• CSPC850MULTILINGUAL
• 862 CP862 IBM862
• CSPC862LATINHEBREW
• 866
• CP866
• IBM866
• CSIBM866
• CP154
• CYRILLIC-ASIAN
• PT154
• PTCP154
• CSPTCP154
• CP1133
• IBM-CP1133
• CP874
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• WINDOWS-874
• CP51932
• MS51932
• WINDOWS-51932
• EUC-JP
• CP932
• MS932
• SHIFFT_JIS
• SHIFFT_JIS-MS
• SJIS SJIS-MS
• SJIS-OPEN
• SJIS-WIN
• WINDOWS-31J
• WINDOWS-932
• CSWINDOW
• S31J
• CP50221
• ISO-2022-JP
• ISO-2022-JP-MS
• ISO2022-JP
• ISO2022-JP-MS
• MS50221
• WINDOWS-50221
• CP936
• GBK
• MS936
• WINDOWS-936
• CP950
• BIG5
• BIG5HKSCS
• BIG5-HKSCS
• CP949
• UHC
• EUC-KR
• CP1361
• JOHAB
• 437
• CP437
• IBM437
• CSPC8CODEPAGE437
• CP737
• CP775
• IBM775
• CSPC775BALTIC
• 852
• CP852
• IBM852
• CSPCP852
• CP853
• 855
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• CP855
• IBM855
• CSIBM855
• 857
• CP857
• IBM857
• CSIBM857
• CP858
• 860
• CP860
• IBM860
• CSIBM860
• 861
• CP-IS
• CP861
• IBM861
• CSIBM861
• 863
• CP863
• IBM863
• CSIBM863
• CP864
• IBM864
• CSIBM864
• 865
• CP865
• IBM865
• CSIBM865
• 869
• CP-GR
• CP869 IBM869
• CSIBM869
• CP1125 IBM037
• IBM500
• ASMO-708
• DOS-720
• IBM737
• IBM00858
• DOS-862
• IBM870
• CP875
• SHIFT_JIS
• SHIFT-JIS
• GB2312
• KS_C_5601-1987
• IBM1026
• IBM01047
• IBM01140
• IBM01141
• IBM01142
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• IBM01143
• IBM01144
• IBM01145
• IBM01146
• IBM01147
• IBM01148
• IBM01149
• MACINTOSH
• X-MAC-JAPANESE
• X-MAC-CHINESETRAD
• X-MAC-KOREAN
• X-MAC-ARABIC
• X-MAC-HEBREW
• X-MAC-GREEK
• X-MAC-CYRILLIC
• X-MAC-CHINESESIMP
• X-MAC-ROMANIAN
• X-MAC-UKRAINIAN
• X-MAC-THAI
• X-MAC-CE
• X-MAC-ICELANDIC
• X-MAC-TURKISH
• X-MAC-CROATIAN
• X-CHINESE_CNS
• X-CP20001
• X_CHINESE-ETEN
• X-CP20003
• X-CP20004
• X-CP20005
• X-IA5
• X-IA5-GERMAN
• X-IA5-SWEDISH
• X-IA5-NORWEGIAN
• X-CP20261
• X-CP20269
• IBM273
• IBM277
• IBM278
• IBM280
• IBM284
• IBM285
• IBM290
• IBM297
• IBM420
• IBM423
• IBM424
• X-EBCDIC-KOREANEXTENDED
• IBM-THAI
• KOI8-R
• IBM871
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• IBM880
• IBM905
• IBM00924
• X-CP20936
• X-CP20949
• CP1025
• KOI8-U X-EUROPA
• ISO-8859-8-I
• ISO8859-8-I
• ISO_8859-8-I
• ISO_8859_8-I
• CSISO2022JP
• ISO-2022-KR
• ISO2022-KR
• X-CP50227
• EUC-CN
• HZ-GB-2312
• GB18030
• X-ISCII-DE
• X-ISCII-BE
• X-ISCII-TA
• X-ISCII-TE
• X-ISCII-AS
• X-ISCII-OR
• X-ISCII-KA
• X-ISCII-MA
• X-ISCII-GU
• X-ISCII-PA

Note:  This list of valid encodings is subject to change. Not all strings can be converted between
two encodings.

Regular expressions

regex_beg(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the beginning position with respect to a particular match of a specified regular expression within a
given string.

Syntax

regex_beg(X;L;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
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Argument Type Description

• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to a particular instance of the regular expression
X within the given string Y

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first match has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last match).

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the beginning position of the I'th match of the regular
expression X within the string Y.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

regex options string index regex_beg(regex;options;string;index)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 1 4

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' -4 1

'a(b|c|d)' '' 1

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

regex_count(X;L;Y)

Returns the number of matches of a specified regular expression within a given string.

Syntax

regex_count(X;L;Y)

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the number of matches of the regular expression X in the string
Y.

If Y is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

regex options string regex_count(regex;options;string)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 3

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' 4

'a(b|c|d)' '' 0

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

regex_end(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the position following a particular match of a specified regular expression within a given string.

Syntax

regex_end(X;L;Y;I)

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to a particular instance of the regular expression
X within the given string Y

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first match has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last match).

Return Value

Returns the integer value corresponding to the position after the I'th match of the regular expression X
within the string Y.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

regex options string index regex_end(regex;options;string;index)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 1 6

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' -4 3

'a(b|c|d)' '' 1

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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regex_match(X;L;Y;I)

Returns the substring corresponding to a particular match of a specified regular expression within a given
string.

Syntax

regex_match(X;L;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

Note:  '\' is the escape character for strings, and '\' is also the
escape character for regex functions. Therefore, in order to
represent a special character in X, you need a double backslash
('\\'). See examples below.

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to a particular instance of the regular expression
X within the given string Y

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first match has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last match).

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the I'th match of the regular expression X within the string Y.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

regex options string index regex_match(regex;options;string;index)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 1 'ac'

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' -4 'Ab'

'a(b|c|d)' '' 1 ''

'\\(hi\\)' '(hi)' 1 '(hi)'

'\\\\' '\\' 1 '\'

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

regex_subst(X;L;Y;I;Z)

Returns the given string with a particular match (or all matches) of a specified regular expression replaced
by a given substring.

Syntax

regex_subst(X;L;Y;I;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A valid regular expression to search for in the string Y

L text A list of one or more string options. (L may be omitted.)

These options include:

• 'icase' - ignore case
• 'lit' - treat X as a literal string rather than a regular expression
• 'nl' - treat the newline character as a line delimiter
• 'ug' - default all operators to be ungreedy
• 'right' - make matches right-associative
• 'first' - find only the first match - this is also faster if it is necessary

to determine if there is any match at all
• 'tre' - use a TRE regex engine (default) (Available as of prod-9.)
• 'pcre' - use a Perl Compatible Regular Expression (PCRE) engine

(Available as of prod-9.)

The 'tre' and 'pcre' options refer to the back-end regex engine used
for matching. If both options are specified, or if neither option is specified,
the TRE engine will be used.

Note:  The 'lit' and 'right' options cannot be used in
conjunction with the 'pcre' option.

Y text The string within which to search for the regular expression X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to a particular instance of the regular expression
X within the given string Y

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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Argument Type Description

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first match has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last match).

An index of 0 will cause all occurrences of X within Y to be replaced by Z.

Z text The substring to replace a particular occurrence (or all occurrences) of
the regular expression X within the given string Y

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns the text value corresponding to the I'th match of the regular expression X within the string Y
replaced by the string Z.

If I=0, all occurrences of X within Y are replaced by Z.

If Y is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

regex options string index newstring regex_subst(regex;options;string;index;newstring)

'a(b|c|d)' 'Abracadabra' 1 'QQ' 'AbrQQadabra'

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' -4 'QQ' 'QQracadabra'

'a(b|c|d)' 'icase' 'Abracadabra' 0 'QQ 'QQrQQQQQQra'

'a(b|c|d)' '' 1 'QQ' ''

Additional Information

• 1010data supports POSIX standard regular expressions. See Regular Expressions for more
information.

List functions
List functions are scalar functions that return lists, subsets of lists, and combinations of lists, among other
functionality. Lists, along with packages, are compound scalar data types that facilitate programmatic
interaction with scalar data values and variables.

Delimited lists

csl_drop(X;Y)

Returns all but the first number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

Syntax

csl_drop(X;Y)

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007904975/basedefs/xbd_chap09.html
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text A comma-separated list or the name of a column containing a comma-
separated list

Y integer The index of an element within the comma-separated list

Return Value

Returns a comma-separated list consisting of all but the first Y elements in the comma-separated list X.
The index is 1-based (e.g., the first two elements in the list are dropped when Y=2).

Note:  A negative index counts back from the end of the list (e.g., Y=-2 drops the last two element
in the list).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

If |Y| is greater than the number of elements in the list, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

csl_list index csl_drop(csl_list;index)

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' 2 'bird,horse,hippo,duck'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' -2 'dog,cat,bird,horse'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' 15

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' -15

'' 2

csl_len(X)

Returns the number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

Syntax

csl_len(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A comma-separated list or the name of a column containing a comma-
separated list

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the number of elements in the comma-separated list X.

If X is N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

csl_list csl_len(csl_list)

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' 6

'' 0
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csl_pick(X;Y)

Returns a particular element in a given comma-separated list.

Syntax

csl_pick(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A comma-separated list or the name of a column containing a comma-
separated list

Y integer The index of an element within the comma-separated list

Return Value

Returns the element in the comma-separated list X corresponding to the index Y. The index is 1-based
(e.g., the first element in the list is returned when Y=1).

Note:  A negative index counts back from the end of the list (e.g., Y=-1 references the last element
in the list).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

If |Y| is greater than the number of elements in the list, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

csl_list index csl_pick(csl_list;index)

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'2 'cat'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'-2 'hippo'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'15

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'-15

'' 2

csl_take(X;Y)

Returns the first number of elements in a given comma-separated list.

Syntax

csl_take(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A comma-separated list or the name of a column containing a comma-
separated list

Y integer The index of an element within the comma-separated list
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Return Value

Returns a comma-separated list consisting of the first Y elements in the comma-separated list X. The index
is 1-based (e.g., the first two elements in the list are returned when Y=2).

Note:  A negative index counts back from the end of the list (e.g., Y=-2 returns the last two element
in the list).

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

If |Y| is greater than the number of elements in the list, the result is X.

Sample Usage

csl_list index csl_take(csl_list;index)

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' 2 'dog,cat'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' -2 'hippo,duck'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' 15 'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'

'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck' -15 'dog,cat,bird,horse,hippo,duck'

'' 2

pick(X;L)

Returns the item in a specified list at the position denoted by the given value.

Syntax

pick(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer The position within the list L

A scalar value or the name of a column

L any A space or comma-separated list of values

All of the values in L must be the same type (integer, decimal, or text).

Return Value

Returns the Xth item in the list L.

If X is greater than the number of items in L, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

X L pick(X;L)

2 10 20 30 20

2 'a' 'bb' 'ccc' 'bb'

4 1.1 1.2 1.3 NA

2 'a' '' 'ccc' ''
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position(X;L)

Returns the position of a given value in a specified list.

Syntax

position(X;L)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any The value to find within in the list L

A column name

L any A space or comma-separated literal list of values

All of the values in L must be the same type as X.

Return Value

Returns an integer value corresponding to the position of X in L. If X is not in L, the value returned is one
plus the number of items in L.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. However, if X is the empty string (''), and L contains one or more empty
strings, the result is the position of the first empty string in the list.

Sample Usage

X L position(X;L)

'b' 'a' 'b' 'c' 2

100 1,10,100 3

1.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 4

NA 2.1,21.0,1.1,11.0 5

'' '2.1','','1.1','' 2

'' '2.1','21.0','1.1','11.0' 5

Example

Selecting the position of the 'bar' element from the literal list of values supplied to the position()
function.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="position_result" value="position('bar';'foo' 'bar' 'baz')"/>

Returns the following table:
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strdrop(X;Y;N)

Returns all but the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of all but the first number of
elements delimited by a particular value, within a given string.

Syntax

strdrop(X;Y;N)
bstrdrop(X;Y;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer An index corresponding to the number of elements to take from X

The index N is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., N=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a text value
corresponding to the Y-delimited list of all but the first N elements. If Y is empty, it returns all but the first N
characters of X.

If X or N is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is all but the first N characters of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strdrop(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 1 'banana,cherimoya'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'foo--bar'

'foo--bar--baz' '' 4 '-bar--baz'

Additional Information

• strdrop is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
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• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a
user preference).

• A corresponding function bstrdrop can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy
encodings).

strpick(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the element delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.

Syntax

strpick(X;Y;I)
bstrpick(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the I'th delimited
element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If I=0, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strpick(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strpick is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrpick can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
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strreverse(X;Y)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string in reverse.

Syntax

strreverse(X;Y)
bstrreverse(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

If Y is empty, the function returns the text value corresponding to the reversed characters of the string X.
Otherwise, it splits string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a text value corresponding to a reversed,
delimited list of the elements.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is a character-by-character (rather than element-by-
element) reversal of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter strreverse(value;delimiter)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 'cherimoya,banana,apple'

'foo<>bar<>baz' '<>' 'baz<>bar<>foo'

'foo<>bar<>baz' '' 'zab><rab><oof'

Additional Information

• strreverse is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrreverse can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsort(X;Y;U;D)

Returns the characters, or the elements delimited by a particular value, of a given string sorted in
ascending or descending order.

Syntax

strsort(X;Y;U;D)
bstrsort(X;Y;U;D)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text The character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

U integer Specifies whether to only include unique values in the result

If U=0, all elements (including duplicate values) that are found in X are
included in the result.

If U=1, only unique elements in X are included in the result (i.e., duplicate
elements are removed).

If U is non-zero (including N/A) it is treated as if it were 1.

D integer Specifies the order of the sort

If D=1, the elements are sorted in ascending order.

If D=-1, the elements are sorted in descending order.

If D is N/A, it is treated as if it were -1.

Return Value

If Y is empty, this function returns the text value corresponding to the characters of X in sorted order. If
D=1, the characters are sorted in ascending order; if D=-1, the characters are sorted in descending order.
If U=0, all characters are returned; otherwise, only one of each character appears in the result.

If Y is non-empty, then it splits X using Y as a delimiter and returns a delimited list of the elements sorted
up or down according to D. Again, duplicate elements are removed if U is not 0.

If X is N/A, then the result is N/A.

If Y is N/A, then the characters of X are sorted.

Sample Usage

value string2 unique order strsort(value;string2;unique;order)

'apple' '' 0 1 'aelpp'

'apple' '' 1 -1 'plea'

'apple,pear,cherimoya'',' 0 -1 'pear,cherimoya,apple'

'apple--pear--
apple--peach--
pear--banana'

'--' 1 1 'apple--banana--
peach--pear'

Additional Information

• strsort is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsort can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).
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• Unicode code-point order (which does not correspond to the lexicographic order used in any particular
language) is used for sorting.

strsplit(X;Y;I)

Returns the character at a particular position, or the substring delimited by a particular value, within a given
string.

Syntax

strsplit(X;Y;I)
bstrsplit(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns the text value
corresponding to the I'th delimited element. If Y is empty, it returns the I'th character of X.

If X or I is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the I'th character of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplit(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' -3 'b'

Additional Information

• strsplit is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplit can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Returns the position of a certain element delimited by a particular value within a given string.
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Syntax

strsplitpos(X;Y;I)
bstrsplitpos(X;Y;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

I integer An index corresponding to the particular character or substring in X

The index I is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., I=-1 refers
to the last element).

Return Value

This function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns an integer value corresponding to the
position in X of the I'th delimited element.

If X, Y, or I is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strsplitpos(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 7

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 11

Additional Information

• strsplitpos is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrsplitpos can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

strtake(X;Y;N)

Returns the first number of characters, or the substring consisting of the first number of elements delimited
by a particular value, within a given string.

Syntax

strtake(X;Y;N)
bstrtake(X;Y;N)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Y text Y is the character or string to be used as the delimiter in X

A scalar value or the name of a column

N integer An index corresponding to the number of elements to take from X

The index N is 1-based (i.e., the first occurrence has index 1).

A negative index counts back from the end of the string (i.e., N=-1 refers
to the last element or character).

Return Value

If Y is non-empty, this function splits the string X using Y as a delimiter and returns a Y-delimited list of the
first N elements. If Y is empty, it returns the first N characters of X.

If X or N is N/A, the result is N/A. If Y is N/A, the result is the first N characters of X.

Sample Usage

value delimiter index strtake(value;delimiter;index)

'apple,banana,cherimoya' ',' 2 'apple,banana'

'foo--bar--baz' '--' -1 'baz'

'foo--bar--baz' '' 4 'foo-'

Additional Information

• strtake is Unicode (UTF-8) compliant and will work with Unicode or plain ASCII text fields.
• If passed a string argument that is not legal Unicode, it will by default signal an error (configurable as a

user preference).
• A corresponding function bstrtake can be used with non-Unicode strings (e.g., binary or legacy

encodings).

List and package types

conjsel(L)

Returns a selection expression that consists of the conjunction of the pairs of columns and associated
values specified in the given list-value. (Available as of version 11.06)

Description

This function is generally intended for use with the value of the listvalue_ attribute returned by
the querytree widget. Together with the expanded selection form for <sel> introduced in version
11.05, this allows efficient application of a querytree-generated selection. For more information, see
class_="querytree" and <sel>.

Syntax

conjsel(L)
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Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value that consists of n lists. Each list is made up of a column and a list
of values.

Return Value

Returns a selection expression of the form ([EXPR_1])&([EXPR_2])&...&([EXPR_n]), where each [EXPR_x]
is of the form [COLUMN]=[LIST_OF_VALUES].

Example

The following example demonstrates how conjsel(L) function builds a selection
expression from the given list-value. In this example, conjsel(L) creates the expression
(state='NY''CA''TX')&(tz='-5''-6') from the list-value selections.

<dynamic selections="{lst(lst('state' lst('NY''CA''TX'))lst('tz'
 lst('-5''-6')))}">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <widget class_="value" value_="@selections"/>
    <widget class_="text" text_="conjsel: {conjsel(@selections)}"/>
    <widget class_="grid" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
      <sel value="{conjsel(@selections)}"/>
    </widget>  
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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dejson(S;O)

Converts a JSON string into 1010data values. (Available as of version 11.07)

Syntax

dejson(S;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

S text A JSON string of name-value pairs

O text A list of one or more special options: 'funnykeys', 'nofunnykeys',
'uqkeys', 'nouqkeys', and 'symbols'

• 'funnykeys' tells dejson to convert funny keys. Funny keys are
strings that contain anything other than alphanumeric characters and
underscores, or do not begin with a letter. Funny keys are allowed by
default.

• 'nofunnykeys' tells dejson not to convert strings that contains
anything other than alphanumeric characters and underscores, or do
not begin with a letter.

• 'nouqkeys' tells dejson not to covert unquoted keys in JSON
strings, such as {a:2}. This is the default.

• 'symbols' tells dejson that any strings in the resulting package
should be interned as symbols, rather than cstrings/charvecs
(Available as of version 15.02)

• 'uqkeys' allows dejson to convert unquoted keys in JSON strings,
such as {a:2}. Unquoted keys are not allowed by default.

Return Value

Returns a 1010data value represented by the JSON string. If the function cannot convert the JSON string,
dejson throws an error message.

Example

The following example shows how dejson(string;) converts a "mixed" JSON string into package of
name-value pairs that 1010data can use.

<base table="default.test.json"/>
<colord cols="mixed"/>
<willbe name="p" value="dejson(mixed;'symbols')"/>
<willbe name="a" value="pkg_default(p;'a';98.6)"/>
<willbe name="c" value="pkg_default(p;'c';'noun')"/>

The resulting table is as follows:
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In column p, dejson(string;) converts the mixed JSON into a package of name-value pairs. Column
a contains the value of a, and column c contains the value of c. In the third row of the table, the data type
for c does not match the default, so the default value, noun, is used. The last row of the table does not
contain an a or c value, so the a and c columns contain the default values 98.6 and noun, respectively.
See pkg_default(P;K;D) for more information.

dexml(S;O)

Converts an XML string into a 1010data XML value or list of values (str → xml). (Available as of version
11.07)

Syntax

dexml(S;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

S text An XML string

O text A list of one or more special options: '[no]case', '[no]stripa',
'[no]stripc', '[no]tabs', '[no]normnl', '[no]nlattrs',
'nlcontents', '[no]cdata', '[no]comments', '[no]decl',
'[no]doctype''[no]uqa', '[no]dups', '[no]lenient',
'[no]strict', '[no]escquote'.

Note:  In most cases of dexml(), the default options will handle
the conversion properly, and therefore the option argument(s) can
be left blank.

• 'case' converts all tags and attributes to lower case. This is the
default option.

• 'nocase' does not convert tags and attributes to lower case.
• 'stripa' strips leading/trailing whitespace in attribute values. This is

the default option.
• 'nostripa' does not strip leading/trailing whitespace in attribute

values.
• 'stripc' strips leading/trailing whitespace in content text. This is the

default option.
• 'nostripc' does not strip leading/trailing whitespace in content text.
• 'tabs' allows tabs even outside of CDATA (in other words, don't

change tabs to spaces).
• 'notabs' changes tabs to spaces. This is the default option.
• 'normnl' normalizes newlines everywhere as required by spec. This

is the default option.
• 'nonormnl' does not normalize newlines everywhere.
• 'nlattrs' allows newlines inside attributes (doesn't change to

spaces). This is the default option.
• 'nonlattrs' changes newlines inside attributes to spaces.
• 'nlcontents' allows newlines in contents outside of CDATA

(doesn't change to spaces). This is the default option.
• 'cdata' allows CDATA sections. This is the default option.
• 'nocdata' does not allow CDATA sections.
• 'comments' allows XML standard comments. This is the default

value.
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Argument Type Description

• 'nocomments' does not allow XML standard comments.
• 'decl' allows XML standard <?xml..?> declaration at the

beginning of the document. This is the default option.
• 'nodecl' does not allow the XML standard declaration.
• 'dropdecl' allows XML standard declaration, but drops it from the

result.
• 'doctype' allows XML standard <!DOCTYPE...> declaration at the

beginning of the document. This is the default option.
• 'nodoctype' does not allow <!DOCTYPE...> declaration.
• 'dropdoctype' allows <!DOCTYPE...> declaration, but drops it

from the result.
• 'uqa' allows unquoted attributes (such as <foo bar=123>). This is

the default option.
• 'nouqa' does not allow unquoted attributes.
• 'dups' allows duplicate attributes (such as <foo bar=123

bar=456>).
• 'nodups' does not allow duplicate attributes. This is the default

option.
• 'lenient' tells dexml() to be lenient about the & character. This is

the default option.
• 'nolenient' tells dexml() not to be lenient about the & character.
• 'strict' prohibits > character in contents.
• 'nostrict' is not strict about the > character. This is the default

option.
• 'escquote' passes " through in double-quoted attribute values,

allowing the quote character to be used without resorting to &quot;.
This is the default option.

• 'noescquote' does not allow " to pass through.

Return Value

Returns a 1010data value or list of values represented by the XML string. If the function cannot convert the
XML string, dexml throws an error message.

Example

The following example shows how dexml converts a string into XML. The scope widget then displays the
XML string and the string converted to XML.

<dynamic>
  <do>
    <set example_string="<table>1,2,3;</table>"/>
    <set example_dexml="{dexml(@example_string;)}"/>
  </do>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1"
 show_="@example_string,@example_dexml"/>
</dynamic>

The scope widget displays the string and the conversion to an XML value:
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enjson(V;O)

Converts values, including packages and lists, into a JSON string. (Available as of version 11.07)

Syntax

enjson(V;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

V any A value, list, or package to be converted into JSON

O text One of the following special options: 'noquotekeys' or 'quotekeys'

• 'noquotekeys' leaves out the double-quote characters
surroundings the keys in object literals.

• 'quotekeys' surrounds the keys with double-quote characters in
object literals. This is the default.

Return Value

Returns a JSON string of the value.

Example

The following code converts a package to a JSON string, and surrounds the keys with double-quote
characters (the default option).

<willbe name="package" value="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c';'Larry' 'Curly' 'Moe')}"/>
<willbe name="json" value="enjson(package;)"/>

The resulting JSON string is {"a":"Larry","b":"Curly","c":"Moe"}

The following code converts a package to a JSON string, leaving out the double-quote characters
surrounding the keys.

<willbe name="package" value="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c';'Larry' 'Curly' 'Moe')}"/>
<willbe name="jsonnoquotes" value="enjson(package;'noquotekeys')"/>

The resulting JSON string is {a:"Larry",b:"Curly",c:"Moe"}

enxml(V;O)

Converts a 1010data XML value, or a list of values, into an XML string (xml → str). (Available as of
version 11.07)

Syntax

enxml(V;O)
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Input

Argument Type Description

V list-value A value or list of values to be converted into an XML string

O text One of the special options: '[no]strict'.

Note:  In most cases of enxml(), the default option will handle
the conversion properly, and therefore the option argument can
be left blank.

• 'strict' tells enxml() to be very strict about the > character in
contents.

• 'nostrict' tells enxml() not be be strict about the > character in
contents. This is the default value.

Return Value

Returns an XML string of the value.

Example

The following code shows how to convert an XML value to a string. <example_xml> contains XML code,
and enxml converts that code to a string. The scope widget then displays the original XML value and the
value converted to an XML string.

<dynamic>
  <do>
    <set>
      <example_xml>
        <base table="default.lonely"/>
        <willbe name="one" value="1"/>
        <willbe name="two" value="2"/>
      </example_xml>
    </set>
    
    <set example_enxml="{enxml(@example_xml;)}"/>
    
  </do>
  <widget class_="scope" refreshon_="1" 
     show_="@example_xml,@example_enxml"/>
</dynamic>

The scope widget displays the XML value and the string conversion:

Note how the quotes within the example_xml code are escaped with the \ character within the
example_enxml string.

exlst(L;E)

Remove the contents of list-value E from list-value L.
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Syntax

exlst(L;E)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value from which to exclude elements found in the list-value passed
to the E parameter

E list-value A list-value whose values should be excluded from the list-value passed
to the L parameter

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains elements from L that did not appear in E.

Example

This example demonstrates how to use exlst(L;E) to create a single list-value out of two list-values.
The list-value returned contains only the values that appeared in the list-value passed to the L parameter
that did not appear in the list-value passed to the E parameter.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4 'a')}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b' 'c'
 'd' 2)}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="exclude" label="Exclude" value="'{exlst(@list_b;@list_a)}'"/>
</block>

The list-value output from the exlst(L;E) function as used above:

inlst(L1 L2...LN)

Find the intersection of two or more list-variables.

Syntax

inlst(L1 L2 LN)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A space-separated or comma-separated list of list-values

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that is the intersection of all list-values passed to the L parameter.
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Example

This example demonstrates how to use inlst(L1 L2...LN) to create a single list out of two lists. The
list returned contains only the values that appeared in both the original lists.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4 'a' 'b')}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b'
 'c' 'd' 2)}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="intersection" label="Intersection" value="'{inlst(@list_a
 @list_b)}'"/>
</block>

The list-value output from the inlst(L1 L2...LN) function as used above:

jnlst(L1 L2...LN)

Returns a single list-value made up of the elements of multiple lists.

Syntax

jnlst(L1 L2...LN)

Input

Argument Type Description

L any A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains all the elements of L1 L2...LN.

Example

The following example demonstrates how jnlst(L1 L2...LN) is used to create a list-value named
heroes that consists of all the elements in the list-values group1, group2, and group3. The column
all_heroes shows the value of heroes. The column fifth_hero shows the value of the fifth element
in the heroes list-value. The <foreach> loop creates a computed column for each of the elements in
heroes.

<letseq group1="{lst('Malfurion' 'Uther' 'Rexxar')}" 
 group2="{lst('Jaina' 'Thrall' 'Anduin')}" 
 group3="{lst('Valeera' 'Guldan' 'Garrosh')}" 
 heroes="{jnlst(@group1 @group2 @group3)}">
    <willbe name="all_heroes" value="{@heroes}"/>
    <willbe name="fifth_hero" value="'{@heroes.5}'"/>
    <foreach hero="{@heroes}" tally_="@i">
        <willbe name="hero_{@i}" value="'{@hero}'"/>
    </foreach>
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</letseq>

lst(X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value when given one or more values.

Syntax

lst(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains a list of values as specified in the X parameter.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="lst('a' 'b' 'c')"

returns a value called list, which itself contains three text values: a, b, and c. The values are indexed in
order starting at 1.

List-values can also be created with an implicit syntax, as follows:

list="{1,2,3}"

A more complex example that creates a nested list, incorporating the implicit syntax, is as follows:

list="{{1,2,3} 'foo' {'a',1,'b',2}}"

The values contained in the list-value created above may be accessed as follows:

<let list="{{1,2,3} 'foo' {'a',1,'b',2}}">
    <willbe name="listtest" value="'{@list.2}'"/>
</let>

The value of listtest will be: foo. The same value can be accessed with the alternate syntax of:

<let list="{{1,2,3} 'foo' {'a',1,'b',2}}">
    <willbe name="listtest" value="'{@list[2]}'"/>
</let>

The third element of the list-value contains a list of mixed types. Therefore, the fourth value in the third
element of list may be accessed as follows:

<let list="{{1,2,3} 'foo' {'a',1,'b',2}}">
    <willbe name="listtest" value="{@list[3][4]}"/>
</let>

The value of listtest will be: 2.
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However, to access the text values contained in the third element, the curly braces must be enclosed in
single quotes, as follows:

<let list="{{1,2,3} 'foo' {'a',1,'b',2}}">
    <willbe name="listtest" value="'{@list[3][1]}'"/>
</let>

The value of listtest will be: a.

Note:  To ensure errors do not occur when referencing elements of lists with different types,
promote all values to text by enclosing the curly braces in single quotes.

Examples

The behavior of how values are treated when accessed from a list-value changes depending on the
context of the access. The examples below demonstrate how list-values are initialized and modified.

Note:  Since these examples use the <let> clause, they will work on any table.

Most Basic
<let list="{lst(1 2 3)}">
  <willbe name="list_test" value="{@list.1}"/>
</let>

The <willbe> operation in the above <let> clause will be a column with the value 1.

List of Different Types and Nested Lists

This version creates a list that holds values of different types. In addition to text, decimal, and integer
values, lists can also hold other lists. Lists can be nested to an arbitrary depth, and values at each depth
are accessed with dot-notation corresponding to the depth's value.

For example, below, the list variable is assigned a list with the following values: a, 2, 3.14159, and
another list, with values: To be or not to be, 10, and 1.41421. Values in the second list are
accessed by first accessing the list-value in the top-level list, at index position 4, and then the index
position for the desired value in the nested list:

<let list="{lst('a' 2 3.14159 lst('To be or not to be' 10 1.41421))}">
    <willbe name="nest" value="{@list.4.3}"/>
</let>

The code above will produce a column whose value is 1.41421.

Alternatively, the syntactical shorthand to access the same value can be expressed as:

<let list="{lst('a' 2 3.14159 lst('To be or not to be' 10 1.41421))}">
    <willbe name="nest" value="{@list[4][3]}"/>
</let>

Iterating Over Lists

Since lists are indexed, <foreach> and <for> loops can be used to iterate over all the values, or some
of the values, in a list and generate outputs automatically. The following code includes a <foreach> loop
that creates a new column for each value in the list using only a single <willbe> operation:

<let list="{lst('you,say,yes' 'i,say,no')}">
    <foreach x="{@list}" tally="@i">
        <willbe name="x{@i}" value="'{@x}'"/>
    </foreach>
</let>
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This results in two columns with the following values:

Notice that the <foreach> statement is given a two-element list to iterate over. The first value is:
you,say,yes, and the second is, i,say,no. Notice also that lists provide a distinctive advantage over
csl_ functions: commas can be inserted in string values without the need to escape them.

Lists for Text Substitution

Lists can also be referenced to insert values during string concatenation and building. However, something
interesting happens when doing so. Take the data provided to the list in the last example, but this time,
insert text values around the value of x in the <foreach> declaration:

<let list="{lst('you,say,yes' 'i,say,no')}">
    <foreach x="paul: {@list} john" tally="@i">
        <willbe name="x{@i}" value="'{@x}'"/>
    </foreach>
</let>

The code above will create the following results:

Notice in the example above that when text values are placed around the scalar reference to the list
variable, the values are actually expanded to comma separated lists and the <foreach> loop iterates over
each comma-separated value at its own index position. To give paul and john their own columns in the
example above, simply add one comma to the beginning of the first string and another comma to the end
of the second string value, as follows:

<let list="{lst(',you,say,yes' 'i,say,no,')}">
    <foreach x="paul: {@list} john" tally_="@i">
        <willbe name="x{@i}" value="'{@x}'"/>
    </foreach>
</let>

The above code now produces the following columns:
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lst_del(L;D)

Remove the elements in list-value L at the index positions specified in list-value D.

Syntax

lst_del(L;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value whose values will be removed according to the index
positions in list-value D

D list-value A list-value containing integers representing index positions

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains values from list-value L that were not found at the index positions
specified in list-value D.

Example

This example demonstrates how to use lst_del(L;D) to remove elements from a list-value based on a
list-value of index positions. In this case, the first three elements of list-value L are removed.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 'a' 'b' 'c' 'd' 2 1)}" indexes="{lst(1
 2 3)}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="remove_positions" label="Remove
 Positions" value="'{lst_del(@list_a;@indexes)}'"/>
</block>

The list-value output from the lst_del(L;D) function as used above:

lst_drop(L;N)

Returns a list-value of all elements after a given element.
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Syntax

lst_drop(L;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose indexed values will be returned

If L is omitted, an error is returned.

If L is N/A, an error is returned.

A list-value

N integer The number of indexed elements to drop, starting at 1 and dropping every
element up to and including element N

If N is negative, the index counting begins at the end of the list-value
drops the through the N'th to last element.

If N is omitted, an error is returned.

If N is N/A, an error is returned.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns every indexed value after the N'th element of list-value L as a comma-separated list.

Sample Usage

The following example demonstrates how the lst_drop(L;N) function returns a comma-separated list of
only the indexed values in list after element 2.

<let list="{lst(1 'a' 'A' 3.14159)}">
  <willbe name="element_values" value="'{lst_drop(@list;2)}'"/>
</let>

The code above creates a computed column with the value: A,3.14159.

Example: Get the values after the first N elements of list-value L

Once a list-value is created, values after any index position can be retrieved using the lst_drop(L;N)
function.

<let list="{lst('De La Soul' 'A Tribe Called Quest'
 'Pharcyde')}" whosingsdrop="2">
  <willbe name="artist" value="'{lst_drop(@list;@whosingsdrop)}'"/>
</let>

The code above creates a computed column with the value: Pharcyde.

lst_len(L)

Returns the number of elements in a list-value.

Syntax

lst_len(L)
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Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose length will be returned

If L is omitted, an error is returned.

If L is N/A, an error is returned.

A list-value

Return Value

Returns an integer representing the number of elements in L.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="lst(1 2 3 4)"
length="lst_len(list)"

returns the number of elements contained in the list-value passed to the L parameter. The type of the
return value is integer.

Example: Get the length of a list

Once a list-value is created, its length can be retrieved using the lst_len(L) function.

<block name="test" list="{lst('' 'a' 'b' 'c')}">
    <willbe name="test1" value="{lst_len(@list)}"/>
</block>

The code above creates a list-value called list containing 4 elements in the opening tag of <block>.
A computed column is then created that displays the number of elements in the list value. In the example
above, the return value is 4.

lst_pick(L;I)

Find the value of an element in a list-value from a specified index position.

Syntax

lst_pick(L;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose indexed element value will be returned

If L is omitted, an error is returned.

If L is N/A, an error is returned.

A list-value

I integer The index position of the value to be returned

If I is omitted, an error is returned.

If I is N/A, an error is returned.
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns the current value found at index position I of the list-value specified by L.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="{lst(1 'a' 'A' 3.14159)}"
element_value="lst_pick(list;4)"

returns the value found at index position 4 in list. In this case, the value is an approximation of pi.

Example: Get the value of element at the I'th position

Once a list-value is created, values at any index position can be retrieved using the lst_pick(L;I)
function.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<let list="{lst(',not,a,moon,'',a,spacestation!')}" 
 not="1" is="2">
<foreach x="That\'s {lst_pick({@list};{@not})} 
 It\'s{lst_pick({@list};{@is})}" tally_="@i">
<willbe name="x{@i}" value="'{@x}'"/>
</foreach>
</let>
<colord hide="c1"/>

The code above returns a series of computed columns where each word in the phrase That's not a
moon, it's a spacestation! is contained in its own column.

lst_position(L;P)

Find the index positions of values in list-value L for values that appear in list-value P.

Syntax

lst_position(L;P)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value for which index positions will be identified according to list-
value P
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Argument Type Description

P list-value A list-value whose values will be used to find index positions in list-value
L

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains integers. These integers represent the index position in list-value L
for values in list-value P. If a value appears in list L and not in list P, the index position returned is 0.

Example

This example demonstrates how to use lst_position(L;P) to find the index positions in list-value L
based on values appearing in list-value P.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4 'a')}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b' 'c'
 'd' 2)}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="positions" label="Positions" value="'{lst_position(@list_a;@list_b)}'"/
>
</block>

The list-value output from the lst_position(L;P) function as used above:

lst_remove(L;R)

Remove elements from list-value L that are found in list-value R. This function does not remove duplicates
that appear multiple times in list-value L from the returned list-value.

Syntax

lst_remove(L;R)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value whose values will be removed according to values found in
list-value R

D list-value A list-value whose values will be used to remove values from list-value L

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains elements of list L that were not found in list R. The list-value
returned preserves any duplicate values in list-value L that did not appear in list-value R.
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Example

This example demonstrates how to use lst_remove(L;R) to eliminate elements of a list-value based on
the values in another list-value.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4 'a')}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b' 'c'
 'd' 'a' 'b')}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="lst_remove" label="List
 Remove" value="'{lst_remove(@list_b;@list_a)}'"/>
</block>

The list-value output from the lst_remove(L;R) function as used above:

Note:  The value b appears twice in list-value L and does not appear in list-value R. Therefore, it
appears twice in the list-value returned by the function.

lst_reverse(L)

Invert the order of the elements of a list-value.

Syntax

lst_reverse(L)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A list-value

Return Value

Returns a single list-value containing the same values as the list-value passed to the L parameter, but in
the opposite order of the original list.

Example

This example demonstrates how to use lst_reverse(L) to reverse the order of elements in a list.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4 'a' 'b')}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b'
 'c' 'd' 2)}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="intersection" label="Intersection" value="'{inlst(@list_a
 @list_b)}'"/>
  <willbe name="reverse" label="Reverse" value="'{lst_reverse(inlst(@list_a
 @list_b))}'"/>
</block>
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The output from the lst_reverse(L) function as used above:

lst_take(L;N)

Returns a list-value containing a given number of elements.

Syntax

lst_take(L;N)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose indexed values will be returned

If L is omitted, an error is returned.

If L is N/A, an error is returned.

A list-value

N integer The number of indexed elements to return, starting at 1 and returning up
to and including element N

If N is negative, the index counting begins at the end of the list-value
takes the through the N'th to last element.

If N is omitted, an error is returned.

If N is N/A, an error is returned.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns the first N elements of L as a comma-separated list.

Sample Usage

The following example demonstrates how the lst_take(L;N) function returns a list-value of the first
three elements in list.

<let list="{lst(1 'a' 'A' 3.14159)}">
  <willbe name="element_values" value="'{lst_take(@list;3)}'"/>
</let>

The code above creates a computed column with the value: 1,a,A.
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Example: Get the values from the first N elements of list-value L

Once a list-value is created, values up to any index position can be retrieved using the lst_take(L;N)
function.

<let list="{lst('hop' 'skip' 'jump')}" distance="2">
  <willbe name="howfar" value="'{lst_take(@list;@distance)}'"/>
</let>

The code above creates a computed column with the value: hop,skip.

lst_to_pkg(K;V)

Returns a new package value by accepting a list of keys and a list of values of equal lengths.

Syntax

lst_to_pkg(K;V)

Input

Argument Type Description

K list-value A list whose elements will be used as the keys in the new package

Keys may only contain alphanumeric characters or underscores and must
begin with an alphabetic character. They may not contain any spaces or
other special characters.

V list-value A list whose elements will be used as the values in the new package

Text values must be enclosed in single quotes.

Return Value

Returns a package-value. Elements from list-value K will be used as the package keys. Elements from list-
value V will be used as package values.

If the lists specified to K and V have different lengths, an error is returned.

If either K or V is N/A, an error is returned.

Example

In order to create a package-value using lst_to_pkg(K;V) in the same line as the comprising lists are
declared, <letseq> should be used.

<letseq keys="{lst('pi' 'vowels' 'existence')}" vals="{lst(3.14159 lst('a' 'e'
 'i' 'o' 'u') 'To be or not to be') }">
  <set important_ideas="{lst_to_pkg(@keys;@vals)}"/>
  <colord cols="store"/>
  <willbe name="pi" value="'{@important_ideas['pi']}'"/>
</letseq>

Example: Using in blocks

In order to use lst_to_pkg(K;V) in a block, use <set> after the opening tag of the <block> element:
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<block name="test_pkg" keys="{lst('pi' 'vowels' 'existence')}"
 vals="{lst(3.14159 lst('a' 'e' 'i' 'o' 'u') 'To be or not to be') }">
  <set important_ideas="{lst_to_pkg(@keys;@vals)}"/>
  <colord cols="store"/>
  <willbe name="test" value="'{@important_ideas['pi']}'"/>
  <willbe name="secondvowel" value="'{@important_ideas.vowels.2}'"/>
</block>

lst_to_str(L;D)

Returns a delimiter-separated string comprised of the elements in a list-value.

Syntax

lst_to_str(L;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value The name of the list-value whose indexed values will be returned as a
delimiter-separated string

A list-value

D text The character to be used as the delimiter in the string that is returned

If D is N/A, no delimiter is used and all values are returned as an
unbroken string.

If D is omitted, a comma (,) is used as the default delimiter.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns all the values of elements in list-value L, as a string. The original values are separated by the
character provided to D in the text value that is returned.

If L is omitted, the return value is an empty text value (e.g., '').

If L is N/A, the resultant value is the text value 'NA'.

If D is omitted, a comma (,) is used as the default delimiter.

If D is N/A, then no delimiter is used and all values are returned as an unbroken string.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="{lst(1 'a' 'A' 3.14159)}"
element_string="lst_to_str(list;'|')"

returns the values of the elements in list as a string where the values are separated by a pipe character
( | ), as follows:

1|a|A|3.14159.

Example: Make a list-value a delimited string

Once a list-value is created, the values of its elements can be converted into a string with the original
values delimited by a character passed to D.
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<let list="{lst('hop' 'skip' 'jump')}" delim="-">
    <willbe name="hopscotch" value="'{lst_to_str(@list;@delim)}'"/>
</let>

The code above returns a single computed column that contains a dash-delimited string: hop-skip-
jump.

mklst(N;X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing multiple instances of the given value.

Syntax

mklst(N;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

N integer Number of times to repeat value X

If N is omitted, an error is returned.

If N is N/A, an error is returned.

A scalar value

X any Value to repeat N times

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains a list of N instances of value X.

If X is N/A, the values contained in the list-value are N/A.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

list="mklst(2;'Enter a value')"

returns a list-value called list, which itself contains 2 text values, each with the value of: Enter a
value. The values are indexed in order starting at 1.

Example: Storing multiple input values

mklst(N;X) is useful for creating a list used to store a known number of values. In this example,
mklst(N;X) creates a list of two elements. Each element is initialized to a default value that will be
displayed when each field widget is rendered. Each element will be used to store the value submitted by its
corresponding field widget.

Note:  The example below uses the <dynamic> tag and will work on any table.

<dynamic fieldvalues="{mklst(2;'Enter a value')}">
    <for i="1" to="2">
        <widget class_="field" label_="Field #{@i}" value_="@fieldvalues.
{@i}"/>
    </for>
</dynamic>
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Note:  In the example above, the number of elements in the list-value that is created must
correspond to the number of iterations of the <for> loop. If N is 2 and to="3" (producing 3
iterations of the <for> loop), the third field widget created will not properly render.

The code above creates a 2-element list-value containing 2 instances of the text value: Enter a value.
When a new value is entered in a field and submitted, it will be stored at the list element corresponding
to the index value used when the list was created and its values initialized. So, if a user enters the value
Bluth's Bananas in Field #1, then that text value is stored in fieldvalues.1.

param(M;P;I)

Returns the numerical value of a particular model parameter extracted from a discrete or continuous
model.

Syntax

param(M;P;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

M model The name of a column that contains a model as returned by a discrete or
continuous modeling function

These functions include:

• g_lsq(G;S;Y;XX)
• g_wlsq(G;S;Y;W;XX)
• g_logreg(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_pca(G;S;XX;Z)
• g_cluster(G;S;XX;A;N;Z)
• g_liblinear(G;S;Y;XX;Z)
• g_glm(G;S;Y;XX;Z)

P text The name of the particular parameter to be extracted from the model

Note:  See the descriptions of the individual modeling functions
for more information on the values that can be specified for P.

I integer An index (or list of indices) specifying which value is to be returned

For single-value parameters, I should be left blank.

For multiple-value parameters, I should be a single integer specifying
which value is to be returned.

For multidimensional parameters, I should contain as many integers as
there are dimensions.

Return Value

Returns a decimal number corresponding to the value of the parameter named P extracted from the model
M, possibly indexed by the value or values in I.
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pkg(K;V)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing key-value pairs.

Syntax

pkg(K;V)

Input

Argument Type Description

K any The values passed to K are used as keys in the resulting list-value of key-
value pairs

A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

V any The values passed to V are used as the values in the resulting list-value
of key-value pairs

A space- or comma-separated list of scalar values

Note:  Values in K and values in V are paired in the order which each is passed to their respective
parameters.

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains a list of key-value pairs (i.e., a dictionary).

If K is N/A, an error is returned.

If V is N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

package="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c'; 1 2 3)}"

returns a value called package, which itself contains three key values: a, b, and c, and three values
corresponding to a key: 1, 2, and 3. The values on either side of the semicolon are paired in order of their
appearance. Values can subsequently be accessed via the following syntax:

<willbe name="test" value="{@package.a}"/>

which returns the value 1. The value can be accessed with the alternate syntax:

<willbe name="test" value="{@package['a']}"/>

Note:  When using the square bracket syntax the key value must be enclosed in single quotes if it
is a string.

Example
<let package="{pkg('a' 'b' 'c';1 2 3)}">
  <willbe name="package_test" value="{@package.a}"/>
</let>

The <willbe> operation in the above <let> clause will be a column with the value 1.
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Example: Building keys for value reference

Values in a package may also be accessed using string building to produce key values. The result of any
operation used for accessing values must be a valid key for the package being referenced.

<let important_nums="{pkg('pi' 'sqrt_two';3.14159 1.41421)}" 
 op="sqrt_" num="two">
    <willbe name="irrational" value="{@important_nums[splice(@op @num;'')]}"/>
</let>

The code above will produce a column whose value is 1.41421. Notice of the square bracket syntax to
improve readability. It is also possible to access the value of the key pi in this manner.

<let important_nums="{pkg('pi' 'sqrt_two';3.14159 1.41421)}" 
 op="sqrt_" num="two">
    <willbe name="irrational" value="{@important_nums[splice(@op @num;'')]}"/>
    <willbe name="irrational2" value="{@important_nums['pi']}"/>
</let>

Note:  When using the square bracket syntax the key value must be enclosed in single quotes if it
is a string.

Example: Iterating over packages

<foreach> and <for> loops can still be used to iterate over packages. However, since packages
do not use integers to locate an index position some massaging is necessary. This example uses the
<letseq> clause to create multiple values. The second value is a list of package keys created with the
pkg_names(X) function. The following code creates a <foreach> loop that creates a new column for
each value in the package by first creating a list-value of the package keys, then loops over that list to
access each value in the package.

<letseq stooges="{pkg('stooge_1' 'stooge_2' 'stooge_3';'Larry' 'Curly' 'Moe')}" 
 keys="{pkg_names(@stooges)}">
    <foreach stooge_num="{@keys}" tally_="@i">
        <willbe name="stooge_{@i}" value="'{@stooges.{@stooge_num}}'"/>
    </foreach>
</letseq>

pkg_default(P;K;D)

Returns a value from a package at a given key position, or returns a default value if the value is invalid.
(Available as of version 15.03)

Syntax

pkg_default(P;K;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

P any The name of a package variable

K any The name of a key

D any If P does not contain the key K or its value does not have the same type
as D, it will return the value in D.
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Return Value

Returns a single value from a package at position K. The return type will always match that of the default
value (D).

If P is N/A, an error is returned.

If the value at position K is N/A, the default (D) is returned.

If the value at position K is of a different type than D, the default (D) is returned.

If the value at position K is a charvec/cstring while D is a symbol (or vice versa), pkg_default(P;K;D)
returns the value at position K, but it will convert the value to match the value in D.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

value="{pkg_default(@package;'keyN';'default')}"

returns the value located at keyN in list-value @package. If there is no value at keyN or if the type of keyN
is different from the type of default, the function returns default.

Example

The following example shows how dejson(string;) converts a "mixed" JSON string into package of
name-value pairs that 1010data can use, and then pkg_default(P;K;D) returns a scalar value located
at key position K in package P.

<base table="default.test.json"/>
<colord cols="mixed"/>
<willbe name="p" value="dejson(mixed;'symbols')"/>
<willbe name="a" value="pkg_default(p;'a';98.6)"/>
<willbe name="c" value="pkg_default(p;'c';'noun')"/>

The resulting table is as follows:

In column p, dejson(string;) converts the mixed JSON into a package of name-value pairs. Column
a contains the value of a, and column c contains the value of c. In the third row of the table, the data
type for c does not match the default, so the default value, noun, is used. The last row of the table does
not contain an a or c value at all, so the a and c columns contain the default values 98.6 and noun,
respectively.

pkg_get(P;K)

Returns a value from a package at a given key position.

Syntax

pkg_get(P;K)
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Input

Argument Type Description

P any The name of a package variable

K any The name of a key

Return Value

Returns a single value from a package at position P.

If P is N/A, an error is returned.

If K is N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

value="{pkg_get(@package;'keyN')}"

returns the value located at keyN in list-value @package.

Example

The return value of pkg_get(P;K)returns a scalar value located at key position K in package P.

<letseq stooges="{pkg('stooge_1' 'stooge_2' 'stooge_3';'Larry' 'Curly'
 'Moe')}" keys="{pkg_names(@stooges)}">
    <willbe name="a_stooge" value="'{pkg_get(@stooges;'stooge_1')}'"/>
</letseq>

pkg_names(X)

Returns a single, indexed list-value containing the key values from a specified package variable.

Syntax

pkg_names(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A valid package variable

Return Value

Returns a single list-value that contains the names of the keys in a package.

If X is N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following Macro Language code:

<set package_keys="{pkg_names(pkg('a' 'b' 'c'; 1 2 3))}"/>

sets the variable package_keys to a list-value that contains the names of the keys in the package: a, b,
and c.

The following <willbe> operation:
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<willbe name="test" value="'{@package_keys.1}'"/>

creates a column whose value is the first element in the package_keys list, which in this case is the value
a.

Example

The return value of pkg_names(X) is a list-value like those created by the lst(X) function.

<letseq stooges="{pkg('stooge_1' 'stooge_2' 'stooge_3';'Larry' 'Curly'
 'Moe')}" keys="{pkg_names(@stooges)}">
    <foreach stooge_num="{@keys}" tally_="@i">
        <willbe name="stooge_{@i}" value="'{@stooges.{@stooge_num}}'"/>
    </foreach>
</letseq>

qv(X)

Returns a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

Syntax

qv(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any The string on which to apply the function

Can be a scalar or list-value

Return Value

Returns X as a properly quoted and escaped string for insertion in Macro Language code.

If X is a list-value, qv(X) creates a string of quoted values from the items in the list-value. This is
particularly useful when specifying the items in the list-value in a selection expression.

qv(X) also properly escapes any characters in X.

Example: Escape a string used in a selection expression

In the following example, the qv(X) function is used to properly escape a string used in a selection
expression. To search for items in the description column of pub.doc.retail.product that contain
the string 9", the qv(X) function must be used to properly escape it.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<let search_string="9&quot;">
  <sel value="(contains(description;{qv(@search_string)}))"/>
</let>
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If the qv(X) function was not specified, the query would have resulted in an error stating that the " was a
bad character.

Example: Create a string of quoted values from a comma-separated list

The following example illustrates how to use the str_to_lst(S;D) and qv(X) functions to turn a
comma-separated list into a string of quoted values that can be used in a selection expression.

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<set divs="West,North"/>
<let divs_quoted="{qv(str_to_lst(@divs;','))}">
  <sel value="divisiondesc={@divs_quoted}"/>
</let>

The variable divs is a comma-separated string consisting of two elements: West and North. The string
is first turned into a list-value using the function str_to_lst(S;D), which is then passed to the qv(X)
function. The qv(X) function converts a list-value into a string of quoted values, which can be used
in a <sel> operation. The string of quoted values is assigned to the variable divs_quoted, which is
declared in a <let> statement. Inside the <let>, the <sel> operation then references the value of the
divs_quoted variable.

The code, after expansion, is:

<base table="pub.doc.retail.store"/>
<sel value="divisiondesc='West''North'"/>

The result is shown below:
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Example: Specifying a selection expression from a list-value in a QuickApp

The following example is a QuickApp that demonstrates how the qv(X) function can be used to take items
in a list-value and use them in a selection expression.

<dynamic stations="{pkg(;)}">
  <layout arrange_="v">
    <layout arrange_="h">
      <widget class_="dropdownlist" serverfilter_="0" casesensitive_="0" 
       filter_="beginswith" numhints_="50" rowvalue_="@stations" 
       label_="stations" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <tabu breaks="id,name">
          <tcol name="count" source="name" fun="cnt"/>
        </tabu>
        <colord cols="id,name"/>
      </widget>
      <widget class_="grid" type_="scroll" base_="pub.demo.weather.stations">
        <if test="{@stations.id._defined}">
          <sel value="id={qv(@stations.id)}"/>
        </if>
      </widget>
    </layout>
    <layout arrange_="v">
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="list-value:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{@stations.id}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
      <layout arrange_="h">
        <widget class_="text" text_="qv result:" width_="75" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
        <widget class_="text" text_="{qv(@stations.id)}" 
         require_="{@stations.id._defined}" invmode_="hide"/>
      </layout>
    </layout>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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The values selected in the dropdownlist widget are stored as a package in the dynamic variable
stations (as specified by the rowvalue_ attribute). The package consists of list-values of the IDs
(stations.id) and names (stations.name). The query associated with the grid widget passes the
stations.id list-value to the qv(X) function, the results of which are used in the selection expression to
display only those rows whose IDs are selected.

For illustrative purposes, text widgets display the list-value associated with stations.id and the result
of the qv(X) function.

str_to_lst(S;D)

Returns a list-value from a delimiter-separated string.

Function type

Scalar only

Syntax

str_to_lst(S;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

S text The string whose contents will be returned as a list-value

If S is omitted, an error is returned.

D text The character(s) used as the delimiter in string S

If D is omitted, then a comma is the default delimiter.

In cases where multiple delimiting characters are used, they are passed
as a space-separated list:

D1 D2 .. Dn

where D1 delimits the highest level of the nested list structure, and Dn is
the delimiter used at the level of individual values.

A scalar value

Return Value

Returns a list-value whose elements hold the delimited values contained in S.

If D is a character that does not appear in X, then the return value is a single list-value with one element.
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Note:  This function is scalar only. It will return an error if used in a vector context.

Sample Usage

As an example, the following function call:

minestrone="carrots,celery,onion,tomato,fusilli,beans,pancetta,kale"
grocery_list="str_to_lst(minestrone;',')"

returns a list-value where each text value between the commas is an element in the new list-value.

Example: Make a delimited string into a list-value

A string, S, with a consistent delimiting character, D, can be converted into a list-value.

<let string="How,many,unique,dimensions,are,predicted,by,Witten,in,M,theory?"
 delim=",">
    <willbe name="m" value="'{lst_len(str_to_lst(@string;@delim))}'"/>
</let>

The code above converts a string into a list, then returns a computed column whose value is the length of
the new list-value: 11.

Example: Make a delimited string into a multi-level list

A string, S, with multiple delimiting characters, D, can be converted into a multi-level list-value.

<set list="{str_to_lst('1-2-3|4-5-6-7/a-b-c|d-e-f';'/' '|' '-')}"/>
<willbe name="z1" value="'{@x.2.1.3}'"/>

The code above produces a list called list with three levels beneath it. The first level, delimited by
slashes (/), contains two list-values. The first list-value contains two lists of numbers, and the second list-
value contains two lists of letters, each of which is delimited by pipe characters (|). The lists at the third
level each contain the individual values, delimited by dashes (-).

The computed column z1 contains the value: c, which corresponds to the second list-value (delimited by
the slash), then within that, the first list (delimited by the pipe characters), and then within that, the third
value (delimited by the dashes).

A parameterized version of the same thing looks like this:

<set string="1-2-3|4-5-6-7/a-b-c|d-e-f" d1="/" d2="|" d3="-"/>
<set list="{str_to_lst(@string;@d1 @d2 @d3)}"/>
<willbe name="test" value="'{@list.2.1.3}'"/>

unlst(L1 L2...LN)

Find the union of two or more list-values.

Syntax

unlst(L1 L2...LN)

Input

Argument Type Description

L list-value A space-separated or comma-separated list of list-values whose union
will be found
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Return Value

Returns a single list-value that is the union of all list-values passed to the L parameter.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Example

This example demonstrates how to use unlst(L1 L2...LN) to create a single list out of two lists. Notice
that, unlike jnlst(L1 L2...LN), unlst(L1 L2...LN) eliminates duplicate values in the resultant list-
value.

<block name="list_funs" list_a="{lst(1 2 3 4)}" list_b="{lst(1 'a' 'b' 'c'
 'd')}">
  <base table="default.lonely"/>
  <willbe name="union" label="Union" value="'{unlst(@list_a @list_b)}'"/>
</block>

The output from the unlst(L1 L2...LN) function as used above:

Data-handling functions
Data-handling functions are vector functions that return a hash value based on an input column or
columns.

In general, data-handling functions allow you to perform hashing operations on data. Hashing functions
map large data sets with varying lengths to smaller data sets of static lengths. For example, you could
hash a list of names of varying lengths (e.g., Chris, Jon, George, Darren, Curtis), to a list of corresponding
numbers of fixed length (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

dblmetaphone(R;X)

Returns the Double Metaphone hash of a given value.

Syntax

dblmetaphone(R;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

R text Determines whether to return the primary code, secondary code, or both

R must be one of the following:

• 'first' - return the primary code
• 'second' - return the secondary code
• 'both' - return both the primary and secondary codes separated by

an underscore (_)
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Argument Type Description

If R is N/A, an error is returned.

X text A column name

Return Value

Returns a text string corresponding to the phonetic hash of X translated using the Double Metaphone
algorithm.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

If R is N/A, an error is returned.

Sample Usage

result_code value dblmetaphone(result_code;value)

'first' 'Smith' 'SM0'

'first' 'Smythe' 'SM0'

'first' 'Schmidt' 'XMT'

'first' '' NA

'second' 'Smith' 'XMT'

'second' 'Smythe' 'XMT'

'second' 'Schmidt' 'SMT'

'second' '' NA

'both' 'Smith' 'SM0_XMT'

'both' 'Smythe' 'SM0_XMT'

'both' 'Schmidt' 'XMT_SMT'

'both' '' '_'

Additional Information

• This function is not Unicode (UTF-8) compliant.

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)

Returns the MD5 hash of data for each group within a given column.

Syntax

g_md5sum(G;S;O;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

G any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

Rows are in the same group if their values for all of the columns listed in G
are the same.

If G is omitted, all rows are considered to be in the same group.
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Argument Type Description

If any of the columns listed in G contain N/A, the N/A value is considered
a valid grouping value.

S integer The name of a column in which every row evaluates to a 1 or 0, which
determines whether or not that row is selected to be included in the
calculation

If S is omitted, all rows will be considered by the function (subject to any
prior row selections).

If any of the values in S are neither 1 nor 0, an error is returned.

O integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names that determine the
row order within a particular group

If O is omitted, the order is the current display order of the table.

If any of the values in O are N/A, an error is returned.

X any simple type A column name

Return Value

For every row in each group defined by G (and for those rows where S=1, if specified), g_md5sum returns a
text value representing the 32-digit hexadecimal number that corresponds to the MD5 hash (checksum) of
the group in the order specified by O (or by the current display order of the table, if O is omitted).

Sample Usage
<base table="pub.doc.samples.ref.func.g_func_time_series_sample_usage"/>
<willbe name="g_md5sum_1" value="g_md5sum(state;include;order;value)"/>
<willbe name="g_md5sum_2" value="g_md5sum(state city;include;order;value)"/>

geohash(latitude;longitude;precision)

Returns a geohash symbol with a given precision based on the coordinates of a particular location.
(Available as of version 10.16)

Syntax

geohash(latitude;longitude;precision)
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Input

Argument Type Description

latitude decimal Latitude coordinate of a particular location

longitude decimal Longitude coordinate of a particular location

precision integer A number between 1 and 12 that specifies the precision (i.e., number of
characters) of the resultant symbol

If omitted, the default is 6.

Return Value

Returns a text string of precision characters corresponding to a hash of the latitude and longitude
coordinates of a particular location.

Nearby locations typically have hashes similar up to a certain number of initial characters.

Example

The following example calculates the geohashes of a number of landmarks in New York City, Washington
D.C., and Paris. Those that begin with longer matching contiguous strings are closer in proximity. Each
geohash is generated with a precision of 12 characters.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="tenten" value="geohash(40.753683; -73.972640;12)"/>
<willbe name="un" value="geohash(40.7535628;-73.9724325;12)"/>
<willbe name="chrysler" value="geohash(40.7517445;-73.9756722;12)"/>
<willbe name="empirestate" value="geohash(40.7484445;-73.9878531;12)"/>
<willbe name="worldtrade" value="geohash(40.7115282;-74.0145492;12)"/>
<willbe name="whitehouse" value="geohash(38.8976805;-77.0387185;12)"/>
<willbe name="eiffeltower" value="geohash(48.8583736;2.2922926;12)"/>
<colord hide="c1"/>

Notice in the example that the locations in New York City share a greater number of leading characters, but
they only have the first letter in common with the D.C. location. Furthermore, the New York locations share
no leading characters with the one in Paris.

hash(X;M)

Returns a one-way cryptographic hash of a given string using the specified algorithm.

Syntax

hash(X;M)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X text A column name

M text The hash algorithm to use

M can be:

• 'md5' - MD5 hash algorithm

Return Value

Returns a text string corresponding to a one-way cryptographic hash of X translated using the algorithm
specified by M.

If M is 'md5', the result is a string representing the 32 hexadecimal digits of the hash.

If X is N/A, the result is the appropriate hash of the empty string.

Sample Usage

value method hash(value;method)

'1010data' 'md5' '96d63741a6c613cb01cba4348343258b'

'' 'md5' 'd41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e'

metaphone(X)

Returns the Metaphone hash of a given value.

Syntax

metaphone(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A column name

Return Value

Returns a text string corresponding to the phonetic hash of X translated using the Metaphone algorithm.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value metaphone(value)

'Smith' 'SM0'

'Smythe' 'SM0'

'Schmidt' 'SXMTT'

'' NA
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Additional Information

• This function is not Unicode (UTF-8) compliant.

nysiis(X)

Returns the NYSIIS hash of a given value.

Syntax

nysiis(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A column name

Return Value

Returns a text string corresponding to the phonetic hash of X translated using the NYSIIS (New York State
Identification and Intelligence System) algorithm.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

value nysiis(value)

'Smith' 'snat'

'Smythe' 'snyt'

'Schmidt' 'snad'

'' NA

Additional Information

• This function is not Unicode (UTF-8) compliant.

soundex(X)

Returns the Soundex hash of a given value.

Syntax

soundex(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text A column name

Return Value

Returns a text string corresponding to the phonetic hash of X translated using the Soundex algorithm.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

value soundex(value)

'Smith' 'S530'

'Smythe' 'S530'

'Schmidt' 'S230'

'' NA

Additional Information

• This function is not Unicode (UTF-8) compliant.

Row functions
Row functions are vector functions that return computational outputs for row inputs, as opposed to column
outputs. Row inputs are defined as a space- or comma-separated list of column names.

Note:  All row functions work in the vector context only.

r_and(C;S)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether all the values in a given set of columns are true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_and(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

All values in the columns listed in C must be either 0 or 1.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_and returns an integer value of 1 if all of the values in the columns listed in C
are equal to 1.
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r_avg(C;S)

Returns the average of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_avg(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_avg returns a decimal value corresponding to the average of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_avg(;) r_avg(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 4 3.5

7 7 4 1 4.75 7

NA 0 9 3 4 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA

r_cnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns within a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

r_cnt(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_cnt returns an integer value corresponding to the number of columns
specified by C.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_cnt(;) r_cnt(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 4 2

7 7 4 1 4 2

NA 0 9 3 4 2

NA NA NA NA 4 2

r_first(C;S)

Returns the first valid (non-N/A) value across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_first(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".
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Argument Type Description

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_first returns a decimal value corresponding to the first non-N/A value in the
columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_first(;) r_first(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 2 2

7 7 4 1 7 7

NA 0 9 3 0 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA

r_hi(C;S)

Returns the maximum of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_hi(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.
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Argument Type Description

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_hi returns a decimal value corresponding to the maximum of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is -0i (negative infinity).

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_hi(;) r_hi(c1 c2;)

2 5 7 2 7 5

7 7 4 1 7 7

NA 0 9 3 9 0

NA NA NA NA -0i -0i

r_last(C;S)

Returns the last valid (non-N/A) value across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_last(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_last returns a decimal value corresponding to the last non-N/A value in the
columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_last(;) r_last(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 2 5

7 7 4 1 1 7

NA 0 9 3 3 0

NA NA NA NA NA NA

r_lo(C;S)

Returns the minimum of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_lo(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_lo returns a decimal value corresponding to the minimum of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is 0i (positive infinity).

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_lo(;) r_lo(c1 c2;)

2 5 7 2 2 2

7 7 4 1 1 7

NA 0 9 3 0 0
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c1 c2 c3 c4 r_lo(;) r_lo(c1 c2;)

NA NA NA NA 0i 0i

r_mapjson(C;S;X;O)

Returns a string containing a JSON representation of a package for each row in a table. (Available as of
version 15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_mapjson(C;S;X;O)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

X any A column name

X is an expression that is used to transform the value or name of each of
the selected columns.

Note:  Use the system variables rcv_, rcn_, and rct_ to
reference the column value, name, and type, respectively.

O text A list of options as accepted by the function enjson(V;O).

These options are as follows:

• 'noquotekeys' leaves out the double-quote characters
surroundings the keys in object literals.

• 'quotekeys' surrounds the keys with double-quote characters in
object literals. This is the default.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_mapjson(C;S;X;O) returns a JSON representation of the package value
of a row. The keys of the package are the column names specified in C. The values of the package
corresponding to the keys are the values at each column of X, an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_. If X
is omitted, then the values are simply the values of each column (or rcv_, the default). For example,
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r_mapjson(;;;) yields a JSON representation of a package whose keys are the column names and
whose values are the values of those columns at each row.

Note:  Not all data types can be represented, or represented with full precision, in JSON.

Example

The following code finds the columns names beginning with the letter 'd' in the table
pub.demo.retail.prod, selects only those columns that contain string data, converts the values
contained within the columns to upper case, and returns the JSON representation of the resulting package:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="json" value="r_mapjson('d*';rct_='a';strupcase(rcv_);)"/>
<colord cols="json"/>

The C argument, 'd*', tells r_mapjson to select only those column names starting with 'd'. The S
argument, rct_='a', tells r_mapjson to select only columns of type string. The only columns beginning
with 'd' and containing string data are deptdesc and divdesc. The expression in X,strupcase(rcv_),
tells r_mapjson to convert the values in each column to upper case. Finally, r_mapjson returns a JSON
representation of the package, using 'quotekeys' (the default).

r_maplst(C;S;X)

Returns a list for each row in a table, in the order the columns appear in the table. (Available as of version
15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_maplst(C;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.
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Argument Type Description

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

X any A column name

X is an expression that is used to transform the value or name of each of
the selected columns.

Note:  Use the system variables rcv_, rcn_, and rct_ to
reference the column value, name, and type, respectively.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_maplst(C;S;X) returns a list of the values of the columns specified in C.
The values can then be transformed by X, an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_. If X is omitted, then the
values are simply the values of each column (or rcv_, the default). For example, r_maplst(;;) yields a
list for each row of table data, containing the values of each column at each row.

Example

The following code finds the columns names beginning with the letter 'd' in the table
pub.demo.retail.prod, selects only those columns that contain string data, converts the values
contained within the columns to upper case, and displays the resulting values as a list:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="list" value="r_maplst('d*';rct_='a';strupcase(rcv_))"/>
<colord cols="list"/>

The C argument, 'd*', tells r_maplst to select only those column names starting with 'd'. The S
argument, rct_='a', tells r_maplst to select only columns of type string. The only columns beginning
with 'd' and containing string data are deptdesc and divdesc. The expression in X,strupcase(rcv_),
tells r_maplst to convert the values in each column to upper case. Finally, the values contained within
deptdesc and divdesc are displayed as a list, in the order in which they appear in the table.

r_mappkg(C;S;X)

Returns a package value for each row in a table. (Available as of version 15.21)
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_mappkg(C;S;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

X any X is an expression that is used to transform the value or name of each of
the selected columns.

Note:  Use the system variables rcv_, rcn_, and rct_ to
reference the column value, name, and type, respectively.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_mappkg(C;S;X) returns a package value. The keys of the package are the
column names specified in C. The values of the package corresponding to the keys are the values at each
column transformed by X, an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_. If X is omitted, then the values are simply the
values of each column (or rcv_, the default). For example, r_mappkg(;;) yields a package whose keys
are the column names and whose values are the values of those columns at each row.

Example

The following code finds the columns names beginning with the letter 'd' in the table
pub.demo.retail.prod, selects only those columns that contain string data, and converts the values
contained within the columns to upper case. Then, it converts the package returned by r_mappkg to
JSON:

<base table="pub.demo.retail.prod"/>
<willbe name="package" value="r_mappkg('d*';rct_='a';strupcase(rcv_))"/>
<willbe name="json" value="enjson(package;)"/>
<colord cols="json"/>
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The C argument, 'd*', tells r_mappkg to select only those column names starting with 'd'. The S
argument, rct_='a', tells r_mappkg to select only columns of type string. The only columns beginning
with 'd' and containing string data are deptdesc and divdesc. The expression in X,strupcase(rcv_),
tells r_mappkg to convert the values in each column to upper case. Finally, enjson converts the resulting
package to JSON.

r_mapstring(C;S;X;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements, each of which is the result of evaluating an expression on
the current column, concatenated together using the specified delimiter.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_mapstring(C;S;X;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

X any A column name

X is an expression that is used to transform the value or name of each of
the selected columns.
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Argument Type Description

Note:  Use the system variables rcv_ and rcn_ to reference the
column value and name, respectively.

D text A scalar value or the name of a column

The character to be used as the delimiter in the resultant string.

If D is omitted, no delimiter is used.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_mapstring returns a text value that consists of a list of elements delimited by
D. The list of elements is comprised of the value or name of each selected column (as specified by C and
S) transformed using the expression defined by X. If X is omitted, then the values are simply the values of
each column (or rcv_, the default). If C is a matching expression that matches no columns, or if S is false
for all matching columns at a particular row, r_mapstring returns an empty string.

r_md5sum(C;S)

Returns the MD5 hash of data across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_md5sum(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_md5sum returns a text value representing the 32-digit hexadecimal number
that corresponds to the MD5 hash (checksum) of the values in the columns specified by C.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_md5sum(;) r_md5sum(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 f7b45cb967082666461b6e14687ce7ab11f001789301a4c7a73054491ea608ef
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c1 c2 c3 c4 r_md5sum(;) r_md5sum(c1
c2;)

7 7 4 1 3ab5875d55c0d75e778866979be4d178d3f9e81adfce95fd40dc8ada3b8b8a3a

NA 0 9 3 9f7d520c1d3d58a525972681039f3b22a8d367e604b13a3e77e34a77ad49c572

NA NA NA NA df3abb567fd6267b4e3900ad939d0ae598dcdc66177e7fdb1bcc21facfb7da8c

r_mean(C;S)

Returns the mean of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_mean(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_mean returns a decimal value corresponding to the mean of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_mean(;) r_mean(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 4 3.5

7 7 4 1 4.75 7

NA 0 9 3 4 0

NA NA NA NA 0 0
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r_nacnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns that have N/A values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_nacnt(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_nacnt returns an integer value corresponding to the number of columns in C
that have N/A values.

Note:  For columns containing text values, an empty string is not considered an N/A value, and is
therefore not counted by r_nacnt.

r_or(C;S)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether any of the values in a given set of columns are true.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_or(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.
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Argument Type Description

All values in the columns listed in C must be either 0 or 1.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_or returns an integer value of 1 if any of the values in the columns listed in C
are equal to 1.

r_over(C;S;A;X)

Returns the result of evaluating the expression X for each value in the specified columns. (Available as of
version 15.21)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_over(C;S;A;X)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

A any If you use the special variable rca_ in the X argument, A is the initializing
argument of rca_.

X any X is an expression that is used to transform the value or name of each of
the selected columns.

Note:  Use the system variables rcv_, rcn_, and rct_ to
reference the column value, name, and type, respectively. X may
also reference the special variable rca_, which takes on, for each
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Argument Type Description

column in succession, the result of the evaluation at the previous
column processed for that row.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_over calculates the expression X for the columns selected in C.

Example

For example, r_over(;rct_='f';0.0;rca_+rcv_^2) is the sum of squares of all floating-point
columns in the table.

r_pick(C;S;I)

Returns the value of the column at the specified index within a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_pick(C;S;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

I any A scalar value or the name of a column

If I is omitted, an error is returned.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_pick returns the value of the column at index I within the group of columns
specified by C.

If I does not match the type of the columns specified by C (i.e., numeric or text), an error is returned.

If there is no match, the result is N/A.
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Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_pick(;;2)r_pick(c1
c3;;2)

r_pick(c2
c3 c4;;c1)

2 5 7 2 5 7 7

7 7 4 1 7 4 NA

NA 0 9 3 0 9 NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Example
<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="b1" value="hour"/>
<willbe name="b2" value="date"/>
<willbe name="b3" value="id"/>
<willbe name="rand" value="draw(12131;0)"/>
<willbe name="ind" value="if(rand<.3;1;rand<.6;2;3)"/>
<willbe name="pick" value="r_pick('b*';;ind)"/>
<willbe name="pick2" value="r_pick(b1 b2 b3;;ind)"/>
<colord cols="b1,b2,b3,rand,ind,pick,pick2"/>

r_position(C;S;X)

Returns the index of the first column in a given set of columns that matches a specified value.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_position(C;S;X)
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Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

Note:  The columns specified by C must be either all numeric
(integer and decimal) or all text.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

X any A scalar value or the name of a column

If X is omitted, an error is returned.

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_position returns an integer value that represents the index within the group
of columns specified by C of the first column that has the value X.

For instance, if the value X appears in the third column and the fifth column of the group of columns
specified, the result will be 3.

If X does not match the type of the columns specified by C (i.e., numeric or text), an error is returned.

If there is no match, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 na_val r_position(;;c1)r_position(c1
c3;;7)

r_position(c2
c3
c4;;c1)

r_position(c2
c3
c4;;na_val)

2 5 7 2 NA 1 2 3 NA

7 7 4 1 NA 1 1 1 NA

NA 0 9 3 NA 1 NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA 1 1

r_prod(C;S)

Returns the product of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_prod(C;S)
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Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_prod returns a decimal value corresponding to the product of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is 1.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_prod(;) r_prod(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 140 10

7 7 4 1 196 49

NA 0 9 3 0 0

NA NA NA NA 1 1

r_splice(C;S;D)

Returns a string consisting of a list of elements across a given set of columns, concatenated together using
the specified delimiter.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_splice(C;S;D)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".
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Argument Type Description

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

D text The character to be used as the delimiter in the resultant string.

If D is omitted, no delimiter is used.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_splice returns a text value that consists of the list of elements in the
columns specified by C delimited by D.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="person1, person2, person3, person4" 
title="r_splice example">
Bob,Carol,Ted,Alice
</table>
<willbe name="conjunction" value="' and '"/>
<willbe name="everyone" value="r_splice('person*';;conjunction)"/>
<willbe name="explicitly" value="r_splice(person1 person2 person3
 person4;;',')"/>
<willbe name="firsttwo" value="r_splice(person1 person2;;conjunction)"/>
<willbe name="thewholerow" value="r_splice(;;)"/>

The value of everyone is the catenation of all the values from the columns beginning with "person" (i.e.,
person1, person2, person3, and person4), delimited by the value in the conjunction column (i.e., "
and "). The result, therefore, would be:

Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice

The value of explicitly is the catenation of all the values from the columns person1, person2,
person3, and person4, delimited by the character ",". The result, therefore, would be:

Bob,Carol,Ted,Alice

The value of firsttwo is the catenation of all the values from the columns person1 and person2,
delimited by the value in the conjunction column (i.e., " and "). The result, therefore, would be:

Bob and Carol

The value of thewholerow is the catenation of all the values from all of the columns in the table, with no
delimiter. The result, therefore, would be:

BobCarolTedAlice and Bob and Carol and Ted and AliceBob,Carol,Ted,AliceBob and
Carol
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r_std(C;S)

Returns the standard deviation of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_std(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_std returns a decimal value corresponding to the standard deviation of the
non-N/A values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_std(;) r_std(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 2.4494897 2.1213203

7 7 4 1 2.8722813 0

NA 0 9 3 4.5825757 NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA

r_sum(C;S)

Returns the sum of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only
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Syntax

r_sum(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any numeric type A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_sum returns a decimal value corresponding to the sum of the non-N/A values
in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is 0.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_sum(;) r_sum(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 16 7

7 7 4 1 19 14

NA 0 9 3 12 0

NA NA NA NA 0 0

Example

In the following example, the column this_and_that displays the results of adding the values in the
columns thisone and thatone. The column all_that displays the results of adding the values in all
the columns that begin with "that", which in this example are thatone and thatotherone.

<table cols="thisone,thatone,thatotherone">
  1,2,3;
  4,5,6;
  7,8,9;
</table>  
<willbe name="this_and_that" value="r_sum(thisone thatone;)"/> 
<willbe name="all_that" value="r_sum('that*';)"/> 
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r_valcnt(C;S)

Returns the number of columns that have valid (non-N/A) values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_valcnt(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C any A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_valcnt returns an integer value corresponding to the number of columns in C
that have valid (non-N/A) values.

Note:  For columns containing text values, an empty string is not considered an N/A value, and is
therefore counted as a valid value by r_valcnt.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 r_valcnt(;)r_valcnt(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 larry 5 2

7 7 4 1 moe 5 2

NA 0 9 3 curly 4 1
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 r_valcnt(;)r_valcnt(c1
c2;)

NA NA NA NA 1 0

r_var(C;S)

Returns the variance of values across a given set of columns.

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_var(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C integer or
decimal

A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

N/A values in C are ignored.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_var returns a decimal value corresponding to the variance of the non-N/A
values in the columns specified by C.

If all the values in the columns specified by C are N/A, the result is N/A.

Sample Usage

c1 c2 c3 c4 r_var(;) r_var(c1
c2;)

2 5 7 2 6 4.5

7 7 4 1 8.25 0

NA 0 9 3 21 NA

NA NA NA NA NA NA

r_summ(C;S)

Returns the element-wise sum of matrix values across a given set of columns. (Available as of prod-9)
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Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_summ(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C matrix model A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.

The columns specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_summ returns a matrix model consisting of the element-wise sum of all of the
matrices in the columns specified by C.

If the columns specified by C do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

If any of the columns specified by C contain any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="r_summ example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;1)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_1_2" value="r_summ(matrix_0_1_2 matrix_1_1_2;)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_3_4" value="r_summ(matrix_0_3_4 matrix_1_3_4;)"/>
<willbe name="r_summ_all" value="r_summ('matrix*';)"/>
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For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_1_2 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_1_2 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_1_2 column displays the element-wise sum of
the matrices in columns matrix_0_1_2 and matrix_1_1_2for those rows where name is John.

Furthermore, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_3_4 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_3_4 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.
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Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_3_4 column displays the element-wise sum of
the matrices in columns matrix_0_3_4 and matrix_1_3_4for those rows where name is John.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_summ_all column displays the element-
wise sum of all columns whose names begin with "matrix" (i.e., matrix_0_1_2, matrix_0_3_4,
matrix_1_1_2, matrix_1_3_4) for those rows where name is John.

r_prodm(C;S)

Returns the element-wise product (Hadamard product) of matrix values across a given set of columns.
(Available as of prod-9)

Function type

Vector only

Syntax

r_prodm(C;S)

Input

Argument Type Description

C matrix model A space- or comma-separated list of column names

C may also be a string expression (in single quotes) constituting a pattern
for matching columns. For instance, 'foo*' specifies all columns that
begin with "foo".

If C is omitted, the values in all of the columns are included.
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Argument Type Description

The columns specified by this parameter must contain matrix models
generated by the 1010data Matrix Functions.

S integer A boolean column or an expression in rcv_/rcn_/rct_ which
determines whether or not that column is selected to be included in the
calculation.

If S is omitted, all columns will be considered by the function (subject to
any prior column selections).

Return Value

For each row of the table, r_prodm returns a matrix model consisting of the element-wise product
(Hadamard product) of all of the matrices in the columns specified by C.

If the columns specified by C do not have the same dimensions, an error is returned.

If any of the columns specified by C contain any N/A or scalar values, an error is returned.

Example

Consider the following example:

<table cols="name, data_1, data_2, data_3, data_4" title="r_prodm example">
John,8,0,5,1;
John,2,0,1,1;
Mary,3,1,2,2;
Mary,4,1,2,2
</table>
<willbe name="matrix_0_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_0_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;0)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_1_2" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_1 data_2;1)"/>
<willbe name="matrix_1_3_4" value="g_matrix(name;;;data_3 data_4;1)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_1_2" value="r_prodm(matrix_0_1_2 matrix_1_1_2;)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_3_4" value="r_prodm(matrix_0_3_4 matrix_1_3_4;)"/>
<willbe name="r_prodm_all" value="r_prodm('matrix*';)"/>

For example, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_1_2 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_1_2 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.
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Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_1_2 column displays the element-wise product
of the matrices in columns matrix_0_1_2 and matrix_1_1_2for those rows where name is John.

Furthermore, clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_0_3_4 column displays the matrix
model for those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the matrix_1_3_4 column displays the matrix model for
those rows where name is John.

Clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_3_4 column displays the element-wise product
of the matrices in columns matrix_0_3_4 and matrix_1_3_4for those rows where name is John.

Finally, clicking on the > character in the first row of the r_prodm_all column displays the element-
wise product of all columns whose names begin with "matrix" (i.e., matrix_0_1_2, matrix_0_3_4,
matrix_1_1_2, matrix_1_3_4) for those rows where name is John.
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SQL compatibility functions
SQL compatibility functions are functions that treat null values as SQL nulls.

In SQL, null is never equal to anything. It is not less than or greater than anything. It has absolutely no
value. In the 1010data Insights Platform, null values are always less than any integer, i.e. null has some
sort of always very low value. Null in the Insights Platform is equal to Null, i.e. N/A = N/A.

sql_and(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether both X and Y are true. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

Syntax

sql_and(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Y integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Return Value

sql_and(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X and Y are both true and 0 if X or Y are false.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

This example uses the sql_and(X;Y) function to return 1 if colx and coly are both true, which means
they contain the value 1. The function returns 0 if colx and/or coly is false.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator & (logical and) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see & (logical and) on page 25.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  1,0;
  0,1;
  0,0;
  1,1;
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  ,1;
  1,;
  0,;
  ,0;
  ,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqland" label="SQL Null" value="sql_and(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="and" label="Null" value="colx&coly"/>

sql_bet(X;Y;Z)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is between Y and Z in ascending order. This function has SQL-
compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_bet(X;Y;Z)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to test within the range defined by Y and Z.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of minimum values of the range in which to check for X.

Z any
numeric
type

The name of a column of maximum values of the range in which to check for
X.

Return Value

sql_bet(X;Y;Z) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is between Y and Z, and 0 if X not between Y and Z.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X, Y, or Z is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.
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Example

In this example, the values in coly and colz provide the minimum and maximum range, respectively. The
values in colx are evaluated to see if they are between the Y value and the Z value.

For null comparison, a column of results using the between(X;Y;Z) function is provided for comparison.
For more information, see between(X;Y;Z).

<table cols="colx,coly,colz">
  5,1,10;
  6,10,3;
  10,2,10;
  -2,2,10;
  400,100,1000.09;
  986,986,95;
  ,,;
  ,9,;
  66,,;
 ,,2;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlbet" label="SQL Null" value="sql_bet(colx;coly;colz)"/>
<willbe name="between" label="Null" value="between(colx;coly;colz)"/>

Note:  The order of the maximum and minimum columns (Y and Z) doesn't matter when using the
between(X;Y;Z) function.

sql_e(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_e(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_e(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is equal to Y and 0 if X is not equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A, the result is N/A

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are equal to the coly values.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator = (equality) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see = (equality) on page 23.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqle" label="SQL Null" value="sql_e(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="equal" label="Null" value="colx = coly"/>
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sql_g(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is greater than Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_g(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_ge(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is greater than Y and 0 if X is less than or equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are greater than the coly values.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator > (greater than) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see > (greater than) on page 24.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlg" label="SQL Null" value="sql_g(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="greater" label="Null" value="colx > coly"/>
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sql_ge(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is greater than or equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

Syntax

sql_ge(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_ge(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is greater than or equal to Y and 0 if X is less than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are greater than or equal to the coly values.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator >= (greater than or equal to) is provided for
comparison. For more information, see >= (greater than or equal to) on page 25.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
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  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlge" label="SQL Null" value="sql_ge(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="greatorequal" label="Null" value="colx >= coly"/>

sql_l(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is less than Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_l(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_l(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is less than Y and 0 if X is greater than or equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are less than the coly values.
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For null comparison, a column of results using the operator < (less than) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see < (less than) on page 23.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqll" label="SQL Null" value="sql_l(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="lessthan" label="Null" value="colx < coly"/>

sql_le(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is less than or equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.

Syntax

sql_le(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_le(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is less than or equal to Y and 0 if X is greater than Y.

The data type of the result is integer.
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If X or Y is N/A, the result is N/A

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are less than or equal to the coly values.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator <= (less than or equal to) is provided for
comparison. For more information, see <= (less than or equal to) on page 24.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlle" label="SQL Null" value="sql_le(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="lessorequal" label="Null" value="colx <= coly"/>

sql_ne(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is not equal to Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_ne(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to Y.
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Argument Type Description

Y any
numeric
type

The name of a column of values to compare to X.

Return Value

sql_ne(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is not equal to Y and 0 if X is equal to Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

In this example, the values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values
are not equal to coly values.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator <> (inequality) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see <> (inequality) on page 23.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  95,152;
  2700,584;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlne" label="SQL Null" value="sql_ne(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="notequal" label="Null" value="colx <> coly"/>

sql_eqlin(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating if X is found in Y. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_eqlin(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any simple
type

The name of a column of values to compare to all of the values in Y or in a list.

Y any simple
type

The name of a column of values or a list in which to search for X.

Return Value

sql_eqlin(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if X is found in Y and 0 if X is not found in Y.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

In this example, there are several ways of showing how sql_eqlin(X;Y) works.

The values in colx are compared to a list of values to determine if the values in colx are in the list. The
results are in the sqleqlin_list column.

The values in colx are compared to the values in coly to determine if the colx values are found in coly
values. The results are in the sqleqlin_coly column.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  899,3;
  38,38;
  21,770;
  10,20;
  2700,10;
  986,986;
  ,;
  ,9;
  66,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqleqlin_list" label="SQL Null" value="sql_eqlin(colx;38 9 986
 95 10 800 21)"/>
<willbe name="sqleqlin_coly" label="SQL Null" value="sql_eqlin(colx;coly)"/>
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Note:  There isn't a similar function to sql_eqlin(X;Y) to use for a one-to-one comparison of null
value handling.

sql_not(X)

Returns the logical negation of the argument X. This function has SQL-compatible null handling.

Syntax

sql_not(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Return Value

sql_not(X) returns the negation of the value of X.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X is N/A (null), the row is not displayed.

Example

In this example, sql_not(X) returns the negation of the values in colx.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator ~ (logical not) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see ~ (logical not) on page 26.

<table cols="colx">
  1;
  0;
  ;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlnot" label="SQL Null" value="sql_not(colx)"/>
<willbe name="and" label="Null" value="~colx"/>

sql_or(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X or Y are true. This function has SQL-compatible null
handling.
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Syntax

sql_or(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Y integer
big integer

A scalar expression or column expression that evaluates to 0 or 1

Return Value

sql_or(X;Y) returns a boolean value of 1 if either X or Y are true and 0 if X and Y are both false.

The data type of the result is integer.

If X or Y is N/A (null), the result is also N/A.

Example

This example uses the sql_or(X;Y) function to return 1 if either colx or coly are true, which means
containing the value 1. The function returns 0 if colx and coly are both false.

For null comparison, a column of results using the operator | (logical or) is provided for comparison. For
more information, see | (logical or) on page 26.

<table cols="colx,coly">
  1,0;
  0,1;
  0,0;
  1,1;
  ,1;
  1,;
  0,;
  ,0;
  ,;
</table>
<willbe name="sqlor" label="SQL Null" value="sql_or(colx;coly)"/>
<willbe name="and" label="Null" value="colx|coly"/>
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Financial functions

This section contains details about the Financial Functions provided in the 1010data XML Query
Language. These functions provide a set of tools for performing common tasks to manipulate financial data
stored in the 1010data system.

These function descriptions are tersely written to provide a compact and concise summary of each
function's use-case, parameters, and outputs. The following list contains some information that generally
applies to the functions found in this section:

• X is the column or value to use in the expression

amort(rate;remterm;months)

Returns the mortgage amortization.

Syntax

amort(rate;remterm;months)

Input

Argument Type Description

rate integer or
decimal

The annual rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

remterm integer The remaining term in months

A scalar value or the name of a column

months integer The number of months of amortization

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column.

Return Value

Returns the amortized balance expressed as a decimal fraction of the current balance.
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If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A. If any argument is negative, the result is N/A.

bondconvexity1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond convexity given the price (regular semiannual payments).

Syntax

bondconvexity1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date values

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the convexity of the bond as a decimal value. Bonds are assumed to pay interest semiannually
with no odd payment periods. For other bonds, use bondconvexity2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)
on page 1249.

The bondconvexity1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price) function handles N/A values as follows:

• If cpn, mat, or price are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.

bondconvexity2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond convexity given price (general).

Syntax

bondconvexity2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)
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Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

issu integer The original dated date

A scalar value or the name of a column

first integer The first coupon date

A scalar value or the name of a column

The first coupon date and the maturity date must be a whole number of freq
periods apart.

freq integer The number of coupon payments per year (e.g., 2 for semiannual)

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer or
decimal

The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the convexity of the bond.

The bondconvexity2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price) handles N/A values as
follows:

• If cpn, mat, or price are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.
• If freq is N/A, it is assumed to be 2 (semiannual).
• If issu is N/A, it is assumed to be 30 years prior to maturity.
• If first is N/A, it is assumed to be the first date after issue that is an integral number of payment

periods from maturity.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.
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bondmoddur1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond modified duration given price (regular semiannual payments).

Syntax

bondmoddur1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date values

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the modified duration of the bond as a decimal value. Bonds are assumed
to pay interest semiannually with no odd payment periods. For other bonds, use
bondmoddur2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price) on page 1251.

The bondmoddur1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price) function handles N/A values as follows:

• If cpn, mat, or price are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

bondmoddur2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond modified duration given price (general).

Syntax

bondmoddur2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)
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Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

issu integer The original dated date

A scalar value or the name of a column

first integer The first coupon date

A scalar value or the name of a column

The first coupon date and the maturity date must be a whole number of freq
periods apart.

freq integer The number of coupon payments per year (e.g., 2 for semiannual)

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer or
decimal

The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the modified duration of the bond as a decimal value.

The bondmoddur2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price) function handles N/A values as
follows:

• If cpn, mat, or price are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.
• If freq is N/A, it is assumed to be 2 (semiannual).
• If issu is N/A, it is assumed to be 30 years prior to maturity.
• If first is N/A, it is assumed to be the first date after issue that is an integral number of payment

periods from maturity.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.
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bondprice1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;yield)

Returns the bond price given yield (regular semiannual payments).

Syntax

bondprice1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;yield)

Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

yield integer or
decimal

The bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage of par as a decimal value.

The bondprice1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;yield) function handles N/A values as follows:

• If cou, mat, or yield are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

bondprice2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;yld)

Returns the Bond price given yield (general).

Syntax

bondprice2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;yld)
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Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

issu integer The original dated date

A scalar value or the name of a column

first integer The first coupon date

A scalar value or the name of a column

The first coupon date and the maturity date must be a whole number of freq
periods apart.

freq integer The number of coupon payments per year (e.g., 2 for semiannual)

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

yld integer or
decimal

The bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage of par as a decimal value.

The bondprice2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;yld) function handles N/A values as
follows:

• If cpn, mat, or yld are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.
• If freq is N/A, it is assumed to be 2 (semiannual).
• If issu is N/A, it is assumed to be 30 years prior to maturity.
• If first is N/A, it is assumed to be the first date after issue that is an integral number of payment

periods from maturity.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.
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bondyield1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Returns the bond yield given price (regular semiannual payments).

Syntax

bondyield1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price)

Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column containing date values

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage as a decimal value.

The bondyield1(cpn;mat;dcb;setl;price) handles N/A values as follows:

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

bondyield2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)

Returns the bond yield given price (general).

Syntax

bondyield2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price)
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Input

Argument Type Description

cpn integer or
decimal

The annual coupon rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

mat integer The maturity date

A scalar value or the name of a column

dcb text The day count basis (dcb)

A text value or the name of a column

Generally, dcb should be 'ACTACT' for U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds and
'I30360' for U.S. corporate bonds. For more information, see Daily count
basis on page 1257.

issu integer The original dated date

A scalar value or the name of a column

first integer The first coupon date

A scalar value or the name of a column

The first coupon date and the maturity date must be a whole number of freq
periods apart.

freq integer The number of coupon payments per year (e.g., 2 for semiannual)

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

price integer or
decimal

The price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage as a decimal value.

The bondyield2(cpn;mat;dcb;issu;first;freq;setl;price) function handles N/A values as
follows:

• If cpn, mat, or price are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If dcb is N/A, actual/actual is used.
• If freq is N/A, it is assumed to be 2 (semiannual).
• If issu is N/A, it is assumed to be 30 years prior to maturity.
• If first is N/A, it is assumed to be the first date after issue that is an integral number of payment

periods from maturity.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.
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cpr2smm(X)

Returns the SMM (single monthly mortality) given CPR (conditional prepayment rate).

Syntax

cpr2smm(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The CPR

Return Value

Returns the SMM.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.

Daily count basis

Determines how interest accrues over time. This is also known as daily count conventions.

'ACTACT' = actual/actual

'ACT360' = actual/360

'ACT365' = actual/365

'JACT365' = actual/365 Japanese

'IACT365' = actual/365 ISDA

'I30360' = 30/360 ISDA

'P30360' = 30/360 PSA

'A30360' = 30E+/360

MBS type

Determines payment delays.

'GNMA1' = GNMA I

'GNMA2' = GNMA II

'FNMA' = FNMA

'FHLMC' = FHLMC 45 Day Delay

'FHL75' = FHLMC 75 Day Delay

'WL' = Whole Loan

mbscpr(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)

Returns the conditional prepayment rate (CPR).

Syntax

mbscpr(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)
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Input

Argument Type Description

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

factor1 integer or
decimal

The earlier factor

A scalar value or the name of a column

factor2 integer or
decimal

The later factor

A scalar value or the name of a column

months integer The number of months between the two factors.

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column.

Return Value

Returns the CPR for the period.

The mbscpr(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months) function handles N/A values as follows:

• If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.
• The result is also N/A if months is greater than or equal to the remaining term (wam).

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsmoddur1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) modified duration given price (30-year agency pools).

Syntax

mbsmoddur1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

p integer or
decimal

the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the modified duration at the prepayment assumption.

If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or p are N/A, the result is N/A.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsmoddur2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) modified duration given price (general)

Syntax

mbsmoddur2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage
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Argument Type Description

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

term integer The original term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wala integer The weighted average age in months of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

dly integer The interest-free delay in days, e.g. 14 for a GNMA I

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

p integer or
decimal

the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the modified duration at the prepayment assumption.

The mbsmoddur2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p) function handles
N/A values as follows:

• If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or p are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If term is N/A, it assumed to be 360.
• If wala is N/A, it is assumed to be the difference between term and wam.
• If dly is N/A, it is determined from type.
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Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsprice1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) price given yield (30-year agency pools).

Syntax

mbsprice1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

yld integer or
decimal

The bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage of par in the decimal data type.
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If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or yld are N/A, the result is N/A.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsprice2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) price given yield (general)

Syntax

mbsprice2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;yld)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

term integer The original term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wala integer The weighted average age in months of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

dly integer The interest-free delay in days, e.g. 14 for a GNMA I

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

yld integer or
decimal

The bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage of par in the decimal data type.

The mbsprice2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;yld) function
handles N/A values as follows:

• If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or yld are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If term is N/A, it is assumed to be 360.
• If wala is N/A, it is assumed to be the difference between term and wam.
• If dly is N/A, it is determined from type

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbssmm(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)

Returns the single monthly mortality (SMM). This is the MBS prepayment rate.

Syntax

mbssmm(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months)

Input

Argument Type Description

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

factor1 integer or
decimal

The earlier factor

A scalar value or the name of a column

factor2 integer or
decimal

The later factor

A scalar value or the name of a column

months integer The number of months between the two factors.

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column.

Return Value

Returns the average SMM for the period.

The mbssmm(wac;wam;factor1;factor2;months) function handles N/A values as follows:

• If any argument is N/A, the result is N/A.
• The result is also N/A if months is greater than or equal to the remaining term (wam).

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsyield1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) yield given price (30-year agency pools).

Syntax

mbsyield1(type;cpn;wac;wam;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Argument Type Description

p integer or
decimal

the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the bond-equivalent yield expressed as a percentage.

If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or p are N/A, the result is N/A.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

mbsyield2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Returns the mortgage-backed security (MBS) yield given price (general).

Syntax

mbsyield2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p)

Input

Argument Type Description

type text The MBS type used for determining payment delays. For more information,
see MBS type on page 1257.

A text value or the name of a column

cpn integer or
decimal

The passthrough rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

wac integer or
decimal

The weighted average coupon (WAC) of the underlying mortgages, expressed
as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

term integer The original term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wam integer the weighted average remaining term (in months) of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

wala integer The weighted average age in months of the underlying mortgages

A scalar value or the name of a column

dly integer The interest-free delay in days, e.g. 14 for a GNMA I

A scalar value or the name of a column

setl integer The settlement date
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Argument Type Description

The setl argument must be a valid date and cannot be a column name or N/
A.

pptype text The prepayment rate type

Valid values are:

• 'CPR'
• 'SMM'
• 'PSA'

A text value or the name of a column

pprate integer or
decimal

The prepayment rate expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

p integer or
decimal

the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage

A scalar value or the name of a column

Note:  One of the arguments must reference a column. This does not include setl, which cannot
be a column name.

Return Value

Returns the price (without accrued interest) expressed as a percentage.

The mbsyield2(type;cpn;wac;term;wam;wala;dly;setl;pptype;pprate;p) function handles
N/A values as follows:

• If type, cpn, wac, wam, pptype, pprate, or p are N/A, the result is N/A.
• If term is N/A, it assumed to be 360.
• If wala is N/A, it is assumed to be the difference between term and wam.
• If dly is N/A, it is determined from type.

Note:  1010data has not audited these computations and takes no responsibility for their accuracy
or precision. Please do not use the result of this function to trade securities without independently
verifying the result.

smm2cpr(X)

Returns the CPR (conditional prepayment rate) given SMM (single monthly mortality).

Syntax

smm2cpr(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer or
decimal

The SMM

Return Value

Returns the CPR.

If X is N/A, the result is N/A.
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System functions
System functions are special functions in 1010data that return information about users, tables, and other
system objects.

format(X;Y)

Applies a format string to an input column or value.

Syntax

format(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any The column or value to which the format string Y is applied.

Y text The format string to apply to X

Return Value

Returns a text value resulting from the application of the format string to the input column or value.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of format(X;Y) as applied to an integer value.

format(123456789;'type:num;dec:5')

goodcolname(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid/recommended column name. 
(Available as of version 11.25)

Syntax

goodcolname(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column
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Return Value

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X would be a valid/recommended column name (i.e., begins
with a lowercase letter; contains only lowercase letters, digits, and/or underscores; and does not end with
an underscore).

Note that X is not checked as to whether it actually refers to any existing object. See Object functions on
page 1285 for functions that can be used to check the existence, type, and accessibility of objects on the
1010data Insights Platform.

Example

In the following example, the column good_col_bad_col shows the results of goodcolname(X) applied
to the column names in the inline <table>.

<table cols="names">
  good_col;
  BAD_COL;
  thisisNOTvalid;
  000000h_no;
  thisoneisakeeper;
</table>
<col name="names" format="width:20"/>
<willbe name="good_col_bad_col" value="goodcolname(names)"/>

goodname(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid name for a table, folder, or
query. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

goodname(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X would be a valid name for a table, folder, or query (i.e.,
begins with a letter and contains only letters, digits, and/or underscores).
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Note that X is not checked as to whether it actually refers to any existing object. See Object functions on
page 1285 for functions that can be used to check the existence, type, and accessibility of objects on the
1010data Insights Platform.

Example

In the following example, the column good_name_bad_name shows the results of goodname(X) applied
to the column names in the inline <table>.

<table cols="names">
  good_name;
  ALSO_GOOD;
  thisIS*not*valid;
  000000h_no;
  thisoneisakeeper;
</table>
<col name="names" format="width:20"/>
<willbe name="good_name_bad_name" value="goodname(names)"/>

goodpath(X)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether a given string would be a valid path. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

goodpath(X)

Input

Argument Type Description

X text The string on which to apply the function

A scalar value or the name of a column

Return Value

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X would be a valid path (i.e., contains one or more good
names separated by periods). For more information on good names, see goodname(X).

Note that X is not checked as to whether it actually refers to any existing object. See Object functions on
page 1285 for functions that can be used to check the existence, type, and accessibility of objects on the
1010data Insights Platform.
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Example

In the following example, the column good_path_bad_path shows the results of goodpath(X) applied
to the column paths in the inline <table>.

<table cols="paths">
  this.is.a.good.path;
  also.a.GOOD.path;
  this_IS*not*a_valid.path;
  000000h_no;
  thisoneisakeeper;
</table>
<col name="paths" format="width:25"/>
<willbe name="good_path_bad_path" value="goodpath(paths)"/>

identical(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the two arguments are identical. (Available as of version 11.21)

Syntax

identical(X;Y)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any The value to compare to Y

Y any The value to compare to X

Return Value

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X and Y are identical. X and Y can be any type, including
special values. Special types (lists, packages, etc.) are compared component to component.

Although X and Y can be different types, values of different types are never identical. This function provides
a stricter comparison than same(X;Y) by treating scalars of different underlying type as different. (This
is also true for packages with their keys in different order.) See same(X;Y) for more information on that
function.

Note:  The use of this function is not typically desired, however, because block code itself converts
freely between numbers and their string representation.
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Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of identical(X;Y) given inputs of various types.

Note:  The <transpose> and <col> operations at the end of the query are only used to
display the results in a more readable manner for this example and are not germane to the
identical(X;Y) function in any way.

<table/>
<let one_list="{lst('1' '2' '3')}" 
     two_list="{lst('1' '2' '3')}" 
     three_list="{lst('3' '2' '1')}" 
     four_list="{lst('4' '5' '6')}">
  <willbe name="identical_lst" 
   value="identical('{@one_list}';'{@two_list}')"/>
  <willbe name="not_identical_lst" 
   value="identical('{@one_list}';'{@three_list}')"/>
  <willbe name="also_not_identical_lst" 
   value="identical('{@one_list}';'{@four_list}')"/>  
  <willbe name="identical_strings" 
   value="identical('foo';'foo')"/>
  <willbe name="not_identical_strings" 
   value="identical('foo';'bar')"/>
  <willbe name="identical_integers" 
   value="identical(25;25)"/>
  <willbe name="not_identical_integers" 
   value="identical(25;50)"/>
  <willbe name="not_identical_numeric_values" 
   value="identical(25;25.0)"/>
  <willbe name="also_not_identical_numeric_values" 
   value="identical(25.0;25.01)"/>
  <willbe name="not_identical_different_types" 
   value="identical(1;'1')"/>
  <willbe name="also_not_identical_different_types" 
   value="identical(1;'2')"/>  
  <transpose namecol="test"/>
  <col name="test" format="width:35"/>
</let>
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prettyxml(X;)

Converts an XML special value X into a fully formatted (indented, etc.) text representation. (Available as of
version 16.13)

Syntax

prettyxml(X;)

Input

Argument Type Description

X any A XML special value.

The second argument is currently ignored.

Return Value

Returns a fully formatted XML text representation of the input column or value.

Example

Here we can see how prettyxml() generates easy-to-read formatted (indented) XML, as compared
to enxml() which just gives you parseable text. It operates over the saved query of a small example
QuickApp.

<dynamic x="">
  <do action_="getquery" path_="pub.doc.samples.sample_data_documentation.sampdata_qa" 
    xmlvalue_="@x"/>
  <layout>
    <widget class_="text" label_="Pretty" text_="{prettyxml(@x;)}"/>
    <widget class_="text" label_="Ugly" text_="{enxml(@x;)}"/>
  </layout>
</dynamic>
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same(X;Y)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether the two arguments are equal. (Available as of version 11.21)

Syntax

same(X;Y)
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Input

Argument Type Description

X any The value to compare to Y

Y any The value to compare to X

Return Value

Returns a boolean value indicating whether X and Y are equal. X and Y can be any type, including special
values. Special types (lists, packages, etc.) are compared component to component.

Although X and Y can be different types, values of different types are never the same. The exception is the
comparison of numeric scalars (e.g., 1, 1.0, and '1'), which is indifferent to type.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of same(X;Y) given inputs of various types.

Note:  The <transpose> and <col> operations at the end of the query are only used to display
the results in a more readable manner for this example and are not germane to the same(X;Y)
function in any way.

<table/>
<let one_list="{lst('1' '2' '3')}" 
     two_list="{lst('1' '2' '3')}" 
     three_list="{lst('3' '2' '1')}" 
     four_list="{lst('4' '5' '6')}">
  <willbe name="same_lst" 
   value="same('{@one_list}';'{@two_list}')"/>
  <willbe name="not_same_lst" 
   value="same('{@one_list}';'{@three_list}')"/>
  <willbe name="also_not_same_lst" 
   value="same('{@one_list}';'{@four_list}')"/>  
  <willbe name="same_strings" 
   value="same('foo';'foo')"/>
  <willbe name="not_same_strings" 
   value="same('foo';'bar')"/>
  <willbe name="same_integers" 
   value="same(25;25)"/>
  <willbe name="not_same_integers" 
   value="same(25;50)"/>
  <willbe name="same_numeric_values" 
   value="same(25;25.0)"/>
  <willbe name="not_same_numeric_values" 
   value="same(25.0;25.01)"/>
  <willbe name="same_different_types" 
   value="same(1;'1')"/>
  <willbe name="not_same_different_types" 
   value="same(1;'2')"/>  
  <transpose namecol="test"/>
  <col name="test" format="width:25"/>
</let>
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tabledata(T;K;I)

Returns information about a given table based on a specified key. Certain keys, which return information
about particular columns or data segments, require an index.

Syntax

tabledata(T;K;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

T text The path to the table about which you would like information

Note:  The table must have been opened via a data
transformation operation such as <base> or <link> prior to
calling this function. Otherwise, an error will occur.

K text The key that specifies what information you would like

A full list of keys is provided below.

Note:  The key must be enclosed within single quotes.

I integer The index position of the item you want information about

Keys that return information about columns or data segments require an
index to specify the particular item for which you want information. For
instance, if you specify a key that returns information about a column, the
index specifies which column.

Keys that return more general information about the table, such as the
short description or title, do not require an index. For these keys, you can
omit this parameter.
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Keys without index

Certain keys provided to the K parameter of the tabledata(T;K;I) function return general information
about the table. These keys do not require a value for the I parameter, which can be omitted. The
information returned by the tabledata(T;K;I) function is specific to the key used in the K parameter. The
returned values for each key are listed below.

bytes

Decimal value representing the physical size of the object in bytes

columns

A comma-separated list of the columns in the table

ctype

Integer representation of the type of data

Valid values are:

0 table

1 non-parameterized Quick Query

2 parameterized Quick Query

3 uploaded query (deprecated)

4 merged table

5 tolerant merged table (ignores missing tables)

filtered

Returns 1 if the table is filtered for the current user

Returns 0 if the table is not filtered for the current user

(Available at of version 15.00)

hasfilter

Returns 1 if a filter exists

Returns 0 if no filter exists

(Available at of version 15.00)

id

Integer value representing a unique identifier

indexcols

Returns a comma-separated string of indexed columns associated with the table

keys

ldesc

Long description

linkheader

Link header

maxdown

Maximum number of cells in the table that you can download
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Note:  The number of cells in a table is calculated by multiplying the number of rows by the
number of columns.

ncols

Number of columns in the table

nprelinks

Number of prelinks associated with the table

nsegs

Number of segments in the table

owner

Username of the owner

path

Full path to the object

sdesc

Short description

secure

Boolean value indicating whether SSL encryption is required (deprecated)

Note:  Since SSL encryption is always required when using 1010data, this value no longer
has any significance.

segby

Comma-separated list of columns used to segment the new table

sortseg

Comma-separated list of columns used to sort and segment the new table

title

The label associated with the object

ts

Integer value representing the timestamp of the last modification

type

The type of object

Valid values are:

dir folder

tab table

users

A comma-separated list of users or groups that have read access to the table

An N/A value indicates that the table inherits the permission of the parent folder.

Keys with index

Certain keys provided to the K parameter of the tabledata(T;K;I) function return information about
columns or data segments. These keys require a value for the I parameter, which specifies the particular
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column or data segment for which you want information. The information returned by the tabledata(T;K;I)
function is specific to the key used in the K parameter. The returned values for each key are listed below.

The following keys return information related to the columns within the table. The index provided by the I
parameter for these keys is 1-based (i.e., specify a value of 1 to get information about the first column in
the table, 2 to get information about the second column, and so on).

col_case

Capitalization applied to column

col_desc

Description of the column

col_fixed

Boolean value indicating whether or not the column is fixed

col_format

Display format for the column, if set

If a display format has not been specifically set for a particular column, the tabledata(T;K;I)
function will return N/A for this key.

col_label

Column label

col_name

Column name

col_type

Column type

Valid values are:

i integer

f decimal

a text

col_width

Column width, if set

If a column width has not been specifically set for a particular column, the tabledata(T;K;I)
function will return N/A for this key.

prelink_path

The prelinked path

prelink_col

A comma-separated string of the local columns associated with the prelink

prelink_col2

A comma-separated string of the foreign columns associated with the prelink

prelink_ts

The timestamp associated with the prelink
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The following keys return information related to the segments within the table. The index provided by the I
parameter for these keys is 0-based (i.e., specify a value of 0 to get information about the first segment in
the table, 1 to get information about the second segment, and so on).

dataloc_from

First row number in the segment

dataloc_to

Last row number in the segment

dataloc_mach

Server on which the segment exists

Note:  A comma-separated list of server names indicates that the segment is mirrored on
those servers.

dataloc_path

Absolute path on the server where the segment exists

Return Value

Returns a scalar value related to the key specified by the K parameter for the table specified by the T
parameter. If the key returns information about columns or data segments, the I parameter specifies which
one.

Note:  If placed in a vector expression, this function returns a vector of a single value according to
the key passed to K and index value passed to I.

Example: Key without index

The following example creates a computed column that displays the size of the table
pub.demo.weather.hourly90. (Note that the I parameter for tabledata(T;K;I) must still be
accounted for within the function call by including an empty value after the last semicolon.)

<base table="pub.demo.weather.hourly90"/>
<willbe name="size" 
 value="'{tabledata('pub.demo.weather.hourly90';'bytes';)}'"/>
<colord cols="size"/>
<sel value="i_=1"/>

Example: Key with index (segment information)

The following example creates a computed column that displays a comma-separated list of the servers on
which the third segment of the table pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily is stored.
(Note that the index specified by the I parameter for tabledata(T;K;I) is 0-based for keys related to
segments.)

<base table="pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily"/>
<willbe name="machs" 
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 value="'{tabledata('pub.demo.weather.wunderground.observed_daily';
                    'dataloc_mach';2)}'"/>
<colord cols="machs"/>
<sel value="i_=1"/>

Example: Key with index (column information)

The following example creates a computed column that displays the description for the third column
of the table pub.demo.retail.item. (Note that the index specified by the I parameter for
tabledata(T;K;I) is 1-based for keys related to columns.)

<base table="pub.demo.retail.item"/>
<willbe name="desc" 
 value="'{tabledata('pub.demo.retail.item';'col_desc';3)}'"/>
<colord cols="desc"/>
<sel value="i_=1"/>

userdata(U;K)

Returns a scalar value of information about a user based on a key. The key represents a piece of data
stored in a dictionary that contains information about the UID.

Syntax

userdata(U;K)

Input

Argument Type Description

U text The user ID about which you would like information

Note:  The user ID passed to U must be the user with the current
session. No one may access user data other than that of the
current ID.

K text The key represents a specific piece of information stored in the data
structure that contains information about the UID.
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Keys

The following values may be provided to the K argument of the userdata(U;K) function.

acc_condense

acode

addts

adduser

api

autocomment

ccts

city

combo

company

compid

compression

country

data_grid

disk_used

displayh

displayw

ditto

dormantmin

down_eor

down_last

email

emaillist

excel_dl

expiredate

favorites
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first

focus

ftp

guiversion

height

inactive

inf_to_na

inf2na

inf2naold

ip

l_cols_n

last

lastlogts

macromach

macropath

maxdown

maxrows

maxrows_blk

maxrows_slave

mi

navpanel

nestmacro

nonav

oe_wrap

phone

priority

prof_pic

URL to the user's profile picture
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(Available as of version 10.15)

profess

pwdate

region_fmt

s_res_n

sb_type

servers

sex

shortcut

showids

size

sortcols

splitattr

splitexpr

state

street

t_breaks_n

t_res_n

tab_condense

timeout

timezone

totdisk

tstatrestrict

uid

uploadmach

uploadpath

upts

upuser
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upversion

useclink

version

width

wsaccum

wsslave

wsslaves

x_cbreaks_n

x_rbreaks_n

yearborn

zip

Return Value

Returns the user information of the UID provided in the U argument according to the key passed to the K
argument.

If U is omitted, the default behavior is to return data for the current UID.

Example

The following example creates a column named results that contains the email address associated with
the current UID.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="results" value="userdata(;'email')"/>
<colord cols="results"/>

Additional Information

• If placed in a vector expression, this function returns a vector of a single value according to the key
passed to K.

usergroupdata(U)

Returns a comma-separated list of the groups in which a user ID is a member. (Available as of version
13.16)

Syntax

usergroupdata(U)
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Input

Argument Type Description

U text The user ID about which you would like information. If U is omitted, the
default behavior is to return group information for the current UID.

Note:  The user ID passed to U must be the user with the current
session. No one may access user data other than that of the
current ID.

Return Value

Returns a comma-separated list of the groups of which U is a member. This includes direct membership as
well as transitive membership.

Example

The following example creates a column named groups that contains a comma-separated list in which the
current UID is a member.

<base table="default.lonely"/>
<willbe name="groups" value="usergroupdata()"/>
<colord cols="groups"/>

Object functions
The object functions can be used to check the existence, type, and accessibility of objects such as folders,
tables, and queries on the 1010data Insights Platform.

Example syntax for the full set of object functions:

<directory folder="default.gui.resources"/>
<willbe name="obj_exists" value="obj_exists(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_isfolder" value="obj_isfolder(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_istable" value="obj_istable(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_isphysical" value="obj_isphysical(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_istemp" value="obj_istemp(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_isquery" value="obj_isquery(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_own" value="obj_own(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_readable" value="obj_readable(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_runnable" value="obj_runnable(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_writable" value="obj_writable(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_type" value="obj_type(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_parent" value="obj_parent(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_owner" value="obj_owner(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_title" value="obj_title(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_sdesc" value="obj_sdesc(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_ldesc" value="obj_ldesc(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_mode" value="obj_mode(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_name" value="obj_name(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_inherits" value="obj_users(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_users" value="obj_users(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_uploaders" value="obj_uploaders(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_children" value="obj_children(path)"/>
<willbe name="obj_parents" value="obj_parents(path)"/>
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obj_children(path)

Returns the list of objects contained within the folder at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_children(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value consisting of a comma-separated list corresponding to the objects contained within the
folder at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_children(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_children_result" value="obj_children(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_exists(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path exists.  (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_exists(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path exists on
the 1010data Insights Platform.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_exists(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
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  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_exists_result" value="obj_exists(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_inherits(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if user access to the object at the given path is inherited from the
parent folder. (Available as of version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_inherits(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path inherits
user access from the parent folder. When the return value is 1, users who have access permission to the
parent folder also have access to the object at the specified path.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.
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Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_inherits(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_inherits_result" value="obj_inherits(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_isfolder(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a folder. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

obj_isfolder(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.
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Argument Type Description

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is a folder
on the 1010data Insights Platform.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_isfolder(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_isfolder_result" value="obj_isfolder(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_isphysical(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a saved physical table.  (Available
as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_isphysical(path)
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Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is a
physical table saved on the 1010data Insights Platform.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_isphysical(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_isphysical_result" value="obj_isphysical(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).
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obj_isquery(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a query. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

obj_isquery(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is a query
on the 1010data Insights Platform.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_isquery(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_isquery_result" value="obj_isquery(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_istable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a table. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

obj_istable(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is a table
on the 1010data Insights Platform.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_istable(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
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  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_istable_result" value="obj_istable(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_istemp(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is a temporary table in the user's
session. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_istemp(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is a
temporary table in the user's session on the 1010data Insights Platform.
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Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_istemp(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_istemp_result" value="obj_istemp(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_ldesc(path)

Returns the long description of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_ldesc(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.
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Argument Type Description

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the long description of the object at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_ldesc(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_ldesc_result" value="obj_ldesc(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_mode(path)

Returns the display mode of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_mode(path)
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Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the display mode of the object at the specified path.

The display mode determines how a particular object is displayed in the web interface of the 1010data
Insights Platform. This mode only applies to the web interface in releases of the 1010data Insights Platform
prior to Version 10 or in Compatibility Mode in releases thereafter.

The display mode can be one of the following:

data

Open the object as a query.

nodata

Open the object as a library.

happy

Open the object as a QuickApp.

Note:  This mode will be ignored when using the web interface introduced in 1010data Insights
Platform Version 10.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_mode(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_mode_result" value="obj_mode(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_name(path)

Returns the name of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_name(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the name of the object at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_name(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
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  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_name_result" value="obj_name(example_path)"/>

obj_own(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path is owned by the current user.
(Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_own(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path is owned
by the current user.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_own(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.
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<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_own_result" value="obj_own(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_owner(path)

Returns the owner of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_owner(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the owner of the object at the specified path.
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Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_owner(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_owner_result" value="obj_owner(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_parent(path)

Returns the name of the folder in which the object at the given path is contained. (Available as of version
10.23)

Syntax

obj_parent(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.
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Argument Type Description

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the parent of the object at the specified path.

An error is returned if path is the empty string, since the root-level folder does not have a parent.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_parent(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_parent_result" value="obj_parent(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_parents(path)

Returns the hierarchical list of folders in which the object at the given path is contained. (Available as of
version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_parents(path)
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Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value consisting of a comma-separated list corresponding to the hierarchical list of folders in
which the object at the given path is contained.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_parents(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_parents_result" value="obj_parents(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).
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obj_readable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be accessed by the current user.
(Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_readable(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path can be
accessed by the current user.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Note:  obj_readable(path) currently returns the same results as obj_runnable(path), but
this behavior may change in the future.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_readable(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_readable_result" value="obj_readable(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_runnable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be opened by the current user.
(Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_runnable(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path can be
opened by the current user.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Note:  obj_runnable(path) currently returns the same results as obj_readable(path), but
this behavior may change in the future.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_runnable(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.
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<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_runnable_result" value="obj_runnable(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_sdesc(path)

Returns the short description of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_sdesc(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the short description of the object at the specified path.
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Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_sdesc(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_sdesc_result" value="obj_sdesc(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_title(path)

Returns the title of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_title(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.
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Argument Type Description

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the title of the object at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_title(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_title_result" value="obj_title(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_type(path)

Returns the type of the object at the given path. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_type(path)
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Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value corresponding to the type of the object at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_type(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_type_result" value="obj_type(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).
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obj_uploaders(path)

Returns the list of users that have specifically been given permission to save or upload objects to the folder
at the given path. (Available as of version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_uploaders(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value consisting of a comma-separated list corresponding to the users who have permission
to save or upload objects to the folder at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_uploaders(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  pub.doc.samples;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_uploaders_result" value="obj_uploaders(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_users(path)

Returns the list of users that have specifically been given permission to access the object at the given path.
(Available as of version 10.24)

Syntax

obj_users(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns a text value consisting of a comma-separated list corresponding to the users who have permission
to access the object at the specified path.

Returns an empty string if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_users(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  pub.doc.samples.weather_g_rshift;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_users_result" value="obj_users(example_path)"/>
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Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

obj_writable(path)

Returns a boolean value that indicates if the object at the given path can be modified and saved by the
current user. (Available as of version 10.23)

Syntax

obj_writable(path)

Input

Argument Type Description

path text A path to an object (e.g., table, folder, query)

The path parameter can be a scalar value (e.g.,
pub.demo.retail.item) or the name of a column containing paths to
objects.

If path is the empty string (e.g., ''), the function returns information
corresponding to the root-level folder, which contains all of the top-level
folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 or 0 that indicates whether or not the object at the specified path can be
modified and saved by the current user.

Returns 0 if the path does not exist.

Example

The following example demonstrates the behavior of obj_writable(path) using the values in the
example_path column specified via the <table> element.

<table cols="example_path">pub.demo.retail;
  pub.demo.retail.item;
  pub.demo.retail.selectionlib;
  pub.demo.retail.foo;
  default.doc.interactive.trsgsg_qa;
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  default.doc.interactive.doc_lib;
  foo;
  ;
</table>
<col name="example_path" format="width:35"/>
<willbe name="obj_writable_result" value="obj_writable(example_path)"/>

Note:  When the value of the path parameter is equal to the empty string, the function returns
information corresponding to the root-level folder in the 1010data Insights Platform, which contains
all of the top-level folders (e.g., pub, default, uploads).

Miscellaneous functions
This category of functions contains special functions that don't neatly fit into other categories of functions.

rolledup(X;I)

Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not a particular break column is included for the current row
within a rollup tabulation.

Syntax

rolledup(X;I)

Input

Argument Type Description

X integer A column name

X is the name of the indicator column specified by the ind attribute
in the <rollup> element for the tabulation. See <rollup> for more
information.

I integer The break column in question

I is a number between 1 and the number of break columns, where 1
refers to the innermost (last) break column.
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Return Value

Returns an integer value of 1 if the I'th break column is rolled up for the current row. Otherwise, returns 0.

Note:  This function is useful only after a tabulation that includes a <rollup> element.

Example

The following example creates a rollup tabulation of pub.demo.baseball.batting using the columns
lg, team, and lastname as the break columns. The <rollup> element creates an aggregation indicator
column named level that contains an integer value related to which break columns are included in the
rollup for each row. The column is_rolledup displays the results of rolledup(X;I), where X is the
indicator column level and I is 1, which refers to the innermost break column, lastname. This function
returns an integer value of 1 if the lastname column is included in the rollup for the current row, and
returns 0 otherwise.

<base table="pub.demo.baseball.batting"/>
<tabu label="Tabulation on Batting" breaks="lg,team,lastname">
  <rollup ind="level"/>
  <tcol source="lg" fun="cnt" label="Count"/>
</tabu>
<sort col="level" dir="down"/>
<willbe name="is_rolledup" value="rolledup(level;1)"/>

Based on the value of the is_rolledup column, you can see that the lastname column is included in
the rollup for those rows outlined in green, but is not included for those outlined in red.

stemmer(Y;L;P)

Returns the stem of a word for a given language.

Syntax

stemmer(Y;L;P)
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Input

Argument Type Description

Y text Accepts a string literal or a column containing string values

L text A predefined value that specifies which language is being processed

Accepts one of the following values:

• 'danish'
• 'dutch'
• 'english'
• 'finnish'
• 'french'
• 'german'
• 'hungarian'
• 'italian'
• 'norwegian'
• 'porter'
• 'portuguese'
• 'romanian'
• 'russian'
• 'spanish'
• 'swedish'

Note:  If no language is specified, 'english' is used by default.

P NA Note:

This parameter is reserved for future use. You must still delimit
this parameter with a semicolon (;).

Return Value

Returns the stem for each of the words in Y for the language specified by the L argument.

All non-alphabetic characters in value Y are removed by stemmer(Y;L;P) processing. The function will
also convert all valid values for Y to lowercase characters before operating on them.

Sample Usage

value stemmer(value;'english';)

Think thinker thinking thinks think thinker think think

Example
<base table="pub.doc.retail.product"/>
<willbe name="stem" value="stemmer(description;;)"/>
<colord cols="description,stem"/>
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Data types and display formats

Data types govern how data is stored internally, and display formats control how that data is displayed.

Each column in a 1010data Insights Platform table contains data of a particular category, such as
numbers, dates, times of day, or alphanumeric text. The type of values determines the data type of the
column.

In the Insights Platform, these values (numbers, dates, times, alphanumeric values) are stored in one of
the simple data types: integer,  big integer, decimal, and text. The way in which these values are displayed
is defined by the display format specified for the column in which those values reside. The way the values
are displayed is not necessarily similar to or the same as how the values are stored.

For example, the value 1,234.56 contains a comma, but the internal value is just a decimal number
(1234.56). Commas may aid how the values are read by users, but they are not included in the data
that is stored. Furthermore, although two decimal places are displayed, the stored value may be more
precise. Though the number appears to be 1234.56, it may actually be 1234.55574. Displaying the number
rounded to two decimal places is part of the column's display format.

It may or may not be easy to tell what the data type of a column is by looking at it. For instance, 123 might
be an integer, text, or a decimal number with a display format that shows no decimal places, i.e., dec:0.

Another example that shows the difference between how a value is represented in the 1010data Insights
Platform and how it appears in the table view is dates and time. A date is simply stored as an integer in
the date form (YYYYMMDD). The display format identifies the value as a date and displays it as such. For
instance, a number such as 20031115 may be displayed as:

• 11/15/03 using the date display format.
• 11/15/2003 using the date4y display format.

Time is also stored as an integer in the time form (HHMMSS). A number like 224556 can be displayed as:

• 10:45:56p using the hms12 display format.
• 22:46 using the hm24 display format.

Because dates and times are stored as integers, the platform technically allows these columns to be
summed or added to other numeric columns; however, the results are generally meaningless. To do
arithmetic with such columns, use the functions provided for this purpose, e.g., to add a number of days to
a date, use shift(X;Y). For more information, see shift(X;Y).

Data types
There are four simple data types that represent how information is internally stored in the 1010data
Insights Platform.

The simple data types in the platform are:

• integer
• big integer
• decimal
• text

The integer data type is often used to hold information like transaction IDs and store numbers. Integers are
also used to represent date or time values, using the date, month, quarter, and time forms. For instance,
the date 12/10/2013 is stored as the integer 20131210. The time 10:25:30 is stored as the integer
102530. For more information, see Integer on page 1317.

The big integer data type supports whole number values that exceed the range that is supported by the
integer data type. Most commonly, big integer columns are used in links, selections, and tabulations, since

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=Functions/TimeDateFunctions/shift.html
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data such as keys and IDs are often stored in columns of this type. For more information, see Big integer
on page 1317.

The decimal data type may contain values such as sales prices, unemployment rates, interest rates, and
floating-point values. In the 1010data Insights Platform, a decimal data type can also hold a value that
contains a combination of date and time information. For more information, see Decimal on page 1318.

The text data type is used for alphanumeric values that may include symbols, and spaces, such as
customer IDs, product names, sizes, ZIP codes, or geographic locations. For more information, see Text
on page 1318.

In the Insights Platform, the data types are represented in various ways.

Data type Type name Sigil Description

integer integer
int

i Whole numbers between -2,147,483,646 and
2,147,483,646

big integer big integer
bigint
int64

j Whole numbers between
-9,223,372,036,854,775,806 and
9,223,372,036,854,775,806

decimal decimal
dec
real
double

f 64-bit floating-point values

text text
alpha

a String values that contain uppercase and
lowercase letters, numbers, spaces, and
symbols

The data type of a column is referred to by its type name or its sigil in different contexts. Different interfaces
may tend to use one or the other or both.

Data types are different from display formats, which control how values are displayed within columns.

Integer

The integer data type (int) is used to represent whole numbers that can be stored within 32-bits.

Columns of type integer can store information such as:

• Transaction IDs (3026049)
• Identification numbers (24)
• Dates (20161201)
• Time (121837)

Dates and time are represented by the integer data type. For more information, see Dates and time on
page 1319.

Valid integer values are -2,147,483,646 to 2,147,483,646.

Note:  If the values, or the results of mathematical functions applied to these values, will be outside
of this range, use the decimal data type or the big integer data type instead.

In some places in the 1010data Insights platform, the integer data type (int) is also represented as i.

Big integer

The big integer data type (bigint) is used to represent whole numbers that are outside the range of the
integer data type and can be stored within 64 bits.
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In most cases, columns of type bigint are used in links, selections, and tabulations. Columns of type bigint
can also be specified as the G argument in g_functions such as g_sum(G;S;O;X).

Columns of type big integer can store information that cannot be represented within 32 bits such as:

• Keys
• Universally unique identifiers

Values in a column of type big integer are -9,223,372,036,854,775,806 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,806.

In some places in the 1010data Insights platform, the big integer data type (bigint) is also represented
as j.

(Available as of version 11.25)

Decimal

The decimal data type (dec) is used to represent 64-bit floating point values.

Columns of type decimal can store information such as:

• Sales prices (6.95)
• Unemployment rates (7.1)
• Interest rates (5.35)

Columns of type decimal are often used to represent values that contain a fractional part, e.g., 1.25, or
numbers that fall outside the valid range for columns of type integer.

Use decimal data types when the values need to be represented contain a fractional part, or if they fall
outside the valid range for integers, which is -2,147,483,646 to 2,147,483,646. For example, although UPC
codes do not have a fractional part, they should be stored as a decimal data type instead of an integer
because they are typically 12-digit numbers. Decimal values may be positive or negative.

Numbers cast to decimal data type are computed & stored as IEEE 754 double floating point values.
In most cases, the system holds a minimum 15 places of decimal precision. The maximum is roughly
1.7976931348623158e308.

The decimal data type also holds the floating point value that represents the date and time together as a
date+time value. For more information, see Date+Time on page 1319.

In some places in the 1010data Insights platform, the decimal data type (dec) is also represented as f.

Text

The text data type (text) is used to represent values that contain uppercase and lowercase letters,
numbers, spaces, and symbols.

Columns of type text can store information such as:

• Customer IDs (9a90e2f6)
• Product names (GARLIC GUACAMOLE ZESTY)
• Sizes (500 ML)
• Geographic locations (Boulder, CO)

Columns of type text may have values that appear to be integers, decimals, or big integers. It may be
difficult to distinguish these values from other numeric values in columns of type decimal or type integer.
Text type values cannot be summed (via a quick summary) or added to another column (using a computed
column ). There are some numeric values that should be stored in columns of type text. For example:

• Social security numbers
• Zip codes (00616)
• SKUs (94873)
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These numeric values are not added together, are not added to other values, and may begin with a
0, which would be removed in an integer, decimal, or big integer column, even though it is a valid and
necessary part of that value.

Columns of type integer, decimal, or big integer should be used when mathematical functions need to be
performed on the numeric values.

In some places in the 1010data Insights platform, the text data type (text) is also represented as a or
alpha.

Dates and time

While dates and times are typically stored in columns that have an integer or decimal data type, they must
be specified in a valid form to produce the expected results.

Most date and time values are represented in columns that have an integer data type. The date+time form,
which contains both date and time information in one value, is unique, and it is represented by a column
that has a decimal data type. Functions that operate on dates and times sample the input values in the
column to make sure they are in the correct data type (integer or decimal). As long as the data type is
correct, the function is performed on the input. Note that the values in the column are not checked to make
sure that they are valid. If the values are not valid, the function returns an erroneous or illogical output
value.

Dates

Values that contain date-related information can be specified in the following forms:

Form Syntax Example Value

date YYYYMMDD 11/5/2017 20171105

month YYYYMM 11/2017 201711

quarter YYYYQ 4Q2017 20174

year YYYY 2017 2017

For dates to be considered valid and produce a correct result, they must appear in the format above, and
the values for MM, DD, and Q must stay within the expected range. MM values range from 01-12, DD
values from 01-31, and Q 1-4. If a function is expecting a date value as input and the value passed to the
function is outside the valid range or supported format, the function returns an erroneous or illogical output.

Note:  The values YYYYMMDD and YYYYMM are "tolerant of decoration", meaning that you can add
slashes or other decoration. For example, 20171105 can be displayed as 11/5/2017.

Time

Values that contain time-related information can be specified in following format:

Form Syntax Example Value

time HHMMSS 12:46:18 124618

For times to be considered valid and produce a correct result, they must appear in the syntax above, and
the values for each portion of HH, MM, and SS must stay within the expected range. HH values range from
00-23, and MM and SS values range from 00-59. If a function is expecting a time value as input and that
value is outside the valid range or supported syntax, the function returns an erroneous or illogical output.

Date+Time

Values that contain a combination of date and time information can be specified in the following form:
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Form Syntax Example Value

date+time XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY 12/10/13_10:25:30 -7691.56562470746

The date+time input uses a convention similar to the Julian date, but uses 1/1/2035 as the epoch (or
reference) point. Specifically, the value XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY is a signed float representing the number
of days before or after the epoch. The value is typically negative because the count uses the epoch as the
starting point and counts backwards to the given date+time:

• XXXX is the number of full days from the given date to the epoch
• .YYYYYYYYYYY is the fraction of the current day remaining until midnight

So, for the above example, on 12/10/2013 at 10:25:30 there is still .56562470746 of the day remaining until
midnight and 7691 full days until midnight on 1/1/2035.

Values in the date+time form are stored in columns that have a decimal data type.

Display formats
Display formats control how values are displayed within columns in the 1010data Insights Platform.

Syntax

The syntax for using display formats is:

[type:value;] [width:value;] [dec:value]

where the value for each parameter is as follows:

parameter value

type Any Display format listed in the tables below (e.g., nocommas, monthshort4y)

width The number of characters to display in the column. Valid values are 1 through 100.

If the contents of a cell exceeds the specified width, the value is truncated. In this case,
the number of visible characters is reduced by two, and " >" is appended to the value. For
example, for width:4, the string Example would be displayed as Ex >. Clicking on the >
displays the full contents of the cell in a separate window.

dec The number of decimal places to show (valid values are 0 through 15)

Note:  For integer values, a decimal point and that many 0's will be appended to
the integer. The dec parameter does not affect text values.

A single type, width, or dec format may each be applied to a particular column.

Note:  Multiple parameters of the same format will be removed; only the
first instance will be retained. For example, if the specified display format
is format="type:num;type:char;width:3", it will be changed to
format="type:num;width:3" when the query is submitted.

Examples

The secs(X) function returns the number of seconds since midnight for the time given as input. With no
display format applied, a computed column using this function would use the default display format, num,
and show values like 54,163 and 49,525.

To display the values in the computed column without the commas, use the nocommas display format:

https://www2.1010data.com/documentationcenter/beta/1010dataReferenceManual/index_frames.html?q=Functions/TimeDateFunctions/secs.html
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<willbe name="secsexample" value="secs(thistime)" label="Secs since`midnight"
 format="type:nocommas"/>

Those same values would now be displayed as 54163 and 49525.

Display formats can also show only a certain number of decimal places for a column. For example, to show
two decimal places for the numbers in a particular column, specify the following display format for that
column:

<willbe name="margin" value="sales-cost" label="Margin"
 format="type:num;dec:2"/>

Number display formats

The following display formats can be applied to values with the integer or decimal data type:

Display format Example value Displayed value

num 1234567.89 1,234,567.89

nocommas 11,121,314.15 11121314.15

pct 0.9583 95.83%

Currency display formats

Currency formatting uses an additional property: unit:[VALUE], where the [VALUE] is a valid ISO 4217
currency letter code, as shown below:

format="type:currency;width:10;unit:EUR"

For the full list of currency codes, see Currency codes (ISO 4217) on page 1323.

The default value if no code is provided is USD. The number of decimal places shown by default is
determined by the standard for the particular currency code used. If a value is provided to the dec
property, that value will override the default for that currency.

Currency display formats can be applied to columns of integer or decimal type:

Display format Example unit value Example value Displayed value

currency EUR 123456.789 €123,456.79

Date display formats

The following display formats can be applied to integers in the date form (YYYYMMDD):

Display format Example value Displayed value

date 19981015 10/15/98

date4y 19981015 10/15/1998

ansidate 19981015 1998-10-15

Note:  If the date display formats are applied to numbers that are not in the date form, the behavior
is unexpected.

Month display formats

The following display formats can be applied to integers in the month form (YYYYMM):
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Display format Example value Displayed value

month 200310 10/03

month4y 200310 10/2003

monthshort 200310 Oct03

monthshort4y 200310 Oct2003

monthshortdash 200310 Oct-03

monthshortdash4y 200310 Oct-2003

monthlong 200310 October03

monthlong4y 200310 October2003

monthlongdash 200310 October-03

monthlongdash4y 200310 October-2003

Note:  If the month display formats are applied to numbers that are not in the month form, the
behavior is unexpected.

Quarter display formats

The following display formats can be applied to integers in the quarter form (YYYYQ):

Display format Example value Displayed value

quarter 20032 2Q03

quarter4y 20032 2Q2003

Note:  If the quarter display formats are applied to numbers that are not in the quarter form, the
behavior is unexpected.

Time display formats

The following display formats can be applied to integers in the time form (HHMMSS):

Display format Example value Displayed value Notes

hms24 224556 22:45:56

hms12 224556 10:45:56p

hm24 224556 22:46 The time is rounded to
the nearest minute.

hm12 224556 10:46p The time is rounded to
the nearest minute.

Note:  If the time display formats are applied to numbers that are not in the time form, the behavior
is unexpected.

Date+Time display formats

The following display formats can be applied to values with the decimal data type in the date+time form
(XXXX.YYYYYYYYYYY):

Display format Example value Displayed value

datehms24 -7691.56562470746 12/10/13_10:25:30
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Display format Example value Displayed value

ansidatetime -7691.56562470746 2013-12-10 10:25:30

Note:  If the date+time display format is applied to numbers that are not in the date+time form, the
behavior is unexpected.

Text display formats

The following display format can be applied to text:

Display format Example value Displayed value Notes

char 10/15/98 10/15/98

url www.1010data.com www.1010data.com Creates an http: link
of the text. If the text
is not a valid URL, the
behavior is unexpected.

email info@1010data.com info@1010data.com Creates a mailto:
link of the text. If the
text is not a valid email
address, the behavior is
unexpected.

Currency codes (ISO 4217)

The following table provides a list of valid 4217 letter codes.

Table 3: ISO 4217 Codes

Entity Currency Code Minor Unit

AFGHANISTAN Afghani AFN 2

ÅLAND ISLANDS Euro EUR 2

ALBANIA Lek ALL 2

ALGERIA Algerian Dinar DZD 2

AMERICAN SAMOA US Dollar USD 2

ANDORRA Euro EUR 2

ANGOLA Kwanza AOA 2

ANGUILLA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

ANTARCTICA No universal currency

ANTIGUA AND
BARBUDA

East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

ARGENTINA Argentine Peso ARS 2

ARMENIA Armenian Dram AMD 2

ARUBA Aruban Florin AWG 2

AUSTRALIA Australian Dollar AUD 2

AUSTRIA Euro EUR 2

AZERBAIJAN Azerbaijanian Manat AZN 2

https://www.1010data.com
mailto:info@1010data.com
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Entity Currency Code Minor Unit

BAHAMAS Bahamian Dollar BSD 2

BAHRAIN Bahraini Dinar BHD 3

BANGLADESH Taka BDT 2

BARBADOS Barbados Dollar BBD 2

BELARUS Belarussian Ruble BYR 0

BELGIUM Euro EUR 2

BELIZE Belize Dollar BZD 2

BENIN CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

BERMUDA Bermudian Dollar BMD 2

BHUTAN Ngultrum BTN 2

BHUTAN Indian Rupee INR 2

BOLIVIA,
PLURINATIONAL
STATE OF

Boliviano BOB 2

BOLIVIA,
PLURINATIONAL
STATE OF

Mvdol BOV 2

BONAIRE, SINT
EUSTATIUS AND SABA

US Dollar USD 2

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

Convertible Mark BAM 2

BOTSWANA Pula BWP 2

BOUVET ISLAND Norwegian Krone NOK 2

BRAZIL Brazilian Real BRL 2

BRITISH INDIAN
OCEAN TERRITORY

US Dollar USD 2

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM Brunei Dollar BND 2

BULGARIA Bulgarian Lev BGN 2

BURKINA FASO CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

BURUNDI Burundi Franc BIF 0

CAMBODIA Riel KHR 2

CAMEROON CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

CANADA Canadian Dollar CAD 2

CABO VERDE Cabo Verde Escudo CVE 2

CAYMAN ISLANDS Cayman Islands Dollar KYD 2

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC

CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

CHAD CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

CHILE Unidad de Fomento CLF 4
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Entity Currency Code Minor Unit

CHILE Chilean Peso CLP 0

CHINA Yuan Renminbi CNY 2

CHRISTMAS ISLAND Australian Dollar AUD 2

COCOS (KEELING)
ISLANDS

Australian Dollar AUD 2

COLOMBIA Colombian Peso COP 2

COLOMBIA Unidad de Valor Real COU 2

COMOROS Comoro Franc KMF 0

CONGO CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

CONGO, DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF THE

Congolese Franc CDF 2

COOK ISLANDS New Zealand Dollar NZD 2

COSTA RICA Costa Rican Colon CRC 2

CÔTE D'IVOIRE CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

CROATIA Croatian Kuna HRK 2

CUBA Peso Convertible CUC 2

CUBA Cuban Peso CUP 2

CURAÇAO Netherlands Antillean
Guilder

ANG 2

CYPRUS Euro EUR 2

CZECH REPUBLIC Czech Koruna CZK 2

DENMARK Danish Krone DKK 2

DJIBOUTI Djibouti Franc DJF 0

DOMINICA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Dominican Peso DOP 2

ECUADOR US Dollar USD 2

EGYPT Egyptian Pound EGP 2

EL SALVADOR El Salvador Colon SVC 2

EL SALVADOR US Dollar USD 2

EQUATORIAL GUINEA CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

ERITREA Nakfa ERN 2

ESTONIA Euro EUR 2

ETHIOPIA Ethiopian Birr ETB 2

EUROPEAN UNION Euro EUR 2

FALKLAND ISLANDS
(MALVINAS)

Falkland Islands Pound FKP 2

FAROE ISLANDS Danish Krone DKK 2
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Entity Currency Code Minor Unit

FIJI Fiji Dollar FJD 2

FINLAND Euro EUR 2

FRANCE Euro EUR 2

FRENCH GUIANA Euro EUR 2

FRENCH POLYNESIA CFP Franc XPF 0

FRENCH SOUTHERN
TERRITORIES

Euro EUR 2

GABON CFA Franc BEAC XAF 0

GAMBIA Dalasi GMD 2

GEORGIA Lari GEL 2

GERMANY Euro EUR 2

GHANA Ghana Cedi GHS 2

GIBRALTAR Gibraltar Pound GIP 2

GREECE Euro EUR 2

GREENLAND Danish Krone DKK 2

GRENADA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

GUADELOUPE Euro EUR 2

GUAM US Dollar USD 2

GUATEMALA Quetzal GTQ 2

GUERNSEY Pound Sterling GBP 2

GUINEA Guinea Franc GNF 0

GUINEA-BISSAU CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

GUYANA Guyana Dollar GYD 2

HAITI Gourde HTG 2

HAITI US Dollar USD 2

HEARD ISLAND AND
McDONALD ISLANDS

Australian Dollar AUD 2

HOLY SEE (VATICAN
CITY STATE)

Euro EUR 2

HONDURAS Lempira HNL 2

HONG KONG Hong Kong Dollar HKD 2

HUNGARY Forint HUF 2

ICELAND Iceland Krona ISK 0

INDIA Indian Rupee INR 2

INDONESIA Rupiah IDR 2

INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND
(IMF)

SDR (Special Drawing
Right)

XDR N.A.
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IRAN, ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF

Iranian Rial IRR 2

IRAQ Iraqi Dinar IQD 3

IRELAND Euro EUR 2

ISLE OF MAN Pound Sterling GBP 2

ISRAEL New Israeli Sheqel ILS 2

ITALY Euro EUR 2

JAMAICA Jamaican Dollar JMD 2

JAPAN Yen JPY 0

JERSEY Pound Sterling GBP 2

JORDAN Jordanian Dinar JOD 3

KAZAKHSTAN Tenge KZT 2

KENYA Kenyan Shilling KES 2

KIRIBATI Australian Dollar AUD 2

KOREA, DEMOCRATIC
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC
OF

North Korean Won KPW 2

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF Won KRW 0

KUWAIT Kuwaiti Dinar KWD 3

KYRGYZSTAN Som KGS 2

LAO PEOPLE’S
DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC

Kip LAK 2

LATVIA Euro EUR 2

LEBANON Lebanese Pound LBP 2

LESOTHO Loti LSL 2

LESOTHO Rand ZAR 2

LIBERIA Liberian Dollar LRD 2

LIBYA Libyan Dinar LYD 3

LIECHTENSTEIN Swiss Franc CHF 2

LITHUANIA Euro EUR 2

LUXEMBOURG Euro EUR 2

MACAO Pataca MOP 2

MACEDONIA, THE
FORMER YUGOSLAV
REPUBLIC OF

Denar MKD 2

MADAGASCAR Malagasy Ariary MGA 2

MALAWI Kwacha MWK 2
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MALAYSIA Malaysian Ringgit MYR 2

MALDIVES Rufiyaa MVR 2

MALI CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

MALTA Euro EUR 2

MARSHALL ISLANDS US Dollar USD 2

MARTINIQUE Euro EUR 2

MAURITANIA Ouguiya MRO 2

MAURITIUS Mauritius Rupee MUR 2

MAYOTTE Euro EUR 2

MEMBER COUNTRIES
OF THE AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK
GROUP

ADB Unit of Account XUA N.A.

MEXICO Mexican Peso MXN 2

MEXICO Mexican Unidad de
Inversion (UDI)

MXV 2

MICRONESIA,
FEDERATED STATES
OF

US Dollar USD 2

MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC
OF

Moldovan Leu MDL 2

MONACO Euro EUR 2

MONGOLIA Tugrik MNT 2

MONTENEGRO Euro EUR 2

MONTSERRAT East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

MOROCCO Moroccan Dirham MAD 2

MOZAMBIQUE Mozambique Metical MZN 2

MYANMAR Kyat MMK 2

NAMIBIA Namibia Dollar NAD 2

NAMIBIA Rand ZAR 2

NAURU Australian Dollar AUD 2

NEPAL Nepalese Rupee NPR 2

NETHERLANDS Euro EUR 2

NEW CALEDONIA CFP Franc XPF 0

NEW ZEALAND New Zealand Dollar NZD 2

NICARAGUA Cordoba Oro NIO 2

NIGER CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

NIGERIA Naira NGN 2
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NIUE New Zealand Dollar NZD 2

NORFOLK ISLAND Australian Dollar AUD 2

NORTHERN MARIANA
ISLANDS

US Dollar USD 2

NORWAY Norwegian Krone NOK 2

OMAN Rial Omani OMR 3

PAKISTAN Pakistan Rupee PKR 2

PALAU US Dollar USD 2

PALESTINE, STATE OF No universal currency

PANAMA Balboa PAB 2

PANAMA US Dollar USD 2

PAPUA NEW GUINEA Kina PGK 2

PARAGUAY Guarani PYG 0

PERU Nuevo Sol PEN 2

PHILIPPINES Philippine Peso PHP 2

PITCAIRN New Zealand Dollar NZD 2

POLAND Zloty PLN 2

PORTUGAL Euro EUR 2

PUERTO RICO US Dollar USD 2

QATAR Qatari Rial QAR 2

RÉUNION Euro EUR 2

ROMANIA New Romanian Leu RON 2

RUSSIAN FEDERATION Russian Ruble RUB 2

RWANDA Rwanda Franc RWF 0

SAINT BARTHÉLEMY Euro EUR 2

SAINT HELENA,
ASCENSION AND
TRISTAN DA CUNHA

Saint Helena Pound SHP 2

SAINT KITTS AND
NEVIS

East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

SAINT LUCIA East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

SAINT MARTIN
(FRENCH PART)

Euro EUR 2

SAINT PIERRE AND
MIQUELON

Euro EUR 2

SAINT VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES

East Caribbean Dollar XCD 2

SAMOA Tala WST 2
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SAN MARINO Euro EUR 2

SAO TOME AND
PRINCIPE

Dobra STD 2

SAUDI ARABIA Saudi Riyal SAR 2

SENEGAL CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

SERBIA Serbian Dinar RSD 2

SEYCHELLES Seychelles Rupee SCR 2

SIERRA LEONE Leone SLL 2

SINGAPORE Singapore Dollar SGD 2

SINT MAARTEN
(DUTCH PART)

Netherlands Antillean
Guilder

ANG 2

SISTEMA UNITARIO
DE COMPENSACION
REGIONAL DE PAGOS
"SUCRE"

Sucre XSU N.A.

SLOVAKIA Euro EUR 2

SLOVENIA Euro EUR 2

SOLOMON ISLANDS Solomon Islands Dollar SBD 2

SOMALIA Somali Shilling SOS 2

SOUTH AFRICA Rand ZAR 2

SOUTH GEORGIA
AND THE SOUTH
SANDWICH ISLANDS

No universal currency

SOUTH SUDAN South Sudanese Pound SSP 2

SPAIN Euro EUR 2

SRI LANKA Sri Lanka Rupee LKR 2

SUDAN Sudanese Pound SDG 2

SURINAME Surinam Dollar SRD 2

SVALBARD AND JAN
MAYEN

Norwegian Krone NOK 2

SWAZILAND Lilangeni SZL 2

SWEDEN Swedish Krona SEK 2

SWITZERLAND WIR Euro CHE 2

SWITZERLAND Swiss Franc CHF 2

SWITZERLAND WIR Franc CHW 2

SYRIAN ARAB
REPUBLIC

Syrian Pound SYP 2

TAIWAN, PROVINCE
OF CHINA

New Taiwan Dollar TWD 2
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TAJIKISTAN Somoni TJS 2

TANZANIA, UNITED
REPUBLIC OF

Tanzanian Shilling TZS 2

THAILAND Baht THB 2

TIMOR-LESTE US Dollar USD 2

TOGO CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 0

TOKELAU New Zealand Dollar NZD 2

TONGA Pa’anga TOP 2

TRINIDAD AND
TOBAGO

Trinidad and Tobago
Dollar

TTD 2

TUNISIA Tunisian Dinar TND 3

TURKEY Turkish Lira TRY 2

TURKMENISTAN Turkmenistan New
Manat

TMT 2

TURKS AND CAICOS
ISLANDS

US Dollar USD 2

TUVALU Australian Dollar AUD 2

UGANDA Uganda Shilling UGX 0

UKRAINE Hryvnia UAH 2

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

UAE Dirham AED 2

UNITED KINGDOM Pound Sterling GBP 2

UNITED STATES US Dollar USD 2

UNITED STATES US Dollar (Next day) USN 2

UNITED STATES
MINOR OUTLYING
ISLANDS

US Dollar USD 2

URUGUAY Uruguay Peso en
Unidades Indexadas
(URUIURUI)

UYI 0

URUGUAY Peso Uruguayo UYU 2

UZBEKISTAN Uzbekistan Sum UZS 2

VANUATU Vatu VUV 0

VENEZUELA,
BOLIVARIAN
REPUBLIC OF

Bolivar VEF 2

VIET NAM Dong VND 0

VIRGIN ISLANDS
(BRITISH)

US Dollar USD 2

VIRGIN ISLANDS (U.S.) US Dollar USD 2
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WALLIS AND FUTUNA CFP Franc XPF 0

WESTERN SAHARA Moroccan Dirham MAD 2

YEMEN Yemeni Rial YER 2

ZAMBIA Zambian Kwacha ZMW 2

ZIMBABWE Zimbabwe Dollar ZWL 2

ZZ01_Bond Markets Unit
European_EURCO

Bond Markets Unit
European Composite
Unit (EURCO)

XBA N.A.

ZZ02_Bond Markets Unit
European_EMU-6

Bond Markets Unit
European Monetary Unit
(E.M.U.-6)

XBB N.A.

ZZ03_Bond Markets Unit
European_EUA-9

Bond Markets Unit
European Unit of
Account 9 (E.U.A.-9)

XBC N.A.

ZZ04_Bond Markets Unit
European_EUA-17

Bond Markets Unit
European Unit of
Account 17 (E.U.A.-17)

XBD N.A.

ZZ06_Testing_Code Codes specifically
reserved for testing
purposes

XTS N.A.

ZZ07_No_Currency The codes assigned for
transactions where no
currency is involved

XXX N.A.

ZZ08_Gold Gold XAU N.A.

ZZ09_Palladium Palladium XPD N.A.

ZZ10_Platinum Platinum XPT N.A.

ZZ11_Silver Silver XAG N.A.
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and 25
arguments 661

C

ceiling 918
concatenated queries 570

D

decimal conversion 928
default 34
dot product 667

E

empty 34

F

floating point 928

G

g_functions
basic 661

g_pick 778

H

highest 1209

I

ifnull 1019

J

join
joining 54

L

length
string 1034

logical and 25
logical not 26
logical or 26
lonely 34
lookup table 1007

M

maximum 668

N

negation 26
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not 26
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O

or 26

P

parameters 661
parse 1039, 1069, 1163
parsing 1039, 1069, 1163
percentile 711, 716
percentiles 711
pick 1039, 1069, 1163
picking 1039, 1069, 1163
piece 1039, 1069, 1163

Q

quantile 711

R

real number conversion 928
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r high 1209
ri_ 28, 32
rn_ 28, 32
rowhi 1209
row hi 1209
rowhigh 1209
row high 1209

S

split 1039, 1069, 1163
splitting 1039, 1069, 1163
string 1039, 1069, 1163
string length 1034
string to number 928
syntax 661

T

text to number 928
time series 743

U

unique values 681, 1082
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